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FOREWORD
The forty-sixth session ofthe WMO Executive Council approved in 1994 the proposal of
the eleventh session ofthe Commission for Instruments and Methods of Observation (CIMO-XI)
to organize a W'.MO Technical Coriference on Meteorological alld Elwironmental Instruments and
Methods o/Observation (TECO-98). The Direction de la Meteorology Nationals of Morocco
kindly offered to host the Conference in Casablanca from 13 to 15 May 1998.
TECO-98 which occurred immediately following the twelfth session of CIMO provided
a good opportunity for CIMO delegates to participate in this Conference. An Exhibition on
Meteorological Instruments, Equipment and Services( METEOREX-98) was also organized on
this occasion.
The Programme Committee for TECO-98, composed of Messrs A. Van Gysegem
(Scientific Director of TECO-98), J. Kruus (Canada), M. Rochas (France), A. Belhouji
(M:orocco), and E. Ekuwem (Nigeria), has been responsible for specifYing the themes and contents
of sessions as well as for selecting the papers.
The Conference reflects the diversity of the main areas ofCIMO activities, as stated in the
WMO Instruments and Methods of Observation Programme (IMOP), in the fields of
intercomparisons, calibrations, new developments, automation and quality management of surface,
upper-air and remote sensing meteorological measuring technologies. Papers shown the great
concern to improve quality and homogeneity of observations and compatibility of measuring
techniques in order to better meet observational needs and requirements ofWMO Programmes
and ofNational Meteorological and Hydrological Services.
This report contains the papers to be presented at the Conference and will place them on
permanent record, making them available to a much wider audience than the participants at the
Conference. I hope that all readers ofthis report will find the contents useful and informative and
that the Conference will provide opportunities to exchange experience and to learn from others.
I wish to express my deep gratitude -to the Government and the Direction de la
Meteorologie Nationale of Morocco, to all authors of papers, to members of the Programme
Committee, to the Local Organizing Committee and to the Secretary-General of WMO for all
efforts and resources devoted to planning and holding TECO-98.

(Dr A. Van Gysegem)
Vice-president 'of CIMO
Scientific Director of TECO-98
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KEYNOTE PAPERS

OBSERVING URBAN WEATHER AND CLIMATE
T. R. Oke
Department of Geography, University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, RC. Canada V6T 1Z2

INTRODUCTION
No environment offers more challenges to the meteorological observer than the city (Van
Gysegem, 1978; Oke, 1984). Quite simply the normal protocols governing observing practice break
down. Given the necessary instruments to establish a modem weather or climate station even a
seasoned meteorologist does not know where to put them to generate useful data, because almost
no site conforms with the WMO rules for exposure (WMO, 1983a,b) and in any case it's not clear
what the observations are meant to characterise. At sites in most other environments the person
installing the station is clear that the aim is to observe the state of the atmosphere without undue
influences from the surface microclimate. This paper is about what the meteorological community
should do to build a similar clarity of aims and rules for exposure when siting instruments in cities,
where microclimates are everywhere. It argues for a serious attempt to develop new protocols and
guidelines for those charged with installing and operating urban stations and networks.
On the whole the present state of meteorological measuring systems in cities is at best
inadequate and in many cases an embarrassment. Stations are sited in bizarre locations, over widely
differing surfaces, at various heights and the exposure of individual instruments commonly violates
WMO rules of observing practice. When faced with these facts, those involved with installing and
maintaining meteorological systems commonly shrug their shoulders and point out that it is very
difficult to do better given the real diversity and constraints provided by cities and the guidelines
they are given to work with. They are correct, but I argue here that it doesn't have to be this way.
Establishing and running a station can be an expensive undertaking, it is therefore an enormous
waste when, because of poor siting and exposure, the system underperforms or produces nonsensical
information.

•

As I see it obvious problems arise from at least four sources:
confusion over the purpose of observation - most meteorological stations are established either
to:
(a)
observe the local climate, and its trends, free of microclimatic influences
observe the weather free oflocal climatic effects in support of operational services; such
(b)
as air mass state used as input to the synoptic forecast system, or specialised storm
warning or air pollution management systems
(c)
observe special atmospheric features as part of research studies.

The spatial and temporal scales and focus of these objectives are very different so it may
be that the observations required should not be combined at a single site.
• human settlements are dynamic -land uses change over time. Consider a site, which may have
been established in the park-like grounds of a town hall a century ago, but subsequently has
been moved from one spot to another as new buildings take precedence. The station is now
lucky to have a place next to a parking lot and a tall building. Later it may be moved to the top
of the building. Hence its original conformity with WMO guidelines for exposure have been
eroded.
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•

•

avoidance - the complexity of the urban system and the complications associated with working
within an array of tall buildings and trees causes many meteorologists to ignore cities or to turn
to modelling rather than measurement (Van Gysegem, 1978)
lack ofunderstanding ofmicro- and urban climates - many meteorologists are trained to focus
on synoptic or regional scale objectives, relatively few appreciate the large· differences that
occur at smaller scales or the structure of city climates.

SCALES AND PATTERNS OF URBAN CLIMATE
It cannot be over-stressed that understanding urban climates (and observing them) is

critically tied to notions. of scale and boundary layer development, as illustrated in Figure 1. At the
smallest scale, that of individual elements, each building, tree, road, etc. creates its own
microclimate. Because the city usually possesses repetitive structures, such as building lots and
streets, these elements are recombined into larger microscale climate units such as street canyons
which generate their own features, e.g. cross-canyon vortex flow (Figure le). These are features
which exist beneath roof-level, so in analogy with plant stands this layer is called the urban canopy
layer (UCL). A larger neighbourhood comprising several similar street canyons plus their
intervening buildings, gardens and courtyards createS a local scale climat~ which extends
horizontally, but is restricted to the DeL (Figure 1b). The influences of each element also extend
above roof-level as.a jumbled set of plumes and wakes in the roughness sublayer. Due to the mixing
of turbulence these eventually merge to form a more horizontally homogeneous surface layer in
which micrometeorological theory for extensive homogeneous surfaces applies (Figure 1b,c). If
there are distinct urban terrain zones (Le. areas of different physical character, such as the type and
density of buildings) in the city, new internal boundary layers will form at each zone border. These
are mixed together to form the urban boundary layer (UBL) of the whole city. This is a mesoscale
phenomenon within which the air shows the integrated presence of the city.
a)

b)
c)

Figure 1:

Idealised vertical structure of the urban atmosphere over (a) a whole city
(mesoscale), (b) a single urban terrain zone (local scale), and (e) a single street
canyon (microscale). Source: Oke {1997}.
-2-

The structure illustrated by Figure 1 looks complicated, but it reveals three essential scales of
importance to most climate station networks:
• the micro- and local scale of the UCL - within this layer there are many subclasses of climates,
each determined by the physical character of the surface and its immediate surroundings. The
climate of a single building or single street may be identifiable. This is the source of the
nightmare for the person who has the responsibility to locate a single station. Every surface
component (hot road, sheltering tree, shading building) threatens to swamp the readings.
However, if particularly anomalous elements can be avoided, it is often possible to find areas of
sufficiently similar character (say within one type of urban terrain zone (VTZ); Ellefsen, 1985),
and of sufficient horizontal dimensions (a circle of about 0.5 km around the site), that a
representative VCL climate station can be established. 'Anomalous' in this context means an
element which is sufficiently close and generates a strong climatic effect so that it skews the
results relative to the local mean. This would be a local scale climate in the VCL.
• the local scale of the surface layer - in addition to observing local climate in the VCL, as above
(which is still fraught with microclimatic difficulties) a more stable local climate response can be
observed in the surface layer. Only a restricted range of measurement heights exists (see below),
but if these limitations are met, data representative of the local scale zone can be gathered.
However, a concern may be that the results apply to a non-standard height. Achieving a more
stable spatial average comes at the price of muting the surface effects seen in the VCL.
• the mesoscale of the UBL - if characteristics of the mixing layer in the UBL can be monitored
the integrated effects of the whole city can be expressed in their contribution to the downwind
mesoscale urban plume (Figure la).
The spatial patterns of these climates are distinct. For example, the well known modification of
air temperature at screen-level in the VCL, known as the urban heat island (DIll), has a steep
gradient at the edge of the city, but the distribution is much flatter over most of the rest of the urban
area except for relatively 'hot' and 'cool' spots in particularly densely built-up (high rise, narrow
canyons) or open and/or vegetated (parks, vacant land) areas, respectively. Again, one must
remember that the nature ofVCL climates is dominated by the immediate surroundings, not distance
from the edge or the centre. Knowledge of these patterns is essential if we wish to sample
appropriately with a station network. Presumably if only a single urban station can be installed the
choice is between an urban core location, where the 'maximum' urban effect occurs, or a site in the
thermal plateau region, well away from edge or 'hot' or 'cool' spot effects. If multiple stations are
available it must be decided if the aim is to sample all urban terrain zones or to faithfully represent
the spatial pattern. If it is the latter this will require stations in all zones, but also at sites positioned
to show the gradients across the city. Since the patterns in small settlements are miniature versions
of those in large cities Munn (1973) notes that it may take almost as many stations to portray the
pattern of the VCL climates in a small city as for a large one. Similar patterns are found for
humidity. It seems -arguable that wind and precipitation measurements in the VCL are sufficiently
open to micro-variability that it may be better to sample them only above roof-level. In this case
distance from the urban-rural border, and transitions in UTZ, are more relevant because of changes
in surface roughness. For radiation measurements anticipated patterns of air pollution and cloud
may be significant.
GUIDANCE FOR LOCAL MEASUREMENTS
Let's look at considerations which face establishment of a standard climatological station at a
site within a city. That is, we are looking at the advice provided to someone installing a station to
measure air temperature, humidity, wind speed and direction, precipitation and perhaps radiation,
soil temperature and evaporation.
-3 -

1. Choosing the site

In terms of where to locate within the city limits, and in which UTZ, the central question
relates to the purpose of the station. Therefore decisions should be based on recognition of the
patterns outlined at the end of the preceding section, and whether the station is solitary or part of a
network. Once the UTZ and part of the city are chosen the next criterion is homogeneity; i.e. to
locate in a part of the zone, that is reasonably representative of its surroundings. At this stage is
helpful to draw up first order descriptive statistics of the area, such as the mean height of the upstanding elements (buildings and trees), and the dimensions of the spaces between them (gardens,
courtyards, streets). From these measures a simple list of typical characteristics of the zone can be
drawn up, perhaps in terms of normalised measures such as mean height, height to width ratio, and
the ratio ofbuilt:greenspace area. This helps to develop a notion of typical exposure in the zone and
provides objective scales so that potential sites can be ranked. Recognising that in the end you can
only site where the opportunity/permission exists, at least you gain some idea of how fair the
representation might be. What is different about this thinking, compared to that normally required,
is that the essential notions of an 'bpen" or unobstructed site are abandoned in favour of
representativity. This concept is already recognised, for example in the Canadian Guidelines for
Autostations which note that the site should be consistent with the purpose of the data to be
collected - if the station is to obtain synoptic air mass observations, small scale or human features
should not exert an influence, but if it is to represent smaller climates the site should reflect them
(ABS, 1992). Failure to exercise this judgement leads to some nonsensical stations. The most
common being the lovely grassed park site in the core of a large city - such a site is an anomaly for
the city, in fact it doesn't take a very large vegetated park to come up with a climate which is
thermally quite similar to that ofthe city's rural environs (Spronken-Smith and Oke, 1998).

2. Site layout and instrument exposure
Once the site is chosen, the layout of the station, and the placement of the instruments, should
be governed by existing WMO and/or national Guides where possible, but again some bounded
flexibility is useful. For example, the standard short grass surface may be appropriate if the UTZ is
one of open-set houses with gardens and roadside verges, but this tenet should be relaxed to
accommodate artificial surfaces as the built:greenspace ratio increases. Similarly the size of the plot,
and the rules regarding how many multiples of obstruction height a given instrument must be away
from an obstruction, should be relaxed for certain measures. For example, if the local climate of a
city core is wanted, and the typical height of buildings and trees (ZH) is say 20 m, it may be difficult
to find a site which allows for 2zH in all directions for temperature and humidity, more so for the 4zH
required for precipitation and almost impossible to get 10zH for wind. What is far more important in
siting the instruments is to reflect the typical dimensions of the spaces within the UCL, so preserving
some notion of the local ratio of element height to inter-element spacing (W) - often called the
aspect ratio (ZHIW) - may be a more sensible approach. After that the station should be centred
within the space, i.e. at approximately W/2. This may be acceptable for temperature and humidity,
but almost certainly not for wind or precipitation (see below). On the other hand, whilst the rules
for surface type and distance from obstruction may have to be relaxed, or at least re-specified, those
regarding micro-scale influences to be avoided (e.g. '~xcessive human traffic", 'vehicle parking
areas" and 'where heat is exhausted by vehicles and buildings') may have to be specified much more
carefully.
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3. Developing guidelines for individual climatological elements
If new guidelines are to be formulated at the local scale the following may be relevant to individual
climatological elements:
• temperature and humidity - normal screen-level exposure seems appropriate, with
modifications along the lines mentioned above (Le. regarding relaxation of surface character and
distance from obstruction guidelines for non-urban sites). Some relaxation in the recommended
height may also be necessary to avoid vandalism and human or vehicular traffic. Since the
height variation of these properties in urban canyons is relatively slight (Nakamura and Oke,
1988) this may be acceptable. Sensor shields may need to include protection from sources of
infrared as well as solar radiation.
• soil temperature - few climate stations include this quantity. Urban sites certainly present
sampling difficulties for shallow depths because of the wide variability of surface covers, but
deep soil temperatures should not be over-looked. At depths of say 0.5 m and greater the
accumulated heat storage change of the city can be seen. Long-term trends in soil temperatures
may in fact provide better insight into urban thermal modification than the more sensitive air
temperature record.
• In the same vein few stations gather grass-minimum temperature in cities. Given that grass may
be irrelevant to some parts of the city this is understandable, but the less commonly gathered
concrete minimum temperature has interesting applications in highway meteorology and
building climatology.
• wind speed and direction - ueL wind climate in the vicinity of trees, and especially buildings
and streets, is far too complex and erratic (Hosker, 1985) to be usefully monitored as part of a
standard network. Except in areas of small ZH (say < 4 m) using the international standard
height of 10 m for measurement will not give acceptable results in cities. However, variability of
wind components decreases upwards through the roughness sublayer, and returns to values
typical of adjusted boundary layers in the surface layer (Rotach, 1995; Figure la,b). Guidelines
should therefore indicate that the minimum height for wind measurements is the top of the
roughness sublayer, and give methods to predict its height. In very crude terms it is about 212
to 4 times ZH, but it is also thought to depend on the spacing of the roughness elements (see
Grimmond and Oke, 1998). The maximum height of measurement is limited by the distance
from the nearest upwind UTZ boundary. Therefore this distance is also relevant to the choice
of location within the city. Appropriate methods to calculate distance of fetch are given by
Schmid (1994). Given the inherent differences of ZH and building density between cities, and
between different parts of the same city, wind observations will have to be conducted at
different heights. Nevertheless standardisation to a single height, say 30 m, is a simple
calculation via wind profile theory.
The nature of the supporting structure is also critical to wind measurements. Even open
lattice towers distort the flow in their vicinity, so use of solid masts, chimney stacks and booms
on buildings raises serious concerns which must be addressed in urban guidelines. We are all
aware of anemometers mounted on masts atop tall buildings; they are open to serious errors.
Measures of gustiness and the standard deviation of speed and direction may be especially
important to air quality and wind engineering applications in cities.
• precipitation - except in the most open of UTZ, observations of precipitation in the ueL are
open to many of the concerns noted for wind, because they are subject to the chaotic airflow.
In order to reduce spatial variability in catch, consideration may have to be given to exposing
rain and snow gauges near the ground at an open space which meets or approximates the
standard exposure guidelines, even if it is not co-located with the screen. Exposure at a similar
height to the anemometer, might be contemplated but: (a) this means the speed of catch is
greater than near the ground and gauge efficiencies are sensitive to this, (b) interception by the
-5-
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sides of buildings and trees is not accounted for, and (c) even automated elevated gauges
present difficulties of maintenance. Due to drifting, snow accumulation on the ground presents
a knotty sampling problem, at least as difficult as that in forests.
The measurement of rate of precipitation, in addition to total accumulation, is valuable
especially for urban hydrologic applications.
radiation and bright sunshine - measurement of incoming fluxes of radiative energy in the city
present little problem. Exposure requirements are met by mounting on the roof of a tall building
as long as the horizon is free of obstruction. On the other hand, measurement of upwelling and
net fluxes, which require that the sensor 'see' a representative sample of the reflecting or
emitting surface, must be made from a tall tower. Height above ground is important as a
determinant of the radiative source area. If an appropriate observation platform is available
good· estimates of the radiation balance and its components can be made. Soiling of the sensor
windows by pollution necessitates more frequent maintenance than cleaner sites.
evaporation - it is doubtful if meaningful observations of evaporation can be made using the
pan approach in cities. Firstly, the variability of winds again arises, secondly, microscale
advection of heat from built surfaces is likely to boost evaporation well beyond potential rates,
and thirdly, it seems unlikely that sensible pan coefficients can be devised to cover the range of
possible urban surroundings.

4. Accommodating changing urban form
To be flexible the long-term observation scheme for an urban site must recognise the dynamic
nature of a city's structure over history. Initial site selection should presumably take care to avoid a
site where massive change is already slated. But by the same token it may not necessarily be a good
idea to be certain it will not keep pace with changes around it. If, some time after establishment,
clearly unacceptable change renders the site either unable to gather sensible data or makes it
anomalous for its urban terrain zone (UTZ), relocation should be considered a reasonable solution,
not something to be fought without thought. Naturally potential sites for relocation should be in the
same UTZ, and not subject to different local or mesoclimate controls because of different relief,
proximity to water bodies, etc.).
The key to this must be a strictly-adhered to protocol concerning the documentation of
metadata. The metadata archive must be kept up-to-date on a reasonable schedule (say annually),
and should include: exact co-ordinates, elevation, dimensions, maps and photographs of the
surroundings, the form ofthe local horizon, surface materials, tree species, human activities and heat
sources, etc. as well as the descriptions of the instruments their calibrations, height above ground,
exposure, recorders and software. Such simple and inexpensive documentation is invaluable to all
who subsequently wish to make use of the data.
ON THE PRESSING NEED FOR URBAN STATION GUIDELINES
Very soon, more people will live in cities than anywhere else. For that reason alone
meteorological services have a major responsibility to focus more on the needs of city dwellers,
especially those in the rapidly urbanising tropical world. At the 12th World Meteorological Congress
in Geneva, and subsequently at Habitat 11 in Istanbul, WMO committed itself to give high priority to
the delivery of better services to cities.
If that is to be meaningful, more and better urban observing stations will be required. But
before National Meteorological Services invest in this infrastructure it seems imperative that the
poor state of measurement practice regarding the stations we already have be addressed, and that we
develop guidelines for what might be called the representative urban climatological station.
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This suggestion is not without precedent. As long ago as 1975 WMO circulated a
questionnaire to discover the state of the art of urban observation and the need for guidelines. At
the conclusion of his report Van Gysegem (1978) stated: 'before definite guidelines can be given
more research is necessary". He suggested that topics needing more investigation included: errors
of exposure, representativity of data in specific land-use areas, measurement errors due to sensor
response in the turbulent urban atmosphere, and the development of new low cost instruments and
data processing systems.
In the 20 years since that review and recommendation the field of urban
meteorology/climatology has made tremendous strides. One only has to consult reviews of the field
to know that significant advances in the base of physical understanding and model development have
been made (e.g. Oke, 1988; Arnfield et al., 1991; Hanna and Chang, 1992; Cermak et aI., 1995).
Together with the improvement and automation of commercial instrumentation in general there
seems no doubt that Van Gysegem's concerns have been met. The need for guidelines has been
restated. In 1982 an Expert Group recommended 'there is need for WMO to define and urban
climatological station as well as [to] specify [the] type and programme of observations,
instrumentation, exposure and observational practice" (WMO, 1982). Further, in 1997 the
Taskforce on TRUCE recommended the preparation of an 'Urban Climate Study Guide"
(WMO, 1997).
In some respects the measurement of air pollutants poses a greater array of difficulties than
for meteorological elements, but because they are concentrated in cities the need to devise urban
guidelines for networks and sites has been greater. The meteorological community should be able to
draw upon this work (e.g. Ludwig and Kealoha, 1975; Munn, 1981).
In my view the fields of urban meteorology, climatology and hydrology now contain
sufficient knowledge about the physical basis of urban atmospheres, and the technical requirements
for measurement, to attempt to formulate useful and much needed addenda to the existing Guides to
observing practice in their respective fields. If such a recommendation is acted upon, a significant
challenge in the process of formulating guidelines will be merging the bedrock concept of
standardisation, with the physical reality of the ever-changing physical nature of cities. But as Van
Gysegem (1978) pointed out 'there is no obvious reason why there [has to] be a unique solution".
Maintenance of rigorous principles of measurement is not incompatible with recognition that the
system being observed changes over time.
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WIND PROFILER RADAR:
Operational Remote Sensing of upper-air winds
Wim A. Monna, Russell B. Chadwick, Jochen Dibbem
John Nash and Hans Richner

1.

Introduction

Information on upper-air wind is of vital importance for weather forecasting. Scbreiber already realised this
(1886), when he followed the flight of a balloon with two theodolites. It was only with the invention of
radiosondes, that from the 1930's onwards, operational measurements of upper-air wind became feasable. In
modem weather forecasting there is an increasing demand for high time resolution data, measured with
systems that can operate nearly unattended. In this respect, modem remote sensing techniques now offer alternatives. With wind data from a combined network of radiosonde stations and wind profilers, the quality
of numerical and local weather forecasting can be improved.
Woodman and Gullien (1974) were among the first to demonstrate the feasibility of wind and turbulence
measurements in the upper atmosphere with a wind profiler. Much of the early work regarding radar remote
sensing of the clear atmosphere and possible applications was reviewed by Chadwick and Gossard (1983).
Other review papers on wind profilers with extensive references are given by e.g. Crochet (1989), May
(1991) and Monna (1994).
The first step towards operational use of wind profilers was made in the United States in 1986, when NOAA
started the development and deployment of a network of 31 wind profilers in the central part of the USA
(Chadwick, 1986). Experiments with simulated wind profiler data (Kuo and Guo, 1989) indicated that a
profiler network would improve numerical forecasts. This was shown in practise after the completion of the
NOAA Profiler Network (NPN) in 1992 (Schlatter and Zbar, 1994).
In Europe the development and use of wind profilers was from 1987 till 1993 co-ordinated by the CECsponsored COST-74 project l (COST 74, 1994), and thereafter by the follow-up project COST-76, which
will end in 1999. In 1997 COST-76 carried out an experiment in parallel with FASTEX, to demonstrate the
operational exchange of wind profiler data, and to create a database for further usefulness studies (Oakleyat
al., 1997).
Also in Japan, the usefulness of wind profilers for weather forecasting was shown, using a 404 MHz system
for weather forecasting research and rawindsonde comparisons (MRI, 1995).
In Australia, substantial research into radar probing of the atmosphere has been done (Vincent et al., 1987).
The development and operational use of a wind profiler network was part of this research. The preliminary
plan is to use a system near 50 MHz for wind measurements in the upper atmosphere and one near 1000
MHz for wind and rain measurements in the boundary layer.
On several fronts important progress is being made. In the fall of 1997 the World Radiocommunication
Conference of the ITU allocated frequency bands for wind profilers (see section 5). A BUFR code for wind
profiler data exchange has been developed, which will soon be submitted to WMO for acceptance. The
monitoring of wind profiler data by NWP centers has been started. The development of data assimilation
techniques that can handle the high (hourly) time resolution wind data is in progress. With all these developments, wind profilers are becoming mature remote sensing systems that are now entering operational use.
However, it is important to realize that wind profilers are not a complete replacement for radiosondes,
because they do not measure temperture and humidity. This paper provides background information on the
characteristics of wind profi1ers, and on their use and drawbacks. Moreover, some information on RASS
(Radio Acoustic Sounding System) is also presented, since RASS is a proven technique nowadays which is
often used as an extension of a wind profiler to measure (virtual) temperature profiles.

1 COST: European co-operation in the field of scientific and technical research. COST programmes are
concerted actions of European countries, and are supported by the Commission of the European Communities.
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2.
What is a wind profiler
A wind profiler is an ultra-sensitive, upward-looking Dopplerradar. Half wavelength fluctuations of the radio
refractive index, caused by atmospheric turbulence, provide (back)scatter (Tatarskii, 1961). The usual
frequencies for operation are in the range 40 and 1400 MHz. The Doppler frequency shift of the return
signal for a given delay is proportional to the radial wind velocity at a height determined by that delay.
Measurement of vertical profiles of horizontal wind speed and direction requires at least three different beam
directions: generally one vertical and two orthogonal beams at elevation angles of about 75 degrees. This
geometry also gives vertical profiles of vertical wind. It is important to realize that the separation distance
between the air parcels that are sensed by the individual beams increases with altitude, so combining the
measurements is only possible when the wind field is horizontally homogeneous. This is almost always the
case for hourly integrated measurements. Shorter averaging times are also widely used and usually yield
good results. However, times much shorter than 6 minutes can sometimes yield inconsistent horizontal
winds.
The design of the antenna is important both for overall performance and for cost. With larger antennas,
winds can be measured to higher altitudes. USUally wind profiler antennas are stationary arrays of radiating
elements. The desired beams are generated sequentially by changing the relative electrical phasing of the signals to each element.

An advantage of a large arrays is that the formed beam is narrow, thus reducing the risk of signals from
unwanted targets. Moreover, large arrays can have low antenna side lobes at ground level, reducing ground
clutter and ground-based interference. Low side lobes close to the main beam can reduce returns from nearby
rain storms or aircraft. The antenna size depends on the frequency, varying from 2mx2m for 1000 MHz to
13mx13m for 400 MHz and loomxloom for 50 MHz. Wind profilers are commercially available at prices
ranging from USD 200,000 to over USD 1 million.

3.
System performance
Wind profiler clear air backscatter is caused by half wavelength turbulent eddys. In the upper atmosphere the
small eddys are more rapidly converted into heat by viscous action than in the lower atmosphere. Hence, the
clear air scattering in the upper atmosphere is weaker for shorter wavelengths. So, in general an increase in
frequency (shorter wavelengths) decreases the height coverage.
Height coverage also depends on the transmitter and antenna. At the same frequency, wind profilers with
larger power and antenna apertures will see to higher altitudes. A figure of merit is the power aperture
product, which is the transmitted average power in Watts times the antenna physical area in square meters.
Another important parameter is the height resolution which is determined by the pulse length of the transmitted RP signal. The shorter pulse lengths give better (smaller) resolutions. Unfortunately the bandwith of the
transmitted RF signal fundamentaly increases for shorter pulse lengths. This is a serious complication with
respect to frequency allocations (section 5).
In practise, wind profilers are built for three frequency bands, Le. around 50 MHz, 400 MHz and 1 GHz.
Corresponding characteristic values for height coverage are 3 - 30 km, 1 - 16 km and 0.3 - 2 km respectively, with 300, 250 and 75 m vertical resolution. It is important to realize that the characteristics for these
three frequency bands are complementary, since in meteorology we need data with better resolution at lower
altitudes. Height coverage statistics and system perfonnance for several wind profilers are given by Martner
et al. (1993).
For example, 30 of the profilers of the NOAA Profiler Network (NPN) operate at 404 MHz with 6 kW peak
power and an antenna aperture of 169 m2 • In the high mode the duty cycle is 13 %, so the average power is
780 W and the power aperture product is about 132,000
This gives height coverage up to about 14
km 90 % of the time in the central USA averaged over the year. The transmitted pulse is a coded sequence of
three 6.67 microsecond elements, which gives resolution of about 900 m, and a total pulse length of 20
microseconds. In the low mode the pulse is a coded sequence of two 1.67 microsecond elements, which
gives resolution of 320 m, and a total pulse length of 3.33 microseconds. In the high mode the -20 dB bandwith is about 0.25 MHz and in the low mode it is about 0.8 MHz.

W.rrr.
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Rain affects the performance of wind profilers operating
around 1 GHz. At this frequency the echo from raindrops is much stronger than. the clear-air echos. As a
consequence, the measurement of the radial winds is easier in stratiform precipitation. As long as there is a
radial velocity measurement from a vertical beam, it is relatively easy to correct for the fall velocity on the
oblique beams.
Wind profilers can operate at severe weather conditions, though lightning strikes can cause dammage. Apart
from changing atmospheric conditions, performance is affected by equipment faults, and communications and
hub problems. Performance statistics of the NOM profiler network are routinely monitored, and are posted
on the World Wide Webb (www·dd.jsl.noaa.gov). Data from European wind profilers can for the moment
be found on the CWINDE web page: http://www.meto.gov.uklsec5/sec5pg5.html.
The accuracy of wind profiler measurements is usually assessed by comparison with rawinsonde data, or
against numerical weather prediction fields for the profiler location. In evaluating comparisons between
rawinsonde and wind profiler measurements, it is necessary to take account of the differences in the temporal
resolution and location of the two sets of measurements. Comparisons reported by Weber and Wuertz
(1990), May (1993), Martner et al., (1993), Nash, (1994), MRI (1995) and Riddle et al. (1996) show that
the accuracy of wind profiler and rawinsonde measurements is comparable. The COST 74 report (1974)
indicates the information that can be derived from comparison of profiler observations with numerical
forecast fields.

4.
Data processing
The main steps of wind profiler data processing are:
-conversion to meteorological data
-quality control
-encoding for data transmission

4.1 Conversion of radar output to meteorological data
At the receiver output of a wind profiler the signal power from the atmosphere can be much smaller than the
noise power, Le. less than a hundredth. After the signal plus noise analog voltage has been converted to
digital form, time averaging is used to increase the signal to noise ratio for each of the range gates. Next,
each of the averaged time data streams (from each range gate) are transformed to the frequency domain using
a conventional Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The output of the, FFT is converted to a power spectrum.
Then the power spectra for each range gate are averaged to further reduce the fluctuations caused by noise.
This power spectrum is interpreted as a Doppler velocity spectrum so that the mean (or first moment) of the
spectrum is the radial wind velocity for that range gate. The zeroth moment (area under the curve) is
proportional to the structure coefficient of the radio refractive index at that range. The second moment
(width of the spectrum) can be interpreted as the turbulent dissipation rate or the rate at which turbulent
energy is being converted into heat through atmospheric viscosity.

4.2 Quality control of the data
The radar signal processing and the data processing are necessarily sensitive to many different types of
signals. Examples of erroneous signals are reflections from stationary objects like buildings, metal towers,
even the ground. These returns will show up near zero velocity and can in principle be eliminated. Moving
objects, like automobiles, airplanes, swinging power lines, and leaves on trees appear at other than zero
velocity which requires special approaches. Biological targets like migrating birds and large insects can also
affect the output.
Some of these unwanted signals can be identified (and eliminated) by recognizing the fingerprint of the
spectrum. One can also compare the spectrum from a range gate with that from the adjacent range gates and
use consistency arguments to find and eliminate unwanted features in adjacent spectra. A widely used
approach is to consider the time-height display and find features which form continuous two-dimensional
regions known to be representative of atmospheric signals (Weber and Wuertz, 1991).
Processing of the velocity spectra also can be used to identify regions of rain and change the processing so
that incorrect information is not distributed. In straitiform rain, the vertical profiles of horizontal wind are
still easily obtained, but zeroth and second moments now have different interpretations from the clear air
case.
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Research to improve quality control procedures is ongoing, especially regarding the detection of rain and
migrating birds. There are indications that wavelet transformation is more powerful than FFT (Jordan et al.,
1997), especially in the prescense of large clutter signals. This research could well lead to better wind
profiler performance at poor conditions.

4.3 Encoding for data transmission
Operational use of wind profiler radar data is only possible when data can be transmitted rapidly to users
and readily understood. This requires suitable pre-arranged codes and formats. The Rawinsonde code cannot
be used, because a wind profiler produces much more information, so a special code, called the Profiler
Data Exchange Format was developed by NOAA (Forberg and Barth,1985), and is presently used for data
transmissions between the NOAA profilers and the central hub. In Europe, COST-76 co-ordinated the
development of a BUFR code for wind profilers. This code is now being commented upon in the USA, and
will finally be submitted to WMO.

5.

Frequency allocation for operational use

For many years the operation of wind profilers was possible only with a frequency assignment for a limited
time and on non-interference basis. It is obvious that for operational use frequencies must be allocated in an
internationally co-ordinated way, to allow long-term operation of wind profilers.
In 1989 WMO requested the allocation of frequencies for the operational use of wind profilers. ITU Task
Group 8/2 was installed to prepare input documents. It was argued that allocations were needed in the frequency bands around 50, 400 and 1000 MHz, because of the complementary characteristics of systems at
these three frequencies. It was made clear that the large bandwiths of wind profilers was unavoidable, given
the need for specific vertical resolutions. After many years of preparatory work, especially in Europe
(COST-76) and the USA, and various full-size tests and experiments, the ITU World Radiocommunication
Conference (WRC-97), held in Geneva in the fall of 1997, issued Resolution COM5-5 which provides the
appropriate guidance to any country regarding wind profiler frequency allocation.
Four important points are made by Resolution COM5-5.
a.
To conduct measurements up to a height of 30 km with appropriate resolutions, it is necessary to
allocate frequency bands for wind profilers in the vicinity of 50 MHz (3 to 30 km), 400 MHz (0.5 to
about 10 km) and 1000 MHz (0.1 to 3 km).
b.

Wind profilers operating in the meteorological aids service in the band 400.15 - 406.0 MHz interfere
with satellite emergency position-indicating radio beacons operating in the mobile-satellite service in
the band 406.0 - 406.1 MHz. Therefore any emission capable of causing harmful interference to the
authorized uses of the band 406 - 406.1 MHz is prohibited.

c.

Countries should not implement wind profilers in the 400.15 - 406.0 MHz band, and those currently
operating wind profilers in this band should discontinue operations as soon as possible.

d.

Countries should implement wind profilers as radiolocation service systems in the following bands,
having due regard to the potential for incompatibility with other services and assignments to stations
in these services:
46 - 68 MHz
440 - 450 MHz
470 - 494 MHz
904 - 928 MHz (North and South America only)
1270 - 1295 MHz
1300 - 1375 MHz
420 - 435 MHz or 438 - 440 MHz (if compatibility between wind profilers and other radio applications operating in the band 440 - 450 MHz or 470 - 494 MHz cannot be achieved)

Resolution COM5-5 of WRC-97 gives advice and assistance to countries of the world regarding the identification of appropriate frequencies to accommodate allocations and assignments for wind profilers. Given the
participation of so many countries at the WRC, it is expected that this resolution will be a sound basis for
the operational use of wind profiler technology.
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In France, a permanent license has been issued for a 48.62 MHz system in 1997. In the United States, an
operational frequency allocation for government wind profilers has recently been granted for the 448 - 450
MHzband.

6.
RASS temperature profiling
The use of a combination of acoustic and radar signals to remotely measure vertical profiles of virtual
temperature was first demonstrated in the early 1970's (Marshall et al., 1972; North et al., 1973). The
acoustic waves and the radar waves are both directed upward and interact to cause a backscattered radar
signal which has information on the virtual temperature. Oftentimes it is said that the backscattered signal
tells the speed of the acoustic wave. However, the more precise way of saying this is that the radar wave
Bragg-matches a component of the acoustic signal determined by the local virtual temperature.
Acoustic energy causes density fluctuations resulting in radio refractive index fluctuations which scatter wind
profiler signals, just as naturally occurring turbulence. However, these fluctuations are traveling with the
local acoustic velocity plus the mean vertical wind rather than just the mean wind as in the case of the
naturally occurring fluctuations. The RASS temperature measurement is made by determining the local
acoustic wavelength through Bragg matching, Le the acoustic wavelength is one half of the wind profiler
wavelength. This acoustic wavelength is proportional to the acoustic velocity which is proportional to the
square root of the virtual temperature. For a detailed description of the technique, see May et al. 1990 and
May, 1991.
The requirements on the acoustic energy are that it be directed upward as much as possible and that it cover
a band of acoustic frequencies within the proper range for Bragg matching, which changes with virtual
temperature. Note that a single CWacoustic tone will not suffice. Note also that a very wide band acoustic
source (like music) will be inefficient since most of the acoustic energy will not affect the backscattered
signal.
One type of acoustic signal that has been used is a tone with linear FM-CW imposed. This works well, but
it sounds very much like a police siren. A better approach is to modulate the tone with a random signal,
sometimes referred to as "pink: noise", which is more acceptable for people living nearby, while transmitting
the same amount of power. The acoustic energy is generated by a electro-mechanical transducer directed
toward a parabolic reflector to project the sound upward. Usually the parabola is surrounded with acoustic
absorber so the sound is attenuated in all directions except vertical.
There are generally two things which limit the height to which temperatures can be measured under most
circumstances. The first is the acoustic attenuation. Wind profiler radars operating at 50 MHz use acoustic
signals at about 100 Hz where the attenuation is quite small, about 0.3 dBlkm. With 400 MHz profilers the
acoustic signal is about 900 Hz and the acoustic attenuation is about 10 dBlkm. With a 915 MHz profiler the
acoustic signal is at about 2000 Hz and the attenuation is up to 40 dBlkm for a dry atmosphere.
The other thing limiting the measurement height is the horizontal wind. The stronger the lower tropospheric
wind, the greater the likelihood that the acoustic signal will be carried out of the radar beam. Results from
the 404 MHz NPN in the United States indicate that usually the measurement height is 3-5 km under normal
wind conditions. However, when there are strong winds in the lowest few km, the RASS measurement
height may only be 1 km. In this respect upwind placement of the acoustic transducer is more effective than
increasing the acoustic output.
Experience with RASS temperature profiling with the NPN shows that accuracies of less than 1 degree C up
to 3 to 5 km with routine operation in rural areas within 400 m of people is feasible. The performance can
be degraded by strong low level horizontal winds. Long term comparisons of RASS with radiosonde
measurements in Germany showed a systematic underestimation of the virtual temparature in the lower
levels. Based on comprehensive investigations on paramaters affecting the accuracy of RASS, corrections
were developed that reduces the bias for the measurements in 1997 from 1.1 K to 0.2 K.
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7.

Towards operational use

For numerical weather forecasting and for the local meteorologist, information on upper-air winds is of
crucial importance. For many decades, radiosondes have been the standard equipment for these measurements. However, more than four flights a day are practically impossible because of the cost of the radiosonde and the manpower involved. With the increasing demand for high time resolution data, and the need for
systems that can operate nearly unattended, wind profilers are now starting to play a role in operational
upper-air wind measurements.
An important step toward operational use of wind profilers has been the experience with the NOAA Profiler
Network (NPN) in the USA. It was designed from the start to acquire, process and distribute data to
operational users in real time. The network and its components were procured from commercial sources
using standard government procedures with specified reliability and maintainability requirements. Modular
construction made most maintanance functions easily performed by National Weather Service (NWS)
operational field personnel. The logistics and depot maintenance are also handled by operational branches of
the NWS. Complete data availability and performance statistics have been recorded since the NPN was
deployed, and have been used to make improvements and correct problems. The wind measurement capability has been complemented with colocated Radio Acoustic Sounding System (RASS) temperature profiling
(May et al, 1990; May, 1991) and GPS Integrated Precipitable Water Vapor measurements (Businger et al.,
1996).

In Europe the development and use of wind profilers has been co-ordinated by COST since 1987. The first
action, COST-74, was started to support the development and implementation of wind profiler networks in
Europe. The main objectives were the assessment of user requirements, the development of standard
specifications for wind profiler systems and data exchange, and the realization of frequency allocations.
Having organized two workshops (Versailles, France, 1989 and at the XVIIIth EGS meeting at Wiesbaden,
Germany, 1993), COST-74 ended in 1993, after having produced a final report (COST 74, 1994).

Because not all goals were reached, it was decided to start a follow-up project to finalize the work. COST76 started in March 1995 and has a mandate for five years. The original objectives are more or less unchanged. In short, all preparations for the future deployment of a European wind profiler network must be made,
and the feasability of such a network must be demonstrated. In the first four years substantial progress has
been made. In May 1997 a workshop with global participation was organized at Engelberg (Switzerland).
The realization of frequency allocations at the ITU WRC 97 was supported by e.g. the demonstration that
profilers can be operated without causing harmful interference on TV reception and GPS systems. The
CWINDE (COST Wind Initiative for a Network Demonstration in Europe) experiment (Oakley et al., 1997)
was organized in the fall of 1997. This experiment was carried out in parallel with FASTEX (Fronts and
Atlantic Storm Track EXperiment), with the intention to demonstrate the operational exchange of wind profiler data with the recently developed BUFR code, and to create a database for further usefulness studies.
The CWINDE profiler network is still in operation. The usefulness studies are in progress. The network will
also be used during MAP. It is intended to organize a final workshop in mid 1999. The future operational
deployment of a wind profiler network in Europe may be co-ordinated by EUMETNET.

7.1 Single systems
In modern weather forecasting, information is needed in data sparse areas. Moreover, the development of
high time resolution assimilation techniques (Rabier et al., 1992) leads to a demand for high time resolution
data Le. hourly wind profiles. In this case, wind profilers can play an important role. In data sparse areas,
wind profilers have a positive impact on the quality of the numerical weather forecasts. This was shown
clearly for the Pacific by Gage et al. (1988). At remote locations it may be expensive to operate a rawinsonde station. For example in the Canadian High Arctic, seven people are required to operate a remote rawinsonde station, while a wind profiler can be operated unattended and give hourly wind profiles, probably for
lower operational costs. In these situations the 50 MHz system, or eventually a 400 MHz one are best suitable to realise the desired height coverage.
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7.2 Networks
Wind profilers can also be used to improve the spatial and temporal resolution of existing radiosonde
networks. Experiments with a simulated network some ten years ago showed an improvement of the short
term forecast (Kuo and Guo, 1989). This result was confirmed when the NOAA Profiler Network in the
USA became operational (Smith and Benjamin, 1993). Ciesielski et al. (1997) also report an improvement of
the analyses when rawinsonde and profiler data are merged.

7.3 Local forecasting
In addition to the use of wind profiler data in numerical models, the real time information from nearby
profilers is also useful to keep local meteorologists informed about development and displacement of features
like fronts and mesoscale circulations. This has a positive impact on short-term forecasts (Steranka, 1990).
Moreover, this local information can also be used to evaluate the analyses of numerical models (Beckman,
1990). Next to 400 MHz profilers, 1 GHz systems with their high vertical resolution are well suited here.

7.4 Aviation
A special version of local weather forecasting is needed on airports, where the meteorologist needs wind and
wind shear information with high temporal and spatial resolution, especially for severe weather warnings.
Here, a 1 GHz system, with its lowest measuring level close to the ground, can play an important role to
support flight operations (Malherbe et al, 1989; Strauch et al., 1989). Unfortunately, the wind shear related
to convective storms, which is particularly dangerous for aircraft during take-off and landing, is so local in
time and space, that it cannot be detected by a single wind profiler (Strauch et al, 1989).

7.5 Air pollution
Another operational application of 1 GHz profilers is the forecasting of the atmospheric dispersion of
pollutants with air pollution transport models, that need high resolution 10 minute wind information in the
boundary layer (Van Dop, 1986). Since these systems can also detect the boundary layer height, they are
very useful in air pollution monitoring systems (Connolly and Dagle, 1991).

8.

Conclusions

Wind profiler technolOgy can be deployed and function well in the operational arena of weather services.
The field personnel of any national weather service organization can, with training, maintain wind profilers
for continuous operation in most regions of the world. The data produced by these profilers, if used
correctly, will improve weather forecasts. However, at this time, wind profilers should not be thought of as
a complete replacement for radiosondes because they do not measure temperature and humidity. Rather wind
profilers complement conventional radiosondes by providing wind profiles with much greater time resolution. In this respect, current thinking stresses the concept of an integrated observing system, employing
different components (Cogan et al, 1997). As for upper air winds one can think of the integration of wind
reports from wind profilers, raiosondes and aircraft measurements. While wind profilers have been used in
the atmospheric research world for the past two decades, only recently this technology has started to move
into weather service operations. This trend is expected to continue into the next century.

9.
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•
1. INTRODUCTION
•

The first WMO Intercomparison for Present Weather
sensors (PREWIC) was held in St. John's,
Newfoundland
Canada
by
the
Atmospheric
Environment Service (AES) of Canada and in Trappes,
France by Meteo-France from December 1993 to June
1995. Twenty instruments of 10 different designs were
entered by six members of WMO. The final report will
be edited by WMO in the next few months. The paper
presented here will give only an overview of PREWIC.
The intercomparison was conducted in two phases:
• Phase I started in December 93 and stopped in
June 94 in St. John's. Then some sensors were
transferred from St. John's to Trappes and a new
phase was held in St. John's from July 94 to June
95.
• Phase 11 started in October 94 and stopped in June
95 in Trappes
The organizing committee (OC) agreed that only
sensors/systems
allowing
the
detection
and
determination of the type of precipitation should be
considered for participation in the comparison. The OC
considered that WMO Code 4680 gave the greatest
flexibility for evaluating the sensors under different
weather classes, but agreed to restrict the
intercomparison to classes 00 and 40-98.

•
•

•
•
•

POSS, Andrew Canada Inc. submitted by Canada:
bistatic radar, using the Doppler shift related to the
falling speed of particles.
SCHUBERT, prototype submitted by France:
bistatic radar, same principle as the POSS.
OPVD, prototype submitted by Sweden :optical
sensor, back scattermeter, counting particles.
IRSS88, Eigenbrodt submitted by Germany:
optical detectors, counting the number of particles
occulting infrared beams.
RS85, Eigenbrodt submitted by Germany: heated
grid detectors.
CAPMON, submitted by Canada: heated grid
detectors.
R872E1, Rosemount submitted by USA: ice
accretion detectors, detecting ICing by the
frequency change if a vibrating pod.

The FD12P, PW402B, LEDWI, POSS and SCHUBERT
sensors output precipitation type and intensity. These
four first sensors have also a temperature
measurement to help the discrimination between solid
and liquid precipitation.
The IRSS88, RS85 and
CAPMON are only precipitation detectors.
The St. John's site offers unique severe conditions. A
large number of storms track through the area each
year, bringing a variety of wind driven liqUid, freeZing
and frozen precipitation. A special concern is the high
level of wind speed, leading to frequent blowing and
drifting snow events.
The Trappes' site is located near Paris and is
representative of qUite temperate climatic countries.
On both sites, additional classic meteorological
variables were recorded. The data acquisition system
was developed by AES. A copy of this system was
installed in Trappes, thus greatly minimizing the
efforts. One minute data were recorded for the whole
intercomparison.

2. DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENTS, SITE AND
FACILITIES
An announcement letter for the intercomparison was
distributed by WMO to state members. It was intended
to have two samples of each of the participating
instruments available during both phases to ensure
intercomparability. Individual sensors were also
accepted. When 2 sensors were available, they both
participated to Phase I. Then one sensor of each type
was allowed to be checked by the manufacturer before
being sent to Trappes for Phase 11. Additional sensors
were sent to St. John's to reconstruct a pair for Phase

3. REFERENCE OBSERVATIONS
It was agreed that the selection of the comparison
reference was one of the most important tasks for the
success of the intercomparison. It was stated that it
will be very difficult to design special instrumentation to
be used as comparison reference because there is no
reliable equipment available for this purpose.
Therefore, it was agreed that the human observer
should be given preference to deliver the reference
data for the distinction of the present weather code
figures of the WMO Code 4680. In addition to the
regular observations available from each of the
comparison sites both host countries provided other
observers to deliver detailed high frequency reports
during periods of interest. These observations were
called « clinic observations». These high frequency

11.
The following instruments participated to the
intercomparison.
• FD12P, Vaisala submitted by Finland: optical
sensors, combining a forward scattermeter and a
grid detector.
• PW402B, HSS Inc. submitted by USA: optical
sensors, double scattermeter (forward and back),
analyzing the size and speed distribution of
particles.
• lEDWI
(OWI-240),
ScTi
submitted
by
USA: optical sensors, analyzing the fluctuations
(scintillometry) of an infrared beam.
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reports were thought to be the best reference to be
compared to the direct minute output of the sensor.
But these observations are very costly and were limited
in time.

precipitation. This method is not well suited for the very
low intensities.
5. RESULTS

At Trappes, «Clinic» observations were made on a
true one minute basis. An original method was used to
detect and classify precipitation. The observer was
inside a car, activating the windscreen Wipers every
minute. He then estimated the number of droplets on
the windscreen. This method gives a very low detection
threshold, as just one droplet per minute may be
detected on the windscreen. The observer made the
distinction between drizzle and rain from the droplet
size and estimated the intensity from the number of
droplets. The precipitation intensity was noted as
heavy, moderate, light or very light.

5. 1 Evaluation of detection threshold
From the Trappes' phase, an analysis has been
conducted to identify the dependence of detection
capacity with the precipitation intensity. The
percentage of detection of the sensors has been
computed for different classes of intensity, when the
clinic observer detected a precipitation. This analysis
covers only liquid precipitation.
The disdrometer, CAPMON, RS85, PQSS, FD12P,
IRSS88, LEDWI and HSS appear to be quite sensitive
with a detection threshold as low as 0.025 mm/h in
80% of cases.

4. DATA ANALYSIS

5.2 Precipitation detection

A huge amount of data is available. 3 different phases
have been documented. For each phase, it is possible
to use 2 different references: the clinic observer and
the routine observation. Each of them has its own
advantages: accuracy or whole period covered. Each
data analysis may be applied to 6 different sets of
data. The results may also be presented sensor by
sensor or for the whole set of sensors.
The QC recommended to use the 4680 table code for
the data analysis. Contingency tables have been
constructed using this code for each sensor, each
phase and each reference. These tables are the more
detailed results of the intercomparison. Nevertheless,
they may be laborious to read. They do not allow a
clear comparison of the relative performances of the
sensors.
Another approach has been also followed. For each
phase and for each reference, 3 levels of analysis have
been conducted on the whole set of sensors available.
These analysis have been applied to periods when all
the sensors where working, to get comparable results.

A large difference in detection exist between very light
and light intensity. As the threshold above which a
sensor (or a human observer) should detect a
precipitation is not well defined (today), it is very
important to make the distinction between very light
and light intensity.
Otherwise the apparent
performance of a sensor may be greatly dependent on
the distribution of precipitation intensities.
The detection of very light intensity of driZZle and rain
may be quite low for many sensors.
5.3 False alarms
A detection analysis must be completed by a specific
false alarm analysis. A very sensitive sensor may
indicate a high rate of false alarm. Some sensors have
some delay to begin and end a precipitation detection.
They can also have a different detection threshold.
Therefore the beginning and the end of a precipitation
event may be documented differently by the sensors
and a human observer. Such differences cannot be
considered as false alarms.
The method used has been the analysis of the duration
of precipitation, deduced from the one minute detection
of each sensor. This minute indicator of precipitation
has been summed with time and compared with the
routine observations, covering the whole periods of
PREWIC.
Some sensors had several real false alarm periods
during some of the phases. Several sensors didn't
exhibit any special false alarm periods during the tests.

4.1 Precipitation detection
The precipitation detection has been analyzed when
the reference observation detected a precipitation. It
was felt useful to detail the detection according to the
type and intensity of the precipitation observed by the
reference. Very qUickly appeared the necessity to
make a distinction between very light and light
intensity. A specific analysis on false alarms has been
conducted.
4.2 Precipitation identification

5.4 Precipitation identification

To improve the readability of the results, separate
tables for each type of precipitation observed by the
reference were constructed. This approach allowed to
display the results for all the sensors in the same table.

The constructed tables were slightly different from
phase to phase and from the clinic and the regular
human observations.

4.3 Precipitation intensity

6. CONCLUSIONS

An indirect evaluation of the intensity has been
conducted by integrating the intensity with time. This
integration of the minute intensity output from a sensor
gives an amount of precipitation, which has been
compared with an usual rain gauge. This procedure
gives an indirect evaluation of the validity of the
intensity output by the sensors. Nevertheless it applies
mainly for intensities leading to measurable amount of

These conclusions are based on the events observed
during observations of the intercomparison and thus
do not intend to give a definitive jUdgment on the
sensors. Some significant differences have been found
between the different phases and sites and between
the 2 sensors of the same model. Nevertheless the
majority of sensors had a quite good behavior and it is
thought that several sensors are able to give very
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valuable information. It is difficult to objectively check
the performance of the sensors against the user needs,
as these needs are not objectively defined. Considering
meteorology, there is no international or WMO
definition of intensity. The WMO SYNOP code doesn't
make a distinction between very light and light
intensities. There is also no real objective definition of
a precipitation occurrence: when should a precipitation
be detected? Therefore, the performance of a present
weather sensor is strongly dependent on such
definitions.
Despite these restrictions, a range of present weather
sensors are now available commercially that can
detect precipitation when operating continuously over
extended period of time (at least 6 months). Some
sensors are also able to identify certain types of
precipitation, and measure the intensity and
cumulative amount. (There were no present weather
sensors tested that were capable of detecting the state
of ground, state of the sky or obscuration phenomena.)
•

•

•

•

For many present weather sensors, the
identification of rain and snow may be correct in
more than 90% of cases. A correct identification is
strongly intensity dependent. Well established rain
or snow events may be very adequately identified
by several sensors.
Few sensors are able to identify drizzle; driZZle
was well identified in hardly 50% of cases.
Hail was not identified by any of the present
weather sensors (though some were supposed to
do so).
Mixed precipitation are seen as a single
hydrometer, with a preference for snow. Only one
sensor is able to report mixed precipitation
(drizzle/rain or rain/snow).
Incorrect precipitation typing mainly occur during
very light intensities. The sensors having a lower
sensitivity or choosing an unknown precipitation for
very light events, thus tend to exhibit less false
identification. Therefore, there is a compromise,
perhaps a choice, between no detection, unknown
precipitation and an identified hydrometeor. Some
sensors are affected by heavy wind, which may
induce false alarms and false identifications.
Icing detectors exist which are able to detect a
large amount of icing conditions, while giving an
information on the phenomena intensity.
Several present weather sensors indicate
cumulative amounts of precipitation which are
comparable to gauge measurements.
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•

Many sensors are able to detect precipitation above
very low intensity. Detection of precipitation is
improved significantly when intensity is above 0.05
mm/h. Well established precipitation events are
very adequately detected by several sensors.

It is not possible to give a definitive judgment on the
technology, but from this intercomparison it seems
that:
• Heated grid detectors have a good detection of
liquid precipitation and a limitation in detection of
snow.
• The optical detector has a good detection of any
precipitation. It is SUbject to a quite high false alarm
rate.
• Radar present weather instruments have a good
detection of rain, a medium detection of snow.
Detection of drizzle was depending on the phase
and was good or poor.
• Optical present weather instruments have a good
detection of rain and snow, but have problems in
detecting drizzle.
• Some sensors have a significant amount of false
alarm during days without any precipitation.
• Significant differences in detection, false alarm and
identification have been found from 2 sensors of
the same model or from phase to phase. One
explanation may be differences in calibration or in
internal parameters used by the sensor software.
The more sensitive sensors also indicate a higher
false alarm rate.
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WMO Solid Precipitation Measurement Intercomparison: Results and Challenges for the Future
B.E. Goodison I , P.Y.T. Loui€!, and D. Yan~
(1 Atmospheric Environment Service, Toronto, Ontario, Canada;
2

0n leave from the Lanzhou Inst. ofGlaciology and Geocryology, P.R. China)

Introduction
The WMO Solid Precipitation Measurement Intercomparison was initiated after approval by CIMO-IX in 1985. Its goal was
to assess national methods of measuring solid precipitation against methods whose accuracy and reliability were known,
including past and current procedures, automated systems and new methods of observation. The Intercomparison was
especially designed to:
1)

2)
3)

determine wind related errors in national methods of measuring solid precipitation, including consideration of wetting
and evaporative losses;
derive standard methods for adjusting solid precipitation measurements; and
introduce a reference method of solid precipitation measurement for general use to calibrate any type of precipitation
gauge.
Table 1 Summary ofParticipating Countries

This
study
would
also
complement the WMO Pit
Gauge
Intercomparison
for
liquid precipitation (Sevruk and
Ramon, 1984). Field studies for
the WMO Solid Precipitation
Measurement Intercomparison
were started by some countries
during the 1986/87 winter and
the last official field season was
1992/93,
allowing
most
countries to collect data during
five winter seasons. Some sites
have continued to' operate with
reduced programs. Table 1
provides a summary of the
participating countries and the
sites operated. Experimental
results were obtained from 26
sites in 13 countries.

Reference standard for this
Intercomparison

National Gauge(s)

DFffi

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
(Denmark &
Finland)

14

Canadian Nipher shielded gauge
Hellmann
Chinese Standard
Hellmann (Denmark)
Wild (Finland)
Tretyakov (Finland)
H&H 90 (Finland)
Norwegian Standard
Swedish Standard
Hellmann
Indian Standard
RT-I, RT-3, RT-4
METRA 886
tested BeIfort gauge
Romanian IMC
Tretyakov

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

2

3

UK Met Office Standard Mk 2

No

No

4

6

NWS 8 inch
Belfort Universal

Yes

Yes

Country

No. of
Sites

Years
of
Data

Canada
Croatia
China
Denmark,
Finland,
Norway,
Sweden

6
I
I
I

6
3
6
6

Germany
India
Japan
Slovakia
Switzerland
Romania
Russian
Federation
United
Kingdom
United States

I
4
2
I
I
I
I

7
2
3
7
2
3

Country
Report(s}

For this Intercomparison, determination of the reference standard designed to measure snowfall precipitation was critical. The
International Organizing Committee for this Intercomparison designated the octagonal vertical double fence shield (with
manual Tretyakov gauge) as the Double Fence Intercomparison Reference (DFIR) (Figure 1). It is acknowledged that a gauge
situated in a natural bush shelter would provide the best estimate of "ground true" precipitation; however, since natural bush
sheltering was not available in all climatic regions which were to be studied, an artificial shield was selected. The DFIR is a
practical secondary standard and its ongoing assessment as a reference is recommended.
The hydrological station at Valdai (Russian Federation) was the only site where the DFIR was assessed against gauges
situated in bushes kept at gauge height. Precipitation totals, as summarized in Table 2 for November 1991 to March 1992,
show the average differences between
the DFIR, the bush gauge, and some of Figure 1 Cross section of WMO Double Fence Intercomparison Reference (DFIR)
the other gauges operated at Valdai.
The measurements show the need to
----,
outer fence
l --out-er-l-en-ce--------- '~::
adjust the DFIR to the value of the bush
gauge to account for the effect of wind
and other environmental factors (e.g.
temperature). Errors in measurement
using the DFIR and adjustment 3.5 m
procedures are given in Golubev
(1986), WMO/CMIO (1993) and Yang
et al. (1993).

rr

L
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Table 2 Precipitation totals (rain and snow) measured by
different gauges at Valdai, Russia, November 1991March 1992 (WMOICIMO, 1992)

Intercomparison results

The systematic errors in the measurement of solid precipitation
were determined in the Intercomparison quantitatively for over
Gauge type
Total Precip
% of bush
20 different precipitation gauge and shield combinations.
(mm)
total
Experimental results reported in the Intercomparsion Final
Tretvakov
in bushes
100
367
Report (Goodison, et al., 1998) confirmed that solid
DFIR (TretvakoV)
339
92
precipitation measurements must be adjusted for wetting loss
DFIR (Canadian Nipher)
342
93
(for volumetric measurements), evaporation loss and for wind
Canadian Nipher shielded
314
86
induced gauge undercatch before the actual precipitation at
Tretvakov
258
70
ground level can be estimated. Studies in precipitation physics
8" USA Alter shielded
273
75
have shown that the falling velocity of snowflakes depends on
8" USA unshielded
208
57
their shape which is a temperature phenomenon. Since the total
wind effect depends on the shape of snowflakes, air temperature at screen or upper air levels can also be used as a variable in
adjusting precipitation gauge measurements. Systematic losses varied by type of precipitation (snow, mixed snow and rain,
and rain).
Evaporation from manual gauges can significantly contribute to the systematic undermeasurement of precipitation. Aaltonen
et al. (1993) reported on the comprehensive assessment by Finland on evaporation loss. Average daily losses varied by gauge
type and time of year. Cumulative evaporative losses from the gauge in April of over 0.8 mm/day were measured. Losses
during winter were much less than that recorded during comparable spring and summer comparisons, and ranged from 0.10.2 mm/day.
Wetting loss is' another cumulative systematic loss from manual gauges which varies with precipitation type, gauge type, and
the number of times the gauge is emptied. Average wetting loss for some gauges can be up to 0.3 mm per observation. At
synoptic stations where precipitation is frequent and measured every six hours, this can become a very significant amount. At
some Canadian stations, for example, wetting loss was calculated to be 15-20 per cent of the measured winter precipitation.
all
Data
from
Table 3
Regression equations for catch ratio versus wind and temperature for Nipher,
sites
Intercomparison
Tretyakov, us NWS8" and Hellmann gauges
solid
confirmed
that
precipitation
Catch Ratio versus Wind and Temperature
n
r
SE
Gauge
measurements must be
adjusted to account for
Snow
errors and biases. The
results confirmed that
CRNIPHER = 100.00 - O.44*W,2 - 1.98*Ws
241
0.40
11.05
Nipher
wind speed was the most
10.84
381
0.66
Tretyakov
CRrretyakov = 103.11 - 8.67 * Ws + 0.30 * Tmax
important environmental
USNWS8" Sh
107
0.72
9.77
CRm!S8-AlterSbield = exp(4.61 - 0.04*W/,75)
factor contributing to the
9.41
US NWS 8"_Unsh
55
0.77
systematic
underCRmtsB-unshi'1d = exp(4.61 - 0.16*W/,28)
measurement of solid
0.75
Hellmann
CRH,_unsh. = 100.00 + 1.13*W,2-19.45*Ws
172
11.97
precipitation.
Countries
operating
a
reference
Mixed
gauge
(DFIR)
with
corresponding wind data
CRNIPHER = 97.29 - 3.18*Ws + 0.58* Tmax - 0.67*Tmin
0.38
8.02
177
Nipher
were able to develop
Tretyakov
433
0.46
9.15
CRTrelYakov = 96.99 - 4.46 *Ws + 0.88 * Tmax + 0.22*Tmin
adjustment equations for
7.56
USNWS8"_Sh
CR
=
101.04
5.62*W
75
0.59
AlterSbicld
s
their National gauges.
US NWS 8" Unsh
59
0.37
13.66
Deviations from the DFIR
CRunshicld = 100.77 - 8.34*Ws
measurement
varied
15.14
Hellmann
285
0.48
CRHcllmaoo,unsh. = 96.63 + 0.41 *W/ - 9.84*Ws + 5.95 * Tmcan
according to gauge type
Ws - Wmd Speed (rn/s) at Gauge HeIght
T - An Temperature (GC)
n = Number of obs.
and precipitation type
r = Coefficient of Determination
SE = Standard Error or Estimate
(snow, mixed snow and
rain, and rain). The
derived catch ratio equations for the four most widely used non recording gauges for solid precipitation measurement in the
world (the Russian Tretyakov Gauge, the Hellmann Gauge, the Canadian Nipher Gauge, and the US NWS 8" standard gauge)
are presented in Table 3. This analysis was based on the combined international data set collected by the WMO Solid
Precipitation Measurement Intercomparison project. For all gauges and at all sites, it was confirmed that wind was the most
dominant environmental variable affecting the gauge catch efficiency. Temperature had a much smaller overall effect on the
catch ratio, and was found to be more important for mixed precipitation than for snow. A graphical comparison of the catch
ratio equations for snow is shown in Figure 2. These results show that the catch efficiency for snow of these gauges can vary
greatly, for example, from ~20% up to ~70% at 6 m/s wind speed. As expected, shielded gauges generally performed better
than unshielded gauges. Goodison, et al. (1998) provides a detailed discussion of individual country analyses of National
gauge data and includes examples of applying the results to archive data.
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Other issues and challenges
The Intercomparison study and the
subsequent
development
of
adjustment procedures for gauge
measurements of solid precipitation
also identified other issues which
must be addressed, Using the results
of the experiment, procedures are
proposed to adjust precipitation
measurements for many different
gauges for wind induced errors and
losses
due
to
wetting
and
evaporation. Wind speed at gauge
height is one of the required variables
in the adjustment procedure; it can be
measured or derived using a mean
wind speed reduction procedure. This
is a very site dependent value and
estimation will require a good
knowledge of the station and gauge
location, hence a good metadata
record, At new automatic stations, the
measurement of wind speed at gauge
height is encouraged.

Figure 2 Plot ofCatch Ratios versus Wind based on bestfit regression equations
shown in Table 3 for snow; the Tretyakov curve was plottedfor Tmax = -2.0
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Wetting loss associated with manual
guage measurements is cumulative and depends on the number of times the gauge is emptied; it can become a very large
value for the year. The adjustment of data on a daily basis seems logical, but precipitation measurements may be made every
six hours, twice per day or only once per day, depending on the type of station. Each country archives its data differently and
the exact number oftimes the gauge was emptied may not be retrievable from the historical digital archives. Wetting loss is
an average value which could be added to the measurement at the time of observation. Use of a digital balance to weigh the
contents of simple manual gauges, hence eliminating the need for adjusting for wetting loss, is a reliable alternative, but for
most National Services it would be too expensive to implement. The adjustment for wetting loss at the time of observation is
feasible, but would require a change in observing and reporting procedures by Member countries, and could lead to confusion
later during analyses,
In testing adjustment procedures on its digital archive, Canada identified the additional challenge of quantifying trace
precipitation. Currently, trace precipitation is recorded and archived as a "trace", but is assigned a zero value in the
computation of daily, monthly or annual precipitation totals. Some Canadian Arctic stations have reported over 80 per cent of
all precipitation observations as trace amounts (over 1000 observations per year). Recognizing that there are losses for
wetting, trace amounts can be a measurable amount, ranging from 0.0 to 0,15 mm or more, per observation. Trace
precipitation must be considered as a non-zero value when adjusting precipitation data, with the assigned value varying
according to the method of observation and climatic conditions. It is not a problem with recording gauges. Distinguishing
between whether an event is "measurable" or just a "few flurries" is important; the use of two categories in the reporting of
trace precipitation should be considered, Review of this issue by countries where trace precipitation is frequently recorded is
warranted.
The WMO Solid Precipitation Measurement Intercomparison included some of the automatic gauges currently in use in some
countries. Experiences of countries testing precipitation gauges suitable for measuring solid precipitation at automatic stations
are given in Goodsion, et al. (1998). Although wind-induced errors negatively affect gauge catch, as for National nonrecording gauges, there are several other problems which contribute to the serious undermeasurement of solid precipitation.
Problems with both weighing and heated devices were identified. Heated gauges, including heated tipping bucket gauges,
have been used in many countries. Finland and Germany reported a large undercatch by unshielded heated gauges, caused by
the wind and the evaporation of melting snow. In Finland, the performance of heated tipping buckets was found to be very
poor. Heated gauges are not recommended for use in measuring solid precipitation in regions were temperatures fall below
OOC for prolonged periods of time,
Automatic weighing gauges are another alternative and were assessed in Canada, Finland and the United States. One serious
operational problem with recording weighing gauges is that wet snow or freezing rain can stick to the inside of the orifice of
the gauge and does not fall into the bucket to be weighed until some time later, often after an increase in ambient air
temperature. There can be other complications, such as gauges catching blowing snow, differentiation of the type of
precipitation and Wind-induced oscillation of the weighing mechanism (wind pumping). These problems affect real-time
interpretation and use of the data as well as the application of an appropriate procedure to adjust the measurement for
systematic errors. The adjustment of weighing gauge data on an hourly or daily basis may be more difficult than on longer
time periods, such as with monthly climatological summaries. Ancillary data from the automatic weather station, such as air
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temperature, wind at gauge height, present weather, or snow depth will be useful in accurately interpreting and adjusting the
precipitation measurements from automatic gauges. A comprehensive assessment of automatic gauges for measuring solid
precipitation (not just wind-induced undercatch) is warranted.

Conclusions and recommendations
The goal and objectives of the experiment were achieved. A quality controlled digital database of all intercomparison data
submitted by participants for the period up to April 1993 has been prepared. The database is currently maintained by Canada
and will be made available to interested Members and other researchers in accordance to WMO policy on the access to
research data sets from Intercomparison projects. It is clear that in order to achieve data compatibility when using different
gauge types and shielding during all weather conditions, adjustments to the actual measurements will be necessary. Since
shielded gauges catch more than their unshielded counterparts, gauges should be shielded either naturally (e.g. forest clearing)
or artificially (e.g. Alter, Canadian Nipher type, Tretyakov wind shield) to minimize the adverse effect of wind. However,
even when using shielded gauges, adjustment of the measurements will still be necessary.
At this time, the International Organizing Committee for this Intercomparison is not recommending that a single precipitation
gauge be adopted by all Members for the measurement of solid precipitation. Instead, Members should review the results of
the Intercomparison for their National gauge and decide on the most appropriate action to address the errors in precipitation
measurement within their country.
Specific recommendations on the measurement and adjustment of solid precipitation prepared by the International Organizing
Committee and participants in the Intercomparison include:
1)

Accept the Double Fence Intercomparison Reference (DFIR) as a secondary reference for the measurement of solid
precipitation;

2)

Review and test the application of procedures developed in the Intercomparison on precipitation measurements and
further develop these procedures; implement the creation of an adjusted precipitation archive of historical data which
should then be kept separate from the original archive of observations; and

3)

Establish National Precipitation Centres to facilitate necessary ongoing studies on precipitation measurement such as:
new gauges and observational procedures, assessment of gauges for use at automatic stations, quantification of trace
precipitation, assessment of blowing snow on measurements, further development and validation of adjustment
models under more extreme wind and lower temperature conditions, etc.

The accuracy of methods of precipitation measurements currently used by the Members does not meet - in any way - the
WMO requirements. The application of adjustments for precipitation data sets for systematic errors due to the adverse effect
of wind, wetting and evaporation will improve significantly the quality of precipitation time series. Adjustment procedures
and reference measurements have been developed and evaluated by several Intercomparison participants. The application of
these procedures for different types of precipitation gauges tested during the WMO Intercomparison has been assessed in
various countries, as summarized in the Final Report. Members are urged to test the application of these procedures on their
precipitation observations and to continue to further develop them.
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NEW RESULTS ON MEASUREMENT OF ATMOSPHERIC THERMAL RADIATION
K. Dehne, K. Behrens
Deutscher Wetterdienst, Meteorologisches Observatorium Potsdam

1. Introduction
The improvement of the methods to measure meteorological relevant longwave radiation belongs to the terms of reference
of the work on radiation since a lot of CIMO periods. This reflects both, the increasing requirements of accuracy (in
the last decade first of all for climate research), as well as the severe problems in the precise radiometric measurement
of hemispheric longwave radiation because of the necessary elimination of the shortwave solar radiation below 3 /Lm
from the totally incident radiation fluxes in the field, for instance. With regard to the separation of the shortwave radiation
there are generally only two methods commercially realized:
the pyrgeometric method by using a silicon dome coated with an edge interference filter (at 3-4llm) above the black
painted sensor plane of the pyrgeometer
the pyrradiometric method which determines the longwave hemispherical radiation as difference between the total
radiation measured by a pyrradiometer (mostly covered by a polyethene dome) and the shortwave radiation measured
by a pyranometer.
The measurement accuracy of the methods depends not only on the quality of the used radiometers but also on the quality
of the evaluation formula and the choice of an appropriate calibration procedure. An important improvement in that
sense concerning the method of the Eppley pyrgeometer PIR was performed by the World Radiation Center (WRC).
It improved the radiometer by a three-fold representative measurement of the dome temperature, and the calibration
procedure by a new blackbody radiator with separately variable heating and cooling of the body and the dome of the
radiometer to determine the 4 constants needed in an improved evaluation formula. The recommendation of shading
the so equipped pyrgeometer dome against direct solar radiation remains valid, if required a more precise separation
of the shortwave range.
For the pyrradiometric method the shading of the direct solar beam from both radiometers means the only important
step recommended in the last decade to improve the accuracy of the data.
Up to now it exists no absolute method for measuring longwave hemispherical radiation in the field. To get some
suggestions about the possible deviation from ideal values as well as to investigate what precision is operationally
realizable field intercomparisons of different methods have to be performed from time to time.
Respective field intercomparisons in the last decade were performed 1989 in Uppsala, 1989/90 in Hamburg (IEA-SHCP)
and 1991 in Coffeyville (FIRE II-BSRN).
In 1996 (May till October) at Met.Obs. Potsdam (MOP) a national relative intercomparison of different methods to
measure the longwave atmospheric radiation (also called: "atmospheric heat rad. ") was performed and since Mai 1997
continued with modified instrumentation. The main aim was to study the deviation of measurement values of different
methods (especially of a pyrradiometric method improved by MOP) from reference values measured by the above
mentioned WRC-advanced PIR method.

2. Facts of the Longwave Intercomparisons at Met.Ohs. Potsdam (1996/97)
The comparison site is the garden area between forest and the institution building of the Radiation Center of the Met. Obs.
Potsdam (cp 52,35°; A = 13,07°). Since the horizon is disturbed up to about 10° seven places for shaded radiometers
are concentrated on a measurement table (0,8 m x 4,7 m) with a distance between the radiometers of about 0,8 m. The
data are taken every 1 s and archived every minute by the datalogger system COMBILOG 1020.
All radiometers are equipped with a side1y flanged ventilation device (air flow around the body to the dome) and a shade
disk-device (driven by a synchronous motor, shaded angle 9,6°). The exposed instruments were changed sometimes.
But in any case the PIR 30475 (equipped with 3 dome thermistors and well calibrated by WRC) as reference and a shaded
pyranometer type CM21 (No. 910009), and mostly also two of new developed "CM 21-pyrradiometer" Lup (see
section 3) were exposed. Furthermore, special interest exists to compare a Foot-modified PIR (UK/MRF No. 15086F3)
as well as PIR's with only one or no dome thermistor. In the comparison period of 1997 (since May 1997) the PIR 30477
(modified and calibrated by WRC as PIR 30475) was included as well as the Foot-pyrgeometer equipped now with a
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WRC-dome thermistor. The calibration of the participating radiometers was performed, with exception of PIR 30475
and '30477, by the two-blackbody-procedure of the MOP-laboratory. According to the reproduction of the longwave
responsivity (in the "short evaluation formula") ofthe above mentioned two PIR's within 1% the responsivities determined
by MOP for the PIR's equipped by only 1 dome-thermistor should be in a comparable precision.

3. Description of the "CM 21-Pyrradiometer"
The CM 21-pyrradiometer was designed as an approach to improve the pyrradiometric method ofmeasuring hemispherical
longwave radiation by the combination of the output of an original Kipp & Zonen high quality pyranometer CM 21 with
a second one (+ Pt-WO-thermometer) which is equipped by a polyethene dome instead of the double glass dome. The
polyethene dome is made by MOP from a 20 p,m thick film having the same diameter as the outer glass dome. It has
to be inflated by dry air (ca. 25 hPa). The improvement is achieved by using for both needed radiometers the same
high quality sensor type with approximately the same properties (time constant, temperature coefficient, cosine error,
excess temperature) as well as by the extremely thin dome which absorption in three bands is strongly reduced and
approximates better the desired ideal flat and high spectral transmittance than other pyrradiometers in use. The dome
temperature cannot be measured. But because of the small mass of the dome « 0,5 g) a small wind stream is able
to temperate the dome. This was verified with low speed ventilation during the calibration routine. Comparing the
performances of this method and those of the advanced pyrgeometers, an advantage of the latter is generally only given
on the operational side (use of 2 radiometers, regularly replacement of the dome, careful dome cleaning etc.) as already
known in advance; the CM 21-pyrradiometer was designed first of all for special studies.

4. Preliminary Results of the Longwave Intercomparison
The reporting is restricted to compiled preliminary facts concerning the deviations of the atmospheric heat irradiances A
from those of the reference method Aref at special weather situations. The strong requirements on the quality of methods
are given in the case of clear sky (and low humidity), the lowest at overcast sky with thick and low clouds or foggy
conditions. For most of the comparison days diagrammes of the daily courses of the absolute and relative A-values are
prepared. Here only one example of the diagrammes is shown in Fig. 1 representing a nearby clear summer day with
a typical course of ambient air temperatures. To be able to follow the curves in this black/white diagramme the number
of curves are reduced and the A-values are integrated to 10 min. means. The PIR 30475 R data, which are derived by
use of the high advanced formula represent the references; the PIR 30475 data are based on a simpler formula without
the temperature term. In the case of strong fog the A-values of all methods deviate from the reference by less than 0.5%
corresponding to the measuring accuracy of the body temperature of the respective radiometers.
The results of the different methods could be preliminarily summarized as follows:
a) From the PMOD calibrated PIR-Pvrgeometers (equipped by 3 dome thermistors) the PIR 30475 shows the lowest
"noise" in the 1 min. display of the daily courses. Its relatively high temperature dependency is detectable in the
daily courses of the relative A-values derived by means of the shortened evaluation formula: The deviations during
a summer day are generally within 0,5%, during the seasons between ± 1%. For the second PIR in this group
the deviations of the "shortened curve" are smaller, while the data evaluated by the full formula deviate at clear
sky conditions by about 0,5 % with a relative maximum around summer noons of about 1 %, as expected.
b) PIR-Pyrgeometers with only one special dome thermistor (30474 and 30476) participated in 1996 for several months.
The deviations from the reference are very stable between about + 0,5 % and - 0,5 % (at clear nights) with a relative
maximum around sunny summer noons of about + 0,5% (see Fig. 1), as expected since only the short version
of the evaluation formula was used.
c) The MRF-PIR as used 1996 in the original Foot-version without a thermistor at the dome showed frequently, at
least in the summer months, a daily course similar to that of the CM 21-pyrradiometer Lup 275, with a clear night
deviation of about 2 % and an daily increase of sometimes more than 1%. However the" 1 min noise" is lower than
that of Lup 275, but is remarkable higher than those of the PIR's. For the use of this radiometer in 1997 its dome
was equipped with a thermistor. The application of the correction term for temperature differences between dome
and body in the evaluation formula results for clear sky conditions in about 1 % lower values; but since in winter
the devation are down to -2 % the correction causes worse data deviating by -3 %.
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The A-curves of CM 21-pyrradiometer Lup 275 (only 1996)
and Lup 092 can be typically
identified by their strong "1
min-noise" in the daily curves,
especially in summer around
noon upto about 0,5 % and
1,0 %, respectively. The typical
clear night deviations are about
50
2 % and 3%, with summerly relative A-maxima of about up to
2 % around noon. At a clear
\
cold winter day (-10°C) the
Lup On-data deviate perma280-'---'-----'------L...--'-----'------'----'----'---L---'-'----_'-----'-0
nently by +3%.
e) Rain and wind effects are
observed especially for the
pyrradiometers because of their
thin dome cover. Effect of severe precipitation are also seen
in pyrgeometer data, because of
0."" -I-~-""_=_:=_=_-,.j_.-~-I-=~ .......~--'-F'--==-"-- +--------+-----+-~--.-+-------- +---------\--------1their bigger mass and heat
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conductivity of the domes as
UTC+1
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20°C
well as the dome temperature
Fig.1: Daily course of atmospheric heat radiation of a fine summer day for 5 selected
longwave measurement methods.
correction. The strong "noise"
Upper diagram: Abs. values inclusive diffuse solar radiation (reight scale:W/m-2)
of
the pyrradiometer curves
Lower diagram: Relative values AxjAref related to PIR 30475R
should be interpreted as a micrometeoro10gical phenomenon
of the speed and the changing temperature of air parcels in that environment of the comparison site; a clear correlation
with the speed alone was not found.
Comparison of LW Radiometers, Potsdam 96.06.06 (Mean of 10 min.)
PIR 30475R
----- PIR 30475
PIR 30476
...•.•.•.. PIR Foot
CM21 Lup257
CM21 (Olff.)
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;
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5. Improvement of Data Accuracy by Fitting the Longwave Responsivity during Field Measurements
This fitting procedure is based only on the comparison of clear night- A-values (mostly the mean of 1 hour) of the
reference and a respective method. The result is a corrected value of the longwave responsivity which value is the most
sensitive parameter of the evaluation formula. The improvement of the daily means of A-values (in the sense of reduced
deviations from the reference values) are shown in Table 1 for 7 fitting days within the months June to December,
compiling the absolute and relative deviations under A): of the daily means without fitting (use of lab-calibration data)
as worst case; under B): of the daily means if fitting is performed at all 7 days, generally best case; and under C): of
the daily means if the fitting of 6 June is applied till September and the fitting of 17 December is applied backwards
till October.
Looking trough the percentage values to detect the desired fitting effect the results for the high advanced PIR-methods
are not uniform, but all deviations are below 1% (mostly below 0,5%). In the case of higher deviations as for daily
means of the PIR-Foot and Lup 092, the fitting affects generally a remarkable improvement, if the field-recalibration
by fitting is repeated about every half year (the values ofLup 092 for July till September are related only to night hours).
6. Conclusions
a) Concerning the state-of-the-art
From the results of the intercomparison studies the following can be concluded:
Assuming that the WRC advanced and calibrated PIR pyrgeometers represent the best method at the time beeing to
measure longwave radiation for meteorological purposes the deviation of the results of two of this radiometers suggests
a measurement precision of atmospheric heat radiation of 0,5 % in clear nights and 1 % (around clear summer noons).
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Table 1: Fitting of longwave responsivity using clear night values of atmospheric heat radiation of 7 selected days by
using the corresponding reference values ( absol. values in Wm-2 , reI. values in percentage).

Date

06.06.97

Method

abs

daily mean of
reference

321

PIR 30475
(short formula)

A)
B)

C)

PIR 30477

A)
B)

C)

PIR 30477
(short formula)

A)
B)

C)

PIR-Foot
15086
(orginal form)

B)

PIR-Foot
15086
(enlarged form)

B)

CM21-Pyrrad.
Lup 092

A)

C)
A)

C)
A)

13.07.97
rei

abs

10.08.97
rei

314

0,39

0,62

0,20

2,85

0,91

0,87

0,28

0,76
0,25
0,25

2,55

0,81

0,84

0,27

7,76
1,44
1,44

2,42
0,45
0,45

8,17

2,60

1,88

0,60

6,19
1,01
1,01

1,93
0,32
0,32

7,04

2,24

1,59

0,51

11,20

3,57

11,20

3,57

0,41
0,21
0,21

2,73
0,80
0,80

0,85
0,25
0,25

2,44
0,80
0,80

B)

C)

rel

abs

28.10.97
rei

337

348

1,23

1.33
0,66
0,66
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04.11.97
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17.12.97
rei
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abs

rei
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1,39
0,67
0,77

0,40
0,19
0,22

1,08
0,65
0,59

0,32
0,19
0,18

0,59
0,31
0,99

0,26
0,14
0,43

0,60
0,22
0,83

0,26
0,09
0,36

1,25
0,13
0,13

0,65
0,Q7
0,07

2,11
0,57
0,47

0,61
0,16
0,13

1,17
0,31
0,31

0,35
0,09
0,09

1,24
0,36
0,98

0,54
0,16
0,43

0,83
0,29
0,59

0,36
0,12
0,25

0,41
0,19
0,19

0,21
0,10
0,10

2,14
0,50
0,64

0,61
0,14
0,18

1,16
0,27
0,39

0,34
0,08
0,12

0,34
0,35
1,26

0,15
0,15
0,55

0,19
0,21
0,93

0,08
0,09
0,40

0,57
0,27
0,27

0,30
0,14
0,14

7,38
1,80
1,80

2,12
0,52
0,52

6,14
1,44
1,34

1,82
0,43
0,40

2,51
2,36
3,84

1,10
1,04
1,68

1,52
1,00
3,12

0,65
0,43
1,34

2,57
1,56
1,56

1,34
0,81
0,81

6,45
1,31
1,66

1,85
0,38
0,48

5,52
1,13
1,13

1,64
0,34
0,34

3,46
2,76
4,35

1,52
1,21
1,91

3,33
0,74
3,30

1,43
0,32
1,42

4,79
1,36
1,36

2,50
0,71
0,71

11,35
3,53
11,35

3,26
1,01
3,26

2,60
0,39
0,39

7,02
1,02
2,13

3,08
0,45
0,93

6,04
1,19
1,81

2,59
0,51
0,78

5,26
1,05
1,05

2,74
0,55
0,55

8,78
1,32
1,32

The use of a shortened evaluation formula, that means no correction term for the temperature dependency is available, ,_
provides additional deviations of ±0,5 %.
The seasonal dependent deviation of the MRF-modified PIR (Food design for the use in aircrafts) from the reference
values at clear sky conditions (summer =:;; 2 %, winter ~ -2 %) could be probably reduced by use of a temperature
depending evaluation formula. Without this measure the correction method (as used successfully for the PIR's) concerning
the dome temperature difference between dome and body reduces by up to 1 % the deviation from the reference only
in the summer halfyear; in cold winter days the deviations are amplificied to - 3 %.
The deviation of the results of the pyrradiometric method (using CM21-radiometers) from the reference of about 2-3 %
at clear nights (and about 1 % and more around sunny summer noons) seems to be independent from the seasons. This
deviation should be considered for estimating the achieved accuracy of longwave measurement. Since the pyrradiometric
method is completely different from the pyrgeometric one which should be, for instance, only effective for longwave
radiation < 50 !-tm.
The field calibration oflongwave radiometric methods is possible by a short comparison with the atmosperic heat radiation
value of an advanced PIR-reference at a clear night hour to "adjust" the longwave responsivity. For the pyrradiometric
method and partly also for the PIR-Foot the recalibration has to be repeated only in a period of several months, if daily
mean values are required with a precision of lower than 1,5 %.
b) Concerning the necessary future work
There are activities running to improve the existing methods stepwise by better domes and evaluation formula as well
as better performances for special applications. A lot of work is initiated by accuracy targets of BSRN of WCRP
corresponding to requirements of the climate research. The most important step should be done probably this year by
WRC Davos designing an absolute radiometer to provide a reference for determine the accuracy of the existing methods.
Two methods are now in the test phase, the one is based on the classical cavity radiometry and the other is a more
operational approach using pyroelectric detectors.
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COMPARACIONES ENTRE INSTRUMENTAL CONVENCIONAL Y AUTOMATICO EN LAS ESTACIONES
SINOPTICAS DEL SERVICIO METEOROLOGICO NACIONAL EN MEXICO

Leticia G6mez Mendoza
Servicio Meteorol6gico Nacional
Av. Observatorio 192
C.P. 11860, Mexico, D.F.
ABSTRACT
At the ending of 1992, the Mexican National Weather Service began the automation of the observation network with the instalation of
the first automatic weather station in the Central Observatory in Mexico City. In 1994, there were 65 synoptic observatories with
automatic equipment. Taking into account the experiences in other countries, we began a comparison program between conventional
and automatic stations in the temperature, pressure, rain and relative humidity values. The first probes were earring out in the central
observatory en 1994. Differences for temperature were of 0.7°C and 1,SOC in maximum and minimum temperatures. These values
were higher than other others reported by weather services that had been made this kind of comparisons at the begining of this
decade. In 1996 and 1997 twenty-one more stations of the network were compared. It was found that in the hourly averange
temperature differences were arroud O.soC and relative humidity of 1%. In atmospheric pressure the value was of 0.9 hPa, and 5 mm
of difference in total amount rain higher than 10 mm/24 hr. Results show differences in diurnal and nocturnal values as well. Now a
days, we had found that the different instalation place of conventional and automatic instruments has a decisive roll in our results. That
is why a re-instalation of some sensors has been made in order to get the more near values between sensors so these new statios
could be commissioned for national and international usage.

1. INTRODUCCION

En la actualidad es inminente la necesidad de automatizar las redes mundiales de observaci6n para ahorrar
costos de operaci6n de las estaciones convencionales y para expandir sus redes en aquellas areas de
interes y poco accesibles y aumentar la exactitud en la toma de los datos. Sin embargo, la aceptaci6n de las
estaciones automaticas ha tomado tiempo, basicamente porque la transici6n de un tipo de instrumental en
otro y los cambio en los registros c1imatol6gicos de largo periodo, aun no ha sido estudiado con profundidad.
Por otra parte el cambio de instrumental supone un cambio en la recepci6n y proceso de la informaci6n que
implica a su vez el cambio de equipo de c6mputo que se suma a los costos de modernizaci6n de las redes.
Tal como menciona Nadolsky (1995) el exito de una red automatica depende de la aceptaci6n de las
diferencias tanto en el funcionamiento como en los valores con respecto alas estaciones convencionales.
Para lograr dicha aceptaci6n la Organizaci6n Meteorol6gica Mundial recomienda que cuando los servicios
meteorol6gicos instalan equipos nuevos en sus redes, deben realizar pruebas de compatibilidad de los
equipos en el terreno. La pruebas deben realizarse durante un periodo suficientemente largo, cuando menos
en un numero seleccionado de estaciones automaticas. (OMM, 1995).
A partir de 1992 el Servicio Meteorol6gico Nacional (SMN) inici6 un programa de modemizaci6n de sus
redes de observaci6n de superficie. Esta modemizaci6n consisti6 en la instalaci6n de 65 estaciones
meteorol6gicas automaticas (EMAS) marca Ericsson en 65 de los 78 observatorios de la red. Siguiendo las
recomendaciones de la OMM, el SMN en 1995 inicio un proceso de validaci6n de 21 EMAS (fig. 1). La
oficializaci6n de los datos de estas depende de la verificaci6n y validaci6n tanto de los valores en si, como
de las caracterfsticas de transmisi6n y del buen estado y funcionamiento de los sensores.
Las estaciones envfan los datos generados al satelite meteorol6gico GOES cada tres horas con bloques de
informaci6n de cada 10 minutos correspondientes a los parametros de direcci6n e intensidad del viento,
temperatura ambiente, temperatura del suelo, humedad relativa, presi6n atmosferica, precipitaci6n pluvial y
radiaci6n solar. Las EMAS instaladas en los sitios, recolectan la informaci6n meteorol6gica, la almacenan en
memoria yen disco. Una vez en el SMN, la informaci6n es procesada para obtener datosque puedan ser
consultados por los meteor610gos como auxiliar en la elaboraci6n de sus boletines. A mediano plazo se
pretende que el instrumental automatico sea la base de las mediciones en los observatorios y mantener una
plantilla mfnima de observadores que supervisen la estaci6n y eventualmente transmitan datos delequipo
convencional y complementar los informes sin6pticos con las observaciones sensoriales.
2. METODOLOGiA Y DATOS

A principios de 1995 los observatorios realizaron intercomparaciones cada dos meses durante los primeros
15 dfas de cada mes, anotando las diferencias horarias observadas para las variables de temperatura,
humedad , presi6n y precipitaci6n. Las observaciones realizadas en sitio y de manera simultanea con el
instrumental convencional, nos garantizaban la eliminaci6n de errores por transmisi6n a satelite.
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ISLA MARIA MADRE- CS65
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TORREON- TM62
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VILLAHERMOSA· ZC61
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3. RESULTADOS
Las comparaciones piloto se realizaron en el Observatorio Central de Tacubaya de 1992 a 1994. En las
cuales se encontr6 que las diferencias de temperatura promedio eran de 0.2 a 0.5 QC, las diferencias de
humedad oscilaban entre 1 y 5% mientras que las de presi6n entre 0.3 a 1.9 hpa . No obstante, las
maximas diferencias registradas fueron aumentando a medida que pasaba el tiempo. Las diferencias de
temperatura maximas pasaron de O.6°C en 1992 a 1.8°C en 1994. Las diferencias de humedad pasaron de
3.5% a 10% Y las de presi6n se mantuvieron en 1.9 hpa. Para el caso de la precipitaci6n las diferencias
encontradas para la temporada de mayo a octubre de 1995 indicaron que para precipitaciones menores a 5
mm en 24 horas las diferencias son de 1 mm como maximo y del 1.7% para precipitaciones mayores a 5
mm en 24 horas.
En la bibliograffa internacional de las decada de los 70, se encontr6 que las diferencias entre instrumental
convencional y automatico eran cercanas alas obtenidas en Mexico.
Rozdestvenskii (1975) obtuvo las siguientes diferencias: temperatura: +/- 0.8°C, presi6n atmosferica: +/- 1
hPa, precipitaci6n: +/- 5%. Debe hacerse notar que se utilizo un sistema automatico mas antiguo que el
utilizado en Mexico. Klemm (1980) al comparar dos estaciones automaticas se tuvieron los siguientes
resultados: temperatura del aire: +/- 1°C Y presi6n atmosferica/- 1hPa. Para la decada de los 90 Nemeth, P.
(1995) en Hungria los resultados que se obtuvieron fueron: las diferencias de presi6n fueron de 0.5 hPa,
existi6 inconsistencia en los datos de humedad, la temperatura present6 diferencias de 0.2°C. Como se
puede observar, los resultados en Mexico fueron mayores alas reportados por otros autores durante la
presente decada.
El promedio nacional de las diferencias de temperatura para Mexico, fue de 0.5 QC, las diferencias extremas
fueron las de Nuevo Casas Grandes con 4.0°C y la menor, Manzanillo con O.O°C. Se present6 una
diferencia maxima extrema de 12.4°C para la estaci6n de Colima seguido de Aguascalientes con 8.1°C y la
menor diferencia maxima fue de 0.8 en Monterrey. Comparaciones independientes alas calibraciones
nacionales, realizadas en el Observatorio de Tacubaya con relaci6n alas temperaturas maximas y mfnimas
diarias registradas en el periodo de 1993 a 1995 mostraron que las diferencias mas grandes se encontraron
en los meses de enere a junio (epoca de secas) en dicho periodo, con diferencias de -1.0 °C a -2.2°C. En los
tres anos, las temperaturas maximas registradas por la estaci6n automatica siempre estuvo por abajo de la
convencional. En el caso de las temperaturas minimas automaticas, estas fueron mas altas que las
convencionales de enero a octubre y en los meses de noviembre y diciembre las diferencias fueron de
1.8°C, mas altas que las convencionales.
El promedio de las diferencias fue de 0.9 hPa en donde la mayor diferencia promedio fue de -O.loC en
Cuernavaca y el mayor Santa Rosalia con 3.7 hPa. La diferencia maxima fue de 11.0 hPa en Piedras Negras
y la minima fue de -1.1 hPa en Felipe Carrillo Puerto.
Las diferencias promedio de humedad ralativa fueron de -1% donde las diferencias extremas fueron de -41%
como maxima en Felipe Carrillo Puerto y la minima de Tepehuanes con 0 %, Campeche y Piedras Negras
con 1 y -1 %. La diferencia maxima fue de 78% en Nuevo Casas Grandes se debi6 a una descompostura del
sensor.
3.1 Comportamiento de las diferencias a 10 largo del periodo de comparaci6n
Las diferencias de temperatura, parecen comportarse de manera similar a 10 largo de las validaciones
bimestrales. La humedad se mantuvo constante durante el primer ano, pero para el segundo ano fue
necesario realizar un ajuste a los sensores ya que las diferencias comenzaban a aumentar. Este sensor ha
presentado diferencias muy altas con respecto alas normas establecidas por OMM.(Ver cuadro 1)
Con respecto a la presi6n esta mantiene diferencias arriba de 1hPa pero comienzan a aumentar a partir de
mediados de 1995, por ello, para finales de 1995 y principios de 1996 se inici6 una calibraci6n de los
sensores de presi6n, con 10 que se obtuvo una disminuci6n notable de las diferencias.
No es posible diferenciar cambios estaciones en las diferencias de las variables estudiadas, sin embargo por
experiencia en algunas estaciones se ha determinado que las diferencias de temperatura se hacen mas
grandes conforme se acerca la temporada de calor entre los meses de marzo y abril. Las diferencias de
humedad se vuelven mas marcadas en los sitios deserticos durante el verano cuando la humedad lIega a
ser menor de 10% Y la mayoria de los sensores no registran datos menores a 12%.
Por otra parte de acuerdo a nuestra experiencia, todas las estaciones parecen tener un comportamiento
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diurno que se caracteriza por presentar menores diferencias de todas las variables estudiadas en las horas
nocturnas (de 20:00 a 7:00 horas locales) y las mayores diferencias se presentan en las horas del dfa. Por
ejemplo la maxima diferencia de temperatura suele presentarse entre las 10:00 y 15:00 hrs al igual que la
mayor diferencia de humedad.
A mediados de 1996 se logr6 determinar que algunas de las diferencias que se presentaron se debfan a: a)
La altura del sensor de temperatura asf como su exposici6n a la intemperie no era la misma que los
term6metros convencionales dentro de las garitas meteorol6gicas. En algunos casos los sensores ten fan
sombras que originaban b)Las diferencias en los principios de operaci6n de los sensores de humedad,
mientras que el sensor automatico es un arpa de cabellos, el sensor convencional es un psicr6metro
De acuerdo a los resultados obtenidos se decidi6 comparar las normas de tolerancia recomendadas por la
OMM con las maximas precisiones observadas en las estaciones Ericsson a 10 largo de las comparaciones
La maxima precisi6n encontrada en los equipos Ericsson esta dentro de las normas de OMM, sin embargo
son pocos los casos en los que se obtiene en la practica con las estaeiones instaladas. Por ello, para fines
practicos y considerando el equipo que se utiliza para comparar, se ha determinado que cada estaci6n no
sobrepase los Ifmites del cuadro siguiente:
Cuadro 1
VARIABLE
Temperatura del aire
Temperaturas
extremas
(maxima v minima)
Presi6n Atmosferica
Precipitaci6n
Humedad Relativa

PRECISION REQUERIDA (OM M)
± 0.1 °c
± 0.5 °c

PRECISION REQUERIDA
EN MEXiCO
±0.5°C
± 0.5 °c

± 0.1 hPa
± 0.1 mm para :55 mm
± 2% para ;:: 5 mm
±3%

± 1.0 hPa
± 0.1 mm para :5 5mm
± 1.7% para;:: 5 mm
±5%

Sin embargo, s610 11 estaciones presentan diferencias aceptables en todas las variables: Campeche,
Cuernavaca, Durango, Hermosillo, Lagos de Moreno, La Paz, Manzanillo, Merida, Piedras Negras,
Tepehuanes y Tacubaya.

4. CONCLUSIONES
Las diferencias obtenidas en la red de estaciones automaticas en Mexico se encuentran alejadas de las que
recomienda la OMM y con los resultados en otros pafses .. Sin embargo se ha comprobado en la practica
que ni aun en la estaci6n Tacubaya que, por encontrarse en las oficinas centrales del Servicio Meteorol6gico
Nacional, cuenta con mantenimiento y calibraci6n constante de sus sensores; alcanza estos valores de
precisi6n. Todos los esfuerzos de calibraci6n de los equipos deber ser realizados en sitio y encaminados a
evitar la deriva de los valores en el tiempo, principalmente los relativos a la humedad y a la presi6n.
Durante el presente ano, el Servicio Meteorol6gico Nacional tiene contemplado la reparaci6n y remplazo de
sensores automaticos de las EMAS, con ello· un programa continuo de calibraci6n que conlleve a la
oficializaci6n de estas estaciones y utilizarlas como una herramienta de consulta nacional para aquellos
observatorios que no cuenten con personal observador las 24 horas del dfa.
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1. Introduction
The SETIM, which is the Regional Instrument Centre
(RIC) for RA VI, has set its own Metrology Laboratory
8 years ago. It is equipped with international level
calibration references for the measurement of
pressure, temperature and humidity. These systems
are used for the calibration of surface network
sensors but also for the calibration of some French
industrial sensors and of some foreign meteorological
service sensors. An air conditioned room guarantees
a temperature and humidity stable environment (23°C
± 1°C; 50% ±10%).

2.2 Temperature

2. Laboratory equipment

2.1 Pressure
The pressure reference is a De.granges et Huot dead
weight standard. The pressure is generated in
laboratory with a Degranges et Hoot generator from
20 to 1100 hPa. The accuracy (20') achieved Jnthis
range is lower than 0.1 hRa. The temperature
calibration of barometers is achieved with·a Weiss
climatic chamber (possible range is -70°C to 60°C).
For network barometers and field calibration,two
Desgranges and Huot quartz barometers are used as
working and transfer standard. The laboratory is also
equipped with a portablegeneraior for field
calibration from 500 to 1100 hPa.
About 200 calibration certificates were issued last
year.

Figure 2 : Temperature calibration bench

The temperature reference is a Tinsley
platinum resistance. The ratio of the
standard thermometer's resistance to a
reference resistance is measured with an
ASL F17 resistor hridge. The resistance of
the calibrated thermometer is measured
with a HP3458 mu!timeter. A Heto stirred
liqUid bath is used to produce a stable
temperature from -75°C to +60"C. A
Gallium lsotech cel! is used to control the
calibration in one point (around 29"C). Best
measurements capabilities are O.15°C.
On average, 200 calibration certificates are
edited every year.

Figure 1 : Pressure calibration bench
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2.3 Humidity
In 1996, the metrology laboratory was equipped with
a humid air generator. This bench is not only a
generator but also a calibration reference (Accuracy
(20-) is better than 1.5%).
A saturator in a stirred liquid bath generates humid
air which is pumped into the testing chamber. The
chamber temperature is regulated by a Weiss
climatic chamber. When the equilibrium state is
reached, air temperature is measured by the testing
chamber thermometer and dew point temperature is
given by the saturator temperature.

3.2 Temperature
The return rate of temperature sensors is very low. A
special study has been done to control sensor drift.
17 platinum air thermometers have been calibrated
for a second time. All were still in A class (±O.15 K).
Just two of them were a little bit over Meteo-France
limits (0.1 K). This study confirms that platinum
probes are very reliable. Because of technical
problems, the annual drift can not be calculated.
Sensors were at least 4 years old (12 years old max).
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Figure 5: Temperature correction (0C)
3.3 Humidity
More than 550 Vaisala hygrometers HMP 35 DE are
used in the French observation network. All of them
are calibrated every year. The usual hygrometer
calibration is done with saturated salt solutions. This
system is an easy, practical and cheap bench for
numerous calibrations. Care must be taken to avoid
any temperature gradient. So it is done in the air
conditioned laboratory.
Sensors drift is less than 2% at 11 % level. But The
drift is some times up to 5% for 75 and 95% level.
The drift seams to be independent with the time
between two calibrations. But it confirms the need of
a regular calibration.

Figure 3 : Humid air generator bench
3. Calibration experience

3.1 Pressure
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Figure 4 : Histogram of pressure drift

Figure 6 : Histogram of humidity sensor drift

Meteo-France is using about 150 Vaisala PTB 220
numeric barometers in its network. They are
controlled every year by the metrology laboratory. In
1997, 78 barometers were calibrated. 15 of them
were new barometers. 63 were at least one year old
barometers. 29 have been adjusted because the
correction was more than 15 Pa.
The manufacturer claims a ±10 Pa per year drift. The
drift of 15 barometers was lower than this threshold.
14 sensors had a higher drift, but no drift was above
50 hPa per year (see fig. 4).

4. Conclusion
The metrology laboratory is ready to continue is
international
calibration
work
for
pressure,
temperature and humidity. This is a guarantee of
quality for international network observations.
The metrology laboratory is also organizing training
courses. It develops every kind of exchange in term of
pressure, temperature or hygrometry.
Today, our laboratory is not officially recognized by
the national metrology authority. Efforts are made to
comply the laboratory quality systems with the ISO
9002 model and to obtain a calibration accreditation.
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SENSORS CALIBRATION TECHNOLOGY
by
SAID M.ELSAYED
DIRECTOR OF WORKSHOP
METEOROLOGICAL AUTUORITY
CAIROIEGYPT

The old Method to Calibrate Pressure Sensors
In this method we ehange thc diffcrcnt Barometers, clcaning thc mercury from dust and
impurities and making the mercury tube free from air then we make a comparison between
these Barometers and the semi-standard one in room pressure for several days. Of course
this method is not accurate because we calibrate only within 2 or 3 Hpa variation during
this period but we need to calibrate the whole scale. for this reason we intend to have a new
chamber for this purpose.

New Method To Calibrate The pressure Sensors
Pressure Chamber:
PressureA;acuum chamber is used for testing sever"al aneroids, barotrasmitters ,
barographs and mercury barometers . Test chamber consists of cylindrical steel body
coated with flange and covered by steel plate; one large inspection pane in the door made
of 40 m.m acrylic glass; installed vibrating table with rung stand ,actuated by push-button
from outside ; on the right 8 electrical ducts, on the left 2 air ducts for comiection to Hgtest barometer or an external units on the front operating taps.
The chamber can calibrate several mercury barometers and aneroid barometers
in the same time and we can change the pressure inside the room on request in addition to
the possibility of keeping the pressure constant in the room as long as we need. By this way
we can save time and human effort to calibrate a lot of instruments in short time beside the
good quality of calibration, also we can use this chamber to calibrate the pressure sensor of
the automatic stations.

Calibration of Temperature Sensors (Thermometers)
1- An old method to calibrate temperature sensors
In this method we put the thermometers in a tank as shown in Fig(l) and we put the
reference thermometers beside the thermometers to be tested and we put hot water in the
tank and take the reading, then we add cold water and take the reading again and so on.
By this way we cant not control the temperature inside the tank ,so this method is not
accurate. Therefore we look for a new device for calibrating thermometers.
2- New Equipment to Calibrate Temperature sensors (Thermometers)
Thermometer Test Equipment:
It consists of a thermometer testing bath, continuous cooler, an electrical temperature

control device , special lamp and a set of standard thermometers. Thermometer Test bath
with fault - free double safety glass; very easy reading of the testing and controlling
thermometer ; adjustable frame for installation of different thermometer diameters; pares
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in contact with the 1i(IUid al'e made of stainless steel; flow regulation by means of a
circulatin~ pump; cooling spiral for external connection ~.g. of ~ Cryomat..
.
The continnous cooler: is an air cooled refrigerator engme which works m contl?UOUS run
basing on the principle of counterflow heat exchange (evaporator) .; connection to the
circulating pump of the test bath, giving an intensive and constant coolIng.
The electronic Temperature Controller is a platinum Resistance Thermometer PtlOO • A~
accuracy of + 0.01 C is obtained. The special lamp is sUi~a~le for lig~ting t~e test bath ;It
produces a light siiuilar to daylight and free of heat radiatIOn. By thiS eqUipment we can
change the tempel'ature as we want for the whole scale.
All old 111rt!lod (or /1lI11liditv sensor calibration

The old method is composed of a I'oom with two parts as shown in fig (2) ,the upper part is
for the instrument to be calibrated and the lower part is for putting silca-gel or boiling
water ,a fan to distribute the air inside the chamber. By this method we have two readings
only, one gre~l(est and the other is smallest and of course is not an accurate method
because we need to have reading in all the scale of the instrument and for this reason we
get a new chamber fOl' humidity calibration.

New C/w.l1lber (or humiditv Sellsor
Humidity Test Cabinet
It is used f~r gntduating and calibrating hygographs, thermohygro-graphs; it consists of
moistening and de moistening unit; air circulator , membrane air pumps; as well as the
entire measuring and controlling equipment ; light gray coated metal sheethousing ; the
total test chamher is insulated, door with insulator glass panes; on the left it is equipped
with 6 electdcal ducts ; on the right there is a device for measuring air humidity using
psychromctl'ic Ilrinciple; installed ventilator in the test in the test chamber, producing air
circulation ami (~onstant temperature ; for moistening the sucked - out air is conducted
through a water bath in a gl'eat number ofsmall air bubbles which during the process are
saturated with water . The water bath is tempered by an electrical heating element. For
demoistening the sucked - out air is blown through a dryer. The relative humidity is
indicted by a hygr'ostat with two limiting contacts (max.lmin.) for humidity control, an
indication for operation by means of red control lamps. by this chamber we can control the
humidity as we want from 15% up to 96% and we can calibrate the sensors of humidity for
the automatic sta Hon in this chamber.

All old 11U!..t/lOd to ca/ibl'llte willd sveed
It is a machine wmposed of a gear box as showll iltfig (3) which changes the value ofthe

reading of the w!m} transmitter to revolution Iminute and there is a connection between
this I'eading and the reading of speed indicator in knots. We can change the speed as we
want and of cours(' this method is not accurate.
New equip"lent to calibrate wind
Wind Tunnel
The wind tunnel is basically designed as test equipment for meteorological sensors. Typical
application would be the test and calibration of wind speed, wind run and wind direction
sensors . Its open construction with the measuring section in the suction part enables
compact dimensions and therefore operation in relatively small rooms. An SCR-Controlled
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DC motor drive enables a wide operation range and stable rotational speed. We can use
the wind tunnel to calibrate the wind sensors of the automatic stations
An old method to calibrate mercury in steel recording thermoltygrogra.]l!J.
It is a tank as shown in fig (4). We put the instrument on the stand and its arms in the tank,
then warm water in the tank and we take the reading of the reference thermometer which
immersed in the water of the tank and the reading on the chart of the instrument. The way
is not accurate because it is difficult to have a constant temperature to a certain time, so the
need to have a ."oom to Calibrate the instrument is very important.

New cabinet to calibrate recording temperature sensors
Temperature test cabinet
It is Special design for calibration of meteorological instruments ,especially thermographs
and thermohygro-graphs;. The maximum capacity is suitable for 4 thermographs
respectively , 2 thermohygro-graphs . Temperature selection by preset switch; indication
of actual value by means of an LED. Adjustable excess temperature protection. Connector
of remote program feed respectively connection of a printer .Opening at the top suitable
for electrical feed- through. we can calibrate The seJ;tsors of temperature for the automatic
station in this chamber.
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Wind Sensor Calibration with the Help of Laser Doppler
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Deutscher Wetterdienst
Abteilung Me6netze und Daten, Me6systeme
Frahmredder 95, D-22361 Hamburg 65

1.0

Introduction
The increasing use of electrical sensors in automatic meteorological weather stations
brings about that the calibration procedures are carried out with an electronic
equipment which has to allow for the connection of different types of sensors with
different kinds of signals and data formats. The Deutscher Wetterdienst DWD set up
reference systems for the calibration of secondary references to be used in the
maintenance branche of the service. Reference systems for temperature, pressure and
humidity are operated with high accuracies up to: T =0,01 QC +/- 0,0001 K,
P =+/-0,02 hpa and U ~ +/-0,1 % RH.
The calibration of wind sensors is carried out in the wind channel using hot wire
anemometer and doppler laser technic which today are very common as measuring
methods in the fluid mechanics. To capture instantaneously the flow velocity in a wind
channel with flow fields of pronounced spatial structures and temporal or spatial
changes - transition from laminar to turbulent flow - new experimental technics, such
as particle image velocity, are required.

2.0

LDA-technic for air velocity measurements
The LDA-System includes a laser, transmitter and receiver optics, a signal processor
and a computer system with LDV (Laser Doppler Velocitimeter) software. The LDA
offers an optical procedure which detects the frequency shift of mono-chromatic light
scattered from particles transported in the air stream of the DWD wind channel, that
means, using the Doppler effect for velocity measurements.
The Laser Doppler Velocimeter of the Deutscher Wetterdienst is used for highly
accurate measurements of fluid velocity in the gaseous flow of the wind channel.
Scattered light from generated water particles passing through the probe volume
produce a Doppler frequency proportional to the particle velocity. In order not to infer
the fluid velocity from the introduced particles, they must be small enough to follow
the flow field accelerations and yet large enough to scatter sufficient light
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Fig. 1
intensity.Optimum particle size is generally between 0,5 and 2 micrometers. DWD
operates a particle size generator which insures that only particles of a desired size are
included during a series of measurements.
The advantages of using LDA measurements for wind sensor calibration are:
no flow disturbance by in-situ reference sensors, LDA is a remote
sensing technic by transmitting information on an optical path
applicable to open and closed air streams when using glas windows
no corrections of the data with regard to temperature and humidity are
necessary .
velocity independent of ambient conditions
measures two directional components
dynamic measuring range extending from < 1 cm/s to 200 m/s
high accuracy of measurement (0,002 mls), the components of the
velocity vector v, the optical constant d (m) and the detected Doppler
frequency F (S-I) are represented in the following formula:
v=d

* F (m/s)
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excellent spatial resolution
no calibration
Observing the laser light before the scattering process shows that when the wave fronts
from the two laser beams cross, they create an interference pattern. This "fringe"
pattern is composed of planar layers of high and low intensity light.
Air velocity measurements in DWD are made with two wavelenght (green AI' blue Az )
- see fig. 2 - while the water particles in the flow scatter light passing through the laser
beam crossing region. The angles of each beam pair relative to particle motion produce
a pair of two different Doppler-shifted signals. The beat frequency, commonly referred
to as DOPPLER-frequency, is actually the difference between two doppler-shifted
signals, and it is proportional to the particle velocity. If, for Gaussian beams, the e-z
intensity points are used to define cylindrical beam surfaces, the beam crossing
region (fringe pattern) will have an ellipsoidal shape.

Fig. 3
One component of the velocity stream vector is detected by one beam pair. Additional
components will be detected by additional beam pairs and different frequencies; it is
always the component in the plaine mounted between the partial laser beams. Particles
moving through the fringe pattern create a scattered light signal with sinusoidally varying intensity. A signal's burst envelop is caused by the Gaussian intensity distribution
across the measurement volume. Since the fringe spacing (df ) is known, the velocity
normal to the fringes can be easily calculated by measuring the signal frequency:

Particle velocity

d

= J.t = df *

F

d f = fringe spacing
F =Doppler shift frequency of the scattered light
t =time taken for the particle to cross a pair of fringes
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A receiving optic delivers the scattered light (in figure 2 represented as a central beam)
to a photodetector where the signal is filtered and fed to the signal processor. When
the flow velocity is changed, particles with changed velocities give Doppler bursts with
differing frequencies. With these results, a detailed information of the flow can be
obtained and the remote sensed air velocity in the immediate environment of the
calibrated wind sensor is detected with an accuracy of 0,002 rn/s.
A measuring value is always an average over a distinct number of measurements from
a single particle. The individual values are normal distributed as the fig. 4 demonstrates
in the example with an air stream velocity of 5 rn/s
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Particularities of the procedure:
high capital expenditure
high technical expenditure (knowledge in systems and proceedings, training in
the operating instructions for a programme steered measuring course)
adjustment controll of some optical components in fixed time intervals
due to the laser output the appertaining security requests have to be followed
the chemical compounds of the injected tracer particles have to be non-toxic,
nevertheless, the natur of the chemicals is very important with regard to the
loss of particles by evaporation and separation;
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3.0

LDA-activities
The LDA-System is used to certificate wind sensors of different manufacturers by
confirming that the properties of the test sensors are in agreement with the recommendations of CIMO-IX which are published in the CIMO-report discussing the results of
the Ottawa-session from 15. - 26. July 1985 - Annex to Recommendation 3.
In the specification of the DWD test performance the following requests have been
layed down:

Accuracy requests:
wind direction:
wind speed:

+/- 5 degrees for the scale 0-360 degrees
0,5 m/s in the velocity range 0,5 m/s to 5 m/s
10% in the velocity range 5 m/s to 75 m/s
(wind channel tests up to 45 m/s)

Operational qualifications:
time constant: 1 s
distance constant: 2 m to 5 m
lineari ty: +/- 2 to +/- 5 degrees
decay relation: 0,3 to 0,7
time constant: 1 s
distance constant: 2 m to 5 m
linearity: +/- 0,5 m/s
starting threshold: 0,5 m/s

wind direction:

wind speed:

Remarcs: The distance constant is the air distance by which an anemometer has to be
passed in order to represent 63% of the change from the starting to the end value; this
is analog to the time constant.
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INTERCOMPARISONS IN THE FREE ATMOSPHERE AND IN THE WIND
TUNNEL TO ESTIMATE ANEMOMETER CALIBRATION UNCERTAINTY
Thomas J. Lockhart, CCM, CMet
Meteorological Standards Institute, Box 26, Fox Island, WA 98333, USA

1.

INTRODUCTION

Calibration of an anemometer is usually based on a series of average measurements of
the output of the test instrument as compared to a known wind speed. The averaging time is
usually equal at each speed and is sufficient for the resolution of the instrument outputs and
the turbulence or speed variability of the controlled environment. The averaging time is
usually in the range of 30 to 100 seconds. The number of speeds is selected to adequately
describe performance using some statistical model. Usually 5 to 15 speeds are selected
within the range of the calibration facility and application needs. Often duplicate
measurements are made to estimate precision. Sometimes the duplicates are taken during
increasing speed and during decreasing speed to challenge possible hysteresis of the test
facility. Consideration should be given to applying a constant distance of air past the sensor
at each speed rather than a constant time.

2.

STATISTICAL MODEL CONSIDERATIONS

Test data from a calibration by the U.S. National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) are used as an example. The test instrument is a cup anemometer with a
frequency output. The first test for the series of pairs of values is a standard least squares or
regression analysis. The independent or controlled variable is the wind speed provided by
NIST. The dependent variable or predictand is the output of the test instrument (Hz). The
regression equation shown in Figure 1 permits the calculation of Hz from each NIST wind
speed to define the best fit straight line. The figure shows all of the points at 11 speeds and
the linear regression line. The analysis also provides a measure of correlation. The test
method described in NEL 1995 [1] requires a linear correlation coefficient R to be 0.99995 or
greater (R 2 ~ 0.9999) for an acceptable test. The data in Figure 1 has an unacceptable
correlation coefficient of 0.99985.
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It is hard to see much detail in Figure 1. When the independent variable is the output
(Hz) and the dependent variable is the NIST speed, the regression equation can be used to
convert Hz to wind speed. Figure 2 shows this construction. Now the speed difference at
each pair of points can be calculated, assuming the calibration facility speed to be correct. A
third regression analysis, using the speed differences as the predictand, will provide more
d~tailed information. Figure 3 shows this analysis. Now details can be seen. This figure
shows that the duplicate tests were taken during increasing speeds (open diamonds) and
decreasing speeds (filled diamonds). There is clearly a hysteresis from some source. There is
also a clear pattern to the differences as a function of speed. Does this non-linearity describe
the sensor performance or the wind tunnel performance?
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Once a transfer function is calculated as shown in Figure 2, a strategy is required for
its application. If the non-linearity is ascribed to the calibration facility and not the sensor,
the calibration test data should be represented with the best fit straight line. If two or more
calibrations are being compared, the multiplier (slope) and constant (offset) from each
calibration should be used. Pick a frequency which represents an important speed and
calculate the speed using all the transfer functions. If different interests require a broader
analysis, an average from a series of frequencies can be used. Wind speed distribution
models can be used to calculate statistical differences resulting from the use of the different
transfer functions.
CALIBRATION FACILITY UNCERTAINTY

3.

The Round-Robin experiment was designed to estimate the relative uncertainty of
calibration facilities. The latest data in Lockhart, 1998 [2], describes the results from RoundRobin 2, (RR2). An estimated true pitch (ETP) of 0.2985 meters per revolution with zero
offset was deduced from 22 selected tests representing 20 facilities in Europe and the United
States. A rate of rotation of 30 rps, representing about 9 m/s, was used to compare all the
transfer functions from the linear regression analyses of the RR2 tests. Only two of the 22
tests failed the correlation coefficient test. These resulted from calibration facility problems.
Figure 4 shows the results of RR2-17 at NEL in Glasgow. A straight line cannot properly
represent these test data. Figure 5 shows the results of RR2-19 at CIEMAT in Madrid. This
facility showed considerable scatter and hysteresis between increasing speed and decreasing
speed.
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. The majority of facilities (59%) found the speed at 30 rps to within ± 0.5% of the ETP
value. Three facilities (13%) were between ±0.5% and ± 1.0%. Figure 6 shows the results
of the RR2-22 test at Risoe National Laboratory in Denmark in order to verify that the helicoid
propeller is really a linear instrument. The duplicates were taken during increasing and
decreasing speeds demonstrating that hysteresis is not a result of the sensor memory. The
standard error of the Y estimate from the linear regression analysis, a measure of scatter
about the best fit straight line, was 0.006 m/s, the lowest of all the tests.
The moving vehicle facility used by Otech Engineering in Davis, California, was a
member of the ± 0.5 % majority. Figure 7 shows the RR2-16a test with a scatter (standard
error of the Y estimate) of 0.043 m/so This demonstrates that one can control the flow
reasonably by moving through the air at
.--------------------, different speeds, given careful selection of test
RR2-12
periods and comprehensive flow measurement
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instrumentation.
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4.

UNCERTAINTY IN COLLOCATED COMPARISONS IN THE FREE ATMOSPHERE

4.1

USEPA Boulder Atmospheric Observatory Tests

Some measure of comparison will result from careful tests in the free atmosphere.
There is a standard method of designing such tests. ASTM [3] has published the standard
used in many such tests. Lockhart, 1989, [4] showed that the best likely agreement
(standard deviation of the differences) in wind speed is ± 0.2 m/s and wind direction is ± 2 0 ,
with orientation bias removed. This conclusion was based on a month of field data in
Boulder, CO, where 15-minute average values were collected from a small cup and vane and
a vane oriented propeller. The standard deviation of the differences has all the calibration
and mounting bias errors removed and addresses the simple question of data coming from
slightly different locations being measured with different technologies.
The siting guidance in the ASTM standard states that the two sensors must be within
a cylinder with a diameter of 10 m and a height which is the lesser of 1 m or one-tenth H,
where H is the height above the earth's surface of the base of the volume. Operational
comparability of the two instruments is the root mean square of the differences between
simultaneous readings. The averaging time must be long enough to minimize the influence of
the response distance or frequency response of the sensors. It should be short enough to
provide a large sample size in a reasonable period of time. Five to 15-minute averages are
common.
4.2

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Tests

In 1997 a series of data were collected from collocated sensors at 10 meters. A new
2-dimensional sonic anemometer (Handar 425) was mounted near a Met One Model 01 OC
cup and 020C vane. This central California site has a high occurrence of light winds. There
is a considerable difference in performance between a sonic anemometer and a cup and vane
at threshold speeds. For this test (Gouveia and Lockhart, 1998) [5] a subset of data with
speeds ~2 m/s was used (3,208 15-minute pairs of averages).
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The wind speed comparability was 0.11 m/s with a bias or systematic difference of 0.03 m/so There was no significant calibration bias. The peak 1-second samples in each 15minute sample did show a systematic difference of 0.3 m/so The sonic was higher than the
cup because of the cup's inertial response. The operational comparability of the peak 1second speed was 0.5 m/so
The wind direction had a _4° bias or systematic difference. This is likely an alignment
difference. When the bias is removed, the operational comparability was 1.6°. Both speed
and direction differences were smaller than the minimum differences found in Boulder.

5.

DISCUSSION

There is an uncertainty in wind tunnel calibrations caused by inhomogeneity of the
test section. Some wind tunnels test for this and find variations on the order of 0.5% to 1%.
The pattern usually changes with wind speed to add to the confusion. This may be
considered similar to the small differences in collocated sensor exposure caused by local bias.
There is another cause of uncertainty in wind tunnels depending on how they are
used. When an object is installed in a test section the flow will be modified because of the
presence of the object. The size of this blockage effect is dependent on the shape of the
object and the relative sizes of the object and the wind tunnel test section. If mounting
structures are aerodynamically shaped such that no turbulence is generated, the blockage
effect can be nearly zero as compared to the projected area used. If the active element of
the anemometer is a helicoid propeller, as it is with RR2, blockage is nearly zero because the
propeller creates nearly zero turbulence. If the active element is a cup wheel, there will be
some blockage since the active cup wheel creates a large turbulent wake. It is likely that the
blockage will be smaller than the projected area of the cup wheel. Perhaps 50% of the
projected area would be a good estimate.
The uncertainty of anemometer calibration is sensitive to the calibration strategy.
Some wind tunnel calibrations use a transfer standard and essentially transfer the
performance of a calibrated anemometer to an uncalibrated one. Either the transfer standard
or the test anemometer is in the same location of the wind tunnel. Both are exactly the same
design. Blockage effects are therefore effectively canceled. Other strategies use a transfer
standard in the wind tunnel at the same time as the test anemometer. This may be another
way to eliminate blockage effects. The most common strategy, however, uses a measure of
speed at some monitoring location. The common measure is air pressure using pitot tubes
and static ports. Unless the static pressure is measured in the plane of the test anemometer,
the blockage of the test anemometer will not be sensed by the speed monitoring system. In
this case a blockage correction is appropriate. There is a need for better information on how
to estimate the blockage effect.

6.
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METEOROLOGICAL MEASUREMENT REPRESENTATIVITY,
NEARBY OBSTACLES INFLUENCE
MicheILeroy(France)
Meteo-France, BP202, 78195 Trappes, France
e_mail: michel.leroy@meteo.fr

The access to the site, its supervision, the
availability of telephone and power lines are
important elements. These logistic aspects, and
also the orography, may surpass the strict
application of exposure rules, quite restricting,
especially for wind measurements (10 times the
height of nearby obstacles, which exclude nearby
trees or bUildings). A compromise is often selected.
But when the rules are not applied, in lack of any
gradation for these rules, there may be no limits.
Who have not ever seen anemometers close to
high trees, or even raingauges under a tree! That
exists!

1. INTRODUCTION
This document is dealing with in situ classical surface
measurements
(air
temperature,
humidity,
precipitation, solar radiation, wind).
The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) has
been
stating
gUidelines
for
meteorological
measurements for many years, in term of
measurement
uncertainty
and
exposure
recommendations. All national meteorological services
are issuing guidelines in accordance with these
recommendations. But in real world, these rUles are
not systematically followed. When they are not, it is
seldom said to the users and there is no real limit to
the rules deviation. That is why a siting classification is
proposed for documentation purpose. But first, go back
to some quality matters.
2. QUALITY OF A MEASUREMENT
Quality is the ability to satisfy implicit or explicit needs.
For meteorological measurements, this is often
translated to a statement of operational accuracy
requirements. Several factors have an influence on the
« quality» of a measurement; one can quote:
a) The intrinsic characteristics of sensors or
measurement methods.
They are coming from technical specifications,
emitted
by technical
services,
users
or
manufacturers.
These
characteristics
are
commonly
controlled,
estimated
from
intercomparisons and are generally well known and
mastered, at least for the classic measurements
which we are dealing with. Meteo-France has been
traditionally dealing with this aspect.
b) The operations
of maintenance (including
calibration) needed to maintain the system in
nominal conditions.
These operations are often expensive and
necessitate a continuous effort. Preventive
maintenance is the best guaranty' to maintain a
system close to its nominal performance, allowing
final measurements close to the «intrinsic»
performances of the sensor. Our experience shows
that this maintenance is not always well mastered
in case of a dense network.
c) The site representativity and therefore the
measurement representativity.
This representativity is sometimes neglected,
especially when the density of the network is
increasing. The exposure rules are known by the
people selecting a site, but numerous logistic
constraints are eXisting. For money and availability
considerations, the measurement system is often
(at least in France) hosted on a site, not belonging
to the owner (or the administrator) of the network.

3. SITE CLASSIFICATION
To take into account the existence of stations not
respecting
the
WMO
recommendations,
a
classification has been defined for each variable to
document the representativity of a site. This
classification ranges from 1 to 5. By convention, a
class 1 site follows the WMO recommendations. A
class 5 site is a site where nearby obstacles create an
inappropriate environment for a meteorological
measurement.
For some classes, an estimation of the associated
errors or perturbations has been indicated. This
estimation is coming from bibliographic studies and/or
some comparative tests.
An abstract of the proposed classification is now
presented.

3. 1 Classification for temperature and humidity
measurements
The screen (or more precisely the sensors inside the
screen) should be installed at a standard height of 1.5
m (in France). The disturbing environment may consist
of artificial heating sources or obstacles shading the
screen. The relative importance of the perturbations
associated to concrete surfaces and shading obstacles
has still to be established. The following classes are
therefore subject to further modifications.
Class 1
- Flat and horizontal ground, surrounded by a
clearing surface with a slope below 1/3 (19°).
Ground covered by grass or low vegetation « 10
cm) representative of the area (and of it's albedo).
Far from any artificial heating or reflecting source
(buildings, concrete surfaces, parking, ... ) which
should be at a distance greater than 100 meters.
Far from any water surface (except if representative
of the area) which should be at a distance greater
than 100 meters.
No shading when the sun elevation is above 3°.
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Class 2
See class 1 with the following differences
- Vegetation of height below 25 cm.
- No artificial heating source at a distance smaller
than 30 m.
- No shading for a sun elevation above 5°.

Class 3 (error 1 K?)
See class 2 with no artificial heating source at a
distance smaller than 10 m.
Class 4 (error 2 K or more ?)
Artificial heating sources exist at a distance smaller
than 10 m.

Class 5 (error 5 K or more ?)
The screen is located above an artificial heating source
(by example, parking or concrete surface).

3.2 Classification for precipitation measurements

Wind is the major disturbing factor for precipitation
measurements. The ideal siting conditions stated by
WMO correspond to a place surrounded by uniform
obstacles of regular height, such as a uniform clearing.
Such a site is incompatible with the exposure
constraints of the other meteorological variables.
Therefore, these ideal siting conditions are commonly
inapplicable. If the nearby obstacles are not uniform,
they generate turbulence disturbing the measurements.
That is why the more realistic exposure guidelines
request to move away from perturbing obstacles.
Class 1
- Flat and horizontal ground, surrounded by a
clearing surface with a slope below 1/3 (19°).
- Any obstacle must be located at a distance of at
least 4 times the height of the obstacle, above the
gauge.
- An obstacle is any object seen from the raingauge
with an angular width of 10° or more.
Class2 (error 5% ?)
See class 1, but any obstacle must be located at a
distance of at least 2 times its height.

roughness has also an influence. For WMO, the
surface wind is the wind at a standard 10 m height
above an area with a roughness length of 0.03 m. This
surface wind would be a reference wind with known
and ideal environment conditions.
The proposed classification is therefore twofold. The
first classification is dealing with surface aerodynamic
roughness. The second one is dealing with the nearby
environment and possible obstacles.
Roughness classification
Several authors (Davenport, Wieringa) have proposed
a classification table from 1 to 8 for roughness length.
A 0.03 m roughness is for an open flat terrain, with
grass and few isolated obstacles. With a logarithmic
profile, it is possible to estimate the relationship
between winds above terrain of different roughness.
So, a (common) terrain with numerous low obstacles
(bushes, hurdles, ...) is a class 6, with a roughness
length of about 0.5 m. The 10 m wind is then about
20% lower than the «potential» WMO wind above
0.03 m roughness terrain (class 3). More details may
be found in bibliography, especially the last edition of
doe. 8 WMO (known as the CIMO GUide).
Environment classification
The existence of obstacles nearly always lead to a
decrease of the mean wind speed. Extreme values are
generally also decreased, but not always. Obstacles
increase turbulence and may lead to (random)
temporary increase of instantaneous wind speed.
The following classes are considering a conventional
10 m measurement. When measurements are made at
a 2 m height for agro-climatological needs, the same
type of classification may be used, replacing 10 m
heights by 2 m heights. This leads quite often to high
rank classes and militates in favor of more
representative 10 m measurements (which may be
reduced to 2 m, using a logarithmic profile). When
many obstacles are present, a WMO recommendation
is to raise the wind sensors 10 m above these
obstacles, to decrease their influence. This practice is
seldom used in France.

3.3 Classification for wind measurements

Class 1
- The wind tower must be erected at a distance of at
least 10 times the height of the nearby obstacles
(therefore seen under an elevation angle below
5.7")
An object is considered as an obstacle if it is seen
under an angular width greater than 10°.
The obstacles must be below 5.5 m within a 100 m
distance around the tower (and if possible be below
7 m within a 300 m distance).
Obstacles with a height less than 2 meters may be
neglected (but they participate to the roughness
evaluation).
The wind sensors must be located at a minimum
distance of 15 times the width of thin nearby
obstacles (mast, thin tree with angUlar width < 10°).
A relief change within a 100 m radius is also
considered as an obstacle.

Wind measurements impose the more restricting
conditions, with no obstacles at a distance of at least
10 times their height (WMO states that 10 times is an
absolute minimum). Wind measurements are not only
disturbed
by
nearby obstacles;
aerodynamic

Class 2 (error 10% ?)
- The wind tower must be erected at a distance of at
least 10 times the height of the nearby obstacles.
- An object is considered as an obstacle if it is seen
under an angular width greater than 10°.

Class 3 (error 10 to 20% ?)
- Ground with a slope below 1/2 (30°).
- Any obstacle must be located at a distance of at
least its height.
Class 4 (error> 20% ?)
- Ground with a slope greater than 30°.
- Obstacles located at a distance less than their
height.
Class 5 (error> 50% ?)
Obstacle overhanging the raingauge !
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Obstacles with a height less than 3 meters may be
neglected.
The wind sensors must be located at a minimum
distance of 15 times the width of thin nearby
obstacles (mast, thin tree with angular width < 10°).
A relief change within a 100 m radius is also
considered as an obstacle.

Class 3 (e"or 20% ?)
- The wind tower must be erected at a distance of at
least 5 times the height of the nearby obstacles
(elevation angle < 11.3°)
Obstacles with a height less than 4 meters may be
neglected.
A relief change within a 50 m radius is also
considered as an obstacle.
The wind sensors must be located at a minimum
distance of 10 times the width of thin nearby
obstacles.

the class 4 Trappes' tower has been found 25% lower
than the wind speed of this clearer tower.
When compared with a 100 m neighbor screen,
located in an open grass field (class 2), the air
temperature measured by the Trappes' station (class
3) have been found to be 0.7 K warmer, in presence of
high solar radiation. The two screens are of the same
model.
Both for wind and air temperature, these differences
are in accordance with the above estimated errors,
associated with some classes.
cdm78M

Class 4 (error 30% ?)
The wind tower must be erected at a distance of at
least 2.5 times the height of the nearby obstacles
(elevation angle < 21.8°)
Obstacles with a height less than 6 meters may be
neglected.
There must not be obstacles with a height above 10
meters, seen with an angular width greater than
60°, within a 40 m radius.
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Class 5 (error> 40% ?)
- Site non respecting the class 4 conditions.
- Obstacles with a height greater than 8 meters are
eXisting within a 25 m radius.

E

s

6. CONCLUSION

4. CLASSIFICATION METHOD
The measurement errors, associated to a site not
respecting the usual exposure rUles, are often much
larger than the intrinsic uncertainty of the sensors. The
site representativity is therefore the more important
factor for the global quality of a measurement. The
proposed classification allows to objectively document
a site to inform users about the quality and how
representative is a measure. This information may lead
to a displacement or even a closure of a station. The
classification of a potential site before a definitive
choice should allow an objective choice, with a
quantitative estimation of the site representativity.
To increase the quality insurance of its network,
Meteo-France has engaged the site documentation of
its entire network (about 500 surface stations). This
documentation will then be extended to all external
stations (not belonging to Meteo-France) from which
Meteo-France get and integrate data in climatological
data bases.

The site classification is mainly based on the angular
bearing of nearby obstacles. This plot may be quickly
done with an optical theodolite. A high accuracy is not
necessary. A 5° azimuth plot, with a 0.5° uncertainty
should be acceptable. For wind classification, it is
necessary to estimate the height and the distance of
obstacles within 100 m (with the angular elevation,
only one of these parameters is enough). Existing laser
range finders allow an easy measurement. There is
even laser binoculars with a magnetic compass
incorporated, giVing distance, elevation and azimuth
within an numeric output, which may be connected to a
computer.

5. EXAMPLE
A plot example is presented for the Trappes' synoptic
station (WMO code 07145). This station is a class 4
site for wind measurements (with a roughness length
of about 1 m), a class 2 for precipitation
measurements. Nearby roads and parking lead to a
class 3 for temperature measurements.

The scientific base of this classification is not well
established. Except for wind measurements (see
bibliography), quite few publications were found
dealing with this subject. Meteo-France intend to
deepen the subject, in particular for the temperature
classification. Any suggestion or comment on this
classification approach is welcomed and wished.
An analog classification for visual observation sites
could be useful, in particular for visibility and cloud
cover

Comparisons have been done between the Trappes'
station
wind
measurements
and
the
wind
measurements made from a class 2 10 m tower
located at a 230 m distance. The mean wind speed of
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This site classification approach would illustrate that
some sites are not ideal, which may not be an usual
official language. A WMO site classification would be
interesting and would give valuable information to the
users. It could be interpreted as an acceptation of non
ideal siting situations, but would be, probably, a better
image of the real world.
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SLTEST
A SURFACE LAYER TURBULENCE
AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES TEST FACILITY
Christopher A. Biltoft
V.S. Army Dugway Proving Ground, Utah, USA

1. Introduction
The surface layer is the near-surface portion of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL). It is
characterized by high Reynolds number flows responding to the diurnal heat flux cycle and other
large scale forcings that originate at the earth's surface. ABL flows feature temporal and spatial
scales several orders of magnitude greater than comparable scales found in other boundary layers.
The continuously varying fluxes of heat and momentum, directional shear and divergence fields,
and complex surface roughness features in the surface layer make the ABL more complex than
most "engineering" boundary layers found in pipes, channels, and wind tunnels. Thus, although
laboratory flows can model some simple boundary layers, many important scales of motion found
within the ABL are not correctly replicated in this way. Therefore, a requirement exists for a
laboratory capable of producing flows over the entire range of scales found within the ABL. The
S-urface Layer Turbulence and Environmental S-ciences lest (SLTEST) Facility is being developed
at Dugway Proving Ground, Vtah for this purpose.

2. Site Description
SLTEST is located on the Great Salt Lake Desert in western Vtah (40 0 8' N, 113 0 26' W)
approximately 150 km southwest of Salt Lake City. This site features a flat, undisturbed,
vegetation-free surface with a slope of 1110000 and an extended upwind fetch unobstructed by
wake-generating obstacles. The lake bed surface becomes wet during the winter, and a new salt
crust forms as water evaporates in the spring. This process produces a nearly uniform surface with
a roughness length ofless than 1 mm. Except during periods ofhigh winds, this surface is free of
micrometer-size dust particles that decalibrate hot-wire anemometer probes. When convection is
not present, periods of predictable steady flow occur at SLTEST because there are few upwind
terrain obstacles to induce wind meander. With a steady flow over its smooth unobstructed surface,
SLTEST serves as a large open-air wind tunnel where high Reynolds number fluid dynamics
experiments of geophysical interest can be conducted.
SLTEST infrastructure includes trailer platforms, electrical power service (60 Hz), and
fiberoptic communications links to a centralized computer facility. When completed in 1998, these
services will permit the continuous operation of on-site instrumentation and real-time display of
data. SLTEST includes a staging area and equipment platform space for visiting researchers
performing academic, commercial, and government-sponsored studies. Because it is located on a
remote part of a secure installation, experiments can be conducted at SLTEST free of obstruction
and tampering. Dugway Proving Ground is also capable of providing extensive logistical support.

3. SLTEST Facilities
SLTEST development began with a series ofjoint boundary layer studies that led to the
establishment of a Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRDA) between Dugway
Proving Ground (DPG), Vtah State University (USV), and the University of Utah (V ofU). The
CRDA is designed to develop the SLTEST site and to enhance cooperative boundary layer study
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programs. With the help of a National Science Foundation infrastructure grant and matching funds
from USU and the U ofU, SLTEST is becoming a permanent boundary layer measurement and
research site.
Unlike other sites used for ABL measurements, SLTEST is designed for equipment to
probe the entire ABL, ranging from the viscous sublayer to the outer regions of the convective
mixed layer. To obtain measurements over such a range of scales, SLTEST includes the diverse
collection of instrumentation shown in Figure 1. A radiation facility provides surface temperature
and radiative balance. The Near Surface Turbulence Measurement Platform (NSTMP) enables
flow visualizations and measurements to be made within the viscous sublayer and buffer layer. A
1O-m tower supports sonic anemometer/ thermometers and atmospheric constituent flux probes.
Remote sensing instrumentation will be used to probe the upper portions of the ABL. These
include an Echosonde minisodar for detailed wind profile measurements to a height of 200 m
above ground level and a 924 MHz wind profiling radar for wind profile measurements to the top of
the boundary layer. The Frequency-Modulated Continuous Wave (FM-CW) radar provides vertical
profiles of backscattered signal intensity that depicts ABL eddy structure with a resolution on the
order of 2 meters.

4. SLTEST Studies
Data from SLTEST will contribute to improvements in our understanding of ABL processes
and hence to improved micrometeorological models such as the subgrid scale parameterizations
used in large eddy simulations. Although the entire SLTEST facility is not yet complete, several
on-site studies have already been performed there. A consortium of university researchers have
used an NSTMP prototype at SLTEST for near-surface measurements and flow visualization
studies. These studies ofReynolds number and stability dependence in boundary layer flow are
described by Klewicki et al., (1995); Klewicki and Metzger, (1996); and Folz, (1997). Biltoft
(1997) also conducted tracer gas experiments at SLTEST to develop data sets for atmospheric
dispersion model validation.
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LOCAL & REMOTE SENSING CAPABILITIES
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Figure 1. A schematic. diagram of the SLTEST Facility (courtesy of Mr. Kam Liang, U. of
Utah Department of Mechanical Engineering).
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Session III
WIND PROFILERS

OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE WITH A 1290 MBz WINDPROFILER/RASS AND COMPARISON
WITH TOWER AND RADIOSONDE DATA.
Henk Klein Baltink and Wim Monna
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI)
the Netherlands.
:Introduction.

Since
July
1994 a
1290
MHz
LAPTM-3000
windprofiler/RASS
operates
continously at a short distance from a 200 m high meteorological tower. The
profiler and tower are located at the atmospheric research site of KNMI at
Cabauw, the Netherlands (51°.58' N, 04°.55' E). The lowest range gates of the
profiler/RASS overlap with tower measurements at 140 m and 200 magI.
respectively. Radiosondes (RS80-15N) are launched four times daily at station
'De Bilt' (06260), about 25 km north-east of Cabauw. The data from the three
systems have been analysed over a long· period to assess the accuracy of the
profiler/RASS data. Comparisons of windprofiler data with radiosonde data have
been performed numerous times. However, comparison with tower data is performed
only during a few experiments and mostly only over a short period (Ye et al.
1993). The long-term tower intercomparison presented here is therefore rather
unique as it extends over more than two years of continuous measurements.
One of the main applications of the KNMI' s profiler /RASS is atmospheric
boundary layer research i.e. to collect data for validation of parametrisations
of boundary layer processes in climate models. But the profiler is also operated
semi-operationally and wind and temperature data are transmitted in real-time to
the weather forecast office at Schiphol Airport since October 1995. Furthermore,
within the framework of the CWINDE97-project a BUFR-interface was written and
since January 1997 the data are transmitted on the GTS as well and displayed on
the CWINDE97-website by the UK-MetOffice.
We will briefly discuss the
characteristics of the 1290 MHz system and our experience with real-time
operation. Thereafter we present some of the results of the intercomparison.
The 1290 MHz Windprofiler/RASS.

Fundamentally the 1290 MHz windprofiler is a pulsed Doppler radar. The
system transmits sequentially in 5 different, fixed beam directions, Le. one
vertical and 4 orthogonal oblique directions 15.5° from zenith. The radar
signals are backscattered by refractive index fluctuations of the atmosphere,
commonly referred to as Bragg-scattering. Four different radar pulse lengths can
be chosen, corresponding to a vertical range resolution of 60, 100, 200 or 400 m
resp. The atmospheric return signal is sampled at equally-spaced time intervals,
corresponding to equally-spaced sample heights (range gates) above the antenna.
The time-series of the return echoes at each range gate are transformed to the
spectral domain by a Fourier transformation. Next the strongest peak in the
Doppler spectrum is determined. The mean radial velocity of each range gate is
calculated from the first moment of the peak. Usually several spectra are
averaged to obtain a sufficient large signal-to-noise (SNR). The typical time
for a measurement in one direction (dwelltime) is about 20 sec. The total cycle
time to measure one wind profile in low and high mode is a little less than 5
min. From the mean radial velocities of all 5 beams the vertical profiles of the
wind speed, wind direction and vertical wind speed are calculated using a
consensus averaging method (Carter et al. 1995). The averaging period used
operationally at the KNMI is one hour, but shorter periods are also commonly
used with similar systems.
Capability to measure the vertical profile of the virtual air temperature
is easily added to the windprofiler. Four acoustic transmitters are placed
around the profiler antenna, the combined system is a so-called Radio Acoustic
Sounding System (RASS). The radar pulse transmitted by the profiler is reflected
by the refractive index fluctuations caused by the acoustic energy, just as in
naturally occurring turbulence. These fluctuations travel with the local
acoustic speed plus the mean vertical wind speed. Therefore the propagation
speed of the vertically transmitted acoustic waves can be measured with the
profiler as well. A simple relation exits between acoustic speed and the virtual
air temperature. Thus by measuring the acoustic speed a vertical profile of the
virtual air temperature is obtained.
The windprofiler/RASS is an all-weather measuring system. The height
coverage depends on the typical system characteristics (e.g. power-aperture
product, pulse length, duty-cycle, etc.) and on the atmospheric conditions (e.g.
turbulence, moisture gradients). Furthermore, clutter from either fixed (e.g.
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towers) or moving (e. g. birds) obj ects can interfere wi th the measurements.
Quality control of the data is needed to remove the disturbed measurements. The
high temporal and spatial resolution of the data resolve many atmospheric
features e.g.
frontal passages, low-level jets and temperature inversions.
Furthermore, during precipitation the fall-speed of the droplets can be
measured. In some cases the mixing height of the convective boundary layer may
be determined from the SNR-profile. In principle it is also possible to measure
heat and momentum fluxes with a profiler/RASS, although sofar this was limited
to some experimental studies and not performed operationally.
Operational experience.

The profiler is operated in wind mode and RASS mode alternately, i.e. each
hour consists of 55 min. wind and 5 min. RASS measurements resp. The data are
downloaded hourly to the KNMI main office through a modem connection. The hourly
data are processed by a quality control program to remove outliers in the data.
The availability of profiler data has been fluctuating during the three
years of operation. The system and data output are not monitored continuously,
therefore failures can remain unnoticed for some time, also some down-time is
needed for maintenance. Also we have experienced a number of interrupts due to
software failures. No major hardware failures have been encountered so far. The
monthly availability of hourly data is presented in fig. 1. The height coverage
depends on the operating parameters selected, system characterictics and the
atmospheric conditions. The monthly height coverage in 1997 for a range
resolution of 400 m and 100 m is shown in fig. 2 and 3 resp. Note the low
coverage in January when it was rather cold and dry in the Netherlands. The
height coverage of the RASS is rather limited mainly due to the strong
absorbtion of the acoustic waves at 3 kHz and to drifting of the acoustic waves
out of the radar beam. Furthermore, to comply with environmental regulations the
acoustic power was reduced in the evening and night from Jan. 1996 onwards. This
limits the RASS coverage at night even more. Coverage for 1995 is presented in
fig. 4 when the night-time acoustic power reduction had not been installed yet.
comparison with tower data.

From Oct. 1994 up to Feb. 1997 data were collected from both the
profiler /RASS and the tower. The comparison comprises two periods. The first
period from Oct. 1994 up to Feb. 1996 during which the standard mean spectral
averaging and a vertical resolution of 60 m was used. In the second period from
Apr. 1996 up to Feb. 1997 the more advanced Intermittent Clutter Reduction
(ICRA) algorithm and a 100 m vertical resolution was used. Examples of scatter
plots for a subset of the data are presented in fig. 5 and 6. In general
profiler wind speed and direction compare very well with the tower data,
considering the differences in measuring methods. The standard deviation of wind
speed difference is about 0.9 m/s and for wind direction about 10° for the first
period at both 140 m and 200 m agl. For the second period we found a standard
deviation of 1.2 m/s and 16° resp. However, if a small number of ground clutter
contaminated data are ignored (about 2% of the dataset) the same values are
found as for the first period. The RASS data also compare well (fig. 7). The
RASS data show a small temperature dependence mainly due to some approximations
in the retrieval algorithm (Klein Baltink 1998). The standard deviation of the
difference is about 0.5° C.
Comparison with radiosonde data.

For the first period (Oct. 1994 - Jan. 1996) the results of the comparison
with radiosonde data are presented in fig. 8,9 and 10. The data have been
analysed for each of the four radiosonde launch times separately, but the
difference was negligible. Again a good agreement is found, especially since
radiosonde measurements are essentially point measurements in time, whereas the
profiler measurements are hourly averaged. Furthermore the radiosonde data and
profiler data are not collocated but measured at a distance apart. The
windprofiler data from this period have been edited manually. Therefore
contaminated data due e.g.
to migrating birds have been removed.
Bird
contamination can be a problem in spring and autumn nights when huge number of
birds migrate. The automatic quality control applied is not capable of detecting
these contaminated data (Wilczak et al 1995). The increasing bias and standard
deviation below 500 m agl. for the low mode of the profiler is most likely due
to inaccuracy of the radiosonde data at these low heights.
The typical height dependent bias in the radiosonde-RASS temperature data
was found in many other studies as well. Corrections for vertical speed,
approximations in the retrieval algorithm and for range dependent backscatter
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need to be applied before the accuracy of the RASS data as compared to
radiosonde data can be assessed. These corrections haven.' t been applied yet to
the data presented here.
Concluding remarks.

The 1290 MHz windprofiler/RASS has proven to be a versatile all-weather
instrument. The system provides data with a high temporal and spatial resolution
for wind and virtual temperature for both research and operational applications.
The profiler/RASS data compare well with both tower and radiosonde data. Some
improvements in data quality can be expected when new signal processing
techniques will be applied. Recently some promising results have been obtained
with wavelet transforms (Jordan et al. 1997), fuzzy logic and neural network
type of profiler signal processing.
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Experience of using a 915 MHz wind-profiler radar at Camborne, UK.
T. Oakley and J. Nash (UK Met Office.)
Introduction
The Met Office began using wind profilers in 1992 with the MST radar at Aberystwyth. The Aberystwyth radar
provides essentially continuous coverage of horizontal wind speed and direction at 300m intervals from about 2.5 km
up to 16 km. However, customers complained about the lack of wind measurements between the surface and about
2.5 km above the surface. The availability of aircraft wind measurements is increasing in Europe. The resolution in
the horizontal of the observing network in the upper troposphere over the western parts of the British Isles has
benefited, but there is little prospect of this happening in the lower troposphere given that most of the main busy
airports are in central or eastern locations. The coverage of the network in the lower troposphere could be improved
by the use of I GHz wind profilers .
A 915 MHz Radian Lower Atmosphere Wind Profiler (LAP-3000), was loaned for 3 months to the Met. Office and
installed at Aberystwyth from January to March 1995. The LAP system produced reliable low level wind
measurements in the stonny and wet wintertime conditions encountered in the western parts of the British Isles. During
clear conditions at night with westerly winds, problems were encountered with birds migrating from Ireland to eastern
Europe. A similar LAP-3000 wind-profiler radar was installed at (Camborne) in the south-west of the United
Kingdom in late January 1997. This was in time to provide winds to the COST 76 CWINDE network demonstration.
The main aims of this trial were:
• to monitor the long-term perfonnance of the equipment (both hardware and software) in preparation for operational
and research use in the UK.
• to evaluate the quality of the LAP measurements under a wider range of weather conditions than were encountered
in the initial test at Aberystwyth.
• to provide initial information on the potential usefulness of low-level wind Profiler radar measurements in local
and regional forecasts in the British Isles .
• to participate in CWINDE demonstration tests in collaboration with others in western Europe

Installation and System specification.
Setting up the LAP-3000for operation took about 4 to 5 hours from unpacking the shipping crates and used about 4
people in totaL The actual installation procedure was relatively simple, with little need for specialised tools. The LAP3000 four panel antenna system is described as mobile. However a number of units, notably the antenna, were large
and heavy when housed in their shipping crates. Therefore, although the Profiler may technically be considered
mobile, allowance should be made for significant staff time and transport costs when costing short-term deployments
of the radar.. The LAP profiler has been mostly operated without daily involvement of the Camborne staff. The 400
km separation from the UK Met Office HQ (Bracknell) has been used to evaluate the remote access software and
simulate operating the equipment in a 'no-staff' environment
The LAP radar has a vertical beam and four off-vertical (23°) beams spaced in azimuth at a separation of 90°. The
usual method of LAP operation is to use all 5 beams to calculate wind speed and direction, however the Cambome
profiler was configured in a 3 beam mode. Tests in this mode during set-up provided measurements to satisfactory
heights and without major failures in accuracy. The basic parameter set-up used is shown in Table 1. By operating with
two modes interleaved the user obtains observations to larger heights with the larger pulse width, whilst retaining
higher resolution near the surface with the shorter pulse length. However in interleaved mode, the amount of spectral
data used to calculate wind measurements for each mode will be halved compared to single mode operation. This may
prove a limitation, if measurements are required at high temporal resolution, 30 minutes or less, when backscattered
signals are low. For real time operations it may be desirable for the mode of radar operation to be adjusted according
to conditions to provide the information most critical to users.
Mode
Low
High

Bandwidth Height
Resolution
60 meters
400ns
200 meters
1400ns

Lowest
Height
198 meters
198 meters

Highest
Height
2500 meters
7000 meters

Table 1 : Parameter set-up for Camborne LAP.
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Time
Resolution
30 min.
30 min.

Data availability and height coverage.
A few days after setting up and testing the LAP, the fmal amplifier unit failed and had to be shipped back to the USA
for repair. Table 2 gives details of the data availability of the system, once the repaired amplifier was installed on
20/02/98. The LAP was producing viable data for 73 % of the evaluation period. On some days one or two thirty
nllnute samples were lost due to maintenance, software 'lock-ups' and reprocessing but these have not been included
in the figures below. Continuous operation of the profiler was sustained for long periods, but when hardware faults
have occurred substantial downtimes have resulted. It should be noted that the UPS unit providing the USA mains
requirements was purchased for the Aberystwyth trial in 1994 and was not the responsibility of Radian. Radian had
informed the UK Met Office of the possible failure of the phase-shifter, once a faulty batch of components had been
traced to the system. Given the long repair times ( 4 - 6 weeks for shipping and repair), the purchase of system spares
is critical if the LAP is going to be used for operational measurements. No significant operational problems were
experienced with the software on the LAP system.
Description

Date

No. of days.

LAP
Operating

Percentage
of period.

Evaluation period
UPS failure.
Phase Shifter.
Final Amplifier

20102/97 - 31/12197
15/05/97 - 05/06/97
16/06/97 - 04108197
15/12/97 - 31/12/97

315

229

73%
7%
15 %
5%+

22
50
16 (On~oin~)

Table 2 Impact of system failures on the availability of LAP measurements
Fig. 1 shows the monthly averages of the daily maximum and minimum height of the uppermost wind reports obtained
in each mode. The heights appeared to improve once the phase shifter unit had been repaired. This requires further
investigation, this may be related to variation in the number of significant weather events passing the site.
Time series analysis.
Fig. 2 shows a daily time-series plot of the LAP wind data used to assess the quality of the measurements. Camborne is
an operational radiosonde station using Loran-C navaid radiosonde to measure winds with a Vaisala PC-CORA ground
system. 4 radiosonde ascents are usually performed per day and the surface sensors provided useful reference
measurements. On the day shown in Fig. 2, measurements from the radiosonde ascents were available every 3 hours.
The time-series technique is useful for identifying gross errors (e.g. in the low mode data around 800 minutes). It also
provides a consistency check between the high and low mode which is not always clear on the standard output from
the Radian software. The radiosonde measurements show a general good agreement between the two systems although
for the 400m level there are some larger differences and differences between the two LAP measurement modes that
require further investigation.
Comparison with radiosonde wind measurements.
Fig. 3 shows a summary of profiler -radiosonde comparison statistics for March 97. The radiosonde data has been
compared with the 30 minute profiler average centred at the same time (i.e. 0515Z RlS flight v 0500Z - 0530Z
profiler). About 120 radiosonde ascents were compared with the profiler measurements, the actual number of flights
used for each calculation is given at the bottom right of Fig. 3.
Figs 3 (a) and (b) show the average profiler -radiosonde difference for each wind component (u & v) and the standard
deviation of the differences. Typically, bias in profiler measurements appears to be in range 0 to -1 ms-I up to 5 km.
Above 5 km the numbers of points used in the calculation drops significantly. Associated standard deviations are
typically 1.6 ms-I, suggesting an rms error in the profiler measurements slightly larger than 1 ms-I. Figs 3(c) and (d)
show the profiler-radiosonde differences in terms of wind direction and speed. The results are consistent with a
direction bias of 1Yz 0 in the profiler measurements. This may be due to inaccurate measurements used for the beam
orientation. Overall, comparisons with the radiosonde measurements for March 97 was very good with less than 1%
of the profiler data being rejected due to large differences. Migrating birds did not cause a significant problem, but
interference in the lowest range gates needed to be eliminated from time to time. Statistics for other months during the
evaluation period will be calculated and an overall summary presented at the meeting.
Future Work.
The UK Met Office has now purchased the LAP system installed at Camborne. It is due to be upgraded to a 9-panel
system and have new software (Win NT, 2000 compliant). Several case studies using the data obtained in CWINDE-97
are assessing the usefulness of profiler observations for forecasts and for forecast verification and scientific studies
of severe weather. During 1998, the communications with the LAP system will be improved to provide reliable 'realtime' observations for local forecasters and for the mesoscale numerical weather prediction model.
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Figure 1 : Height coverage of Camborne Wind Profiler : 1997
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OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCES WITH THE 482 MHZ WIND PROFILER RADARIRASS
IN THE GERMAN METEOROLOGICAL SERVICE

l)Deutscher Wetterdienst, Frankfurterstr.135, 0-63067 Offenbach(M);Germany;
2)OWD,Meteorologisches Observatorium Lindenberg, 0-15864 Lindenberg; Germany;

o

Abstract

A 482 MHz Wind Profiler Radar (WPR) with a Radio-Acoustic Sounding System (RASS) has been operated at
the Meteorological Observatory Lindenberg since July 1996. The WPR can operate with different height and time
resolutions in the height range from 0.5 up to approximately 16 km. The installed WPR/RASS combination allows
also the measurement of profiles of the virtual temperature with the Low Mode resolution in the height range from
500 m up to approximately 4000 m.
The objectives of this paper are investigations of availability, accuracy, and reliability of the WPR/RASS based
on operational measurements during 1997. Nearly 22000 profiles of wind and temperature were used for the
statistical analysis on data availability. An estimation of the accuracy can be given on the base of about 1300
comparisons between WPR/RASS and Rawinsonde data. Concerning the system reliability, the suitability for
operational use could be proved.

1

Introduction

Wmd Profiler Radars (WPR), operating in the frequency band near 400 MHz, are useful devices to measure vertical

wind profiles from 0.5 km up to 16 km with high temporal and vertical resolution. The use of this new real-time
information can improve the numerical weather predictions as well as nowcasts (NOAA, 1994) due to the ability
ofWPRs to provide information about the temporal and spatial wind field structure of passing weather systems
ranging down to Micro-a, e.g. fronts, short-wave troughs, squall lines, wind shears, and others (Smith and
Benjamin, 1993).
The application of 400 MHz WPR in Europe turned out to be a difficult problem considering this crowded frequency
band (Richner,1994). To solve this problem, it has been proposed to use a television (TV) channel (22 or 21
respectively) for WPRs (Wolko,1997). So, the opportunity was given to operate a 482 MHz WPR in Germany
on the base of an experimental frequency allocation to investigate the use of this new technology in the German
Meteorological Service.
The comprehensive assessment of the 482 MHz WPR system in view of height availability, accuracy, and
reliability under operational conditions at the Meteorological Observatory Lindenberg was planned to be a first
step. Then, the rawinsonde network of the German Meteorological Service will be complemented by some WPRs
in future. In this way, WPRs play an important role in the framework of a future effective composite upper-air
observing network of the German Weather Service (Dibbern, 1997).
The 482 MHz WPR/RASS has been operated at the Meteorological Observatory Lindenberg since July 3rd, 1996.
Here, we want to present the system characteristics as well as results regarding availability, accuracy, and
reliability, obtained from measurements during 1997.

2

Characteristics of the 482 MHz WPR/RASS

The 482 MHz WPR operates unattended and provides continuously real-time atmospheric wind data. The WPR
generates radar pulses sequentially in up to 5 different directions (vertical and 15° tilted beams) transmitted by
a phased array antenna, and evaluates the backscattered signals by determination of the Doppler shift.
The WPR operates normally in an averaging period of 50 minutes to get one complete wind profile with two
complementary vertical resolutions of 250 m in the Low Mode for the height range of 0.5 -8 km and of 500 m
in the High Mode for the height range of 3 - 16 km respectively.
Components of the 482 MHz WPR are a phased array antenna (aperture 140 m2 ) with clutter fence, transmitter
(peak power 16 kW), receiver, radar computer, gateway computer, and system components for a Radio-AcousticSounding-System (RASS) to measure temperature profiles.
The WPR antenna is a coaxial-collinear phased array with 120 antenna elements and a phase shifter to tilt the
electromagnetic beam into up to five linear independent directions e.g. north, south, west, and east with an elevation
angle of 75° and also vertical. The antenna elements are arranged above a ground sheet of 13 m * 13 m in two
planes. The one-axis antenna gain is greater than 35 dBi.
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In order to avoid interferences with the TV channel and also ground clutter echos from trees or other obstacles,
a special clutter fence has been arranged around the WPR antenna (Steinhagen and Frye,1997). Fieldstrength
measurements around the antenna without and with clutter fence showed a decrease by about 14 dB. It could be
demonstrated that WPR can be operated in a TV channel and that a TV reception of the same channel is possible
even in the near field of the WPR antenna.
The transmitter is a multistage system wi1h a pulse shaper to minimize 1he occupied bandwid1h and a linear television
amplifier. To separate 1he transmit and receive channel, a passive ferrite circulator is used. After down-conversion
and AID- conversion, the digital receiving signals get to the radar computer to compute the power spectrum, the
noise level, and the first 3 moments (power, radial velocity, and spectral width) of the spectrum. A spectral
averaging is applied to improve 1he detectability of 1he Doppler peak. The dwell time for producing one averaged
spectrum for every range gate of one beam is approximately 20 - 40 seconds depending on 1he selected processing
parameters. Mean wind values for 1he 50 min period are calculated by consensus averaging of the radial velocities
(1. moments).
The calculated wind and temperature profile data are transmitted to the gateway computer via an optical cable
for further data handlings, like quality control check (Weber and Wuertz, 1991), displaying and archiving 1he
measured profiles of meteorological data. The hourly messages of wind and temperature profiles (the so-called
BUFR format data) are sent to 1he computer center of 1he German Meteorological Service in Offenbach/Main and
from there to various users, like the UK Meteorological Office in Bracknell, where the data are available on a
World- Wide-Web server.
To complete 1he 482 MHz WPR wi1h a Bragg RASS, four acoustic sources are arranged around the WPR antenna
to generate a pattern of sound pressure waves in the atmosphere for the measurement of virtual temperature. The
determination of the virtual temperature occurs on the basis of the connection between speed of sound and virtual
temperature (Gorsdorf,I997). The RASS measurements are carried out with a vertical resolution of 250 m and
a vertical spacing of 120 m in the range of 0,5 to 4 km for an averaging period of ten minutes each hour.

3

Availability of Wind and Temperature measurements

For the future operational use of WPR data in 1he numerical weather prediction, the availability of wind and
temperature measurements in the different height levels is an important question. Therefore, we calculated the
Quality Control Pass Rate, defined as the percentage ratio of the number of valid measurements, passing the
consensus averaging as well as the quality control algorithm (Weber and Wuertz,1991), to the total number of
measurements for each range gate over the whole observation time, using hourly averaged measurements
exclusively. Periods of hardware failures and special measurements are excluded from the statistics.
Considering the time period of 1997, we get a quality control pass rate of more than 80% up to a height range
of about 9.5 km in the wind High Mode (500 m res.; Fig. 1 left), 7.8 km in 1he wind Low Mode (250 m res.; Fig. 1,
middle), and 2.3 km in the RASS mode (250 m res.; 120 m vertical spacing; Fig. 1; right).
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Figure 1: Relative availability of wind measurements in High and Low Mode (left and middle, respectively) and
temperature measurements (right) with the 482 MHz WPR/RASS for the time period 1997;
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The height coverage in the wind High Mode was higher in the first than in the second half year. So, a 80 %
availability of 13.8 km has been obtained for January and February 1997. As cause for this decrease, some faulty
antenna elements have been found out and must be exchanged soon. To fulfil the requirements of the operational
use with a 80 % availability up to 16 km, an higher power-aperture product will be necessary.

4

Comparisons with rawinsonde measurements

Rawinsonde measurements represent the reference for newly developed sounding technologies to assess the
consistency of new measurements in an operational network. The Meteorological Observatory Lindenberg is a
very suitable site for comparisons of the 482 MHz WPRIRASS and rawinsonde measurements because
radiosoundings with the Vaisala RS 80 and a tracking radar for wind measurements are performed routinely with
4 launches per day. Here, we present results obtained 1997.
Fig. 2 shows the bias and the standard deviation of the wind velocity in the High and Low Mode (Figure 2, left
and middle, respectively). The bias of the wind measurement is less than 1.0 m/s in the whole probing range for
both wind modes. Especially in the Low Mode (Fig.2, middle), we found excellent agreement with a bias of less
than 0,4 mls at the range from 0.5 to 8.0 km. The bias is slightly larger in the High Mode and changes sign near
the tropopause level. So, we noticed in the High Mode an underrestimation of the wind velocity up to 0.5 m/s below
10 km and an overerestimation up to 1.0 m/s above 10 km (Fig.2, left). Therefore, the system delays, used for
the different pulse lengths, have been checked. As a result, differences have been found out between the adjusted
and the measured system delays which led to a range time sampling error. If we correct this range error, a smaller
underestimation of about 0.2 to 0.5 m/s remains near the tropopause, where the wind speed is maximum. The
remaining bias could be caused by the weighting of the wind velocity within the scattering volume with the vertical
profile of reflectivity. This effect is proportional to the height resolution. Yet, a correction of this error has to be
developed and checked before using this 482 MHz WPR in an operational network.
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Figure 2: Mean differences (wpRJRASS-Rawinsonde) and standard deviation (horizontal bars) of the horizontal
wind velocity in the High Mode with a resolution of 500 m (left), in the Low Mode with a resolution of
250 m (middle), and of the virtual temperature with a resolution of 250 m and a vertical spacing of 120 m for
the time period of January to December 1997. The statistics is based on about 1300 rawinsonde measurements
compared with hourly averaged wind profiler measurements during the rawinsonde ascents.

The comparison of 482 MHz WPR/RASS and rawinsonde measurements shows an overestimation of the RASS
temperature to about 1 K without any corrections. A newly developed algorithm to correct influences of the vertical
wind velocity, the variability of the constants in the temperature retrieval equation as well as variations of the
acoustic signal intensity reduced this overestimation up to 0.2 K (Fig. 2; right), (Gorsdorf, 1997).
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5 System reliability
Table 1 gives an overview about the system reliability of the 482 MHz WPRJRASS. The high percentage of missing
BUFR messages was caused by the newly developed BUFR software which was still in a test phase as well as
transmission problems. This high value isn t a special WPR problem and can be avoided by improvements of the
BUFR software. The missing hourly measurements were caused by hardware (7.1 %; one transmitter breakdown
in the guarantee period) and software breakdowns (1 %), realization of special WPR/RASS measurements (2.9%),
maintenance (2 %), and the necessity to switch out the WPR during the construction work of the clutter fence
(0.8 %). Note that these results were obtained only few month after switching on the WPR. In view of the
operational use in an observing network, an essentially reduced number of missing measurements should be feasible
by improvements in the automatic data communication as well as a higher reliability of all WPR components.
I

Number

Percentae;e

Maximum possible hourly measurements
(Wind Hie;h and Low Mode; RASS Mode)

26280

100 %

Generated hourly measurements

22647

86.2 %

Real-time transmitted hourly BUFR messae;es

16189

61.6 %

Missine; hourly measurements

3633

13.8 %

Missine; hourly BUFR messae;es

6458

23.6 %

Table 1: Reliability statistics for the 482 MHz WPRlRASS from January 1 to December 31, 1997

6 Conclusion
The first 482 MHz WPR in Europe completed with RASS operates successfully under operational conditions at
the Meteorological Observatory Lindenberg, sampling wind data in the height range of 0.5 to 16 km and
temperature data from 0.5 to 4 km. During 1997, the estimated 80 % availability was 9.5 km in the wind mode
and 2.3 km in the RASS mode. Comparing WPRlRASS and rawinsonde measurements the bias is lower than 0.4
m/s in the wind Low Mode, 1.0 m/s in the wind High Mode, and 0.2 K in the RASS Mode.
The 482 MHz WPRIRASS is a powerful system for operational use in European Observing Systems due to the
time averaging with adjustable time resolution typically from 10 to 60 minutes, the unattended system operation,
and the possibility to receive additional information like backscattered power, spectral width, and also turbulence
parameters.
The effectiveness of the operational use in national weather services depends on the solution of some problems,
like the increase of the height coverage, the avoidance of the influence of "fliers" (e.g. migrating birds, airplanes)
as well as ground clutter on the measurement by newly developed signal processing algorithms, and the development
of a real-time quality control with efficient performance adapted to the different meteorological conditions.
Evaluating the results obtained by the operational system test at the Meteorological Observatory, the 482 MHz
WPRlRASS will be an essential part of the future effective composite upper-air observing network of the German
Meteorological Service.
7
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Session IV
REMOTE SENSING

MOROCCAN WEATHER RADAR NETWORK
Mohammed NBOU & Noureddine FILAU BOUBRAHMI
Centre National de Recherches Meteorologiques/Direction de la Meteorologie Nationale , MAROC

ABSTRACT:
Since the end of 1995, the National Meteorological Service is equipped with an operational Doppler weather
radars nlMwork which meets some forecasters and hydrological ncccls. The goals of this network arc the
detection and identification , in real time, of severe storms related to convectives situations, the instantaneous
evaluation of the spatial coverage of precipitation.
The goal of this paper is to give an idea about technical aspect of the radars network and some examples of
operational applications.

L INTRODUCTION
As part of its extensive modernisation program (CRAY supercomputers, Mesoscal model AI Bachir,
Workstations, etc.) ; the National Meteorological Service set up at the end of 1995, a meteorological Doppler
Radar network to better accomplish its mission of providing early detection and timely warnings of severe
weather such as thunderstorms.
.
This network makes use of five new generation Doppler Radar (Doppler Weather Surveillance Radar nC)
operating in the C band (5.4cm) located in Agadir, Casablanca, Khouribga, Larache, Fez. The Radar located in
Fez has the particularity of including the polarimetric technique, useful for detecting hail, which is a real
menace in this area.
All of the network's observations are transmitted to the central site through dedicated line connections, where a
composite picture is made every 10 minutes. The forecasters use intensively the radar image for the nowcasting
and hydrological purposes. Here the most important features of the network, and some operational examples
including convective cell producing flash flood and frontal situation are presented.

D. TECHNICAL FEATURES OF THE RADAR NETWORK
2.1 Spatial coverage
The Moroccan radar network is relatively
dense, and provide a good quality of data at
low antenna elevation angle over the most
part of the north of the country. Although
each radar makes measurements out to a
range of 200 km, the density of radar is such
( see figure 1 ) that is not necessary to use the
data from extreme range over much of
composite area. Overlapping from adjacent
radar reduce certain problems linked to
attenuating the wave ( C band ) , anomalous
propagation, and to the « cone of silence» .

figure 1
network

Spatial coverage of the radar
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2.2 Data acquisition: DWSR 92 C
2.2.1 Technical characteristics
Some of the important characteristics of the DWSR 92-C are given in table 1. Performance factors of the
DWSR 92-C , i.e., sensitivity, accuracy, resolution and antenna rotation speed make it a good tool for both
weather surveillance and warning; this performance factors are also comparable to those of research radar.
Pedestal Technical Characteristics

Azimuth movement:
Azimuth Rate
Azimuth Accuracy
Elevation movement:
Upper limit! Lower limit
elevation Position accuracy

variable from 0 to 36 o/s
0.2 degrees
+90 / -1 degree
0.2 degrees
Antenna Technical Characteristics

Homfeed into parabolic surface reflector
4.2 meter ( 14 feet)

Type
Diameter
Gain
Beamwidth
Polarisation
Sidelobes

44 dB

0.95 degrees at 5600 MHz measured at -3dB pints
linear horizontal
22 dB down from the main lobe out 12 degrees on either side ofthe main lobe; 34 dB
down beyond 12 degrees either side ofthe main lobe.
Transmitter Technical Characteristics

Transmitter Frequency
Peak Power
Pulse Width:
Intensity
Velocity
Intensity
Velocity

tuneable over the range of 5500 to 5650 MHz
250 kW
2.0p. Sec
0.8 p.Sec
250 pulse/second
1180 pulse/second
Receiver Technical Characteristics

RF frequency
Amplifiers
Sensitivity ( MDS )
Dynamic Range :Log receiver
Linear receiver

5500 to 5650 MHz
logaritlunic and linear
-108dBm
80 dB
26 dB to 80 dB

Table 1 . Technical characteristics of the DWSR 92-C
2.2.2 Signal processing
The Digital Processing of the Radar Signal is performed by the RVP5 (Radar Video Processor) that is built on
a single circuit card. the processor forms the interface between the radar and the display ,sampling the received
signal, deriving various parameters such as clutter corrected reflectivity, mean velocity and spectral width. To
improve the accuracy of the reflectivity measurements, the RVP-5 performs range averaging of the logs data. Its
ability to "unfold" mean velocity measurements, based on a dual PRF algorithm, increase the maximum
unambiguous velocity from 16m/s to 48m/s.
Function
Processor Type
Intensity
Velocity
Spectral Width
Number ofrange bins
Range bin size
Ground clutter filters
Numbers offtlters
Ground Clutter

Interface between the TransmitterlReceiver and the Pre-processor. Process the log, I and Q
video generating the intensity and velocity data.
Autocorrelation at lags RO , RI and Z integration, all with rectangular weighting. Five
point ftnite impulse response (FIR) clutter filter for I and Q video.
Calibrated, with clutter correction
Pulse Pair with mUltiple PRF unfolding mode
Pulse Pair gaussian width, noise correction.
240 per radial
125 m,250m,500m,lkm and 2 km selectebale
Five point FIR ftlter selectebale
8 selectable
30 dB depending upon set radar parameters

Table 2. Technical Characteristics of the RVP-5
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2.2.3 The Radar software and products
The radar control and data display is perfonned by the " Weather Windows" software under a UNIX operating
environment running on a Silicon Graphics Workstation. The package controls all the radar functions (antenna
rotation rate, digital signal processing parameters, and electronics calibration, etc. ) necessary to produce
accurate real time displays. Products available to the forecasters include PPI,RID, and volume scan products
( CAPPI, Column-Maxima and Echo Top ).
2.3 Compositing
The composite site hardware is primarily focused on the central site workstation ( Silicon Graphics Iris Indigo
R4000 ) with peripherals to provide for communications to remote sites, storage capabilities, and hard copy
colour archive. The central site workstation perfonns tasks necessary to communicate via the network with the
remote radar sites and ingest the desired products. Once the products has been received , this workstation
combines the individual images into the composite geographic area forming the mosaic for meteorological
forecasting.
The composite software ARGUS works closely with Weather Windows (the radar site software) to ingest and
combine the appropriate data files. The ARGUS system manager can use the scheduler menu to set up the
desired product to receive, specific parameters to be adhered to, and the time intervals between ingested
products. Once this has been accomplished, the system manager can update all of the network radar sites by
sending the central site schedule to each remote radar site. At that time each radar site that has been placed into
the "REMOTE" mode, will begin data gathering and product generation according to the request made by the
central site .

m. OPERATIONNAL APPLICATION
3.1Strategy scanning
In the presence of frontal situation; the PPI scan is used with low elevations angle to better meet the needs of
hydrological and forecasts purposes. For convectives situations; volumic scan areperfonned to early detect
signature of dangerous convective stonn.
3.2 Examples
situation of08th ofJune 1996 :
The 08!h of June 1996, atmospheric conditions
were favourable to convective activity , it's leads
to development of thunderstonns that produced
heavy rains and hail . Figure 2 represent
composite radar display of the Colum-Maxima
product, issued from volumic scanning at
17H43, it's shows the localisation of
thunderstonns that takes place with a reflectivity
higher than 45 dBZ.

figure 3 : Column Maxima product of the 08/06/96
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Situation of 21 th of December 1996 :
This composite radar display shows
an
example of frontal situation associated with
large band echo organisation as seen in 21~ of
December 1996. Reflectivity vary from 15
dBZ to 30 dBZ with embedded convection
associated with high reflectivity that reach 40
dBZ.

figure 4 : PP} image of the 21 th of December 1996

Situation of 28th of September 1997 :

The 28th of September 1997 , the region
covered by the radar of Fez was interested by
a convective situation that lead to
development of thunderstorms that produce
heavy rain and hail. This image present a
Range Height Indicator(RID) radar display of
thunderstorm as seen by the radar located at
FES showing a descending high reflectivity
core more than 45dBZ, the height is about
12km.

figure 5 :Range Height Indicator(RHl)

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
After two years of operational use of the radars network; forecasters have learnt how to incorporate the radar
information in their forecasting process.
The effort is now focused on the development of new products and algorithms that help to eliminate some
problems linked with radar measurement (bright band, attenuation, etc.).
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MODERNISATION DE LA METEOROLOGIE
NATIONALE DU MAROC
APPLICATION ET EXPLOITATION DES SYSTEMES
A HAUTE TECHNOLOGIE

Abdelaziz BELHOUJI
Direction de la Meteorologie Nationale -MAROC

Introduction
Toutes les activites humaines sont sensibles au temps et au c1imat. Cette situation
place les services meteorologiques dans une position c1e pour aider it resoudre les problemes
de developpement durable.
Les previsions meteorologiques et les etudes climatiques , progres scientifiques et
technologiques aidant, sont devenues des outils d'aide it la decision indispensables pour les
operateurs economiques et les planificateurs.
Au Maroc, pays it forte vocation agricole ,OU les phenomenes meteorologiques et
climatiques extremes et recurrents (Secheresses, Inondations,...) vecues ces demieres annees ont
montre l'enjeu que constitue une information meteorologique fiable et pertinente (prevision
meteorologique et saisonniere) dans la planification et la gestion des ressources du pays.
A cet effet, les pouvoirs publics, suite aux directives Royales(*), ont charge la DMN
d'initier et de mettre en reuvre un programme de modernisation du secteur pour la periode 1991 1996.L'objectif du programme vise l'adaptation des structures et le renforcement des capacites
techniques pour repondre aux exigences et aux preoccupations des secteurs socio-economiques
du pays. Il s'insere egalement au contexte international caracterise par des progres scientifiques
et technologiques majeurs dans le domaine de la meteorologie et sciences connexes.
La realisation de ce programme dans les delais fixes a permis, it la DMN, l'application et
l'exploitation des systemes de haute technologie dans les domaines de l'observation (reseau
Radars Doppler, imagerie Satellitale METEOSAT et :fIRPT), des telecommunications (systeme
de commutation de messages meteorologiques, MDD) et du traitement des donnees (SuperCalculateur Vectoriel CRAY et peripheriques) et la fourniture aux utilisateurs de produits et
services fiables et de qualite superieure que par le passe.

Objectifs strategiques du Programme
- Ameliorer la qualite de la prevision en augmentant sa fiabilite et son echeance.
- Adapter le produit meteorologique aux exigences des secteurs socio-economiques du pays.
- Orienter I' effort de recherche vers les preoccupations nationales.

Plan d'action
*Phase de diagnostic ( Mai 90 - Decembre 90}
Cette phase est caracteri!)ee par la constitution de Commissions de travail adhoc qui
avaient pour mission de faire un inventaire de l'existant, de decrire d'une maniere exhaustive les
fonctions principales de la Meteorologie Nationale et de definir les besoins.
* Commissions de travail
1/ - Commission reseaux meteorologiques
21 - Commission Telecommunication
31 - Commission Climatologie
41 - Commission Previsions et Applications
51 - Commission Communication
61 - Commission Formation
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La synthese des travaux des Commissions a fixe, sur la base des objectifs strategiques
arretes par les pouvoirs publics, les axes de developpement prioritaires, les mesures
d'accompagnement et les ressources financieres necessaires.

* Phase de mise en ceuvre (Janvier 91 - Juin 96)
Malgre les contraintes budgetaires imposees par une conjoncture economique defavorable
les principales actions et les projets qui les sous-tendent ont ete realises:
l/ Renforcement des moyens d'observations
- Construction de 5 stations d'observation en Surface.
- Ouverture d'une station d'observation en Altitude.
- Installation d'un reseau de 5 Radars Doppler.
- Mise en service d'une station de reception des donnees AVHRR (HRPT) et mise a niveau de la
station PDUS.
2/ Developpement et amelioration des moyens de traitement et de diffusion du produit
meteorologique
- Mise en service des nouveaux systemes de reception des donnees par satellites
(MDD et RETIM).
- Mise en service d'un systeme de commutation de messages meteorologiques de type
« TRANSMET ».
- Mise en service du Super calculateur Vectoriel Cray et ses peripheriques.
Mise en service d'un systeme d'integration et de gestion des donnees meteorologiques
«SYNERGIE ».
- Mise en service d'un serveur de messagerie vocale et de fax pour les usagers.
3/ Mise en ceuvre de projets de recherche ades fins operationnels
- Mise en ceuvre du modele adomaine limite aechelle fine AL BACHIR (version
marocaine du modele ALADIN )
- Mise en ceuvre des modeles de previsions saisonnieres AL MOUBARAK et EL
MASSIFA.

Mesures d'accompagnement

* L' infrastructure
Les services techniques et administratifs de la DMN etaient implantes dans des locaux
exigus et vetustes. La construction d'un nouveau siege avec des structures techniques modemes
et conviviales etait imperative pour l'accueil et l'installation de nouveaux equipements. C'est
I 'une des realisations qui doit etre bien dimensionnee et suivie attentivement compte tenu des
repercussions negatives et souvent couteuses qu'elle peut engendrer a court, moyen et long terme
sur les autres composantes du projet.
* La formation
La mise en service de nouvelles technologies dans toute organisation introduit fatalement
un risque qu'il faut evaluer et reduire. La reduction du risque passe par la capacite et les
predispositions que montrent les professionnels envers l'assimilation et la maitrise des
technologies nouvelles avant leur deploiement.
A cet effet, une politique soutenue de formation de base et continue est mise en place
visant la valorisation des ressources humaines et l'amelioration de l'encadrementqui s'adapte
avec le programme de modernisation. Elle est concretisee par la creation d'une filiere de
formation d'ingenieurs au sein d'une grande ecole superieure a Casablanca. Ainsi, entre 1990 et
1995, Le nombre de cadres est passe de 72 a 125 et celui des agents de maitrise de 630 a 751 ;
Soit respectivement une croissance de l'ordre de 43 % et de 16 %.
Le duree globale des stages de formation / specialisation, tous volets confondus , a depasse entre
1991 et 1996 les 83 Hommes / Mois.
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* Accroissement des ressources
La modernisation genere a court terme des charges supplementaires qui ne pouvaient Stre
supportees par le budget de I'Etat compte tenu de la politique de desengagement et de
.compression du budget de fonctionnement adoptee par les pouvoirs publics. Les ressources
additionnelles necessaires pour I'exploitation, la maintenance et I'entretien des nouveaux
equipements devraient Stre degagees en dehors du budget de l'Etat.
Cette contrainte ouvrait, a la DMN en 1993, I'acces a la commercialisation de prestations
meteorologiques; L'evolution dans ce domaine fut rapide puisque la part des recettes atteint
aujourd'hui presque 30%.

* La communication
La meteorologie est l'une des branches d'activites publiques qui a le plus d'impact non
seulement sur les citoyens mais egalement sur les institutions privees et publiques.
A cet effet, des reunions et des points d'informations ont lieu avec les principaux partenaires
(Agriculture, Hydraulique, Media, etc.,...) pour les informer sur les nouvelles possibilites qui
seront offertes et produits disponibles.
La creation d'une entite« Communication» au sein de la structure de la DMN denote
I' importance accordee ace volet.

Planning des operations et phases de transition
Le programme mis en reuvre est un programme de grande envergure. Vne exigence
fondamentale est que les systemes a haute technologie introduits devaient Stre operationnels
immediatement apres leur installation.
Cet enjeu important necessite une coherence entre les differents projets, un planning
minutieux des realisations et une transition douce entre I'exploitation des anciens et des nouveaux
systemes acquis. La defaillance d'une des ces composantes engendrerait des surcouts, des pertes
et des retards dans la realisation des objectifs et des interruptions de services.
Conduire la formation et redeployer du personnel, construire un nouveau siege, transferer
et installer de nouveaux systemes a haute technologie tout en maintenant un service
meteorologique regulier, sont des operations a grand risque si elles ne sont pas bien conduites.
Leur synchronisation est une donnee cruciale dans le planning compte tenu des liens
critiques qui existent entre les taches et les etapes et principalement entre le lancement de la
commande d'acquisition des equipements d'une part et l'installation, la mise en service et
I' exploitation operationnelle sur le nouveau site d' autre part.
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Exploitation des nouveaux systemes et impact sur le developpement
Dne des attentes primordiales du programme de modemisation est de foumir des services
d'un niveau de fiabilite superieur que par le passe(voir figure 1).
La mise en service et l'exploitation des nouvelles technologies avancees a contribue
fortement d'une part, it ameliorer l'analyse et la prevision meteorologique it differentes echeances
et d'autre part it concevoir de nouveaux produits tels que les avis d'alertes des conditions
meteorologiques extremes et principalement les orages et les fortes precipitations.
Le reseau de radars Doppler permet aux meteorologistes de mieux investiger les nuages
d'orages, d'estimer quantitativement les precipitations et d'avoir une connaissance precoce sur
l'evolution des orages. Le chevauchement des zones de couverture radars permet le suivi continue
des orages en deplacement. Les informations sur la position et la quantite des precipitations .sont
primordiales pour la gestion rationnelle des ressources en eau, le transport Aerien et le public
d'une maniere generale.
Les images satellitales it haute resolution provenant des satellites geostationnaires et it
defilement completent l'information foumie par le reseau de 40 stations d'observation en surface
et de 9uatre stations de radio- sondage.
. La panoplie de produits du modele it domaine limite et it mailles fines (::::: 16 KM)
ALBACHIR (version Marocaine d' ALADIN ) qui toume actuellement, it Casablanca ,en routine
sur le les calculateurs CRAY J916 et le CRAY CS 6400 permet aux meteorologistes d'affiner
l'analyse et d'ameliorer la prevision meteorologique it une echelle spatio-temporelle encore plus
fine.
L'integration de toutes ces donnees provenant des differentes sources d'informations,
radars, satellites, supercalculateurs, observations meteorologiques , dans le systeme
«SYNERGIE » via le systeme de telecommunication «TRANSMET » permet aux previsionnistes
d'extraire et d'assimiler rapidement les informations les plus pertinentes pour la prevision du
temps it differentes echeances, jusqu' it Six (06) jours ,et constitue actuellement pour les
previsionnistes un outil incontoumable d'aide it la decision et au developpement de nouveaux
produits (Avis d' Alerte d' orages, de precipitations fortes, de vents forts, prevision saisonniere
etc,...).
Les cas des evenements de fortes precipitations des hivers passes et des orages
convectifs d'ete ont montre l'apport considerable et benefique it plusieurs niveaux d'une
information meteorologique de qualite dans la gestion de la problematique des ressources en eau,
de la protection civile, de I'agriculture ainsi que d' autres secteurs.
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Exploitation des nouveaux systemes et impact sur le developpement
Une des attentes primordiales du programme de modernisation est de fournir des services
d'un niveau de fiabilite superieur que par le passe(voir figure 1).
La mise en service et I'exploitation des nouvelles technologies avancees a contribue
fortement d'une part, it ameliorer l'analyse et la prevision meteorologique it differentes echeances
et d'autre part it concevoir de nouveaux produits tels que les avis d'alertes des conditions
meteorologiques extremes et priticipalement les orages et les fortes precipitations.
Le reseau de radars Doppler permet aux meteorologistes de mieux investiger les nuages
d'orages, d'estimer quantitativement les precipitations et d'avoir une connaissance precoce sur
l'evolution des orages. Le chevauchement des zones de couverture radars permetle suivi continue
des orages en deplacement. Les informations sur la position et la quantite des precipitations sont
primordiales pour la gestion rationnelle des ressources en eau, le transport Aerien et le public
d'une maniere generale.
Les images satellitales it haute resolution provenant des satellites geostationnaires et it
defilement completent l'information fournie par le reseau de 40 stations d'observation en surface
et de quatre stations de radio- sondage.
La panoplie de produits du modele adomaine limite et it mailles fines (~ 16 KM)
ALBACHIR (version Marocaine d'ALADIN ) qui tourne actuellement, a Casablanca ,en routine
sur le les calculateurs CRAY J916 et le CRAY CS 6400 permet aux meteorologistes d'affiner
l'analyse et d'ameliorer la prevision meteorologique a une echelle spatio-temporelle encore plus
fine.
L'integration de toutes ces donnees provenant des differentes sources d'informations,
radars, satellites, supercalculateurs, observations meteorologiques , dans le systeme
«SYNERGIE » via le systeme de telecommunication «TRANSMET » permet aux previsionnistes
d'extraire et d'assimiler rapidement les informations les plus pertinentes pour la prevision du
temps differentes echeances, jusqu'it Six (06) jours ,et constitue actuellement pour les
previsionnistes un outil incontournable d'aide a la decision et au developpement de nouveaux
produits (Avis d' Alerte d'orages, de precipitations fortes, de vents forts, prevision saisonniere
etc,...).
Les cas des evenements de fortes precipitations des hivers passes et des orages
convectifs d'ete ont montre l'apport considerable et benefique it plusieurs niveaux d'une
information meteorologique de qualite dans la gestion de la problematique des ressources en eau,
de la protection civile, de l'agriculture ainsi que d'autres secteurs.

a

Conclusion
L'aboutissement du programme de modernisation de la DMN est la traduction
operationnelle des Directives Royales confirmees dans le message adresse it la VIII erne Session
du Conseil Superieur de I'Eau et du Climat (C.S.E.C).
Sa realisation a permis la revalorisation des prestations meteorologiques et l'ancrage
definitif de la DMN aux services meteorologiques les plus developpes tant par la mise reuvre de
moyens technologiques bases sur l'etat de l'art et les standards internationaux que par la
mobilisation de competences "qui ont capitalise savoir-faire et experiences qui pourraient servir
aussi a de nombreux pays .
L'apport essentiel du programme se fait principalement a travers l'amelioration des
produits de la prevision meteorologique et par la mise en place de systemes de previsions et
d'alerte dedies et des programmes de recherches a des fins d'applications operationnelles (AI
Moubarak ,El Massifa, Al Ghait, projets agrometeorologiques etc,...).
Au dela des resultats positifs obtenus ; La DMN s'est atteIee a renforcer son role dans le
developpement socio-economique du pays ,a consolider les investissements acquis et a asseoir la
perennite du programme de modernisation precedant par l'elaboration d'un nouveau plan
strategique(Horizon 2002) . Ce nouveau plan base sur une evaluation du programme precedant est
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centre autour de trois objectifs majeurs qui sont la regionalisation meteorologique, la veille
meteorologique et climatologique et le developpement institutionnel.
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MICROWAVE TEMPERATURE PROFILER:
RESULTS OF FIELD TESTING AND INTERCOMPARISONS
Ivanov A., Kadygrov E., Likov A., Miller E., Moiseev D., Viazankin A.
Central Aerological Observatory, Russia
1. INTRODUCTION
Remote - sensing of low-altitude temperature profiles is important for a variety of studies,
including air pollution, air/sea interaction and short-term meteorological forecasting. The
method that was used for microwave remote sensing of the atmospheric boundary layer
temperature profiles is based on measuring the thermal radiation at
the centre of the
molecular oxygen absorption band near 60 GHz. Accuracy of the temperature profiles
retrieving is about 0,2 K in the case of a simple profile and about 0,5K for profile with
inversion. During 1994-1998 were successfully conducted comparisons of microwave remote
sensing data with in-situ sensors at Meteorological Tower, at tethered balloon, at radiosonde,
and with remote sensing data of 915 :MHz Radio Acoustic Sounding System. Applications of
single channel radiometer on 60 GHz for investigations of brightness temperature fluctuations
are discussed also.
Angular scanning single channel radiometers with the frequency 60 GHz has been used
for measurements of planetary boundary layer [1-4]. Sensing on this frequency has several
advantages that connected with high absorption coefficient. The measurements are not
sensitive to air humidity and fog. The temperature contrast in all directions of sensing is
relatively small, about several degrees K that enhance the role of brightness temperature
fluctuations.

2. METHODS AND INSTRUMENTATION
The radio brightness temperature detected by radiometer can be written as expression:
Tb(v,e)=1/cos(e)

~

h

o

0

J T(h)k(h,T)exp[-1/cos(e) J k'(h,T)dh']dh

were T(h) - temperature of atmosphere
k(h,T)- molecular oxygen absorption coefficient
e - zenith angle
v - frequency
For solution of this equation Tikhonov method in form of generalised variation· have
been used. Several serious changes improving the stability of the retrieval method have been
done on the base of the experimental work in Russia, Canada, Japan, United Kingdom and
USA lead to development of new meteoprotection. The experience of exploitation of new
meteoprotection make it possible to get reliable data within much wider range of environment
condition including intensive snow-fall.
3. INTERCOMPARISONS
During 1994-1998 different intercomparisons with in-situ sensors carried out.
Joint experiments with National Institute of Environmental Studies(NIES), Tsukuba,
Japan on May-June 1994 have showed that errors in retrieved temperatures for night
measurements equals 0,2-0,4 K and for day measurements about 0,5 K. The comparison have
conducted with in-situ sensors at Meteorological Tower. Sensors had been mounted on the
heights of 10,25,50,100,150,200 and 213 m. The height of radiometer installation was about 20
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m and it was about 50 m apart from the Tower. It seems the sun heating of tower sensors
(Fig.1-2) could explain the day-night difference in compared data [5].
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Fig. 1
On September-October 1994 at Inuvic, Canada during BASE (Beufort Arctic Storms
Experiment)[6] comparison with radiosonde data gave the opportunity to note that within an
average square difference of 0,6-0,7 K two measurement systems performed essentially the
same.94 sets of experiment launch have been used in statistical analysis (Fig.3).
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Two techniques for deriving temperature profiles were evaluated at an experiment
conducted from November 1996 to January 1997 at the Boulder Atmospheric
Observatory[7,8]. The first was the microwave technique discussed above. The second was a
Radio Acoustic Sounding System(RASS) that operated at 915 11Hz. Radiometric profiles were
produced every 15 min and RASS one were available each hour. Every 5 min the temperature
have been measured on 300-m height Meteorological Tower. The height of sensors was
10,50,100,200,300 m. Occasionally measurements from released radiosonde took place.
Radiometer gave an excellent comparison during winter conditions at the 300-m Tower; several
days of data were obtained during a snow storm, with no degradation of the quality of the
data[FigA]. Comparisons with RASS, showed the ability of the radiometer to derive
temperature profiles to about 500 m.
As a part of the V.S. Department of Energy's Atmospheric Radiation Program (ARM),
Russian profiler was purchased and deployed on the North Slope of Alaska (NSA).
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4. FLUCTUAnON :MEASUREMENTS
High sensitivity about 0,03 K of new radiometers made it possible to conduct
investigations on atmospheric turbulence and as a result wind measurements simultaneously
with the atmospheric temperature profile. The maximum in the microwave emission spectrum
of the clear atmosphere with the period about 4-6 min and the amplitude about 0,18 K has
been discussed earlier [9]. The fact connected with the dynamic-convection mode of air motion
is that the characteristic horizontal turbulence scale of temperature variations was about 600 m
if observed average wind speed was about 3-5 m/sec.
5. CONCLUSION
New meteo-protection system for microwave temperature profiler and improved
retrieval method enable to provide continuos measurements. Those measurements give a new
possibility for investigations of an atmospheric boundary layer dynamics, particularly in Arctic.
The regular measurements allowed to create data bank for three fundamental temperature
inversion characteristics: height of inversion, inversion depth and temperature. The progress in
wind measurements will extend the application of the device and will make temperature profiler
one of the most useful instrument for investigations of the climatogical characteristics of the
low-level troposphere.
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THE MET OFFICE'S UPGRADED LIGHTNING
LOCATION SYSTEM.

0.1. Hamer
Met Office, London Road, Bracknell,
Berkshire, RO12 2SZ, UK
1

Introduction

The U.K. Met. Office has operated instruments capable oflocating lightning since the 1940's. The Met. Office's
original system, known as the Cathode Ray Direction Finding System (CRDF), used a VLF (-10kHz) magnetic
direction finding lightning location technique. This was the first system to routinely submit lightning location data onto
the World Meteorological Organisation's (WMO) Global Telecommunications Network. In the late 1970's the Met
Office decided to move away from the magnetic direction finding technique of lightning location, because of
inaccuracies at long range caused by bearing errors. A system was developed which applied the arrival time difference
(ATD) location technique. This system consists of seven outstations located at Bracknell, Hemsby, Camborne, Lerwick,
Stornoway, Gibraltar and Cyprus (see Figure 1) and a manned control station located at Bracknell. It became operational
in 1986 and produces routine lightning reports for WMO every thirty minutes for the region 40W to 40E and 30N to
70N and a high resolution message every five minutes for the region 160W to 160E and 60S to 80N. For a detailed
description ofthe ATD technique and details ofits application to the Met Office's Thunderstorm Location System see
Lee (1986a, 1986b).
Over the past ten years the ATD system has operated satisfactorily as a thunderstorm location system with
meteorological users accepting a relatively low detection efficiency for individual strokes. However, advances in other
meteorological observing systems and forecast applications mean that requirements for lightning location have changed.
These new requirements meant that any Met Office lightning location system must have improved location accuracy
(RMS 2.5km over UK) and detection efficiency (95% over UK) compared to the current system. Over the UK the
system should determine stroke type, calculate stroke strength and identify multiple stroke events. The extended service
area offered by the current system must also be retained. After a period of consultation with commercial providers of
lightning location systems the decision was made (in 1994) to upgrade the current ATD system's hardware and enhance
its software in order to meet these requirements and retain the operational and commercial advantages of the ATD
system.
The hardware component of the upgrade should be completed by summer 1998. However, the software enhancements
will require a period of testing and development before they can be used operationally. These enhancements should be
implemented by summer 1999.
Figure 1

Met Office's ATD Thunderstorm Location System's outstation network overlaid on a
METEOSAT visible image from 11th March 97 at 1500 with ATD data from 1445 to
1515 overlaid. Each black square represents one lightning discharge.
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2
Upgraded system.
The Met Office's upgraded lightning location system will operate automatically on a dual processor (7481743i
configuration) Hewlett Packard platform. The communications between each outstation and the control station are also
being improved from their current 100 bits per second to 2400 bits per second. The combination ofthese improvements
will allow the present location rate of 300 to 500 events per hour to be increased to 10000 to 12000 per hour. In order to
achieve this increase in the number of events processed the waveform selection threshold in the upgraded system will be
lowered. As a result received waveforms which are currently too weak to be considered will now be suitable for
processing.
In the following subsections the methods chosen to determine flash attribute information from received waveforms are

summarised.
2.1
Lightning Location
The technique for determining the source of a received waveform will remain the same (Lee, 1986). A VLF propagation
model is being developed to model variations in VLF group velocity caused by changes in ionospheric height and
ground surface type (following Volland, 1995) with the aim of improving the location accuracy ofthe system. This
model will have its greatest effect when the day/night terminator lies between the system's UK and Mediterranean
outstations. Under these conditions the mean velocity of the VLF waveform along each path from source to receiver is
not constant. The current location algorithm does not allow for these variations. Therefore, by modelling the waveform
velocity along each path and incorporating them in the location process it is hoped to minimise the location errors
introduced in such circumstances.
2.2
Stroke Strength and Polarity.
To determine the peak current flowing in a return stroke, or stroke strength, the electric field change due to a discharge
measured at an outstation must be quantified (in Vim) and the distance of the lightning event from the receiving site
known. In quantifying the magnitude of the detected field change the polarity ofthe lightning may be determined. Using
these parameters and assuming the radiative component of the total electric field change is dominant then the theoretical
relationship shown in Equation 1, may be used to determine stroke strength;
Equation 1.
where

i = peak current (A)

permittivity of free space (8.854xl0·12 Fm· l )
c = speed of light (3.00986x108 ms· l )
v = velocity of current flow in return stroke channel ( ms· l )
E = measured peak electric field CVIm)
D = Distance or source from receiver (m)
BO =

VLF radiation propagates in the earth - ionosphere waveguide in the form ofa ground wave (travels directly between
source and receiver) and a series of skywaves (travels between source and receiver via reflections at the ionosphere and
surface). If the receiver is located more than approximately 400km from the source then the groundwave and first and
subsequent skywaves will interfere with each other. Therefore, E, may only be determined accurately (and simply) if the
source of a waveform is located within approximately 400km of an outstation. Therefore, with the current outstation
network configuration, E, can be determined accurately for any waveforms that originated from lightning events located
intheUK.
If E can be determined accurately then the largest unknown is the velocity of current flow in the return stroke channel, v.
Cooray and Orville (1990) suggests a velocity of 2.2x108 ms· 1 occurs in the first few hundred metres ofthe return stroke
channel. However Casper and Bent (1992) suggest a velocity of 1.0xl08 ms· 1 and this is suggested as the default
velocity in the Lightning Positioning and Tracking System (LPATS). Work is ongoing to determine which value the
Met Office's upgraded system should use.

Multiplicity.
A lightning event is generally made up of a leader process, an initial return stroke possibly followed by a series of return
strokes which traverse the same path between cloud and ground as the initial return stroke. Each of these return strokes
may be located by the Met Office's system and would be reported separately as unrelated events. It is proposed that if an
event is separated spatially and temporally from the previous event by less than Skm and SOOms respectively then they
shall be reported as a single event with a specified number of strokes.

2.3
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2.4
Stroke Type.
Both cloud to ground return strokes and inter cloud activity are sources ofVLF radiation. Therefore, the Met Office's
AID system is capable of detecting waveforms from both these types of lightning. However, the required breakdown
potential within a cloud is less than that required for lightning to occur between cloud and ground so inter cloud events
are generally weaker sources ofVLF radiation than cloud to ground discharges. Vertically polarised radiation may
propagate with little attenuation in the earth - ionosphere waveguide but the horizontally polarised component is
strongly attenuated. Therefore, VLF radiation from inter cloud activity, which generally has a large horizontally
polarised component, will be strongly attenuated compared to VLF radiation from cloud to ground lightning which
tends to be vertically polarised. As a result, the magnitude ofreceived VLF radiation from inter cloud activity is
generally an order ofmagnitude less than that from a cloud to ground return stroke. Therefore, waveforms produced by
inter cloud activity occurring at greater distances from the system are unlikely to be strong enough to be successfully
located. However, in the region of the outstation network the detection of inter cloud activity is likely.

To distinguish between the type oflightning responsible for each received waveform a simplistic pattern recognition
algorithm will be used. A waveform from a cloud to ground return stroke is generally ofa well defined shape compared
to those from inter cloud strokes which are generally more complex in shape. Work on this section of the project is still
at an early stage.
3
Performance of the Current System.
The current operational ATD system was designed as a 'thunderstorm' location system rather than a system capable of
detecting a high proportion of lightning events in all circumstances. The system's performance is routinely monitored in
the region 40W to 40E and 30N to 70N. Reports ofthunder (WMO present weather codes 17,28,91 to 99 inclusive)
from meteorological observing stations are compared with ATD reports. If an ATD report occurred within the reporting
hour within 50km of a station which reported thunder, AID was judged to have successfully located that thunderstorm.
Figure 2 shows the results of this analysis for data from 1995 to 1997 inclusive. During this period ATD detected over
70% of reported thunderstorms in the NW European region.
Figure 2Contour Plot of the percentage of synoptically reported thunderstorms with an ATD report
located within 50km during the period 1995 to 1997 inclusive. Statistics calculated on the five by
fIVe degrees of latitude and longitude grid shown.
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In areas south of the Mediterranean Sea the proportion of synoptically reported thunderstorms successfully reported by
AID fell sharply. In the region from 0 to SW and 30N to 35N there were 727 synoptic reports ofthunder during the

period 1995 to 1997. ATD only reported these thunderstorms on 25% of occasions. However, the ATD system, reported
28984 events in this region during the same period. This suggests that a high proportion of storms reported synoptically
produced lightning that was not strong enough to be detected by ATD and as a result of the sparse distribution of
synoptic observing stations in this region the storms that were the source of the 28984 events reported by ATD, were
generally not observed by the synoptic network.
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More detailed comparison work has also been performed between the Met Office's ATD system and other European
lightIiing location systems (SAFIR France, SAFIR Belgium, LPATS Germany, EATechnology UK). Each comparison
has shown that within the limited area of mutual coverage, location reports from the Met Office's system compared well
with those from other systems. However, in each comparison, ATD's relatively poor lightning event detection efficiency
was identified. The Met Office's upgraded AID system will have a twenty fold increase in processing capability which
should rectify this short coming.
The area of coverage ofthe AID system is much larger than that discussed above. Lightning events over the Atlantic,
North and South America and the Pacific are often identified if activity in the main service area is low. The accuracy of
these data may be assessed using satellite images. Figure 3 shows a GOES East image with ATD data overlaid. This
image shows a cold frontal structure that had moved eastward offthe eastcoast ofNorth America and over a relatively
warm Atlantic Ocean. This thermal instability triggered deep convection on the leading edge ofthe front. ATD located a
chain ofthunderstorms stretching along the front from east ofNewfoundland to the Bahamas. In the same satellite
image isolated cumulonimbus can be identified in the West Indies and Central America. ATD has located lightning
events in many ofthese regions suggesting these clouds were electrically active.
Figure 3GOES East infra red image from 0930 on 200996 with ATD data overlaid from 0900 to 1000
on the same day. Each symbol represents a single ATD report.

4
Conclusion
The application of developments in computing, communication and signal processing techniques will transform the Met
Office's Arrival Time Difference (AID) Thunderstorm Location System into a system that offers lightning location
information over an unrivalled area aswell as flash attribute information over the UK. These enhancements are hoped to
produce an upgraded system capable of providing a service that will satisfy the needs of both current and future users.
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IExtended Abstract I
LONG-RANGE SODAR INTERCOMPARISONS WITH METEOROLOGICAL TOWERS
AND ASCENT BALLOONS
TRACKED BY RADAR
by
Mr VOGT Siegfried
FORSCHUNGSZENTRUM KARLSRUHE
Institut rur Meteorologie & Klimaforschung
Postfach 3640
D-76021 KARSRUHE
GERMANY

Mr FAGE Jean-Michel
REMTECH
2/4, avenue de l'Europe
BP 101
78143 VELIZY CEDEX
FRANCE

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:
A long range Sodar (acoustic wind profiler) needs to operate at lower frequencies than usual sodars in
order to reduce the sound attenuation during the sign,,! roundtrip. But a lower frequency means higher
environmental noise. Therefore as it Is (at least for nuisance considerations reasons but also for practical
reasons) impossible to increase the output power accordingly the only solution is improved signal coding.
Its principle is shown on the following figure :
Altitude (B.::dar)
Depth (Sonar)

-----..........
2

3

4

5

Emitted pulses each of
which is associated to a
different frequency

2

3

4

5

6

7 ._--..- -

Time

....~------------------Receiving time internals

ts

Looking at the previous figure, one can Sl"'f~ that information on first altitude sampled zl can beJ0und I;)
backscattered signal received during interval 1 like foT." ail m.onofrequency sodars (in our case the single
frequency corresponds to pulse N° 5).

But for z2 we have two independent pieces of information :
- in time interval 1 corresponding to pulse 4,
- in time interval 2 corresponding to pulse 5.
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Similarily for z3 we have 3 independent pieces of information.
Similarily for z4 we have 4 independent pieces of information.
Similarily for z5 (and above) we have 5 independent pieces information.
Generally speaking, if the emission includes N pulses we have:
- i ...jependent pieces of information for zi with 1 S i
zi with i > N.

s N and N independent pieces of information

for

This technique offers two main advantages :
- Firstly, it allows longer emission without degrading vertical resolution. More energy is sent, thus
increasing the signal to noise ratio SIN by 10 10glO when compared to single frequency systems.
- Secondly, as the different emitted frequencies travel through layer zi nearly at the same time when
compared to turbulence time scales we have independent measurements at altitude zi.
We can therefore run a very efficient consensus method at this end of the averaging period as the
following time series :
time mark

frequency index

-!-

-!-

X i j t with

1S j S N

(i is the altitude index)

(X being backscattered echo intensity, spectral broadening, Doppler shift...) have the same

statistical expectations Xi, crXi'"
By experience, when comparing this to a single frequency system, the gain in dBs allowed by a good
consensus technique is well described by the following empirical formula:
2

Since we are presently using N
is therefore :

* (N - 1) (dB(s))

= 9, the total gain when compared to single frequency systems
10 IOg109

+ 2 * (9 - 1) == 26 dB

which is equivalent to increasing output power by a factor of 400 !
Moreover the PAI-LR operates along 5 beams with simultaneous emission on two tilted opposite beams
and this is equivalent to a further doubling of the power.
EDF intercomparisons will be released officially this coming April and presented during the conference.
The same remark applies to NOAA data which are still not available officially at this time.
Finally the intercomparison in Karlsruhe is presently taking place as it started some months later than
originally expected. Of course intercomparison data will be available at the conference.
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Advances in Profiling Technology...A New 8-mm Doppler Cloud Radar
HA Winston
Radian International LLC, Boulder, Colorado, USA
K.P. Moran, B.E. Martner, M.J. Post, D.C. Welsh, DA Merritt, DA Hazen
NOM Environmental Technology Laboratory, Boulder, Colorado, USA
R.G. Strauch
Cooperative Institute for Research in the Environmental Sciences, University of Colorado, Boulder Colorado, USA
The United States Department of Commerce
(DOC)
National
Oceanic
and
Atmospheric
Administration (NOM) developed an 8-mm Doppler
cloud radar for the Department of Energy's (DOE)
Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program.
Also known as Millimeter-wave Cloud Radars
(MMCR's), these systems provide observations of nonprecipitating and weakly precipitating clouds at the ARM
Cloud and Radiation Testbed (CART) Sites. The
radar's unique design is intended for unattended and
continuous operation for at least 10 years, and requires
only minimum maintenance. These new cloud radars
will help scientists understand the role of clouds in
radiative aspects of climate change. The information in
this article represents a condensation of a more
comprehensive instrument description by Moran et. al.
(1998).

Fig. 1. MMCR at the ARM CART site in Oklahoma.

western Pacific and in Alaska. Excluding the antenna,
the entire radar hardware weighs about 140 kg and
occupies about 2 m3 of space.

NOM and Radian International LLC entered
into a Cooperative Research and Development
Agreement (CRADA) in May of 1997 for the technology
transfer and commercialization of the 8-mm Doppler
cloud radar developed within NOM's Environmental
Technology Laboratory (ETL). The CRADA provides the
mechanism under which this technology is available to
international
scientific, aviation,
defense,
and
operational weather support programs.

Fig. 2 is the block diagram depicting functional radar
components. The primary processor (OS/2 computer),
interface and IF modulator/receiver constitute the data
system acquired from Radian's commercial wind profiler
product line. The data system generates the transmitted
waveforms and receives the backscattered signals,
both at a nominal intermediate frequency (IF) of 60
MHz.
The up-down converter transforms the
transmitted frequency from IF to 34.86 GHz, and vice
versa for the return signal. Twin circulators are used to
protect the low-noise receiving pre-amplifier during
pulse transmission, and to inject several known levels
of RF noise into the receiver chain to calibrate the
radar. The vertically-pointed antenna is covered by a
tilted flat radome to protect the precisely-shaped
antenna surface and to encourage rain and
condensation to run off.

Scientific requirements for the MMCR radars
included the need for excellent sensitivity and resolution
to detect weak and thin multiple layers of ice and liquid
water clouds over the site, and long-term unattended
operation in remote locales. In response to these
requirements, the ETL design features a vertically
pointing, 35-GHz (Ka-band) Doppler system which uses
a low-peak-power but high-duty-cycle TWTA (Traveling
Wave Tube Amplifier) transmitter for reliability, and a
high-gain antenna and pulse-compressed waveforms
for heightened sensitivity. The radar design philosophy
emphasizes the use of commercial off-the-shelf
subsystems, including its primary processor, which is
the same as used in Radian's commercially available
LAP® boundary layer and tropospheric wind profilers.

Two personal computers (PCs) that are
connected via Ethernet are used in the design; the
primary processor, which uses an OS/2 operating
system, provides radar control and data acquisition.
The second PC, operating under Solaris, provides data
calibration and communication. A full Doppler data
stream (spectra and spectral moments vs. altitude) is
generated and displayed by the primary processor,
together with calculated signal-to-noise ratios. It also
monitors the environment surrounding the radar
(temperature, humidity, power, etc.) and other critical
system parameters (e.g., TWTA status, VSWR,
waveguide pressure, etc.) and takes appropriate
actions if problems arise. The radar can also be
controlled remotely over the Internet through this
computer. The Solaris PC ingests data from the
primary processor, calibrates and archives these data,
and communicates information (including health and
status) to the outside world. A single monitorlkeyboard
can be switched

The primary processor has flexibility to allow
operating modes to be selected or modified to match
specific conditions or objectives. It routinely operates
with a repetitive sequence of four modes, which,
collectively, optimize sensitivity, resolution, height
coverage and other factors for the wide variety of
anticipated cloud conditions. The first MMCR (Fig. 1)
began operations at ARM's CART site in northern
Oklahoma in November 1996 and has run nearly
continuously since then. This unit uses a 3-meter
diameter antenna with a simple protective radome; the
beam width is 0.2°. A more easily transported 2-meter
antenna will be used at CART sites in the tropical
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Fig. 2. Block Diagram of radar. Note provisions for receiver protection and automatic calibration via noise diode and attenuators.
Computer controls, health monitoring, and data system are not indicated.

manually to function with either PC. The two computers
work together when a critical system failure occurs
(such as imminent loss of backup power for the UPS) to
gracefully shut down the entire system in such a way
that the radar can automatically restart itself when the
problem is corrected.

Table 1. MMCR Characteristics - Oklahoma CART

The MMCR achieves excellent resolution and
relatively high average power output (25 w) from the
low peak-power (100 w) TWTA by employing pulse
compression techniques, i.e. by transmitting long pulses
(up to 20 IJs) that are internally phase-coded, typically in
0.6 or 0.3 IJs segments. Standard techniques (Schmidt
et al., 1979) are used to decode the pulses and retain
the range resolution associated with the phase-coded
segments (90 or 45m). The radar's excellent sensitivity
is attributable to its short wavelength (8.7 mm),
relatively high average power, large antenna, a low
noise receiver, and long averaging (dwell) times (-1 s).
Table 1 shows important system parameters
used in routine operations in Oklahoma in the spring of
1997. The system's estimated sensitivities at 5 km
height vary from about -32 dBZ in the uncoded-pulse,
45-meter resolution mode to about -51 dBZ in the
coded-pulse, 90-meter resolution mode.
For
comparison, ETL's much more sophisticated, but
attended, NOAAlK scanning research 35-GHz radar
(Martner and Kropfli, 1993; Kropfli and Kelly, 1996) is
capable of detecting- about -36 dBZ _at this range.
Years of experience with NOAAlK indicate that it can
detect most visible clouds overhead. Side-by-side field
comparisons with NOAAlK confirm that the Oklahoma
MMCR has similar sensitivity with its uncoded modes
and superior sensitivity with its coded modes. It has
impressed ARM scientists with its ability to reveal the
structure of clouds over the CART site with remarkable
detail including complicated multiple layer situations
with ~nd without precipitation, such as shown in Fig 3.
In addition to revealing the macrophysical
structure of clouds (layer heights, thickness. etc.) in
detail, the MMCR is expected to become the central
instrument for a number of experimental techniques for
estimating microphysical features of clouds (particle
sizes, concentrations, mass content) when combined
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Frequency: 34.86 GHz (A mm, Ka-band)
Peak Transmitted Power: 100W
Max. Duty Cycle: 25%
Antenna Diameter: 3 m
Antenna Gain: 57.2 dB
Beam Width (full-width, half-maximum): 0.2 deg.
Cycles through 4 modes with selectable parameters.
Parameters selected for use in April 1997:
Mode~
1
2
3
4
Inter-Pulse Period (lJs)
82 126
106
72
0.3
0.6
0.6
Pulse Width (lJs)
0.3
0.6
0.3
0.3
0.6
Gate Spacing (lJs)
220 167
Number of Gates
167 220
4
6
Coherent Averages
8
6
21
60
37
Spectral Averages
16
FFT Length
64
64
64
64
no
no
Coded Bits
32
32
0.6
Dwell Time (s)
0.7
1.0
0.7
9
9
9
Obsv.lProcessing Time (s)
9
-132 -132
Min. Det. Signal (dBm)
-129 -132
Height Resolution (m)
45
90
45
90
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
Min. Height AGL (km)
15.1 10.0
Max. HeightAGL (km)
10.0 15.1
Nyquist Velocity (m/s)
3.2
2.8
3.4
7.5
10
9
11
Velocity Resolution (cm/s)
23
nd
12.5 18.9
15.9 10.8
2 -Trip Height (km)
-36
-32
Estimated Sensitivity
-49
-51
(dBZ at 5 km)
with the data of collocated radiometers or Iidars, such
as those available at the CART sites (eg. Mastrosovet
al., 1994; Frisch et al., 1995; Intrieri et al., 1995). It is
essential to use full Doppler information from the radar
in these applications. Fig. 4 displays the first three
spectral moments in time-height format.
Note the
resolution and precision in the second moment data
(lowest panel), which provide important information on
turbulent processes occurring both within cloud layers
and at cloud boundaries.
In addition to climate research applications,
these radars have the potential to improve aviation
safety by operationally monitoring detailed terminal area
cloud conditions at civil and military airfields. Some of
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Fig. 3. Six-hour time-height histories of MMCR Signal-to-Noise Ratio (a) reflectivity (dBZ) measurements (b) at ARMS Oklahoma CART
site showing multiple cloud layers, cloud types, and precipitation

the data also suggest an application for the radar to
monitor cloud conditions conducive to terminal area and
enroute aircraft icing programs and turbulence. An
early bi-static non-Doppler Ka-band radar, ANrrPQ-11
(Paulson and Pettrocchi, 1970), was deployed by the
U.S. Air Force in the early 1970s to support air
operations, but it was decommissioned because of high
maintenance costs. The cloud radar's inn6vative design
eliminates the high maintenance costs experienced by
the ANrrpQ-11, resulting in a cost effective, selfcalibrating, operational cloud radar providing continuous
and unattended operation. The Oklahoma radar has
been operating the longest of the three profilers
delivered to date. Its performance has been excellent,
exhibiting a greater than 98% operational reliability over
a fourteen-month period

incorporating design changes that address production
issues as well as enhance system performance. From
this production prototype, Radian will begin the
manufacture of commercial systems that will become
available in early 1999.

ETL is constructing five of these radars in support of the
ARM program and another one for the National Science
Foundation's (NSF) Surface Heat Budget of the Arctic
(SHEBA) program. When completed, the five ARM
radars will be installed and operated at several
locations worldwide. These include Barrow Alaska,
USA, Lamont, Oklahoma, USA, Manus Island, Papua
New Guinea, Nauru Island, and a ,"hot spare" in
Boulder, Colorado, USA. The ARM program is
considering the purchase of a sixth clol,ld radar to be
installed on Krikiritimati (Christmas Islandt in the central
Pacific sometime in' 1999. The SHEBA radar is
currently operating on the Arctic ice sheet
approximately 500 km north of Barrow, Alaska. This
radar will be decommissioned and reinstalled on
NOM's newest research vessel, the RIS Ronald H.
Brown, in the summer of 1999 where it will support
various research initiatives in the Central Pacific and
Indian Oceans.

Intrieri, J.M., and coauthors, 1995: Multi-wavelength
observations of a developing cloud system: the FIRE-II 26
November case study. J. Atmos. Sci., 52, 4079-4093.

To expedite the technology transfer under the CRADA,
Radian will construct one (or more) of the ARM
program's radars over the next several months. Radian
will concurrently construct a production prototype radar
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A System for Meteorological Analysis in Real Time (SMART) for Doppler Weather Radar
Donald Burrows, Enterprise Electronics Corp., Enterprise, Alabama, USA

Introduction
Modern Doppler radar systems acquire large
volumes of data in short periods of time. TIris
data consists of three or more different data
moments collected from a large volume of
space at intelValS of a few minutes. To be of
use to operational meteorologists the data
must be made available in a meaningful
manner often within a matter of minutes.
The standard approach has been to
automatically generate a series of pre-selected
products, but inevitably there will be times
when the desired product is not available.
SMART (System for Meteorological Analysis in
Real Time) was developed to provide a means
of analyzing radar data in real time by a
meteorologist without having to rely on the
standard products. In addition it can be used
as a means of training meteorologists to leam.
what products are available and how and
when to use them. The products that are
available range from simple reflectivity PPI
displays to sophisticated products which
process entire volume data files for storm
tracking or severe weather detection. It was
originally designed to work in conjunction
with the Enterprise Doppler Graphics
Environment (EDGE) radar controlling
software, but an interface between the EDGE
volume file format and the Tropical Rainfall
Measurement Mission's (TRMM) Radar
Software Library (RSL) makes it poSSlble to
use a wide variety of radar file formats
including NEXRAD level II archive data.

Load button is pressed to perform the
operation using the selected volume data file.
Information about the product appears in the
Product Information window.
The Options and Color buttons are used to
customize product computation and display.
The Options screen allows the default
settings for product generation and screen
display formats to be changed.
SMART uses a total palette of 256 colors
divided into 13 groups of 16 colors each for
moments and products, plus 32 colors for the
underlay map and another 16 coIors for
overlays.
The Print button on the tool bar allows the
user to print out any generated products.
One option allows the Print button to be
changed to a Save button which writes the
product to disk as an image file rather than
sending it to the printer.
The TRACK product identifies and stores
information about storm cells in a storm
histoty file. The Storm Analysis button
provides access to much of the information in
this file. The changes in location, height and
reflectivity with time can be examined as well
as the storm track and three-dimensional
structure of the storm cell.

Product and Algorithms
The products, which SMART generates, are of
three different types:

User Interface
SMART has a mouse oriented graphical user
interface written using the Interactive Data
Language (IDL) version 5.0. The main screen
for SMARf is shown in Figure 1. The
available volume data files are displayed in
the Current Volume window and the user
selects the file he wishes to examine. When a
file is selected, a brief summary of the
contents ofthe file is displayed in the Volume
Information window.

1. Products which display a single moment of
radar data
2. Products which calculate new data
values from the basic radar moments
3. Products which process a time
series of radar volume data
The products in the first group are:
1. PPI
2. CAPPI
3. Base Reflectivity, BASE
4. Column Maximum, CMAX
5. Layer Reflectivity Average, LRA
6. Cross-Sections, XSEC

ProdUCts, moments and elevations are
specified using list file buttons. When the
desired selections have been made then the
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Figure 1. Main SMART display screen. With sample MWP ITVAD product displayed.
The moments available for these products,
depending on the radar system, are:
1. Uncorrected Reflectivity, U
2. Corrected Reflectivity, Z
3. Radial Velocity, V
4. Spectral Width, W
5. De-aliased Velocity, DV
6. Differential Reflectivity, Zdr
7. Radial Shear, S
8. Combined Shear, C
9. Hydrometeor Classification, H
10. Rainfall Rate, R

8. Modified Volume Velocity
Processing j Tangential Velocity
Assumed Display Wind Field,
MWP/TVAD
9. Velocity Azimuth Display Winds,
VAD
The products in the third and :final group are:
1. Storm Identification and Tracking,
TRACK
2. Vector Displacement Forecasting
Product, VECfOR
3. Precipitation Accumulation for I,N,
3 and 24 hours, PeP_I, PCP_N,
PCP_3, PCP_24
4. Precipitation Subcatchment
Accumulation, SUBC

The products in the second group are:
1. Echo Tops, ETOPS
2. Vertical Integrated Liquid Warer,
VIL
3. Height of Maximum Reflectivity,

HMAX
4. Gust Front, Microburst and
Mesocyclone Detection, GUST
5. Hail. Probability, Hail Prob
6. Hail Signal, HDR
7. Combined Moments Mapping,
CMM

As there is not space to discuss all the
algorithms, only a few key products will be
described here.
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TRACK - The TRACK product is generated
using two algorithms, storm cell identification
and storm histOIy and tracking. A storm cell
is defined by a refl.ectivi~ threshold value.
Each elevation scan is searched for areas of
reflectivity exceeding the threshold These
areas are matched vertically to areas from the
preceding scan to link the areas and form cell
volumes. When all scans have been
processed, the total volume of each cell is
calculated, together other statistics. Cells not
exceeding the minimum volume threshold are
eliminated from further consideration while
the 1aIger cells are passed to the tracking
algorithm.
In the history and tracking
section, the new cells are compared with the
storm data in the histoxy file. Using location
and size, an attempt is made to find the best
match possible between the new storm cells
and the older ones. New values for velocity
and direction of motion are calculated when
matches are found and the storm histoxy file
is updated. New storm cells that cannot be
matched to old cells are assigned new storm
numbers and appended to the end of the
storm histoxy file. This identification and
tracking procedure is based on the procedure
used
in
the
TITAN
(Thunderstorm
and
Identification,
Tracking,
Analysis
Nowcasting) system, (Dixon and Wiener,
1993). A display product summarizing the
results of the identification and tracking
routines is then created.

criteria for mesocyclones established by Zmic
et al. (1985).
MWP/TVAD -This is a double algorithm
producing two displays. The :first utilizes a
Modified Velocity-Volume Processing (MWP)
based on Smith and Rabin (1989). Velocity
unfolding is accomplished by using the
methodofSiggiaand Holmes (1991). The
analysis volumes depend on the maximum
range setting for the radar. In the vertical
they include 2 elevation scans and
horizontally are arranged in annuli ofwidth
(maximum_range)/5. Three annuli are used
encompassing the range from (maximum
range)/5 to 4x(maximum_range)/5. Each
volume extends 1200 in azimuth and 12
volumes within each annulus are used
centered at 300 intelVals about the circle
around the radar. This means that each
volume has a considerable overlap with the
adjacent volumes. The large range in
azimuth seems to reduce some of the error in
the wind velocity solutions. From the MWP a
display is produced showing the wind
direction and speed at each volume center
together with contours of divergence overlaid
on a radar reflectivity PPI. An example is
shown in the left-hand SMARf window in
Figure 1.
The result ofthe MWP is a smoothed wind
field. Many ofthe small-scale wind variations
contained in the radial velocity measurements
are lost. Some ofthis detail can be recovered
by using a technique descnbed by Takahashi
et al. (1991), which they called Tangential
Velo~ Assumed Display (TVAD). Takahashi
et al. used a single tangential wind
component obtained from a Velocity Azimuth
Display (VAD) to combine with the radial wind
field to get estimated wind velocities. In the
TVAD algorithm used in SMARf, however,
each MWP wind is separated into its radial
and tangential components and a standard
kriging algorithm is used to produce a
smoothed tangential wind component field.
Interpolated values of the tangential wind
component are then combined with
interpolated values from the measured radial
velocities to produce estimates of total. wind
velocity over a limited area, which can be
selected by the user with a mouse. An
example of the TVAD is shown in the righthand window of the SMARf display in Figure

GUST - At present this product consists of
three separate algorithms that are processed
together. Prior to running these algorithms
the velocity data are sent for de-aliasing using
the method developed for NEXRAD by Eilts
and Smith (1990). The gust front and
microburst detection algorithms are based on
the Terminal Doppler Weather Radar (TDWR)
algorithms, (Hermes et al. 1993).
1. The gust front detection algorithm searches
the two scans, which are lowest in elevation,
for radial convezgen.ce reatures with a linear
shape.

In addition to shape, convergence and shear
criteria have to be met as well.
2. The microburst detection algorithm
searches the scan with the lowest elevation
for compact shaped radial divergence
features. Size, total velocity change, and peak
wind shear criteria have to be met.
3. The mesocyclone detection algorithm
searches all the scans in the volume data
looking for rotation features that meet the

1.
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PCP/SUBC - Precipitation can be
accumulated from a time series volume data
products. The accumulation can be
performed either for each pixel in the radar
display range (PCP mode) or as a mean
precipitation with in a user defined
subcatchment basin (SUBC mode). The user
has a number of options available to control
the processing. A range setting ofeither 120
or 240 km can be used. The PPI, CAPPI,
BASE, CMAX, or LRA product can be used
with either uncorrected or conected
reflectivity. The z.. R conversion factors can be
set by the user as wen.

Meteorology, Paris, France, Amer. Meteor.
Soc., 882-884.
Smith, Steven D., and Robert M. Rabin, 1989:
Estimation of Divergence in the Prestorm
BoundaIy Layer. Jour. Atmos. and Ocean.
Teclmol., §, 459-475.
Takahashi, N., H. Uyeda and K. Kikuchi.,
1991: A Method to Describe the Fluctuation
and DiscontinuiW of Horizontal Wind Fields
by a Single Doppler Radar. Preprints 25th
International Conference on Radar
Meteorology, Paris, France, Amer. Meteor.
Soc., 642-645.

Summary
SMART is a program that has been developed
as a radar analysis tool for meteorologists
capable of ~zing data in a variety of radar
data formats. In addition to standard radar
products it is capable of being used in real
time to provide sophisticated meteorological
analysis of radar data This analysis includes
winds, thunderstorm identification and
tracking, and gust front, microburst, and
mesocyclone detection.

Zmic, D.S., D. W. Burgess and L. D.
Hennington, 1985: Automatic Detection of
Mesocyclonic Shear. Jour. Atmos. and Ocean.
Tec1mol., ,g, 425-438.

SMART received its first operational testing
dwing the Nagano Olympics where the
forecasters utilized the VAD and MWP/
TVAD products as an aid in forecasting winds
for the ski-jumping events.
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Project Description
Lightning kills an average of seven people and injures 60 to 70 others in Canada every year. It is also
responsible for about 42 per cent of all forest fires, where damage to harvestable timber is enormous. For
example, the cost of forest fires caused by lightning has been estimated at $US 9 billion annually between
1979 and 1993.
Environment Canada is in the process of implementing a $US 7.3 million lightning detection network that will
result in better detection of thunderstorms across Canada and assist in earlier and more comprehensive
weather warnings to the public.
The Canadian Lightning Detection Network (CLDN) will be seamlessly integrated with the existing US
National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN), creating the North American Lightning Detection Network
(NALDN). This will allow Canadian and American meteorologists to exchange weather data and work more
closely together. In addition, the data collected provides commercialisation opportunities and will further
support research on lightning and severe weather.
Global Atmospherics Incorporated owns and operates the US portion of the network and will supply and
implement the new Canadian component of what is now referred to as the North American Lightning
Detection Network.
In Canada, 81 remote sites will be built and deployed with sensing and satellite communications equipment.
The entire NALDN, consisting of 186 sensors, will be operational by the summer of 1998.

Detection Theory
Lightning emits electromagnetic energy in a very wide range of bandwidths. As can be seen in Figure 1, the
peak energy is transmitted in the higher end of the VLF (Very Low Frequency) spectrum. Unfortunately, VLF
waves can and do reflect off of the ionosphere. Therefore, although they travel and can be detected at great
distances, the location of the source of the waves cannot be known with great precision.
At the other end of the spectrum very high frequency waves will provide excellent location accuracy, but
because of the low energies emitted in this band and the low propagation distances sensors must be closely
« 100 km) spaced.
The NALDN uses sensors that detect in the mid-range of the frequency spectrum shown in Figure 1. This
allows a fairly sparse network density (about 600-km spacing in the Canadian network) while still prodUcing
high detection efficiency and unambiguous location accuracy.
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Sensors Deployed
IMPACTES

The next generation IMPACT (Figure 2) is an
integrated lightning location sensor that combines
the proven accuracy of Magnetic Direction Finding
(MDF) technology with the beneficial elements of
Time-of-Arrival technology to achieve greater
location accuracy and detection efficiency than
either technology could produce alone.
The IMPACT family of lightning sensors detects the
presence of cloud-to-ground lightning events by
employing both electric and magnetic field sensing.
This unique combination of patented technologies
allows GAl sensors to provide the most accurate
estimates of location and peak currents of cloud-toground lightning discharges. All IMPACT sensors
are self-calibrating and designed to perform
continuous and comprehensive field diagnostics
and are capable of automatically reporting their
status to the central analyser. This built-in command
and
control
intelligence minimises routine
maintenance and diagnostic tasks while verifying
the communications links and assuring user
confidence in the system's reliability.

Figure 2 - IMPACT ES sensors

The real value of the IMPACT ES sensor is in its
pinpoint accuracy, which commonly provides
average system location accuracy of 500 meters or
better. The high performance of the IMPACT Series
is the result of Global Atmospherics' combined
technology approach to lightning detection and
location. All results are validated through extensive
field-testing and independent third-party evaluations
that no competitive system can match.
The IMPACT ES (Enhanced Sensitivity) sensor is
the newest model of the IMPACT (Improved
6ccuracy from Qombined Iechnology) sensor
family. The IMPACT ES incorporates state-of-theart electronics, increased range sensitivity, and
waveform discrimination improvements to extend
lightning detection efficiencies, particularly for low
amplitude lightning events. Higher detection
efficiency and better cloud and c1oud-to-ground
discharge discrimination provide end-users with
more accurate and comprehensive information than
ever before.

Figure 3 - LPATS IV sensor and hardware

Lightning Positioning and Tracking Sensor LPATS IV
These sensors (Figure 3) are based on a flexible,
high speed mUlti-processor based transient analysis
system capable of detecting and locating both cloud
and cloud-to-ground lightning discharges.
The
basic sensor detects the wide-band VLF electric
field signature of lightning discharges, extracts
features from these transient waveforms, timestamps this information with 50-nanosecond
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resolution, and forwards the resulting information
in digital form to the central analyser for interaction
with information from other sensors.

CLD.N-ESl:1n:iated DetectiQn.Efttcwricy~eY-5)
Figure 4 - Network detection efficiency. Innermost contour
is 90% detection efficiency.
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Figure 5 - Estimated location accuracy. Innermost contour
is 500 m.

The approach to lightning location using
time-of-arrival only is to measure the absolute
arrival time of the lightning discharge at each
sensor, and to employ a location method which
estimates both the location and time of the
lightning discharge.
Each sensor provides
information that can be viewed as establishing a
distance (range) of the discharge from the sensor,
thus producing a circular locus of possible
locations for each sensor. The radius of each
circle is based on the difference between the
estimated time of the discharge and the measured
time of its arrival at the sensor site. A GPS clock
in each sensor provides absolute timing of
lightning events to a few hundred nanoseconds for
correlation with other sensors. The initial location
is determined by the central processor (LP2000),
system
using
conventional
hyperbolic
intersections. When more than three sensors
report, the method of circular intersections
produces an optimised solution by employing a
proprietary
optimisation
algorithm.
The
combination of high-speed multi-processors,
patented waveform discrimination and location
algorithms, along with cloud lightning detection
capability makes the LPATS IV critical to the
successful implementation of the NALDN.

Performance Requirements and Network
Design
The network performance criteria are to detect
90% of all cloud-to-ground flashes and to locate
the point of ground contact within 500 meters.
These stringent criteria are needed to provide
meteorologists with the data needed to assist
forecast production.
Demanding commercial
clients in the USA and Canada such as forestry
agencies, insurance companies and power
transmission utilities also requires the criteria.
The planned detection efficiency is shown in
Figure 4. It shows most of the USA and Canada
within the 90% detection efficiency contour.
Location accuracy is shown in Figure 5. It shows
most of USA and Canada within the (better than)
500 meters location accuracy.

Figure 6 - Communications topology for the Canadian
portion of the NALDN. Data from sensors (1) is sent via
satellite (2) to a ground station in Toronto (3). The raw data
is transmitted to GAl in Tucson (4) where it is merged with
all other sensor data to produce lightning data solutions.
These are transmitted back to the ground station in Toronto
(5) and broadcast by satellite (6) to any number of end users
(7).

Data Communications and Processing
Raw data from the remote sensor sites is
transmitted via satellite to a central ground station
(HUB). The data flow in the Canadian portion of
the network is shown in Figure 6. Once the raw
data is received at the ground station in Toronto,
Canada, it is transmitted to the Network Control
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Centre located in GAl's office in Tucson, Arizona. There it is combined with raw data from the US-based
sensors and lightning solutions are produced. On average, each lightning solution is derived from raw data
from 8-12 sensors that may be on either side of the Canada/US border.
Solutions are then returned to the satellite ground station and are uplinked onto a separate satellite data
channel for broadcast. Users who subscribe to the data network require a very small aperture satellite
(VSAT) receiving dish and controller hardware to receive the data. Software for the display of lightning data
can be created by the user or purchased from GAl.
Data Users

The new NALDN will provide data to many users with a wide variety of applications. Meteorologists will make
use of the data to help forecast severe weather. Power utilities will use the data to note where and when
transmission lines will be adversely affected by lightning strikes. Forestry is also a large user of these data to
assist in quick location of potential fire ignition and efficient fighting of forest fires.
Golf courses and other outdoor recreational institutions will use the data to warn their clients of impending
danger. Infrastructure companies such as phone and gas pipelines have use for this data in a preventative or
diagnostic sense.
Certain factories that are very power sensitive also need warning of impending lightning to allow a smooth
and timely transition to back-up power.
The need for real-time lightning data for companies using or manufacturing explosives should be self-evident.
Finally, the aviation industry has significant need for these data for both in-flight and ground operations.
Accurate lightning data and thunderstorm avoidance aid operations and crew safety, efficiency and
passenger comfort.
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A Large aperture scintillometer for routine observations of
sensible heat flux
H.A.R. de Bruin, B.G. Heusinkveld, W.M.L. Meijninger and J.P. Nieveen
Department Of Meteorology
Wageningen Agricultural University
The Netherlands
1. Introduction
For various applications in meteorology, agriculture and hydrology, routine
measurements of areally-averaged surface flux of sensible heat H are required. In
addition, to verify or calibrate methods to derive H from satellite data these
measurements are needed. Probably the best method to measure the area-averaged
values of H is a network of eddy correlation stations. However, eddy-correlation
equipment is still expensive and for maintenance and data handling a well-trained staff
is needed. So there is still a need for a simpler approach.
Several studies carried out in the past decade have revealed that a remote-sensing
technique, the scintillation method, is an attractive alternative for a routine observation
of H (see e.g. McAneney, 1995; De Bruin et al., 1995 and the cited papers). An
important feature of this approach is that, because H is derived from the line-integral of
the structure parameter of the refraction index, an average of H is obtained over a area
formed by the path length of the light beam of the scintillometer and a line in the
upwind direction. It is the objective of this paper to present some results of some
measuring campaigns at Crete (Greece), in North Mexico (USA) and in New Mexico
where a scintillometer has been used with a path-length of about 1 and 5 km.
Comparisons with eddy-correlation equipment installed near the centre of the path will
be presented also.

2. The Large Aperture Scintillometer (LAS)
A scintillometer is a device by which the turbulent intensity of the refraction index of air
can be measured. To this purpose, a beam of light is transmitted over a (usually)
horizontal path. At the receiver end the fluctuation of the light intensity is analysed.
These fluctuations are occasioned by inhomogeneities of the refraction index along the
path of propagation. The scintillometer used in the present study has been built at our
department WAUMET. It has a large aperture-size of 15 cm (for that reason it is called a
large aperture scintillometer), and the light source is a light emitting diode (LED:
TIES 16, Texas Instruments, Texas, USA) operating at a wavelength of 0.94 micron. The
electronics are according to the design by Gchs and Wilson (1993). Improvements were
achieved concerning the signal-to-noise ratio and sensitivity of electronics to
temperature. The latter was tested in the field by comparing the analogue output with a
digital data processing carried out on a data logger (Campbell Scientific Ltd, 21x). Note
that this application of the Campbell 21X data logger is new. It allows data processing
using only the demodulated signal from the detector in the receiver of the scintillometer.
The demodulation requires only simple and cheap electronics.
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3. Experimental
In this paper some results of three measuring campaigns will be shown.

a. Crete (Greece)
The field campaigns took place in 1995 in the Messara valley at Crete mid April through
mid May and September. The receiver and detector of the scintillometer were installed
at about 70 m above the valley floor at two opposite slopes of the mountains enclosing
the valley. The path length was about 4.8 km. Near the centre of the scintillometer's
light beam we installed a 3-D sonic anemometer (Gill instruments Ltd, Solent research),
which with the sensible heat flux was obtained with the eddy-correlation method using
the sonic temperature.
b North Mexico
LAS data have been collected at La Posa over the rangeland about 30- km south of
Hermosillo (Sonora, Mexico) near a micrometeological mast of the Institute of
Hydrology (IH) at which sensible and latent heat fluxes were observed using the
HYDRA (eddy-correlation) system. Two sub experiments were performed, i.e. from 18
September - 17 October, and from 17 October - 24 November 1995. and The first
period was wet (precipitation exceeded 100 mm) and the second period was dry.
In the first period the path length of the light beam was 3.2 km, but the light beam was
not parallel to the surface. This non-ideal set-up was chosen to avoid saturation
according to our calculation at 12 m it could be possible that around noon saturation of
the signal could occur. At the effective height of 26 m saturation is unlikely. A
correction procedure to account for the non-horizontally light beam.
During 10 October - 24 November the LAS was installed at the slopes of two hills at
several kilometres from the HYDRA mast, but over similar terrain, at 30 m above the
ground and a path of 1.1 km.
1 0

c. New Mexico (USA)

The third experiment was carried
out in September 1996 at the
J ornada experimental farm near Las
Cruces, New Mexico, USA. The
average light beam height of the
scintillometer was 3 m and the path
length was 675 m. At about 50 m
from the receiver eddy correlation
measurement were performed by the
group of Dr. Larry Hipps and
others.
4. Discussion and conclusions
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Figure 1. Daily course of H LAS and H eddy along with
global radiation on 3 May.

In Figure 1 the diurnal course for 3
May of H is depicted, measured with the LAS and the eddy-correlation method at Crete.
It is seen that the general agreement is good, but the LAS curve is much smoother than
that of the eddy-correlation system. This is due to the fact that the LAS reveals a lineaveraged value, whereas eddy-correlation refer more to a point.
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In Figure 2 a similar plot is given for the
300
New Mexico experiment. Also, here the
..
.,
agreement is good, except for the data
250
..• • .. ..
around 14.30 hr. At that time scattered
•
•
200 .
• •
clouds were present. The eddy•.. ..
• .. .,
N
•
correlation system was not located
;[150 ...
under the LAS beam, so it might be
..• ..•
100
possible that by change the eddyI
correlation experienced less clouds than
50 o.
theLAS.
f
The results for the two sub experiments
1030
1130 1230
1330
1430
1530
1830
1730
Local Time
in North Mexico are shown in Figure
3a and b, in which half-hourly values
Hscinl .. Heddy
are plotted. The first refers to the wet
and the second to the dry period. It is Figure 2. Daily course of H LAS and H eddy on 10
September.
seen that the agreement is good.
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In Figure 4 the diurnal course of the sensible heat flux as determined with the
scintillometer is depicted for a day in May and in September (Crete). It is noted that
there was no rainfall in the area since March 1995, so one would expect that sensible
heat fluxes increases during the season in virtue of the fact that the surface dries out and
thus evaporation decreases with time The opposite is observed. This indicates that
evaporation certainly did not drop during April to September, which must be due only to
irrigation. Note that direct measurements of actual evaporation carried out by the Free
University of Berlin confirm this picture: in September 1994 more evaporation was
measured than in AprillMay 1995. One of the problems in the area is that for irrigation
purposes too much water is extracted from the ground by which the ground water table
dropped more than 25 m in the last decade. The example shown in Figure 4 illustrates a
possible application of the long-path scintillometer. It can serve as a tool for a
governmental body to check independently the total water use of an entire area with a
relatively low-cost instrument.
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One of the problems of testing
procedures to derive H from
those satellites is that with
conventional methods only point
ground-truth observations can be
obtained.
A
long-path
scintillometer yields H on the
scale of a satellites pixel.
In the framework of a project
supported
by
STWIOOA
(projectnr. 790.541.33), which
started in April 1997, and
another ED-project (starting this
year) the various applications of
a LAS will be explored further in
collaboration with potential
users.
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Figure 4. Diurnal course of sensible heat flux measured
with the scintillometer on 3 May and 19 September 1995 at
Crete.
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2

Abstract.
Airport operations and capacity are heavily influenced by the prevailing weather situation. Abrupt changes in the
wind near the ground pose serious hazards to an aircraft during approach for landing or departure. The aircraft pilot
and traffic controller may perceive different environment conditions. Inconsistent information between pilot and
controller increases voice communications. Ad hoc decisions result often accompanied by negotiations. These will
lead to delay and higher workload, especially in critical time periods of bad weather. One of the most dangerous
weather hazard is wind shear. The hazard from wind shear is the resultant change in the lift of an aircraft. When
sustained for a significant duration, the loss or gain in lift can lead to performance problems, especially hazardous at
low altitudes. In this paper we propose to detect wind shear in the terminal area of an airport, by means of a costeffective radar network. By advanced technology it is possible to worn the pilot well before a possible encounter.

1. INTRODUCTION

At Christmas Eve (25 December 1997) an airplane accident just missed to happen at Amsterdam airport. A Boeing
757, owned by the Dutch airliner 'Transavia', breaks its nose wheel and ended alongside the runway. The landing of
the airplane took place in severe weather with wind from southwest, accompanied by strong wind shear. The nearly
accident triggered discussions about choosing the right runway for bad weather conditions. The north-south runway
(Zwanenburgbaan) was chosen instead of the northeast runway (Buitenveldertbaan). Under given conditions the last
one has a headwind approach that used to be safer. The other runway was chosen because of environment claims:
inconvenience of noise pollution for the dense population under the approach. The matter is under investigation
office of the Dutch Department of Civil Aviation.
However, the nearly accident, ones more, urged for a more detailed a-priory information about the local weather
conditions on an airport. The wind regime on the ground level is known by results of an extensive wind
measurement network of wind vanes and anemometers, at and around the airport. Generally the upper air is sensed
in a coarser way: at distance, the National Weather Service performs specific measurements, using Doppler weather
radars, radio sondes and windprofilers. In case of the Faro aviation accident (Portugal, 1992, [1]) the upper air data
were retrieved at a distance of about 300-km (at the Meteorological Office in Lisbon). It may be clear that it is more
effective to measure the windfield as close as possible to the runways at an airport.
A Doppler radar can detect the wind velocity in only one direction (radial, alongside the radar ray). To measure the
three-dimensional wind field a network of at least three weather radar's is needed. However, this is very expensive.
Using a bi-static radar concept, three dimensional wind fields can be measured with reduced cost. We propose to
apply multi-static radar systems, compromising one transmitter and three or more receivers. In this paper we
describe such a special radar system, for the measurement of severe weather phenomena for aviation.

2. SEVERE WEATHER IN RELATION TO THE SAFETY OF AVIATION.

Wind shear is a generic term referring to a wind change, direction and/or speed, over a small distance or in a little
time difference. It is not a serious hazard for aircraft's en-route between airports at normal cruising altitudes. But in
the terminal area low-altitude wind shear can be deadly for an aircraft, especially during take off or approach for
landing. There are a number of sources of wind shear: temperature inversions, surface obstructions, and
thunderstorms. Two special forms of low-altitude wind shear in relation to thunderstorms are: the "downburst" and
the "gustfront". We will start our explanation with wind shear related to these hazardous meteorological phenomena.
The downburst is a strong short-lived outflow produced by strong thunderstorms. When this cold downward rushes
of air reach the ground, they spread out, or burst, horizontally in all directions. Thus the downburst creates a locally
intense divergent wind shear, illustrated in Fig. 1. Such a downburst can be imbedded in the thunderstorm heavy
precipitation, but also within a benign-appearing virga. Those are wisps of precipitation streaming from the cloud
but evaporates before reaching the ground. This makes a 'dry'-downburst more difficult to observe.
1
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Downburst

Gust front

Figure 1. Downburst and gust front produced by a powerful Cumulonimbus and the impact on aviation.

The figure, above, illustrates a potentially hazardous encounter of a downburst by an aircraft on its final approach.
Upon entering the downburst, an aircraft first experiences an increase in head wind. This increase causes the aircraft
to fly above the glide slope. The pilot, who is unaware of the downburst, may attempt to return to the glide slope by
reducing air speed and angle of attack. As the aircraft continues through the downburst, it encounters a strong
downdraft and then a tailwind, which results in a loss of lift acting on the wings. The airplane falls beneath the glide
slope and the pilot must increase power and angle of attack to bring the plane back to the glide slope. The aircraft,
which requires a finite amount of time to respond to the controls, crashes if it is too close to the ground to recover.
The lack of lift may cause a crash, even if maximum control and maximum power is used. The same mechanism can
be applied to a take-off.
Another wind problem mentioned earlier, the "gust front", is also downdrafts related, as illustrated on the right hand
side of Fig. 1. A gust front is formed at the leading edge of the outflow, where the cooler air from the downdraft
meets the warmer air of the environment. Convergent wind shear pattern and very strong low altitude updrafts
characterize them. An unsuspected pilot descending into the outflow will find his airspeed suddenly falls as he
comes down into a tail wind during the last few hundred meters. Moreover gustfronts are mostly accompanied with
severe turbulence, and that can cause fatal accidents. They do often cause a change of wind direction, necessitating a
change of the runway in use. While downburst are short in duration and occur with little warning a gust front can last
for hours as they travel away from the generating storm system.
3. DETECTION OF WIND SHEAR.

For the safety of aviation it is important to know the wind shear near-by the runway in an area of about 10 km. The
horizontal surface wind is measured with a network of anemometers and windvanes. These instruments, which are
mounted on lO-meter height masts, can analyze the wind regime near the surface. However, airplanes are flying at a
higher level. Thus the wind in the upper air (O-lkm) must be measured too. This can be done with traditional
Doppler weather radars: the Doppler principle makes it possible to measure the movement of weather targets
towards and away from the radar antenna (in radial direction). That implies the radar system must be located under
the flight path looking across. Under very specific (and known) circumstances it is possible to measure the wind
field aloft. However, such systems, like Velocity Azimuth Display (VAD) and Volume Velocity Processing (VVP),
are based on linearly varying windfields. In convective storms this assumption is suspect. In fact, these
approximated wind analyses is grown out of the restriction of having only a single radar system.
The following step is to apply two radars: dual Doppler radar systems. Again, this forms estimation: the vertical
velocity must be computed from kinematics (mass continuity equation).
The ultimate solution for measuring the three-dimensional windfield is applying consequently three Doppler radars.
The National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR, Boulder, CO, USA) and the University of Chicago (Prof.
Fujita) has conducted such a research project, in a Joint Airport Weather Studies (JAWS) project low-level wind
shear effects on aircraft performance. The fine structure of thunderstorm kinematics in the vicinity of the Denver
(CO, USA) airport was examined. In this specific research project three independent scanning weather radars were
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used. Deploying two or more conventional weather radar systems is very expensive in purchase and maintenance.
Moreover, synchronizing the scan strategies of the individual radar's is very complex, if possible [3].
4. PROPOSAL FOR A MULTI·STATIC WEATHER RADAR TO DETECT WIND SHEAR.

The radar systems we mentioned before are of mono-static character, which means they have the same path for
transmit and receive. By leaving this mono-static principle a considerable reduction in cost can be achieved. We
propose to introduce the multi-static radar system, defined by the separation of transmit-axis and receive-axis. In
Fig. 2 an example of such a radar system: one transmitter only and three receivers at different locations.

Figure 2. A multi-static weather radar system for the detection of the three-dimensional windfield.

The transmitter must operate within a very small beam width (pencil beam, _1°) to retrieve the exact location of
reflection. In contrary the receiver's antennas may have wide angles. That means wide in azimuth direction (60°),
but limited in elevation direction (1 °_30°). However, the low gain receive antennas will be highly contaminated by
reflected radiation from the sidelobes of the transmit antenna. These adverse effects are reduced by introduction of
more advanced radar technology: wide angle antennas with higher gain. Moreover, electronic arrays makes it
possible to divide the receive antenna into several small angle ones. Coordination with the scanning transmit antenna
can be controlled by electronic switching of the corresponding receive antenna sections. Electronic switching put
into hand more rapid scanning scenarios as is the case with the traditional mechanical rotation of the radar antenna.
This implies an important issue for detecting the fast changing weather situation. Within minutes a dangerous hazard
may arise and rage itself out. Again, downbursts are very local and have a short lifetime.
Modulation of the transmitter pulse yields specific improvements: high range resolution (-20m), low minimum
range (-200m.), accompanied with a reduction in transmit power (-100 W). This principle of pulse modulation
reduces the maximum range (-50km), but that is not a handicap for measuring in the terminal area of an airport.
In the extreme case hundred percent modulation results in a FM-CW (Frequency Modulation-Continues Wave)
radar. At the Delft University of Technology we have an outstanding experience in this radar principle [2], as well as
with multi-static radar systems (in anti collision systems, with electronic arrays). The major disadvantage ofFM-CW
radar requiring two separate antennas (Tx and Rx) is eliminated gracefully in this proposaL The sensitive FM-CW
principle makes it possible to detect and warn for bird's migration in the terminal area of an airport.
The installation of the multi-static receivers at different locations (and separated from the transmit antenna) demands
for specific technical solutions of synchronization. Locking the (highly stable) frequency sources, of transmitter and
receivers, makes it possible to maintain the necessary coherence. This can be done be linking the sites to the Global
Position Satellite (GPS) system. A more accurate solution may be found in applying advanced telecommunication
systems between the sites directly; e.g. by extremely high frequency radio transmission or by optical transmission
via glass fiber cables. Research in this field is done at IRCTR.
5. WARNING FOR SEVERE WEATHER.

Last but not least, as result of the extensive measurements the pilot must be warned for wind shear hazards at the
right moment and without misunderstanding. One picture says more then thousand words. A fascinating example
forms the Three Dimensional Viewer (3DTV), in development at NCAR [4], see Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. Approach to runway with precipitation (white), rnicroburst (red) and gust fronts (blue).

It enables an intuitive understanding of dynamic weather phenomena, better communications among users
(especially flightcrew and ATC), and its impact on a terminal area or en route airspace. It integrates topographical
data from LANDSat imagery with ATC radar data and information from a variety of weather sensors. The result is
displayed in high-resolution images and in real time. The virtual environment can be viewed from approach or
departure end of the selected runway. By transmitting the image to the cockpit, a pilot could find himself immersed
into the virtual environment of the terminal area
CONCLUSIONS

Three-dimensional measurement and display of wind shear would mmlIllize traffic disruption and supervisor
workload by providing advance-warning capability. This would permit air traffic supervisors to reroute before the
severe weather take place with attendant workload reduction and capacity benefits.
The improvement of the safety of aviation, in relation to the weather conditions, is not a one-party problem but of all
world urgency, so cooperation between the authorities of airports and airlines of different countries is necessary. In
order to meet future airport capacity, efficiency, and safety requirements, new techniques and systems had to be
introduced. Above a proposal to measure local severe weather at an airport with the application of currently new
radar and telecommunications technology.
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Microwave radiometer for profiling tropospheric
temperature, water vapor, and cloud liquid water
FREDRICK SOLHEIM and JOHN R. GODWIN
Radiometries Corporation, Boulder, Colorado
Summary. An advanced microwave radiometer for profiling atmospheric parameters is described in this paper. The
innovations ofthe radiometer system, including utilization of a stable frequency synthesizer an(] the calibration system,
are described. Accuracies are significantly improved over current designs. Application to remote detection of aircraft
icing is discussed. Modeled perfolmance and comparisons with radiosondes are presented.

1 Introduction
Radiosondes are still the fundamental method for atmospheric temperature, wind, and water vapor profiling. Because
of their cost, sparse temporal sampling, and logistical difficulties, lJ. better technology has beeu sought for decades, but
until now, no accurate continuous all-weather temperature and water vapor profiling technology has been demonstrated. Laser radars (lidars) and Fourier transform infrared spectrometers can profile temperature and water vapor, but not
beyond cloud. Rad~r Acoustic Sounding Systems (RASS) can profile virtual temperature, but is limited in height. The
radiometric temperature and water vapor profiler described herein gives continuous unattended profile measurements
in all sky conditions (except precipitation), and also has the capability to profile cloud liquid water, a capability absent
in radiosondes. Except for in situ aircraft measurements and values inferred from radar reflectivity by estimating droplet distribution, there are no other sensor systems that can profile cloud liquid water.
Under funding from the United States Department of the Army and the Department of Energy we have developed an
advanced passive profiling microwave radiometer design based on a highly stable tunable synthesized local oscillator
in the receiver. This design overcomes errors induced by receiver frequency drift in other current generation designs,
while allowing observation of a large number offrequencies across wide tuning ranges. The number of eigenvalues in
the radiometer observations, and therefore the information content, is thereby maximized. The result is more accurate
and resolute atmospheric temperature, pressure, water vapor, and cloud liquid profiles than currently deployed microwave radiometers. Temperature profile rms errors are nearly halved relative to 4-channel Gunn-based radiometers
(Solheim, 1995; Han and Thomson, 1994; Askne and Westwater, 1986).
Applications for this passive profiling capability include weather forecasting and nowcasting, detection of aircraft icing and other aviation related meteorological conditions, determination of density profiles for artillery trajectory and
sound propagation, refractivity profiles for radio ducting prediction, corrections to Very Long Baseline Interferometry
(VLBI) and GPS measurements, atmospheric radiation flux studies, and measurement of water vapor densities as they
affect hygroscopic aerosols and smokes.

2. Advantages of the receiver design
The radiometer design is an advance over other current designs in several respects. The previl\us state of radiometric
art was to employ GUlm oscillators as the local oscillators for the receiver mixer. A separate oscillator was generally
utilized for each frequency to be observed, imposing a practica11imit on the number of frequencies observed. Additionally, Gunn oscillators drift in frequency, even when temperature stabilized, and can induce errors in the retrieved
temperature as large as 1C. The highly stable frequency synthesizer utilized here eliminates frequency drift, and allows
a large number of frequencies to be observed. The number of eigenvalues, and therefore the information content ofthe
observations, is then'by maximized.
Dicke-switched hot and ambient temperature loads are commonly used in radiometers as a calibration reference. This
system switches from antenna to reference load, thereby excluding the antenna from the calibration. Dicke switches
are ferrite waveguide devices with imperfect switching qualities, having isolation of about 20 dB and an "on" insertion
loss of about 0.4 dB. They can therefore be a source of receiver noise and error. Hot loads are generally operated at
100 to 150C above ambient, with an ambient load giving a second measurement for determining the gain and offset of
the receiver. As shown in Figure 1, although the load temperatures can be known very accurately, non-square-law be-
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havior of the detector and signal compression of the receiver at higher antenna temperatures (higher signal values) can
cause nonlinear behavior that can induce an error when the calibration is extrapolated to the range ofsky observables.
We utilize a highly stable noise diode and an ambient target as a calibration reference. Although
the noise diode raises the antenna temperature to
well above ambient by injecting power into the
antenna circuit, we utilize, tipping curves or a
second liquid nitrogen target at 77K for calibration of gain and offset of the radiometric receivers.

Radiometer calibration errors
due to calibration e}(trapolation
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Figure 1. Cold target absolute calibration minimizes extrapolation errors and receiver nonlinearity.

3. Modeled profile results
The rms errors of the radiometer calculated from a study of 10 years of radiosondes at three sites are shown in Figure
2. This study, and the mathematical methods utilized to invert radiometric spectral information into atmospheric profiles, are described in Solheim et al., 1998. Several profiles retrieved by various inversion methods are shown in Figure
3. Note that, although surface inversions are well resolved, passive remote sensing will not resolve elevated inversions
very well. Also, sensitivity is greatest near the surface, and diminishes with altitude, with the practical altitude limitation of 7 to 10 kilometers. At these higher altitudes the profiles tend toward a climatological and seasonal mean value.
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Figure 2. RMS errors of retrieved temperature and water vapor profiles. Also shown is the standard deviation
of the set of soundings and the average sounding profile.
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4. Comparisons with radiosondes
Figure 4 show exat;lples of the temperature and water vapor profiles retrieved by our prototyrr. radiometer compared
with concurrent radiosondes at the National Weather Service site in Denver Colorado.
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5. Detection of aircraft icing conditions
One of the capabilities of a multifrequency muItiwaveband microwave radiometer is the detec~ion and profiling of supercooled liquid water. Aircraft icing occurs in the presence of supercooled liquid water droplets. Because such droplets are generally very small in size, they are not easily detected by radar. Because this radiometer can profile
temperature, water vapor, and cloud liquid, it can determine the presence and location (altitude) of supercooled liquid
water by two separate mechanisms:
(1) The saturation vapor pressure can be calculated from the temperature profile, and when the measured vapor pressure goes to saturation, cloud liquid is present.
(2) The cloud liquid Fufiling capability defines the region ofliquid water, while the temperature profile determines if
the water is supercooled.
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If the measured temperature profile shows that the water is at a temperature below freezing, it is an aircraft
icing hazard.. Shown in Figure 5 at right is a case of
I/)
aircraft icing wherein the pilot lost control of the air- "Cl)
craft and crashed into Denver Colorado. National Cen- Cl)
ter for Atmospheric Research aircraft were probing this E
winter storm and defined the icing layer between 2400 -I/)
and 3300 meters above sea level. The RAOB did not E
Cl)
accurately define the cloud layer because of deficien- "'C
cies in the humidity sensor; the measured water vapor :I
density should have been at saturation in the cloud lay- EC1l
er. Additionally, radiosondes cannot detect liquid water.
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6. Conclusions
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Figure 5. Measured water vapor profile and calWe have described an advanced radiometer for passive
culat(!d saturation vapor density profile from
remote sensing of atmospheric temperature, water varadiosonde sounding at Denver Colorado
por, and cloud liquid profiles. We have shown that the
radiometric observations can be inverted into accurate
tropospheric profiles. The radiometer is based on a
highly stable synthesized local oscillator that allows a large number of frequencies to be selected. The atmospheric
profiles are useful for weather and artillery trajectory prediction, aircraft icing hazard and radio ducting detection, astrogeodetic measurements, and atmospheric radiation flux studies.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The LAMBRECHT Static Wind Sensor incorporates an innovative wind velocity and direction measurement
system that detects thermal field variations (TFV) caused by the wind flowing past a heated cylinder.
The TFV technique is very accurate, responds rapidly to wind changes and has a zero starting threshold.
Most importantly, the instrument requires no calibration, no bearing replacement or any other periodic
maintenance to maintain its accurate performance.
The STATIC WIND SENSOR is a compact and completely self-contained meteorological instrument. All
components are enclosed in a sealed, ice-free and weather-proof cylinder. The package contains a microprocessor for determining weather parameters, performing self-diagnostic test and transmitting data and
status information. The system is an intelligent device capable of transmitting data over an RS-485 serial
digital interface.

2

GENERAL

The Automatic Digital Weather Station, rugged and reliable, all solid-state with no moving parts, is intended
for meteorological services and naval use but will also find application in the fields of air pollution control,
environmental sciences and industry in general. With no moving parts, the sensor features a high
professional quality, both in its rugged construction and in the electronics design. For cold climates a sensor
heater version is available.

3

THEORY OF OPERATION

Unique to the Meteorological Sensors is its patented Thermal Field Variation (TFV) technique for measuring
wind speed and direction. The station detects thermal field changes caused by wind passing by a heated
cylinder exposed to the winds. This principle is easily demonstrated when using a wet finger to sense the
wind speed and direction. The TFV transducer is a small, rugged cylinder with several minute vertical
transducers mounted symmetrically around its outer surface. The cylinders core is heated to a controlled,
constant temperature of 50 QC above the ambient temperature. When there is no wind, the cylinders thermal
field radiation from the central heated core is homogeneous and all the vertical transducers sense the same
signal level.
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When the wind blows, the cylinders thermal field changes. Because the TFV
transducers are cylindrically shaped, its thermal field forms a symmetrical
parabola shape in the wind. The signals from the vertical sensors are used
by the microprocessor to determine the parabolic form and drive the wind
direction. The amount of energy required to maintain the cylinders central
core at a constant temperature is the main information used to determine
wind velocity. Since thermal radiation and convection are influenced by
ambient temperature and barometric pressure, measurements of these
parameters are used in the wind determination. Even under extreme
meteorological conditions or low wind velocity.

TFV Principle
No

~

Wlnd~

~

lIL
Direction

4

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The Static Wind Sensor is an all solid-state design with no moving parts. It contains five main elements:
1) transducers, 2) signal conditioning, 3) digital communications interface, 4) DC power supply, and 5)
weather-proof enclosure.
The sensors transducers consist of TFV wind transducer, a thermistor temperature measuring device and
a silicon piezoresistive absolute pressure transducer. The signal conditioning circuits transform the
transducer signal into an analog form for digital conversion by the internal microprocessor. The signals
are samples every 10 msec, compensated or corrected, and converted into measurement units. In
addition to data acquisition, the microprocessor handles data communications and performs continuous
tests on all elements of the instruments. This self-testing allows the station to identify, diagnose and
report any failure without human intervention.
The transducers, conditioning circuits and power supply are packaged in a sealed, completely weatherproof cylindrical enclosure. The enclosure is made from non-corrosive materials and is coated with a
protective, powder-baked enamel finish.
Functional block
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5

PERFORMANCES & MEASUREMENTS

Functioning range
Resolution
Accuracy*
oto 50 m/s
0.1 m/s
Wind speed
±(5 %+0.5 m/s)
oto 360 °
1°
±5 °
Wind direction
* These values are true for the results between -1.50 and +1.50, according to the Gauss law distribution,
which represent 87 % of them.
-40 to +60 °C
Temperature range:
Pressure range:
600 to 1100 mbar
at Om/s
Power consumption:
< 5Watt
approx. 20 Watt
at 50 m/s
approx. 30 Watt
at power on

6

DATA COMMUNICATION

The electronic interface meets the requirements of EIA RS-422 at 9600 baud. This type of interface
provides complete immunity against interference due to cable lengths and common mode voltages that
might otherwise be troublesome. The sensor is capable of transmitting data over cable lengths exceeding
1.200 meters (4.000 feet). The RS-422 signal is easily converted to RS-232 for connection directly to the
Com port of the data acquisition and processing system SYNMET.

6.1

SYNOP Code generation

SYNMET generates the weather reports: SYNOP I METAR I SPECI.
It works in two operating modes: 1) on request at predefined time or 2) in active dialing mode with time
schedule.
The weather reports are sent out with different communication units: GSM-Modem I telephone modem,
satellite modem

SYNMET Automatic Weather Station

Ll\MBRECHT

I<JJMI\IOLl)QIIlCHE IIE111mlC1lNIK.. 9Om>laEN

SERVICE CENTERI REGIONAL CENTERl NATIONAL CENTER
Synop-message (automatic I operator)
Diagnosis
Configuration
Meteorological Data
X25-Communication

SYNMET

COMMUNICATION INTERFACE
COM 1-2: RS232/422
SYNOP coding
Met. Data Proc. System
• Built-in test facility
• Internal display and keyboard
• Internal charge device & accu.

SERIAL SENSOR INTERFACE
•

COM 3-6: RS 232/422
Visibility
Ceilometer
Digita I Ba rom eter
Static Windsensor
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OBSERVER WO RKSTATIO N
(OPTION for manned stations)
• Manual Observation
Syn op Gene ration
Synop Evaluation
UNICAT Display
Graphic /tabular evaluation
Meteorological data

7

SYNMET TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

7.1

Features

•

2 communications ports
(Station PC and modem)
• Real time c1ock:±30 s / month
• Power consumption: approx. 1 W
• Watchdog
• Multilayer board with EMV layers
• No potentiometers, no jumpers
• Reparable IC technology (no SMD technology)
• Measured value collection with precise internal
reference measurement and automatic line-up
• 12 analog inputs')
• Power source: 1/10 mA
• Res. meas.:
125/250/500/1250/2500/5000 n
• Programmable differential amplifier:
50 mV/1.25 V/2.5 V/5 V/±25 mV/±2.5 V
• 3 digital inputs
High/Iow level: 0.5... 50 V
Frequency:
10kHz
Proximity switch: according to Namur
• 2 digital status inputs
• 4 serial sensor interfaces
• LC-Display and keyboard
• Solar power system and uninterruptable power
supply
• Sensor excitation by DC/DC-converters
• Integrated modem with active dialling mode
')

Resolution:
14 bit oVersampling
±O.02% with automatic correction
Accuracy:
Current measurement 0...20 mA: ±0.1 % over internal shunt
resistors
Digital gain and filter control for change of measuring range

7.2
•
•

Applications

7.3

Automatic or manned SYNoptical METeorological
weather station (WMO)
Weather information system for ...
...airports (ICAO) with RVR, MOR and cloud
height
... industrial region monitoring

•

Meteorological weather station for ...
... industry in general
...environmental protection
... agriculture and forest purposes, etc.

•

Software for PC-network with server and
workstation
Test, configuration and diagnostic integrated or
by station PC/central office

•

CPU board
• Proven firmware and operating system
(written in the TURBO PASCAL
high-level language)
• with formula interpreter (calculated values)
• Processor:
16 bit NEC V25
• Clock rate:
16/8 MHz
• Memory:
512 KB EPROM
8 KB EEPROM
512 KB RAM,
battery buffered

Standards

•

Construction according to low voltage instruction
73/23/EWG and VDE 100

•

EMC according to VG 95 773 and EN 50082/81

•
.•
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ESD protection according to IEC 1000-4-2
WMO regUlation No. 306

OZONOMETERS USING NARROW-BAND FILTERS
MARIAN MORYS' AND DANIEL BERGER
SOLAR LIGHT CO.• INC., PHILADELPHIA, PA 19126

Attempts to use filter-based sunphotometers to measure the total ozone
column date back to at least 1963. Inadequate accuracy and stability of
components then available made results only marginally useful. A pilot study by
Mims in 1990 produced the Microtops ozone monitor which showed that improved
technology allowed construction of a filter-based instrument with an accuracy
comparable to more expensive spectrophotometers.
A more advanced ozone monitor, Microtops 11, was introduced in 1996. A
series of inter-comparisons with Dobson and Brewer instruments agree within 12% over a wide range of conditions.
Two calibrations of reference Microtops 11 SIN 3103 conducted .at the Mauna
Loa Observatory 13 months apart were within 0.70/0.
In that same period of time, to further improve the range of solar zenith angles
and of atmospheric conditions over which accurate ozone readings can be made,
the shortest wavelength measurement at 300 nm was eliminated and one at 320
nm atided. Shifting the range of measurements towards longer wavelengths made
aerosol scattering effects more significant in relation to the ozone absorption crosssection. This was compensated by modifying the built·in algorithm. As a result
Microtops 1I performance more closely resembles that of the Dobson instrument.
-Now at Numar Corp., Malvern, PA
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Session V
QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Simple Tools for Effective Project Management
Ralph A. Pannett1
Meteorological Service of New Zealand Limited
An effective methodology for project management is a valuable capacity building tool. Projects differ
in complexity and may include a diverse range of inter-related tasks carried out by several staff and
contractors over different time scales and involving significant financial commitment and legal
obligations. Good project management ensures that, despite complexity, the client's needs are met on
time and within budget, and that the Project Leader is confidently in control of his or her task.
An effective Project Management Procedure will be an essential component of the Quality Management
System operated by a National Meteo-Hydrological Service (NMHS), to ensure working results of
predictable performance, without waste of resources, and within legal frameworks.
The competent management of other than simple projects is a discipline which requires the learning of
a number of skills. It requires good overall appreciation of the technical solutions which may be applied,
ability to visualize the project progress and result, good personal communications and negotiation skills,
attention to detail, lateral thinking and problem solving, sound decision-making, ability to manage
budgets, good record keeping and report writing- all components of capacity building. For small
projects all the'work may be done by one person, the Project Leader. Even so there is a need for
planning and control of the process. The 'tools' described here are working aids to effective project
management.
Project management is best learned 'doing it', learning to use the tools and thinking about the process,
often under an experienced mentor or alongside a competent consultant.

Some Definitions
Project: the planned activities which result in some defined outcome to meet the needs of the client,
employing personnel and designated material resources within a given time-scale. As an example we
shall consider the installation of an automatic weather station, but projects may also be defined to
produce non-material outputs like software or an instrument evaluation report. Large projects may be
comprised of several sub-projects.
Project Procedure: the particular steps or actions that are required by the Management of the Meteohydrological Service of its Project Teams in executing projects; including approvals for significant
elements of the project and to expend finance, adherence to legal and safety requirements, preparation
of budgets, use of standard planning tools, and progress reports to the responsible manager or Sponsor.
Client or Customer: the person or group (e.g. the NMHS weather forecasters and climatologists) for
whom the project is initiated and who expects real benefits from it. The customer must be consulted in
the production of the Project Brief, which is the description of what the project is intended to achieve.
Project Sponsor: a senior manager who has the responsibility to ensure that the client obtains the
desired results from the Project. The Sponsor prepares the Project Brief, ensures that the guidelines of
the NMHS Project Procedures are complied with, and receives progress reports from the Project Leader.
Project Leader and Project Team: The Leader is responsible for all aspects of the management and
carrying out of the project within the Service's Project Procedure, to achieve the required outcomes, and
for assigning work to members of the Project Team. The Team is selected for the knowledge and skills
needed on the project and to ensure that it is completed on time.
Contractor: a person or company outside the NMHS who is contracted to supply equipment; to do
specified project work, or provide a service (e.g. communications) for an agreed price and terms.
Contractors are used when the NMHS does not have the skills or staff resources to achieve the project on
time. They are expected to provide services in accordance with formal specifications under a legal
contract agreement.
1 CIMO

Rapporteur on Capacity Building
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Commissioning: the act of putting the project system into operational use (e.g. adding an automatic
weather station to the network) under routine maintenance following agreed Acceptance Tests, the
completion of project documentation, and training for operation and maintenance.

The Tools
Project Management itself adds some necessary overhead to the project work. In the choice and use of
the tools, the Project Leader should apply only the administrative effort appropriate to the complexity
and financial value of the project, and the requirements of the NMHS Project Procedure. The following
tools are simple in concept. They need to be selected and adapted to the context of the NMHS. Used
together they are a powerful aid to the achievement of successful projects. Here they are illustrated with
reference to a project for the installation of an automatic weather station (Figure 1).

~ 1 Project Procedure

The NMHS should have a Project Procedure which defines policy for the use of significant financial and
staff resources. Under this Procedure, the Project Team knows what is expected of it to achieve results
and use resources efficiently. Figure I includes procedural requirements, including responsibilities (Item
30, etc), reports (140), approvals (150), financial controls (250) and checks (240) to avoid expensive or
dangerous mistakes.

~ 2 Project Brief

The Sponsor, in consultation with the Client, writes a concise, simply-worded statement of the purpose,
objective and scope of the Project. It will include a target date for completion and state the budget and
other resources available. The Brief may need to be refined by means of interviews with Client
representatives to clarify their expectations and to discuss alternative technical solutions. One of the most
important requirements for the successful outcome of a project is a clearly understood brief.
Changes in customer requirements and other circumstances are a normal part of project experience. The
Project Leader will check that changes that may effect project outcomes or expenditure are properly
recorded in writing and agreed by the Client and/or Sponsor.

i( 3 Project Plan
The Project Leader and his/her Team draw up a plan or chart (Figure 1) indicating the way the project
will be carried out. It includes all the Tasks required, Resource estimates, Who is responsible for them
and the estimated Times to carry them out. The Start Time «) for a task depends on the completion of
other work which feeds into that task and the resources available to begin. The Finish Time (» depends
on the date when the task output is needed and the resources available to do the work. At the current
date (30 April in the example) some tasks may be ahead of schedule (Items 190, 230) and some behind
(310). The example plan is drawn up using a spreadsheet program on a personal computer, but a large
sheet of graph paper could have been used. The Plan will help manage the resources so that the tasks
and Project are completed on time. The Plan must be revised and updated at least at each Project
Meeting (Item 40). The Plan shows the use of several other tools.

i( 4 Task List
The Project Leader divides the Project work into easily managed tasks with well-defined outputs and
responsibilities. These are listed in logical groupings with numbers for easy reference. Tasks will include
attention to safety and regulatory matters, e.g. electricity supply, radio frequency licences. The Project
Leader will give clear written instructions to Team members for most of the tasks.

~5 Staff Resource List

The Project Leader, aided by the experience of the Team, contractors and others, estimates
required for each task and the resource, i.e. (number of staff) x (number of working days), to
it. The Total Resource will indicate whether it is possible to achieve the desired target date.
estimation is difficult and requires varied experience of similar work. Recording the Actual
used will build that experience.

~ 6 Task Assignment List

the skills
complete
Resource
Resource

After discussion with his/her Team, the Team Leader 'AB' (Item 30) assigns tasks to one or more Team
Members (CD, EF, OH) based on the skills and staff days resource required, and the staff availability.
(They will have other work to do, and may go on vacation.)
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~ 7 Project Budget

The Project Leader creates a Project Budget, based on known or best estimates of costs for equipment
and services. Slhe monitors and controls expenditure on the project against the total finance allocated.
This is most easily done with a computer spreadsheet which will automatically re-calculate totals as actual
expenditure is entered.

~ 8 Project Meeting and Report

At regular intervals during the project the Project Leader and Team meet to review progress and budget,
identify problems and discuss solutions. At particular times the Sponsor or Client representative and
contractors may be present. By this means the Leader monitors the Project progress and can make
resource decisions. The minutes of the meeting should be a simple record of the degree of project
completion and decisions taken. As the Sponsor requires, the Leader will make formal written reports on
project status.

~ 9 Project Documents

The Project Leader ensures that Equipment Suppliers and Contractors are given explicit detail on the
equipment and services required by means of carefully drafted and checked, clear technical specifications and drawings. Together with other formal correspondence and documentation governing purchase
and supply (warranties, terms of payment, etc) they will define the legal contracts which are entered into.

~ 10 Training Schedule

A schedule is drawn up identifying the specific skills required for operation and maintenance of the new
system, manuals and other training resources, the staff members requiring training, the trainers, and the
dates by which training should be given to achieve full operational status. Trainers may include
equipment suppliers, consultants and NMHS staff.

~ 12 Maintenance Plan

Based on information from equipment suppliers, other users, and local experience, a maintenance plan
for the new system is drawn up which identifies frequency of routine maintenance; documentation; spare
parts and consumable items; special tools and test equipment (320); need for factory-based repair; and
local skills and training required. From this information (and other items like electric power and travel
costs) it should be possible to form an estimate of the annual cost of running the equipment.

~ 13 Acceptance Test Schedule

Lists of system tests and check criteria are drawn up and agreed between the Project Leader and major
Contractors to demonstrate that the specifications and contractual requirements have been met (Items
240, 380). On passing Acceptance Tests contract payments may be approved. An Acceptance formality
is also part of the Commissioning activity (810), where the Sponsor and Client are given evidence that
the desired outcomes of the Brief have been achieved and can agree that the Project is complete.

~14 Project File

The Project Leader maintains a well-organized file divided into sections for all documents relating to the
particular named or numbered Project. The file includes the Project Brief; updated Project Plan and
Budget; design notes and calculations; master copies of specifications and drawings; notes of discussions
with Client and Sponsor; minutes of project meetings and reports; contract documents; correspondence
with contractors; estimates, quotations and copies of invoices for payment. At any time the file should
give the up-to-date status of the project.

Some Other Tools
There are several computer programs designed for project management. They provide facilities for
drawing flowcharts, optimizing the project 'critical path' and re-scheduling resources. However, the
overhead to set them up and update them may not be warranted except for the very largest projects.
Personal computer word processing and spreadsheet programs together with rapid communications
(telefax, email) will be valuable tools for the NMHS Project Manager.
Conclusion
Each new project brings challenges and learning for the Project Leader and Team as new problems are
met and overcome. The reward is great satisfaction- in using effective management tools, meeting
targets and knowing the job is well done, coupled with the appreciation of clients who are well satisfied.
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Quality Data- Application of the ISO 9001 Quality Model
Ralph A. Pannett1
Meteorological Service of New Zealand Limited
The efforts of instrument specialists are directed primarily towards the goal of improving the quality of
measured data. There is continuing emphasis on better sensing systems, improved methods of processing
and delivery of the data. This paper looks rather at a management system for maintaining and
improving data quality which is independent of sensing and data acquisition technologies. It draws on
the experience of Meteorological Service of New Zealand Limited (MetService), which is certified (for
all its services) as compliant with international Standard ISO 9001 Quality systems-Model for quality
assurance in design, development, production, installation and servicing [1].
'Quality' in this context does not mean the best possible result or the most accurate measurement, but is
always relative to some standard of requirement. The International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) defines 'quality' as the totality of characteristics of an entity that bear on its ability to satisfy
stated and implied needs. (An 'entity' may be for example, a product, a process, or an organization; or
in this context a wind observation, the maintenance of a radiotheodolite, or the data collection division of
a national meteo-hydrological service (NMHS».
A short definition of 'quality' is 'fitness for purpose'. An appropriate choice of quality in
measurement, for example, is important, since obtaining a particular level of accuracy costs significant
resources in capital and operating costs. Unnecessary accuracy is therefore wasteful.
•

Quality management includes all those activities that determine for the organization its quality
policy, the objectives and responsibilities; and implements them by quality planning, quality control,
quality assurance and quality improvement, all within the quality system.

Knowing the Customer
The relationship between the supplier of a service and the customer or client is critical to this way of
thinking about quality. A national meteo-hydrological service will have as clients both government and
non-governmental agencies, concerned with public safety, transportation, agriculture, tourism, civil
works, university research, to name a few who will be clients with specific and differing needs. At the
international level, the World Meteorological Organization is an important client which specifies
accuracies and code formats of data products for international exchange.
There are also supplier/customer relationships internal to the NMHS, reflecting that each working group
is a supplier to clients for its work output, and in turn is client for the output of other groups who supply
products or services.
The quality model requires the identification of the client for each work procedure and an adequate
specification of the work output, based on client requirements. So for example, the installation of a
particular anemometer is a procedure which has specifications for meteorological exposure, mechanical
mounting, electrical connection and testing performance.

The Quality System Model
ISO 900 1 is the most comprehensive of the ISO standards for quality assurance purposes and should be
applied when the activity includes any aspect of design and development (e.g. observing network,
instrument or calibration systems design; project management). The ISO 9001 quality system model is
generic rather than prescriptive. The model must therefore be interpreted and adapted for a particular
business or a service like data acquisition for meteo-hydrology.
The clauses of the ISO 9001 Standard include requirements in the following areas: management
responsibility; the quality system; contract review; design; purchasing; product identification and
traceability; process control; statistical techniques; inspection and testing; nonconforming products;
corrective and preventive action; product handling, storage, packaging and delivery; training; servicing;
control of documents, data, records, calibration and test equipment; and internal quality audits.
I

CIMO Rapporteur on Capacity Building
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How the Model Works
The flowchart of Fig. 1 shows how the model works as a dynamic feedback activity with continuous
comparison of output against customer requirements, and management actions to ensure conformity.
Note that all staff exercise 'management' of the processes for which they are responsible.
Consider the calibration of a batch of barometers. The Process is driven by the written Customer
Specification, which would include the number of units of a particular sensor required by a certain date,
accuracy over a stated temperature range and stability with time.
Documented
Procedure

Standards

Output
Customer
Specification

Work Process

Monitor,
Measure,
Verify,
Inspect,

Audit
Arrows represent
information flows

Management
Decisions & Actions

Fault Reports
Customer
Complaints

Figure 1 Operation of the Quality Model
Standards include a Working Standard Barometer, the WMO-No.8 Guide, and manufacturer's
specifications. The Work Process, Le. the calibration activity, is defined in a Procedure document
supplemented by the manufacturer's manual and a local workshop manual which give the necessary
detail of the operation.
Calibration adjustments are made via the feedback loop so that the barometer outputs conform to the
input pressures within the accuracy tolerances. Good barometers are marked as calibrated, while any
nonconforming instruments are tagged for maintenance attention. Along with calibration certificates for
each instrument, an archive of statistics is maintained so that historical trends may be traced.
Fault reports are acted upon to remove defective sensors from use and client complaints are dealt with
(both by defined procedures). Both faults and complaints are recorded and analyzed to discover trends
which might indicate faulty manufacture or handling of the instruments, leading to a quality
improvement activity. At intervals of 12 months, an independent NMHS auditor examines the calibration
process to discover if it conforms to the documented Procedure, that up-to-date Standards are used and
that customer needs are still met. Nonconformities will be the subject of a report to the responsible
manager and the Quality Manager, and will initiate quality improvement action.

The Model Applies to all Activities
The familiar calibration example has been described in some detail because the quality model principles
of customer orientation, written specification, reference to standards, proper training, documented work
practices and production records, and feedback mechanisms (both on the job and through audit
sampling at longer intervals) to ensure that the work output agrees with the client requirement, also apply
to all data acquisition work activities. Thus management meetings, network planning, system design,
proje(;;t management, contract administration, installation and maintenance, network performance,
processing and delivery of the coded data messages are all subject to the model to ensure quality data.
Project management, which often has a high design content, provides a good illustration of the
application of the quality model. [2]
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Management Information
The compilation and intelligent use of process statistics for management information are an essential
part of the quality system. Statistics for the performance of major systems (surface AWS, upper air
stations, weather radars) in the data acquisition network are reviewed in MetService monthly and may
reveal gradual changes in quality or anomalous behaviour. For example, in Figure 2, the low
percentages of upper air soundings reaching target height in October and November 1996 was revealed
to be due to a batch of poor quality balloons.
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Figure 2 Overall Upper Air Network Performance
The MetService data-base computer calculates percentages of SYNOPs and METARs received and filed
later than five minutes after the nominal reporting time. Figure 3 depicts a time series graph for the latter
over a 12 month period. It is evident that for the months July to September, the delay from MetService
stations increased relative to those from a major contractor. Once the trend had been noted, action was
taken to investigate and improve delivery performance.
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Figure 3 Delivery delay times for filing METARs

Developing the Quality System
The unambiguous commitment of all levels of management to the quality management programme is
vital to its success. The programme becomes an integral part of the management activity. A Quality
Manager is appointed to co-ordinate the development of the quality system and to oversee its operation.
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Initially, an external quality consultant may provide valuable assistance in helping to interpret the ISO
requirements for the particular NMHS to facilitate a smooth introduction. An early task is to document
the work processes in the form of the Quality Manual.

The Quality Manual
The Quality Manual defines the working of the operational quality system, relating closely to the clauses
of the ISO 9001 Standard, and is actually a hierarchy of documents. At the top level a policy manual
represents the undertakings of management and describes the organizational structure.
The next level is the Procedures Manual, containing in a standard format, an outline description of each
work process and its purpose, client, responsible staff and their training. Reference documents and
interfaces with other procedures and work groups are indicated. There will be Procedures covering
management functions; the making of surface and upper air observations; inspection of meteorological
stations; installation and maintenance of instrument systems; and sensor calibration.
The third level consists of the Operational Manuals which probably include material originating from
WMO, manufacturers, and the NMHS. They give complete detail on how a trained person should carry
out the tasks, e.g. the making of a TEMP sounding or the maintenance of a rain gauge.
All documents must be issued and amended according to certain formal control procedures so that they
always contains accurate and authorised material.
MetService has found that converting its Policy and Procedures manuals from printed form to
computer-based hypertext format available to staff via the company Intranet has made it much more
accessible and easy to maintain.

Auditing and Certification
Regular examination by trained NMHS auditors compare process outputs with client requirements
(which will change with time) as described in the Procedure documents. They report nonconformities
and make quality improvement recommendations to the relevant managers.
It is usual for organizations that accept the discipline of an ISO 9000 programme to seek formal
certification from an authorised Certifying Body which itself must comply with an international
framework. The Certifying Body conducts a detailed examination of the operation of the quality model
in the organization, and may require remedial work before awarding the prized ISO 9001 Certificate.

Benefits of Quality Management
MetService has found that a quality system enables the Service to be confident that data and forecast
products are delivered to client specifications on time and with efficient use of resources. [3]
It encourages a systems view of the meteorological enterprise and emphasizes the interdependence of
various activities and work groups. Staff are motivated to think about and check their own work in an
environment where innovation and improvement is encouraged. Waste of resources (time, materials,
finance) is reduced or eliminated. On those few occasions when performance falls below the specified
quality, or a client complains, the system provides a rapid and sure response to fix the problem within
an acceptable time.

The Quality Culture
All staff are in the business of creating a quality-conscious community. The idea of collective ownership
of the quality programme is crucial to success. Rewards are the great personal satisfaction in knowing
that the job is done well; that clients are pleased with the products and services supplied; and that the
NMHS is excelling at its appointed national role.
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Quality management in the modernised ground based observing network
of the Deutscher Wetterdienst
Jochen Dibbern, Deutscher Wetterdienst, Offenbach/Main

1

Introduction

The Deutscher Wetterdienst is currently modernizing it's ground based observing network
("Network 2000"). The number of manned stations will be reduced, new sensors and software
algorithms will be used to replace eye observations. In such an automated observing network
quality management plays an important role.
The quality of the data, archived finally in a data bank, depends on the whole chain of data
acquisition. Therefore it is necessary to build up a quality control system which includes all parts
of the data production process from the sensor to the final archiVing in the data bank.
Within our service the project "Network 2000" is a pilot project for the implementation of quality
management. Necessary steps for the implementation are:
• building up a remote maintenance monitoring system
• using the network management system for the monitoring of the communication network
• building up a quality control system in different steps, at the site, at regional network groups
and in the headquarter.
Control and comparative measurements will also be a part of the quality management system.
In this paper we outline the quality management system which will be implemented within the next
years in the Deutscher Wetterdienst.

2

Data monitoring and quality control

Data monitoring and quality control are basic parts of the quality management. The quality
management will be done in four different steps, separated in location and time.
• step I at the station
• step 11 in the headquarter
• step III at the regional network group
• step IV in the research department
The time schedule for the quality control steps is given in the following figure.

Project: DWD - Network 2000
4 Steps of Quality Control
Weather Station

Basic Quality Control
Technicall nfrastructurc
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high QC

During the different quality control steps the data will be flagged to identify the quality level. The
quality control of step four will only be used for special data sets to assure high quality for
climatological purposes.
2.1
Quality control step I
The main steps of the automated quality control procedures at each station site are:
• formal checks ( sensor voltage, sensor heating etc.)
• climatological extreme values
• variability in time
• consistency (cross checks between different meteorological parameters)
The aim of this very basic quality control is to identify sensor faults and system trouble very
rapidly. Quality bytes identifying faults give rise to a appropriate message in the maintenance
monitoring system. So the loss of data can be reduced to a minimum.
2.2
Quality control step 11
The second step of the quality control is done in the headquarter with the following contents:
• formal checks to guarantee complete data sets
• data storage
These control steps have to be done quasi real time since WMO coded messages like SYNOP
will be generated from these data.
2.3
Quality control step III
The third step of the quality control is a man-machine mixture, done at the regional network
groups. A copy of the headquarters data bank will be available at the regional network groups.
The following quality control procedures, which are a man-machine mixture, will be used:
• formal checks
• climatological extreme values ( depending on seasons, climatological regions)
• consistency (internal, time, space)
• corrections, closure of data gaps
Data which have a corresponding quality byte from the automatic control steps will be displayed
on a workstation and will be corrected through a man-machine interaction. For this task an
advanced software with state of the art graphical display is necessary. At the end of this control
step the corrected regional data set is restored to the headquarters data bank.
2.4
Quality control step IV
This c1imatological quality assurance will only applied to limited data sets for special scientific
purposes. Control steps can be:
• homogeneity checks
• spatial distribution
• statistics
• time series

3

Network management and maintenance monitoring

To operate an automated observing network in an efficient way it is necessary to implement an
cost effective maintenance monitoring system. For this task the existing network management
system will be extended down to the data acquisition systems at the measuring stations.
Currently a network management system on the basis of HP Open View is in operation. This
software is a tool to monitor and display the status of the communication network of our service. If
the station itself produces an SNMP-agent it is possible to use this management tool also as a
maintenance monitoring system. The SNMP-agent can include status information from sensors,
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from the data acquisition system and on quality bytes of the measurements. SNMP-agents will be
added to every regular message or will be transmitted on request. If a sensor fault is detected in
step I of the quality control the data acquisition system sends out an SNMP-Trap.
On the main SNMP management server the agents will be analysed and depending on the
contents of the SNMP-agent several automatic procedures can be defined. The advantage of this
kind of management tool is, that this software is widely used and that numerous tools are
available for the special design of the whole system.
Thereby all information regarding the status of the sensors and data acquisition systems of the
weather stations together with the status of the communication network will be made available at
our maintenance sites.
Remote control of the stations does also mean that the following procedures must be possible:
• software downloads
• remote parameter setting
• disconnecting control sensors
• Remote calibration of intelligent sensors

4

Control and comparative measurements

Control and comparative measurements are part of the quality management. To identify sensor
drifts control measurements will be performed. For temperature and humidity sensor drift will be
controlled by doubling the sensors. Meteorological data from both sensors will be transmitted and
archived in the data bank. If one of the sensors fails the quality control step I at the station, the
data from the other sensor will be used for further processing. If the data from both sensors are
flagged by an error byte, the consistency of the values will be verified in quality control step III at
the regional network groups. For quasi real time applications like the distribution of SYNOP and
related code only data without any error flags can be used.
At manned stations the automatic measurements of precipitation and pressure will be controlled
by conventional measurements with the Hellmann rain gauge and the mercury barometer,
respectively.
At about 15 manned stations in Germany conventional measurements will be conducted parallel
to the automatic measurements for a period of at least 10 years. The reason for this is to find
algorithms to homogenize time series of data from the old and new sensors. The station sites will
be selected from different climatological regions. Comparative measurements shall also be
conducted between eye observations and present weather sensor output.

5

Conclusion

Quality management will play an important role in the modernized ground based observing
network of the Deutscher Wetterdienst. Within the next years we want to implement for the
"Network 2000":
• Quality control in 4 different steps
• Control and comparative measurements
• Network management and maintenance monitoring
It is to be expected that data availability of reliable data sets will be well above 95 percent.
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EQUIPMENT FOR DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES
C.J. STIGTER1 AND C.L. COULSON2,*
1 TTMI-Project, Department of Environmental Sciences, C.T. de Wit Graduate School for
Production Ecology, Wageningen Agricultural University, Wageningen, Netherlands

TTMI-Project, School of Engineering & Information Technology, University of Lincolnshire
& Humberside, Kingston upon Hull, UK
* Corresponding author: <ccoulson@humber.ac.uk>
2

With many years of Third World field research between us, and after many discussions with
colleagues with similar experience (see references), particularly in Africa and India, the
authors a year ago launched the idea of "equipment for development initiatives" (EDI, see
web page mentioned at the end). EDI was conceived to tackle difficulties in equipment
maintenance, trouble shooting, repair and calibration as well as in the use of basic workshop
equipment. Already in the second phase of the TTMI-Project special attention was paid to
equipping simple electronic and mechanical workshops/laboratories and to providing
preliminary technician training. However, rationalizing the provision of strategic, tactical
and operational solutions appears appropriate when so many national and international
research systems face the same serious limitations in quantitative field research in
developing countries.
Our initial aim was to develop more or less standard packages of equipment that can be
used for maintenance, trouble shooting and repair of sensors, recorders, data loggers etc. as
well as auxiliary office equipment like computers in the countries where the research is
taking place. In order not to duplicate efforts in solving these equipment problems and to get
a better feel of what our colleagues have experienced, last year we used a questionnaire that
we sent to something like a hundred and fifty addresses, from which we got about a 50%
reply rate. In this paper we discuss the replies to this questionnaire, of which the results are
graphically displayed in the figure on the last page of this contribution. Where appropriate,
"Yes" had three grades, with "Yes 3" expressing the highest level of importance.
Ql shows the reply to the question whether the organizations of the respondents find the
maintenance and/or repair of field and supportive laboratory research equipment a poblem.
Two thirds found this serious problems and another more than 25% rated them as just
problematic.
It was indicated that we had three packages in mind: (i) a low budget minmum kit,
containing only very basic equipment to solve simple problems of equipment use; (ii) a
medium budget intermediate or "core" kit, for solving more complex equipment problems and
(iii) an advanced or specialized kit, which would be a client specific upgrade of the "core" kit.
Q2a gives the reply distribution to the question whether provision of an equipment kit would
help to solve maintenance/repair problems, showing that close to 70% finds this a very good
idea while most of the remaining respondents indicate that this would be of (some) help.
Close to 50% would be sufficiently assisted by a "core" kit, nearly 35% would need an
upgraded specialized kit while just over 15% would be sufficiently assisted with a minimum
kit (Q2b).
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The questions 3 to 7 concerned the assistance that would be rendered by provision of (Q3):
general electrical spares for maintenance and/or repair; (Q4): service manuals, circuit
diagrams etc.; (Q5): guarantees of "fitness for use" in the conditions under which respondents
had to work; (Q6): training on maintenance, trouble shooting and repairs and (Q7): advice,
including manuals, for maintenance etc. of specific equipment. Nearly 80% of respondents
said that they would be highly assisted by the provision of training (Q6), only a few saying
training wouldn't matter (Q6). Almost the same reply distribution occurred for advice on
matters surrounding specific equipment (Q7). The two top priorities are thus clearly known.
The other provisions would highly assist from more than 50% to about 60% of the
respondents, while an additional 20 to 30% would be much helped out with such assistance
(Q3, Q4, Q5).
The following three questions (Q8 - QI0) had to do with problems in obtaining field and
supportive laboratory research equipment and/or spare parts. We asked whether provision of
advice for obtaining commercially available equipment would be of any assistance and this
was the case for close to 90% of our respondents, more than half of whom would be most
highly assisted with such help (Q8). The same question for "custom-built" specific non
commercially available field research equipment was very positively replied to in more than
70% of the response, of which a clear majority would be most highly assisted (Q9). Provision
of guarantees that spare parts will remain available for commercially obtainable and custombuilt equipment alike, was rated as of much to very much help for again 90% of those that
had problems in obtaining equipment, with a large majority in the highest class of
importance of such provisions (QI0).
Our last group of questions (Qll - Q13) had to do with projects, donors and budgets. A
hundred percent of those recognizing the problems in our questionnaire would include the
provisions that we listed in a project budget when such provisions indeed became available
(Qll). Also a hundred percent of positive response was obtained on the question whether
donors should allow and accept such provisions as budget items (Q13). However, slightly
more than 20% of them thought that currently donors would not accept these provisions as
budget items when included in the project budgets (Q12).
Where does the above study bring us to? It should first be indicated that we initially aim
mainly but not exclusively at undertakings in the environmental and agricultural sciences. If
indeed we want to rationalize the provision of solutions - to which aim so many of our
respondents have subscribed - development of the "basic" and "core" kits should get priority.
The exact nature of any upgrade to a specialized kit will of course be established with
reference to the particular equipment used in the field research.
We also would like to propose that the EDI-project acts as "centre" to co-ordinate the
sourcing, ordering, delivery, export paperwork and transport of equipment. This service
would also include the provision/search of/for spare parts, manuals etc.. We would expect to
negotiate with manufacturers to ensure high quality after sales services and backup. We
would also want to address training needs for equipment maintenance and specialist advice
on equipment repair etc. and spare part acquisition.
We may at a later stage want to address problems of collecting information from the type of
field research which uses sensors and loggers under difficult field conditions. It may be
expected that this will lead to the improvement of certain sensors as well as in their actual
field use and sampling methodologies.
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It appears possible for the EDI-Project, in the long run, to work commercially, paid by client
project funds and supported by manufacturers interested in playing by the rules of customer
orientation, delivering and services. However, the development of the kits and setting up a
small organization need sponsoring and that will not so easily be obtained solely from
manufacturers. Also single donor organizations may not see the advantages, because funding
equipment is not their first priority. A consortium of donors, an umbrella secretariat of
national or international research institutes, a bureau establishing large scale research
funding within the World Bank, the European Commission, a UN-organization etc. are most
likely sponsors.

We invite anybody interested in the EDI-Project and with ideas on its starting-up, to contact
the corresponding author at the e-mail address given on page 1 or to visit our well
illustrated web site under http://seit.humber.ac.uk!-ccoulson/edi.htm.
Coulson, C.L. and Stigter, C.J., 1988. Appropriateness of instrumentation for agro-ecological
research in low-income developing countries. Funet. Ecol. 2: 109 - 113.
Coulson, C.L. and Stigter, C.J., 1989. Appropriateness of instrumentation in
agroforestry/agricultural research in developing countries. In: W.E. Reifsnyder and T.
Darnhofer (Eds.), Meteorology and Agroforestry. ICRAF, Nairobi, Kenya, pp. 305 314.
Stigter, C.J., 1994. Conditions, requirements and needs for outdoor measurements in
developing countries: the case of agrometeorology and agroclimatology. Proceedings
TECO-94, Instruments and Observing Methods Report No. 57, WMOfrD - No. 588,
WMO, Geneva, pp. 1 - 2 (full text available from WMO/CIMO or the author, on
request).
Stigter, C.J. and Coulson, C.L., 1988. Environmental measurements in Africa. In:
Applicability of agricultural physics and meteorology in Africa, ISAPAMlICTP
Workshop, Addis Ababa University, Ethiopia.
Stigter, C.J. and Darnhofer, T., 1989. Quantification of microclimate near the soil surface.
Appendix Fin: J.M. Anderson and J.S.I. Ingram (Eds.), Tropical Soil Biology and
Fertility: A handbook of Methods, IUBSIUNESCO (MAB), CAB International,
Wallingford, UK, 144 - 157.
Stigter, C.J., Coulson, C.L., El-tayeb Mohamed, A, Mungai, D.N. and Kainkwa R.M.R., 1989.
Users' needs for quantification in tropical agrometeorology: some case studies. In:
Proceedings of TECIMO-IV, Instruments and Observing Methods Report No. 35,
WMOITD - No. 303;WMO, Geneva, 365 - 370.
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EDI SURVEY RESULTS
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Wake Vortex Induced Wind Measurements at Airfields:
- A Simple Algorithm to Reduce the Vortex Impact
Jitze P. van der Meulen,
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute,
Postbus 201, 3730 AE de Bilt, Netherlands
meulenvd@knmi.nl

1. Introduction
At airfields, wind information is provided for specific locations. The WMO Technical Regulations, Vol.
11 (WMO-No. 49), equal to ICAO Annex 3, give detailed recommendations for observing and reporting of
surface wind (TR[C.3.1 ]4.5). It is recommended that "Surface wind observations for take-off and landing
should be the best practicable indication of the winds which an aircraft will encounter during take-off and
landing." Particularly, in the Guide on Meteorological Observation and Information Distribution Systems at
Aerodromes (WMO-No. 731) detailed information is presented concerning to operational requirements of
surface wind observations. The most important statement is that for the take-off and landing operations, the
observations should be representative of the conditions along the runway, particularly of 6 to 10 m above the
runway. To generate this, it is stated that representative surface wind observations should be obtained by
the use of sensors appropriately sited as determined by local conditions. (see TR[C.3.1] 4.52-3). Another
manual, the ICAO manual of Aeronautical Meteorological Practice (ICAO Doc. 8896-AN/893/4; 1993)
contains a table on the "Locations of Meteorological Instruments" (Table 0-3). In this table it is remarked that
the site should not be affected by buildings, etc., or by aircraft operations (e.g. jet afflux during taxiing). We
may conclude that these manuals and guides give appropriate information, but there is a significant lack on
detailed, quantitative information on this subject since the statement "representative" is not clarified in detail.
In practice, the determination of an appropriate location to measure wind is not a very trivial one.
Since conditions, like buildings, airplanes on taxiways and other local systems, may affect the measurement,
the finding of a suitable location is often not so easy. As a result, compromises seem to be necessary in
spite of primary safety precautions, and the common sense is taken as the basic constraint. A fine location
for wind measurements is about 225 m from the centre-line of runway, and far away from taxiways
obstacles, etc.. However, in some cases, it turns out to be necessary to position the (frangible) wind system
at about 105 m from the centre-line. As a consequence, wind measurements are significantly affected by the
aircraft operations, i.e. by the wake vortexes. This happens especially in cases when the wind direction is so
that measured wind comes from the direction of the runway.

2. The effect of Wake Vortexes on the measured wind speed
In fig. 1 a typical example of these effects are presented. In this figure not only the 12 s wind speed
is presented as a function of time, but also the maximum windgust (FX), as it presented during 10 min at the
user's display. Obviously a vortex may act as a spike (- 30 s), but for the user the FX presentation will hold
on for 10 minutes, which may have a significant impact on the air-traffic control.

3. The normalized wind speed as basic parameter for detection of a vortex
In the newest, sixth edition Guide to Meteorological Instruments and Methods of Observation (WMONo. 8; 1996) information is presented on "Peak gusts and Standard Deviations" (par. 5.8.2). A basic
dimensionless parameter for investigations on peak gusts is the so-called normalized extreme wind,
indicated by un' and defined by:

(1 )

(O'u > 0)
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06-Aug-97

Fig. 1.
The measured windspeed as a
function of time (on a 12 s
interval base) and the presented 10 min FX. It is proven that
FX is strongly affected by vortexes caused by large airplanes
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Fig. 2.
The dimensionless normalized
windspeed un for the same
period as' with fig. 1. The artificial gusts from fig. 1, can easily
be identified in this figure.
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where umax is the measured actual wind speed of the windgust, U is the time-averaged wind speed and O'u is
the with U related standard deviation. The averaging window for U and (Ju is optimal for ~t = 10 min as
explained by Beljaars [1] and Wieringa [2]. When using the 3 s windgusts measured within a 12 s frame in
relation (1), this will result in a time series of un' which can be plotted versus time. In fig. 2 such a plot is
presented for the same period as in fig. 1. Investigations on un demonstrate that this parameter is rather
independent of the actual windspeed itself, i.e. for natural winds. Artificial winds, however, like those
produced by wake vortexes do affect un significantly as is demonstrated by the peaks (with un> 5). There is
a significant correlation between the vortexes and those peaks > 5 in fig. 2. For a day without aircraft
operations on the runway we can present a frequency distribution of un based on a whole day of 12 s
samples (N = 7200). Such a BAR-plot is presented in fig. 3.
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Fig.3.
A typical BAR-plot for un for a
day without affection by aircraft
operations. This plot demonstrates clearly that a normal
distribution holds for un
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Clearly, un confirms to a normal distribution. This can better be demonstrated by plotting the
frequency distribution of un in a cumulative way on so-called "probability"-paper. Fig. 4 shows such a plot
based on the data used for fig. 3. It is very clear that main part of the data confirms to a normal distribution,
because the linear fit to the data is very significant. It should be noted that such a fit holds for all types of
weather, inclusive thunderstorms. Moreover, the median value of the distribution is always within 0.3 and
0.8, the sigma between 1.0 and 1.6 (measuring period: 970501 to 971202 at EHAM, Amsterdam International Airport Schiphol, RWY 19R).
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4. On the reduction of windsspeeds affected by vortexes.
As a consequence it is possible to detect a significant wake vortex and reducing or validating the value
automatically. Tests at EHAM have demonstrated that a simple algorithm based on the principle that un > 5
is very helpful on this matter. In this case we have made restrictions to a specific range, i.e. U> 0.5 rn/s,
(Ju > 0.5 mls and umax < 15 mls. This is done because at low values of the actual wind speed, the
parameters U and (Ju may become zero, for which un is not defined. To avoid any risk, no reduction is carried
out for measured windspeeds larger than 15 rn/s.
In case of detecting any artificial windgust based on the above principle, the actual windspeed u is
reduced to:

(2)

u= U+ b-cru + c,

where the constants b may be about 2.5 and c =0 to 0.5 mls. The choice of the constants band c is a matter
of fine-tuning. The tests which we have carried out demonstrate successful results by using this procedure.
During the test period, severe storms, including thunderstorms passed the test location and it is demonstrated that natural, heavy windgusts were not affected by the reducing algorithm.

5. Conclusion
By implementing a simple algorithm, which detects artificial windgusts caused by wake vortexes, the
presentation of wind information can be improved by reducing the presented, not relevant gust. However it
should be stated that principally wind measurements should be carried out free from artificial impacts. Only
in particular circumstances a solution as described above may be used.

[1]

Beljaars, A. (1988): "The Measurement of Gustiness at Routine Wind Stations," Instr. and Obs.
Meth. Rep. 33 (WMO-TD No. 222) 311.

[2]

Wieringa, J. (1973): "Gust factors over open water and built-up country," Boundary-layer Meteorology ~(1973)424
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SQUALL IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM
A.I. Mehovitch and V.V. Popov

Central Design Office of Hydrometeorological Instrument Production, Obninsk, Russian Federation
and
S.M. Persin

Main Geophysical Observatory, St. Petersburg, Russian Federation

INTRODUCTION

Most automatic weather stations report meteorological parameters with intervals considerably
exceeding those of the measurement results output required by the users. This is done with a view to
simplifying measurement algorithms, quality control, obtaining averages, etc.
Higher frequency measurements provide for data redundancy and enable creating algorithms for
determining additional characteristics and phenomena on the basis of the time variations of the parameter.
Known algorithms for determining pressure tendency characteristics, cloudiness characteristics from cloud
height measurements (cloud amount in tenths, cloud height and amount by layers) can be given as
examples.
The squall identification algorithm is based on the analysis of the sequence of the anemometer
output data. The algorithm can be implemented by means of the software with no additional hardware
required if microprocessor is used.
ORIGINAL DATA

Observations of squalls are made by all the land and sea-based hydrometeorological stations. Squall
reports are given in Group 7 of Section 1 of Code FM-12-VII SYNOP and FM-13-VII SHIP - "Present
weather or past weather during the hour immediately preceding the observation hour". Besides, squalls are
dangerous or a marginal weather phenomena and they are included in special stonn warning messages.
Squalls are identified by the observer visually according to its description in Manual on Codes (1), Guide
(2) and Manual (3). The observer is to be guided by the following criteria when reporting a squall: "...a
sudden increase ofwind speed of at least 8 mfs or more during 2 minutes at the most, with the wind speed
rising to 11 mfs or more and lasting for at least 1minute".
On the one hand the above squall description is sufficiently detailed for visual identification of the
squall using the wind speed registration on the paper tape ofthe recorder and it is less likely that the squall
description could be made more specific on the basis of visual observations. On the other hand, it is
necessary further detailing of the squall description for the purpose of it automatic identification.
SQUALL DEFINITION DETAILING

In order to develop the algorithm for automatic squall identification, the defmition given above have
been made more detailed by following assumptions:
If a sudden increase of wind speed" means that the squall preceding period of time is much longer
than squall itself (including the time of increase) and is no less than 7-10 minutes;
squall wind speed is assumed to be a I-minute speed average according to the minimum squall
duration;
the wind speed build up front does not exceed 2 minutes during which I-minute average wind speed
does not amount to values corresponding to squall meanings;
the excess of wind speed during squall (8 mfsec or more) is defined with respect to the wind speed
preceding the squall and averaged over a time considerably exceeding the minimum squall duration;
absolute value of wind speed during squall (11 mfsec or more) is defined using a I-minute wind
speed average.
The algorithm given below has been developed in terms of this more detailed defmition.
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MAIN OPERATIONS OF THE ALGORITHM EXECUTION
Squall can be identified with the help of software through performing the following manipulation
with the electric signal ofthe anemometer which is proportional to the wind speed:
the signal is integrated continuously over the I-minute averaging period (which is equal to minimum
squall duration) in order to obtain the average value of increased wind speed in case that the time of
increase is no less than 1 minute;
the signal is integrated continuously over the averaging period which is much longer than minimum
squall duration (7-10 min) to obtain the average wind speed preceding a squall;
the first integrated signal is compared with the specified limit (11 m/sec) and if it is exceeded, the
following is performed:
the difference between the fIrst and the second integrated signals is determined for estimating the
wind speed increase value;
this difference is compared with the second squall specified limit (8 m/sec) and in case of its
exceeding squall appearance is registered.
In case of squall registration some of its additional characteristics (like the moment of appearance,
maximum instantaneous wind speed, wind direction changing, etc.) are registered as well.

CONCLUSIONS
The squall identification algorithm has been developed with a view to further automation of synoptic
observations. The algorithm described above has been checked up by computer modelling. When the input
data was being entered according to the squall description, the squall was identified by computer every
time.
According to the traditions it would be highly desirable that intercomparisons should be carried out
using new instruments and conventional observations. However, the squall is rather a rare and local
phenomenon and a large network of stations would be required for such intercomparisons operating for a
long period of time alongside with observers.
It could be reasonable to introduce a minor addition in a squall identification algorithm so that
stations and instruments did not only report of squall but also automatically record all the wind speed data
preceding and accompanying the squall. On the basis of such records the decision about improvement of a
squall description should be taken.
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AN ACCEPTANCE TEST METHOD
FOR
SONIC ANEMOMETERS
Michael C. Sturgeon'
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration
National Weather Service
Surface Observation Modernization Office
Sterling Research and Development Center
Sterling, Virginia
USA

1. Introduction
The Automated SurfaC'~ Observing System (ASOS)
Program Office of the United States (US) National
Weather Service (NWS) has established a Planned
Product Improvement (PPI) Program to enhance
sensor performance in the ASOS. The current ASOS
anemometer, which is a conventional cup and vane
design, was determined to be deficient under severe
icing conditions and is a candidate for replacement
under the PPI Program. A sensor technology was
not specified in the requirements for a replacement
ASOS anemometer. However, the technical proposal
evaluation resulted in the selection of four candidate
anemometers all of which were based on sonic
technology.

verifi~tion than for end-user acceplance testing.
The standard test method developed in this paper is
concerned with the measurement errors in the
horizontal wind field. However, this standard test
method could be applied to the vertical wind
component as well, with a suitable mechanical tilting
fixture in the wind tunnel. This test method could be
applied to other anemometer technologies which
have interdependent speed and direction errors as a
function of azimuth orientation.

Sonic anemometers have systematic direction and
speed errors as a function of both azimuth orientation
and wind speed, due to the shadow effects of the
transducers and the flow distortion caused by the
array assembly. The goal was to develop a standard
test method to assess both speed and direction
performance characteristics simultaneously and
present the data to the user in as concise a format as
possible.
The interdependent wind speed and direction
performance characteristics of sonic anemometers
presented several challenges at the start of the test.
There are no existing NWS standard test methods
that could be used for laboratory evaluation of sonic
anemometers. The American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM) currently has a standard test
method D 6011-96, for determining sonic
anemometer characteristics, but that test method is
more appropriate for design and development
'Corresponding author address:
Michael Sturgeon
NOM National Weather Service
44210 Weather Service Road
Sterling, VA 20166 USA
email: michael.sturgeon@noaa.gov
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Some anemometer manufacturers prefer to specify
speed and direction accuracy either in terms of an
average value or an overall root mean square (r.m.s.)
error. This however, can hide large errors that may
occur over certain azimuth ranges. The argument
has been made that unlike the stream-lined air flow in
the wind tunnel, the surface boundary layer wind is
anything but uniform. Although the naturally
occurring wind field is much more turbulent, wind
tunnel tests have revealed significant speed biases
over large azimuth ranges for some anemometers.
In some cases these anomalies can exist over
azimuth ranges as great as 20 degrees. These
errors could result in significant reporting biases for
the real world scenario. In some cases these biases
may exceed 8% of the true wind speed. These
sensor biases can cause significant data errors
depending on the prevailing wind direction at a
particular geographic location.
The current ASOS wind sensor requirement for
laboratory wind speed accuracy is ±1 m/s or ±5% of
the true wind speed, whichever is greater. The
maximum operational wind speed requirement is
65 m/so For wind direction the laboratory accuracy
requirement is ±5 degrees at wind speeds of 2.6 m/s
and above.

2. Wind Tunnel Test Setup
The test sonic anemo01'\er is installed in the 1.2 by
1.2 meter calibration te~' section of the NWS Sterling
Research and Development Center (SR&DC) large
wind tunnel. The wind tunnel reference air speed is
measured by a pitot-static tUbe mounted 305 mm
from the wind tunnel side wall and 457 mm from the
wind tunnel ceiling. The sonic anemometer is
mounted in the center-line of the wind tunnel, 915
mm down wind of the pitot-static tube total pressure
port and is typically 305 mm below the center-Iine of
the pitot-static tube. The center-Iine of the sampling
volume for the test sonic anemometer is typically
457 mm from the floor of the wind tunnel. The sonic
anemometer is mounted to an adapter which passes
through the floor of the wind tunnel to a commercial
antenna rotator with a resolution of 0.1 degree and a
repeatability of ±0.5 degmes.
The wind tunnel air spee.J is measured by means of a
12.7 mm diameter hemi!='oherical nose pitot-static
tube mounted in the calibration section of the wind
tunnel. The pitot-static tube pressure is read by a
differential pressure sensor with a range of 2491 Pa,
stabilized with a thermal base heated to 35°C.
Correction factors for air density are applied to the
pitot-static tube readings. Standard conditions for the
wind tunnel are 15°C, 1013.25 hPa, and 0% relative
humidity. A correction fClctor is also applied for the
compressibility of air. A location correction factor is
applied to the wind tunnel air speed to account for
the speed difference between the pitot-static tube
location and the air speed at the test sensor location
based on transfer standard calibration data from the
U.S. national laboratory, the National Institutes of
Standards and Technology (NIST). The tunnel air
temperature, barometric pressure, and the pitot-static
tube differential pressure sensor are sampled at a 3
hertz rate. The tunnel dew-point temperature is
sampled five times during each one-minute
calibration run. All wind tunnel reference data are
processed by a 10 MHz 80285 computer.
3. Test Method
As previously mentioned, significant speed and
direction biases can exist over certain azimuth
ranges with a sonic anemometer. The problem is
how to characterize the overall anemometer
performance in a concise manner. Analysis of
preliminary sonic wind tunnel test data led to the
concept of using the best-case and worst-case
performance as the test ~onditions. A decision can
then be made to see if the sensor's test performance
meets the user's accuracy requirements under worstcase conditions. The best-case performance gives
the user an estimation of the performance capability
of a particular sonic anemometer with full correction
of the systematic errors due to the wind speed and
azimuth orientation of the sensor.

Wind tunnel calibration tests are conducted in two
separate steps:
1) Wind direction tests at fixed wind speeds
to determine test sensor directional biases
for wind speed and direction.
2) Full range calibration tests based on bestcase and worst-case wind direction
orientations identified in slep one.
The sensor directional accuracy is ineasured by
varying the sensor orientation with ,"espect to the air
flow at discrete wind tunnel air speeds. The
anemometer is rotated in five-degree increments
around the full 360 degrees. The 360-degree test
has three separate parts: from 0 to 120 degrees, from
120 to 240 degrees, and from 240 to 360 degrees.
Each data point is a one minute average based on 20
three-second samples from the anemometer under
test. The direction tests are conducted at fixed
speeds of 30 m/s, 20 m/s, 10 m/s, 5 m/s and 3 m/so
The directional test data are analyzed for the bestcase and worst-case direction orientations. Wind
speed calibrations are performed at these two
direction orientations. Wind tunnei data for
anemometer wind speed calibrations are taken for
three 50-second time intervals at each individual
speed. Each data point is a one minute average
based on 20 three-second samples from the
anemometer under test. Calibration data are
acquired at ten speeds over the operational range of
the anemometer for a total of thirty data points. For
all runs, test anemometer speed, direction, and
sensor status are recorded on a separate computer.
Five-degree increments were chosen for the wind
direction test to match the 10 (±5) degree window
used for synoptic wind direction reporting used by the
NWS. The fixed speeds were chosen to represent
the normal range of wind speeds that occur at most
NWS sites. The higher speed ranges, 30 to 65 m/s,
are checked as part of the wind speed calibration
tests.
Figures 1 through 3 are typical graphs for the wind
direction tests at 30 m/so The X-axis depicts the test
sensor orientation at a constant wind tunnel air
speed. The primary Y-axis is the delta speed,
unit under test (UUn - tunnel, in m/s while the
secondary Y-axis is the delta wind direction,
UUT - tunnel, in degrees.
Figures 4 and 5 are typical graphs of the full range
anemometer calibration tests conducted at the bestcase and the worst-case orientations. The X-axis is
the wind tunnel air speed with the sensor at a
constant azimuth orientation. The primary Y-axis is
the delta speed, UUT - tunnel, in m/s while the
secondary Y-axis is the delta wind direction,
UUT - tunnel, in degrees.
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4. Test Results
Based on the analysis of the wind direction graphs
for all the test speeds, the best-case wind direction
orientation was determined to be 220 degrees for this
test anemometer. Figure 4 presents the best-case
wind direction orientation for the full range speed
calibration test. Likewise, based on the analysis of
all the wind direction graphs, the worst-case wind
direction orientation was determined to be 50
degrees for this anemometer. Figure 5 presents the
worst-case wind direction orientation for the speed
calibration test.
This test method has uncovered various sonic
anemometer deficiencies such as:
1) Significantly different wind speed errors at
best-case and worst-case orientations.
Using least squares analysis, the slope of
the speed differences is 1.0059 (0.59%
high) for the best-case orientation (figure 4)
of this test anemometer versus the wind
tunnel air speed. Likewise for the worst
case orientation (figure 5) the slope is
0.9557 (4.43% low). The speed error
difference between the best-case and worstcase orientations for this test anemometer
exceeds 5%.
2) Lack of full range high speed
performance to 65 m/s as shown in figures 4
and 5. (The test anemometer data went
missing above 47 m/s.)
3) Anomalous wind speed and direction
performance at certain azimuth orientations
as shown in figure 6 between 85 and 100
degrees.
5. Conclusions
This method has proven effective in discovering
sonic anemometer performance anomalies in
individual sensors and manufacturers. Pretest
checks could be added to validate the anemometer
as ready for test:
1) Zero wind chamber check
2) Sonic path length check.

The NWS results of using this standard test method
indicate that, based on the sensors tested thus far,
sonic anemometers can measure wind direction to
±2 degrees without much difficulty. However, overall
wind speed measurement accuracies vary from 2%
to 8% depending on the particular anemometer
manufacturer. It seems that in some cases, better
speed correction factors based on the wind direction
data could be implemented to improve the sonic
anemometer's overall speed measurement accuracy.
This test method has been accepted as the basis for
a working draft standard by the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) Technical
Committee 146, Subcommittee 5, Working Group 2Sonic Anemometers. The title of the draft test
standard is: "Sonic AnemometerslThermometers Part 1 Acceptance Test Methods for Mean Wind
Measurements".
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However, these checks are not absolutely necessary
since the wind tunnel calibration test will reveal the
anemometer performance anomalies.
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Session VI
INTERCOMPARISONS FOR UPPER-AIR
INSTRUMENTS

TRANSITION FROM OMEGA TO GPS FOR UPPERAIR WIND OBSERVATION IN METEO-FRANCE
Frangois Bonnardot
METED-FRANCE SETIM, Trappes

1. INTRODUCTION
Meteo-France radiosounding network consists in 23
stations (figure 2). Sixteen of them, located
overseas or on transatlantic ships, were using the
OMEGA radionavigation system for upper-air wind
measurement. This system has been stopped on
october first 1997. Meteo-France, and many other
weather services, had thus to find an alternative. By
the end of 1995, Meteo-France decided to use
Vaisala's system with GPS for wind calculation. A
lot of tests have been performed in Trappes (SETIM)
in 1996 before settling in the stations. The first
system was installed in Terre-Adelie (Antartica) in
January 1997 and the last one in Kerguelen Island
(Indian Ocean) at the end of September 1997. Since
then, all stations continuously provide wind profiles
for forcast models.
.

The satellites received by the radiosonde are
identified by correlating the local Doppler
measurements with those transmitted by the
radiosonde.
The windfinding solution is calculated by the ground
station GPS receiver. It is based on the following
data:
- the relative speed amplitude from at least four
satellites
The sonde Doppler measurement gives the lineof-sight speed between the satellite and the
sonde. Doppler shift due to the satellite motion,
measured at ground level, is then substracted
from the sonde one to obtain the Doppler shift
caused by the sonde motion
- the relative speed direction from the satellites
needs both radiosonde and satellite positions.
The former is obtained by integration of the
velocity vectors and is therefore only
approximate, the latter is extracted from the GPS
data by the ground station.

2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF VAISALA'S GPS
SYSTEM
Global positionning system (GPS)

The GPS is a continuous world-wide navigation
system. It is based on a constellation of 24 low orbit
satellites sending navigation signals. Those signals
are transmitted at two different frequencies L1 =
1575,42 MHz and L2 1227,60 MHz. Those signals
are incoded to allow individual satellite identification
by the receivers. The transmitted signals also
provide satellites navigation data (position, speed.. )
to users.
A code correlating GPS receiver is able to decode
those signals and to calculate its own position.

=

Vaisala's windfinding system

Vaisala GPS windfinding system is based on
Doppler measurements
done
onboard
the
radiosonde. These Doppler shifts are due to the
relative movement between the radiosonde and the
GPS satellites. The simplified GPS module on the
radiosonde is based on a codeless reception
technique which enables the radiosonde to measure
the Doppler shifts of the detected satellites signals
but not to identify them.
The radiosonde sends the Doppler information to
the ground station which is equipped with a code
correlating GPS receiver. In addition to extract the
satellites navigation data from the GPS signals, it
also measures the local Doppler frequencies due to
the satellites motions.

3. EXPERIMENTATION OF THE SYSTEM BY
METEO-FRANCE
In order to test this new system and to integrate it
into Meteo-France STAR system, more than 100
radiosondes were launched from Trappes sounding
experimental station in 1996.
The first tests occured in February 1996 with 21
launches. This experiment showed an important
problem of availibility of GPS raw wind data. This
problem leaded to important wind losses at all levels
and more particularly above 15km. In average, wind
data were definitively missing above 23km height,
whereas the 400MHz sonde signals were received
until 30km. Two causes were suspected for these
losses:
- a too short distance between the radiosonde
and the baloon causes a short period of
radiosonde swing which degrades the satellites
signals reception by the radiosonde. During the
first tests, the length of the unwinder string was
30m.
- battery voltage weakness leaded to wind data
losses at the end of soundings
During the second test period (October 1996), GPS
radiosondes equipped with a new unwinder (60m
string) and a new battery (longer lifetime) were
used. Twenty soundings have been performed. The
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Analyse of a sounding presenting important wind
data/asses

losses have been partly reduced and wind data were
available with a rate of 90%.
For six of those soundings, the cumulated wind data
losses exceded 15 mn with a maximum loss of 40
mn (this particular sounding is analysed further, see
figure 1). Wind data losses did not exceed 10 min
for the 14 others.
During those tests, it appeared that it needs 2 or 3
mn after launching to get the first wind data. This
gap was partly reduced by waiting 2 or 3 mn before
launching. This gives enough time to the radiosonde
to lock on GPS signals before launching. However
this operation is almost impossible in strong wind
conditions.
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The graph below shows the number of raw wind
data per minute provided by the GPS receiver
during a flight. The system normally provides 120
data. per minute. We observe that, during the first
part of the sounding, this number does not exceed
40 and is often near zero. The number of raw data
were then too small for a good processing. During
the second half of the flight, the number of data per
minute was close to 120 and the wind could be
calculated.
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figure 1 : availability of raw wind data dUring a sounding made on september 3, 1996.
By checking raw data files, and particularly the state
of the 8 reception sonde channels, we can identify 3
different situations:
- none of the 8 channels can lock on a satellite.
No wind is calculated
- some channels are locked on satellites signals
but the ground GPS receiver can not identify the
satellites corresponding to those signals. No
wind is calculated.
- at least four channels are locked on a signal
and the corresponding satellites are identified by
the ground GPS receiver. In this case, the
system can calculate a wind.
The critical points seem to be the ability of the
radiosonde receiver to separate satellite signals and
the software procedure to identify the satellites. We
have observed false winds due to bad satellite
identification.

4. EQUIPMENTS SETTLING

Sixteen stations were concerned (see the
map in figure 2). The main problem was to ship in
time the equipement to some overseas stations.
For instance, Terre-Adelie (Antartica) is reachable
only one month per year. Therefore, taking in
account the ordering and shipping delays, we had to
order in August 1996 for starting up in october 1997.
The second difficulty was to adapt the utilisation
protocole to the roughness of local conditions. Four
stations installed on transatlantic ships are now
eqUipped with this new system.
For the 16 concemed stations, specialized staff
made the installation and trained the local staff to
the utilisation and the maintenance of the new
system.
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LES STATIONS DE RADIOSONDAGE
"tRO

figure 2 : Meteo-France radiosounding network.

4. FIRST RESULTS AFTER A FEW MONTHS OF
EXPLOITATION

Since october 1rst 1997, the 16 stations are
using Vaisala's GPS system for upper-air wind
measurements. The monitoring (comparison with

Level in hPa
925 hPa
500 hPa
250 hPa
100 hPa

numerical forecast) of the data quality does'nt show
more problems with GPS wind than with OMEGA's.
On the other hand, we have observed (table
1) a decrease of quality for the availability of wind
data. In average, this rate is about 90% between
1000hPa and 300hPa, and closer to 80% above this
level.

% wind data availability with
Vaisala's GPS system
90
92
87
81

% wind data availability with
OMEGA system
98
99
99
97

Table 1

Notice that those rates vary quite a lot from a station
to another due to different geographical positions
(and various exploitation conditions).
Strong winds and turbulences may disturb
a correct unwinding of the string between the sonde
and the balloon. This may cause wind data losses
due to a short period pendulum motion.
The system can also be disturbed by non GPS
signals. For instance, WAAS signals transmitted by
INMARSAT geostationary satellites have the same
frequency than GPS signals. Consequently the
codeless GPS radiosonde receiver is not able to
reject the signals and gives false Doppler
measurements to the ground station. This issues in
false wind data or wind data losses. This problem
occurs more especially in the West-Atlantic area at
low latitudes since October 1997.
Radars interferences can also disturb the
system if the transmitter is close to the station.

5. FUTURE PROSPECTS TO OBTAIN BETTER
PERFORMANCES

From our experience, the remaining problems with
Vaisala's GPS windfinding system come from three
main causes:
•

Some losses in wind data are due to a lack of
sensibility of the GPS receiver onboard the
radiosonde. A new receiver will be available in
1998.

•

The unwinder used isn't always reliable and the
needed distance between the radiosonde and the
baloon isn't always reached. Vaisala is presently
working on the improvement of the unwinder
reliability.
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•

Many wind data losses or false winds are due to
GPS satellite identification problems. A new
software version is under developpement to
solve these problems. More particularly, it should
be able to reject unwanted WAAS signals.

Hopefully, those modifications in the system should
improve its performances and more particularly
reduce wind data losses during the soundings.
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Comparison of GPS and OMEGA Radiosonde Measurements in Hong Kong
M.C. Wong, W. Y. Law and C.K.Chan
Hong Kong Observatory
Hong Kong, China
1.

Introduction

The Hong Kong Observatory has operated an Upper-Air Meteorological Station at King's Park (station
code: 45004, location: 22.31N, 114. 17E) since 1951. In 1981, a Vaisala MicroCORA system was installed
to automatically track the radiosondes. The computation of winds was made using the VLF signals in the very
low frequency range of 10 - 13 kHz of the OMEGA windfinding system. Data reduction was carried out in
real time by a minicomputer. The MicroCORA was replaced by the DigiCORA in 1993. In 1997, the
Observatory began to employ the GPS windfinding technology and the DigiCORA was upgraded to include a
GPS windfinding module.

2.

Comparison of simultaneous GPS and OMEGA Measurements

An inter-comparison exercise using the GPS and OMEGA windfinding systems simultaneously was
carried out from February to September 1997 at King's Park. A total of 34 flights were conducted. In each
flight, two radiosondes, one receiving GPS signals (a Vaisala GPS sonde RS80-15G or WS80-15G) and the
other receiving OMEGA signals (a Vaisala VLF sonde RS80-15F or WS80-15F), were carried on a single
balloon. A pilot programme was first conducted for different arrangements ofthe GPS and OMEGA sondes
with a view to selecting the one least susceptible to interference for further study. Table I summarizes the
launch time and the configuration of sonde arrangements for all the 34 flights in the exercise, the first 20 being
flights in the pilot programme.
Flight
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Launch Time (UTC)
97/02/24
97/02/25
97/02/27
97/02127
97/06/17
97/06/20
97/06/23
97/06/25
97/06/27
97/07/14
97/07/15
97/07/17
97/07/28
97/07/29
97/07/31
97/08/01
97/08/04

Table 1:

03
02
03
08
06
08
03
06
08
06
06
06
06
06
06
06
06

Configuration

Flight

2-meter horizontal
tied together
2-meter horizontal
tied together
40-meter vertical
40-meter vertical
40-meter vertical
2-meter horizontal
tied together
tied together
2-meter horizontal
40-meter vertical
2-meter horizontal
40-meter vertical
tied together
40-meter vertical
40-meter vertical

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Launch Time (UTC)
97/08/05
97/08/07
97/08/14
97/08/26
97/09/04
97/09/04
97/09/05
97/09/05
97/09/06
97/09/11
97/09/13
97/09/13
97/09/14
97/09/18
97/09/18
97/09/19
97/09/19

06
06
06
06
00
06
00
06
06
06
00
06
06
02
06
00
06

Configuration
tied together
40-meter vertical
2-meter horizontal
40-meter vertical
40-meter vertical
40-meter vertical
40-meter vertical
40-meter vertical
40-meter vertical
40-meter vertical
40-meter vertical
40-meter vertical
40-meter vertical
40-meter vertical
40-meter vertical
40-meter vertical
40-meter vertical

List of flight numbers, launch time, and configurations of the GPS-OMEGA flights

In the pilot programme, three configurations were tried, namely the "tied-together", the "2-meter
horizontal" and the "40-meter vertical" configuration. In the 'lied-together" configuration, the sondes were
tied together side-by-side and lifted by a TOTEX TA500g balloon. In the "2-meter horizontal" configuration,
the sondes were mounted at the two ends of a 2-meter horizontal wooden pole which was lifted by a TOTEX
TA700g balloon. In the "40-meter vertical" configuration, the OMEGA sonde was mounted on a TOTEX
TA500g balloon with the GPS sonde hanging downward by a 40-meter long string. In the pilot programme, a
total of six, six and eight flights were launched for the three configurations respectively. As both the 'liedtogether" and the "2-meter horizontal" configurations were found to experience larger interference, the "40meter vertical" configuration was used for the rest ofthe exercise (flights 21 to 34 in Table I).
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3.

Results from the "40-meter vertical" configuration

Including those made in the pilot programme, a total of 22 flights with the "40-meter vertical"
configuration were conducted in the exercise. Winds were calculated at 14 standard pressure levels, namely
at 925hPa, 850hPa, 700hPa, 500hPa, 400hPa, 300hPa, 250hPa, 200hPa, 150hPa, 100hPa, 70hPa, 50hPa,
30hPa and 20hPa. The wind speed and direction data from the two sounding systems were compared to
investigate any possible correlation in wind measurements ofthe two systems.
Figures 1 and 2 show the direct differences (see, e.g. Kumosenko 1996) of the GPS data minus the
OMEGA data (GPS-OMEGA) in the wind direction and speed as well as the respective standard deviations at
each standard pressure level. In both figures no significant systematic differences in the GPS and OMEGA
measurements were observed. The direct differences in direction and speed were in the range of -3 to +4
degrees and -0.2 to +0.8 m/s respectively. The standard deviations of the direct differences were within 5 to
25 degrees for wind direction, and within 0.5 to 3 m/s for wind speed. Similar to the observations ofNash and
Schmidlin (1987), the magnitudes of the direct differences were much smaller than the respective standard
deviations.
Figures 3 and 4 give the direct differences (GPS-OMEGA) along the east-west and the north-south wind
components, as well as their standard deviations. In this report, the winds from the east and north were taken
as negative, following usual meteorological convention. The direct differences in the east-west component
ranged from -0.4 to O.6m/s and in the north-south component -0.8 to 0.6m/s. It was observed that the GPS
system in general measured a slightly larger value than the OMEGA system in the east-west component below
100hPa but exhibited a negative bias above. The direct differences in the north-south component showed
more evenly distributed positive and negative biases. The standard deviations of the direct differences of the
east-west and north-south components behaved quite similar to each other except at the very high levels, with
a range of 0.7 to 2 m/s for the east-west component differences and a range of 0.6 to 3m/s for the north-south
component differences.
Figure 5 shows the scatter diagrams and the least squares best fit of the east-west component and the
north-south component measured by the GPS versus that by the OMEGA sondes. Each data point in the
scatter diagrams represented a component value measured at a standard pressure level of an individual launch.
The correlation coefficients for both components were close to 1. The least squares best fit for both
components exhibited a slope close to 1 and an intercept close to 0, indicating no significant systematic
difference between the two windfinding systems.
4.

Conclusion

This comparison exercise of 22 soundings with GPS and OMEGA sondes paired in the "40-meter
vertical" configuration showed very good agreement between the GPS and OMEGA wind measurements.
The direct differences in direction were in the range of -3 to +4 degrees for the 14 standard pressure levels
with the standard deviations ranging from 5 to 25 degrees. The direct differences in speed were in the range of
-0.2 to +0.8 m/s with standard deviations within 0.5 to 3 m/s. No significant systematic difference could be
found in the wind measurements of the GPS and OMEGA windfinding systems. There was a strong positive
relationship in the east-west and north-south components themselves for the two windfinding systems, with a
correlation coefficient of 0.98 for the east-west component at all pressure levels and 0.95 for the north-south
component.

Acknowledgments. We thank Ms. S.W.Yeung, Mr. K.C.Tsui and the staff at the King's Park Upper-Air
Meteorological Station for making extra efforts to launch the additional radiosondes for this exercise.
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Figure 1: Direct Differences (GPS - OMEGA) in

Figure 2: Direct Differences (GPS - OMEGA) in
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Figure 4: Direct Differences (GPS - OMEGA) in the
North-South Component
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Figure 5: Scatter Diagrams of the East-West and North-South Components Measured by the
OMEGA and VLF Wind-finding System
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GPS RADIOSONDE TESTS AND OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE
FROM UK METEOROLOGICAL OFFICE AND OVERSEAS STATIONS
J. B. Elms, John Nash and R. Smout
The Met. Office, Bracknell, Berks, RG12 2SZ, UK

1.

INTRODUCTION

The closure of the Omega navigation service on 1
October 1997 has caused a major problem to
many national meteorological services who were
relying on this system for automated upper wind
measurements.
By late 1993, it was realised that there was a
good
probability that the Omega navigation
service would cease within a few years. Thus,
arrangements were made to test candidate
windfinding systems to replace Omega. The tests
were intended to allow the UK Met. Office to make
an informed choice of equipment. As a spin-off,
results could be supplied to WMO to aid the
choices of other national meteorological services.
In 1997, test reports were provided to the World
Weather Watch, WMO in Geneva on:- AiR Inc. radiotheodolite (USA), tested 1991/3 +
operational use in Antarctica, Elms (1997)
- the ATIR r~diotheodo!ite (lsr~el), tested twice in
1994, Elms, Nash and Glennie (1997),
- AIR Inc. GPS radiosondes (USA), tested in 1995
and 1996, Elms (1997)
- Vaisala by, GPS radiosondes (Finland) tested
twice in 1996, Elms, Nash and Stancombe (1997).
All systems tested could be used as viable
replacements for Omega windfinding. However,
the UK Met. Office has purchased Vaisala MW15
ground systems
and RSSO-15GH
GPS
radiosondes to replace Omega wind finding at
Falklands, Gibraltar and St. Helena. A GPS
windfinding system was chosen so that a similar
system could be used at all three sites. This was to
minimise the number of system types requiring
support from Bracknell. The radiotheodolite option
could not be used
because of the very strong
upper winds over the Falklands.

2.

INSTALLATION SCHEDULES

50 successful test flights were required from the
operational systems in the UK before shipment
commenced to the sites outside the UK.
Fortunately, there were no major problems with the
GPS radiosonde system or the radiosondes
supplied in June 1997. Thus, it was possible to
commence shipping systems in early Juiy 1997,
ready for installation, operational testing and local
staff training by late July in the Falklands, early
September at St. Helena and late September at
Gibraltar.

Upper wind observations at the three sites were
sustained without interruption by the closure of the
Omega network .
3.

TEST FACILITIES

The main site for test activities within the UK is
now located at Camborne, an operational
radiosonde station in the extreme south-west of
England, located a few kilometres from the Atlantic
coast. The operational staff at this station have
been trained in test procedures and perform a
large number of tests with only limited supervision
from the instrumentation specialists in Bracknell.
The station has retained the windfinding faciiity
that was used to provide operational wind
measurements
before the introduction of the
automated Loran-C measurements. Thus, it is
possible to track a target attached to the balloon,
as weil as measuring winds with the operationai
Loran-C radiosondes. Winds from the radar can be

processed

using

Vaissla

software

or

"'!1

independent Met. Office program, as in the
examples shown here.
Testing of GPS radiosondes flown together with
other radiosondes is not straightforward, since the
GPS radiosondes tested to date appear more
susceptible
to
interference
from
nearby
radiosondes
than other
types of navaid
radiosondes. In some cases the motion of the
radiosonde relative to the balloon can impact on
GPS tracking capability. ThUS, real time processing
of the comparison data is essential to check for
problems. This was achieved in this exercise by
staff from Bracknell, using the display and
processing software developed by Kumosenko,
Kumosenko and Oakley (1996).

4.

TESTiNG AT CAM80RNE

The acceptance testing at Cambome combined a
GPS
mixture of test configurations. Some
radiosondes were launched individually in normal
operational mode to establish that the systems
functioned adequately in standard operational
mode. In addition, a series of twin radiosonde
flights were performed with the GPS radiosonde
as
suspended
60m
below
the
balloon
reeommended by Vaisala, but with a radar target a
few metres undemeath the balloon and a Loran
radiosonde suspended about 30 m below the
balloon between the radar target and the GPS
radiosonde. Simultaneous wind measurements
from the GPS, Loran and radar systems ware
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compared for each flight. A quantitative evaluation
of the GPS measurement errors can be derived, jf
the error characteristics of the radar and Loran
wind measurements are known. All the
measurements have a vertical resolution of about
300m, as used for operational
upper wind
measurements in the UK (Le. winds were derived
from tracking data samples of duration 1 minute).
While agreement was generally very close, there
were a finite number of flights when the GPS
measurements showed pronounced anomalies
relative to the measurements from the other two
systems. In these cases the anomalous winds
were often followed by a period when the Vaisala
ground system indicated that the radiosonde
processor could not recognise the incoming GPS
signals. ThUS, operators should check if there are
problems with GPS signa! reception in flight, and
be wary of reporting significant variation in the
vertical when wind
measurements
are
interpoiated or reported immediateiy before a
period of interpolation.

(since random errors in the
measurements
unmodified data were generally better than 1 ms·1
in each wind component). However, the random
errors in the GPS winds without quality checking,
were not smaller than the loran-C wind errors.
Fig 1(b) shows the results of flagging out the
largest GPS wind measurement anomalies. It is
assumed that an alert operator might be trained to
identify and eliminate these· anomalies. At
pressures higher than 100 hFla the GPS winds
could be of better quality than loran-C winds
given operator intervention. Here, GPS random
errors were about 0.2 to 0.3 ms·1 in each wind
component, compared to about 0.5 to 0.6 ms·1 for
Loran winds. However, at pressures lower than 50
hPa the random errors in the GPS winds were still
similar to or larger than the errors in
lQran-C
winds even after anomalies were flagged.
5.

OPERATiONAL EXPERIENCE

In the Falkland Islands, it was discovered that
In the early stages of acceptance testing the
temperature and humidity measurements were
checked before iaunch by placing the GPS
radiosondes near the station surface sensorS. The
temperature screens were relatively close to the
tracking radar on top of the station building. On
some occasions, the radar produced interference
in the GPS signals received by the radiosonde and
the GPS tracking prior to launch was clearly
disturbed. SUbsequently valid winds were often not
reported until a considerable time after launch.
Radiosondes
with disruption in GPS tracking
before launch [signals from far too many GPS
satellites apparently being received] also produced
a greater number of wind anomalies than usual
during flight.
The weather during the GPS acceptance testing in
June and July was not associated with strong
upper winds so that slant ranges from the tracking
radar remained relatively small. Earlier tests of
Met. Office radar winds against high precision
radar winds at another site in the UK showed that
random errors in both westerly and southerly
wind components of the radar should be less than
or equal to 0.3 ms·1. at these slant ranges.

Cl

transmitter was in use near the radiosonde station
that prevented operation of the GPS windfinding
system. Fortunately, it proved possible to obtain
an agreement about the use of the transmitter that
allows GPS windfinding to work when required.
During installation testing, It was found that the
GPS radiosondes wouid often not work very
reliably during daytime flights [large amounts of
missing winds during a flight] when flown in the
twinflight configuration as used at Camborne.. On
the other hand , When flown independently, a
continuous measurement was usually obtained
with the GPS radiosondes. Using the twinflight
configuration seemed to hinder GPS tracking to
some extent, although this was not the case at
Gambome. Vaisala have indicated that in the
Faiklands
there may be some problem with
interfering signals from a satellite located over
South America, and updated software to improve
the GPS signal processing is to be delivered soon.
instailation and flight testing at Si Helena and
Gibraltar was relatively trouble free and
satisfactory twin flight comparisons were obtained
indicating that satisfactory GPS winds were being
produced at both locations.

The standard deviation of the differences between
simultaneous navaid (GPS or Loran) winds and
radar winds are plotted as a function of pressure in
Fig. 1. The data are taken from at least 40
comparison flights. The number of flights providing
data at pressures lower than 14 hPa was small.
Any apparent variation in measurement quality at
pressures lower than 14 hPa is not significant.
There were no significant systematic biases
between Loran-C or GPS winds and the radar
winds. Thus, the statistics in Fig. 1(a) demonstrate
that the automated GPS wind measurements were
of suitabie quality for operational upper wind

However, the following was noticed:• Faulty unwinder operation
It is critical for the Vaisala GPS radiosondes that
the unwinder works correctly. Some of the Vaisala
GPS radiosondes supplied had a very rough
suspension cord that frayed easily. When this
happened the suspension cord often became
trapped on the edge of the plastic unwinder, and
the radiosonde did not deploy to the full
suspension length. Wind measurement quality was
then very poor.
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• Locking onto GPS signals prior to launch..
There was a better chance of obtaining wind
measurements in the first few minutes of flight if
the radiosonde was left standing outside the
balloon shed so that it received GPS signals
continuously prior to launch. This is possible at St
Helena where one operator brings the balloon out
of the balloon shed into the lee of the shed l whilst
the other operator looks after the radiosonde and
checks the ground system. The ground system
should show that zero winds are being reported
from the radiosonde prior to launch. Using this
method about half the operational flights at St
Helena reported winds from immediately after
launch. At the other stations this level of checking
prior to launch is not practical. The average height
of the first reported wind above the ground was
500m at Gibraltar and 700m at the Falklands
Islands.
Operational experience at all the sites in the last
three months has shown that the Vaisala GPS
system wi!! generate very spurious winds when the
GPS signal reception is poor. The operator must
be alert to this possibility and cheCk signal quality
and the plausibility of the reported winds before the
TEMP message is transmitted.
The amount of wind data loss during flight has
been reviewed during the same period . Data loss
is defined as no winds reported or data
interpolated without reliable GPS signals.
•
•
•

Data loss at Falklands
Data loss at Gibraltar
Data loss at St Helena

12 per cent
4 per cent
4 per cent

In testing Vaisala GPS radiosondes, it was found
that wind data were often lost towards the end of
the flight for flights ascending to pressures lower
than 20 hPa. This has been attributed to limited
battery life. For high flights, the preparation time for
the radiosonde needs to be kept as short as
possible ,once the battery is energised.
6.

radiosonde. Unfortunately the implementation of
this unwinder in the
operational radiosondes
delivered to the UK was fess satisfactory than that
found in the prototype radiosondes tested earlier.
In some cases the unwinder was not deploying to
the full suspension length, following launch, and
poorer wind measurements resulted.
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CONCLUSION

Vaisala GPS windfinding systems have been
successfully implemented at all three UK GUAN
stations in the Atlantic.
Test results indicate that errors in GPS winds
should not be larger than the errors in the Omega
measurements that are being replaced.
The
potential for very low errors in GPS Winds is
apparent (random errors better than 0.2 ms-1 in
each component)
but has yet to be reiiably
achieved in the Vaisala system tested.
Problem free deployment of Vaisaia GPS
radiosondes in comparison tests cannot be
guaranteed With the Vaisala eqUipment. Optimum
reliable operation may be over-dependent on the
full deployment of the unwinder supplied with the
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STATISTICAL ANALYSES OF PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE, RELATIVE
HUMIDITY, AND GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHT DIFFERENCE PROFILES
OBTAINED FROM FLIGHT TESTS OF CO-LOCATED AIR, INC GPS AND
VAISALA RS-80 RADIOSONDES
Dr. William J. Kohri
The Johns Hopkins University/Applied Physics Laboratory
Laurel, Maryland, USA

Abstract
A series of dual radiosonde comparison test flights were conducted at Cape
Canaveral Air Station, FLA during September 1997 using the AIR Inc GPS sonde
and the Vaisala RS-80 radiosonde. Twelve hundred gram weather balloons were
used to obtain 100,000 ft maximum test flight altitude. The two sondes were
separated horizontally by 2 m and located approximately 30 m below the balloon.
Results of statistical analyses which address the functional comparability of the
sonde sensor measurements will be presented.

IcIcIcAIcIcIcIcA,,""1c1c
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STATISTICAL ANALYSES OF CO-LOCATED WIND MEASUREMENTS
OBTAINED FROM AIR, INC GPS SONDE VERSUSJIMSPHERE TEST
FLIGHTS
Dr. William J. Kohri
The Johns Hopkins University/Applied Physics Laboratory
Laurel, Maryland, USA

Abstract
Tests were conducted at Cape Canaveral Air Station, FLA during September 1997
to compare GPS derived wind profiles produced by the AIR, Inc GPS sonde with colocated radar-derived JIMSPHERE wind profiles. Results from statistical analyses
of these comparative profiles will be presented. Differential and non-differential
GPS wind profiles were obtained by using multiple GPS sonde base station
receiver/processor units during testing. For a subset of the test flights, the effects
of radar errors on radar-derived JIMSPHERE winds were evaluated by tracking the
JIMSPHERE with multiple radars and comparing the wind profiles produced from
each radar's track.
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COMPARING THE WINDFINDING PERFORMANCE OF A NEW PHASED ARRAY
RADIOTHEODOLITE WITH GPS RADIOSONDES
David B. Call
A.I.R. Inc.
Boulder CO, USA
ABSTRACT

The selection of RDF windfmding for a
national, upper-air weather network is a
combination of historic, economic, technical,
and security considerations.
Rawinsonde
networks were introduced in the 1940's. At
that time, only radar and radiotheodolite were
available as practical methods for automatic
radiosonde tracking. The navigation aide
(NAVAID) methods such as, LORAN,
OMEGA, and GPS did not yet exist. In
addition, the cost of sensitive electronic
components necessary for an expendable
NAVAID receiver on the radiosonde was high
before the semiconductor age and impractical
for use in radiosondes. NAVAID windfmding
is also very computer intensive and no
computer means was available to process the
volume of data generated by NAVAID
receivers. Many rawinsonde networks were
assembled from surplus military RDF weather
equipment that became available between 1945
and 1955. Finally, for the military
organizations, with close alliances in many
countries to their weather service, security
considerations require the primary source of
weather information be under national control.
RDF methods meet this requirement.
Navigation aides do not.

This paper will describe a new
phased-array, 1680 MHz radiotheodolite.
Presented are radiosonde flight comparison test
results using the precision winds derived from
a GPS radiosonde as a reference. Single
balloons equipped with both a 1680 MHz
radiosonde and a 403 MHz GPS radiosonde
were released and tracked simultaneously to
provide winds. Of particular interest is the
performance of the radiotheodolite at low
elevation angles, where existing tracking
antennas have poor performance due to ground
reflections and multipath. Figure 1 shows the
Diamond Arraytm radiothodolite.

ERRORS THAT DETERMINE RDF WIND
ACCURACY

INTRODUCTION
Measuring synoptic scale winds by
tracking radiosondes with Radio Direction
Finding (RDF)
equipment (radar or
radiotheodolite) is the most widely used
windfmding technique in the world weather
network. The United States, states of the
former Soviet Union, China, India, Australia
and many other countries, all use RDF as the
primary windfmding method for their national
weather services. They account for more than
two thirds of the WMO weather reporting
stations.
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Errors that determine the performance
of RDF systems are primarily related to their
ability to measure the azimuth and elevation
angles to the radiosonde they are tracking.
Radar systems, operating at 5 to 10 GHz, have
advantages in tracking accuracy because they
measure range to the target and also because
they operate with very narrow main-lobe
beam-widths, typically 0.5 to 2 degrees. Radar
tracked winds are considered the reference
against which other techniques are compared.
Radiotheodolites operate at 1680
MHz with antenna apertures of 1 to 2 meters
and have main lobe beam-widths of 6 to 12
degrees. These wide main-lobes and their
side-lobes at low tracking elevation angles
permit the effect of multipath reflections from
the ground in front of the antenna to cause
pointing errors, and hence wind errors.
Reflections, from the ground or from nearby

objects, are the major wind error source for
radiotheodolites. Figure 2 shows the geometry
of multipath ground reflections.
R;w

the antenna tracks Iow. Error can approach and
exceed 1 degree and produce large wind errors,
especially at long range.
ANTENNA SIDE-LOBES

strength,

-1 -1.000
$2 .-<).Ii43

All antennas are sensitive to radio
energy in more than one direction. These
directions of lower sensitivity than the main
lobe at bore-sight are called side-lobes. Figure
4 shows an antenna pattern that is typical of a
parabolic dish antenna or a conventional
uniform illuminated phased array. The first
and second side-lobes are less sensitive by -12
to -15 decibels than the main-lobe, when the
beam is electronically steered down or up.
They occur at 18 and 28 degrees off bore-sight.
This means that the antenna will be somewhat
sensitive to reflected energy at elevation angles
of half these side-lobe angles, or 9 and 14
degrees. Experience bears this out. These
radiotheodolites have significant wind errors
when the elevation angle is about 14 degrees
and are essentially unusable at 9 degrees and
below. At these angles the antenna tracks low
or high by up to one degree.

Normal Muhlpath from Ground Reflection

Figure 2: Multipath reflections enter the
antenna at 2 times the elevation angle
The Diamond Array (DA) described
in this paper is designed to significantly reduce
the effect of these ground reflections on
tracking accuracy.
When the elevation angle is above
about 17 degrees, multipath reflections have
little effect. The Brewster angle, at 1680 MHz
is close to 17 degrees, depending on soil and
surface conditions.
Above 17 degrees
elevation angle little energy is reflected from
the surface and radiotheodolites provide
accurate winds to high altitude. Figure 3
shows a comparison between a GPS
radiosonde and a radiosonde tracked by the
Diamond Array on the same balloon.
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Figure 3: GPS and Diamond Array comparison
at elevation angles above 17 degrees.
ANTENNA DESIGN
Below 17 degrees, multipath can be
the primary cause of wmd errors. Reflections
from the surface, reach the antenna at an angle,
measured from the antenna bore-sight, that is
twice the elevation angle, as shown in figure 2.
For example, if the elevation angle is 10
degrees, then multipath will be reflected into
the antenna at 20 degrees off of bore-sight.
This reflected radio frequency energy is vector
summed with the signal along bore-sight and
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To illustrate the effect that these
second and third side-lobes have on wind
accuracy, Figure 5 shows an example of severe
multipath. In this comparison flight, one 1680
MHz radiosonde was tracked by two
radiothodolites. The solid line is the Diamond
Array and the dashed line is an AIR Inc. model
RT-3A.
The RT-3A is a l.lmeter
conventional phased array antenna and has an
antenna pattern very similar to a 1.2 meter
parabolic dish.
The dashed line is
representative of multipath effects at 14 and 9
degrees. The missing wind information is
deleted automatically by software when the

elevation angle is below 8 degrees. At these
angles the RT-3A winds are no longer usable.
DIAMOND ARRAY vs RT-3A RADIOTHEODOLlTE

Figure 6 shows the gently nsmg terrain
looking east, direction in which the
radiotheodolites were pointing during the low
elevation angle part of these soundings.
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Figure 5: Severe multipath due to fIrst and
second side-lobe reception.

The Diamond Array can track with
precision well below elevation angles for
radiotheodolites of comparable size. Figure 7
shows the size comparison for the RT-3A with
a GMD-l and Figure 8 shows the RT-3A with
the Diamond Array. Measured along a vertical
diagonal the Diamond Array is 1.7 meters, but
each of its four antenna panel elements is a
square 61 cm on a side and 2 cm thick. It
weighs less than 50 kg and requires less
shipping volume than the RT-3A.

These tests were conducted at a site
where the terrain is gently slopping upward to
the east, direction of the radiosonde track.
Slope of the land was measured with a
radiotheodolite telescope to be + 2 degrees up.
Homes and trees at about 200 meters raise the
effective horizon to about + 4.5 degrees. The
US National Weather Service Guidelines for
siting a radiotheodolite, specify the horizon as
the highest visible object. The elevation angles
plotted on the right-hand graph in .figure 5
should therefore be 2 to 4.5 degrees less than
shown.
The RT-3A shows significant
multipath at about 17 degrees and is unusable
below 11 degrees, allowing for the terrain's 2
to 4.5 degree rise. The Diamond Array shows
little mUltipath degradation until about 9
degrees. This would be about 7 degrees on
level terrain and lower if mounted on the roof
of a building where radiothodolitesare
frequently installed.

Figure 6: Terrain of2 to 4.5 degree up-slope.

Figure 8: RT-3A compared to 1.2 meter
Diamond Array
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DIAMOND ARRAY ANTENNA PATTERN
Antenna pattern of the Diamond
Array, shown in Figure 9, was designed to
reduce sensitivity and increase angular
distance between the main and fIrst side-lobes.
A third side-lobe at 45 degrees is well beyond
twice the Brewster angle and has no effect.
Taper produces a pattern that has a very deep
null, more than 45 dB, between the main and
fIrst side-lobe when the beam is steered down.
More important, the fIrst side-lobe is -22 dB at
34 degrees versus -14 dB at 18 degrees for the
fIrst side-lobe for an RT-3A. Therefore, little
multipath energy is received above 17 degrees
elevation angle (1/2 of 34 degrees) because of
the Brewster angle, and little between 17 and 7
degrees because of the deep null in the pattern.
DIAMOND PHASED AA.RAY ANTENNA. PATIER

differential GPS on a slowly rising, underinflated balloon, provides wind velocity
accuracy of better than 0.2 m/s. The Diamond
Array tracked 1680 MHz radiosonde agrees
with GPS until elevation angles are below at
least 9 degrees.
Figure 11 illustrates that the Diamond
Array produces a smooth trace of elevation
angle and no multipath effects until pointing
below 9 degrees-over terrain that rises 2 to 4.5
degrees (shown in Figure 6). In this sounding
a radiosonde was tracked continuously to
balloon burst and then tracked back to the
surface in free fall.
DIAMOND ARRAY TRACKING A FALLING RADIOSONDE
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DIAMOND ARRAY Vs GPS TEST DATA
Test results, shown in Figure 10,
demonstrate that the Diamond Array tracks
rawinsondes down to about 7 degrees elevation
angle. A GPS radiosonde, tracked with
GPSvs DIAMOND AA.RAY WND COMPARISON
1,800

1€OO
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Lectures at Signal Corps Engineering
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CONCLUSION
The Diamond Array has demonstrated
the ability to accurately track Radiosondes
down to elevation angles of between 7 and 9
degrees, depending on the terrain and soil
conditions. This performance is comparable
with radiotheodolites that have much larger
It is suitable for precision
antennas.
rawinsonde observations in synoptic weather
forecasting.
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Figure 10: GPS and RDF radiosondes tracked
on the same balloon
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A COMPARISON OF RADIOSONDE WlNDFINDING METHODS
OMEGA, LORAN-C, and GPS
Wim Hovius, Wim A.Monna and Richard Rothe
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute KNMI
PO Box 201, NL 3730 AB De Bilt
e-mail: monna@knmi.nl

1.
Introduction
When it became clear that the OMEGA network was going to be closed down, the replacement of the windfinding
method of the operational radiosonde system at KNMI by another technique became necessary. In order to select
the most suitable method, an intercomparison of various windfinding techniques, as offered by Vaisala Oy, was
carried out in October-November 1995 and February 1996. The KNMI operational system, a MARWIN 11 groundstation and the RS80/15N OMEGA sonde, was compared with the RS80/15 versions for LORAN-C, GPS and
OMEGA/VLF, using a MARWIN 15. With this groundstation one can choose between these three windfinding
techniques. About 20 twin-flights were carried out at De Bilt and at the KNMI experimental research facility at Cabauw. As a reference we used data of the LAP-3000 1290 MHz wind profiler at Cabauw, and data of a tracking
radar which was made available and was operated by the Royal Army. As a result of these comparisons, it was
decided to purchase a MARWIN 15 system. At the acceptance test of this system, another 25 flights were carried
out at KNMI in July 1997, when the MARWIN 11 was still in use, and the OMEGA network was still in operation
too. At that occasion flights with a single OMEGA sonde were evaluated with the two ground systems in parallel.
The experiences from these campaigns are presented in this paper.
2.
Characteristics of windfinding methods
The three windfinding methods that were compared are briefly described below. A comprehensive overview of
upper-wind observing systems is given by Nash (1994).

2.1 OMEGA
The OMEGA network consisted of eight radiotransmitters, distributed around the globe. Pulses are transmitted
sequentially on frequencies between 10.2 and 13.6 kHz. An atomic clock is used for time control. The network was
designed for global positioning. When used for windfinding with radiosondes, the displacement of a sonde is
computed from the rate of change of phase of the OMEGA signals that are received by the sonde. An OMEGA
receiver in the sonde receives the signals, that are retransmitted on the radiosonde carrier to the the ground system,
where the wind computation is done. At least three OMEGA transmitters must be received by the sonde to allow
wind computation. Because of the poor signal to noise ratio of the OMEGA signals, an integration time of 4 min is
necessary, limiting the vertical resolution of the wind profile to about 1.2 km. The accuracy of the east-west and
north-south wind components is usually better than 2 m/s. Having been the most widely used Navaid system to
measure upper-air winds, the OMEGA network was closed down at September 30, 1997. In the former Soviet
Union the Alpha-network, which is similar to the OMEGA network, is still in operation. Because this system is not
operated continuously, it was not considered as a candidate for use at KNMI.
2.2 LORAN-C
LORAN-C is also a NAVAID system, somewhat similar to OMEGA. An important difference is the frequency
used: around 100 kHz. At this frequency signal propagation is limited to some 1500 km, so LORAN networks, or
rather LORAN chains, can only be used in limited areas. Each chain consists of one master station and some slaves. When at least three signals are received, wind computation is possible from the rate of change of the arrival
times. When more than one chain is received the accuracy improves. In Northwest Europe LORAN-C windfinding
performs well. The vertical resolution (about 300 m) is better than for OMEGA, because an integration time of 1
min is sufficient. The accuracy is about 1 m/s. The use of Navaid systems for windfinding is described by Lange
(1985), while a recent discussion about the accuracy is given by Jaatinen and PaHi (1998). LORAN-C is guaranteed
to be operational until 2003.
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2.3 GPS
The Global Positioning System, based on L-band signals transmitted by a satellite network with global coverage,
allows navigation with a very high accuracy. Only recently low-cost systems can be manufactured that allow the
use in radiosondes at an acceptable price. When used for windfinding, the accuracy of GPS navigation is such, that
the motion of the balloon relative to the atmosphere and of the sonde relative to the balloon is observed. Therefore
additional smoothing is necessary to obtain representative wind measurements. This limits the vertical resolution to
about 150 m. With GPS wind measurements an accuracy of better than 0.5 m/s can be achieved.
The measurements with the various windfinding systems described above were compared with wind measurements
with a target radar, that were carried out by the Royal Army. A standard army procedure was used, with a rather
poor vertical resolution of 500 m. The accuracy of the radar wind data is specified as 0.5 m/s. Due to technical
problems, radar measurements were not available for all flights.
At the KNMI experimental research facility at Cabauw (Monna and Van der Vliet, 1987; Van Ulden and Wieringa,
1996) continuous wind measurements are carried out with a wind profiler radar. The wind profiler is a 1290 MHz
LAP-3000 system. It measures hourly averaged wind profiles at 200 m intervals with a vertical resolution of 400
m. The height coverage is roughly 3 km, depending on atmospheric conditions. The accuracy is estimated to be 1
m/s. For an overview of wind profiler radar see Monna et al. (1998). The wind profiler data are compared with the
sonde data not only for launches at Cabauw, but also for flights at De Bilt. However, the distance between De Bilt
and Cabauw being 25 km, one must be careful when comparing these measurements, especially at lower altitudes
where the wind field is more locally determined.

3.
Measurements
In the test periods in 1995 and 1996 the production of GPS sondes was still very limited, and only 10 GPS
packages were available. With 10 LORAN-C sondes, and the wish to carry out flights not only at daytime, but also
at night and during twilight to test the influence of changing LORAN propagation conditions, only some ad-hoc
comparisons were possible. Therefore proper statistics cannot be based on these flights. Because it became clear at
the start of the comparison that a GPS sonde cannot be combined with a radar reflector, the reflector disturbing the
reception of GPS signals, twin-flights were carried out with seperate balloons. For all flights 10 sec data were
stored and plotted. The integration times used were 4 min for OMEGA, 1 min, and 2 min after 10 min flight time
for LORAN-C, and 30 sec for GPS. The ascent rate of the balloons was about 300 m/min. After the purchase of
the MARWIN 15 systems, flights with single OMEGA sondes were evaluated with the two ground stations in
parallel, to compare the results of the two OMEGA computation versions.
4.

Discussion
For discussion of the results, we refer to the three figures, that are representative for the flights. The figure at the
top is a comparison of OMEGA and GPS, the second one a comparison of OMEGA and LORAN-C, and the lower
figure is a comparison of the output from MARWIN 11 and MARWIN 15 for a flight with a single OMEGA
sonde. As for the sonde types, G denotes GPS, L denotes LORAN-C and N denotes OMEGA.
Generally speaking, OMEGA and GPS compare well. GPS tends to showing more detail, as to be expected. When
a GPS wind profile was recomputed with an integration time of 4 min, it came very close to the corresponding
OMEGA profile. The large deviation of GPS in the first 700 m is a result of the launching procedure: the sonde
should only be launched when at least three satellites are received. Since the sonde was prepared inside a hut, prelaunche satellite reception is often poor. The same precaution is also important for OMEGA and LORAN sondes.
The wind profiles compare well with the wind profiler data. It looks like the radar deviates most from the other
systems. There are reasons to have some doubts about the accuracy of the tracking radar during these measurements.
OMEGA and LORAN compare well too. Because of the location of the transmitters of the LORAN-C chains, there
were some doubts about the LORAN coverage over the eastern parts of the Netherlands. However, soundings
during periods with stong westerly winds showed that LORAN-C coverage extends sufficiently eastwards to assure
good wind measurements in these situations. Substantial influence of changing LORAN propagation conditions
during the daily cycle were not observed.
It is remarkeble that MARWIN 11 and MARWIN 15 produce different wind profiles for the same sonde. The
reason for this is not clear. One can hardly think of other possibilities than changes in the software.
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5.

Conclusions

OMEGA, LORAN-C and GPS are all three suitable as windfinding system in the Netherlands. LORAN-C perfortns
slightly better than OMEGA, while GPS has the best accuracy. It is important that a sonde is only launched when
at least three network signals are received by the sonde. A GPS sonde should not be used in combination with a
radar reflector.
KNMI finally purchased a MARWIN 15 system, with which one can choose between LORAN-C and GPS (and
OMEGA). For the moment LORAN-C sondes are used for operational measurement, since they are substantially
more cost-effective than GPS sondes.
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Improvement of radiotheodolite-based upper-wind calculation
Yuichi SAKODA
Japan Meteorological Agency
JAPAN

ABSTRACT
Japan Meteorological Agency(JMA) developed an improved algorithm of upper-wind calculation, which
has the following functions;

(l)Automatic optimization oftime spans for elevation-angle-smoothing
Time spans for elevation-angle-smoothing procedure are set to as short as possible fundamentally to
express fine structure of wind profile, while they are extended to suitable length temporarily to remove
elevation-angle-contamination caused by interference of reflected radio waves at the adjacent ground
surface to directly received radio waves from the ascending radiosonde.
(2)Automatic restoration of unrealistic meandering in vertical profile ofupper-wind
Unrealistic meandering in vertical wind profile that is sometimes found around the height of the
maximum wind is detected and restored automatically based on the second finite differentiation of wind
speed with respect to height.
This algorithm was introduced to the routine observation program in November 1996. Using this program,
quality of observed data was improved and the burden of observer to manually correct contaminated
elevation angles was reduced.

1. Introduction

In upper-air observation based on radiotheodolite, upper-winds are obtained from movement ofradiosonde
in a certain span oftime. In JMA, this time span is set according to the pass time from the balloon launch,
namely, one minute until 14 minutes, two minutes until 40 minutes, and four minutes after that. We call

In these
methods, averaged winds over the layers through which the balloon ascends during the time spans are
obtained. Therefore, vertical resolution ofthe wind profile becomes considerably large, namely, about 400m
from the ground up to about 6km, about 800m up to about 15km, and about 1600m at higher than that.
In winter in Japan, strong wind are apt to lower the elevation angles of the radiosonde and elevation
angles are sometimes contaminated, which generate unrealistic meandering in upper-wind profile. In
order to avoid these contamination, programs of upper-wind profiling calculation in JMA adopt smoothing
procedure for time series ofelevation angles. In the previous version, when elevation angles lower than 11
at after 10 minutes from the balloon launch, smoothing procedure using biquadratic approximation over ±8
minutes(totally 16 minutes) was adopted. But smoothing procedure over such a long span degrades the
vertical resolution. The report of"WMO INTERNATIONAL RADIOSONDE COl\1PARISON -PHASE IV·
" pointed out that "It was also observed that the peak of the maximum wind speed with JP2(Japanese
radiosonde) is not so sharp as those with other systems.... the comparison results suggest the smoothing is
too intense to obtain detailed wind profiles".
Under such conditions, the author started the study of an algorithm which can remove such unrealistic
meandering in upper-wind profiles without degrading the vertical resolution.

them "one minute method", "two minutes method" and "four minutes method" respectively.
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2. Automatic optimization of time spans fur elevation-angle-smoothing
2.1 Function to express fine structure ofwind profile
First, the author investigated the periodic characteristics of both upper-wind profiling calculation and
smoothing procedures based on biquadratic approximation.

Fig.1 shows the result in two minutes method

case. Ordinate of this figure is the amplitude of cyclic change in wind speed which were calculated from
sinusoidal horizontal distance whose period is shown in the abscissa It is expressed in ratio compared with

the result ofrigorous differentiation calculation. The top curve shows the periodic characteristics of upperwind profiling calculation

itself

The second

to

seventh curves which were shifted downward

overlapping each other show the case when smoothing procedure over
horizontal distance prior to the upper-wind profiling calculation.

to

avoid

± 1 - ±7 minutes were applied to

The curve of ±3 minutes seems to have

the best characteristics of the seven because it has the least oscillation in the short period side and least
decay in the long period side.

Based on this result, the optimum smoothing time span fur two minutes

method was decided to be ±3 minutes.

Similarly, ± 1.5 and ±6 minutes were adopted fur one minute

method and fuur minutes method respectively.
2.2 Countermeasure fur reflected wave interference

In winter, at stations where height of antenna measured from the ground is rather low, data of elevation
angles are apt to be contaminated periodically like fig.2.

Fig.3 is an elevation view which explains such
0

contamination. When "E", elevation angles ofradiosonde lowers below 15 or so, antenna ofradiotheodolite
located at "A" begins to receive radio wave reflected at "p' on the flat ground. This wave causes interference
with directly received wave :from the ascending radiosonde.

"SPN, the propagation path of the reflected

wave is longer than "SA", that of the direct wave by "QA'(=2h·sinE)".

When actual elevation angle'

decreases, "n", the number ofwaves which corresponds to this path difference decreases and the phase ofthe
reflected wave compared to the direct wave changes from same phase to opposite phase alternatively. This
phase change generates cyclic contamination in elevation angles.

Differentiation of"E" with respect to "n"

indicates the difference of elevation angles which generates one cycle oscillation.. It is expressed as " t:.
and calculated by expression

CD.

E"

It becomes a constant determined mainly by "h", height of the antenna.

For example, t:. E=O.5,0.4,0.3,0.1" when h=1O,13,17,50m, respectively.
dE
flE= - - =
dn

180- A

flE
t:.T=----

2n heosE

, :~ I

Fig.4 is a schematic figure of time sequence of elevation angles contaminated by this interference.
shows, "t:.

As it

T', period ofelevation angle contamination expressed in time is estimated by expression @. At

stations where "h" is smBller than 20m or so, "t:. T' becomes considerably long when change of elevation
angles becomes small. so that the contamination cannot be removed by the pre-set smoothing time spans
explained in 2.1. To cope with this situation, the improved algorithm has a function to check the value of" t:.
T' always and to extend the smoothing time span temporarily with upper-limit of +10 minutes when preset value is not long enough. This function is shown schematically by a polygonal line in the bottom offig.4.

3. Automatic restoration ofunrealistic meandering in vertical profile ofupper-wind
At upper-air stations where interference by reflected wave occurs frequently, other types ofcontamination
like fig.5 are sometimes observed in elevation angles. They have considerably long period, large amplitude
0

sometimes' reaches to 0.5

and cannot be explained completely by interference.

unrealistic meandering in upper-wind profile.

They generates terrible

Thin dotted polygonal line in fig.6 shows wind profile

calculated from fig.5 with elevation-ang1es-smoothing over ±4minutes.
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One can recognize unrealistic

meandering in wind speed between 10 and 15km.

To cope this problem., the author developed a wind

profile restoring algorithm which estimates the intensity ofmeandering quantitatively and keeps it less than
pre-set criteria by adjusting the originating elevation angles.

In a vertical profile of upper-wind, gradient of wind speed with respect to height means wind shear.
Therefore, intensity of meandering in wind speed can be expressed by the differentiation ofwind shear with
respect to height.

Actually, that of radius component of wind at time !'i" which belongs to two minutes

method range can be estimated by expression

<ID.

S~V~Di and Hi are the vertical wind shear, radius

component ofwind, horizontal distance and geopotential height at 1lil! minutes.
-D. Y

rL). Y

r~S) = ~t; lMJi-l =
~H i

Hin-Hi-l

DH3-2Di+l+Di-l

Ditl-2Di-l+Di-3

H_H_2-_H_i
H_i-_H_i-_2__ •• 3
GD
120CHiH-Hi-l)

[=

DH3-3DH1+3Di-l-Di-3 •• @ ]
120C2dH)2

In expression @, denominators like "Hi+2-ill' in expression @ are assumed to be equal each other and
expressed as "2dH".
meandering.

It shows that "Di+1" and "Di-t" have the largest effect to determine the intensity of

Therefure, when the estimated

intensity of meandering is large, it can be reduced by

increasing "Di+l" and decreasing "Di-l" a little or decreasing elevation angles ''Ei+l'' and increasing "Ei-l".
When the estimated value is negative, an opposite adjustment is effective.

In an actual program, meandering at all levels in the profile are calculated and the largest one is compared
with the pre-set criterion mentioned later. When it exceeds the criterion, the meandering is judged to be too
large and corresponding "Ern" and "Ei-l" are adjusted by either o.of or O.ot depending the calculation
method range that "i" belongs to. This adjustment is repeated automatically until the largest value meets
the criterion. Elevation angles or upper-wind both before and after the adjustment are displayed on request
in a same screen in different color. Observers can easily understand how automatic adjustment worked.
The candidate criteria of30 mlslkm2 for two minutes method range and 8m1s1km2 for fuur minutes method

range were proposed based on investigations of the restoration effectiveness. These criteria corresponds to
a convexity of wind speed by 10mls compared with adjacent points in the profile. To avoid too strong
restoration, an investigation of automatic restoration :frequencies using two winters data at all upper-air
stations was carried out.

At stations where unrealistic meandering had been observed very seldom, the

percentage that automatic adjustments were executed was 0.5 - 1.0% in number ofpoints (almost equals to
pass time) or 5 - 20% in number of launch. This low percentage shows that the candidate criteria were in
suitable level They were accepted.
4. E:flectiveness ofimprovement ofupj)er-air calculating method

Thin solid line is the result
that only automatic optimization oftime spans for elevation-angle-smoothing was executed. Fine structure
Fig.6 shows the results that the improved method processed the fig.5 data.

of wind profile at 5km was expressed more in detail and meandering between 14 and 15 km was reduced.
Bold solid line is the result that automatic restoration ofupper-wind profile was executed additionally. All
ofunrealistic meandering were reduced to acceptable level

5. Conclusion
An algorithm was developed that optimizes the smoothing time span and restores upper-wind profile
automatically.

The routine computer program of upper-wind profiling calculation was improved with this

algorithm to express :fine structure ofwind profile fundamentally and to remove the unrealistic meandering

in the wind profiles temporarily. It improved the data quality and reduced the burden of the observer to
correct contaminated elevation angles manually.
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RESULTS OF OPERATIONAL MONITORING OF RADIOSONDE RELATIVE
HUMIDITY MEASUREMENTS IN THE UK AND ST HELENA
1. Nash and J. B. Elms
The Met Office, Bracknell, Berks, RGl2 2S2, UK
1.

Introduction

Results from WMO Radiosonde Comparison tests[l] and from recent studies associated with TOGA-COARE [2]
and the ARM sites [3] have provided conflicting views of the performance of most commonly used radiosonde
sensors. This paper is intended to review the performance of relative humidity sensors used operationally in order to
provide further feedback to the manufacturers. The Met Office has a network of 8 main upper air stations in the UK.
and stations in the Falkland Islands (88889), Gibraltar (08495) and St Helena (61901) In the past 2 or 3 years,
several operational changes have affected the humidity measurements from UK controIIed radiosonde sites:-.
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

American VIZ W-9000 groundstation systems were instaIIed during 1996 at Lerwick (03005) and
Herstmonceux (03882) in East Sussex. Soundings from the VIZ Microsonde II Loran radiosonde are made at
6 hourly intervals from Herstmonceux and at 12 hourly intervals (alternating with Vaisala RS80 soundings at
Lerwick).
All other sites in the UK radiosonde network using Vaisala RS80 Loran radiosondes have changed from "A"
to "H" Humicap humidity sensors, with sounding made at 6 hour intervals
In September 1997 Vaisala MW15 groundstations were installed at the 3 overseas sites, with Vaisala RS80
GPS radiosondes incorporating "If' Humicaps used instead of the earlier Omega radiosondes with "A"
Humicaps.

The "If' Humicap is expected to be more stable during flight than the "A" Humicap, although currently there is
evidence that the calibration may change if the radiosondes are stored for any length of time. "If' Humicap
calibration at cold temperatures is expected to be more realistic than that of the "A" Humicap.
2.

Results from St Helena

The Met Office at St Helena is 436m above sea level and situated in the driest (north east) part of the island. Air
from the south-east trade winds of the south Atlantic is orographicaIIy lifted to form stratus or strato-cumulus cloud
capping the island on the majority of days in the year. Soundings from St Helena are made at 12 GMT each week
day during the year. During the period studied, the sky was covered with at least 7 oktas of low cloud or fog on 75%
of occasions. Launches into complete (8 oktas) cloud cover only occurred on about 10% of occasions. The marked
increase in frequency of occasions 7 oktas compared to 8 oktas cover is due to small breaks in cloud towards the
horizon and not over the launch site. The performance of the VaisaIa relative humidity sensors was analysed using
the raw data stored in the PC-CORA ground station (Le. data adjusted following the pre-calibration ground checks,
but not subject to the Vaisala editing routines that limit the maximum reported relative humidity to 100 per cent,
and the minimum reported value to 1. The assumption was made that in the majority of cases when at least 7 oktas
cloud was reported the radiosonde traversed through the cloud. Days when precipitation was reported by the
observers were not included. Fig. 1 is a histogram of the maximum relative humidity reported for each of the flights
assumed to pass through cloud. The average value for the maximum humidity recorded by the "p,:' Humicaps on
473 ascents between May 1995 and August 1997 was 94 per cent. Only 4 months of data, from September to
December 1997, are available from the Vaisala 18GH radiosonde for analysis. The histogram in Fig. 2 shows that
the average maximum humidity recorded by the "If' Humicap on the GPS radiosonde passing through low cloud in
similar conditions was not significantly different from that measured by the "A" Humicap. In Fig. 3 the
maximum reports for "A" Humicaps are summarised for days when precipitation was observed. There were about
40 occasions when RS80 "A" radiosonde was launched in precipitation and the average maximum humidity was
about 96 per cent. Only 8 ascents using the "If' Humicap were launched in the wet during this period with the
average of these values close to 100 per cent R. H.
During the changeover to GPS windfinding in September 1997, 31 simultaneous comparisons between the "A" and
"If' Humicaps were made. The RS80 Omega and GPS radiosondes were suspended 30m and 60m below the same
balloon and timing corrections were applied to ensure humidity measurements were compared at the same height.
Fig. 4 shows an example of the simultaneous comparisons obtained. The systematic differences between "H" and
"A" Humicap measurements are summarised as a function of relative humidity for temperatures greater than -20°C
and below -20 • C in Figs 5 and 6 respectively. The only significant differences were observed at temperatures below
-20°C where the "If' Humicap recorded humidities between 5 and 12 per cent higher than the "A" Humicap for
relative humidities above 5 per cent.
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3.

Results from the UK using the "H"- Humicap

Recent operational experience of "If' Hmnicap sensor peIformance in the UK has shown quite different results from
St. Helena. Fig. 7 is a histogram of maximum hmnidity reported by "If' -Hmnicaps passing through 8 oktas of low
cloud at Cambome (03808) during the first 9 months of 1997 . The mean maximum hmnidity was 101 per cent
with a large number of recorded maxima of 105 per cent or higher. Fig. 8 gives a similar summary of the
maximum humidity when there was precipitation at launch. The distribution of the maxima shifts even further into
the supersaturated range of humidity. Further investigations will be made to determine whether the occasions of very
high values can be attributed to particular radiosonde batches.
4.

Performance of VIZ MKII

Prior to installations of the VIZ system at Herstmonceux and Lerwick, comparison test with the Vaisala RS80 were
held at Hemsby (MarchlMay 1994), Cambome (July 1995) and Lerwick (December 1995 to June 1996) to determine
the differences between the VIZ carbon hygristor and the RS80 "A" Hmnicap. All flights were classified as either
"Dry" or "Wet" , according to whether the sensors were exposed to liquid water during ascent.. Evidence of wetbulb
cooling of the temperature sensor or complete low cloud cover was used to categorise the "Wet" ascents. Fig. 9
shows a "Wet" comparison ascent identified by the psychrometric cooling of the VIZ temperature sensor between 4
minutes and 4 minutes 20 seconds after launch. Cloud cover was reported as 4 oktas of cumulus cloud at 1800 feet.
Whilst the RS80 indicated the likely presence of cloud after 1 minute 40 seconds, consistent with the surface
observation, the VIZ MKII did not correctly indicate the cloud base level. Pre-flight tests of the two hmnidity sensors
showed that the VIZ humidity sensor usually reported at least 5 per cent higher than independent surface sensors at
hmnidity greater than 80 per cent. Figs. 10 and 11 summarise the differences between VIZ and Vaisala sensors as a
function of relative humidity for the "Dry" and "Wet" ascents respectively. In dry conditions, the VIZ hygristor
measurements in the later tests clearly shifted in peIformance relative to the first test, due to a refinement of the
calibrations by VIZ. Further evidence of the a shift in calibration is given by the hmnidity (18% in 1994, 0% in
1995) by VIZ in the stratosphere (shown as spot values on the graph). Figure 11 shows that after the hygristor
environment has become wet during passage through low level cloud the subsequent hmnidity measurements are
significantly lower than those of the Hmnicap in the range 20 per cent to 60 per cent. Whilst some of the
increased difference may be the result of positive bias in the Vaisala measurements on emerging from cloud, there is
also plenty of evidence that the calibration of the hygristor also changes to give a negative bias at low humidity
following exposure in cloud.
5.

Influence ofpre-flight ground checks on Vaisala measurements

The UK Met Office operational procedure is to make pre-flight checks on the RS80 Hmnicap by placing the sensor
in the Vaisala Ground Check set containing desiccant for at least 10 minutes before check is performed. This gives
adequate time for the conditions in the ground check chamber to approach the assumed 0 per cent reference
provided by the desiccant. The correction applied by the Vaisala ground system software from the check is applied
as an offset to all humidity over the full range of measurement from dry to wet conditions. If regular checks of the
desiccant condition are not made, the desiccant may not reduce the relative humidity to zero in the chamber.
Examination of operational procedures at some Met. Office stations showed that negative biases as high as 6 per
cent were resulting from faulty desiccant. The effect of the reference instrument on the hmnidity measurements
reported by the ground system was also recently seen in comparison trials of the VaisaIa Autosonde system at
Cambome. The automatic humidity ground checking of the RS80 Hmnicaps is made against a Vaisala Humicap
reference sensor at the launch chamber hmnidity (typically about 50 per cent ). Comparison ascents between
operational RS80 radiosondes and Autosonde radiosondes from an identical radiosonde batch launched within 10
minutes of one another were compared. On the first 19 comparisons the automatic ground checks were used,
whereas on a further 51 ascents the operator made the Autosonde hmnidity checks against the Ground Check Set
reference. The lower curve in Fig. 12 shows the Autosonde - operational radiosonde hmnidity differences when
manual ground checks were applied. The upper curve (automatic ground checks) shows a bias at all humidity levels
of about 3 to 4 per cent. There is some evidence that the Autosonde reference was reading too high, but the practice
of checking the operational radiosondes near 0 per cent is also questionable, since for most users improved sensor
accuracy at relative humidity near saturation is important. Given the batch to batch fluctuations in sensor
peIformance, possible sensor deterioration in storage, improved methods of checking the sensors prior to flight need
to be implemented.
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IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS OF THE WMO RADIOSONDE HUMIDITY
SENSORS INTERCOMPARISON (PHASE I LABORATORY TEST)
A. Balagurovi , A. Katsii , N, Krestyannikovai
Russia
Phase I Laboratory Test of WMO Radiosonde Humidity Sensor Intercomparison was held under
initiative of the Russian Federal Service for Hydrometeorology and Natural Environment in the Central
Aerological Observatory, Dolgopmdny, Russia, since June 1995 till June 1997. 8 types of radiosonde
humidity sensors from leading world manufacturers of radiosondes were presented onto intercomparison (see
Table I),
TABLE 1. SENSORS PARTICIPATED IN INTERCOMPARISON.
Manufacturer
AIR Inc.
Vaisala Oy
Vaisala Oy
Vaisala Oy
USA
Finland
Finland
Finland
Cond. designation
AIR
RS9
RSA
RSH
Type/model
thin-film
thin-film
thin-film
thin-film
polymer
polymer
polymer
polymer
capacitor
capacitor
capacitor
capacitor
A-Humicap
H-Humicap
H-Humicap
Radiosonde
IS-SA
RS80
RS80
RS90
Manufacturer
VIZ Mfg Co.
Zond Co.
Meteo Co.
AMETOCo.
USA
Russia
Ukraine
Russia
Cond. designation
DVR
GBS
VIZ
UKR
Type/model
carbon film
thin-film polymer
gold-beater
Ceramic capacitor
(hygristor)
/DV-Ol
capacitor /APV
skin
Radiosonde
MARK-IT
MRZ-6
MRZ-3A
METEOR-l
MARZ-2
MRZ-3AM
The objectives of Laboratory Test were:
. To specify the metrological characteristics of humidity sensors of various radiosonde types under
laboratory conditions;
. To evaluate the compatibility ofhumidity measurements ofthe tested systems in the temperature range
from 20 to-60°C under laboratory conditions.
Briefdescription of used reference instruments and facilities is given in Table 2.

TABLE 2. COMPARISON REFERENCES AND FACILITIES
Installation
Working range
Universal
Humidity:
generator of moist 1..95 %RHat
TzOQC
air "DIPOLE",
certified as
5..95 %RHat
working standard T<OQC
Temperature:
-70..30 QC
Pressure:
1100.. 10 hPa
Condensation
Dew(ice) point:
-80..29 QC,
hygrometer
"TOROS",
pressure:
certified as
1100.. 10 hPa

Accuracy
maxImum error:
±1 %RH
(0..30 QC)
±3%RH
(-20.. 0 QC),
±5%RH
(-70..-20 QC)

maXimum error:
±0.15QC
(positive dew point)
±0.3 QC (ice point)

Other
ventilation: 0.5 ..7 mls,
stepwise jump of humidity
in microchamber15%RHI0.2 s
volume of working3
chamber: 10 dm ,
volume ofmicro-chamber:
3
0.02 dm
sensitivity: 0.01 QC

Federal State Unitary Enterprise COMET, Russian Federal Service for Hydrometeorology and
Natural Environment
ii Central Aerological Observatory, Russian Federal Service for Hydrometeorology and Natural
Environment
i
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mediate standard
Condensation
hygrometer
"THYGAN"
(granted by
Meteolabor)
Dynamic test unit
"CASCADE

Platinum
thermometer
"TSP", used in
"FEUTRON"
Reference
platinum
thermometer
"TSPN-3", used
in "DIPOLE"
Industrial climate
chamber
"FEUTRON"

dew(ice) point:
-65..50°C

humidity: 20... 90
%RH,
temperature:
laboratory
surroundings

maximum error:
±0.15°C
(-20..50°C)
±0.25°C
(-65 ..-20°C)
systematic error:
±5 RH/ Is

maximum error: 0.02 K

maximum error:
0.001 K

10-95 %RHat
normal conditions

resolution: 0.1 K

stepwise jump of
humidity: 15 % RH / 1 s
ventilation: 0.5 ..7 mls
volume of working
3
chamber: 1.0 dm
nominal resistance:
100 Ohms

nominal resistance:
100 Ohms

Temperature regulation working volume:
error - about 0.2 QC,
3
0.5 meter
humidity regulation
error - from 2 to 5%RH

Durmg mtercompanson were fulfilled Test stage and Research stage. The Test stage mcluded
verification at nonnal conditions the correspondence of the actual metrological characteristics of sensors to
the design specifications given in the technical documentation for these sensors. At the Test stage basic error
was checked at "FEUTRON" using "TOROS" and "THYGAN" at humidities ( 10, 20, 30,40,50,60, 70, 80,
90, 95 %RH) ±3 %RH under temperature 20 QC±2 °C and response time was checked in "CASCADE" under
normal conditions. Totally at the test stage there examined in "FEUTRON" following amount of sensors:
AIR - 12; RSA - 4; RSH - 4; RS9 - 8 (two sensors per sensor unit); VIZ - 15; DVR - 10; GBS - 10; UKR - 5,
- and by three sensors of each type were examined in "CASCADE".
The Research stage included the determination ofdifference ofsensors measurements against references
at temperatures from 20 QC down to -60 QC in installation "DIPOLE" using reference hygrometer "TOROS"
and time response examination at temperatures at +20 and -20 QC in installation "DIPOLE" too. The amount
of experiments was limited by possibilities of sensors' arrangement in "DIPOLE" and duration of tests:
temperature influence on performance was investigated for one AIR, RSH and DVR sensors and for two
RSA, RS9, VIZ and GBS sensors, time response was examined for one sensor of each type except RS9
(UKR did not participated in the Research stage).
Fig. 1-2 present for each humidity category mean differences and root-mean square deviations for each
participated sensor design against "TOROS", obtained in the Test stage. Generalized resuhs from the Test
and Research stages are summarized in Table 3.
Some notes, concerning sensor's performance can be cited here:
AIR has rather a good performance at normal conditions, however essential bias appears at negative
temperatures, as well as slow response, caused, apparently, by design of cover cap.
RSA reveals some hysteresis and noticeable bias at -60° C, while other characteristics are very good.
Despite they have the same polymer of sensitive elements, RS9 shows better performance than RSH, RS9
has minimal bias and reproducibility as well as response time.
VIZ - has an excellent response and reproducibility, however it should not be forgotten, that VIZ
sensors were calibrated during intercompanson. Nevertheless, after influence of high humidity sensors don't
come back to resistance at calibration point (33 %RH), that explains growing scatter at low humidities on
Fig.2. VIZ completely looses sensitivity at -600 C.
DVR shows large scatter and response time and the most poor reproducibility as well as hysteresis, at
Q
-60 C it looses sensitivity.
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GBS has rather a big scatter, .especially at low humidity, large response time, that drastically grows at
negative temperature, as well as bias, actually GBS as welllooses sensitivity at -60° C.
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Fig. 1. Mean differences of participated sensors against "TOROS" at normal conditions.
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Fig. 2. Root-mean square deviations of participated sensors against "TOROS" at normal
conditions.
Some conclusions could be made from intercomparison results:
Performance of sensor examined was evaluated for temperature range from 20 to -60°C. Almost all
participated sensors were satisfied to WMO accuracy requirements (5 -10 %RH) under temperatures :;:40 °C.
For the whole range of conditions, reproduced in Laboratory Phase, only Vaisala H-Humicap sensors
tolerated these requirements.
Despite of relatively small amount of results obtained at -60°C it is possible to state that humidity
measurements, produced by the better humidity sensors are reasonable, and therefore it is necessary to
consider extending the temperature range for WMO legal approximation of saturation water vapour above
water surface~
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Taking into account increased performance of modem radiosonde humidity sensors it's necessary to
consider the matter of improving practice of dew point depression reporting in TEMP messages for better
representation of information.
All sensors showed more or less satisfactory performance at normal temperature while began essentially
diverge at lower temperatures. That means to customers and members not to rely upon sensor's
specifications at normal temperature but to interest in ones for the whole range of conditions.
The similar design of sensor doesn't guarantee itself the same or similar perfonnanceas it could be
seen from comparison of thin-film capacitive sensors: AIR sensors and, especially, DVR sensors
substantially concede to HUMICAP sensors.
It is very difficult if ever possible to reproduce in laboratory several environmental conditions, such as
saturation, especially at negative temperatures, and simultaneous drastic changes in both humidity and
temperature. ill-flight intercomparisons between different sensors can give only comparative results. At the
same time humidity sensors performance under such conditions is critical either for routine synoptic tasks or
environmental studies. Therefore future intercomparison should involve in their flight phase direct
comparison with balloon-borne humidity reference, although it is much more expensive.

TABLE 3. Radiosonde humidity sensors performance
AlR RSA RSH RS9 VIZ DVR GBS
Static characteristics at normal conditions (Test stage)
Bias, %RH
-2.2 -0.5 -1.6 -0.7 0.9
1.0 -0.2
RMSD, %RH
1.6 1.9 2.2 1.5 5.2
3.4 3.2
Reproducibility, %RH
1.1 0.8 1.2 0.3 0.4 3.1
2.5
Hysteresis, %RH
2.6 3.1
- 6.5
Max. Error, %RH
1.9 3.3 3.0 2.3 10.4 14.8 10.1
Min. Error, %RH
-7.1 -4.4 -6.1 -3.7 -17.8 -7.6 -12.3
Temperature influence on static characteristics (Research stage)
+20° C
4.5
Bias, %RH
1.3 -0.8 -0.7 1.0 6.9
5.4
RMSD, %RH

1.0

1.8

1.6

1.7

4.2

2.2

3.7

-2.7
2.4

-0.5
2.1

-0.7
2.0

0.6
2.2

-2.1
3.8

-3.5
2.4

13.6
3.4

-8.4
2.6

-3.3
3.2

-2.8 -1.9
3.0 2.8

1.2
7.6

-14.7 10.1
4.1
6.1

-10° C
Bias, %RH
RMSD, %RH
_40° C
Bias, %RH
RMSD, %RH
_60° C
Bias, %RH
RMSD, %RH

-15.9 -6.9 -4.3 -1.9 5.3 -18.4 20.0
4.9 5.1 2.7 3.6 14.3 8.5 10.0
Dynamic characteristics
+20 °C ("CASCADE" and "DIPOLE")
2.0 1.0 1.0 0.3 0.2
2.0
8
1:63, sec
10
4
5
3
18
8
1
1:90, sec
-20°C ("DIPOLE")
3
18
50
17
5
8
1:63, sec
7
35
18
40
90
11
1:90, sec
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SUMMARY OF THE WMO INTERNATIONAL RADIOSONDE RELATIVE
HUMIDITY SENSOR COMPARISON - SEPT, 1995
Phase

11

"Field Test"

Francis J. Schmidlin
Laboratory for Hydrospheric Processes
Goddard Space Flight Center, Wallops Island, Virginia 23337 USA

The World Meteorological Organization's (WMO) Commission on Instruments and Methods of
Observation (CIMO) agreed in February 1994 to a proposal from the Upper Air Working Group that a
relative humidity sensor comparison was needed. The Intercomparison Organizing Committee (IOC)
had responsibility for organizing and overseeing the intercomparison. The IOC also solicited cooperation
and participation of Members. The comparison was to be accomplished in two phases. Phase 1 was a
laboratory calibration of participant's sensors in controlled chambers. It was agreed that the calibrations
take place at the Central Aerological Observatory (CAO), Moscow, Russian Federation. Relative
humidity sensors normally flown on various operational radiosondes as well as two radiosondes under
development were calibrated. Phase 1 was initiated during June 1995 and was completed during early
1997. Phase 2, was a field measurement comparison of operational radiosonde instruments using the
same sensor types calibrated in Phase 1. Phase 2 took place over a three week period during
September 1995 at the National Aeronautics and Space Agency's Wallops Flight Facility of the Goddard
Space Flight Center at Wallops Island, Virginia. The instruments were provided either by national
weather services or by manufacturers willing to participate. Table 1 lists the types of sensors calibrated
in Phase 1 and radiosondes flown during Phase 2.
Table 1. Relative humidity sensor types participating in the WMO
intercomparison. The MRZ-3 temperature sensor was replaced
with the capacitive humidity sensor.

Radiosonde

Prcs.~urc

Sensor

Temperalure
Sensor

Humidity
Sensor

VIZMK2

Capacitive
Aneroid

Resistive
Rod

Carbon
HV2n'lor

RS80

Capacitive
Aneroid

Capacitive

Capacitive
J.A·Humicap
2. H·Humica.

RS90

Capacitive

Capacitive

Capacitive
Dual Sensors

Aneroid
AIR

Capacitive
Aneroid

Resistive
Bead

Capacitive

MRZ-3

None

None

J. Capacilive
2. Guldbealcrs

Two daytime and two nighttime balloon flights
were conducted from Wallops Island each day.
The radiosondes' transmitted on 403 MHz (the
exception was the Russian Instrument which
transmitted on 1790 MHz). The large number of
radiosondes transmitting on 403 MHz limited each
balloon flight to four instruments. The balloon
release schedule was designed to obtain as many
pairs of profiles as possible.
With a few minor exceptions all radiosondes
performed well. There were occurrences when
data were lost, but these were minimal. Since
relative humidity sensor performance was the
primary objective of the comparison there was little
incentive to measure very high in the atmosphere.
Humidity values at altitudes above approximately
200-300 hPa are small and the present sensors do
not respond well at low humidities. Therefore, a
balloon flight reaching the 50-hPa pressure level
was considered successful.

Sixty-one balloons were released with each balloon carrying a minimum of three radiosondes and
sometimes five. The number of pairs of profiles vary for the different radiosondes but there were 58 VIZ
radiosondes flown, 54 Vaisala RS80 A-Humicap, 46 Vaisala H-Humicaps, 29 Vaisala RS90, 37 Air, and
24 Russian MRZ-3. Comparisons of relative humidity measurement vs temperatures were made over a
5°C bandwidth between 35°C and -45°C during day and night. These are shown in Figure 1 for daytime
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observations and in Figure 2 for nighttime. The Vaisala RS80(A-humicap) sensor was adopted as an
arbitrary reference (this does not imply that the A-humicap data are correct or better than that of the
other instruments).
Comparisons of relative humidity measurement
differences vs temperatures were made over a 5°C
bandwidth between 35°C and -45°C during day and
night. These are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The
Vaisala RS80(A-humicap) sensor was adopted as an
arbitrary reference (this does not imply that the Ahumicap data are correct or better than that of the
other instruments).
Examination of differences between the MRZ-3
capacitive sensor and the A-Humicap as a function
"S,f..-o~-+'3-0~-+'20---+"0---+--+0---+--+'0--+20~--I30
of temperature in Figure 1 shows that it measures
o ~-j
TEMPERATURE C
more humidity at temperatures higher than -10°C
and lower humidity at lower temperatures. The
Figure 1. Differences as a function oftemperature. VIZ (+), AIR
differem~es beginning from approximately 10 percent
(-), H-humicap (0), RS90 (+), Russian capacitive (x), and
at 25°C slope to about -8 percent at -45°C, with the
goldbeaters skin (0).
slope rapidly departing from the reference below
about -20 °C. This raises a question whether either
sensor manufacturer is compensating for ambient temperature effects. The
VIZ hygristor shows more humidity that the A-Humicap at temperatures higher than 5°C and less
humidity at lowertemperatures. The AIR capacitive sensor measures lower over the full range of
temperatures. But, when the nighttime measurements are examined the AIR sensor is experiencing a
day-night temperature
error. Further, Figure 1 also shows that below about -25°C the differences relative to the reference
rapidly diverge. Although goldbeaters skin is an exception it is best that it not be considered as a viable
sensor after 20 minutes of flight. The Vaisala H-humicap and RS90 measurements agree with the
reference sensor, except the RS90 reports higher humidities.

ISr--;".....-,-R_E_LA_T,-IV---j.E)."HU=Mr-1D_1TY--,C,-0_M_PA....,R_IS_O_N-;{N_1G_H....JD'-r----'
'01--11---1--

"0

Relative humidity sensor differences vs temperature
for nighttime are shown in Figure 2. The VIZ hygristor
and the Russian capacitive sensor indicate more
humidity at temperatures higher than about O°C. At
colder temperatures the humidities are lower than the
A-Humicap. It is obvious that goldbeaters skin is not
responding at temperatures, e.g., below -25°C. The
relative humidity measurements diverge at
temperatures lower than -25 °C, similar to the daytime
measurements shown in Figure 1.

·,~S_':-O~-.•'7-0~--:.30':--~.2':-0 ~....J_,-:-,o~~O:---......J'0:-'""""'----:'20:-'""""'-----:'30

The WMO International Relative Humidity Sensor
comparison prOVided unique and interesting results.
This short report addresses the most obvious
Figure 2. Same as shown for Figure 1, except sensor
differences are shown for nighttime~
deficiencies noted. Except for the Vaisala RS80 Aand H-Humicaps the sensors did not correlate well
with chamber measurements. Either lack of humidity
sensing capability or temperature sensitivity, especially at cold temperatures, might be considered a
problem. The A-Humicap correlated well with the chamber values, even at -60°C, however, the actual
flight tests presented in Figures 1 and 2 suggest that the A-Humicap's accuracy probably suffers at
temperatures lower than -25°C. Summarizing the results we find:
TEMPERATURE C
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1. None of the humidity sensors reported identical values. The H-humicap agreed best with the
reference, suggesting that the A- and H-humicaps are interchangeable.
2. At high relative humidities, the VIZ hygristor and the Russian MRZ-3 capacitive sensors have a moist
bias relative to the reference sensor humidity and a dry bias at low ambient humidities. Nonetheless, the
VIZ hygristor was judged the fastest responding sensor.
3. Goldbeaters skin gives viable relative humidity measurements at temperatures higher than O°C.
4. All sensors appear not to respond to humidity changes at temperatures lower than -30°C.
A report of the laboratory calibration phase has been prepared by Balagurov, A., A. Kats and N.
Krestyannikova. The draft of the field measurement comparison has been submitted to WMO. Both parts
of the intercomparison report are expected to be available during early 1998.
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Session VII

RADIOSONDE TECHNOLOGY

THREE YEARS OF OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE OF
AUTOMATIC BALLOON FILLING AND LAUNCHING SYSTEMS IN
SWEDEN
Ture Hovberg, Bo Rosen and Stefan Stahl
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI), Sweden

1

Introduction

During the last four years, the total observational network in Sweden has been totally reconstructed.
In the synoptic network the number of manned stations have been reduced from 140 to 45, and 115
new automatic synoptic stations owned by SMHI and 35 external automatic stations have replaced
the old automatic stations and the withdrawn manned stations. The upper air station network has
been remodelled, as well, in order to have more frequent observations and to obtain a more dense
network in the data sparse area in the North Atlantic region. One station, Bromma Airport, has been
withdrawn in favour of increased number of daily observations at the remaining stations, and one
Icelandic merchant ship at the route Iceland - North America has been equipped with an ASAP
container in collaboration with the Icelandic Meteorological Institute.
For the remaining, landbased civil upper air stations, 5MBI has procured two Automatic Balloon
Filling and Launching Systems of type Vaisala Autosonde. The systems were installed at
SundsvalllHiirnosand Airport (62°31'N; 17°26'E) and Landvetter Airport (57°40'N; 12°17'E) late
in 1994, and were used as "remote launchers" from November 1994. The fully automated function
was implemented in March 1995. The reliability test at SundsvalllHamosand Airport, stipulated in
the procurement agreement, was succesfully finished during Spring 1996.
The objective for the procurement was to make a further rationalization of the radiosonde stations in
order to reduce cost, to make it possible to increase the number of daily radiosonde observations at a
moderate increase of cost and to get a more safe balloon filling procedure. The quality goal was to
have at least 95% data availability from the stations, expressed as an one year mean value of
monthly data recovery, measured in the central data archive of SMHI.
The two Automatic Balloon Filling and Launching Systems now have been in operational use
during three years. In this presentation, the experience from the three years will be summarized and
discussed from an economical and qualitative point of view.
2

Brief system description

SMHI's Autosonde systems are fully automated ballon launchers including following equipment:
• shelter including operator room and UPS
• balloon launcher
• balloon filling equipment (filling from outdoors situated hydrogen cylinders)
• compressed air system
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• robot system including loading trays for balloons and sondes (18 trays in Sundsvall/Hamosand
and 22 in Landvetter)
• local and remote control computer (PC, Windows NT environment)
• Marwin Radiosonde System including Loran-C equipment for wind measurement
After fulfilled loading procedure by the local operator, up to 18 respectively 22 radiosonde
observations can be performed fully automatically, or remotely controlled via telephone line from
the Production Supervision Centre at SMHI in Norrkoping.

3

Operation and maintenance organization

In SMHI's organization, the service at the radiosonde station has been and is still an integrated part of
the meteorological routines at the Regional Meteorological Office. The local organization for
Autosonde operation consists of 4-5 operators from the shift working assistant meteorologist staff,
who prepare and load sondes and balloons as well as carry out simple maintenance. At Sundsvalll
Hamosand Airport the Autosonde equipment is situated at a rather short distance from the Met Office,
and the work with loading the Autosonde is performed four to seven times a week. After a
reorganization one year ago, the Regional Meteorological Office at Landvetter Airport moved to
Gothenburg City, 30 kilometers away from the airport. Thus, the work with loading the Autosonde is
performed only twice a week, in order to save man time and travelling expences.
The system supervision is performed from a remote PC computer situated at the Production
Supervision Centre in Norrkoping. The daily supervision is carried out by the computer operator
staff at the Centre. During normal operational conditions, the work consists of pressing a button at
the PC keyboard eight times a day, to confirm the balloon launchings at the two Autosonde sites.
There is no longer a need for a dialogue between the operator and the actual Airport Tower before
the ballon launching, and the possibility to run the Autosonde systems in the fully automated mode
is now discussed. From the central operators position, alarms from the Autosonde sites also are
handled, as well as measures in order to start a second radiosonde observation, if needed.
The local maintenance organization at each site consists of some of the local operators, which have
recieved a deeper technical training, in order to be able to take care of simple routine maintenance.
They are supported by a couple of engineers with Autosonde and Windows NT education, located at
SMHI in Norrkoping. A basic set of spare parts is available at each Autosonde site. For more
sophisticated technical support, the Vaisala Autosonde specialists are accessible by phone or Email. The Vaisala specialists are also available for advanced corrective maintenance at the site.

4

Experiences, qualitative and economical result

The radiosonde operators had good experiences from the new system already at the early Autosonde
prototype test at SundsvalllHamosand Airport in 1993 (see Reference). The work is concentrated to
daytime, and normally no work has to be carried out during weekends. The automated hydrogene
ballon filling is an important safety factor.
The number of disturbances since the systems were installed late in 1994 is rather high, but most of
the faults were "teething troubles" that ocurred before the fulfilled reliability test in Spring 1996.
Those faults are corrected and the systems are now reasonable stable, disregarding some
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communication problems. The quality goal of least 95% data availability is not yet fulfilled, see

Table 1.
Before

After

Nov 1993 - Sept 1994

1995

1996

1997

97,8

82,8

93,0

91,6

Sundsval1JHfunosand 94,9

83,6

96,2

91.8

Site
Year

Landvetter

Table 1: Data availability in % from Landvetter and SundsvalllHiirnosand Upper Air Stations
before and after Autosonde introduction. During 1997, the monthlyfigures have varied
between 80,6% and 98,0 % in Landvetter and 62,9 % and 99,2 % in SundsvalllHiirnosand.
Source: Internal SMHI reports "Data Availabilityfrom SMHJ's Obsevation System"

It has to be pointed, that the availability in Table 1 is measured in the central data archive of SMHI,
and the figures are influenced not only by Autosonde functionality and Autosonde operator skill, but
also sometimes by communication failure and malfunction in the internal data distribution.
After the automation of the upper air stations, there is a strongly limited possibility to change back to
manual balloon launching if the Autosonde is out of order for some reason The reason is that the
remaining staff with adequate education is too small and they are also involved in the meteorological
routine shift work. If, for example, a complicated fault occurs in the automatic control system a Friday
evening, it will not be possible to access the specialists at Vaisala until Monday morning. The local
maintenance staff does not include technicians with deeper mechanical and control system
engineering education, and thus the system will be out of order for at least 3 days. Those three days
will cause a 10% reduction in the monthly data availability! It is not possible to make technical
systems totally free from that kind of faults without expensive back-up systems, hence the problem
has to be solved in another way. SMHI intend to find some local company with adequately educated
repair staff, who can be contracted for a rapid maintenance performance.
At Sundsval1/Hfunosand Airport, 3300 hours per year were used for the upper-air service with two
daily TEMP observations and two daily PILOT observations before the implementation of Autosonde
equipment. After the Autosonde introduction, the local work is reduced to 700 hours per year. The
number of daily TEMP observations is now increased from two to four. This implies, that at
SundsvalllHfunosand Upper Air Station the local work per radiosonde observation has been reduced
from 2,3 hours to 0,5 after the Autosonde introduction, see Table 2. At Landvetter, the figures are
substantially the same, but the longer distance between the Autosonde site and the Regional
Meteorological Office causes some more local work.

Before

After

Local work; hours/year

3300

700

Number of soundings/day

2 wind + 2PTU 4PTU

Hours/sounding

2,3

0,5

Table 2: Difference in local work at SundsvalllHiirnosand Upper Air Station
before and after Autosonde introduction

In the time study performed at the Autosonde prototype test 1993 (see Reference) the average time for
local work for 1 radiosonde observation was determined to be 28 minutes. That figure corresponds
well with the operational experience in Table 2, but this Y2 hour is also including local maintenance
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work, carried out by the local operators. The maintenance work carried out by the support engineers in
Norrkoping is approximately 600 hours per year. Generally speaking, the operational cost is kept
within expected limits.

5

Summary

The performance of the two Autosonde systems have substantially met the expectations. The saving
goals are fulfJlled, but the quality goal of at least 95 % yearly data availability, measured in the central
data archive of SMHI, is not yet fulfilled. Nevertheless, there is good hope for meeting the availability
expectations with a better tuning of the routines in the long and complicated chain "local operator skill
- local computer power- promptly local maintenance - telecommunications - central computer power central supervising and maintenance - internal data distribution - archiving routines".
The radiosonde operators' experience of Autosonde is very good. Their work is concentrated to
daytime, and normally no work has to be carried out during weekends. Furthermore, the automated
hydrogene ballon filling is a substantial safety factor.

Reference:

Hovberg, T, 1994: Test of an Ballooon Filling and Launching System in an operational environment. Paper presented at the
WMO Conference on Instruments and Methods of Observation (TECO-94), Geneva 28 February - 2 March 1994.
Instrument and Observing Methods report No. 57, WMOITD - No. 588
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SONDEX96: A FIELD EXPERIMENT CONDUCTED BY
NASA AND SMI AT .PAYERNE, SWITZERLAND
F. J. Schmidlin, G. Brothers, W. Michel, and P. Moore
Laboratory for Hydrospheric Processes
Goddard Space Flight Center, Wallops Island, Virginia USA
B. A. Hoegger, A. A. Joye, G. M. Levrat, and P. Viatte
Swiss Meteorological Institute
CH 1530 Payeme, Switzerland
S. Kumosenko
Central Aerological Observatory
Moscow, Russian Federation

1. Introduction
The assessment of ozone trends is a prescribed method for determining the rate at which ozone
depletion occurs. This presumes that the data used to estimate trends can be trusted to be
accurate. Unfortunately, unresolved uncertainties in the absolute calibrations of many of the
measuring instruments, especially the ozonesonde, have led to a number of tests and evaluations
(Kerr et aI, 1994; Torres and Bandy, 1978; Torres, 1985).Today, four ozonesonde:type
instruments are available to make vertical measurements of ozone distribution. There are some
observation sites having available long-time series of measurements useful for studying ozone
depletion. There are satellite remote sensing instruments capable of obtaining global coverage of
ozone. These measurements do not have the vertical detail that ozonesondes provide. Further,
ozonesondes are used for the validation of measurements obtained from remote sensors. Thus
the requirement that ozonesonde measurements be as accurate as possible is important.
Measurement disagreement is a historical problem; as new, hi-tech instruments become available
the older instruments, by definition, no longer serve their purpose. Usually, a reference
instrument can aid in determining the accuracy and reliability of newer instruments. But, balloonborne reference instruments do not exist mostly because they are too costly to expend on a nonrecoverable balloon package. Calibrations against laboratory standards prior to balloon release
are usually ignored except for minimal checking. It is erroneously assumed that changes in
accuracy do not occur during flight. Quantifying the accuracy of a given balloon borne
instrument against a reference instrument is known to be performed at two sites: Payeme and
Wallops Island.
During the past few years a series of campaigns have been conducted to 1) determine whether
ozonesonde performance is changing and, 2) whether systematic differences can be identified. A
World Meteorological Organization sponsored comparison was conducted in Vanscoy, Canada
(Kerr et aI, 1994). One result was that the Brewer Mast (BM) ozonesonde reported 15 percent
higher ozone than measurements obtained with the Electrochemical Concentration Cell (ECC)
ozonesonde. Previous comparisons had indicated that the BM instrument reported less ozone in
the troposphere than the ECC (Attmannspacher and Dutsch, 1981; Beekmann et aI, 1994). When
results such as these occur questions arise: whether the instruments have changed? whether
calibrations are different? whether preparation procedures are different? or, whether the method
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of data analysis changed? A test was conducted in early 1996 at the Institute for Chemistry of the
Polluted Atmosphere in Juelich, Germany (Smit, personal communication) to compare
ozonesondes with a ~v photometer. Only ozone sensors were to be tested in the chamber since it
was decided not to include the radiosonde in the data link. This means that only differences due
to the ozone sensors themselves would be compared. Results are to be forthcoming.
Because of the preparation methods adopted by Swiss Meteorological Institute (SMI) and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) it was agreed to conduct an
intercomparison of balloon-borne ozonesondes. The Payeme Aerological Station of SMI and the
Wallops Island Upper Atmosphere Instrumentation Research Project of NASA's Goddard Space·
Flight Center organized an intercomparison for May 1996. The balloon-borne ozonesondes were
to be flown from the SMI facility at Payeme, Switzerland. Comparisons of the BM, the BM
modified with an ECC pump (BMECC), and the ECC ozonesondes were arranged so that .
daytime and nighttime observations were obtained. A total of 33 balloons were flown, each with
the three ozonesondes attached. Although the instruments were prepared properly and in a
similar manner, considerable measurement differences occurred, especially above the level of
ozone maximum.
2. Test Results

I===~~c I
--

10

BM·ECC

3 May 1996 07:36:01 UTC
Operational details of the ozonesondes' preparation,
launch, and data processing will not be discussed.
20
Although the results obtained are important, the
measurements are still being analyzed. A more
complete report covering these details is in
ii"
Q.
preparation. Profiles of the three ozonesondes (BM,
.:S 50
BMECC, ECC) flown at 0736 UTC on 3 May, 1996 ~
may be compared from Figure 1. At release of the
~ 100
balloon the ECC indicated an ozone value of 33
nanobars (nbar), the BM and BMECC indicated 9
200
nbar and 19 nbar, respectively. These differences are
not unique to just this set of measurements. All
observations revealed erratic differences for at least
500
the initial 10-20 seconds after balloon release.
Although the differences may be meaningful we
1000 L..-.L='-'J....-'---'--'-'--'--'-'--'--'---'--'--.I-1..-'-''-'
believe that how the instruments are handled prior to
o
50
100
150
200
release may have caused the discrepancy. The
Ozone Partial Pressure (nbar)
ozonesonde measurements up through minute 20 of
Figure 1. Example of a single balloon flight during
the flight followed each other reasonably well, in
daytime with three ozonesondes as labeled on the
general, although the BM revealed more detail than
graph.'
the other instruments. The BMECC indicated a smoother profile and recorded more ozone than
the BM and ECC. The lowest recorded ozone was measured at about minute 21, the BMECC
indicated 2 nbar more ozone than the other instruments. From minute 21 to the ozone maximum,
near 50 hPa, the ozonesC?ndes recorded very similar values, although the BMECC did indicate
slightly more ozone. At altitudes above the ozone maximum, the ECC instrument clearly
recorded the highest amount of ozone, while the BM recorded more ozone than the BMECC. The
profiles shown in Figure 1 are characteristic of the majority of the data obtained during
SONDEX96, however, very few balloon flights indicated comparable ozone values above the
ozone maximum.
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The mean differences formed between the ECC and
BM and the ECC and BMECC ozonesondes are
illustrated in Figure 2. The ECC ozonesonde was
adopted as an arbitrary reference standard; either of
the other ozonesondes could have been used as well.
Means are plotted as a function of altitude. The data
were sampled at different intervals for each
instrument, e.g., the ECC sample rate was 2 second
intervals, the BM sampled at 4 second intervals and
the BMECC at 7 second intervals. Because of the
different sample rates the data were interpolated at 2second intervals.

,,

Figure 2 indicates that, in the mean, the BM
ozonesonde recorded less ozone than the ECC
I
1_ _ BM·ECC -ECC I
ozonesonde between the surface and -7 hPa.
(
BM-ECC
•
Recorded ozone differences between the surface and
Figure 2. Mean differences between BM and about 40 hPa were between 1 to 3 nbars lower. At
BMECC and ECC olonesonde
higher altitudes the differences increased, reaching
almost 15 nbars less than the ECC near 7 hPa. The number of sample points also decreased at the
upper altitudes. The mean measurement difference between the BMECC and ECC indicates that
the BMECC recorded about 2-4 nbars more ozone between the surface and 60 hPa, above this
point the differences change to negative values and mean measurements from the BMECC is
about 20 nbars less than those of the ECC.
I

500

,

Since the ozonesondes drifted toward the East after the balloon launch, an ideal situation was
present to obtain comparisons with total ozone measurements from the Arosa Dobson station.
Figure 3 provides a comparison among the integrated total ozone of each ozonesonde observation
with the Dobson's values. Because weather inhibited Dobson observations at some of the
observation times, gaps or missing data is seen in the figure. Nonetheless, the pattern is clear.

OZONESONDES VS AROSA DOBSON
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Figure 3. Comparison among SONDEX96 ozonesondes (BM shown by dashed line), (BMECC
shown by dotted line) and, ECC shown by solid line and the Dobson spectrophotometer located
in AROSA shown percentage differences of -5.8%, -5.2%, and 1.4%, respectively.
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The overall difference between Dobson and integrated total ozone of the ECC instrument is
about 1 percent. This is considerably good since the ozonesondes actually transverse over 150
km and did not make a direct overhead measurement at Arosa. Comparison between the Dobson
and the BM integrated values indicate a -6 percent mean difference and the BMECC ozonesonde
about a -5 percent difference. The latter two ozonesondes recorded less total ozone than the
spectrophotometer.
3. Summary

It is clear that differences exist between the three ozonesonde instruments. What is not clear is
why the BM and BMECC results are different from each other. The only change made to the
BMECC is the substitution of the original BM pump with a Teflon pump typically used with the
ECC ozonesonde. The ozone measurements from the BMECC were less than the ECC
measurements. Furthermore, the BM recorded data also were less than the ECC, however, the
comparisons conducted in Vanscoy, Canada a few years ago (Kerr, 1994) showed the BM
measuring more ozone than the ECC.
It is now important that the SONDEX96 ozonesonde cotlfiguration be investigated further to
determine the cause for the differences observed. It appears that the ECC ozonesonde fielded by
the NASA team from Wallops Island provided total integrated ozone comparable to the total
ozone obtained from the Arosa Dobson instrument. Consideration is being given to another
laboratory test in Juelich that should provide additional information for the instrumental
differences.
5. References
Kerr, J. B., et aI, 1994: The 1991 WMO international ozonesonde intercomparison at Vanscoy,
Canada. Atmospheres and Oceans.
Beekmann, M., G. Ancellet, G. Megie, H. G. J. Smit, and D. Kley, 1994: Intercomparison
campaign of vertical ozone profiles including electrochernical sondes of ECC and Brewer-Mast
type-a ground-based uv-differential absorption lidar. J. Atmos. Chem. 19: (3) 259-288.
Torres, A. and A. Bandy, 1978: Performance characteristics of the Electrochemical
Concentration Cell ozonesonde. J. Geophys. Res., 83, pp.5501-5504.
Torres, 1985: EeC ozonesonde performance at high altitudes: pump efficiency. NASA Technical
Memorandum 73290, 8 pages.
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UPPER ATMOSPHERE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH
CONDUCTED FROM NASAlGODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER,
WALLOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA USA
F. J. Schmidlin
Laboratory for Hydrospheric Processes
Goddard Space Flight Center, Wallops Island, Virginia 23337 USA

1. Introduction
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA) facility located at Wallops Island,
Virginia is unique for conducting upper atmosphere instrumentation studies. Wallops Island is
situated on the Atlantic Ocean and, for the most part, is located about 5-10 km east of any
airlanes. Wallops Island also has available high pre6sion tracking radars, superb telemetry
antennae and receivers, excellent data reduction facilities, and skilled personnel well qualified to
conduct meteorological instrument investigations. A variety of balloon types are at hand for use
from the smafJest rubber balloon to large plastic balloons. Major meteorological rocket-borne
instruments and radiosonde systems are flown from Wallops, radar-tracked for position
information thus enabling accurate altitude and winds to be resolved. Other parameters such as,
temperature, relative humidity, and ozone are gathered for other studies..Special upper
atmosphere instruments have been developed here, and additional sensors from various
manufacturers as well as new techniques are periodically tested. Unique software is developed,
as necessary, to meet research requirements.
A brief description of the type of meteorological instrument research carried on at Wallops
Island is given below. The areas of study are separated into unique instrument disciplines to
enable detailed description of each classification.
Meteorological Rocketsondes between 1960 and 1980 were routinely launched on average 3-5
times per week. There were two purposes for launching these instruments. Firstly, to enable
atmospheric climatology to be developed for engineering use in the development of large rocket
vehicles such as, Saturn, Atlas, Space Shuttle. The information gathered primarily provided the
material necessary to establish safely factors required in the spacecraft design. Secondly, the data
validated many remote measurements from satellites. Thirdly, the data were used by different
agencies, one primarily the National Weather Service in the preparation of hemispheric charts to
the O.4-hPa pressure level. The temperature and wind information set the stage for planning
numerous experiments designed to confirm previous unavailable and unknown circulation
features. The number of meteorological rocketsondes decreased, at first gr.adually, then at a faster
pace, until today, rocketsondes are launched only for special experiments.
Because different United States (US)agencies and other countries were launching uniquely
designed small rocketsondes, Wallops Island hosted intercomparisons aimed at describing
differences in the measurements from each of the instruments. In 1967 and in 1968 comparisons
between Japan and the US took place at Wallops Island; in 1971 the first part of a World
Meteorological Organization sponsored comparison took place between Japan, France, and the
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US. And, in 1977 a comparison between the Former Soviet Union and the US took place. The
unique location of Wallops and the tracking radars were a large factor in the tests to be
conducted from the Wallops facility on Virginia's Eastern Shore. One early result obtained from
a comparison between large and small rockets, and between satellite remote sensors, caused
investigators to be concerned by the difference found among all of the techniques. Arbitrarily, a
single rocketsonde temperature sensor was established as a reference; differences reached lOoC
in the upper stratosphere.
Radiosondes are flown for various purposes: support of rocketsonde temperature measurements
and to provide initial level date needed to calculate pressure at the rocket altitudes, satellite
validation, WMO intercomparisons, development of an accurate temperature measurement
technique, study of relative humidity sensors, and analysis of radiosonde manufacturers ground
stations and capability.
Comparison of different radiosonde sensors have led to improvements and a better understanding
of the size of error that.can be tolerated for science studies or synoptic purposes. Comparisons
between radiosonde-measured and satellite-measured temperatures have been significant in
identifying bias in the profiles. However, these results <:£lso led to a search to determine the error
of the radiosonde, since it still stands alone as the long-term reference for many studies. Recent
studies include the Accurate Temperature Measuring (ATM) radiosonde and a chilled mirror
sensor to measure humidity.
Ozonesonde observations are made weekly from Wallops Island, from Brazil through an
agreement between NASA and INPE, and two times each week from Ascensiol) Island. These
instruments are calibrated in the Wallops ozone laboratory before being flown. All ozonesonde
data are quality checked and placed in the ozone archive located in the World Ozone Data Center
in Toronto. Various studies to improve instrument response and accuracy have been conducted
from Wallops Island and elsewhere. Satellite validation is one objective of the ozonesonde effort.
Low pressure chambers are used to verify the ozone sensors ability to accurately measure ozone.
Other testing involve radio frequency interference of the instrument and temperature effects on
the electronic components.
The Upper Atmosphere Instrumentation Research facility also has available a Dobson
spectrophotometer, an aerosol lidar, hand holdable photometers (Microtops) for measuring total
ozone, precipitable water, and aerosol overburden. These ground based remote sensing
instruments provide data necessary to understand the in situ systems and also are very useful for
other research carried out by the group here or others wishing the data. A primary reference
standard, a three-meter long-path J.LV photometer, is used to calibrate Dasibi ozonemeters. The
Dasibi performs as a secondary reference standard used to calibrate the ozonesonde.
Our plan is to further enhance our capability to study upper atmosphere instrumentation and to
use this new capability to study of processes going on in the atmosphere. We are considering
adding other instruments that may be utilized for upper air research.
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THE PERFORMANCE OF THE RUSSIAN SUSTEM OF RAWINSONDE
ATMOCPHERIC OBSERVATIONS AVK-MRZ
V.A. Yurmanov
Central Aerological Observatory (CAO), Russian Federation
1. ABSTRACT
The results are presented of investigaiting performance of the Russion autjmated radar system for
rawinsonde observations of the atmosphere AVK-MRS under various climatic conditions in different regions (mid latitudes, Arctica, Antarctica). Experimental estimates are given of basic performance characteristics reflection the efficiency of the system AVK-MRZ and the Russion upper-air stations using it. The
corresponding testing procedures are described. The main concern is with determining the reliability and
efficiency of the hardware, algorithms and software for automated data processing employing a specialized
micro-computer (SMC "Argon"), the quality of autput upper-air information, and estimation of the AVK-MRZ
system precision.

2. BBE,QEHVlE
B HaCToS:lll.lee BpeMs:I OCHOBHOt1 Cl-1CTeMot1 pa,Ql-10SoH,Ql-1pOBaHl-1s:1 aTMoccjJepbl Ha aspOJlOrl-14eCKOVl CeTl-1
POCCl-1l-1 ~BJl~eTCs:l C£o1CTeMa ABK-MP3 /1/ C aBToHoMHot1 aBTOMaTl-14ecKot1 oopaooTKoill ,QaHHb/X. ASToMaTl-1Sl-1pOBaHHas:l Cl-1CTeMa ABK-MP3 OTHOCl-1TCs:l K KJlaccy pa,Ql-10JlOKalll-10HHbIX Cl-1CTeM pa,Ql-10SoH,Ql-1pOBaHl-1s:l
aTMocepepbl CaKTl-1BHbIM OTBeTOM, KOTopblill peaJll-1syeTcs:I CnOMOLllblO cyneppereHepaT£o1BHoro OTBeT4l-1Ka.
VI cnOJlbsyeTcs:I cOBMeLlleHHbl1ll pa,Ql-10KaHaIl ,QJls:l nepe,Qa4l-1 aHaJloroBoill pa,Ql-10JloKalll-10HHOIII
l-1
pa,Ql-10TeJleMeTpl-14ecKot1 l-1HepOPMall£o1l-1 B ,Qelll-1MeTpOBoM (17 CM) ,Ql-1anaSOHe pa,Ql-10BOJlH. npl-1 paspaOOTKe
Cl-1CTeMbl ABK-MP3 Ha OCHOBe Cl-1CTeMHOro aHaIll-1Sa npOBe,QeHa ee onTl-1Ml-1Salll-1s:l B 4eJlOM l-1 oT,QeJlbHblX
SJleMeHTOS.
npolleccbl conpOSO>K,lJ,eHl-1s:l
pa,Ql-10SoH,Qa l-1 oopaOOTKl-1 ,QaHHblx pa,Ql-10SoH,QVlpoSaHl-1s:l
nOJlHOCTblO aBTOMaTl-1Sl-1pOSaHbl.
3. 06L.4EE OnVlCAHVlE CVlCTEMbl ABK-MP3
3.1. Pa,Ql-10SoH,Q MP3
PaspaooTaH JlerK£o1t1 MaJlOraOapl-1THblt1 pa,Ql-10SoH,Q (MP3-3A) C l-1CnOJlbSOSaH£o1eM cYLllecTsYIOLlIl-1X
cTaH,QapTHblx ,QaT4V1KoB C HOpMl-1pOBaHHbIMl-1 MeTpOJlOrl-14eCKl-1Ml-1 xapaKTepl-1CTl-1KaMl-1. AJls:l nOSbIWeHl-1s:l
nOMexoycToill4l-1BocTl-1 VI Ha,Qe>KHOCTl-1 nepe,Qa4V1 Koop,Ql-1HaTHO-TeJleMeTpl-14eCKOVl l-1HcjJopMallVlVl no
pa,Ql-10KaHaJly B pa,Ql-10SoH,Qe npl-1MeHeHa YCTOIll4V1BO paoOTalOLlIas:l cxeMa cyneppereHepaTopa, 4aCTOTHOMaHlt1nYJll-1pOSaHHas:l MO,QYJls:llll-1s:l (4M) HecYLllelll 4aCTOTbl, nOBblweH K.n.,Q. aHTeHHoill C£o1CTeMbl VI
OnT£o1Ml-1Sl-1pOBaHa cjJopMa ,Ql-1arpaMMbl HanpaSJleHHOCT£o1 aHTeHHbl pa,Qlt10SoH,Qa C 4eJlblO CHl-1>KeHl-1s:l Bpe,QHoro
BJll-1s:1Hl-1s:1 SaMlt1paHl-1t1 Cl-1rHaJla. nl-1TaHl-1e pa,Q£o100JlOKa pa,Ql-10SoH,Qa oCYLlleCTSJlS1eTCs:I OT cnellVlaIlbHO
paspaooTaHHolII aKTVlB£o1pyeMot1 OaTapelt1 co CTaOl-1JlbHbIMlt1 SJleKTpVl4eCKl-1Ml-1 xapaKTeplt1CTl-1KaMlt1.
3.2. KOMnJleKC ABK
B HaseMHOM aspOJlOrl-14eCKOM VlHcjJ0PMalll-10HHO-BbI4l-1CJll-1TeJlbHOM KOMnIleKce (ABK-1) ,QJls:l nOBbIWeHl-1s:l
yCTo1ll4l-1BOCTl-1 nplt1eMa Cl-1rHaJla pa,Qlt10SoH,Qa npVl SaMlt1paHVls:lX l-1CnOJlbsyeTCs:l KpyroBas:l nOJls:lpl-1Sall£o1~
aHTeHHbl. npl-1MeHeH MaJlOwYMs:lLll£o1i11 CB4-ycl-1Jll-1TeJlb. Ha OCHOBe TeOpl-1£o1 OnT£o1MaJlbHOrO npVleMa CVlrHaIla
pa,Qlt10SoH,Qa /2/ paspaooTaHo OnTl-1MaJlbHOe nplt1eMHOe YCTPOIIICTBO ,QIls:l Clt1rHaJla pa,Q£o1osoH,Qa MP3-3A.
YJlY4weHbl xapaKTeplt1CT£o1Kl-1 Cl-1CTeM aBTocOnpOBO>K,QeHlt1s:l pa,Ql-10SoH,Qa no ymoBblM Koop,QI1HaTaM VI
,QaJlbHOCTl-1. npOl-1SBe,QeHo £o1CCJle,QOBaHl-1e l-1 HOpMl-1pOSaHl-1e MeTpOJlOrl-14eCKl-1X xapaKTepl-1CTl-1K ABK.
3.3. Cl-1CTeMa aSToMaTVl4ecKoill oopaOOTKl-1
,QIls:l ooeCne4eHl-1s:l Hatle>KHoill l-1 YCToill4l-1BOVl aBTOMaTl-14ecKot1 oopaOOTKl-1 ,QaHHblx cTaH,QapTHblx
aspOJlOrl-14eCKl-1X HaOJlIOAeHl-1111 l-1CnOJlbsyeTcfI cnelll1aJll-1SVlpOBaHHas:l 11l-1cjJpoBas:l BbI4l-1CJl£o1TeJlbHas:l MaWl-1Ha
(CWBM) TVlna "AproH" (A-15) 11 OnTl-1MI1Sl-1pOBaHbl anrop£o1TMbl oopaOOTKI1 nepSl-14HblX
,QaHHblx
npVleHl-1TeIlbHO KOrpaHl-14eHHb/M BbI4l-1CJll-1TeJlbHbIM BOSMO>KHOCTflM Cl..\BM, paooTalOLlIet1 B peaJlbHOM
MacwTaoe SpeMeHl-1. nporpaMMHoe ooeCne4eHl-1e (nO) >KeCTKO npOWl-1TO B nOCTOs:lHHot1 naMs:lTl-1. Cl..\BM
oAHoBpeMeHHo BblnOJlHs:leT ynpaBJls:lIOLlIl-1e l-1 KOHTPOJlbHble cjJyHKlll-1lt1, aBTOMaTl-1Sl-1pYIOLlI£o1e paoory ASK.
B npollecce SKCnJlyaTalll-1l-1 np0l-1sso,Ql-1JlaCb OlleHKa paooTocnocOOHOCTl-1 Cl-1CTeMbl, TeCTl-1pOSaHl-1e l-1
oTpaooTKa no B paSJll-14HbIX KJll-1MaTl-14eCKl-1X l-1 cjJl-1Sl-1KO-reorpacjJl-14eCKl-1X YCJlOBl-1s:lX POCCl-1l-1, B TOM 4l-1CJle S
ApKTl-1Ke
VI S AHTapKTl-1,Qe.
Ha OCHose STOro sa nepl-1o,Q 1986-1990 rr. paspaOOTaHbl 4eTblpe
ycoBepweHCTBosaHHblX BepCl-1l-1 no.

4. 3KCnnYATAL\V10HHbIE XAPAKTEPVlCTVlKVI CVlCTEMbl ASK-MP3
Hal-1ooIlbwl-1i11 l-1HTepeC npl-1 l-1CnOJlbSOBaHl-1l-1 KOHKpeTHot1 Cl-1CTeMbl pa,Ql-10S0HAl-1pOBaHl-1s:l aTMoccjJepbl
npeACTaBJls:leT I1sY4eHl-1e l-1 0lleHKa ee SKCnJlyaTalll-10HHbIX xapaKTepl-1CTl-1K He no TexHl-14ecKoill AOKyMeHTall£o1l-1
l-1Jll-1 npOCneKTHblM MaTepl-1aJlaM, aB peaJlbHblX KJll-1MaT£o14eCKl-1XYCJlOBl-1s:lX. 3TO HeOOXOAl-1MO AJls:l onpe,QeJleHl-1s:l ee epaKTlt14ecKoro COOTSeTCTBlt1s:l npe,Qbs:lSJl~eMbIM TpeOOSaHlt1S1M co
CTOpOHbl nOTpeOlt1TeJleIA
aspOJlOrlt1yeCKOIA l-1HcjJopMalllt1lt1, a TaK>Ke nplt1 cpaSHeHlt1l-1 paSIllt1YHbIX Cl-1CTeM pa,Qlt10SoH,Qlt1pOSaHlt1f1 lt1 l-1X
3JleMeHTOB Ha Halllt10HaJlbHOM £o1Jll-1 Me>KAyHapoAHoM ypoBHe.
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4.1. MeToAVlKVI 3KcnepVlMeHTanbHblx HaTYpHblx VlccneAoBaHVI~
An~ Ol.leHKVI
3KcnnyaTal.lVlOHHblX
xapaKTepVlCTVlK
CVlCTeMbl ASK-MP3 6btnVl npoBeAeHbl
3KcnepVlMeHTanbHble
HaTYPHble
VlccneAoBaHVI~
131 no Cnel.lVlanbHO pa3pa60TaHHblM MeToAVlKaM.
MeToAVlKaMVI npeAycMaTpVlBanocb KaK Ol.leHKa TeXHVl4eCKVlX VI MeTponorVl4ecKVlx xapaKTepVlCTVlK CVlCTeMbl B
l.lenOM VI ee 3neMeHToB,
TaK VI Ka4eCTBa <PYHKI.lVlOHVlpoBaHVI~ OCHall\eHHbIX AaHHo~ cVlcTeMo~
a3ponorVl4ecKVlx CTaHI.lVl~ VI nOnY4aeMO~ a3ponorVl4ecKoVl VlH<p0pMaI.lVlVl.
Oco60e BHVlMaHVle YAen~nocb Ol.leHKe T04HOCTVI CVlCTeMbl ASK-MP3 11 CXOAlIIMOCTlII ee AaHHblX C
AaHHblMVI CVlCTeMbl METEOPltlT-MAP3,
3KcnnyaTlIIpYIOll\eVlC~ Ha a3ponor1ll4eCKOVl ceTlII POCCVllII AO
HaCTO~ll\erO
BpeMeHlII. HaTYPHble lIICCneAOBaHVI~ YKa3aHHblX xapaKTeplllCTlIIK PaAlIIonOKal.lVlOHHoro,
paAlIIOTeneMeTp1ll4eCKoro KatianoB 11 ClIICTeMbl B l..\enOM np01ll3BOAVlnVlCb C lIICnOnb30BaHlIIeM 06pa3l\OBb1X
cpeACTB 1II3MepeHlIIVI, MeTOAOM cnapeHHblX BbmycKoB paAlII030HAOB, ClIIHXPOHHblX 1II3MepeHlIIVI ABYM~
KOMnneKcaMlII AaHHblX paAVl030HAOB, MeTOAOM CTPYKTYPHblX <PYHKI.lVlVl no AaHHblM cepVl~ Y4all\eHHbIX
BbmyCKOB paAVl030HAoB.
4.2. Pe3ynbTaTbl 3KcneplllMeHTanbHblx lIICCneAOBaHlII~
S Ta6n.1 nplllBeAeHbl pe3ynbTaTbl 3KcneplllMeHTanbHblx HaTYpHblx lIICCneAOBaHlII~ OCHOBHblX
3KcnnyaTal\1II0HHblX xapaKTepVlCTlIIK ClIICTeMbl ASK-MP3, BbInOnHeHHblX B pa3n1/14Hb1X KnlllMaT1II4eCKlIIX
ycnoBlII~x 11 perVloHax (cpeAH~~ nonoca, ApKTlIIKa, AHTapKTVlAa). B He~ OTpa:>KeHbl norpewHocTlII Vl3MepeHVI~
KooPAVlHaT VI TeneMeTpVl4ecKoVl lIIH<p0pMal\lIIl11.
.
Ta6nllll\a 1
OCHOSHblE TEXHltl4ECKltlE XAPAKTEPVlCTltlKltl CltlCTEMbl ASK-MP3
1775-1790
Pa604111~ AlIIana30H 4aCTOT, Mrl.l
..
40
PaAlIIYc caHlIITapHO-3all\VlTHOVl 30Hbl, M
..
70-100
MVlHVlManbHa~ AanbHOCTb, M
.
300-310
MaKClIIManbHa~ AanbHOCTb, KM
..
40-42
MaKCVlManbHa~ BbICOTa, KM
..
5,5
MVlHVlManbHblVl pa601.lVl~ BepTlIIKanbHbl~ yron, rpaA
55-60
MaKClIIManbHblVl pa604V1V1 BepTVlKanbHbl~ yron, rpaA ..
55-73
CpeAHee BpeMfl BblAal.llll l.lacTeVl Alii S (KH-04), MVlH ..
. -CpeAHee BpeM~ BblAal.lVl l.lacTeVl C 11 D (KH-04), MVlH '"
97
0,945-0,984
Sepo~THoCTb nonYl.leHVI~ TenerpaMM 6e3 peAaKl.llllVl .....
norpewHocTb 1II3MepeHlII~ AanbHOCTlII, M:
CVlCTeMaT1II4eCKa~ (ManOMOll\HbIVl/MOLl\Hbl~ nepeAaTl.llllK)..
16-27 15-14
cnYl.la~Ha~ (ManoMoll\Hbl~/Moll\Hbl~ nepeAaTl.llllK) ...... 2,0-8,1/3,0-17,3
norpewHocTlII 1II3MepeHVI~ yrnoBblx KooPAlIIHaT, rpaA
CVlCTeMaTVll.leCKa~ :
0,08-0,10
a3111MyTa ( 6 rpaA < d < 60 rpaA)
.
0,10-0,11
BepTVlKaIlbHoro yrna
.
cnYl.laVlHa~:

0,09-0,17
a3111MyTa
.
0,10-0,15
BepTVlKanbHoro yrna
..
CnYl.laVlHble norpewHoCTlII 1II3MepeHlII~ TeneMeTpVll.lecKoVl
VlH<p0pMal\lIIl11:
0,06
TeMnepaTYpa, He 60nee C
..
OTHOCVlTenbHa~ Bna:>KHOCTb, He 60nee, %
0,17
AVlana30H Vl3MepeHVI~ napaMeTpOB aTMOC<pepbl:
TeMnepaTYpa, C
..
OT MVlHYC 90 AO 50
OTHOCVlTenbHas:I Bna:>KHOCTb, %
..
0-100
AaBneHVle, rna
.
1020-2,2
CKOpOCTb BeTpa, Mic
..
0-112
0-360
HanpaBneHlIIe BeTpa, rpaA
..
S Ta6n.2 AaHbl cpeAHVle 3Hal.leHVls:I cnYl.laVlHblx norpewHoCTeVl Vl3MepeHVls:I OCHOBHblX napaMeTpoB
aTMoc<pepbl clIICTeMo~ ASK-MP3 Ha YPOBHe' CTaHAapTHblX Vl306apllll.leCKlIIX nOBepxHocTeVl no COBOKYnHOVl
CTaTVlCTlIIKe HaTYpHblX lIICCneAOBaHlIIVI B pa3nVl4HblX KnlllMaTlIIl.leCKlIIX ycnoBVI~X VI perlllOHax, YI.lVlTbIBalOll\Vle
Bnlll~Hllle CnO:>KHbIX ycnoBlIIVI npoBeAeHlII~ BbInyCKOB (3aMlllpaHlII~ ClIIrHana paA1II030HAa, pa60Ta B 3eHlIITe,
npOXO:>KAeHVle 30Hbl Hepa6ol.lVlX yrnoB ASK, 60nbwVle AanbHOCTlII, 3Hal.leHVI~ TeMnepaTYpbl HVI:>Ke MVlHyC 80
C). S cKo6Kax nplIIBeAeHbl cnYl.laVlHble norpewHocTIII MeTe03neMeHTOB no AaHHblM CIIIHXPOHHblX Vl3MepeHVI~.
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Ta6mll.,\a2
nOrPEWHOCTIII 1113MEPEHlllfI nAPAMETPOB ATMOC<I>EPbl CIIICTEMOll1 ABK-MP3
P
rna

T
C

850
700
500
400
300
250
200
150
100
70
50
30
20
10

0,46 (0,08)
0,47 (0,09)
0,50 (0,21)
(0,22)
0,45 (0,13)
(0,11 )
0,46 (0,24)
(0,19)
0,50 (0,10)
(0,28)
0,66 (0,23)
0,80 (0,11)
1,00 (0,24)
1,25 (0,28)

U
%
6,2 (1,10)
7,0 (0,39)
6,5 (0,73)
(0,54)
5,8 (0,64)
(0,67)
5,0 (0,29)
(0,45)
4,0 (0,64)
(0,41 )
3,2 (0,00)
2,8 (0,58)
2,4 (1,74)
1,5 (1,23)

OT
C

H
mM

(0,17)
(0,23)
(0,18)
(0,19)
(0,25)
(0,28)
(0,12)
(0,30)
(0,39)
(0,17)
(0,16)
(0,33)
(0,18)
(0,30)

5,0 (0,00)
9,0 (3,46)
14,5 (3,46)
(2,68)
11,0 (4,09)
(3,46)
10,0 (7,58)
(5,34)
18,5 (7,58)
(8,58)
23,0 (5,94)
29,5 (11,86)
29,5 (12,88)
32,0

V

MIc
0,88 (0,33)
1,00 (0,54)
1,02 (0,45)
1,02 (0,50)
1,02 (0,54)
(0,35)
0,82 (0,00)
0,95 (0,73)
0,79 (0,35)
1,38 (1,76)
1,21 (1,42)
1,09 (0,71)
1,00 (0,90)
0,90 (0,70)

d
rpaA
(1.92)
(0,76)
(3,28)
(0,96)
(2,30)
(0,93)
(0,86)
(1,52)
(1,85)
(5,80)
(2,68)
(2,08)
(2,00)
(0,71 )

5. BblSOAbl III nEPCnEKTIIIBbl
AHanVl3 AaHHblx Ta6n.1 VI Ta6Il.2
nOKa3blsaeT,
4TO
ClllCTeMa
ASK-MP3 IIIMeeT peanbHble
3KcnIlyaTa1..l1ll0HHble xapaKTeplllCTIIIKVI, cooTseTcTsylOUjllle cospeMeHHoMy ypOSHIO III Tpe6osaHVls:lM BMO K
T04HOCTIII III Ka4ecTsy
a3poIlorlll4ecKoVrVlHepopMa1..llllVl,
4TO
nOATsep>KAaeTcs:I
pe3YIlbTaTaMVI
Me>KAyHapoAHblX cpasHeHIIIVr CIllCTeM paAVlo30HAlllposaHVls:I aTMocepepbl, nposeAeHHblx BMO Ha 3Tane III
epa3bl s ,Q>KaM6yIle 14/, 111 AaHHblMIII MOHIIITOPIIIHroS Ka4eCTsa aapoIlorVl4ecKoVr 111HepopMa1..l111 VI , peryIls:lpHO
nposoAIIIMblX EspOne14CKIIIM 1..IeHTpOM cpeAHe-cpo4HblX nporHo30s noroAbl (E4Cnn).
Ha OCHose
60Ilee 4eM AeCs:lTIIIIleTHero onblTa aKcnIlyaTa1..l1ll111 aSToMaTIII3I11pOSaHH014 CVlCTeMbl
paAVl030H,I:llllpOSaHVls:I ABK-MP3 S pa3IlVl4HblX KIlIIIMaTIII4eCKVlX YCIlOSlIIs:lX VI epIll3V1Ko-reorpaepVl4ecKVlx
perVloHax, S,I:laIlbHeVrweM npeAnoIlaraeTcs:I pa3pa6oTaTb, Ha 6a3e KOMnblOTepOB TVlna PC, YHVlsepcaIlbHble
anropVlTMbl VI nporpaMMHoe 06ecne4eHVle ,I:lIls:l aSTOMaTVl4eCK014 o6pa6oTKVI aapOIlorVl4eCKVlX AaHHblX S
CYLlleCTSYIOLllVlX VI HOSblX POCCVl14CKVlX pa,l:lVlOIlOKa1..lVlOHHblxlp8,l:lVlOTeO,l:lOIlVlTHblX CVlCTeMax paAVl030H,I:lVlpOSaHVls:I aTMocepepbl.
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AUTOMATION OF UPPER-AIR OBSERVATIONS
IN THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

AAlvanov, G.P.Trifonov, and V.AYurmanov
Central Aerological Observatory (CAO), Russian Federation
1. ABSTRACT

The stages of automating upper-air observations in the RussianFederation are described. Primary
consideration is given to the fully-automated radar system of rawinsonde upper-air observations AVKMRZ operating in an UHF range. The specifications are given of the computer complex AVK (AVK-l,
AVK-IM), using a specialized micro-computer (SMC "Argon"), and those of MRZ-3A type radiosonde.
The 1985-1997 progress in the development of software versions for the system of rawinsonde data
treatment, using the SMC "Argon", is described. Basic guidance methodological documents for carrying out
routine upper-air observations, using AVK-MRZ, are presented. The prospects are outlined for futher
development of the automation of radar/theodolite systems of ravinsonde observations in the Russian
Federation.
2. BBEAEHlt1E
B MIllPOSOJII npaKTliIKe pa,l:\1II030H,I:\lIIpOSaHliIs:I aTMocepepbl aSToMaT1iI3allllls:l 06pa60TKliI ,l:\aHHbIX
oCYlJ..IecTBIls:lIlaCb pa3nlll4HblMIII cnoc06aMliI,
B 3aBlllCliIMOCTIII
OT liIMelOlLIlIIXCs:I TeXH1iI4eCKliIX
S03MO>KHOCTeJII 111 CTeneHIII amopIIITM1iI3alllll1il 111 cosepweHcTBOBaHliIs:I MeTO,l:\a 111 nporpaMMHoro
o6ecne4eHIIIs:I 06pa60TKIII.
B
csoeM
pa3sliITIIIIII
OHa
npowIla
nYTb OT TeXHonorlillil nOIlyaBToMaT1iI4ecKoLII 1iI
lleHTpaIllll30BaHHoJII aSToMaTIII4eCKOJII 06pa6oTKIII Ha YHliIBepcaIlbHblX 3BM ,1:\0 aSToHoMHOLII
aBToMaT1iI4eCKOJII 06pa60TKIII C nOMolJ..lblO MIIIKPO-3BM 111 nepCOHaIlbHblX KOMnblOTepOB (nl<). 3Ta
TeH,I:\eHlllIIs:l xapaKTepHa 111 ,l:\Ils:l CIIICTeM pa,l:\1II030H,I:\liIpOBaHliIs:I POCCliIlII.
3. Clt1CTEMbl ABTOMATlt1YECKOll1 06PA60TKlt1 POCClt1lt1
Oc06eHHocTblO CIllCTeM pa,l:\1II030H,I:\liIpOSaHlIIs:I aTMocepepbl s:lBIls:leTCs:I
60nbwoJII o6beM
IIIHepopMa41111i1 111 ,l:\OCTaT04Ho CIlO>KHble amoplilTMbl 06pa60TKIII ,l:\aHHbIX, noaToMY aBToMaT1iI3allllls:l
06pa60TKIII CTaIla S03MO>KHOLII TOIlbKO nplll nOs:lBIleHlII1II Sbl4l11cIllilTenbHoii! TeXHIIIKIII. Ha nepsoM
aTane aSToMaT1II3a4111s:1 Moma 6blTb peaIl1il30saHa TOIlbKO no nplilHlllilny lleHTpaIl1il30saHHoii!
06pa60TKIII (TeIle06pa60TKIII),
Kor,l:\a nepBIII4Hble ,l:\aHHble OT HeCKOIlbKIIIX aapoIlorlll4ecKIIIX
cTaHlllIILII (A3) S 4111epPOSOM BliI,I:\e nepe,l:\alOTCs:I S 06lJ..1l11L11 Sb14111cIlIIITeIlbHblii! lleHTp (BLl) ,
OCHalJ..leHHblii! YHlIIsepCaIlbHOJII 3BM ,l:\Ils:l BTOP1il4HOii! 06pa60TKIII C Sbl,l:\a4eii! aapoIlor1il4ecKliIX
TeIlerpaMM.
3.1. ClllcTeMa "ATMocepepa"
BnepBble pa60Tbl no aSToMaTIII3allllllll 06pa60TKIII ,l:\aHHbIX 6blIlIII Ha4aTbl B POCCliIlII S Ha4aIle
60-x r.r. nplIIMeHIIITeIlbHo K CliICTeMe pa,l:\1II030H,I:\liIpOSaHlIIs:I "MaIlaxliIT - A-22". LteHTpaIllll30BaHHas:l
aBTOMaTIII4eCKas:l 06pa60TKa peaIl1il30sblBaIlacb C nOMolJ..lblO YHIIIBepcaIlbHoLII 3BM "YpaIl".
nepBas:l nporpaMMa 06pa60TKIII ,l:\aHHbIX pa,l:\1iI030H,I:\lIIpOBaHlIIs:I aTMocepepbl 6blIla COCTaSIleHa Ha
s:l3blKe AmOIl ,l:\Ils:l 3BM M-20.
3.2. CIIICTeMa OKA-3
ClllcTeMa OKA-3 /11 ,l:\Ils:l lleHTpaIllll30saHHoJII aSToMaTlII4ecKoii! o6pa60TKIII ,l:\aHHbIX CIllCTeMbl
pa,l:\1II030H,I:\lIIpOSaHlIIs:I "MeTeoplilT-2 - PK3" nplIIMeHs:lIlaCb B TepplIIToplllaIlbHblx lleHTpax B SW,
oCHalJ..leHHblx YHlIIsepcaIlbHblMIII 3BM "MliIHCK-22" 111 "MIIIHCK-32". TeXHoIlorllls:l lleHTpaIllll30BaHHoLII
o6pa60TKliI 6blIla nOIlHOCTblO aSToMaT1iI3111posaHa nplII nepeso,l:\e 06pa60TKIII Ha EC 3BM 121 C
aSTOMaTIII4eCKIIIM SSO,l:\OM ,l:\aHHbIX 1113 KaHaIlOB CBs:l3111. C 1973 r. KOMnIleKC OKA-3 nOIlYl.IliIIl
wliIpoKoe nplilMeHeHliIe Ha Ha3eMHOJII 111 cY,I:\OSOIll aapoIlor1il4eCKOJII ceTliI POCClllliI. Ba>KHbIM aTanOM
no 0lleHKe Ka4eCTsa aSToMaT1iI4ecKoIII 06pa60TKliI 6blIllil cpaBHeHlIIs:I ,l:\aHHbIX coseTcKolII CliICTeMbl
"MeTeoplilT-2 - MAP3-2 - OKA-3" 1iI eplilHCKOJII CliICTeMbl "MliIKPO-KOPA", npOBe,l:\eHHble B 1984 r.
B MliIHcKe 13/.
3.3. ClllcTeMa OKTABA
B 1984 r. pa3pa60TaHa CliICTeMa OKTABA C aSTOHOMHOJII aBToMaT1iI4ecKoIII o6pa60TKoLII C
nOMolJ..lblO MliIKPO-3BM TliIna ABK-2/4/, KOTOpas:l 6blIla SHe,l:\peHa Ha 40 A3 POCCliIliI. OKTABA Ha
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6a3e nK IBM PC (B COCTaBe CII1CTeMbl "MeTeopIl1T-2 - MAP3-2") epaKynbTaTII1BHo Y4aCTBoBana
B npoBe,o,eHII1I11 Me>K,D,yHapO,D,HbIX cpaBHeHII1V1 CII1CTeM pa,D,1I1030H,D,lI1pOBaHII1s:l B 1989 r. B A>KaM6yne.
Ans:l pa,D,1I10nOKa4l11oHHoVl CII1CTeMbl 30H,D,lI1pOBaHII1s:l pa3pa6oTaHbl anrOpll1TMbl Bb14111CneHII1s:l
,D,aBneHII1s:l no BblCOTe C Y4eToM nonpaBOK Ha peeppaK411110 111 Kpll1BII13HY 3eMnll1. Pa3pa6oTaHHble
MeTO,D,bl 111 anrOpll1TMbl aBTOMaTII14eCKOVl o6pa6oTKII1 15, 6 I 6blnll1 nOnO)\(eHbl B OCHOBy YCTpoVlCTBa
aBToMaTII14ecKoVl o6pa6oTKII1 ,D,aHHbIX CII1CTeMbl ABK-MP3, nonY4111BweVl MaCCOBoe BHe,D,peHlI1e,
Ha4111Has:l C 1986 r.
4. CltlCTEMA PAAltl030HAltlPOBAHltl71 ABK-MP3
4.1. TeXHII14eCKII1e Cpe,D,CTBa
CII1CTeMa pa,o,lI1o30H,D,lI1pOBaHII1s:l aTMocepepbl ABK-MP3
OTHOCII1TCs:l
K
Knaccy
pa,D,1I10nOKa4l11oHHblX CII1CTeM C aKTII1BHblM OTBeTOM 111 pa60TaeT B ,D,e4l11MeTpoBoM ,D,lI1ana30He
pa,D,1I10BOnH (17 CM).
OCHOBHble :meMeHTbl CII1CTeMbl
pa,D,1I1030H,o, MP3-3A 111
aBTOMaTII13I11pOBaHHbIVlIl1HepopMa41110HHO-BbI4I11CnIl1TenbHbIVl KOMnneKC ABK (ABK-1, ABK-1M).
MP3-3A s:lBns:leTCs:l nerKII1M Manora6apll1THblM pa,D,1I1030H,D,OM, BbmonHeHHblM Ha II1HTerpanbHblX
cxeMax 111 nonynpOBO,D,HII1KOBbIX :meMeHTax.
B HeM II1cnonb30BaHbl CTaH,D,apTHble ,D,aT4I11KII1
TeMnepaTypbl 111 Bna)\(HOCTII1, HO C ynYYWeHHblMII1 MeTpOnOrll14eCKII1MII1 xa paKTepll1CTII1KaM 111.
nepeKnlO4eHII1e ,o,aT4I11KOB np0Il13BO,D,II1TCs:l :meKTpOHHbIM KOMMyTaTopOM. CBepxpereHepaTII1BHblVl
npll1eMOnepe,D,aT4l11K pa,D,1I1030H,D,a
BbmonHeH
B BII1,D,e
cne4111anll13111pOBaHHoro
CBY-MO,D,yns:l
111
COBMel.4aeT
epyHK4111111
BblCOK04YBCTBII1TenbHoro npll1eMHII1Ka 3anpOCHblX pa,D,1I10ll1MnynbcoB ABK, aKTII1BHOrO OTBeTYII1Ka 111
nepe,o,aT4111Ka TeI1eMeTpll14ecKoVl II1HepOPMa4111111 C II1cnonb30BaHII1eM 4acToTHoVl MaHlI1nyns:l4111111
(YM) HecYl.4eVl 4aCTOTbl.
B Ta6n.1 npll1Be,o,eHbl OCHOBHble TeXHII14eCKII1e xapaKTepll1CTII1KII1 pa,D,1I1030H,D,a MP3-3A .
Ta6nll14a 1
OCHOBHblE TEXHltl4ECKltlE XAPAKTEPltlCTltlKltl MP3
1782
Pa604as:l 4aCTOTa, Mr4
.
800
YacToTa cne,D,OBaHII1s:l cynepll1pylOll\lI1x II1MnynbcoB, Kr4 ....
OT 11 ,D,O 17
AeBlI1a4111s:l 4M, Kr4
.
Anll1TenbHOcTb KaHanbHblX II1HTepBanoB, C
.
5
AaTYII1K TeMnepaTypbl:
TepMope3111CTOp
4YBcTBII1TenbHblVl 3neMeHT
..
,D,lI1ana30H 1I13MepeHII1V1 TeMnepaTypbl B03,D,yxa, °C...... OT MII1HyC 80 ,D,O 50
CKO norpeWHOCTII1 1I13MepeHII1s:l TeMnepaTypbl, °c
0,4
10
nOCTOs:lHHas:l BpeMeHII1 (5 Mic, 1000 rna), c .......
AaTYII1K OTHoclI1TenbHoVl Bna)\(HOCTII1:
)\(II1BOTHas:l nneHKa
4YBCTBII1TenbHbllll 3neMeHT
..
,o,lI1ana30H 1I13MepeHII1V1 Bna)\(HOCTII1 B03,D,yxa, %RH
..
OT 15,D,o 98
CKO norpeWHOCTII1 1I13MepeHII1s:l Bna)\(HOCTII1, %RH
.
5
nOCTOs:lHHas:l BpeMeHII1 (5 Mic, 1000 rna,20 0c), C ..
10
,D,lI1ana30H pa604111x TeMnepaTyp B03Ayxa, °c
..
OT MII1HYC 40 ,D,O 50
ltlCT04HII1K nll1TaHII1s:l (BO,D,OaKTII1BlI1pyeMas:l 6aTapes:l)
.
28 MXM-01
..
Macca C II1CT04HII1KOM nIl1TaHII1s:l, r
360
ra6apll1THble pa3Mepbl (B co6paHHoM BII1Ae), MM ........
200x150x300
B npo4ecce 3KcnnyaTa4111111 CII1CTeMbl ABK-MP3 6bl.na np0ll13BeAeHa Mo,o,epHII13a4111s:l Ha3eMHoro
o6opY,D,OBaHII1s:l, COCTOs:ll.4as:l B pa3pa6oTKe BToporo nOKOneHII1s:l KOMnneKca ABK-1. OCHOBHblM
OTnll14111eM MOAepHII13111pOBaHHoro KOMnneKca ABK-1 M s:lBns:leTCs:l 3aMeHa 3neMeHTHoVl 6a3bl 111
nOBblWeHlI1e Ha,D,e>KHOCTII1 annapaTypbl, npll1MeHeHlI1e CI..\BM BToporo nOKOneHII1s:l "AproH" (A-15-1)
ynY4weHHblMII1
xapaKTepll1CTII1KaMII1, cOBepweHcTBOBaHlI1e annapaTypbl npeAnoneTHoVl
C
npOBepKII1 pa,D,1I1030HAa MP3-3A 111 KOMnneKTOBaHlI1e KOMnneKca nynbToM ,D,II1CTaH4111oHHoro
ynpaBneHII1s:l aHTeHHoVl ,D,ns:l o6eCneyeHIIIs:l HaAe)\(HOrO conpoBO>K,o,eHII1s:l paAII1030HAa B Ha4anbHblVl
MOMeHT BbmycKa npll1 era npOXO)l(,D,eHlI1111 Yepe3 3eHII1T .
B Ta6n.2 npll1Be,o,eHbl OCHOBHble TeXHII14eCKII1e xapaKTepll1CTII1KII1 ABK.
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Ta6f11114a 2
OCHOBHblE TEXHVl4ECKIIIE XAPAKTEPVlCTVlKVl ABK
1782
Pa6oya5t YaCTOTa, Mr4
.
KpyroBa5t
Tllln non5tplll3a4111111
.
100
MIIIHIIIMaflbHa5t ,D,anbHOCTb, M
..
300
MaKCIIIManbHa5t ,D,anbHOCTb, KM
.
35-40
MaKCIIIManbHa5t BblCOTa, KM
..
MaKCIIIManbHa5t 1113nyyaeMa5t IIIMnYflbCHa5t MO~HOCTb:
1
ManOM0ll.lHOrO nepe,D,aTYIIIKa, KBT
..
10
M0ll.lHOrO
nepe,D,aTYIIIKa, KBT
..
416
4aCTOTa nOSTOpeHtJl5t 1113f1yyaeMblX IIIMnyflbcoB, r4
MIIIHyC 127
4YBCTBIIITenbHOCTb npllleMHOLII CIIICTeMbl, ,D,6/BT ...
1,8
.,QlllaMeTp aHTeHHOrO 3epKafla, M
.
WlllptJIHa ,D,lIIarpaMMbl HanpaBneHHOCTIII aHTeHHbl
5
Ha ypoBHe nonOBtJlHHOLII M0ll.lHOCTIII, rpa,D,
..
norpeWHOCTb 1113MepeHIII5t ,D,anbHOCTIII, He 6oflee, M:
30
CIIICTeMaTlIIyeCKas:l
45
cnyyaLIIHa5t (CKO)
norpeWHOCTb tJl3MepeHIII5t ymoBblx KOOp,D,IIIHaT, He 6oflee, rpa,D,:
0,12
CIIICTeMaTlIIyeCKas:l
0,18
cflyyaLIIHa5t (CKO)
4.2. npOrpaMMHble Cpe,D,CTSa
B KOMnneKce
ABK peafllll30BaHa aBTOHOMHas:l aBTOMaTtJlyeCKas:l o6pa6oTKa AaHHblX C
nplIIMeHeHllleM CLJ.BM Tlllna "AproH", pa60TalOll.IeLII B peaflbHoM MacwTa6e BpeMeHIII.
nporpaMMHoe o6eCneyeHllle (nO) >KeCTKO npowlIITo B naMs:lTIII C~BM. B npo4ecce TecTlllpOBaHIII5t
III oTpa6oTKIII no B pa3f1I11YHbIX MeCTHblX III KllIIIMaTlIIyeCKIIIX ycnoBIII~X III eplll3l11Ko-reorpaeplllYeCKIIIX
perlllOHax POCCIi1Ii1 Ii1 3apy6e>KHblX CTpaH, npIi1MeH~IO~IIIX CIIICTeMY ABK-MP3, B ApKTIIIKe III
AHTapKTIII,D,e, pa3pa6aTblBafllllCb YCOBepweHCTBOBaHHble BepC1II1II no. Bcere pa3pa6oTaHo
yeTblpe HOBblX BePCIiI Ill. B ABK-1 M IIIcnoflb3yeTC5t BepCIII5t, o6eCneYIIIBalOll.Ia5t cOnps:l>KeHllle C nK
IBM PC.
OCHOBHblM cO,D,ep.>KaHllleM pa60T no noaTanHoMy ycoBepweHCTBoBaHlll1O no, npIilBO,D,5tll.leMy K
OTfllIIYli1s:1M xapaKTepli1CTIIIK COOTBeTCTBYIO~IIIX BepCIIILII, 5tBfl5teTC5t ynYYWeHli1e IIIcnoflb3yeMblx III
pa3pa6oTKa 60nee 3e.pepeKTIIIBHbIX HOBblX anroplilTMOB o6pa6oTKIII C 4eflblO nOBbIWeHIi1s:1 TOYHOCTIII
III Ha,D,e>KHOCTIII nonyyeHIII5t
aapOflOrlllyeCKOLII IIIHepopMa4111III B peanbHblx YCflOBlIIs:lX
pa,D,1II030H,D,lIIpOBaHIi1f1 aTMocepepbl. nplII aTOM YYIIITblBafllllCb CflO>KHble ycnoBlllfI npOBe,D,eHIII~
BbtnyCKOB nplII pa60Te CIIICTeMbl ABK-MP3 B 30He Hepa60YIIIX ymoB ABK, B 06f1aCTIII 3eHIIITa, nplII
60flbWIi1X y,D,afleHlIIs:lx III ClllflbHblX 3aMlllpaHIIIs:lX ClllrHana pa,D,1II030H,D,a, nplII TeMnepaType B03,D,yxa
HIII>Ke MIIIHyC 80 cC.
4.3. MeTO,D,lIIyeCKa5t 6a3a
B npo4ecce onblTHoLII III nocne,D,ylOll.IeLII aKcnflyaTa41i1111 pa3pa6oTaHa MeTO,D,IIIYeCKa~
,D,OKYMeHTa4111~, pemaMeHTtJlpYlOll.Ia5t C06nlO,D,eHllle MeTO,D,IIIKIII III TeXHonorlil1ll npOIll3BO,D,CTBa
aaponorlll4eCKtJlX Ha6nlO,D,eHIIILII C nOM0ll.lblO CIllCTeMbl ABK-MP3 17, 8, 9/, a TaK>Ke o6ecne4eHllle
ee 6e30nacHoIII 3KcnnyaTa4111111 1101.
5. nEPCnEKTVlBbl
B 6f1I11>KaLIIWee BpeM~ nflaHlllpyeTC5t cOBepweHcTBoBaHllle CIIICTeMbl
ABK-MP3. 6y,D,YT
MO,D,epHIII3I11poBaTbc~ MP3, IIIcnoflb3y5t HOBble POCCIIILIICKllle Ii1 eplllHCKllle ,D,aTYIIIKill ,
III CIIICTeMa
aBTOMaTIII4eCKOLII o6pa6oTKIII ABK Ha OCHOBe nK IBM PC. 6onbwoe BHIIIMaHllle YAefl~eTc~
pa3pa6oTKe YHIIIBepcanbHblx anroplIITMoBIII nporpaMMHoro 06ecne4eHIII5t ,D,n~ o6pa6oTKIII ,D,aHHbIX
OT pa,D,1II0flOKa41110HHOlll/pa,D,1II0TeO,D,OnIllTHOLII CIIICTeMbl 30H,D,lIIpOBaHIII5t, C03,D,aHIllIO 6a3bl TeCTOBblX
,D,aHHbIX no peanbHblM BbtnycKaM ,D,f1~ npOBepKIII pa60Tocnoco6HOCTIII anroplllTMOB no Ha OCHOBe
IIIcnonb30BaHIII5t onblTa 3KcnflyaTa41111i1 CIiICTeMbl ABK-MP3. nflaHlllpyeTc~ TaK>Ke BHe,D,peHllle
HOBoro
Ha3eMHoro
MIi1Kp03f1eKTpOHHOro aaponorlll4eCKoro KOMnfleKca
MAPn B
pa,D,1II0nOKa4l11oHHoM (MAP n-A) III pa,D,1II0TeO,D,OflIllTHOM (MAPn- T) Bapli1aHTaX, pa6oTalO~ero
COBMeCTHO C pa,D,1II030H,D,aMIiI Ha 4aCTOTe 1680 Mr4.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A reliable local forecast used for gliding and
hang-gliding activities or for pollution dispersion,
requires accurate local atmospheric sounding
information. The french weather service network
(Meteo-France) proceeds to atmospheric soundings
each 12 hours (0000 UTC and 1200 UTC) at seven
locations throughout the country. Infortunately
Meteo-France's sounding stations are generally
located too far from the area of interest, and
rawinsondes are ofen not launched at the right time
for accurate local convective forecasts.
Meteo-France, under request of the Federation
Fran~aise de Vol a Voile (FFVV), the Federation
Fran~aise de Vol Libre (FFVL), the Service de la
Formation Aeronautique et du Controle Technique
(SFACT) and for its own needs, respectively, has
designed a new sounding system, named SSBC
(Systeme de Sondages Basses Couches). They have
set up a specific sounding network campaign for the
1994 gliding and hang-gliding seasons..
Thanks to the SSBC system, any flyer can now
acquire local atmospheric soundings very easily, in
the flying area, and from 0700 to 0800 UTC.
Using the results of various temperature and
humidity profiles, measured over different areas, in
addition with the synoptic meteorological data, the
meteorologists remain able to retrival realistic
cumulus base and the cloud top forecasts over any
specific area or all along a planned flying route and
during daytime.

*

humidity measurements from 1% to 98% with an
accuracy of 5%.
* incloud flight measurement capability of 10
seconds.
* vertical sounding requires the use of an aircraft, an
ULM or an helicopter which carry the probe.
* the SSBC probe is fastened to the aircraft, and is
consequently independent of aircraft instruments.
* during the sounding process, data are stored in the
SSBC system.
* SSBC handling is minimized for the pilot
manoeuvres precedures thanks an intensive
automation of its using procedures.
Finally, the main innovation of the SSBC system
consists in its two folds. First, its design for a
specific speed range (15 m.s· 1 to 50 m.s"\ Second,
any of its functions or measurement quality are
automatically tested before and after each flight.

2. SSBC DESIGN
SSBC system has been designed when taking into
account specific requirements of meteorological
data users and of course meteorologists.
Figure 1. SSBC housing and electronic package.
The operational specifications are as follows:
* pressure measurements from 1100 hPa to 500 hPa
with an accuracy of 0.5 hPa.
* temperature measurements within the -40°C to
+40°C range with an accuracy of 0.2 QC.

The SSBC probe, which is fixed to the aircraft, is
composed with the following parts (see figure 1):
* The probe housing, to protect the sensors
location.
* integrated electronic unit.
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*
*
*

data storage.
battery.
fastening and bolting on aircraft system.

On ground, a calibration unit is avalaible
including the following functions:
* atmospheric temperature, pressure and humidity
measurements test using internal sensors reference.
* provide data transfer, through a serial
communication link, from the probe to the data
storage computer.
For that purpose, a specific software package
have been implemented on the computer for
emagrams ploting and for data transfer to a
meteorological station through a modem link.

2.1 THE SSBC PROBE
The measurement spot is located behind a static
helicoid jet deflector which rotates the air flow and
throws the particles which could move tbrought the
air intake, to the boundaries of the flow, thanks to
the centrifugal effect (see figure 2). The
measurement spot is therefore free of any droplets.
The most interesting point is that the probe regains
its meteorological characteristics as soon as it is
back out of the clouds. The measurement sensors
are located within the spot volume less than 5 cm 3 ;
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Fatigue tests in vibrating and contaminating
surrounding environment (rain, particles, dust...)
have been processed on instrumented vehiculs.
Comparative flights have been made with the Piper
Aztec aircraft of Meteo France's Meteorological
Aviation Center to assess the performance of the
SSBC probe penetring in clouds.

2.2 THE SENSORS

* A 50 ohm thin film nickel resistor is used for
temperature measurements. A similar sensor is used
to measure the probe housing face temperature.
* A capacity sensor (CORBCI) is used for relative
humidity measurements. Its advantages are
particulaly its fast response time (0.5 s to 0.8 s) and
its reliability for aircraft measurements, as shown
by Abadie (1991).
* A piezoresistive silicon sensor is used for the
pressure
measurements,
compensated
for
temperature effects in 16 points. The sensor is
calibrated at 4 pressures levels, from 1050hPa to
500 hPa and at following temperatures of +40°C,
+ 15°C, _lOoC and -35°C. The calibration procedure
is similar to those used for the ERICA program,
(see Norris and Lally - 1991). The static pressure
intakes are located on the electronic housing.
Temperature, humidity and pressure calibration
data are used for sensor response computation. This
data are input in the SSBC calibration software.
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2.3 THE ELECTRONIC UNIT
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* Resistance variations of the air temperature sensor
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(Ta) and probe housing surface temperature sensor
(Tp) are closely digitized of the sensors. A signals
comparizon for each measurement cycle (320ms) is
operated with a high stability resistor. The humidity
sensor is operated at a frequency of 100 kHz and
the atmospheric pressure sensor signal within 0 mV
to 100 mV range.
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Data storage
and extemal communication

* The whole measurement system ensures a 7 1.1V
resolution with a stability higher than 10 ppm per
degree within the -40°C to +40°C range
* P, Ta and R.H. Sampling rate: 3 Hz

Batter)'
~~~~~~~~:

Fastenin _and boUin systeni

SSBCPROBE

Weight: 1,2 Kg

Figure 2. Sonde cut-away view.

*
*

Tp and battery check sampling rate: 1 Hz
all measurements are stored in a memory of
3x128 kB at 3 Hz.

Experimental study has been used for deflector
design, material thickness, sensor location and
positioning in the measurement spot. The main
experimental tool was a wind tunnel which allows
fast thermal and relative humidity variations ( less
than O.ls). With this wind tunnel, it has been
possible to inject droplets (8 to 20 micrometers
diameter) into the flow in order to simulate cloud
measurements intakes.

3. RESPONSE TIME
The wind tunnel has been used to study the
response of the SSBC probe with a stepped
temperature variation of 1°C to 2°C and/or with
relative humidity variation of 10% to 50%.
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According to these previous tests in an air flow of
40 m.s- 1, the response time of the temperature
sensor, at 90% of the scale, is around 0.4 seconds.
Humidity response time at 63% of the scale is
around 0.8 seconds.

4. PROBE FIXATION ON THE AIRCRAFT

Pre-flight and post-flight checking durations are 8
minutes and 5 minutes, respectively. Data are
processed after post-flight checking. Thermodynamical diagram (see figure 4), TEMP A, TEMP
B and TEMP SHIP (if any), respectively, are
transmitted through the modem to meteorological
station.

The probe location and fixation on the aircraft is a
tricky problem to solve, taking into account both
antagonists requierments:
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- a location where the aerodynarnism behaviour
do not alterate sufficiently any parameter under
consideration.
- a location where it is easy to fix the probe,
taking into account the aircraft type, its fuselage
structure and the request of obtaining the official
federal aviation clearances.

5. SSBC OPERATING PROCEDURE

Figure 4. SSBC sounding standard plot of the
thermodynamic diagram.

5.1 SSBC SYSTEM CARACTERISTICS
SSBC
caracteristics and performances

Figure 3. Synoptic diagram of SSBC sounding
ground operations.
In order to ensure the measurements quality,
sensors are automatically tested before running
SSBC sounding. These quality controls are made,
using a calibration unit,(see figure 3) which also can
operate the data transfer from the probe to the PC.
Temperature,
humidity
and
pressure
measurements are controlled and compared with the
internal SSBC calibration reference unit. The
pressure value is adjusted before each flight thanks
to the QNH provided by the meteorological station
which is in charge of reporting. Quality controls are
made for each use of the probe. The sounding can
be accepted, corrected or rejected according to the
tolerance range on temperature and humidity
measurements_ That measurement quality is
garanted through that way.

rremperature measurement
Sensor
Accuracy
Resolution
Response time

50 ohms nickel resistor
0,2°C from -40°C to 40°C
0.05°C
0,2s at 40m/s (63% scale)

!Relative humidity measurement
Sensor
Accuracy
Resolution
Response time

capacitive sensor
3% from 10 to 95%
0,2%
0,8s at 40m/s (63% scale)

Pressure measurement
Sensor
Accuracy
Resolution

Piezo resistive silicon sensor
0,5 hPa from 1100 to 500 hPa
0,1 hPa

Horizontal speed
Vertical speed
Incloud measurement
Autonomy
Weight
Batteries refilling

Table 1
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30 to 220 km/h

o to 5 m/s
10 sec max
2hl5
1,2Kg
Ih

6 COMPARISON BETWEN RADIOSONDE
(R.S.) AND SSBC MEASUREMENTS

ft), , but can reach 600 to 1000 ft if the amplitude of
the helicopter's route changes vary strongly.

To evaluate the SSBC probe capability for
atmospher study, a comparison betwen both probes
has been operated with the RS 80 (Vaissala
radiosonde). The area of study chosen was located
over the CEL (Centre d'Essai des Landes) and the
probe was operated at a distance of 10 ft from the
helicopter canopy (Aerospatial Ecureuil type).
During the radiosonde launching, the helicopter
was beginning its climb at an horizontal distance of
0.5 NM for safety. During the first flight segment,
the helicopter's route was crossing the ballon's one
till an elevation of 1500 ft. Then, the helicopter was
following the balloon when flying with a serie of
climbing spirals, the ground speed being maintened
at 50 kt. The exact location in altitude was
permanentely provided by CEL's radars with an
accuracy of 15 ft.
Eight sounding tests having been proceeded
throught that procedure. The results obtained show
the accordance between both systems correctly
correlated as predicted by manufacturers
specifications (see figure 4 for measurements
examples).

Table 2. Difference of temperature beetween SSBC
and the rawinsound (average on 8 flights)

Fi ure. 4. Intercom arison RS/SSBC (3.19.1996).
Temperature profile

Humidity prollle
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850

~
~

900
900

950

pressure level
hPa
A(SSBC- RS)
QC

1000

950

900

850

800

750

-0.65

-0.05

-0.05

-0.16

-0.16

-0.39

To compensate that bias, the coupling between
SSBC probe and differential GPS-3D has been
studies. The altitude is directly provided by GPS
with the new version of the sounding system, the
temperature and humidity probe being inchanged.
Excepted of being based on board an helicopter as
part of the probe without any consequence on
measurement probing, that new SSBCIGPS offer
the choice of the place for the fixing on an aircraft,
independantly of atmospheric pressure variation..

5.

CONCLUSION

The last four years of SSBC running have show
the probe friendlyship for users as well as its
reliability The comparison wiyh RS have also
shown the measurements quality, at least equal to
RS'ones.
Since 1995 an operational network of 7 SSBC
lounch sites is conducted by their users during
summertime. During the period 1994 - 1997, more
than 4000 soundings have been operated.
The capability of using probe on board an
helicopter have created a new categoriy of
applications for SSBC system; particularly for low
scale meteorological studies in low troposphere and
for environnemental applications.
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The standard deviation on temperature sounding
between R.S and SSBC probe , at various altitude
levels, show their good accordance (see table 2).
Near the surface, which pressure was 1000 hPa, the
observed difference is due to the distance of half
mile between the area for the SSBC probe and the
launching pad for the R.S.. and to an altitude which
atmosphere pressure is 750 hPa, where the
helicoptere have to maintain the flight in V.H.C.
The temperature difference, ussually negative for
any given altitude, can be misestimated because of
the air disturbances due the helicopter's rotating
blades wakes . Altitude provided by CEL radars
confirme the bias previouly mentioned and it has
been that during a smooth climb, the bias under
cosideration does not vary very much ( 30 to 100
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The Impact of Year 2000 Problems on observing systems operated in the
UK
J. Nasb, S. Stringer and D. Brogden
The Met. Office, Bracknell, UK
1.
Introduction
The UK Met. Office established a Year 2000 project in 1996 with the initial purpose of identifying
the problems that might prevent the Met. Office functioning as a business and providing services to its
customers in 1999 and the following years. These problems were expected to arise as a result of the
representation of the year number in many computer systems and microprocessors by only the last two
digits. Even if the year number is not a problem to the system, the attribution of leap year days in the
following years may be corrupted. In some cases, software will interpret the transition from 99 to 00 as
a backward step in time, and this may lead to a system failure. Date transitions which may cause
problems with some hardware and software in use by meteorologists are:31 December 1998 to 01 January 1999
•
•
31 December 1999 to 01 January 2000
•
28 February 2000 to 29 February 2000
•
31 December 2000 to 01 January 2001
It needs to be recognised that the problem may occur in embedded control processors in systems
where the date does not appear critical to the system function on a daily basis.

Unfortunately, the problem is not just limited to equipment under the meteorologists control. For
instance, it is necessary to establish whether external suppliers of services (e.g. power supplies and
communication services) to the meteorological organisation have also made the necessary checks to
ensure continuous provision of their services as the transition occurs.

2.

Current status of the UK project

The UK project has progressed from the initial phase through a second phase where 6 pilot projects
on specific systems have been performed. On the basis of the experience gained with the pilot projects
fifteen members of stafIhave been assigned to a central project team. This will manage and co-ordinate
around 70 specialised projects charged with assuring year 2000 compliance for all the systems critical
to the functioning of the meteorological service. The staff resources assigned to year 2000 issues
during the remainder of the year correspond to about 5 per cent of the total work force. Central coordination is essential to ensure that all the critical links between services are considered. For instance,
communication links for the data from an observing site onto the GTS and into the various numerical
forecast data bases and local forecast display systems need to be examined, as well as the actual
observing systems and the central computers.
The Observation division work has been subdivided into 6 projects. A full time project manager has
been appointed by the branch responsible for operational logistics and the development of surface
instrumentation. Part time project managers (committed for at least 30 per cent of available time in the
next year) will be used in remote sensing, weather radar, upper air, data archiving, and data sales
sections. The urgent tasks to be completed at this time are the complete inventory of hardware and
software in use by critical observing systems operations. This inventory will be used to derive a list of
all hardware and software that needs to be certified for Year 2000 compliance by Observation division
staff In addition, a list of the links of the observing systems to services supplied by other sections of
the Met. Office will be used to check that no vital links between sections are missed. Thirdly, a list of
the situations where compliance will be dependent on the supply of hardware and software from
manufacturers (or other third parties) outside the direct control of the Year 2000 project will also be
generated. The project managers will then agree time tables for the rectification of the Year 2000
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problems with the engineers responsible for the individual observing systems. Ideally, this work should
be completed by the end of 1998. However, in some cases where Year 2000 compliance will have to
be obtained by replacing current hardware and software with upgraded systems, slightly longer lead
times may have to be tolerated.
It will also be essential to set up improved methods of managing software so that Year 2000
compliance can be sustained, and the responsibility for the support of various software packages traced
in future. The proliferation of operating systems and software used by different scientists or engineers
for developments in the UK Observation division over the last twenty years will need to be
rationalised to limit the requirements and costs of specialised software support in future.

3.
Progress during the last year
The design of this final phase of the project was based on findings from the two earlier phases of the
Year 2000 studies in the UK. As the resources required to carefully check all the existing software and
all the systems in the Met. Office were very large, it was not practical to check all existing software in
the time left. Thus, the systems and software packages that are essential were identified, so resources
could be directed to these critical areas. Although much of the major critical system hardware was
readily identified, some ofthe critical links between these systems had not been thoroughly considered
in early stages. Similarly, significant effort was required to identify the critical software packages in
use. Most of the observing systems managed by the observation division appeared on the critical list.
Supply of observations from other Members of WMO via the GTS was also identified as essential for
Met. Office functions.
Policy decisions were made about the PC operating systems and software that would be adopted office
wide in order to ensure compliance through the Year 2000. The range of systems was to be minimised
to reduce central support costs in future. In practice, it was decided that all critical systems using PC
systems should use Windows NT operating systems. This has consequences for the upper air observing
systems and some automated surface observing systems used by the UK, as will be discussed below.
Standardised time and date algorithms were established for future use in all the divisions of the Met.
Office.
In all recent equipment procurements, compatibility with the transition through the year 2000 was

deemed essential. This is not completely effective since compliant systems and software may not yet be
available, and upgrade of some systems purchased this year will be necessary within less than a year.

4.
Issues affecting observing systems
4.1
Compatibility of individual observing systems with the year 2000 transition
A detailed review of the year 2000 status of the existing UK observing systems was begun in early
1997. Around 60 different observing system types were identified as potentially vulnerable to
malfunction during the year 2000 transition. The observation support staff responsible for the systems
were then asked to identifY the systems that were required to function after 2000. This reduced the
number of systems to be considered to about 40 different types. Of these 40, 30 systems were
considered to be critical to Met. Office business. At this time, only 6 of the critical systems can be
safely certified as compliant with the year 2000 transition. The central Year 2000 project has now
requested more detailed information on the computer systems used with the equipment and detailed
plans ofthe methods to be used to ensure year 2000 compliance. This will vary from system to system
as can be seen from the following initial experience with pilot investigations.
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4.2
4.2.1

Results of early pilot investigations
SAMOS

At the request of the central Year 2000 project, the main pilot project to establish year 2000
compliance for an observing system was performed on SAMOS. This is a PC based semiautomatic
observing system. SAMOS functions as an automatic weather station at many sites where observing
staff are only present for part of the day, and allows the observers to add more detail to the
observation reports when they are on duty. There are more than 100 SAMOS systems within the
surface observing network. The software is managed entirely by Observation division staff, and is not
supported by an external manufacturer.
The SAMOS pilot project started in October 1997 and has been pursued in collaboration with an
external consultant who advised on the methodology used. The project is expected to be completed by
March 1998. It appears that the Year 2000 project management expected the testing and certification to
be achieved more quickly than this, but the configuration of SAMOS software varies a great deal
according to the different locations. This means that many more different configurations had to be
tested than had been anticipated by the central project. Although many of the pilot projects in other
areas of the Met. Office have used a specialised software package to check code for year 2000
problems, this was not used with SAMOS. Instead the areas of code that had date or time references
were identified from existing software documentation and then checked in detail manually. Eventually,
about 10 areas of the code were identified where there was a risk of problems in future because of
timing issues. The software problems have now been rectified. The SAMOS manager feels that the
software checks performed for the year 2000 project have been beneficial to the system and that the
resulting software suite is much more suitable for future operations.

4.2.2

Radiosonde systems

In the case of its radiosonde systems, the Met. Office does not support its own software but relies on
external manufacturers, mainly Vaisala Oy and VIZ INC. Discussions on Year 2000 compliance were
started with the manufacturers in mid-1997. Vaisala assured the Met. Office that DigiCora I Marwin
software compliant for the year 2000 will be issued by mid-l 998. Arrangements for the software
installation would have to arranged with Vaisala by individual customers. Recently purchased systems
should be compliant, although the Metgraph facilities used with the MW15 GPS ground system
purchased by the UK will need porting onto Windows NT machines.
Compliant software for PC..cORA systems , the system most widely used at stations in the British
Isles, would also be issued by mid-1998. However, this assurance did not take into account
compliance problems with the Windows 3.1 operating system used to host the SPU11 card in the
Dell PCs used for PC-CORA in the UK. Subsequently, Vaisala have informed the Met. Office that the
current PC-CORA hardware is not compatible with an upgrade to the Windows NT operating system,
required by Met. Office compliance policy. Thus, it has been decided to bring forward the planned
replacement of the PC-CORA systems by about I year. The Met. Office will go out to competitive
tender for new upper air ground systems to be delivered in mid-1999, that will be compliant for the
Year 2000 problem. These systems will have to be compatible with the Met. Office Information
Technology policy for the future.
VIZ have assured the Met. Office that their ground systems are year 2000 compliant. This has not yet
been thoroughly tested by Met. Office staff VIZ ground systems have posed problems to the Met.
Office in the last two years, since operational software problems in the ground system have not been
resolved by the manufacturer in a timely fashion. In future, the current operating system used by VIZ
would necessitate retention of specialised machines for internal software support, increasing the cost
of this software support. Some standardisation in the operating systems used for PC -based upper air
ground systems is desirable and would facilitate the operation of a dual supplier policy for national
networks.
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4.2.3 Long standing Automatic weather systems
The Met. Office has had a substantial network of automatic weather stations in operation for more
than 10 years. These systems are still functioning reliably and there is no desire to replace them at this
time. The software is not readily accessible, since it is housed in microprocessors that are not readily
reprogrammed at this time. It is impractical to scan the code, although it is thought that year date was
not included in the software.. In this case, examples of the systems have been tested through the various
time transitions and have not experienced any disruption. This will probably be taken as adequate
certification for these specific systems, although agreement of validation standards across all the
different sections ofthe observation division has yet to be fmalised.
5
Interaction with other operational services
The other operational meteorological services that are critical to the successful delivery of the
observations to the users are communications and the central data bases where the observations are
stored for access by the users. With some observing systems, the observation division is responsible for
communication and archiving, but in most cases the responsibility lies within other areas of the Met.
Office. The year 2000 issue has heightened awareness of this dependency and has also raised questions
about how the interdependence is currently managed.
Dependence on observations from external sources
6.
The UK Met. Office will be unable to meet its full business responsibilities in the year 2000 without
the use of observations from all parts of the Global Observing system. Thus, the UK Project 2000 has
attempted to improve the awareness of the international meteorological community to the year 2000
problem and associated problems in collaboration with WMO. WMO has a Year 2000 Information
Web Page (http://www.wmo.ch/web/www/y2k-info.html)
and WMO (D. McGuirk, WWW
Department attended a recent WMO workshop) can also make available simple test programs to check
PC compliance and provide additional information.

1.
Future actions
We would encourage WMO members to:• Request the manufacturers of any observing systems containing modem control processors for
information on the status of compliance with the year 2000 problem.
• Establish methods of checking observing systems where the observing system software has been
generated by the national meteorological service or associated contractors.
• Establish a method of checking that new equipment and software are compliant and remain
compliant in future.
• Circulate information on experience gained to other members, so that unnecessary duplication of
detailed investigation is avoided.
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II\IJ'ROVEMENTS IN RAI>IOSONDE HUMIDITY PROFILES USING RS80/RS90 RAnIOSONDES OF VAISALA
U. Leiterer, H. Dier and T. Naebert
Deutscher Welterdienst, Meteorologisehes Observatorium, 15864 Lindenberg, Germany

1

Introdudioll

Accurate mcasurements of relative humidity in the free atmosphere are still lacking, especially for temperatures below -30°C.
Fundamcnlal atmospheric research and operational weather forecasting need high vertical resolution in relative humidity profiles
provided by radiosondes in the troposphere. This rcquires slllall systematic errors in the radiosonde data. For instances, numerical
analysis for rl'gional and II1csoscale wc.1.ther prediction can not tolcrate the large systematic undcrestimates of relative humidity also
in eloud (Nash, 1995)! Thus, too low humidities used to assimilate into the models. Unpredicted high clouds are the result. The
forccast ean not be bettcr thcn the basic data.
Over the past few years sevcral authors have mentioned that there arc deficiencies in radiosonde humidity observation. Recently
the problems of different radiosonde humidity sensors have becn discussed by Nash et al. (1995) and Sonntag (1994). These authors
compare sensors like Humicap, carbon and LiCI-hygristor, gold beaters skin, rolled hair sensor.
The last state of knowledge on the perfonllance of humidity mc.1.surements from radiosondes has been investigated during the "WMO
Radiosonde Humidity Scnsor Intercomparison (Phase I Laboratory Test) 1995-1997", reportcd by Balagurov (1997) and in the
"Summary of the WMO International Radiosonde Relative Humidity Sensor Comparison - September 1995" reported by Schmidlin
(1998).
2

The
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Technological progress in the development of new polymer materials opens new variants for precise humidity measurements. The
general measuring tecLlI1i~lue is based on the capacity dependence of a thin polymer layer in relation to the quantity of water vapor
molecules which are' oozcd into the polYliler molecule structure. The capacity will be transformed into frequencies by a resonant
circuit of the radiosondc transmittcr.
The relative humidity in the range of 0 ... 100 % will be represented by about 200 Hz frequency difference which may be measured
with 0.1 Hz resolution. In result one gcts a dynamic range of 2000 units for the relative humidity U w (%] == elew • 100. Because
of this range the thcoretical sensitivity will be about ± 0.05 % for a large temperature range. Especially' for low temperatures up
to -70°C onc is able to measure relative hurnidities with respect to \yater with a better absolute accuracy than it is possible up to
now as will be shown in section 4.
This rq'llrt will givl' sonl<.' new results :\lId lIspeds of developmcnts and new possihilities of relative humidity soundings with
radios<llllks, using a pn'eisc grOlIlHkhl"t"k and simple mathematical calihration relations hetween the raw data frequencie!l availahle
by the new It-Humicap sensor of Vaisala. The results of the Vaisala investigators are also reported in publications of Antikaincn
and Paukkuncn (1994) and Paukkuncn (1995).
Besides the classical "thermodynamical" method of humidity calibration, e.g. as used by Vaisala or special humidity calibration
laboratories as reported by Balagurov et al. (1997), the Lindenberg Observatory has begun to do research work to introduce the socalled standardizcd frequcncics

F

F (0 %)

F (100 %)
F(U
FI!

%)

"

F (0 %) - F (U %)
F (0 %) - F (100 %)

FH
FH

-

F (U %)
F (100 %)

(1)

dry frequency (no watcr molecules inside the polymere structure), produced inside the "Lindenberg container
with use of molecular sieve MERCK"
frequency of saturation water vapor partial pressure produced inside the "Lindenberg container with use ofaqua
dist. slowly cooling down"
mcasuring frequcncy
frequcncy if the It-Hurnicap is heated (in order of 70 ... 115 .. , 180 mW)

The first result of the Lindcnberg laboratory investigations is that the heated frequencies FI! are equal to the dry frequencies
F (0 %) if the polymcr works under oplillli7:ed heating conditions.
The SCl"llllJ important linding is that the difference F II - F (100 %) is nearly unchanging over the temperature range (c.g. +40°C
to -70°C).
Thc mcasuring frequencies F (U %) can converge to the both following extremes
F (U %) -- > F (0 %) == FI!
or
F (U %) --> F (100 %).
The quotient of the differcnces (F" - F(U %) and (F II - F(lOO %), sce eq. (1), follows precisely the partial pressure relation e/cw
(our assumed hypothesis), which means the relative humidity, U w [%J, measured directly this way
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with

U., [%]

= ..!- . 100

(2)

[%] " F• . 100 [%]

e..

Relative small temperature corrections are derived from laboratory calibration. Deviations from this conformity with a natural law
are caused by construction features of the H-Humicap chip and the used RS90 electronic. By using two reference capacitors and
a stabilized power supply (e.g. 18 V) it is possible to eliminate these deviations. The physico-chemical background of solid-state
moisture sensors has not been widely discussed in the literature. Only Denton et al. (1985) gave a plausible interpretation of the
microphysics.
The supposition of our measuring philosophy is:
The dielectric properties of the water molecules within the polymer material are elose to these of free liquid water (Denton
et aI., 1985).
The polymer material in the H-humicap (as a hydroactive sponge) responds to the relative humidity with respect to water in
a wide temperature range bctween +40°C up to -70°C.
The water vapor molecules within the cavities ofthe polymer mm are in thermodynamic equilibrium with the water molecules adsorbed
in a hydroactive surface on the walls of the cavities.
Only the mechanism of a weak physical adsorption (described as Van-der-Waals-Interaction) is probably dominant in the interactions
between the free water molecules, which do not lose their identity, and the "solid" polymer molecules (Atkins, 1987).
More details on fundamental calibration procedures to derive the" Calibration Matrix of standardized RS90 frequencies" are reported
in Leiterer et al (1997).
3

The Calibration Matrix of Standardized RS90 Freilufncies

Figure 1 demonstrates the main features of our hypothesis for
H-Humicap (RS90) humidity calibration. In figure 1 the
results from groundcheck experiments and test soundings are
composed. They are confirmed by simulation chamber
experiments in Lindenberg, Moscow ana Julich. The results
of the chamber intercomparisons will be published in an extra
paper.
Relative humidity (ordinate), temperature (abscissa) and the
standardized frequency F" (as parameter) show the general
working principle of the new polymer together with our new
raw data evaluation method.
During the radiosonde flight one measures with two
(alternatingly heated) sensors the heated frequencies FH (40
s heating) and the measuring frequencies F(U%) (100 s
measuring). The frequency F (100 %) saturated with respect
to water is a stable value derived from the ground check.
With a sequence of 1 s one gets the frequencies FH and
F(U %). Using the relations (1) and (2) for the standardized
frequency F n and a given temperature (measured by the
" thermocap sensor of the RS90) one directly gets the relative
humidity Uw [%] with rcspect to watcr controlled by the heated
frequcncy FH = F(O%).
The standardized frequencies Fn have the. temperature
dependence illustrated in figure 1. Fn == 1 is not possible for
negative temperatures. The lower the temperature, the earlier
the point of ice saturation begins; e.g. the relative humidity
Uw = 70 % for -36°C corresponds to a relative humidity of
Ui = 100 %. The area above the dotted line is the region of
supersaturation with respect to ice which is an 0 ften-observed
feature in high clouds (cirrus).
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Examples of RS80/RS90 Soundings

Using the raw data processing algorithm developed in Lindenberg for a research version of the RS90 sonde the results of tandem
soundings with the convcntional RS80 sonde are shown in figure 2 to 5. Due to this observation gaps emerge above 400 hPa reaching
observation distances of ea. 300 m ,at 14 km (150 hPa) height. The normal measuring sequence is about 1 value per second, the
observation distance 5 m. For better demonstration we summarized the measured data in figure 2 to 5. For the RS90 one depicted
value corresponds to 3 s of measuring ("" 15 m vertical resolution), for the RS80 one depicted value corresponds to 10 s of measuring
("" 50 m vertical resolution). We can make no final statement about the absolute accuracy ofthe relative humidities in the temperature
range dcmonstrated in figure 2 to 5 because so far we have used a preliminary calibration matrix of our standardized frequencies
Fn (sce figure 1), with the crror bars depicted in figure 1. After the final evaluation of JUlich, Moscow and Lindenberg chamber
experiments we expect the error bars for -70°C to be as small as the error bars for groundcheck conditions near 20°C.
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Nevertheless the RS90 humidity profiles based on our preliminary standardized frequencies look plausible also for very low
A noteworthy result is that the RS90 sensor is still sensitive above the tropopause and measures realistic relative
humidities in the range 1...2 %. Generally, the high measuring sensitivity is obvious. This feature allows to detect water vapor layers
with small vertical extension also above the tropopause.
Figure 2 shows the comparison RS80/RS90 for the cloudless case. The relative humidity profiles of the RS90 and RS80 agree well
in the lower and middle region ofthe troposhere. However, for temperatures lower than -30°C RS80 measures incorrect data, that
means the RS80 sensor (A-Humicap) becomes insensitive. At first the values measured by RS80 are remarkably too low (12-18 %
at 300 ... 250 hPa or -50 ... -60°C).
Figure 3 is an example for the cloudy case with one stratiform cloud layer near 520 hPa (Ac str tr) which has also becn checked
by observers and synchronous ceilometer measurements. Both radiosondes measure the profiles typical for each of the sensors (A-,
Humicap (RS80) and H-Humicap (RS90». It is evident that the RS90 follows the vertically strongly structured humidity field better
than the RS80. At temperatures lower than -30°C the RS80 becomes unsensitive, the typical behavior of the A-Humicap. The RS90
profile shows two layers with supersaturation with respect to ice (near 470 and 410 hPa) above the Ac-Iayer, probably thin cloud
layers, which were detected by the ceilometer half an hour before the radiosonde ascent.
Figure 4 is an example of the cloudy and icing case. The icing only refers to the A-Humicap of the RS80 sonde which is usually
used in observation routine. According to our experience cloudy weather causes in approx. 10 % of the cases icing ofthe A-Humicap.
The problem ofthis error is the inability to recognize this icing case without much experience. Very often an unsystematic falsification
ofthe vertical profiles occurs; the icing can start in all heights, that means even near ground level. This unsystematic error (contrary
to the systematic errors by lag and temperature effects) makes it more difficult to detect the systematic deviations between the old
(e.g. RS80) and new (e.g. RS90) sondes, and also the adaption of time series dated back - a very important demand for trend
investigations in the frame of climate research. The RS90 sonde, fitted out with the H-Humicap pair, alternatingly heated with only
75 mW, measures the humidity profile with a good quality from ground level to 100 hPa (16 km). Above approx. 500 hPa (-23°C)
ice clouds occur in this case; a relative humidity (with respect to water) of 86 % corresponds to a relative humidity of approx.
106 % (with respect to ice), a plausible value of the relative humidity in ice clouds (cirrus).
Fig. 5 shows again the typical behavior of the RS80 sensor in comparison to the RS90 sensor. Near the tropopause the RS80 AHumicap measures 12 % too low humidities with respect to the "correct" values of the RS90. As usual the RS80 measured too high
values in the stratosphere. More interestin'g is the comparison of the supersaturated (with resp. to ice) layers at 440,400 and 250
hPa with the backscattering profile (A = 532 nm) of the LIDAR, Ansmann 1997, and the cloud measurements by the ceilometer
(controlled by observers of the synoptic station).
Thin interrupted clouds (Ci fib) are only measured by the ceilomctcr in the layer near 440 hPa, also sharply marked by the LIDAR.
In the next higher layer with supersatured air there are no clouds and nO'backscattering signal. This layer seems to be without particles.
This example shows that in supersaturated layers aerosols or clouds do not follow inevitably.
In the supersaturated layer near 250 hPa below the tropopause the LIDAR detected a backscattering signal, but the eeilometer measured
no clouds in this moment. Probably there are a aerosol layers with particles in the presublimation phase, soon converting into clouds
as shown by the ccilometer onc hour later.

temperatur~s.
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The new generation of upper-air observation equipment
Vjacheslav Ivanov, Ph.D. & Vadim Kikin, PhD. (Dral Stale Technical University)
Yuri Losev (METEO Joint Stock Company)
Ekatarinburg, Russian Federation

Abstract
This report describes the new generation of upper air observation equipment that consists of
the Breeze compact tracking radar system and associated radiosonde.
Compact upper-air radiosonde tracking radar integrates the beam switching antenna array, low
noise receiver, pulse transmitter and digital systems for tracking, control and measurement. The beam
switching antenna array and the switching phase shifter make up a precision system that measures the
radiosonde tracking antenna elevation and azimuth angles. Application of the state-of-the-art electronic
parts provides a means to attain the high receiver sensitivity better then 134 dBW.
The utilization ofthe tracked sonde active reply concept allows to cut the average transmitted
power down to 0.1 Wand to measure the slant range up to 200 km with high accuracy and low energy
consumption. The mode of a radio theodolite sonde tracking is also available. Total power
.
consumption is less then 300 Wand total weight is no more than 120 kg.
Novel upper air sondes are equipped with the conventional transceivers for the slant range
measurement and with pressure sensors for barometric altitude determination. Besides this, sondes
incorporate thermistor and capacitor humidity sensors both complying with the WMO accuracy
requirements.
The compatibility ofthe new equipment with the commercially available radiosondes and its low
maintenance costs in conjunction with the high-end specification make it feasible for incorporating into
meteorological observation networks.

1. A3ponOnt'"leCKafl P8AHonOKa~HOHHaHCTaH~HfI 16PLII3"
A3ponon1"1eCKafl pa,q,~onOKa4~OHHafI CTaH41-1f1 (APC) "6P~3" npeAHa3Ha"leHa AIlfl np~eMa
MeTeo ~Hct:>opMa4~~ OT PaAl-1030HAa, 3anycKaeMoro B aTMoeepepy, ~ onpeAeneH~fI ero
KOOPAI-1HaT:.HaKIloHHo~ AaIlbHOCTI-1, a31-1MYTa, yma MeCTa.
APC "6pM3"o6ecne"lI-1BaeT 30HA~pOBaHl-1e aTMoeepepbl KaK C nOMO~blO cePI-1~HbIX
pa,q,1-1030HAOB MP3 (MAP3), TaK 1-1 cne4~anbHblX pa,q,~030HAOB, OCHa~eHHbIX AaT'-lI-1KaMI-1
aTMoeepepHoro AaBIleHI-1f1. npl-1 3TOM APC 06eCneYI-1BaeT B03MO>KHOCTb onpeAeneHI-1f1
Bepn1KaIlbHblX npoct:>Mne~ MeTeo Benl1YMH B cneAYIO~MX pe>J<1l1Max:
• pa,q,MonOKa4110HHOM (M3MepfllOTcfI HaKIlOHHafl AanbHOCTb AO PaAM030HAa, a31-1MYT
Myron MeCTa);
• pa,q,MOTeOAOIlI-1THOM (M3Mepfl1OTCfI aTMoeepepHoe AaBneHl1e, a311MYT 11 yron MeCTa
pa,q,11030HAa);
• PaA110nOKa4MOHHO-TeOAOIll1THOM (M3Mepfl1OTCfI HaKJ10HHafI AanbHOCTb AO
PaA11030HAa, a311MYT 11 aTMoeepepHoe AaBIleHl1e).
Pa,q,110 TeOAOnMTHbl~ 11 PaA110nOKa4110HHO-TeOAOIll1THbl~ pe>J<1l1Mbl pa60Tbl MOryr
l1CnOIlb30saTbCfI KaK AIlfl cne411anbHOro 30HAl-1pOBaHI-1f1 aTMoeepepbl, TaK M AIlfl
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nOBbIWeHIf1f1 TOYHOCTIf1 ceTeBoro 30HAlf1pOBaHIf1f1 B 3KCTPeManbHblX MeTeOYCJ10BIf1f1X.
B COCTaB APC "5P113" BXOAflT:
•

aHTeHHO-epl1AepHafl Cl1CTeMa;

•

nplf1eMO-nepeAalOL4af1 CIf1CTeMa;

•

CIf1CTeMa ynpaBJleHIf1H aHTeHHOl4;

•

Cl1CTeMa o6pa6oTKl1 If1 ynpaBJ1eHlf1f1;

•

n3BM.

nplf1 pa3pa6oTKe APC "5PIf13" If1cnOnb30BaHbl nOCJ1eAHl1e Mlf1pOBble AOCrn:>KeHIf1f1 B
06J1aCTIf1 PaAIf10TeXHIf1KIf1 If1 3neKTpOHIf1K1f1 epa31f1pOBaHHafI aHTeHHaH peWeTKa,
COBpeMeHHble MIf1Kp03J1eKTpOHHble KOMnOHeHTbl, 41f1eppOBble MeTOAbl o6pa6oTKl1 AaHHblX
If1 ynpaBneHIf1H.
APC "5PIf13" If1MeeT cneAYIOL4lf1e OCHOBHble TeXHlf1yeCKl1e XapaKTeplf1CTIf1KIf1:

1680 (1780) MHz;

•

pa60YaH 4aCTOTa

•

AanbHocTb conpOBo>KAeHIf1H PaA11030HAa, He MeHee

•
•
•

200 KM;
1f13J1Y4aeMafI MOL4HOCTb PaAlf10nepeAaT'-lIf1Ka, He 60nee 0,1 W;
MOL4HOCTb, nOTPe6nHeMafl OT If1CTOYHIf1Ka nIf1TaHIf1f1, He 60nee 200 W;
Macca KOMnneKTa CTaH41f111 120 Kr.

2.

HOBble a3p0I10n1"1eCKMe PaAM030HAbl AIlH cne"o,.8I1bHOrO M ceTeBoro
30HAMpOBaHMfI aTMocepepbl

B COCTaB KOMnJ1eKTa aspOnOrlf14eCKl1X pap,1f1030HAOB

BXOAflT:

•

nepBIf14Hble 1f13Meplf1TeJ1bHble npeo6pa30BaTenl1 (AaT'-ll1KIf1) MeTeo Ben1f1411H;

•

PaAlf106noKlf1, BKJl104alOL4lf1e B ce6H epOpMlf1pOBaTenb TeneMeTplf1yeCKOrO Clf1rHana 11
nplf1eMOnepeAaT4If1K;

•

BOAOaKTIf1Bl1pyeMaH 6aTapefl nIf1TaHIf1f1;

•

Tenn03aL4l1THbll4 Kopnyc C 3neMeHTaMIf1 KpenneHIf1f1.

B

Ka4eCTBe
nepBIf14Horo
1f13Mep1f1TeJ1bHOrO
npeo6pa30BaTenfl
TeMneparypbl
B
PaAIf1030HAax MOryT If1cn0J1b30BaTbCfI KaK cePIf1l4Hbll4 AaT'-lIf1K PaA11030HAOB rnna MP3
(MAP3) , TaK If1 AaT4If1Kl1 TeMneparypbl nOBbIWeHHOl4 T04HOCTIf1 V1nT-<1> If1 V1nT-no,
BblnOnHeHHble Ha OCHOBe HIf1KeneBOro eponbrOBoro TepMope311cropa If1 Ha
OCHOBe
nnaTIf1HOBOl4 MIf1KpOnpOBOnOKIf1.
B KayeCTBe AaT4If1Ka BJ1a:>KHOCrn If1cnOnb3yeTcfI r.13Mepl1TenbHbll4 npeo6pa30BaTenb V1nB C
4aCTOTHblM BbIXOAOM, BbInOJ1HeHHbll4 Ha OCHOBe If1HTerpanbHoro nneH04Horo 3neMeHTa
BJ1a:>KHOCTl1.
B
Ka4eCTBe AaT4If1Ka aTMoeepepHoro AaBneH1f1f1
If1cnonb3yeTcH
1f13Mepl1TenbHbll4
npeo6pa30BaTenb V1nAA, BbInOnHeHHbll4 Ha OCHOBe If1HTerpanbHOro KpeMHlf1eBOrO
3J1eMeHTa.
B03MO:>KHO nOAKll104eHIf1e K PaAIf1030HAY AaT4If1KOB APyrnx MeTeo Ben1141f1H C BblXOAHblMl1
3neKrp114eCKIf1MIf1 napaMeTPaMIf1 B BIf1Ae eMKOCTl1, conpOrnBneHl1H, Hanpfl>KeHIf1f1 If1
4aCTOTbl. nOAKll104eHIf1e AaT4If1KOB K PaAl106noKY np0lf13BOAIf1TCfI nepeA BblnyCKOM
PaAIf1030HAa C nOMOL4blO pa3beMHblX COeAIf1HIf1Tenel4. Pap,1f106J10KIf1 np0lf13BOAflT
npeo6pa30BaHIf1e BblXOAHblX napaMeTPOB AaT4If1KOB MeTeo BeI1If1YIf1H B 4aCTOTHble
TeneMeTP114eCKl1e
Clf1rHanbl
If1
If1X
n004epeAHoe
nOAKJ1lOyeHlf1e
Ha
BXOA
nplf1eMOnepeAaT\.lIf1Ka.
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CBepxpereHepan1BHbl~ npllleMOnepeAa1'\.fIllK 06eCne4111BaeT nepeAa4y TeIleMeTplll4eCKOrO
ClllrHaIla Ha Hecy~e~ 4aCTOTe 1680 (1780) MHz III Bblpa60TKY OTBeTHOrO ClllrHaIla Ha
3anpOCHbl~ ClllrHaIl, 1113IlY4aeMbl~ CTaHllllle~ conpOBO>KAeHIIIR nOIlHbl~ lllllKJ1 nepeAa4111
BceX TeIleMeTplll4eCKIIIX ClllrHaIlOB COAep>KIIIT 8 paBHblx no AJlIIITeIlbHOCTIII KaHaIlbHblX
IIIHTepBaIlOB BpeMeHIII. KOIllll4ecTBo TeIleMeTpIII4ecKlllx CIIIrHaIlOB III nocIleAOBaTeIlbHOCTb

IIIX nepeAa4111 B llVlKIle YCTaHaBJlIIIBaeTCH B PaAlllo6IlOKe aBTOMaTIII4eCKIII nplII nOAKIl104eHIIIIII
K HeMy onpeAeneHHoro (Heo6xoAIIIMoro AllR AaHHoro BIIIAa 30HAVlpoBaHIIIH) Ha60pa
Aa1'\.fIllKOB MeTeo BeIlIll4I11H.
B PaAIII030HAaX MOryr 6blTb IIIcnOIlb30BaHbl cIleAYIO~lIIe Ha60pbl AaT4I11KOB:
•
•

TeMnepaTYpbl;
TeMnepaTYpbl1ll BIla>KHOCTIII;

•

TeMnepaTYpbl III aTMoeepepHoro AaBIleHIIIH;

•

TeMnepaTYpbl, BIla>KHOCTIII III aTMoeepepHoro AaBIleHIIIR

3a C4eT npVlMeHeHIIIH B PaAlllo6IlOKax nporpaMMlllpyeMblx Ilorlll4eCKlllX IIIHTerpaIlbHblX
MIIIKpocxeM o6ecne4eHa B03MO>KHOCTb 1113roToBIleHIIIH PaAIII030HAOB C pa3Illll4HoH
AJlIIITeIlbHocTblO KaHaIlbHblX IIIHTepBaIlOB, 4111CIlOM III nocIleAoBaTeIlbHocTblO nepeAa4111
ClllrHaIlOB B TeIleMeTpw·lecKoM lllllKIle, 4TO o6ecne4111BaeT B03MO>KHOCTb IIIcnOIlb30BaHIIIH
PaAIII030HAOB
c
pa3Il1114HblMIII
CTaHlllIIHMill
COnpOBO>KAeHIIIH.
nOIleTHaH
Macca
PaAIII030HAOB C nOIlHblM KOMnIlelITOM AaT4I11KOB MeTeo BeIllll4111H He npeBblwaeT 350 r.

3. J,13MepMTeIlbHbIM npeo6pa30BaTenb TeMnepaTYpbl q>oIlbroBblM
1II3MeplIITeIlbHbl~ npeo6pa30BaTeIlb TeMnepaTYpbl epOIlbroBbl~ (lIInT-CI» npeAHa3Ha4eH
AJlH
IIICnOIlb30BaHIIIH
B
Ka4eCTBe
nepBIII4Horo
npeo6pa30BaTeIlH
(Aa1'\.fIIIKa)
a3pOIlOrlll4eCKIIIX PaAIII030HAOB III HBIlHeTCH 3aKOH4eHHbIM caMocToHTeIlbHblM 1113AeIlllleM C
HOpMlllpOBaHHblMVI MeTpOIlOrlll4eCKIIIMIII xapalITeplIICTIIIKaMIII.C TepMo4YBcTBIIITeIlbHblM
3IleMeHTOM lIInT-CI> HBIlfleTCH HIIIKeneBblH epoIlbroBblVl TepMope3111CTOp Tlllna TPn2-1.
lIInT-CI> IIIMeeT CIleAYIOLll,lIIe OCHOBHble napaMeTpbl:
•

Alllana30H 1113MepfleMblX TeMnepaTYP (-90 +60) QC;

•

BblxoAHO~ napaMeTp - 3IlelITplll4eCKoe COnpOTIIIBIleHVle,
B npeAeIlax (240 - 700) OM;

•

4YBCTBIIITenbHOCTb, He MeHee 2,5 OMPC;

•

npeAeIl AonycKaeMoH OCHOBHO~ norpewHocTIII
0
1113MepeHVlfI TeMnepaTYpbl, He 60Ilee 0,5 C.

HOMIIIHaIlbHaH CTaTIII4eCKaH XapaKTeplllCTIIIKa npeo6pa30BaHIIIH lIInT-CI> 3aAaeTCH B BIIIAe
MaTeMaTIII4eCKO~ epOpMyIlbl C AByMH nOCTOHHHblMIII K03epepIIIllVleHTaMIII , onpeAeIlHeMblMIII
IIIHAIIIBIIIAYaIlbHO AJlfl Ka>KAOrO 06pa3lla lIInT-CI>. KOHCrpylITlIIBHO lIInT-CI> npeACTaBIlHeT
C060H npOBOIl04HYlO paMKY, Ha KOTOpOH 3aKpenIleH TepMope3l11CTOp, nOKpblTblH
aHTIIIPaAlllallVlOHHOVl 3MaIlblO. nOAKIl104eHllle lIInT-Cl> K PaAIII030HAY npOlll3BOAIIITCH C
nOMOLll,blO AByxnpOBoAHOro pa3beMHoro coeAIIIHIIITeIlR

4. J,13MepMTeIlbHbIM npeo6pa30BaTenb TeMnepaTYpbl npOBOnO'lHbIM
o6pa3,-,oBblM
1II3MepIIITeIlbHblH npeo6pa30BaTeIlb TeMnepaTYpbl npoBoIlo4HblH o6pa3lloBblH (lIlnT-nO)
npeAHa3Ha4eH AIlH IIIcnOIlb30BaHVlH B Ka4eCTBe nepBIII4Horo npeo6pa30BaTeIlH (Aa1'\.fIllKa)
a3pOIlorlll4eCKIIIX PaAIII030HAOB VI HBJlHeTCH 3aKOH4eHHblM caMocToHTeIlbHblM l113AeIlllleM C
HOpMlllpOBaHHblMIII
MeTpOIlorlll4eCKIIIMIII
xapalITeplIICTIIIKaMVI.
TepM04YBCTBIIITeIlbHblM
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3neMeHTOM V1nT-nO HBnHeTCH Helll30nlllpOBaHHaH nnarnHOBaH npOBOnOKa AlIIaMeTPOM 5
MKM.
V1nT-nO lIIMeeT cneAYIO~lIIe OCHOBHble napaMeTpbl:
• AlIIana30H 1II3MepHeMblx TeMnepaTYP (-90 +60)QC;
• HOMlIIHaJlbHOe COnpOTlIIBneHlIIe nplll TeMnepaTYpe 25 QC 500 OM;
• npeAen AonycKaeMoH OCHOBHOH norpewHocrn 1II3MepeHlIIH TeMnepaTYpbl, He
60nee 0,3 0 C;
• pa,qllla41110HHaH norpeWHOCTb Ha BblCOTe 35 KM, He 60nee 0,5 0 C
HOMlIIHanbHaH CTaTlII~eCKaH xapaKTeplllCTIIIKa npeo6pa30BaHlIIH V1nT-nO 3a,qaeTCH B BlIIAe
MaTeMaTlII~eCKOH epopMynbl C 0AHlIIM nOCTOHHHblMlII K03epeplll4111eHTOM, onpeAenHeMblM
IIIHAlIIBlIIAyanbHo AJlH Ka>KAOro 06pa34a lI1nT-nO. KOHCTpYKTlIIBHO V1nT-nO npeACTaBnHeT
C060H npOBonO~HYIO paMKY, Ha KOTOpOH V-06pa3HO paCTHHYTa nnaTlIIHOBaH
MlIIKpOnpOBonOKa. nOAKnIO~eHlIIe VlnT-nO K pa,qll1030HAY np01ll3BOAlIITCH C nOMO~blO
,qByxnpOBOAHoro pa3beMHoro coeAlIIHlIITenH.

5.

f..13Mepl1TeI1bHbIH npeo6pa30BaTellbaTMoc(j>epHoro AaBlleHl1.H

1I13MeplllTenbHblH npeo6pa30BaTenb aTMoeepepHoro AaBneHlIIH (V1nAQ) npeAHa3Ha~eH
AflH
lIICnOnb30BaHlIIH
B Ka~eCTBe
nepBlII~Horo
npeo6pa30BaTenH
(Aa~lIIKa)
a3ponorlll~eCKlIIX pa,qll1030HAOB III HBnHeTCH 3aKOH~eHHbIM caMocToHTenbHblM 1II3,qenllleM C
HOpMlIIpOBaHHblMIII MeTponorn~eCKIIIMlII xapaKTeplllCrnKaMlII. 4YBcTBlIITenbHblM 3neMeHTOM
V1nAA HBnHeTCH IIIHTerpanbHblH KpeMHlIIeBblH TeH30pe3l11CTOPHbIH npeo6pa30BaTenb
,qaBneHlIIH.
V1nAA IIIMeeT cneAYlOl.4l11e OCHOBHble napaMeTpbl:
,qlllana30H 1II3MepHeMblX AaBneHlIIH (10 - 1070) rna;
• BblXOAHble napaMeTpbl - Tplll 3HaKonepeMeHHblx Hanp.R>KeHlIIH, B npeAenax (0,1 2,5) V;
• npe,qen AonycKaeMoH norpewHocrn 1II3MepeHlIIH AaBneHlIIH, He 60Jlee 1 rna;
pa3pewalOw.aH cnOC06HOCTb, He 60nee 0,1 rna;
• HanpH>KeHlIIe lIICTO~HIIIKa nlllTaHIIIH 5 V;
• TOK, nOTpe6nHeMblH OT lIICTO~HlIIKa nlllTaHlIIH, He 60Jlee 5 MA;
• AlIIana30H pa6o~lIIx TeMnepaTYP (-15 +65)QC.
HOMlIIHaJlbHaH CTaTlII~eCKa.R xapaKTeplllCTlIIKa npeo6pa30BaHlIIH V1nAA 3a,qaeTcH B BlIIAe
MaTeMaTlII~ecKoH
epopMynbl C HeCKonbKlllMIII nOCTOHHHblMIII K03epep1ll4111eHTaMlII,
onpeAenHeMblMIII IIIHAlIIBlIIAYaJIbHO AJlH Ka>KAOrO 06pa34a V1nAA· KOHCTfYKTlIIBHO V1nAA
BblnonHeH Ha npflMoyroJlbHOH ne~aTHOH nnaTe C pa3MepaMlII 90x58MM . nOAKnIO~eHlIIe
lIInAA K pa,qIl1030HAY npolll3BOAlIITCH C nOMo~blO ceMlIInpoBoAHoro pa3beMHOrO
coeAIIIHIIITeJlH.

6.

f..13Mepl1TeflbHblH npeo6pa30BaTellbBfla>KHOCTl1

V13MeplllTenbHblH
npeo6pa30BaTenb
BJla>KHOCTlII
(V1nB)
npeAHa3Ha~eH
AflH
IIICnOJlb30BaHIIIH B Ka~eCTBe nepBIII~Horo npeo6pa30BaTenH (Aa~lIIKa) a3pOn0l1l1yeCKlIIX
PaAlII030HAOB
III
HBnHeTCH
3aKOH~eHHbIM
caMocToHTenbHblM
1II3AenllleM
C
HOpMlIIpOBaHHblMlII MeTpOJlOrn~eCKlIIMIII xapaKTeplllCTIIIKaMlII.
4YBcTBlIITenbHblM 3neMeHTOM V1nB HBnHeTCH IIIHTerpanbHblH nJleHOYHblH cop641110HHblH
npeo6pa30BaTenb OTHOClIITenbHOH
Bna>KHOCTlII c eMKOCTHblM BbIXOAOM. 3a cyeT
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VlcnOJlb30BaHII1~

CTPYI<TYPbl C BepXHII1M 3JleKrpOAOM 1113 TOHKOrO BJlarOnpOHlI1l...\aeMOrO CJlO~
30JlOTa, 3JleMeHT BJla>KHOCl11 II1MeeT BblCOKYIO cTa6111JlbHOCTb 111 BOCnp0ll13BOAII1MOCTb
XapaKTepll1CTII1K.

vtnB II1MeeT CJleAYIOUJ,lI1e OCHOBHble napaMeTPbl:
99) % RH;

•

AII1ana30H 1I13MepeHII1H OTHOCII1TeJlbHOH BJla>KHOCl11 (2 -

•
•

BblXOAHOH napaMeTP - l.faCTOTa nOBTOpeHII1~ 3JleKrpll11.feCKVlX II1MnYJlbCOB, B
npeAeJlax (AJ1~ BceX MOAlI1epll1Kal...\lI1H vtnB) OT 50 Hz AO 10kHz;
3
I.fYBCTBII1TellbHOCTb, He MeHee 2,5*10- 1 % RH;

•

norpewHocTb 1I13MepeHII1H, He 60Jlee 2

•
•

111 CTepe3I11C, He 60Jlee 1 % RH;
Hanp~>KeH\.1e II1CTOI.fHII1Ka nll1TaHII1~ (8,5 - 12) V;
TOK, nOTPe6Jl~eMbIH OT II1CTOI.fHII1Ka nIl1TaHII1~, He 60Jlee. 5

•

AII1ana30H pa60l.fll1x TeMneparyp (-60 +50)

•

% RH;

°c.

MA;

HOMII1HaJlbH~ CTal11l.fecKa~ xapaKTepll1CTII1Ka npe06pa30BaHII1~ vtnB 3aAaeTc~ B BlI1Ae
MaTeMaTlI1l.feCKOH
epOPMYJlbl
C
HeCKOJlbKII1M111
nOCTO~HHbIMII1
K03epep111I...\lI1eHTaM111,

onpeAeJl~eMblMII1 II1HAII1BII1AyanbHo AJ1~ Ka>K,qOrO 06pa31...\a vtnB. KOHCTRYKrnBHO vtnB
2
BblnOJlHeH Ha np~MoyrOJlbHOH nel.faTHOH nJlaTe pa3MepOM 50x35MM
C BblHOCOM
I.fYBCTBII1TeJlbHOrO 3JleMeHTa Ha paCCTO~HlI1e (40 - 150) MM OT nJlaTbl. nOAlUllOl.feHlI1e vtnB
K
PaAII1030HAY
np0Il13BOAII1TC~
C
nOMOUJ,blO
l.feTblpexnpoBoAHOro
pa3beMHoro
COeAII1HII1TeJl~.

HaCTO~UJ,ee BpeM~ npOBO~TC~ Jla60paTopHble 111 nOJleTHble II1CnbITaHII1~ Onll1caHHoro
Bblwe HOBoro 060pYAoBaHII1~, KOTopble nOATBep>KAaIOT ero BblCOK&.1e TeXHlI1l.feCKII1e 111
MeTpOJlOl11l.feCK&.1e xapaKTepll1CTII1KII1.

B
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1313 Halley Circle
Norman, Oklahoma USA

Walter Fernandez
School of Physics
University of Costa Rica
San Jose, Costa Rica

Malaqufas Pefia
Cooperative Institute for Mesoscale Meteorological Studies
University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma USA
ABSTRACT
Sixteen pilot balloon stations are currently being operated in Latin America as
part of a research program funded by the Pan American Climate Study program
of NOAA. Although these observations are intended to satisfy research
objectives, this network could also be of value for routine weather forecasting in
the region. This paper describes the motivati~n behind the implementation of
the network, some of the considerations involved in designing the network, and
some of the difficulties to date in integrating this research network into local and
regional forecasting systems.
Introduction
The
National
Severe
Storms
Laboratory (NSSL) is currently coordinating,
with the assistance of a number of
meteorological and educational institutions in
Latin America, a network of 16 balloon
sounding stations between Mexico and Bolivia.
This activity is part of a research project
supported by NOAA's Pan American Climate
Studies (PACS) Program. These stations (see
Fig. 1), most of which have been operating
since May 1997, are intended to describe the
windfield over Central and northwestern South
America with better spatial resolution than with
the routine radiosonde network observations.
The overriding scientific objectives are to
obtain observations that will help explain the
rainfall variability in this region and to help
determine the accuracy of the operational
global analyses made for this domain.
The PACS
Sounding Network
(SONET) has its precedent in previous field
programs organized by NSSL in Mexico
during 1990 and 1993. During these summer
programs of 1-2 month duration 10 pilot
balloon stations were operated to provide
supplementary
observations over northwestern Mexico, where the radiosonde network
was not sufficiently dense to describe the
variability of the windfield and its relation to
the local topography.
These simple wind
soundings were very effective in mapping the

windfield in
investigation.

the

arid

regions

under

Both the 1990 and 1993 Mexican
programs employed pilot balloons for a
number of reasons. The advantages of pilot
balloons included: Iow cost (about $10 for
balloons and gas), simplicity and ruggedness
of the equipment, ease of data processing
(personal computer for wind calculations), and
simplicity of selecting observing locations (no
electricity needed). Despite some reluctance
with using pilot balloons to obtain wind
soundings, these networks (see Reyes et al.
1994) proved useful for describing some
previously poorly described phenomena, most
notably surges and a low-level jet over the
Gulf of California, and a numbers of papers
have been based upon this data set. (Douglas,
1995, Douglas and Li, 1996, Stensrud et al.
1997).
The current Pacs-Sonet program
Because of the favorable experience
with the Mexican field programs, a similar
low-cost, simple technology program was
proposed for making additional soundings in
Central and northwestern South America. This
observing network has been evolving over the
past year, in part due to the strong El Nifio
event that has developed in the region. The
dense spacing of stations along the coasts of
Ecuador and Peru (Fig. I) are an attempt to
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resolve the
windfield in
heavy rains
stations were
the network.

meridional variation
the transitional region
and no rains. Most
not part of the original

of the
between
of these
plan for

The
principal
motivation
for
developing this network has been the need to
improve the description and monitoring of
intraseasonal and interannual variations in the
atmospheric circulation in the Atmospheric
Boundary Layer (ABL). The response of the
ABL to variations in sea-surface temperature
changes is not well described from in-situ
observations and the network observations
should improve this situation. In addition,
there is currently only weak verification of the
routine global analyses that are produced over
this region, and the accuracy of the global
analyses from NMC and ECMWF have been
questioned (Schmitz and Mullen 1996,
Stensrud et al 1995).
Surface
wind
observations cannot be extrapolated much
above the surface in most land areas, and
cloud-tracked winds are quite uncertain or
absent in many areas. The lack of radiosonde
observations in. the region has been
accentuated recently by the termination of the
Omega navigation system, and there is
currently only one radiosonde station with
windfinding capability along the Pacific
littoral between Southern Mexico and northern
Chile.

reliable short-range forecasts. Though not
directly related to the objectives of this
research study, it was recognized early on that
if the network's observations were not
converted to a near-real time data stream and
the benefits of the observations not
demonstrated to the host countries, then there
would be little likelihood of long-term
operation of the network. And the climate
studies
being
considered
by
the
meteorological community are in need of
precisely these kinds of long-term records (see
fig. 2). Thus the needs of both short-range
weather forecasting and long-range climate
forecasting are intimately connected through
the joint data base needed for each activity.

It might be noted that this kind of
multi-national sustained field program has not,
to the author's knowledge, ever been carried
out over such an extensive geographical
domain, nor over such a long duration.
Certainly, it has not been conducted in Latin
America.
Hence there were not many
precedents for establishing the network, and a
number of activities were essentially trial-anderror. For example, our efforts to identify
suitable collaborators were made primarily via
the internet, whereby we searched homepages
of different institutions in order to identify
possible individuals. This search ramified as
our contacts increased, and, eventually led to
many contacts in National Meteorological
Services. There were fewer meteorologists
associated with universities than we had
anticipated.

San Crist6bal,
Galapagos Islands
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Figure]: The current pilot balloon sounding
network for PACS-SONET.
A second, though unofficial, impetus
for better sounding networks over the PACSSONET domain has been the desire to
improve short-range weather forecasts in the
region. Few of the countries in the PACS
domain can claim much success in producing

Figure 2. Monthly mean meridional wind
profiles from San Cristobal, showng the
similarity of the profiles from July through
October. Differences above 1000m may be
due to sampling uncertainty (many balloons
lost into clouds above this level).

Experience from the PACS-SONET
The recent experience with PACSSONET has made it clear not all of the
experience gained during the Mexican
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experiments could be directly applied to other
.regions.
Cloudiness has been a more
significant hindrance in PACS-SONET than in
the Mexican programs, with some sites having
persistent low cloudiness (Figs. 3,4).
The
assumption of inexpensive inflation gas has
been valid for some countries, but not in some
countries where prices could be two or three
times that of other countries in the region.
The difficulty in obtaining hydrogen gas in
some countries was also not anticipated.
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Figure 3: Percentage of balloons that were
tracked to differellt levels at different PACSSONET stations during a 4-month period.
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•
Different meteorological organizations
within each country do not always work
closely together, and this impedes data
dissemination and forecast development.
Aviation weather forecasting activities often
appear to have better-trained staff for carrying
out daily weather forecasting activities and also
often maintain better weather observer
networks, yet the National Meteorological
Services have the official meteorological
functions and tasks before the WMO. Better
communications and coordination is needed
among the different weather services within
these countries to improve the weather
forecasts for the general public.
•
There are often (though with some
notable exceptions) less-than-ideal links
between university or research personnel and
the National Meteorological Services. Often
data is available only for a substantial charge.
Yet within the NMS's themselves there is often
an absence of research personnel working to
improve weather forecasting procedures.
Thus, the PACS-SONET special observations,
available without charge or restriction, may in
some countries, not be readily complemented
by other data sets collected by National
Meteorological Services.
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Figure 4: Monthly variation in number of
soundings reaching different levels at Piura,
Peru during PACS-SONET. Solid symbols are
afternoon soundings, open are morning.
Some other observations made during the
development of PACS-SONET included the
following:
•
The presence of special observations
alone is no guarantee of their utilization. It
has been noted that, almost universally, during
the first 9 months of PACS-SONET, the
participating Meteorological Services have
under-utilized the special observations. The
need for better training to use these

What has PACS-SONET suggested?
The SONET project has shown that an
extensive network of pilot balloon sounding
stations can be established and operated in
developing countries with relatively modest
resources. However, the sustainability of the
project and its success as both a climate
monitoring and a weather forecasting network
is dependent upon many factors. Initially
funded as a research activity, PACS-SONET
has sought to demonstrate that the network
could
provide
sufficiently
valuable
observations so as to justify its continued
maintenance by the participating countries.
This appears not to be the case so far,
principally because it has yet to be
demonstrated that the observations can indeed
provide any measure of improved forecast
skill.
To do this will require a major
educational effort to train personnel of the
weather services involved with PACS-SONET
how to use the observations to improve shortrange weather forecasts. The success of such
an educational effort, currently without major
financial support, remains uncertain.
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Where might PACS-SONET lessons be
applied??
Any country where there is an
insufficiently-funded weather service is a
candidate for applying some of the lessons
learned from the PACS-SONET and previous
experiments. For example, t may not be
financially feasible to move from a weather
service without any atmospheric sounding
systems to one with state-of-the art systems,
especially without first evaluating the critical
forecasting needs of the particular country.
More often than not, the implementation of
advanced observing system technology in a
weather service whose personnel are not
adequately prepared through training or
education to fully use the new observations
will yield results far less than anticipated,
because the full requirements for making
accurate forecasts have not been considered.
Thus, a network of simple sounding systems,
can be productive and assist in the
development of a trained staff and a
knowledge of the upper-air climatology
(including variability of weather systems) of a
particular region~ Using this knowledge base,
more sophisticated observing systems can be
designed
as observational
requirements
become clearer.
The greatest benefits from adopting
simple sounding systems will accrue in regions
where salaries are low, where inflation gas is
readily available and not too expensive, where
skies are more clear than cloudy, and where
rainfall is modulated by synoptic-weather
systems than can be resolved by the sounding
network wind observations. These conditions
have been discussed in Douglas (1991).
Tropical regions are well suited for the pilot
balloon observations such as employed during
PACS-SONET.
In low-latitudes small
variations in boundary layer convergence or
subtle changes in the orientation of the
prevailing lower-tropospheric wind flow with
respect to the local topography can produce
large fluctuations in rainfall. Describing these
variations with most other in-situ or remote
sensors today is costly, hence local and
regional weather forecasting suffers in many
regions of Africa, South America, and
Australia-Indonesia.
These regions could
benefit from an expansion of pilot balloon
networks
Summary
The purpose of this paper has been to
describe our experiences with implementing
an inexpensive pilot balloon sounding network
in Latin America, to discuss the problems
encountered, and to consider the possibilities

for practical implementation of such networks
elsewhere in developing regions of the world.
We recognize that the use of simple and
inexpensive technology runs counter to the
trends in most of the earth sciences today. We
hope to demonstrate that for rapid progress to
be made in many aspects of regional and local
weather forecasting in the developing world,
and for improved monitoring of inter-annual
climate
variability,
relatively
simple
observations still can play an important role.
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The New NeAR GPS Dropwindsonde
WaIter Dabberdt and Harold Cole
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NCAR has designed a new GPS dropwindsonde to replace the Lightweight Loran and
Lightweight Omega Digital Dropsonde (LD2) previously designed by NCAR in the 1980's. Here we
describe both the unique design and perfonnance characteristics ofthe sonde and its aircraft data system,
as well as the application of the new GPS dropwindsonde in hurricane reconnaissance during the 1997
US hurricane season.
The dropwindsonde is composed of four main components: 1.) a Vaisala RSS903
Pressure-Temperature-Humidity (PTH) sensor module, 2.) digital microprocessor circuitry, 3.) a Vaisala
GPS-l11 codeless GPS receiver and 4.) a 400 MHz narrow-band, tunable telemetry transmitter.
Pressure is measured over a range of 1060 to 20 hPa with an accuracy of +/-0.5 hPa; temperature is
measured from -90 to +40 QC with +/-0.2 QC accuracy; and humidity is measured over from 0 to
100% RH with +/-2% RH accuracy. The electronics board uses surface mount technology, and contains
a connector that serves as an RS-232link with the aircraft data system for test and checkout, to set the
telemetry transmitter frequency, and to download sensor calibration data. The transmitter can be set
anywhere in the 400 MHz meteorological band in 20 kHz steps. A unique square-cone parachute is used
to reduce the initial shock load and slow and stabilize the sonde during descent. The aircraft data system
is a completely new design both in system software and hardware design. Perhaps the most significant
aspect ofthe aircraft data system is its capability to simultaneously receive and process data from up to
four dropsondes. This is a critical aspect at jet aircraft speeds when spatial resolution is crucial, such
as obtaining profiles through a hurricane or other severe weather system.
Approximately 1500 of the new GPS dropwindsondes have been deployed in the first year of
availability. During the 1996-97 field phase ofthe international FASTEX research program, the sondes
were first used to map storm and frontal system structure over the Atlantic upstream of Ireland, and
across the entire North Atlantic in a test of targeted observing strategies. Subsequent applications have
involved their use in hurricane reconnaissance by the Hurricane Research Division of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Because of the high measurement rates (2 Hz),
high-resolution wind and thermodynamic soundings have been obtain to the sea surface for the first time.
We discuss the some ofthe important new meteorological findings that have resulted from both ofthese
two applications.

**************
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"\jo-Iransmission Ranging of RadiotheodoLi te
Li. nming and Feng, Dali
Shanghai No. 2J Radio FactorJ~ China
RadiotheodoLi te windfinding system has a number of advantages in contrast to other
'",'indfinding systems such as primary- and secondary radars. and even navaids: Its .
simp le structure, low cost. easy maintenance and less power consumption make ita most
acceptible system for windfinding. And in addition. it possesses an inestimable value
for millitary use, owing to its no-transmission nature.
For all its advantages the radiotheodolite system is negated by some users for its
tow accuracy during the lower elevation angle period. It is a vital problem. As we all
know, windfinding is the process of assigning to wind speed and direction by estimating
the sequential measurements of radiosonde positions. At least two of the three coordinates are needed for a position estimation. A radiotheodolite can obtain azimuth and
elevation angle. But when the elevation angle is too low, the angle accuracy will lower
to an unbearable level. So the third coordinate--slant range is needed.
.
The ~4D2 system was thus made to give C~1 its ranging function. They added GMDl a
transmitter of 4V3MHz with a modulation signal of 75KHz, and a transponder is set in
radiosonde to answer the signal. By comparation of the phase difference of received and
original 75KHz the sl~lt rang can be obtained. However, such a design actually changes
the nature of radiotheodoti te: I t becomes a seconary radar, and all the advantages the
radiotheodoli te owns are lost.
The contradiction is thus lying before us: to get ranging ftmction or to keep notransmission nature. Both are needed 1'0 a good windfinding. It must be resolved through
a lle's design. which our paper re tates: To give radiotheodoLi te its ranging function
wi tllOU t t ransmi t ting any rad i 0 wave.
Principte
Since radiosonde releases by the side of radiotheodolite (of course there is a certain distance between them. but it is a known constann, and goes aloft from near to far
continuously. so we can move the emi tter from radiotheodoli te to radiosonde, and leave
radiotheod.olite its no-transmission nature. In reality we needn't add any emitter to
radiosonde; we just use its transmitter. The thing we should do is to set a crystal
oscillator in it, and yield a beacon signal of, say,10KHz through frequency division.
The beacon signal is modUlated by TPU signals as subcarrier,and meanwhile modUlates
the carrier. And on ground equipment we aLso set a crystal oscillator with same characterics into ranging apparatus. As the subcarrier is transmi tted to ground. and demodUlated,
it is sent to the ranging apparatus to be compared with the local signal to get phase
difference. After a series of calCUlation the slant range can be obtained.
From above we can see that although the two signals are of the same frequency and
same phase(at the starting time). they are not from same source like what of GMD2: they
are from different sources. So we call the means we design Seperate-Sourced Phase
Difference Ranging.
Suppose the phase di fference between the received and local 10KHz signals is 1', and
it becomes larger and larger with the flight of radiosonde. When it is compared with the
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local starting phase to' the slant range S can be calculated through:
$= (t- 1" o)X300(m)...........•.......•.... (l)
Such an ideal ranging method must be based on abstract equality of the two 10KHz
signals, otherwise 1" 0 cannot be a constant. As a matter of fact, any osci llator has its
temperature coefficient,so the frequency of 10KHz signals will certainly drift. Therefore, formula(1) is of no practical use. What we shall do must be more complex.
Calculation
Owing to the fact that the product of frequency and cycle is always 1 second, we
needn't compare the two 10KHz; we just compare the after edge of radiosonde 10KHz signal
with the usecond-signal n yielded through frequency-division of the local oscillator.
Let FK and TKrepresent the frequency and cycle of radiosonde 10KHz signal respectively. Comparing FK with second-signal,we get an f K. Because f K is the number of pulses
measured between two second-signals. it is usually an integer; while FK is not always an
integer. Therefore there are three different cases between FKT K and fKT K:
FKTK>fKTKi FKTK=fKTKi FKTK<fKT K
To express the relationship clearly, we introduce a parameter4> named as j'(phase difference coefficient» t
Q =F~:T ~ -f K TK =10° -f K T~
uni t: IlS/S
When we input second-signal and FK to.an RS trigger, we get a series of pulses of
1 s.
if FK: is an integer. then f,,=F,,:. so FK TK=f K TK=10" IlS. Thus we can know that the front
edge of 1" is a second-signal. then the difference between each 1"' S after edge is also
1 S. Therefore t,,=1"i+l=ti.+2 ...... etc. The magnitude of1"is determined by phase
difference between FK and second-signal. When they are synchronous, i.e. a certain pulse
appears at the same time wi th second-signal, then 1" =T K. It is the maximum ofT. The
minimum value of t is very close to 0.• but cannot be O. In this si tuation : 4>=F K TK -f K TK =O.
If F is not an integer, for example, F~=1000o..1Hz, then
4> =<l0000.1-10000)T K =O.1T K
How does value T vary when 4> is above 01
Let's suppose the i-th second is synchronous with FK:
T ,,=T K
1" i+ I =T K- 4> =T K -O.1T K=O. 9T K
1" i+z=T K-2 4> =TK-O. 2T K=0. ST K
f(

o

'it

.'

t i.+ 9=T K -9 4> =TK-O. 9T K;::0.1T K
t ,,+1 o=T K -I04>=T K_T K=T K
Hence we know T i+n=TK-n<!>. When t i.+n is negative, a module -T K is introduced.
For instance: 1"i.+lz=TK-12<D=TK-1.2TK=-0.2TK=O.8TK' This is due to the fact that TK is
continuous, and.RS trigger cannot create a negative T pulse.
From above examp les we can observe that value 1" decreases gradually from 1K towards
IJ. and once it is very close to O. it will jump to TK • This circumstance occurs only
lwder the condition that value (j) is smaller than O.5T K • If value 4> is larger than 0.5T K1
value t increases graduallY from near 0 towards Ty.: .• and when it reaches TK , it jumps to
minimi.Ull value. For examp le. !Nhen FK =10000. 7Hz, we may first see' how the measured value
f:< varies. Suppose FK is synchronous wi th the second-signal at i-th second. then from
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i-th second to (i+l)-th second can measure a avalue fK=lOOOO; from (i+l)-th second to
<i+2)-th second can measure a value f K=10001; from (i+2)-th to (i+3)-th ,f K=10000;from
<i+3)-th to (i+4)-th, fK=)OOOO ..•... etc. It should be noted that f K has two values, and
thus <p also has two values:
<p 1=( 10000. 7-10000)T K=0. 7T K
<p 2=( 10000. 7-10001)T K=-O. 3T K
No matter ep 1 orep 2 is used, value T is always the same. This is due to <p 1+<P 2=T K ,
which we think is no need to certify here. In the following formulas, value ep wi II all
be used as positive. If there is a negative <p, then a TK wi 11 be added.
If TK keeps unchanged when radiosonde goes aloft, we can use following formula to
calculate slant range:
Rrr,= T m- T 0 -m ep o ••••••••••••••••••••• ( 2)
where Rm is the slant range at second m, To is the measured value at the release of
radiosonde. ep 0 is the measured value before release, and the maximum value of Rm is TK
( ab ou t 3OKm).
When radiosonde goes aloft. the temperature of crystal asci l lator changes, therefore
FK cannot keep unchanged. Tilat means that the cycle of sub-carrier TK also changes
continuously. Let the variable of TK be LlT K, so value T contains three factors;
CP 0' 6. TK and Rm•
Let time be second O. then l' o=To-nep o+R o
where To, ep 0 are, respectively, the cycle and phase difference coefficient of FK at the
release of radiosonde, Ro is slant range ( ~S) at second O. By the flight of balloon,
TK decreases wi th the dropping of temperature. Let variable per second be LH K, then
the calculation formulas for value T of anyone second can be derived;
Second 1 T I=T o- LiTI-n<p 0- l1-f K(To-Ll t l ) J +R 1
=T o- L.Hj-nepo-(l-fKTo)-f K LlT1+R j
=To-(n+1) <p o-LH I (f K+1)+R 1
Second 2 T 2=T o- LlT 2-(n+1)ep o-LlT1(fK+l)- (l-fK(To-LlT z») +R 2
=T o- LlT z-(n+1)epo-LlT j(fK+l)- (l-fKTo)-f K LlTz+R z
=T o-(n+2) <p 0 -Ll T1 (fK +1)- Ll Tz( fK+l)+R z
=T o-(n+2)<p 0-( .0.T 1+ .0.T z)(fK+l)+R z
Second 3 T s=T o-(n+3)tP 0-( .0.T 1+ LlT z+ LlT s )(fK+1)+R s
Secpnd m Tm=To-(n+m)<p o-( .0.T 1 + LiT 2 + LlT s+... + LlTm)(fK+l)+R m
m

=-m ep

L 6. Tt (f K +l)+R rr,
i=1
then the formula for slant range at second m is;

Let

T m- T

0-

m
Rrr,= Tm-To+m epo+2: 6.T,(fK+l)+R o ••••••••••••• (3)
i=1
where Rm is slant range at second m;
T m is phase difference at second m, wi th scope of; 0 <T<T K ;
To is the measured value of phase difference at the release of radiosonde;
ep 0 is {(phase difference coefficient" at second 0;
LlT, is cycle variable of subcarrier due to temperature effect at second i;
f K is subcarrier frequency at second i;
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Rc is slant range at the retease of radiosonde.
Now all the calcutations are completed. It seems· quite complex for us to do these
calcutations, but. we think, it is qui te easy for a computer to do them.
Error Analysis
Now let's discuss the errors that formula(3) may bring to us.
The measure errors of T:n and T c depend on the frequency of count pulse. However,
if we use 300MHz count pulse to measure T m and 'T 0' the maximum error wi tt be only 1m.
Value 4>0 is measured before retease of radiosonde. and has a great effect on ranging accuracy. Some technical means must be adopted to put down the error of item mq,
Also we use 3UOMHz pulse to measure the average value of'T 0 successivety in 30 seconds,
so that the ma.ximum error of d:l 0 can be lowered to O.Olm. if the sounding time is 1
hOLtr, i. e. 3600 seconds, the. maximum error of item d:l 0 is 36m.
Q.

m

As to the error of item E LlT,(fK+1), it depends on the measure error of ~T,.
i=l
We cannot measure ~T;.directly., but we can measure it indirectly, that is, to measure
the temperature change per second of the tocal crystal oscillator. Then, we can figure
out the needed ~T, in accordance with frequency-temperature relational expression
made through local measurement.
If the accuracy of temperature measurement is O.IC>C, the error of .6.1, per second'
can be estimated as 5 X 10- Om. When m=3600, the maximum error ofL.6. T, is IBm.
Therefore, when m=3600, the maximum error of Rm is: 1+36+18=55m.
Comparing with the slant range error caused by the error of elevation angle measurement, we can see more clearly how our new design outweighs.
Let height be 25000m, and elevation angle be 15°. If the angle error is 0.05°, then
the s lan t range error may be 320m.
Figures show that on height of 25000m the range error of radar is about l29m, and
aneroid capsule(accuracy 0.5 hPa) through barometric height formula is about lOOm.
Thus we know our Ilew design Seperate-Sourced Phase Difference Ranging enhances the
accuracy of radiotllBodoti te to a level that even equals to radars, especially that of
lower elevation angles. Considering its low cost and other advantages,. our new ranging
means is certainly a very good option for windfinding system.
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RS90 RADIOSONDE INTO OPERATIONAL USE
Ari Paukkunen, Hannu lauhiainen
Vaisala Oy, Finland

1.

INTRODUCTION
Pilot test results of the RS90 Radiosonde have been very promising, and a transition from RS80
to RS90 Radiosonde can be started. The RS90 Radiosonde introduces a new sensor unit, bringing
several improvements to measurement results. The thin-wire new temperature sensor features a
very short time lag and negligible solar radiation error. The new humidity measurement relies on
heated twin-sensor principle and a new polymer. The silicon micromachined pressure sensor of
RS90 provides an excellent dynamic range in the wide temperature profile of a sounding.
Enhanced accuracy and reproducibility of the measurements with RS90 facilitate improvements
in research and weather forecasting. This paper discusses the new calibration method, pilot test
results and main features of the sensors. Additionally, typical differences between RS80 and
RS90 are shown, which illustrates the reliability and overall performance of the RS90
Radiosonde.

2.

RS90 CALIBRATION
Radiosonde accuracy is based on sensor quality and individual wide-range calibration. When
development of the new-generation radiosonde began, a decision was made to optimize the
calibration process and equipment. The objective was to take full advantage of the advanced
features of this entirely new pressure, temperature and humidity sensor.
Vaisala's new CAL4 radiosonde calibration equipment was specifically designed for the RS90
Radiosonde. The result is a state-of-the-art calibration system that meets the highest performance
standards, offering high accuracy with low short-term and long-term uncertainties. The following
requirements for a good industrial calibration system were considered carefully in the
development:
•
Individual calibration of each sensor with sensor electronics
•
Accurate and unbiased mathematical modeling of the sensors
•
Stable and well characterized calibration chambers
•
Internationally traceable low uncertainty working references and instruments
•
Computer-aided test (CAT) instrument set-up
•
High level of automation

Figure 1. CALA Calibration Equipment consists of 16 ventilated environmental chambers. All of them are
temperature controlled, 3 humidity controlled and 4 pressure controlled. Calibration conditions: -90... +60 0
C, 0.... 90% RH and 0..... 1090 hPa give good coverage of sounding conditions. The capacity is 180 sensor
units per hour.
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The uncertainty presented below is calculated according to ref. 2 and ref. 3, where all the
uncertainty factors are characterized by the estimated variations and degree of freedom or by the
standard deviation. The combined uncertainty is characterized as the sum of the squares of the
deviations.

Table 1. Estimated preliminary short- (a r) and long-term (al) uncertainty of CAIA calibration at
different calibration points for a 2 sigma confidence level.
UNCERTAINTY

PRESSURE
hPa
0....1070

TEMPERATURE
QC
+60.......-90

HUMIDITY
%RH
0......90

SHORT TERM (a r,k=2)

< 0.2

< 0.01

< 0.3....0.8

LONG-TERM (aI, k=2)
TOTAL

< 0.12

<0.03....0.04

< 0.5....2

<0.23

< 0.03....0.04

< 0.6.....2.1

Table 2. Measured preliminary values for the standard deviation of differences in repeated
calibrations (arc) for a 2 sigma confidence level.
PRESSURE
hPa

3.

TEMPERATURE
QC

HUMIDITY
%RH

ar ,. (k=2)

<0.4

< 0.1

<2

average

< 0.15

<0.05

<1

RS90 RADiOSONDE IN CUSTOMER PILOT TESTS
One of the pilot tests was carried out as an intercomparison test, consisting a series of twin
soundings with the new RS90 and RS80 Radiosondes performed at ZAMG in Vienna, Austria. The
test and data acquisition was conducted by Mr. Kurt Zimmermann and Mr. Erwin Polreich from
Zentralanstalt fur Meteorologie und Geodynarnik in Vienna, Austria.
The RS90 Radiosonde was evaluated in three areas of performance. The radiosondes were tested
in Ground Check mode against ground weather references. The height and temperature data from
RS90-RS80 soundings was compared with that of the ECMWF prediction model. Finally, the
measured PTU values collected by RS90 were contrasted with those of RS80 using the WMO
intercomparison software.
ECMWF Model Analysis

The 30, 50 and 100 hPa pressure heights for both radiosondes were compared against the ECMWF
model. The results are presented in Table 3. For further information about the ECMWF forecasting
system see Meteorological Bulletin M3.2, User Guide to ECMWF Products, edition 2.1. The
specification for GRIB code can be found in WMO Publications 306 Manual on Codes.
The results in relation with the prediction models show improved accuracy. This is especially clear
with the standard pressure level measurements that were compared to the ECMWF model's
analysis data, mainly due to the faster temperature sensor. The RS90 gave lower standard pressure
level heights than RS80 - typically 10 meters up to 30 hPa.

Table 3. Height differences against ECMWF model (radiosonde - model)

100 hPa
50 hPa
30 hPa

RS80
Mean Cm)
-1.2
2.0
6.3

(n=32)
Std.dev. Cm)
9.6
15.8
18.2

RS90
Mean Cm)
-10.1
-7.9
-1.8

(n=32)
Std.dev. Cm)
8.1
12.5
13.6

Temperature differences against the model for both type of radiosondes were compared at 30, 50
and 100 hPa standard pressure levels, see Table 4.
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Table 4. Temperature differences against ECMWF model (radiosonde - model)
RS80
Mean (K)

(n=32)
Std.dev. (K)

0.1
1.1
0.4

100 hPa
50 hPa
30 hPa

1.3
1.2
1.2

RS90
Mean (K)

(n=32)
Std.dev. (K)

0.04
1.15
0.61

1.52
1.12
1.32

Comparison between RS90 and RS80

Pressure, temperature and humidity vs. height profiles were analyzed using WMO RS
intercomparison software (WMO, instruments and observing methods REPORT No:60,
WMOITD_No.991 , 1996). Figures 2 and 3 show the calculated RS90 - RS80 difference for
temperature, pressure and humidity.
The differences between RS80 and RS90 temperature measurement are mainly due to the faster
response of RS90 sensor and the wider deviation of the RS80 radiation correction. The difference
in measured pressure is attributed to better thermal compensation of the RS90 pressure sensor. The
small (0-3%) mean and standard deviation values for the humidity difference is related to dry
weather conditions during the test. In cloudy conditions the difference was greater because of
RS90's improved temperature dependency compensation and more accurate calibration.
TEMPERATURE CONSISTENT DIFFERENCES
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Figure 2. RS90 - RS80 temperature difference (mean value and standard deviation)
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Figure 3. RS90 - RS80 pressure difference (mean value and standard deviation)
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4.

RS90 RADIOSONDE SENSORS
Various tests have shown that RS90 gives good measurement results. The new sensors have
consistently outperformed their RS80 counterparts: improved measuring accuracy, faster response
time and minimal solar radiation effects (see ref 3. for a report on preliminary tests for radiation
correction). Through improved sensor electronics and calculation algorithm, the accuracy is further
improved.
Humidity sensor is featured by new stabile H-polymer sensor with accurate calibration, resulting in
excellent cloud detection ability compared to RS80 A-Humicap. Low drift during storage
maintains the accuracy. Heating minimizes the adverse effect of frosting. The pressure sensor is
shock-proof which eliminates transportation problems and the thermal compensation is improved.
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Figure 4. RS90 humidity sensor shows typically higher humidities at cold temperatures
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Figure 5. Heated RS90 humidity sensor prevents icing at low clouds
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AUTOSONDE - A RELIABLE WAY TO REDUCE SOUNDING COSTS
Hannu Katajamaki
Vaisala Oy, Finland

1.

INTRODUCTION
The automation of meteorological observations reduces operating costs and allows greater
scope for site selection and observation times, while maintaining the quality of observation
data, and even improving data availability. The Vaisala AUTOSONDE system offers a costeffective solution for upper air observations - a concept that has proven to work in tests and
operational use in varied environments, harsh climates and remote locations around the world.

Figure 1 AUTOSONDE System in Cobar, Australia, launching a radiosonde

1.1.

Increasing need for automation
The increasing cost of manpower, especially at weekends and night shifts has accentuated the need
for automation of the observation tasks at synoptic upper air stations. Through full automation of
the observation task, operating an upper air station becomes more of a periodic maintenance task.
The AUTOSONDE concept also opens up new possibilities for extending the scope of upper air
observations. Remote upper air stations can be set up in locations where manned operation is not
feasible.
The need for operator attendance is limited to the days, when the AUTOSONDE is to be loaded
with new radiosonde, balloons, and gas. For instance in a 24-tray configuration with two
observations per day, attendance is needed only every 12 days. Full automation is especially suited
also for e.g. research programs, and monitoring stations where the possibility to program the
observations to be made at a short notice is very useful and valuable. Several radiosonde versions,
including radioactivity sondes, can be used and launched with AUTOSONDE equipment in any
sequence.
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1.2.

Background of AUTOSONDE development
The first semi-automatic systems that Vaisala developed date back to the early 1980's, when the
ASAP (Automated Shipboard Aerological Program) observation containers were introduced.
These systems automated the tasks of balloon filling and launching. Experience from this program,
with some 20 ASAP systems operating around the world, proved that automation can improve data
quality and lower the cost of operation. This encouraged Vaisala to develop the concept further
into a fully automated system. The development of the AUTOSONDE was started in 1991, and a
limited-autonomy prototype that was capable of handling 6 launches was exhibited at the TECTh10
exhibition in Vienna in 1992.

2.

System description
The AUTOSONDE system is a practically independent entity,. an automated system that covers all
stages of upper air observations, starting from pre-Iaunch radiosonde preparation to data
processing and meteorological message generation. The AUTOSONDE consists of several basic
modular building blocks:
- radiosonde storage and preparation module,
- automatic radiosonde receiving and data processing system,
- control computer system,
- remote control terminal and
- system-housing container.

2.1

System shelter
The AUTOSONDE system is housed in an insulated shelter (dimensions 4.9 m (L) x 2.4 m (W) x
2.5 m (H), where the meteorological equipment is installed. Also the control computer that
operates the robotics is located inside the shelter. The container is equipped with heaters or air
conditioners, depending on the local climate. The system becomes its own building; thus allowing
the freedom to locate the upper air station wherever is best for the operations.
The AUTOSONDE shelter interior is divided into two compartments: one compartment is
allocated for the radiosonde storage and preparation module, whereas the other is used as working
space during radiosonde loading, inspection and maintenance work. The control computer and the
automatic rawinsonde set systems are installed in the working space. The balloon filling and
launcher module is installed outside at one end of the container. A sub-processor controls the
launcher and gas measurement. The antennas of the meteorological system are mounted on the
roof of the shelter. The surface weather data for the AUTOSONDE system is supplied by a surface
weather station MILOS, installed near the shelter.
The gas cylinders are situated in their own shed near the shelter and the gas piping is connected to
the gas measurement system on the roof of the shelter. All the gas pipes and hoses are located
outside the shelter. Hydrogen or helium gas is used. The container compartments meet the
stringent safety requirements for hydrogen gas.

Figure 2 AUTOSONDE Shelter layout
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2.3.

Operation
The AUTOSONDE automatically prepares the radiosondes, fills the balloons, and launches them
at preset times. The AUTOSONDE system can perform up to 24 automatic launches between
charging (i.e. loading radiosondes). The maximum number of launches can vary according to
system configuration. The AUTOSONDE system also receives the radiosonde signals and
computes observation data automatically, including wind, which is then processed into a weather
message. In addition to PTU and wind profiles, special sensor data can also be acquired with the
AUTOSONDE.
The AUTOSONDE system can be remotely supervised, and launches can be fully automatic or
remotely controlled. One person on duty can remotely control and monitor upper air observations
that are carried out simultaneously at several locations. On-demand soundings can be ordered from
the remote location.

2.4.

Easy to use
The observation schedule and other settings for observations are defined in AUTOSONDE
Graphical User Interface, running on the Control Computer. This allows modifying the settings
quickly and easily. Soundings can be set up at a very short notice in unexpected weather situations.
The AUTOSONDE User Interface handles the task of preparing radiosondes for launching, as well
as manually controlling the AUTOSONDE launcher. Beside easy radiosonde loading, the user
interface is designed for overall system control either from the sounding station or from a remote
control station. The AUTOSONDE System Software runs in Microsoft® Windows N'fTM
environment.

2.5

Safety viewpoints
Safety is a major advantage of the AUTOSONDE, especially when it comes to gas handling.
Because hydrogen is highly explosive, it is much safer and more convenient to use an automatic
system to fill and launch balloons, especially during the night shift. In addition to the built-in
safety features of the system, the AUTOSONDE system site is always fenced to protect the system
against trespassing.

2.6.

Variety of windfinding options
The AUTOSONDE offers a flexible choice of windfinding options: the same AUTOSONDE
system can incorporate, Loran-C, VLF-NAVAID, and GPS windfinding methods. The operator
can easily select the windfinding option to be used in a specific sounding through the graphical
user interface. The local conditions and the availability of the various navigation networks are
naturally to be taken into account in the choice of windfinding method, but now also the periodic
maintenance breaks can be easily programmed into the system. This guarantees that data
availability can be ensured.

2.7

In operational use all over the world
AUTOSONDE systems have been installed in seven countries in various parts of the world:
Finland, Sweden, Denmark (including Greenland), France, Germany, and Australia. The wide
variety of installation sites all over the world translates into an extensive record of operational
experience from different climates.
The experience gained from the users all over the world has proven that the AUTOSONDE
operates reliably in all kinds of weather and is well suited to remote locations with difficult access.
The AUTOSONDE can perform radiosonde launches in winds up to 20 rn/s (25 rn/s with
additional cover lids).
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3.

OUTSTANDING RELIABILITY IN PERFORMANCE TESTS
The Swedish Hydrological and Meteorological Institute (SMHI) has tested Vaisala's
AUTOSONDE systems in operational environment since 1994, most recently in Sundsvall and
Gothenburg, Sweden. In May 1996, SMHI granted Vaisala AUTOSONDE systems final
acceptance, and confirmed that the performance target set for the AUTOSONDE delivery had been
achieved. Vaisala has delivered four AUTOSONDE systems to Sweden.
The AUTOSONDE observations made in Sundsvall and Gothenburg between 1 April and 5 May
1996 achieved a data availability of over 97.5 % which was one of the original targets. In the
stability test at the Gothenburg site, an availability of 98.57 % was achieved, with just 2 missed
soundings out of 140. The corresponding rate for the tests in Sundsvall was 99.44 %, with just 1
missed sounding out of 180.
The results from SMHI's test verify clearly that one of the key premises of AUTOSONDE concept
works: improved data availability and lower costs can be reached with an automated system.
However, it must. be noted that to achieve data availability rates as high as 98 - 99 %, no major
breaks in system operation are allowed. This in turn requires that personnel is well-trained and
familiar with the system and that weather conditions do not prevent the system from performing
observations as scheduled. Moreover, the service arrangements must be dependable and
continuous to guarantee quick action in the event of a malfunction. Should the system operation
fail, corrective action is to be taken without delay, regardless of the time of the day, to reach a data
availability rate that exceeds the target set for the system (97.5 %). For instance, in a system with
two observations made daily, not more than one sounding could be missed in a month to maintain
high data availability.

3.1

Cost-effective soundings at unmanned stations
The automation of meteorological observations reduces operating costs and allows greater scope
for site selection and observation times, while at the same time maintaining the quality of
observation data. Because it minimizes the staff needed for radiosounding, the Vaisala
AUTOSONDE system helps reduce costs. Consequently, flexible and cost-effective sounding
operations are possible.
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Session VIII
PRESENT WEATHER OBSERVATIONS

EVALUATION TECHNIQUE ET APPORT A LA PREVISION REGIONALE D'UN
RESEAU DE STATIONS AUTOMATIQUES DE TEMPS PRESENT
Fabrice ZANGHI, Jean Louis GAUMET

Meteo-France, ServIce des Equipements et des Techniques Instrumentales
Trappes, FRANCE

I - INTRODUCTION
Le projet SOLFEGE lance El Meteo-France
en
1989
pour
completer
I'observation
meteorologique automatique de surface est dans
sa phase finale. Des capteurs de temps present ont
ete developpes dans ce but. Les instruments
retenus pour constituer une station automatique
d'observation SOLFEGE sont les suivants :
PRECIPIA: C'est un detecteur et identifieur de
precipitation dont le principe de mesure est I'effet
Doppler. Cet instrument est en fait un petit radar
bi-statique emettant El 24 GHz, capable de
discriminer les hydrometeores en differenciant les
signatures des spectres de vitesse des particules
precipitantes (Duvernoy et Gaumet, 1996).
SOLlA : Cet instrument qualifie I'etat de surface
d'une plaque de reference posee sur le sol. 11 utilise
le comportement optique d'un signal lumineux
emis vers la plaque en analysant les quantites
reflechies et diffusees du signal emis par la plaque.
Les variances des signaux sont aussi prises en
compte (Gaumet et Salomon, 1991).
VISIBILlMETRE : Un visibilimetre est egalement
necessaire au fonctionnement complet d'une
station SOLFEGE.
Ces nouveaux instruments viennent completer la
panoplie des equipements classiques disponibles
sur
les
sites d'observation donnant: pression,
temperature, humidite, vent, ...
Chacun de ces instruments prend en charge un
aspect du temps present (precipitation, etat du sol,
.. ) et etablit un diagnostic primaire qui est transmis
El une station automatique SOLFEGE. Cette
derniere elabore, El partir de I'ensemble des
informations dont elle dispose, les differents
messages de temps present. Cette elaboration
repose sur la combinaison des mesures des
capteurs traditionnels et des diagnostics primaires
issus des equipements observant le temps present.
En meme temps, la station SOLFEGE accredite
I'ensemble des informations disponibles et fournit
un indice de qualite sur leur contenu.
Le second role de la station est de transmettre les
informations de temps present vers I'exterieur en
Adresse de correspondance : F. ZANGHI Meleo-France, SETIM , 7
Rue Teisserenc de Bort ,BP 202,78195 Trappes Cedex FRANCE

envoyant par un systeme de reseau interne ou par le
reseau RTC des messages d'avertissement lors de la
modification sensible du temps present ou de
I'evolution d'autres parametres tels que I'etat du sol, la
visibilite, la force du vent, ...
L'ensemble des messages emanant d'un reseau de 5
stations SOLFEGE installees dans la region Centre-Est
autour du Centre Meteorologique Inter Regional (CMIR)
de Lyon est evalue d'une part, du point de vue de sa
qualite metrologique et meteorologique (vraisemblance
de I'information) et d'autre part du point de vue de
I'apport El des previsionnistes dont le travail d'exploitant
se situe El distance des stations.
Le present document traitera de la methode utilisee
pour tenter de qualifier les messages de temps present
SOLFEGE et pour estimer I'apport de ces informations
sur le travail d'exploitation du previsionniste.
11 - ORGANISATION GENERALE D'UNE STATION
SOLFEGE ET FONCTIONNEMENT
La figure 1 represente une station avec tous ses
instruments (PRECIPIA, SOLlA, un visibilimetre) et les
capteurs classiques donnant (P, T, U, .. ) connectes El
une station meteorologique automatique MIRIA ainsi
que ses liaisons vers I'exterieur.

Figure 1. Schema synoptique d'une station SOLFEGE
La station SOLFEGE procede aux taches suivantes :
• elle effectue en priorite I'acquisition des donnees
des differents systemes que sont les capteurs de
temps present et la station MIRIA.
des
messages
horaires
et
• elle
elabore
d'avertissement.
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•
•
•

•

elle decide de I'envoi des messages.
elle
stocke
les
informations
primaires
elaborees.
elle transmet les messages
- a des utilisateurs eloignes
- aux utilisateurs sur place
elle visualise en clair les informations avec une
periode d'actualisation d'une minute.

Les logiciels traitant ces differentes taches sont les
suivants:
SOLFEGE. EXE : Cette application est au cceur de
la station SOLFEGE Elle est aussi appelee
des
Mesures
Validation
Automatique
d'ObServation (VAMOS).
SOL_SEND.EXE (transmission des messages
SOLFEGE)
SOL_VISU.EXE (visualisation des messages)
DELJICH.EXE (gestion des fichiers SOLFEGE)
SOL_RECV.EXE
(reception
des
messages
SOLFEGE)

III - RES EAU EN PLACE
Cinq stations SOLFEGE sont en exploitation
les
Centres
depuis
plusieurs
mois
dans
Departementaux Meteorologiques (CDM) du Puy en
Velay, de Macon, Montelimar et Embrun. Les donnees
et messages sont concentres et visualises au CMIR de
Lyon-Bron.
Les
premiers
resultats
montres
ICI
comprennent I'ensemble des mesures et evaluations de
debut novembre a fin decembre 1997. Deux mois de
mesures permettent de se faire une idee de la qualite
de fonctionnement de SOLFEGE et de I'interet du
systeme.

IV - VISUALISATION DES MESSAGES

Le poste de visualisation des messages est
represente figure 2. On peut y lire I'heure d'apparition
des messages, leur nature (exemple: debut de pluie, .. )
et d'autres parametres c1assiques (P, T, U, .. ) dont on
peut visualiser graphiquement I'evolution temporelle.

Les instruments de temps present delivrent leurs
informations par I'intermediaire de liaisons serie
RS. lis sont branches sur les differentes entrees
d'une carte d'acquisition DIGIBOARD multiserie
installee dans le PC SOLFEGE. La station MIRIA
est elle meme connectee sur cette carte.
Le schema de fonctionnement du programme
general (VAMOS) d'acquisition et d'elaboration des
messages (SOLFEGE.EXE) est le suivant:
•

Initialisations
lecture VAMOS.INI (initialisation des voies
serie, des fichiers, ... )
initialisation des variables ("999" si absentes)
initialisation des fichiers tampons

•

Boucle de fonctionnement general
Examen permanent des voies serie
• Si donnees MIRIA correctes :
- examen
des
messages
capteurs
disponibles
- decodage des differents messages
avec
correction des eventuelles erreurs
- pretraitement des donnees et validations
croisees
• Si assez de donnees disponibles :
- etude des 59 minutes precedentes
- phenomenes de brouillard (Oui/Non)
- precipitations (Oui/Non)
du
temps
present
- elaboration
remplissage du tableau des codes de
Temps Present de 1 a 100
- Fabrication et decision de I'envoi des
messages horaires et d'avertissement
- Ecriture des donnees sur les fichiers
- Glissement d'une minute en arriere des
60 dernieres informations
Fin si donnees MIRIA correctes
Pas de fin possible de boucle.

•

~ilY,f:~v..\IIf'....";;t7"i'l<:Y.r~,z"';'I'Ji\"'+''t

~;11~'2'd ~:IlMlit'w,,~k"-'!l!CI."1j,),<!c..~ :h~6:'~ ~,*w.

Figure 2. Poste de visualisation des messages
SOLFEGE

V - METHODE ET PROTOCOLE D'EVALUATION
On se propose de faire deux evaluations, I'une
technique en CDM OU on compare les "sorties"
SOLFEGE avec ce qui est effectivement observe a la
station, I'autre effectuee en CMIR qui renseigne sur
I'apport des messages SOLFEGE aux previsionnistes
eloignes du site de mesure.
Les evaluations sont effectuees au jour le jour,
pratiquement en temps reel et les resultats sont
consignes dans des fiches.
Les CDM comparent heure par heure (a I'heure ronde)
les elements suivants :
• Le temps sensible code par I'observateur (table
4677) avec le temps sensible code par SOLFEGE
(table 4677) et decrit sur "ecran SOLFEGE
(figure2). En cas de desaccord (codes differents),
les deux codes sont notes.
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04.00
05.00

70/00

5000/10000

06.00

71172

5000/9000

07.00

70171

5000/10000

08.00

70/68

5000/10000

09.00
10.00

2500/1000

11.00

8000/5000

12.00

sec/hum

13.00

2000/5000

14.00

2000/9000

15.00

70/68

3000/8000

16.00

70/68

3000/9000

mou/hum

17.00
18.00
19.00

Figure 3. Fiche d'evaluation journaliere en CDM

•

•

La visibilite mesuree par le visibilimetre relie a
la station SOLFEGE. En cas de desaccord les
deux visibilites sont notees.
L'etat du sol delivre par le capteur SOLlA relie a
la station SOLFEGE. Le sol pris comme
reference est celui habituellement evalue par
I'observateur de la station et non celui de la
plaque de SOLlA. En cas de desaccord les
deux etats sont notes.

En general, les observations en CDM vont
de OSh a18h. L'Einsemble des mesures par station
fournit actuellement environ 800 comparaisons
(heures).
Pour chaque type de mesure, les deux premieres
colonnes comptabilisent le nombre d'evenements
ou iI y a accord ou desaccord. Puis dans une
colonne "preciser" on ecrit le code temps present
reellement observe f le code temps present delivre
par SOLFEGE (code temps present Table 4677) ou
la visibilite reellement observee f visibilite
SOLFEGE, de meme pour I'etat du sol.
Pour le CMIR de Lyon, iI ne s'agit pas
seulement de comparer I'observation humaine
avec les diagnostics de SOLFEGE mais surtout
d'evaluer de fagon plus subjective I'influence du
reseau de I'ensemble des stations sur la prevision
ou la connaissance a. distance du temps sensible.
Plusieurs bilans sont effectues, un le matin qui
rassemble I'ensemble des messages de la nuit, un
le soir pour les messages de la journee.
Les informations SOLFEGE d'evaluation
du temps present (sous forme de code), de

visibilite et d'etat du sol sont repertoriees de la
maniere suivante :
•

•

SOLFEGE apporte t'il des informations? :
• justes et dans ce cas, elles modifient
ou confortent I'analyse
• douteuses
• erronees
Ces informations sont elles ? :
• utiles
• sans influence
• nefastes

Des commentaires sont ajoutes si
necessaire. Les fiches correspondantes sont
ensuite transcrites sur un fichier de type EXCEL et
mises a disposition a tout moment.

Pour les CDM :
On a comptabilise I'ensemble des accords
et desaccords horaires completes par des
commentaires sur :
• le temps present
• la visibilite
• I'etat du sol
Dans les cas de desaccord, on en a precise la
nature.
Pour le CMIR :
On a comptabilise les reponses par
rubrique pour etablir un bilan statistique de I'apport
de SOLFEGE. (Exemple SOLFEGE apporte des
informations qui confortent I'analyse dans 80% des
cas).
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Apport SOLFEGE
Conforte Douteux
ou faux

VI- PREMIERS RESULTATS
VI.1 - Donnees techniques des CDM

86

Etude du temps present:
Le taux d'accord pour I'ensemble des
stations se situe entre 80% et 90%.
• Etude de la visibilite :
SOLFEGENAMOS utilise les informations
du visibilimetre en place. Celui-ci n'est pas
identique dans chaque station. 11 faut remarquer
toutefois que le pourcentage de satisfaction pour
des capteurs largement industrialises n'est que de
90%. Ce score n'est guere meilleur que celui
obtenu pour I'evaluation du temps present.
• Etude de I'etat du sol
•

Les resultats de bon accord se situent
entre 80% et 95%. II faut tenir compte du fait que
les surfaces comparees ne sont pas equivalentes
(etat de surface du sol du parc instrumental et etat
de surface d'une plaque de reference SOLlA de
0,01 m2 ). L'enneigement du sol a ete assez bien vu
sauf lors de la formation de congeres ou par vent
fort lorsque la neige n'arrivait pas El s'accumuler sur
la plaque. On n'observe pas de degradation de la
qualite de la mesure dans le temps.
Les resultats statistiques sont resumes dans le
tableau 1 suivant:
Pourcentage
d'accords

sur le

WW

sur la
Visibilite

sur 'etat
du sol

tous CDM
confondus

85

87

86

Tableau 1. Pourcentage d'accords Observation
humaine I Observation SOLFEGE

14

Appreciation subjective
Nefaste
Utile
Sans
influence
80
5
17

Tableau 2. Appreciations de I'apport SOLFEGE
exprimees en %
Si on globalise I'ensemble des resultats de
I'apport de SOLFEGE sur les deux premiers mois,
iI ressort qU'approximativement,
80%
des
informations sont sans influence sur la prevision
qu'il s'agisse du bilan du soir ou du matin.
Le pourcentage d'informations utiles est de
15% El 20% tandis que les informations nefastes se
situent entre 0% et 5%. 11 est possible d'imaginer
I'evolution de ces pourcentages si les donnees
SOLFEGE n'avaient pas ete entachees d'erreurs El
cause des problemes de detection des instruments
de temps present. 11 est certain que les fausses
alarmes generent la majorite des informations
nefastes. En eliminant les erreurs importantes
(fausses alarmes, non detection, confusion
pluie/neige, ... ), on peut estimer que le taux
d'informations utiles passerait autour de 25%.
VII - CONCLUSION
Les premiers resultats de la phase
d'evaluation sont encourageants avec un taux de
qualite de 83% dans I'evaluation correcte du temps
present
toutes
periodes
meteorologiques
confondues. On a pu montrer que ce taux pouvait
atteindre 95% si on parvient et ameliorer la qualite
intrinseque du capteur de temps present PRECIPIA
(elimination des fausses alarmes et meilleure
identification des hydrometeores).
Compte tenu du fait que sous nos latitudes
seulement 25% environ du temps sensible presente
des episodes d'hydrometeores en suspension ou
en precipitation, un systeme SOLFEGE avec un
instrument identifieur de precipitation plus fiable
apporterait dans tous ces cas une information utile
aux previsionnistes regionaux.

VI.2 - Silan de I'apport SOLFEGE au CMIR
VIII - REFERENCES
Les resultats statistiques sont resumes dans le
tableau 2 suivant qui resume comment est
actuellement "ressenti"
SOLFEGE par les
previsionnistes regionaux.

Duvernoy J., Gaumet J-L., 1996 Precipitating
Hydrometeor Characterization by a CW Doppler
Radar. Journal of Atmospheric and Oceanic
Technology. Vol. 13, n03, 620-629
Gaumet J-L., Salomon P., 1992 :Un nouvel
instrument meteorologique pour determiner I'etat
du sol. Conference technique sur les instruments et
les methodes d'observation (TECO-1992) OMM
Vienne (Autriche)
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METEOROLOGICAL SENSORS TO REPLACE THE OBSERVER
Olbriick, G.
Deutscher Wetterdienst
Abteilung MeBnetze und Daten, MeBsysteme
Frahmredder 95, D-22361 Hamburg 65

1.0

Introduction
The Deutscher Wetterdienst DWD started the project "Messnetz 2000" to rationalize the
data receiving, processing and transmission in the surface network. The most challenging
request of this enterprise is the automation of the visual and subjective observations in order
to replace parts of the large staff of observers by automated systems. The preparation of
specifications and the discussion of the spezialized requirements is accompanied by the
development, test and evaluation of intelligent meteorological sensors. Along these lines are
the tests of present weather sensors, laser ceilometers, backscatter and foreward scatter
sensors beside lightning sensors and systems for the determination of the precipitation type.
The automating of the visual observations has to be carried out very carefully because we
have to gain acceptance from internal and external users, that means, the forecaster and
climatologist in our service has to accept the output of the new technic as well as the air
traffic controller, the pilot and the users of different economic branches. Keeping this in
mind, the DWD started to investigate the performance of systems which are provided by the
market of today. Beside, feasibility studies the DWD has cooperations with manufac-turers
accompanying developments of a lightning detector or automatic precipitation sensors.

2.

Automating visual observations

2.1

Visibility
The task to replace the observer's prevailing visibility by the information of a visibility sensor
is one of the most difficult projects. The tests which have been conducted on different
synoptic stations and in the test field at Hamburg demonstrated that in most cases the
visibility distances of an observer and a sensor differ in a wide range. The reason for this
result is the fact that the observer looks around and decides for the worst visibility sector,
whereas, the sensor takes its information out of a small volume (tennis ball) at the same
location.
Field tests showed that additional visibility sensors which were similarly placed did not
increase the quality of visibility measuremnts significantly. So one may determine the
information of a single point sensor to be representative. Nevertheless, the visibility
information of a sensor does not replicate that of an observer. Therefore, the Deutscher
Wetterdienst decided to place a feasibility studie on visibility measurement especially under
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the condition of falling precipitation. The assessed representativeness of the infonnation may
in the end be the result of a modell calculation using the infonnation of different parameters
like temperature, humidity, light intensity, type of precipitation rain drop size distribution and
the mass of solid hydrometeors.

2.2

Sky Conditions
The automatic detection of the height of cloud layers and their coverage in eighth is carried
out by the laser ceilometer. Compared to the spatial averaging of an observer the data of the
single laser ceilometer pointing upward have to be time averaged. For this reason thirty
minutes of data are collected from a ceilometer and processed through statistical routines to
form layers and to calculate the percentage of their coverage - see fig 1.
Similar to the results with some visibility sensors the comparison of the information from
ceilometers in a test field stated that in most cases the results did not differ very much from
each other. However, it is recognized that in low wind conditions with a small displacement
of the cloud layers one ceilometer is not sufficient. The altemativ in these situations are
multiple sensors or a tiltable sensor to provide a better observation.
New laser ceilometers offer the possibility to devide the information of cloud layer from
precipitation hits with the help of special algorithms layed down in the processing software.
Therefore, the information of the lowest cloud layer (ceiling) and its coverage is nearly
garantied, whereas the detection of higher cloud layers is not complete due to loss of the
small energy which is transmitted for security reasons only with 20 Watt. The detection of
clouds with the laser beam needs vertical changes of the extinction coefficient. In difuse
weather situations with high humidity degrees over a large vertical extension of the
atmosphere « 90 % RH) the laser detects sky clear whereas the observer encodes overcast.
This technical problem in the processing software will be solved in close contact with the
manufacturers.

2.3

Present Weather
Many studies which have been conducted over the last years especially the preliminary
results of the WMO present weather sensor intercomparison which have been reported on
the CIMO Expert Meeting on "Automation of Visual and Subjective Observations" in Paris,
14-16 May 1997, confirm that only a small proportion of the WMO table 4680 of the
automatic weather code can be detected by a present weather sensor of today. There is the
problem of detecting the intensity and typ of precipitation and the mixing of these types.
Another question is the observation of shower or intermittent precipitation, the difference
between hail and snow showers combined with rain. The test results of present weather
sensors with regard to these informations are not satisfying.
Therefore, the DWD has decided to concentrate on special observation problems so for
instance on an exact statement of the sensor on the type of precipitation. The Infonnation of
the precipitation intensity will be provided by automatic rain gauges operating on the
weighing principle. The optical distrometer for measuring size and velocity of hydrometeors
based on single particle extinction measurements is able to provide the information on
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precipitation types. Today particles are detectable in the diameter range from approximately
0.3 to 10 mm having velocities of up to 10 rn/s.
The advantages of low-cost distrometer measurements are that small drops down to the size
of cloud drops are reliably detectable together with snow and hail particles. A 780 nm laser
diode with a power of 3 mW produces a horizontal sheet of light. Particles passing through
the light sheet of 160 mm by 30 mm cause a decrease of the output signal by extinction and
therefore a short reduction of the initial voltage. The amplitude of the signal is a measure of
particle size, the duration of the signal a measure of particle velocity.
The DWD cooperates with the development engineer in order to design a sensor which
meets the requirements of an operational synoptic-climatilogical network.

2.4

Icing detector
One of the most critical informations at winter time is the icing situation starting with
freezing rain up to the icing of cold grounds in a humid air. The DWD set up a feasibility
study on the physics of icing detectors which had the following results - see fig. 2.
The method which meets best the requirements of an icing detector is the ultrasonic technic.
The development of a ultrasonic sensor has to start from the knowledge that a spreading
ultrasonic wave is interfered at a borderline. If this borderline separates a sensor block from
the air the wave is reflected in situations of a plaine surface or scattered in situations of a
rough surface.
If the surface of the sensor block is covered with water or ice the ultrasonic wave penetrates
into the water or ice level by changing direction and energy. Reflection takes place at the
borderline of the water or the ice to the air. The knowledge of the caused consequences on
the reflected waves by the changes and differences of the acoustic impedance on borderlines
leads to the identification of the contamination on the sensor block: water, ice, mixing of
both. The study discussed different materials of the sensor block, the temperature
dependence of the material and the angle under which the input and the detection of the
acoustic waves are transmitted.
Today the DWD has to decide on the development of a prototyp of an icing sensor which
will be installed on ground and perhaps 1 m above ground in order to detect freezing rain
and ground surface icing. The ultrasonic method uses a 2 Mhz frequency detecting the
conditions on the sensor surface by the measurement of the amplitude and the running time
of the ultrasonic signal.

2.5

Lightning detection
A thunderstorm is one of the most significant weather events in meteorology and has ist
influence on industrie, traffic and commerce. The information of a present weather sensor
can only be used to report on a shower. Additional information on rain intensity and
lightning is needed to find out that the observed shower is a thunderstorm. In cooperation
with the manufacturer the DWD accompanied the development of two types of lightning
sensors.
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Electromagnetic wave detector
The electromagnetic wave detector measures the phase distance of the field strength of the
electrical and magnetic signal. A small phase distance stands for a far distant lightning
whereas a large phase distance near 90 0 points out a very near lightning. Local thunderstorms are detected by lightning events in a distance of 10 to 30 km, far distant lightnings are
not detected. Cloud/cloud and cloud/earth discharges are measured, that means, audible and
non-audible lightning events are reported. The antenna to receive the electromagnetic waves
and the processing unit are installed out-doors and, therefore, they are protected against an
overload.

Fig. 3 Leightning Sensors
Acoustic and optical sensor
Beside the above mentioned parameters of lightnings like the field strength, the run time of
the signal, its spectral composition and the phase difference a new development of a lightning sensor with integrated optical and acoustic sensors detects also the echo and the flash
light of a thunderstorm.This gives us the opportunity to decide between a weak and a strong
thunderstorm.
The information of lightnings can also be taken from national or global lightning networks.
But there is the difficulty to transfer the local information into the automatic weather station
where the processing needs the lightning data for the decision shower or thunder-storm.

3.

Outlook
The development and evaluation of new technologies will run in parallel with the enhancement of the actual technic. There are plans to set up additional algorithms in the area of
present weather detection in order to integrate the information of a definite number of
intelligent sensors. Automating the visual and subjective surface observation is also gaining
acceptance by the different users, therefore, training and clear definitions of the products are
needed to be understood.
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EVALUATION of cloud levels with the data of Laser ceilometer according to
DWD-algorithm
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lVIachbarkeitsstudie
Ultraschallsensor zur qualitativen
Detektion von NiederschUigen
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The Remote Video Acquisition System
A Canadian Approach
by Dave Wartman and Ben Hunter
Environment Canada

INTRODUCTION
Operational weather observing programs are evolving and changing. This is particularly
true in Canada where the presence of human weather observations in the hourly
observing network which provides core support to Environment Canada's (EC)
operational weather service is shrinking. In order to continue to meet its mandated
demands and in fact expand its monitoring capacity, EC must look towards new and
innovative technologies.
In response to these requirements, there is an increased emphasis placed on the role of
automated weather observation stations (AWOS) which allows EC to meet budgetary
requirements and expand the network for a much reduced cost. However, in some cases
it is essential to augment and validate the AWOS information on a routine basis with other
tools.
The Remote Video Acquisition System (RVAS) was developed to address this need.

THE REMOTE VIDEO ACQUISITION SYSTEM PROCESS, CONFIGURATION AND ATIRIBUTES
The RVAS is a modular system first developed in the early 1990's to obtain full color video
images from a remote meteorological observation site during daylight hours. The latest
version, developed in-house by EC's Atlantic Region, uses commercial hardware and
support software where possible.
The Process
There are two major parts to the RVAS: the "office" system and the "field" system.
The office system, under the direct control of the user, requests and schedules images,
reboots the field system when necessary and displays the images for review. The field
system is used to capture images, save them on the hard disk, accept calls from the
office system site and transmit the images as requested.
A video camera installed in outdoors-environmental housing captures images. Up to four
of these cameras are installed at the observation site and pointed in different directions to
allow complete field of view. The cameras are in turn connected to a personal computer
which continuously captures still video images in compressed format and stores them
locally. The PC also has a high speed modem and telephone line. Users, equipped with a
similar PC, use the application software to initiate a telephone call to the field site and
download one or several images, from the various video cameras, which are stored on
the field PC. Multiple field sites can be accessed sequentially by the user. The frequency
of these requests (calls) can be set automatically and individually for each of the field
sites. The images are stored on the office system for review and are organized by site
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and time. They can be converted to a number of standard formats and then viewed on
standard PCs or automatically uploaded to the HP9000 HP-UX or another environment

System Components
The office system requires the following minimum hardware/software:
•

•

Personal Computer - Pentium 120 with 16 mb memory, 19b hard
disk, 2 serial ports, SVGA monitor, keyboard, 28.8 baud modem,
Windows95, mouse
PC ANYWHERE (Win95) Communication Software

$150

The field system requires the following minimum hardware/software:
• Personal Computer - 486DX-1 00 with 4 mb memory, 350 mb hard disk, at least 2
serial
ports, VGA monitor, keyboard, 28.8 baud modem, DOS 5.0 or higher
$150
• PC ANYWHERE (DOS) Communication software
• Videovue Image Capture Board and Video Switch Board
$800
(developed especially for RVAS)
• Optional Watch Dog Timer Circuit (developed especially
$200
for RVAS)
• Up to 4 video cameras, housing, mounting brackets, etc.
$2300
each

RVAS Attributes
•

The user has control of the field system through the office system modem and the PC
ANYWHERE software. A watchdog timer resident at the field system is set to check
communications at almost any interval desired allowing the field system to
automatically reboot itself if necessary.
• The RVAS allows automatic retrieval of pictures from each of the individual field sites
at a pre-set frequency. Monitoring of this automated retrieval can be done manually,
with ease, through color-coded screens. Automated monitoring is also possible with an
alert sent if no images are received over a pre-set time interval.
• A complete RVAS system is available at a relatively low cost, especially when
compared to the potential value in augmenting an AWOS for establishing the veracity
of different parameters or qualitative information aboutweather elements not observed
by AWOS (eg. cloud type)
• The RVAS has archiving capability on the field system, the office system, or on a
separate system.
• The Videovue Video Switching Board was developed especially for the RVAS and is
commercially available.
• The resolution of the images from the RVAS is as high as 1024 x 786.
• The RVAS is totally Year 2000 compliant.
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USE OF THE RVAS IN ATLANTIC CANADA'S WEATHER FORECAST
CENTRES
There are presently office systems installed in each of the 3 Atlantic Canadian Weather
Forecast Centres - Gander (Newfoundland), Fredericton (New Brunswick), and Halifax
(Nova Scotia). There are field systems installed in 6 locations across the region: Churchill
Falls, Burgeo, Cornerbrook and Port aux Basques (Newfoundland) and Amherst and
Dartmouth (Nova Scotia).

The RVAS is used for several major purposes in the Weather Forecast Centres:
• to augment the weather information provided by the AWeS
• to validate the weather information received from the AWeS
The different situations in which the RVAS is used vary. Following are some examples of
how the RVAS integrates positively with the forecast program:
•

fog formation
• illustrating the formation of patchy or shallow fog or fog over the sea or at a
distance from the observation site. This is information not usually obtained from
the AWeS.

•

precipitation type
• the occurrence of freezing precipitation is at times something that must be
inferred from an AWeS site. The RVAS which can readily show ice accretion
can be valuable in this regard.

•

cloud type
• cloud type is a parameter that is not available from the AWeS. However it can
be discerned from the high quality images of the RVAS.

•

Iow ceilings
• at times the AWeS will indicate low ceilings with the occurrence of ice crystals
even when there is no ceiling present at the site. The RVAS can aid in this
situation.

•

thunderstorms
• the occurrence of thunderstorms away from the site cannot be discerned by the
AWeS. However the RVAS can allow the forecaster to see the lightning strikes.

•

snow depth
• the AWeS does not provide information regarding snow depth. Through the use
of several snow rulers or other measurement instruments, the snow depth at at
the observation site can be estimated with RVAS.
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The examples of the value added by the RVAS, as detailed above, apply to the broad
spectrum of the forecast programs, including:
• Aviation Forecast Program
• Public Forecast Program
• Inshore Marine Program
• Media Broadcast Program
• Climate Program

NEXT STEPS
•
•
•

Investigate the use of infrared cameras in order to extend period of coverage to a full
24 hours.
Explore the use of tools which allow the use of 4 live video images from one sight and
"panning".
Develop software which will allow for animation of video images.

CONCLUSION
The Remote Video Acquisition System is a low-cost, reliable and highly automated tool
which can provide value-added information to the operational forecast process in a variety
of situations. Augmenting and validating the Automatic Weather Observing Station with
RVAS during daylight hours can provide information nearly equivalent to that provided by
a human observer. The effectiveness is evidenced by its use in Atlantic Canada as well as
in dozens of locations through the Canadian provinces of Ontario, Alberta, Saskatchewan
and Manitoba, in 5 "arctic" locations in the Canadian Northwest and Yukon Territories and
in many sites through the northwestern United States.
Further information regarding the RVAS can be obtained from the following web page
address:
http://www.ns.ec.gc.calvideo
or from Ben Hunter at Environment Canada (ben.hunter@ec.gc.ca)
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Technical experiences of using a video camera to make remote weather observations
D B Hatton, D W Jones, C M Rowbottom
Meteorological Office, United Kingdom

1.

INTRODUCTION

Since 1995, the UK Met Office has been exploring ways of making use of state of the art video camera
technology as an aid to meteorological observers. These investigations have concentrated on using
equipment primarily developed for the security market.
The initial consideration has been to enable a human to interpret camera images and to establish their
usefulness.· Until this is proven, there is little hope in succeeding with the next step of exploring the
possibilities of using a computer to interpret the images and produce an automatic observation.

2.

TECHNICAL OPTIONS WIDELY AVAILABLE
2.1

VIDEO IMAGE TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

We are used to watching broadcast quality television pictures which provide live video images. This
technology relies on high speed communication links between sites, over media which are typically fibre
optics or microwave. This is the ideal system which works well where the communication infrastructure is
already well established. However, in order to communicate with weather stations that are often very distant
from urban centres, the cost of providing a reliable wide bandwidth link rapidly rises as the separation
distance increases.
Public telephone networks are capable of transmitting video images for the cost of the standard line rental
and the telephone call. However, their limited bandwidth usually means that only single image transmissions
(at least with useful image quality) with an update interval of a second or more are possible. Experience has
shown that with the possible exception of real time precipitation, the advantages of live video are limited
and it has therefore not been considered further as part of this study.
In the UK there is a well developed mass market for camera security systems. Good quality monochrome
and colour video cameras are readily available at quite low cost, together with a variety of image
transmission systems using data compression techniques to enable frequent picture updates at the image
receiving site. The technology is continuously developing with smaller cameras and faster image
transmission options being announced by the manufacturers almost every week.
The Met Office has tested two transmission systems in the past two years and both have produced images of
very similar quality. Zoom lenses have been used to provide a range of views and to allow some assessment
of what field of view is likely to be most useful when different subjects are being viewed. The quality of the
images produced depends upon the losses due to image compression; most tests have been performed with
the equipment set to give the best quality picture readily available.
Both systems were purchased from companies who normally supply the security market and were off the
shelf products rather than being developed for meteorological use. Important features to note are:• The camera images are normally compressed in order to speed up transmission time.
• The amount of data compression can be preset. For a given system there is a visible trade off between
image quality and the amount of data compression.
• Manufacturers tend to use different compression and transmission techniques so the equipment is not
interchangeable between manufacturers.
• Some systems offer an option for conditional refresh, whereby only pixels that have changed are
retransmitted in order to increase the rate of update from that for transmitting full video frames.
• Data were transmitted over dial up telephone lines (Public Switched Telephone Network, PSTN, or
Integrated Services Digital Network, ISDN). Options for cellular telephone links are available but at
present in the UK are very slow.
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• The receiving equipment decompresses the data and provides images on a video monitor that are
typically updated every five to ten seconds over PSTN and one to three seconds over ISDN.
• One transmitter is able to control several different cameras, each of which can be selected remotely.
• Manually operated remote control is available for moving the pan and tilt of the waterproof camera
housing.
• Outputs are available for switching relays to operate equipment such as a windscreen wipers or lights.
• There are facilities for remote control of the lens zoom, focus and aperture (iris), however, there is no
single manufacmrer of transmissions systems, pan and tilt controllers, cameras and lenses. Integrating
them can be complicated since different manufacmrers use different protocols and, for example,
difficulties have been experienced with obtaining remote manual iris control.
• There is a general reluctance from equipment manufacmrers to provide information about the
operating details of the equipment, making it difficult both to install and to evaluate its full potential.
This is probably partly related to the standards required when working in security applications, and
also a result of the competition among manufacmrers in this fast expanding industry.

2.2

IMAGE COLLECTION

The technology used in these trials has a number of options, the use of which can have a different impact on
the optimum image needed for different observational requirements.

2.2.1 Panoramic viewing
One application for cameras that has been explored is their use to produce images of the sky and the horizon
to enable assessments of clouds (type and amount), and visibility. Artificial (street) lighting is quite
sufficient to enable modem colour cameras to operate when observing nearby scenes but a full panorama
capability is not possible at night.
• Experience has shown that a field of view for the camera lens needs to be chosen which enables sufficient
sky to be visible without excessive distortion from a wide angle lens. An angle of about 50° to 60° is
acceptable, which means that the camera has to pan to at least six different positions to encompass the
full horizon. It also has to be pointed upwards to observe the sky, but as soon as the horizon is lost,
humans have great difficulty in knowing where in the celestial dome the camera is pointing and then
relating to the scale of whatever is within the field of view.
• Most cameras operate with an automatic iris setting and difficulties can be experienced on a bright day
when light levels from the sky are significantly greater than those from the land. If an image includes
both land and sky, the exposure will automatically adjust for one or the other depending upon the control
settings in the camera. Manual control of the iris is then necessary to remotely adjust to suit the part of
the image that is of interest. Having the sun in the image also makes viewing clouds in that region
difficult or impossible..
• Colour images have been found to be more useful than monochrome, especially in distinguishing blue
sky from a dark cloudy background, and where there are several layers of cloud. There are of course
problems at night when both colour and monochrome cameras are not sensitive enough.

2.2.2 State of the ground
By using the pan, tilt, zoom and focus facilities it is also possible to view other phenomena such as present
weather and the state of the ground. Interpreting images of the ground is not always easy as the colour
balance due to lighting changes can alter appearances considerably. When trying to decide whether it is wet
or dry the most reliable way has been to look for the presence of reflections.

2.2.3 Precipitation
When looking at panoramic views, it is rarely possible to detect precipitation on single frames. With 'live'
picmres it is sometimes possible, in certain lighting conditions, for the precipitation to be detected against
the background by the change between successive frames and it may also be possible to see splashing on
puddles when viewed at exactly the right angle. However, the systems under test did not have a full live
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transmission capability; live images could only be studied in local mode. If individual frames from a live
recording are viewed it soon becomes apparent that sometimes only one in ten show a splash during light
rain, the remainder show either a smooth surface or ripples that could just be due to the wind. With
transmitted frames only being updated every second or two, the chances of capturing a splash are quite low,
and it becomes quite difficult to positively identify precipitation.
The most reliable way to detect rain has been to point the camera into wind and observe the water droplets
on the window of the waterproofhousingl ,however this is time consuming and doesn't work in light winds!
However, the idea of using a transparent screen to collect precipitation is being explored.
Since all the transmitters that have been evaluated can accept several camera inputs, a better way of viewing
precipitation has been to dedicate a second camera for this purpose. By using a dark uniform background,
focusing in the near field, and providing suitable illumination, it has been possible to capture images with
contrasting precipitation, by day and by night. A manually controlled iris is preferable to keep the
background 'dark' and the camera exposed correctly for reflections or refractions of artificial light by the
precipitation. The need for colour is less important, and work is now underway to see whether it is possible
to use infra red light, or synchronised flash light for illumination of objects within a well defined, focused
field of view.

3.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
3.1

THE EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIERS

The use of video camera images to augment present weather observations has been shown to provide useful
information to observers and forecasters during daylight hours. 1 The technology used in cameras and lenses
is now adequate, with a wide range of makes and types readily available to suit any daytime application.
However, the recent developments in digital camera technology may mean that they become more suitable
than video cameras since the current applications detailed above are in effect using video cameras in a still
image collection mode. Digital cameras also have the advantage of easier flash synchronisation and easier
interfacing to a PC.
As previously explained, much of the work undertaken by the Met Office has been based on systems
developed for the security market. There are drawbacks resulting from this:• The difficulty in adapting systems to anything that isn't completely standard.
• With the systems tested, it is not possible to gain access to the digital images after transmission, and
so they are less suitable for computer analysis.
•

Security equipment is normally supplied (in the UK) only through approved distributors who are
generally security system installers. These people do have the advantage of knowing what is currently
available from a range of manufacturers, but they are not normally in a position to discuss reliably the
future developments for specific equipment. Experience has also shown that they do not have
sufficient technical understanding of the equipment they are selling to enable them to deal with non
standard applications.

• The manufacturers themselves have tended to be difficult to communicate with, and for the relatively
small number of systems likely to be needed in the meteorological market there is little incentive for
them start developing special products.
The advantages of using security systems have been:• The good choice of equipment.
• Low development costs.
The signs are that without further development of security equipment away from its intended design, it may
never really be suitable for meteorological applications, especially automatic image collection.
It is notable that even in the two years that this study has been underway there have been significant
developments in PC performance and their capability for image collection and processing. The authors feel
that this is the way of the future.
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3.2

IMAGE COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
l

Time is an important factor when making manual remote observations; trials have shown that it can take a
person 10 minutes to manipulate a remote camera and make an observation. This process could be speeded
up by carrying out automatic collection of images at the camera site particularly if this was under PC
control. This would make it possible for the user to:• Access all the images from a desktop PC rather than through a separate controller/display.
• Control the camera and receive images via the Internet, though this might be too slow or unreliable
for operational use.
• Have 'intelligent' iris control optimised separately for different parts of the image.
• Set a camera to automatically pan and tilt to preset positions, and so build up a whole sky and horizon
scene, with images stored ready for immediate transmission when interrogated.
• Consider collecting fewer images using a wide angle lens, at a high resolution and apply mathematical
corrections for distortion of wide angle lenses so that images match those expected by the human eye
without a camera.
• Fit overlays to the video image to give the operator direction of view, heights of distant mountains, or
visibility points for example.
• Remain as flexible as possible to enable future requirements to be met with minimum change to the
system.
Images could be processed either at the remote camera PC or in the collection PC so that they are ready for
immediate viewing by an operator.
Another important though perhaps longer term development is the use of the computer and for example
neural network techniques, to analyse the images and recognise present weather phenomena such as cloud
types, cloud amounts, visibility, precipitation type and precipitation intensity.
In theory anything that the human eye can define could be automated, but such techniques are likely to take
some years to perfect.

3.3

NIGHT TIME OPERATION

This is probably our greatest challenge. Flood lighting and certain specific lighting configurations will
enable local features such as state of the ground, or precipitation to be detected. However, panoramic
viewing necessary for a full observation is not yet possible.
Image intensifiers have been tested but at present have severe drawbacks since they do not have the required
resolution during overcast or moonless nights, and they are not able to distinguish clouds reliably. They also
need to be carefully protected from permanent 'burn' damage caused by staring at individual lights and from
operation in daylight conditions which causes rapid ageing. This would result in loss of sensitivity and
increases in noise levels.
Infra red images may be an alternative. However, although monochrome cameras are sensitive into the near
infra red, there is still not sufficient natural illumination available at night. Radiometers may be used to
measure the temperature difference between cloud and clear sky to establish cloud cover, at least for low and
medium height cloud. Specialised radiometers exist that will do this job, but at present they are very
expensive and do not really come into the category of 'video cameras'. We will have to wait for technology
and the development of modem materials to catch up.

4.

REFERENCES

Operational experiences in the use of video camera images to augment present weather observations - C M
Rowbottom, 0 B Hatton, 0 W Jones, WMO Instruments and Observing Methods Report, TECO-98, May
1998.
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Operational Experiences in the Use of Video Camera Images
to Augment Present Weather Observations
C M Rowbottom, D B Ration and D W Jones
Meteorological Office, United Kingdom
1. Introduction
The UK. Meteorological Office has been
investigating the use of Closed Circuit
Television (CCTV) cameras to meet observation
and forecast requirements for monitoring the
weather on remote sites. The aims are to
automate and provide additional observations
from data sparse areas and to provide
information for short range forecasting and for
site specific forecasting, e.g. forecasting for
military low flying areas.
Trials of the system were started in spring 1997
with colour cameras installed at Eskdalemuir
and Hemsby (manned observing stations), at
Loch Glascarnoch and Plymouth (automatic
weather stations) and at Bala (no independent
weather observations). Loch Glascarnoch and
Bala are situated in military aircraft low flying
areas. At the receiving sites (shown on the
map) users viewed the camera images as a series
of still frames updated every 2-3 seconds and
were able to control the cameras remotely.!

CCTV Camera Sites and
Image Receiving Stations
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The objectives of the trials were:1. To determine the usefulness of CCTV images in identifying present weather, in particular
precipitation.
2. To determine how well cloud type and amount can be identified from a CCTV image.
3. To compare the accuracy ofvisibilities reported from camera images with visibility sensors.
4. To determine which ground states can be distinguished from a CCTV image.
5. To estimate the potential usefulness of CCTV images in aiding a forecaster with responsibility for
a remote site.
6. To identify methods of incorporating data from camera images into automatic synoptic reports.
7. To assess the number of camera observations that can be done within the observation period.
8. To determine if image processing could be used to automate the process of recognising the
weather and reporting the correct code.
9. To determine if information from the camera could be used to improve present weather
algorithms.
10. To investigate the practicalities of installing and maintaining CCTV systems and assess the
reliability of hardware.
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2. Results2,3,4
2.1 Present Weather
Table 1 compares the present weather identified from the CCTV
image with that reported by the observer. The number of times the present weather could not be
detected on the image is also shown. Very few state of sky changes were recorded because they are
not usually considered significant enough to be transmitted in the synoptic report. The table clearly
shows that CCTV images did give useful information about present weather on a remote site when it
was detected.
Table 1 - Reported Present Weather Codes (WMO 4677)

Present Weather Reported using CCTV
Showers
No
Events during
Fog
DriZZle
Rain
Report
preceding hour
80
B 10 11 15 16 21 25 2B 29 424446 51 5558 60 61 62 63 65

No Precipitation on site
at the time of Observation
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4

2
2

3

1

1
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3

3
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3
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2
2
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17
2

20
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22
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27
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1
2

4
2

2

3
1

2

3

4

1

3

1
2
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92
95
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9
1

1

2
1

1
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2
1
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1
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Corresponding Codes

Note: Users found the most successful method for detecting precipitation was to point the camera
into the wind and watch the droplets fall on the camera housing window!
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The~e

were discrepancies in the following types of report:• Characteristic changes in the state of the sky
• Events occurring within the previous hour
• Changes in visibility within the previous hour
• Identifying precipitation as continuous, intermittent or showery
However, this can be expected because of the limited periods of time that users were able to spend
looking at the video images.
The main shortcomings in identifying present weather were:• Only 42% of the haze reports were correctly identified and 47% were unreported (Code fig. 5).
• Precipitation 'not at the station' was not visible using the cameras (Code figs. 15 and 16).
• Distinguishing whether the sky above fog was visible or obscured was difficult (Code figs. 4047).
• Drizzle and slight rain were very difficult to detect using CCTV cameras and interpreted as mist
on a few occasions (Code figs. 50-57 and 60-61). Rain and drizzle in combination, and
moderate and heavy rain were easier to detect but estimating the rate was not always accurate
(Code figs. 58-59 and 62-67).
• Thunderstorms (Code figs. 95-99) cannot be detected using CCTV alone, though the
precipitation type reported with thunderstorms during this trial was usually correct.
2.2 Cloud
The ease with which cloud type and amount was identified
depended on the general weather conditions. When there was a high level of contrast between sky
and cloud or when there was only a single cloud layer, identification was relatively simple. However
on hazy days when there was low contrast or when there were large amounts of cloud in multiple
layers, it was much more difficult. The majority of cloud, particularly low level clouds, was correctly
identified.
The presence of a ceilometer on some camera sites made distinguishing types such as Cumulus
from Altocumulus much easier. When there was full cloud cover there were occasions when it was
difficult to distinguish Stratocumulus from Cumulus, and Stratocumulus from Stratus.
Distinguishing thin Cirrus from blue sky or thin Cirrostratus also caused a few problems.
Identifying the species and variety within each cloud genus was only accurate on a few occasions.
93% of total cloud amounts were correctly estimated to within 2 oktas or less. Very small amounts
« 1okta) were unlikely to be detected. Observers on site reported more cloud layers than those
using the cameras. CCTV users also tended to overestimate the amount of cloud in lower layers and
correspondingly underestimate the amount in higher layers.
2.3 Visibility
CCTV cameras were not as accurate as visibility sensors but
were useful to determine whether the visibility was typical of the whole area.
2.4 State ofthe Ground
CCTV users felt confident in identifying ground state if the
ground was covered in frost or snow. However, they were not always able to reliably distinguish
between more subtle conditions, including the differences between dry, moist and wet.
2.5 Forecasting Tool
Forecasters reported that CCTV provided useful information
when placed strategically in data sparse areas. In the low flying areas cameras were proved to be a
cost effective investment; a number of military flights were cancelled due to weather conditions in
the low flying area that could only be seen on the CCTV image and were not reported from any
other meteorological station in the region.
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2.6 Image Analysis
Until automatic image analysis has been developed the only
method of incorporating data from camera images into automatic synoptic reports is by human
interpretation and data processing. With the systems under trial at Bristol and Norwich, data can be
added at the image receiving stations and the full synoptic report forwarded to the Bracknell
telecommunications hub.
2.7 Data Enhancement
Users were unanimous in confirming that co-location of the
camera with other meteorological observing systems i.e. AWS and a knowledge of regional
conditions made the interpretation of CCTV images simpler and quicker. Once proficient in the use
of the camera system, it took 10 minutes to supplement and correct an automatic observation with
visual data from the camera image.
2.8 Automatic Image Processing During the trial, work was concentrated on producing an image
(particularly of precipitation) which was recognisable to a human operator. The trial did not reach
the stage where automation of the process was possible.
2.9 Present Weather Algorithms It is expected that camera information will be used to improve
present weather algorithms when the process of analysing the image and producing a present
weather code has been automated. However codes for present weather other than 4677 e.g. 4680 or
BUFR will be more appropriate for both CCTV and algorithm reports.
2.10 Technical Considerations
The system chosen was a standard off the shelf security system.
It was simple to install and use, and has been very reliable. The use of colour cameras was essential
for identifYing cloud and ground state but restricted operational use of the system to between
approximately an hour before dawn to an hour after dusk~
3. Conclusions
The use of CCTV camera images to meet requirements for observations and information for
forecasters has been very successful. In particular, forecasters supplying short range forecasts to the
military and to customers in other data sparse areas have found it most useful. Whilst not providing
the level of detail available from a human observation it does provide useful information not
currently available from automatic weather stations.
Work will continue to
• improve the detection and identification of present weather
• enable the system to be utilised during hours of darkness
• fully automate the CCTV process
Stations receiving images have requested the systems are left in at the end of the trial and there are
plans to expand the number of CCTV systems across the UK, to meet the requirements for
observations and from our increasingly diverse number of users.
4. References
1. Technical Experiences of Using a Video Camera to Make Remote Weather ObservationsD B Hatton, D W Jones and C M Rowbottom, WMO Instruments and Observing Methods
Report, TECO-98, May 1998
2. Present Weather Camera Project Feasibility Study - C Rowbottom, Met. Office Observations
(Land) Technical Report No. 9.
3. Present Weather Camera Project - C Rowbottom, Met. Office Observations (Land) Technical
Report No. 13.
4. Military Low Flying CCTV Project - I Cameron, Met Office Defence Provision Report.
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Session IX
AUTOMATION OF SURFACE
OBSERVATIONS

Canadian AWOS Evolution
Earle Robinson
Atmospheric Environment Service, Canada

Background:
The Canadian automatic weather station networks have continued to evolve from data logger applications for
measuring basic parameters as observer aids; through remote, harsh environmental, low power applications to fill in
the gaps in measurement where people do not exist; to complex systems at Canadian airports to replace human
observers. The evolution has been largely cost driven due to decreasing resources to support these programs in
Canada.
Each technological transition has lead to improvements in performance,increased flexibility and diversity in application,
reductions in production and operating costs, increases in reliability and faster maintenance response.
In 1980 the AES introduced a multiprocessor system architecture known as READAC (Remote Environmental
Automatic Data Acquisition Concept (1) ) which was based on a distributed microcontroller technology. This system has
been the backbone of the Canadian high-end automatic weather stations since then and it has gone through various
stages of evolution which will be described in this paper. The current system, called AWOS (Automatic Weather
Observing System), has lead to significant reductions in: investments for non-recurring engineering (NRE), time to
market for feature enhancements and field upgrades, as well as in operational configuration management overheads.
Initial Considerations:
When we think of data acquisition systems, we generally consider a system configuration, such as shown in Figure 1, in
which various sensors are connected to a generalized data acquisition system through appropriate interfaces which are
compatible with each sensor type. These inputs would likely be a combination of analogue, parallel digital or serial
digital signals. Analogue signals may be voltages, currents or frequencies among others (2). Parallel digital signals are
typically binary or binary coded decimal (BCD) with typical logic levels of 5 volts or 3.3 volts. Serial digital inputs tend to
be character oriented, such as ASCII data, in various signal modes such as; RS232, RS422, RS485, current loop,
modem V.23, Bell 202 or others.
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Figure 1 - Generalized Data
Acquisition System
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The "system" then acquires data from each sensor, performs some processing (data smoothing, averaging, conversion
into engineering units... ) and reports the data message via a communications medium or stores the data locally for later
retrieval. Although today this is quite simplistic, it serves to emphasize the single processor or tightly coupled
architectural concepts and limitations.
In tightly coupled architectures, as the system complexity increases, the incremental cost of adding a parameter of
equivalent complexity increases non-linearly, as conceptually shown in Figure 2. More complex applications become
entangled in sensor sampling, processing or timing considerations and real-time telecommunications overheads which
must be merged into effective single operating systems. The incremental cost (C) includes the cost of design of the
change (K) and a redesign cost to the initial system (8) to add the change. There is also a retrofit cost to each system
(A), which excludes the procurement cost. This NRE cost can be approximated by C = (K+NA)X + BX2 , where N is the
number of systems. Eventually the cost of incremental change prohibits further system enhancement as the processing
capacity approaches its limit or the required budget approaches financial bounds. 8 is conservative at X2.
Single
Processor
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Figure 2 - Incremental development costs for
tightly coupled architectures
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Other practical considerations must be included when choosing system architectures for long term national networks
such as radio frequency (RF) interference protection, RF emissions standards, electromagnetic interference and surge
protection against lightning strikes, shock hazard, corrosion, connector keying for ease of installation or maintenance
and a plethora of other field installation and maintenance considerations.
The AWOS architecture, as first introduced, illustrated in Figure 3, was designed to include solutions to these issues. It
defined functional tasks and used standard, normalized protocols between modules which functionally isolated each
module from the overall system design. This permitted the engineering design of each module to be broken into small,
manageable tasks. The unique Peripheral Interfaces (PI) were completely self-contained thereby simplifying individual
sensor connectivity and EMI protection solutions. System data collation was accomplished in the Shelf Controller with
no data processing permitted at this level. Only simple message grouping was performed here for a variety of data
types. System reconfiguration was automatic, requiring no insitu NRE effort when adding new parameters or features.
Telecommunications overheads were functionally isolated from the central collection tasks and completely selfcontained in the Communications Controller module.

r,-----,
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STANDARD

PROTOCOL~

PROTOCO~2

(SHELF
CONTROLLER

f----\..'

Figure 3 - Canadian AWOS
Architecture

In a multiprocessor, loosely coupled architecture, since functional independence has been established for modules,
variables A and B become zero, hence the NRE cost for incremental change is approximated by C KX. The
incremental NRE cost of adding a parameter of equivalent complexity increases linearly with overall system complexity
and the system does not approach a limit due to processor capacity, as illustrated in Figure 4. There is, however, a real
limit to the number of parameters which can be added by the physical design. This limit was set at 30 modules in the
AWOS, where each module has the capacity to report a variety of related parameters. For example, a pressure
Peripheral Interface can report station pressure, altimeter and mean sea level pressure which are all related to the
pressure data. For our high-end national networks, since the reqUirements are not constant and the user expectations
usually exceed current system capabilities, this linear incremental cost characteristic is critical to cost effective, long
term system evolution. This is especially true when using automatic systems as alternatives for human observations.
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Figure 4 - Incremental development costs for
loosely coupled architectures
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Technology Availability Considerations:
Long term availability of technology is another critical factor when choosing system architectures. A typical technology
availability ("bathtub") curve for the electronic component industries is illustrated in Figure 5. When new devices are first
introduced they are in short supply and expensive. As the device becomes more widely known, and accepted, in the
design industries several sources of supply come online for the manufacturing industries and the prices drop
significantly. T1 is the first point of actual manufacturing availability for new products.
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Figure 5 - Technology Bathtub Curve
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When the device is in full production, the cost curve typically flattens throughout its production life. Later in the
technology cycle, as newer devices become available and sales drop off for this technology, the prices begin to rise. At
this point some of the manufacturing plants cease production and the supply drops thereby pushing prices even higher.
When T2 is reached, all production has ceased and the only components available are those which are still within the
distribution industry's inventory or those held by astute network managers who have procured enough spares to ensure
that their life cycle requirements will be met. The interval between T1 and T2 depends on the component category but
for common parts it is typically 10 to 15 years. For large scale integration (LSI) parts this interval can be less than 5
years.
In 1988, the AWOS technology was upgraded to CHMOS technologies with generic PI designs which were then
programmed for full compatibility with existing modules. This extended the projected procurement life of the network by
10 to 15 years while further reducing costs and adding enhanced features for a low incremental NRE cost. These new
modules were used with newer generation sensors to further enhance the AWOS performance. In 1996, a further
redesign was initiated to add even more features including flash memory for remote software upgrades, high density
RAM for data archiving and reprogrammable gate array logic which will permit significant field hardware changes
through software uploads without opening a module. This adds much more flexibility to standard modules to take
advantage of emerging sensor technologies. Surface mount technologies and multilayer printed-circuit boards were
used for compatibility with new manufacturing practices and to meet tighter evolving EMI restrictions.
Commercial Realities:
Manufacturing industries provide a variety of board sets as well as complete data acquisition systems which are also
based on these components. The length of the bathtub curve for commercial board sets is only 5 to 10 years, typically.
and even shorter for system level equipment. This must be carefully considered in the network planning processes. For
example, when system level equipment is purchased for networks, due to much shorter availability curves, it requires
program managers to procure complete networks in a short time, inclUding spares. This is neither pragmatic for
implementation staff nor feasible for corporate financiers or telecommunications support infrastructures. It also makes
long term technical system evolution strategies dubious and costly replacement strategies more likely.
Another factor which must be well understood by network planners is the technological state of the industry for system
level products. Figure 6 illustrates a typical inverse relationship with commercial system suppliers versus system
complexity. As the product cGlmplexity increases, the number of manufacturers drops off rapidly since sales and
marketing strategies in these industries are linked to and prefer higher volume applications. When a certain complexity
is reached (X), although there are commercial suppliers which claim product availability, there is always a "custom"
element to these products which must be handled through NRE contracts. As the industries evolve, so do the
requirements, so the gap between requirements and commercial availability continues for the high-end applications.

# Companies

Figure 6 - Industrial Product Realities
Requirements
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Awes Front-End Processors:
For high speed sampling and/or more complex processing at some sensors (3) or to meet increasing AWOS
requirements for long line sensor remoting, or for economies of implementation, a series of front-end processors (FEP)
were developed which mount directly at the sensors. These devices have been designed for low temperature operation
with wide tolerances on DC power. These FEP's have also been standardized for serial digital, ASCII communications
using low cost current loop methods which can be remotely connected to lines of up to 16 km. in length.
This FEP evolution has created smart sensors which significantly improve fast insitu processing for specific sensors
such as complex FFT algorithms for precipitation detection and typing or wind pumping removal for shaft encoder
applications for total precipitation. Simple FEP designs have also been created for temperature and dewpoint sensors,
for example, to create low cost digital solutions for these analogue parameters as well as improving remoting options.
FEP concepts have also been used for vector processing of wind information in the sensor head for many years.
AWOS Multiparameter Algorithms:
As AWOS moved more into human observer replacement modes the processing requirements became more complex.
Multiparameter algorithms were developed to utilize shared raw data from other PI's. These algorithms have evolved
through operational comparison studies with human observers, human observing practices and observed weaknesses
in existing sensors and algorithms. Monitoring the presence, duration and rate of ice accretion along with air
temperature during precipitation events, for example, permits the effective reporting of freezing drizzle and freezing rain
with a high degree of confidence and low false alarms.
Some of the multiparameter algorithm work was necessary to deal with undesirable sensor characteristics and
performance limitations. For example, laser ceilometer performance in precipitation events is degraded so using the
presence of precipitation, precipitation type and visibility to selectively process the cloud data significantly improves
probability of detection and reduces errors. Intensive field testing (4) and intercomparison studies (5) have proven
multiparameter algorithm viability and limitations.
Default modes are built into these algorithms to follow a hierarchy of algorithm decisions in the event that a parameter is
not available within a specific configuration. Diagnostic codes are also provided to advise operational staff of reduced
functionality in these cases. The capacity of the AWOS to share data between PI modules, while maintaining functional
independence, has been a powerful feature of the AWOS architecture.
Future Awes Evolution:
With the industrial trend towards digital smart sensors which use new low cost microprocessor technologies, the AWOS
FEP and PI algorithms will likely be merged in the future while maintaining full system compatibility. It is critical to
ensure that parameter sharing capabilities continue in these new systems.
Higher speed inter-module communications will be required as new data groups are defined. More complex diagnostic
tools will need to be developed to identify and resolve system problems quickly and effectively. Network
telecommunications will need serious review as faster access and shorter temporal granularity become expected. We
should expect new METAR code groups to be defined for probable data enhancements which will become
technologically feasible and could enhance aviation safety.
The complex decision processes involved in human replacement strategies are forecast to include much more complex
and integrated man/machine mix applications at major airports. New graphical displays in the future should provide
humans with live, high resolution data on existing and new parameters as AWOS and sensor technologies evolve.
Further investments into these diverse AWOS applications should rise to meet these challenges.
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EXPERIENCES FROM A FULLY AUTOMATED OBSERVATION NETWORK,
TWO YEARS OF OPERATIONAL USE

Britt Frankenberg and Ture Hovberg
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI), Sweden

1

Introduction

During 1995, SMHI installed 115 new automatic weather stations. This was accomplished in a
large project called OBS2000. The major goal of the project was to rationalize by automating the
synoptic weather observations.
This automatic station network has now been in operational use for two years. SMHI operates the
network with its own personnel in every aspect, by conducting service and maintenance, calibrations
and programming of the automatic data collection unit.
In this presentation, experiences from these two years will be summarized, concerning quality
assurance, cost efficiency, service and maintenance experiences and co-operation with data users
and suppliers.

2

Quality assurance

Already during the installation of the 115 new automatic weather stations, the quality assurance
work was thorough. This work laid the ground for the regular quality assurance work connected to
these stations. The quality assurance within the daily maintenance and calibration work, is now built
on the following main blocks:
1 .Self-diagnostic equipment and automatic alarms
2 A register to follow up the equipment performance
3 Detailed working instructions
4 Continuous education of the technical staff
This quality assurance work is a part of the overall quality thinking at SMHI.
Ideas on how to implement the quality thinking in practise, have been obtained from
the well known method within the production industry, called Total Productivity
Maintenance (TPM).

2.1

Self-diagnostic equipment and automatic alarms

The automatic weather station used is a Milos500 from Vaisala Oy. The algorithms for
measuring and calculating the parameters the data users request, have been implemented by
our own staff at SMHI. Both the automatic weather station and some of the sensors used, run
their own self-diagnostics and send alarms when there is something wrong. For the simplier
sensors special alarm criteria have been implemented together with the measurement
algorithms.
Data is collected from all the 115 stations via the switched telephone network every hour.
The messages sent, contain both the measured parameters and the possible alarms. The
alarms are automatically distributed via the system for collecting data to the maintenance
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department. The alarms are then analysed by calling the alarming stations and reading
service parameters on-line, before sending a service technician out to the station.

2.2

A register to follow up the performance

All information about every station is stored in a data base. The database is implemented
in the data base software Access, with a user-friendly interface, and is used in the every day
work of SMHI's technical staff, even in field conditions.
The database has tables for registering information about:
• the physical station e.g. site, position, telephone number and addresses.
• the location of each instrument and when it is moved to another station.
• every single measure taken for every piece of equipment, both concerning maintenance
and calibration work.
• the program versions installed in each sensor and automatic station.
• the necessary documentation for the equipment.
The equipment performance is followed up by using the facilities of this database. The
information obtained makes it possible to operate the station network in a more and more
cost efficient way. For example:
• by studying the drift of the instruments between the calibrations, the interval between
the calibrations can perhaps be prolonged.
• by tracking repetitive faults, the equipment performance can be improved in cooperation with the manufacturer.
• by analysing the faults, the routines for preventive maintenance can be improved.
• by keeping track of faults and how to solve them, the technicians learn more.
• the results give feed-back to the technical staff, which improve their motivation and
responsibility.

2.3

Detailed working instructions

Since all the new stations have the same type of instruments and are built in exactly the
same way, it has been possible to write instructions for the main part of the regular work
done with the instruments. In these instructions SMHI's working routines for these stations
are combined with the useful parts of the technical manuals for each piece of equipment. The
purpose of the instructions is to assure that the known work is done in the same way by
every technician at every station. The instructions are easy to use and suited for the reader.
The development of these instructions have been accomplished more or less in field
conditions, i.e. they have been worked with and revised by the technicians themselves while
being at site doing maintenance work, and they are still improved bit by bit as the general
knowledge of the technicians grows.

2.4

Education ofthe technical staff

During the introduction of the new equipment used at the stations, education was
performed for those involved in the practical work, both at the manufacturer and by
arranging our own courses at SMHI.
The education continues more or less automatically by self-learning, both through the
follow-up of the maintenance work using the register and by improving the routines and
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instructions as the practical experience grows. These two tools, the documented instructions
and the register, make the development of competence natural and easy.

3

Economical results

The first period of operational use of these stations, has been evaluated both economically and
technically, to see to what cost and what quality SMHI can run these stations. The cost of the
maintenance work done at each station has then been studied. When the cost of the rest of the work
done at SMHI to run these stations is included, the result is that the rationalization goal (a 20 %
reduction of the annual cost for the whole network) is accomplished.
The economical evaluation also showed that running the network within SMHI is cost efficient,
especially concerning the following important aspects:
• The economical benefits from using an external contractor for the maintenance, would only be
a reduction of the cost for travelling to the stations. This cost only constitute < 5% of the total
annual cost for the network.
• It will be practically more difficult and more expensive for a contractor to maintain the level
of technical competence SMHI demand to run these stations.
• The benefits from daily contact between the network operators and the data users, cannot
easily be measured. It surely effects the quality of the collected data, through better motivation
for those who do the practical work, better feed-back to the data users and the possibility for
SMHI to fully control the data quality through the whole production line.
• To employ a contractor for operating the network would be risky, since it would make SMHI
dependant on the technical competence of another company.

4

Service and maintenance experiences

The service and maintenance organisation for the new network at SMHI, has so far consisted of
two technical experts working as co-ordinators in the office and 5-6 technicians who travel to the
stations for both preventive maintenance once a year and corrective maintenance when needed. At
each station there is also a local person who conduct the simplier measures.
One main goal to achieve for the maintenance organisation, is to repair a faulty station or sensor
within a time limit set by the data users. At SMHI, this time limit differs for different station
locations and different parameters. For example a wind sensor at a coastal station must be repaired
within three working days, whereas a whole inland station can stand still for up to 20 days if the
neighbouring stations run properly. To accomplish these goals and to be cost efficient as well, the
maintenance work need to be well structured and organised. The technical evaluation of the first
period in operational use, showed that these goals have been met for most of the occasions. When
the time limit has not been held, the reasons were mainly either that the weather made it impossible
to reach the station or that spare parts could not be supplied in time.
The evaluation also showed that for the whole network, the number or service trips needed for
corrective maintenance was 0.3 per station per year.
The data users at SMHI demand 95% data availability for the whole network. This goal has been
met during the evaluation period. For 90% of the stations the data availability is as high as 98%.
The stations which do not meet this criteria, are those who could not be supplied with a regular
dialled-up telephone line, but had to communicate via mobile telephone networks.
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5

Co-operation with data users and suppliers

During the first years of operational use, some complaints have arisen concerning the automatic
weather data. These have been solved in mainly three different ways:
1. Education ofthe data users
All meteorologists have received a four hours training in the new measurement technique,
aiming at a better understanding for and more realistic interpretation of the new type of data
received.
2. Co-operation with the data users
Unexpected deviations in data have been dealt with within a so called reference group,
consisting of data users and network operators. The deviations have been analysed and the
best possible solution has been discussed. These discussions have been very fruitful, both for
the performance of the network and for the education of both parties.
3. Co-operation with the suppliers
Regular meetings between SMID and the main suppliers (Vaisala Oy and Geonor A/S) for
discussions of the problems that have come up, have resulted in good solutions for both
parties. SMHI has experienced good support and the suppliers have been able to further
develop their equipment, using the experiences from SMHI's extended network.
Examples of problems solved in this way are:
1. The Present-Weather sensor sometimes indicated snowfallfalsely
A correction algorithm has been developed in co-operation with the data users and discussed
thoroughly with the supplier. The algorithm uses the measured visibility, precipitation
intensity, air temperature and humidity to judge whether the snow fall is realistic or not. The
limits for these parameters were decided within the reference group and the implementation of
the algorithm in the software of the automatic weather station, was accomplished by SMHI's
technical experts
2. The precipitation gauge indicated precipitation on sunny summerdays
The reason for this fault was that the sensor readings varied (with up to 0.7 mm) over the day,
especially on sunny days, but only at some locations. This problem was also discussed with
the supplier and the reference group. Another correction algorithm was implemented in the
automatic station. The algorithm uses the precipitation intensity measured by the Present
Weather sensor to judge whether the accumulated precipitation amount is true or not.
3. Manufacturing problems
of the barometer (extensive lacquer on capacitors), Present Weather sensor (leaking rain
detector) and ceilometer (blower motor failures) have all been taken care of as Customer
Complaints, which for SMHI is equivalent of receiving life-time guarantee for these faults.

6

Summary

As a summary, SMHI would like to recommend the following, to other similar organizations
planning on automating their synoptic station network:
1. Develop tools for practical quality assurance from the start, like working instructions, a
maintenance register and continuous education of all personnel involved. It takes time, but it
will make the operation of the network more cost efficient.
2. Develop good relations to the suppliers, something both parties benefit from.
3. Develop good relations between the network operators and the data users, a possibility to
improve the network performance continuously, according to the needs of the data users.
4. Develop and keep the technical competence for running the network within your organization.
In that way you are able to fully control the data quality through the whole production line and
you have the possibility to improve the performance of the equipment.
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ASOS PROGRAM UPDATE
Vickie L. Nadolski
National Weather Service, ASOS Program Office

1.0 BACKGROUND
In the mid 1980s, an agreement was made
between the National Weather Service (NWS), the
Federal Aviation Administration (FM), and the
Department of the Navy for the development, production,
and deployment of Automated Surface Observing
Systems (ASOS). In 1994, the U.S. Air Force joined the
program and began procuring systems for use on their
bases. The acquisition contract, under the management
of the Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration entailed the development,
design, test, installation, and acceptance of more than
950 systems in the United States and abroad. The
design and development of ASOS centered around the
need to provide automated observations at airports in lieu
of an observation manually taken and recorded by an
observer or an air traffic controller.
The ASOS design was based upon specific
requirements established by the Joint Automated
Weather Observing ~rogram Council in 1981 (JAWOS,
1981). From that requirements document, a specification
was developed and approved by the key partner agencies
participating in the acquisition phase of the program.
Thr?ugh development and pre-production, extensive
testing was performed to ensure that the systems met the
specification. Discrepancies were discovered and fixed
as early as possible before field implementation, but in
fact, other deficiencies were noted in the early stages of
deployment Corrections were made and a major retrofit
of sensor upgrades took place for several years between
1991 and 1994.
The first production system, manufactured by
AA S~tems Managemen~ Inc. of Hunt Valley, Maryland,
was delIVered and installed at Topeka, Kansas in August
1991. For more than six years the ASOS contractor has
been installing systems to support the needs of the four
federal agencies.
.
Table 1 shows the status of purchase,
Installation, and commissioning of all systems as of March
6, 1998. The production contract previously scheduled
to end December 1997 has been expanded to
accommodate congressionally mandated additional
purchases for the FM and the U.S. Air Force. These
systems will be installed over the next year and it is
anticipated that the production contract will conclude in
late 1998. Some activities will be transferred to the

government earlier, such as the life cycle software
support, which includes routine software maintenance, as
well as enhancements (new requirements). The National
Weather Service has been primarily responsible for
operations and maintenance of systems purchased by the
FM and the NWS since initial deployment. In addition,
NWS provides logistics support for all agencies.

ASOS Production Contract Status
as of March 6, 1998
Base Program

Planned
Installed
Accepted

NWS FAA Navy AF
TOTAL
314
313
311

569
538
535

Commissioned: NWS - 261

76
76
76

34
29
29

993
956
951

FM -246

2.0 SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS
Program efforts are now primarily focused on
system enhancements. With widespread use of the
system and exposure to many different environments
areas where improvements are needed have bee~
identified. A plan was developed in 1995 which detailed
product improvement activities. The program office
began budgeting for new and improved technology in that
time frame and has continued to successfully acquire
funds to support development and testing of new sensors
and software to enhance the current baseline ASOS.

2.1 Recent Improvements
Since the first system deployment, two new
sensors have been added at specific locations. One was
the freezing rain sensor which was added to sites prone
to the occurrence of freezing rain. Installation began in
1996 and all commissioned sites now have the capability
t? a~om.atically report freezing rain. Secondly, a single
site lightning detector was added to 26 National Weather
Service ASOS locations in 1997 to support automation
certification and closure activities as part of the NWS
modernization. These sensors use the same technology
as that of the large lightning detection network that covers
most ofthe United States which detects cloud to ground
lightning. In addition, the single site sensor can detect
c1oud-t~oud lightning strikes in and around the station.

2.2 Future Improvements

Corresponding author address:
Vickie L. Nadolski
National Weather Service, 1325 East-West Highway,
Room 4348, Silver Spring, MD 20910, USA

Sensor development and test activities are
underway for the fol/owing: sunshine duration, ice-free
Wind, dew point, aI/ weather precipitation gauge,
enhanced precipitation identification, and 25,000 foot
ceilometer.
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2.2.1 Sunshine
Several years of testing were conducted on the
EKO sunshine duration sensor. The testing started in
1990-1993, where sensors from the following
manufacturers were also evaluated:
Aanderaa of Norway,
Atmospheric Environment Service (AES) of
Canada,
.
Vaisala, Incorporated of Finland.
The EKO sunshine duration sensor was the best
performer.
Currently, the EKO sunshine sensor is being
field tested at twelve sites. At four of the twelve test sites,
the EKO sunshine duration sensor performance is
compared with the collocated Eppley pyrheliometer which
is the equipment used in the national solar radiation
network. At the remaining eight test sites, the EKO
sensor is compared with the current NWS reference
sensor, the Foster-Foskett.
The sensor performance has met the NWS
requirement and NWS is pursuing use of this sensor at
forecast offices to replace aging technology. It is
estimated that the sensor will be ready for implementation
on a limited production basis, beginning 1999.

a normal part of NWS testing, problems and/or
anomalies were documented and communicated to the
respective contractors.
Current plans are to complete the wind tunnel
calibration testing and do additional field testing at
Cheyenne, WY and Mount Washington, NH.
2.2.3 Dew Point
Initially the Rotronic Model MP 101A-C5 sensor

was tested during the first part of 1997. For the most part
the sensor tracked well when compared with the current
ASOS chilled mirror dew point sensor. One concern was
that laboratory accuracy tests for temperature and dew
point revealed a calibration dependence on operating
supply voltage. A second concern was that the sensor
never reached 100% humidity during field testing. A third
concern was a relative humidity calibration shift in the
sensors tested at Fairbanks, AK
Based on the above concerns, alternative
vendor/technologies were identified. Subsequently, the
NWS selected two Vaisala models, HMP 243 and HMP
45A Preliminary calibration tests were favorable and
planning for additional tests includes calibration tests,
environmental stress tests, and field tests.
2.2.4 All-Weather Precipitation Accumulation Gauge
(AWPAG)

2.2.2 Ice-Free Wind
During the Winter 1995-1996, three ice-free
wind sensors were evaluated, two ultrasonic and one
heated cup/shaft sensors:
SOLENT, Model Basic Heated Ultrasonic
Anemometer, (Gill Instruments distributed by IN
USA, Incorporated),
•
Model 425AH Heated Ultrasonic Wind Sensor
(Handar, Incorporated),
•
WAA25
Cup/Shaft-Heated Anemometer,
WAV15A Shaft-Heated Wind Vane, and
WAC15 Cross Arm, (Vaisala, Incorporated).
The test results showed a need to further evaluate
additional candidate ice-free wind sensors and to revise
the ice-free wind sensor requirement. However, it was
decided that the ultrasonic wind sensor technology was
viable and further development work was warranted. One
benefit of an ultrasonic wind sensor with non-moving
parts is low maintenance and not prone to freeze-up.
The ultrasonic sensors appeared to operate during the
few winter events when the current ASOS cup and vane
sensor did not.
Testing of ice-free wind sensors continued
during Winter 1996-1997 with sensor technologies from
the following four contractors:
SOLENT Model 1172T Basic Heated Ultrasonic
Anemometer, (Gill Instruments distributed by IN
USA, Incorporated),
Model 425AHW Heated Ultrasonic Wind
Sensor, (Handar, Incorporated),
USA-1 Model BH422 Sonic, (Metek distributed
by AeroVironment Incorporated),
Model 102263 Sonic Anemometer with Heater,
(Climatronics Corporation).
The ice-free wind sensors were field tested at two test
sites, chamber tested in the CRREL blowing snow wind
facility, and tested in the wind tunnel at Sterling, VA As

Two candidate AWPAG sensor technologies
were tested and evaluated dUring Winter 1996-1997:
Hi-Capacity Precipitation Sensor, (Belfort
Instrument Company)
•
NOAH 11 Total Precipitation Gauge with ASOS
Enhancements, (ETI Instrument Systems,
Incorporated)
The testing was conducted at Sterling, VA; Johnstown,
PA; and Boulder, CO. The winter test and evaluation
showed good performance in liquid and dry snow
precipitation events. However, both gauges exhibited the
classic problem of underreporting the precipitation
amount of wet snow and freezing precipitation. The
precipitation sticks to the sidewalls of the unheated
gauges. Once melting occurs and the precipitation falls
into the measurement area, the precipitation is recorded.
This produces an unacceptable delay in reporting
precipitation amounts.
The NWS specification resulted in gauges that
were not easy to maintain. Sensor calibration was not
easily performed due to the cumbersome calibration
equipment and software. Because of the experience
gained in the during this phase of testing, the NWS
specification is undergoing revision. Meanwhile, a
second Request For Proposal (RFP) was issued in June
1997. One vendor gauge technology was selected, test
and evaluation is undergoing during the Winter 19971998.
2.2.5 25,000 Foot Ceilometer
Evaluation of three manufacturer's sensors are
currently underway. Those are: Handar (Model 450C),
Belfort (Model7013C), and Vaisala (Model 725K). There
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are currently no plans to replace the ASOS 12K
ceilometer, but as technology improves, the new sensors
will be considered for integration into ASOS over the next
five years.
2.2.6 Enhanced Precipitation Identification
During the Winter 1995-1996, the ASOS
Program Office tested the following two precipitation
sensor types:
Enhanced Light Emitting Diode Weather
Identifier (E-LEDWI) present weather sensor,
(Scientific Technology Incorporated),
FD12P Precipitation Sensor (Present Weather),
Vaisala, Incorporated).
As a result of the performance of the FD12P, Vaisala
requested time to work on their sensor after the Winter
1995-1996. Scientific Technology Incorporated made
modifications to their sensor prior to the Winder 19961997 test season.
Winter 1996-1997 testing of the E-LEDWI present
weather sensor yielded good performance in detecting
and reporting ice pellets and hail. However, three
concems were identified with the E-LEDWI performance:
Reporting snow as ice pellets.
•
Reporting freezing drizzle and rain as snow.
•
Problems due to snow blockage of the lens.
Particular attention is being paid to the sensor's
performance dUring hail and light precipitation events.
In addition, the NWS has not developed a formal
requirement for the enhanced precipitation identification
sensor. It is apparent that ASOS needs a sensor capable
of detecting and identifying ice pellets, hail, and light
precipitation « 0.01 inch/hOur). Therefore, the NWS
plans to develop a requirement for the enhanced
precipitation identification sensor and to conduct test and
evaluation against the new requirement

3.0 SUMMARY
The deVelopment and test cycle is an interactive
one and often must be repeated several times on a given
sensor as it is tested under different conditions. The task
of exposing sensors to all types of weather phenomena
is a difficult one. For example, a sensor might not perform
satisfactorily in wet snow. The manufacturer is notified of
the problem and a fix is deriVed. At that point, the winter
season may have ended and validation of the fix must
wait for the next winter. Where possible, chambers are
used to simulate conditions and test sites from different
parts of the country are used where feasible (Gifford
1997, Gifford 1998). Given the lengthy time period that
is required to fully test and integrate a new sensor, many
of the enhancements referenced above are still years
away from implementation.

As previously mentioned, the National Weather
Service has embarked on an extensive program for
ASOS product improvements. These efforts will not only
extend the useful life of this vast network of
instrumentation, but will enhance air safety and provide
more and better data to the research community and the
general public. The ASOS Product Improvements
Program will continue for at least the next five years as
new sensors and better processing capabilities are
brought online.
To summarize. the acquisition phase of the
program is nearing completion and the production of
ASOS is expected to end in 1998. The implementation
of more than 950 systems has in itself been a challenging
and lengthy process; however. the full benefits of this
automated observation system are yet to be realized.
More than 200 systems have been installed at airports
that previously did not have weather observations. This
alone increases the amount of data available for warning
and forecast purposes. ASOS has the capability to
generate both five minute and minute-by-minute
observations and in addition, high resolution data can be
archived and downloaded for special studies.
Unfortunately, this data is not readily available or
recoverable for widespread use, but perhaps someday in
the future there will be a means of collecting and utilizing
this valuable information.
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High Precision Instrumentation
For Meteorological Applications
Jerome M. Paras, Mark H. Houston
Paroscientific, Inc.
4500 148th Avenue N.E.
Redmond, WA 98052 USA
http://www.paroscientific.com

INTRODUCTION
Accuracy, stability, and reliable perlormance under difficult environmental conditions are key
perlormance requirements for meteorological instrumentation. Accuracy and stability are required
to assure data quality. Instrumentation reliability directly affects data network integrity as well as
operating costs.
Barometers employing quartz crystal resonator technology were developed and commercially
1
introduced over 25 years ago by Paroscientific, Inc. The design and perlormance requirements
included: (1) Inherently digital outputs, (2) Accuracy comparable to the primary standards, (3)
Highly reliable and simple design, (4) Minimum size, weight and power consumption, (5)
Insensitivity to environmental factors, and (6) Long-term stability.
These barometers are used in laboratory and field pressure standards of remarkable resolution,
stability, and accuracy. Other meteorological applications include use on marine data buoys,
atmospheric wave and turbulence detectors, and altimeter-setting indicators. More recently, the
technology has been incorporated into automated surlace observation systems that estimate
atmospheric precipitable water vapor in conjunction with GPS (Global Positioning System)
geodetic networks.

RESONANT QUARTZ CRYSTAL BAROMETER-CONSTRUCTION & OPERATION
The resonant quartz crystal barometers are designed to have resolution better than one microbar
«0.1 Pa) and a precision of better than 0.01 % of reading «0.1 hPa) maintained even under
difficult environmental conditions.
The remarkable perlormance is achieved through the use of a precision quartz crystal resonator
whose frequency of oscillation varies with pressure induced stress. Quartz crystals were chosen
for the sensing elements because of their remarkable repeatability, low hysteresis, and excellent
stability. The resonant frequency outputs are maintained and detected with oscillator electronics
similar to those used in precision clocks and counters.
Several f1exurally-vibrating, single or dual beam, load-sensitive resonators have been developed.
0
The Double-Ended Tuning Fork consists of two identical beams driven piezoelectrically in 180
phase opposition such that very little energy is transmitted to the mounting pads. The high Q
resonant frequency, like that of a violin string, is a function of the applied load; increasing with
tension and decreasing with compressive forces. The digital temperature sensor consists of
piezoelectrically-driven, torsionally oscillating tines whose resonant frequency is a function of
temperature. Its output is used to thermally compensate the calculated pressure and achieve high
accuracy over a wide range of temperatures.
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Figure 1 - Load and Temperature Resonators

Figure 2 - Barometer Mechanisms

The barometer mechanisms employ bellows as the pressure-to-Ioad generators. Pressure acts on
the effective area of the bellows to generate a force and torque about the pivot and compressively
stress the resonator. The change in frequency of the quartz crystal oscillator is a measure of the
appplied pressure. Temperature sensitive crystals are used for thermal compensation. The
mechanisms are acceleration compensated with balance weights to reduce the effects of shock
and vibration. The transducers are hermetically sealed and evacuated to eliminate air damping
and maximize the Q of the resonators. The internal vacuum also serves as an excellent reference
for the absolute pressure transducer configurations. Since any changes in the reference vacuum
directly affect the barometric output, great care is taken to ensure that there are no leaks and
minimal outgassing in t~e evacuated housing.
Because the quartz crystal constrains total mechanism movement to several microns full scale,
reproducibility is excellent. Pressure hysteresis tests on a group of 23 standard production
Paroscientific barometers showed no measurable hysteresis when cycled over pressures from 827
to 1069 hPa. The mean observed hysteresis was 0.001 hPa and the largest observed value was
0.0077 hPa. The estimated measurement uncertainty of 0.008 hPa, was greater than all observed
values.

RESOLUTION, NOISE, AND ACCURACY
Short-term measurements generally require high pressure resolution while
measurements need accuracy, stability, and insensitivity to environmental errors.

longer term

With a sensor of inadequate resolution, real signals can be obscured by noise, or sensor noise
can be misinterpreted as real signals. The resonant quartz crystal barometer mechanisms,
oscillator circuits, and digital interfaces are carefully designed for high resolution. Typical
delivered resolution is better than one part per million, and under stabilized laboratory conditions,
resolution can approach one part per billion. Applications where it is important to measure small
pressure changes include measurements of wind-shear, wake turbulence, and atmospheric shock
waves.
Noise levels as a function of frequency are generally expressed as spectral densities. Plots of this
type are used to determine whether a sensor can measure a desired signal. The goal is to have
the sensor noise levels much smaller than the expected real signals at all frequencies of interest.
2

Data from an evaluation by Hutt, Holcomb, and Agnew of high quality sensors for use in
atmospheric seismic studies showed that the resonant quartz barometers had power spectral
density noise levels a factor of 100 lower (20 db) than the next best transducer.
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Figure 3 - Noise Versus Record Length
The ultimate resolution achievable with a transducer is limited by its noise level. Typically, the rms
noise increases for longer data records because of sensor drift and because temperature and
other environmental contributors to noise tend to vary more over a longer period of time. Typical
rms noise levels for the quartz transducers are shown in Figure 3. For records shorter than about
1 hour, the rms noise level is less than 1 part per million « 0.1 Pa). The rms noise rises slowly
with record length, reaching approximately 10 ppm for records several years long.
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Generally, users who care about absolute accuracy
also need to know how well the transducer holds
its accuracy over time (long-term stability) and how
sensitive it is to temperature and other
environmental effects. Less stable devices need to
be recalibrated more often or may be incapable of
performing adequately under field conditions.
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Paroscientific pressure transducers typically deliver
accuracy better than 100 parts per million of full
scale pressure over a wide temperature range and
maintain this accuracy for a long time. Figure 4
shows cumulative drift on three resonant quartz
barometers. All three are still within 0.01 % of their
original calibration while in their ninth year of
service. Drift rates range from -3ppm to -11 ppm
per year, with a median drift rate of -6ppm (-0.006
hPa) per year.
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Thousands of the resonant quartz crystal barometers are used in applications where long-term
stability is critical including transfer standards, digital altimeter setting indicators, air data
computers, calibration systems, remote sensing stations, and drifting data buoys. An important
new application is the determination of precipitable water vapor using GPS Meteorology.
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GPS Meteorology
Global Positioning System (GPS) Meteorology is the application of GPS data to the monitoring
and analyses of atmospheric conditions. Accurate, frequent, and dense sampling of water vapor is
needed for operational weather forecasting as well as for weather and climatic research.
GPS satellites transmit radio signals that can be inverted to measure atmospheric profiles of
refractivity. The refractivity profile can be transformed to profiles of tropospheric humidity given a
temperature profile. Ground-based GPS receivers at fixed locations with accurate surface
barometric pressure measurements can be used to gather data to determine vertically integrated
Precipitable Water Vapor (PWV).3.4
GPS satellites transmit atomic-clock controlled L-band signals to receivers on the earth. Time
delays of the signals can be directly attributed to the passage of the signals through the Earth's
ionosphere and neutral atmosphere. The ionospheric delay is dispersive (frequency dependent)
and can be determined by observing both of the frequencies transmitted by the GPS satellites (L1
& L2) using a dual-band GPS receiver. The neutral delay, is not dispersive and can be
decomposed into a "hydrostatic delay" associated with the "dry" atmosphere and a "wet" delay
associated with the permanent dipole moment of water vapor. The Zenith Hydrostatic Delay (ZHD)
has a magnitude (equivalent GPS phase delay length) of about 2300 mm at sea level. The Zenith
Wet Delay (ZWD) can vary from a few millimeters in desert conditions to more than 350 mm in
very humid conditions. It is possible to predict the ZHD to better than 1 mm given surface pressure
measurements accurate to 0.3 millibar or better. The wet delay may be estimated using Water
Vapor Radiometers; however, these instruments are subject to rain spike contamination,
expensive, and difficult to calibrate with sufficient accuracy. Most geodesists prefer to measure
the hydrostatic component of the neutral delay using barometers and estimate the remaining wet
delay during inversion of the GPS observations. 3
The important ground-based measurements of barometric pressure, temperature, and humidity
necessary to determine precipitable water vapor can be made with the Paroscientific MET3
Meteorological Measurement System which uses a resonant quartz barometer. This GPS
Meteorological technique can recover precipitable water vapor with an rms error of 1.0 to 1.5 mm
and represents a milestone improvement in environmental sensing technology. More accurate
prediction of storm systems will improve surface, coastal, and air travel safety. Agriculture and
farming will greatly benefit from these models by imprOVing crop yields and better understanding
micro-climates.

CONCLUSION
There are many important meteorological measurements that need high preCISion pressure
sensors. Resonant quartz crystal barometers with high resolution, accuracy, and excellent longterm stability meet these demanding requirements.
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NEW DIGITAL BAROMETER USING 3-D MICROMACHINING
RESONANT PRESSURE SENSOR
Yoshikazu Hashimoto , Masato Yamamoto
Yokogawa Weathac Corporation, Japan
1. INTRODUCTION

The barometers using piezoresistive and capacitive type of pressure sensors are widely used these
days. On the other hand the resonant type pressure sensor constructed by for example constructed
by a cylindrical resonator!) has been well known for it's high sensitivity and smaller temperature
effect than the other. However the cost of conventional resonant pressure sensor is relatively high
because of the fabrication process using conventional machining technology and complexity ofit's
construction. The new digital barometer described here uses the resonant type pressUre sensor
fabricated on the silicon chip using the unique three-dimensional micromachining technology. It
improved the various characteristics of the conventional type such as linearity, repeatability and
long term stability and realized more compact design and low manufacturing cost.

2. STRUCTURE
Fig.I and Fig.2 show the structure of the pressure sensor of barometer. Atmospheric pressure is
introduced through an inlet and a filter to a sensor chip. The filter removes dust or other substances
from the air. Magnet gives the magnetic field to the resonators fabricated on the sensor chip.
Vacuum chamber giving the absolute pressure reference is located at the opposite site of the sensor
chip and sealed by electric beam welding.

Inlet

Filter

Diaphragm

:Magnet

ReffiIla1Dr

Senror Chip
Vacuum Chamber

Lead
Fig.2 Construction of Eerurr chip

Fig. 1 Structure of barometer Serurr

3. PRINCIPLE
The resonator is shaped like a capital H which is 20 JL m wide, 5 JL m thick and 500 JL m long and is
constructed in the micro vacuum cavity and fixed to the sensor chip at the four edges of capital H.
The pressure of the vacuum cavity is less than O.IPa. Fig.3 shows the operating principle of
resonant pressure sensor. The AC drive current i applied to one side of the resonator vibrates the
whole resonator under the magnetic field B perpendicular to the resonator. That induces the AC
output e in the other side of resonator. Feeding back the AC output to the resonator constructs the
self-resonant system. The atmospheric pressure change L"p applied on the sensor chip causes the
tension change L" E • It changes the resonant frequency f of the resonator as shown in eq.l and eq.2 .
The resonator's very large mechanical Q factor ( about 50000) realized higher accuracy and
resolution than the conventional one. There are two resonators located on the sensor chip for
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improvement of sensor characteristics. One is located at the center and the other is at the edge of
the 'sensor diaphragm as shown in Fig.2. When the applied air pressure increases, the frequency of
center resonator decreases and the frequency of edge one increases. The differential frequency of
the two resonators amplifies the sensitivity and compensates the temperature effects of each
resonator.

2

f = 4.73 h
2ne

L...

J

B :l\1agnetic Field
i :ACDriveCurrent
e :ACOutputVoltagB

H-sbapedreIDnaiDr
in vacuum cavi1y

~[1+0.2366(L)2(8o+A8)l
12p

h

J

(2)

where ,
EO: ReIDnaiDr tension
f,. E
Change in reIDnaiDr tension
y;;
: Constant
a,"ID : Diaphragm diameter and tbickness
f,. p : Change in applied pressure
f : ReIDnant frequency
h, L: ReIDnator 1lrickness and length
E
Young's modulus of silicon
p
: Densi1y of silioon

Fig.3 Schematic cliagram ofreIDnant ffilliOr
4. SENSOR FABRICATION
Fig.4 shows the sensor fabrication process. Sensor chip is constructed by diaphragm chip and
interface chip. ( 100 )n-type silicon wafer is used for both chips. After the anisotropic etching of Si
wafer, the resonator and the cavity are made from highly concentrated boron p-type layer stacked
by selective epitaxial growth technology ( a). P+ layer are selectively etched after removing Si0 2
and makes the resonator and cavity wall ( b ). The etching clearances are sealed by additional ntype epitaxiallayer and constructs the vacuum cavity (c). The remainder of the H 2 gas in the cavity
is evacuated to less than O.lPa by the unique annealing process in high purity N2 gas ( d ).The
diaphragm is fabricated by anisotropic etching on the back side of the Si wafer ( e ). The diaphragm
chip and the interface chip are bonded by a thermal oxidation process ( f). Fig.5 shows a cross
sectional SEM photograph of the resonator.
5. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Fig.6 shows the simplified block diagram of new barometer. Sensor driver controls the amplitude
of the frequency signal of the resonators and transfer them to the counter. No AID conversion
realized more simple and accurate signal processing than the other type of pressure sensors.
Frequency output of two resonators are directly measured in 0.5 sec sampling period, changed to
the differential frequency to improve the sensor characteristics as described before and finally
converted to the pressure value by the microprocessor. Residual temperature dependence and nonlinearity of the sensor assembly is measured using the standard barometer at the different
temperature situation, -20 to 50°C. Measured temperature effect is compensated using the
temperature sensor located close to the sensor chip. Compensation factor for temperature and nonlinearity are stored in the non-volatile memory. LCD display and RS-232 digital output have
O.OlhPa resolution respectively. Barometer has the various kinds of operation mode such as
continuous or intermittent measuring. They can be changed remotely through the digital
communication using RS-232 line. There are some optional analogue output for signal recording.
Fig.7 shows the outlook of the new digital barometer.
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Fig. 7 New digital barometer F4711

Fig . 6 Block cliagram of new digital barometer
6.C~CTERISTICS

Fig.8 shows the input/output characteristics at various ambient temperature. New barometer has
the excellent linearity at the 500 to 1300 hPa measuring range and -20 to 50°C wide temperature
range. Total error including Hysteresis and repeatability are less than ± 0.15 hPa. These wide
measuring range is introduced for the sake of using this barometer as the portable calibration
standard. In the most popular operating range, 800 to 1100 hPa, however the linearity is improved
to less than± 0.03 hPa at 23°C.
Fig.9 shows the long term stability of the three units of new barometers at the room temperature.
They all have been showing the very stable operation and their long term drift is less than ± 0.03
hPa for two years and have no indication of drifting to one direction.
Comparison of various characteristics of new and conventional resonant type barometer is shown
in table 1. New model improved almost four times as accurate than the conventional one in linearity
and temperature dependence and also realized the compact design.
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----------

F-451
Conventional 1ype
±Q.2bPa
(8Xr'-1000bPa,23°C)
±Q.01bPafC
4aXW) X 400(0) X 149(8)
11.5kg

F4711
New 1ype
linearity includillg hysteresis
±O.05bPa
(8Xr'-llOObPa,23°C )
temperature depend
± 0.0024 bPafc
18XW) X 100(0) X 63(8)
SIZe
2kg
weight
Table 1 Characteristic oompar.i.EDn ofbarometers
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Fig . 8 Linearity characteristics

7. CONCLUSION
We have developed the new digital barometer using resonant type pressure sensor which is
fabricated three-dimensional silicon micro-machining technology. It utilizes the excellent
characteristics of the resonant pressure sensor and improved them as well as the improvement of
the weak points of the conventional one such as difficulty in manufacturing, high cost and
portability. We would like to contribute more accurate and stable air pressure measurement using
this new digital barometer.
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Automation of the Observing System in Slovakia
Miroslav Ondnls, Branislav Gajar
Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute

NATIONAL PHILOSOPHY
New technology and techniques for monitoring of the meteorological and
environmentally related data and its reliable performance leads to a new views on the
structure and the composition of the National Observing System (NOS). This comes when
increasing demands on exact, high-quality and frequent meteorological information in real
time required improvement of the NOS.
Automation of the NOS was proposed in few steps (Projects) and few overlapping
stages. Time scale was not fixed; it was rather loose depending on funds available and
accomplishment of individual Projects. Time frame of the following Stages starts in 1990
but it should be mentioned that automation of the observations within SHMI goes back to
1974 when the first fully automatic measurement system for nuclear power plant Jaslovske
Bohunice was introduced. Another automatic systems for measurement of sunshine
radiation were implemented in 1980.
STRUCTURE OF THE SURFACE PART OF THE NOS

National Observing System comprises various observing systems for various
purposes. That structure takes into account the historical development when individual
observing systems were established for individual purposes. This is why surface part of the
NOS has Partial Observing Systems (POS) for Aviation (10 aviation meteorological
stations), for Synoptic meteorology (13 stations), for Nuclear safety (2 stations), for
Climatology ( 851 stations). However as time passed partial observing networks have a
mixed observing programme thus serving all users.
A. Partial Observing System for Aviation:
All 10 Aviation Meteorological Stations do the Aviation Observing Programme,
Synoptic Programme, Climatological Programme, Rainfall Programme and Soil
Temperature Programme. Seven of them do the Gamma Radiation Programme. The core is
the Aviation Programme. However it differs depending on the importance of the airport
and airport weather system. Three International airports are equipped with the
comprehensive airport observing and monitoring systems MIDAS 600. MILOS 500
Automatic Station (AS) is installed at all 10 MS. All of them are manned but depending on
the airport the observer mayor may not be working 24 h a day. At those stations where
observer is present 24 hours a day Automatic station works principally in a semiautomatic
mode. The others operate in fully automatic mode when or where observer is not present
(during the night in a manned station or in a pure field installation).
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B. Partial Observing System for Synoptic Meteorology:
All 13 Synoptic Meteorological Stations do the Synoptic Observing Programme,
Climatological Programme and Rainfall Programme. Some do one or a combination of the
following Observing Programmes: Gamma Radiation Programme (11 stations), Sunshine
Radiation Programme (4 stations), Soil Temperature Programme (7 stations) and Soil
Moisture Programme (2 stations). The core programme is Synoptic Observing Programme.
Four MS are equipped with the ESC 8800 AS and 9 with the MILOS 500 AS. All of them
but two are manned stations. Automatic stations work either in semiautomatic or fully
automatic mode depending of presence of the observer. Climatological Programme is
performed manually both at Aviation and Synoptic Meteorological Stations.
C. Partial Observing System for Nuclear Safety:
Both Meteorological Stations at Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) do the Synoptic
Observing Programme, Climatological Programme, Gamma Radiation Programme,
Rainfall Programme, Sunshine Radiation Programme, Soil Temperature Programme and
Special Programme for NPP. In addition one station does Soil Moisture Programme. The
core programme is the Special Programme for NPP. Both MS are equipped with MILOS
500 AS and one with the Automatic system (VAISALA - MPS System - SHMI
Production) for monitoring of the boundary layer of the atmosphere (sensors installed on
203.5 m high meteorological mast).
D. Partial Observing System for Climatology:
851 Climatological Stations do one or a combination of the following Observing
Programmes: Climatological Programme (78 stations), Rainfall Programme (655 stations),
the Sunshine Radiation Programme (2 stations), Phenological Programme (193 stations),
Soil Temperature Programme (31 stations) and Soil Moisture Programme (12 stations).
Automated were those two (plus 3 in other POS) that perform Sunshine Radiation
Programme (using IS-32 AS, the SHMI production with Kipp-Zonnen and Li-cor. sensors
for Global and Diffuse Radiation and FAR) and some rainfall stations serving Hydrology
and Radar Meteorology.
PARAMETERS AND SENSORS

At the present SHMI is operating twenty one VAISALA MILOS 500 AS, four
USA ESC 8800 AS, five SHMI IS-32 AS, three VAISALA MIDAS 600 and one
VAISALA-MPS-SHMI Tower Automatic System in either fully automatic or
semiautomatic mode. Older ESC 8800 will be replaced by MILOS 500 within 2 years.
Automatic Stations, depending on the observing programme, are used to monitor some of
the following meteorological and environmental related data (many other parameters are
calculated further): surface wind speed and direction 10 m; wind speed and direction at 0.5,
2,4, 6, 10,20, 30,40, 50,60,80, 100, 120, 160,200 m height; vertical wind speed at 10,
100 and 200 m height; air temperature in 2 m; ground surface temperature; soil temperature
in 5, 10,20 and 50 cm; humidity at 2 m; humidity at 0.5,2,4,6, 10,20,30,40,50,60,80,
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100, 120, 160, 200 m height; barometric pressure; global radiation; radiation balance;
diffuse radiation; FAR; UVB radiation; sunshine duration; precipitation; evaporation;
horizontal visibility and MOR; background luminance; cloud base level; present weather;
gamma radiation doses.
Different types of sensor are used because of the historical reasons. Nowadays there
is a tendency to use one type of sensor or at least one producer is accepted:
In a semiautomatic mode MILOS 500 and ESC 8800 Automatic Stations are
associated to an IMS (Integrated Meteorological System - PC based multipurpose system),
making the interface with the human observer who can input its own observation and
supervise the system. Data pre-processing, data check and control, archive, compilation of
meteorological messages and data transmission are done automatically using IMS into the
Message Switching System (MSS) of the National Telecommunication Centre.
In a fully automatic mode MILOS 500 Automatic Stations can work with or
without the IMS. This means duplicity in performing some of the jobs, especially data preprocessing, data check and control, archive, compilation of meteorological messages and
data transmission. When AS is installed in the site of normal meteorological station then
IMS, situated at the observer room, is connected with AS. In such a case in full automatic
mode both IMS and AS send compiled messages to MSS independently. In this case data
from IMS have priority. This is a back-up in case of break down of IMS or lack of
manpower. Obviously in a purely field installation AS works without the presence of IMS
System. This gives us variability in all possible installations - fully manned, partially
manned and unmanned meteorological stations.
Semiautomatic mode is used in a fully manned meteorological station with the
24 h/day of operation. Automatic mode is continuously running together with the
semiautomatic mode therefore there is the possibility to switch automatically to the
automatic mode in case of failure of an observer or the IMS System without loosing any of
the measured data. Automatic mode is used in a partially manned meteorological stations
with the 18 h/day of operation and in a purely field installation. As the total amount of the
observers continuously decreases the automatic mode takes over the semiautomatic mode.
In this respect SHMI works on a development of fully automatic station not only for
synoptic but also aviation purposes. This is done by adaptation of existing hardware.
DATA CHECK AND DATA FLOW
Both AS and IMS process the raw data and produce 1 minute, 10 minutes and
1 hour data sets that are sent to MSS via Private Data Network. 10 minutes data are sent
every 10 minutes, 1 minute data are sent once a day (soon every hour) or any time on
request, 1 hour data are sent every hour. In addition there are compiled messages like
SYNOP, METAR, CLIMAT or local type of messages and different pre-processed data in
tables (monthly sheets). AWOS System at Bratislava Airport compiles messages on
horizontal and vertical Wind Shear as well. Automatic data check routines are run in AS
and IMS for internal validity and consistency of raw data and compiled messages. In three
hour intervals manually measured parameters are compared with the ones from AS. It is an
observer duty to make an action in case of any discrepancies. In future automatic check of
all 10 min data will be introduced. From MSS all data are sent to local users on line and to
the KMIS (Climatological and Meteorological Information System - RDB INGRES). All
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data sets and compiled messages are stored in KMIS where sets of comprehensive data
check are applied. In case of missing data or messages automatic routine is being
developed for retrieving the data from the originating AS or IMS. Further post-processing
is done in KMIS where other data control is applied and data corrected if necessary.
COMMUNICATION NETWORK
Private communication network of the SHMI is an integral part of the information
system designed to satisfy needs for data and information distribution on national and
international level (routine national data collection; data, product and information
distribution to internal and external users; access to national central or distributed
databases, international data exchange). It is designed as a packet-switching private
network using the X.25 and TCP/IP protocols. There is an interface to PSDN, PSTN,
INTERNET, GTS, and AFTN. All kind of data, products and information either character
or binary could be distributed via the Private Network.
PROBLEMS
Automation is connected with the new observing methods and procedures that may
differ significantly from the old ones. At manned stations the observations of weather
phenomena or subjective parameters are estimated by the observer at a fixed location by
integrating in space. An example is the observation of cloud amount and present weather.
Contrary to man made observation automatic system estimates cloud amount or present
weather from measurements made at a fixed location by integrating in time. Thus there is a
principal difference between the behaviour of an observer and automatic system by
estimating these weather phenomena. The crucial point in the development of new
automatic weather station is therefore not only to find new sensors but also to find new
algorithms, which allows calculation of the spatial distribution of a parameter from point
measurements as well.
Automatic weather stations will inevitably introduce inhomogenities into the old
climatic records because of changes in sensor design, physical principle of measurements,
observation techniques, interrogation time and data processing algorithms. Therefore an
effort should be aimed at the studies of the homogeneity of time series of data after the
change of instrumentation.
CONCLUSION
Continuous increase of demands for regular, timely and on-line data from all over
the national territory is the main driving force for automation and restructuring of NOS.
Even if this is the main tendency, automation should be done very carefully with respect to
present limitations and contradictory tendencies. One of them is the requirement for
conservative approach from Climatology. This is why automation of the Partial Observing
System for Climatology will be automated the last. Even then substantial amount of
stations will keep the old instrumentation and observing methods.
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ABSTRACT
A major effort is presently being made in
Switzerland for the establishment of a new radiation network CHARM (Swiss Atmospheric
Radiation Monitoring), a joint venture between
the Swiss Meteorological Institute (SMI), the
Physikalisch-Meteorlogisches Observatorium
DavoslWorld Radiation Ceiit~r PMODrWRC
and the Institute of Geography of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology GIETHZ. Its
main objective is to make the best possible use
of the presence of the Alps in Switzerland, one
of the best instrumented natural mountainous
laboratories in the world. For this purpose, a
network of about fifteen operational stations is
being installed, located at various sites representative for high and low altitudes, urban and
rural environments, at the north and south
parts of the Alps. Measurements of the solar
global and direct irradiances, of the UV-A, UVB and IR radiation and of the spectral optical
depth at three/four, resp. twelve wavelengths
are presently being implemented.
An overview of the actual state of installation is presented, especially concerning the new
radiometric station located at the Jungfraujoch
Observatory (altitude 3587 m a.s.l.). Preliminary results in the different spectral ranges are
displayed, with emphasis on the information
potential in regard of possible climate changes
in the future.
1. Introduction
According to model calculations, an
increase of the greenhouse effect will result in
an elevation dependent change of the longwave part of the surface radiation budget
(SRB). This will certainly influence the dynamics over the Alps in a different way than for the
lower parts of Europe. The energy balance at
the surface is determined not only by the longwave part of the SRB, but also, and as impor-

tant, by the short-wave part. Both are influenced by clouds, although in a physically
different way: an increase of cloud amount
leads to a decrease of the shortwave irradiance
because more radiation is reflected back to
space, but to an increase of the downward
long-wave due to an increased greenhouse
effect which depends essentially on cloud base
height. As the cloud climatology is not well
established, the influence of clouds on the SRB
is not well known and more experimental data
are needed.
The short-wave part of the SRB is further
influenced by aerosols and surface albedo.
Both have a strong seasonal course, and again
a reliable climatology is not yet established
which would allow to predict the influence of
long-term changes of the amount and type of
aerosols. These two parameters are also important for understanding changes in the DV-radiation reaching the ground, apart from the
influence of stratospheric and tropospheric
ozone. Thus, the aerosol optical depth measurements are important, as well as the determination of a climatology (in space and time) of
the properties of the surface albedo.
In the framework of the Swiss contribution
to the Global Atmosphere Watch program
WMO/GAW, the need for an increased synergy
of the activities in the field of radiation measurement has led to the creation of the Swiss
Atmospheric Radiation Monitoring program
CHARM, a joint venture between the Swiss
Meteorological Institute SMI, the PhysikalischMeteorlogisches Observatorium DavosIWorld
Radiation Center PMODIWRC and the Geographic Institute of the Swiss Federal Institute
of Technology GIETHZ. The objective is to
make the best possible use of the presence of
the Alps in Switzerland, probably one of the
best instrumented natural mountainous laboratories in the world, and to investigate the basic nature and distribution of irradiance in
montainous regions.
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2. Configuration of the CHARM network

The CHARM network will ultimately consist of a set of eight radiometric automatic
(RASTA-UV; [1]) stations with measurements
of:
- direct irradiance (PM06 absolute radiometers),
- direct spectral irradiance with three/four
WMO standard wavelength sunphotometerslPrecision Filter Radiometers with
nine additional wavelengths added at four
selected stations (Optical Depth OD stations) Jungfraujoch, Davos, Payerne and
Locarno-Monti,
- direct, diffuse and global components of
the broad-band erythema UV-ERY radiation (Solar Light UV-Biometers).
Infrared and visible global radiation are
measured at eleven Alpine Surface Radiation
Budget (ASRB) stations, including the Swiss
Baseline Surface Radiation Network (BSRN)
station at Payerne [2]. The stations are located
within the Alps as well as on the Swiss Plateau
and in the Tessin region in the southern part of
Switzerland. Altitudes are ranging between
366 and 3587 m as.!.
About two thirds of the RASTA-UV stations,
the BSRN station at Payerne, all the ASRB
stations and two OD stations are presently
operational. Meteorological data, when not
directly measured, are available through the
automatic networks of the SM!. Routine ozone
measurements are performed at Arosa using
two Dobson, two Brewer MkII and one Brewer
MkIII spectrophotometers. Daily soundings
are launched at the Aerological Station at
Payerne to measure PTO profiles as well as
ozone profiles three times a week.
Furthermore, in collaboration with the
Swiss Federal Office of Topography, ground
based Global Positioning System GPS stations

Picture 1: The Jungfraujoch station

will be installed in the near future at the four
main stations: GPS satellite signals are
delayed by the atmospheric refraction which is
dependant, among others, on the water vapor
content of the atmosphere. This so-called "wet
delay" can be used to retrieve the integrated
precipitable water vapor above the station on a
continuous basis.
A special mention must be made concerning
the installation of the highest radiometric station in Europe, and one of the highest in the
world, at the Jungfraujoch Observatory, which
is operational since spring 1997. As far as the
harsh environmental conditions allowed, all
the CHARM components have been installed
on this site, which can be most of the time considered as representative of free tropospheric
conditions. A new dedicated Web page is now
available which presents static and dynamic
views of the installation as shown in Picture 1
(http://smaOOl.unibe.ch)
3. Data acquisition

Most of the measurements - existing or
planned as described above - are or will be performed with the help of data-loggers (CR10,
CR7 and, since 1998 CR23X from Campbell
Scientific Ltd. CSL) which are widely used
within the SM! and other institutions in Switzerland.
All the loggers are accessed either through
normal telephone lines (MODEM, 1200 bauds)
or directly through coaxial cables (BSRN station) or, more recently, through the internet
(Jungfraujoch station) by common portable
computers equipped with the software
PC208W delivered by CSL. The software
needed for the management of these special
networks as well as for the programming and
direct access to the logger is therefore unique.
For the time being, the networks' integration times have different values, ranging from
1 minute (BSRN station at Payerne) to 10 minutes for the automatic weather station network. The goal is to reach a common value of 2
minutes for all stations apart from the BSRN
facility.
Furthermore, the BSRN experience has
best shown that each average value should be
escorted by the minimum, maximum and standard deviation over the integration period.
This supplementary information, now implemented in the CHARM network, provides a
good view of the variations of the natural phenomena during the integration time and is of
great help for the subsequent data quality control.
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4. Calibration and Quality Control

Much attention is being given to the calibration of the radiation sensors at all wavelengths. The PMODIWRC houses the World
Standard Group (WSG) and is responsible for
the World Radiometric Reference (WRR). It
also achieved recently a major improvement in
the calibration technique for infrared instruments [3]. New methods for the calibration of
Precision Filter Radiometers PFR and broadband sensors in the UV-ERY spectral range
are presently being implemented at Davos.
Quality Control I Quality Assessment (QCI
QA) procedures applied to the measurements
are very important and carefully analyzed at
the SMI. Among other tools, tentative use of
Artificial Intelligence (Expert Systems) is presently being investigated. The data are centralized in a specifically developed database
system, which allows for easy and rapid access
to the whole set of information. Once the control procedures are completed, the final data
set is transferred to the new National Radiation Monitoring Center, hosted by the GIETHZ
at Zurich, where it is co-located with the World
Radiation Monitoring Center of the BSRN network [4].
5. Preliminary results

To illustrate part of the information potential
of the CHARM network, specific days are
selected, for which the weather conditions
were more or less clear over the four stations
Locarno-Monti (OTL, altitude 366 m.a.s.!.),
Payerne (PAY, altitude 491 m.a.s.l.), Davos
(DAV; altitude 1610 m.a.s.l.) and Jungfraujoch
(JUN, 3587 m.a.s.l.).
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Fig. 1. Direct solar irradiance measured with absolute radiometers PM06 at the four stations Jungfraujoch (3587 m a.s.l.J, Dauos (1610 m a.s.l.J,
Payerne (491 m a.s.l.) and Locarno-Monti (366 m
a.s.l.) on the 11-Feb-1998.

Fig. 1 displays the direct solar irradiance
measured at OTL, PAY, DAV and JUN byabsolute radiometers for the ll-Feb-1998. The
height dependent atmospheric extinction may
be easily seen, with a relatively low intensity
at station PAY, located in the Broye valley:
local strong haze conditions are often existant
at this site during the winter period. On the
contrary, intensities up to almost 1100 W/m 2
are measured at the Jungfraujoch, even for
high solar zenith angles in winter.
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Fig. 2. Aerosol Optical Depth at 500 [nm] for the four
stations JUN, DAV, PAY and OTL on the 11-Feb1998.

Figure 2 displays Aerosol Optical Depth
(AOD) at wavelength 500 nm for the same stations and the same day as in Fig. 1. Here
again, the altitude dependence of the aerosol
load in the atmosphere is clearly visible. The
unusual low aerosol load at OTL as well as the
strong hazy conditions at station PAY are best
illustrated on this graph, with an AOD at PAY
about 5 times higher than at OTL though the
latter site's height is about 125 meters lower.
Figure 3 presents the UV-ERY global radiation measured by the broad-band Biometers
for the stations PAY, DAV and JUN for four
consecutive days (8-Feb-1998 to ll-Feb-1998).
The altitude dependence is clearly seen on this
graph. Furthermore, a major UV-ERY increase
is observed at the three stations between the
8th and the 11th, well correlated with an ozone
decrease from 363 DU to 299 DU. As mentioned in section 2, measurements of the direct
and diffuse UV-ERY components are also
available. A comprehensive study of the dependence of the UV-ERY broad-band measurements on the total ozone amount and the
aerosol optical depth is presently being undertaken within the CHARM group.
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height dependance and studies are presently
undertaken at the PMODIWRC to evaluate
these preliminary results on a statistical basis.

GLOBAL UV-ERY
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6. Conclusion and future activities
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Fig. 3. UV-ERY global radiation measured at JUN,
DAVand PAY for the period 8-Feb-1998 to II-Feb1998. The daily mean total ozone values [DU] measured at Arosa are displayed above the curves.

Figure 4 displays the downward infrared
radiation measured at the four ASRB stations
PAY, DAV, WFJ CWeissfluhjoch, altitude 2690
m a.s.l.) and JUN for the same day as in Fig. l.
These sites are selected because of the more or
less constant altitude difference between them.
In terms of greenhouse effect, the decrease of
the downward flux, i.e. the decrease of the sky
temperature with altitude, is a direct consequence of the contribution of the water vapor
content which strongly decreases with decreasing temperature and therefore with the height
of the stations. The small difference between
DAV and PAY during the morning hours seems
to be due to the strong heating of the atmosphere by the exposed steep mountain slopes
around station DAY. No such daily cycle for the
longwave downward flux can be observed at
the two snow-surrounded mountain stations
JUNandWFJ.

The CHARM network, which will be hopefully
completed within the next 2 years, will represent a very powerful tool for the investigation
of the radiation budget and its variability in
the Alps. Altitude profiles will be available on
a routine basis, for ultraviolet, visible and
infrared spectral ranges, measured with
broad- and narrow-band instruments. When
enough data will be available, it will then be
possible to evaluate statistically the influence
of the atmospheric gases -, the geographical
variability -, the local climate characteristics -,
etc. on the radiation balance with instruments
calibrated with the best possible accuracy. Furthermore, the diffusion of the data from a
centralized database system will allow the scientific community to work on reliable, good
quality data sets.
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The eleven operational stations of the ASRB
sub-network are yielding basic evidence of this
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SIOMA
An Integrated System for the whole range of airports
Un systeme integre pour tous les types d'aeroports
Fran«ois DUVERNET, Yves MERCADIE
SOFREAVIA (France)
General Presentation ofSIOMA

Presentation Generale de SIOMA

SIOMA, is designed as a fully modular and evolutive
airport weather system in accordance with the latest
WMO and ICAO recommendations and standards.
It fulfils the operational requirements of every kind of
airport, from small VFR airfields to large international
CAT IIIc airports.
It can be easily upgraded to new technical and
operational requirements (new runways, higher airport
category etc.).

SIOMA

est un systeme automatique d'observation
meteorologique d'aeroport modulaire et evolutif respectant
les dernieres normes et recommandations de I'OMM et de
l'OACI.

n convient aux besoins operationnels des petits aerodromes
VFR jusqu'aux aeroports internationaux de categorie IIIc.

n

peut etre facilement etendu en fonction de nouveaux
besoins techniques et operationneIs.

Main Functions ofSIOMA

Principales fonctions de SIOMA

Real-time management, storage, conmltation and
printout ofMET data.
Automatic data recording of al parameters with one
minute resolution.
Easy sensor set-up with selectionldeselection and
substitution.
Immediate access to one or more parameters and reports
over a selected period. Data display and printout in both
alphanumeric and graphic formats.

Gestion, archivage, consultation et impression des
donnees en temps reel.
Enregistrement automatique des parametres ou pas d'une
minute.
Configuration aisee des capteurs raccordes avec possibilite
de selectionldeselection et substitution.
Acces immediat a un ou plusieurs parametres/message sur
une periode choisie. Affichage et impression des donnees
en mode graphique et alphanumerique.

Comprehensive
meteorological
data
display
(AEROVIEW)
Real-time information (including wind shear alert report)
available for all airport users through PC based network.
Personalised interface based on users' needs.

Affichage de {'ensemble des parametres meteorologique
(AEROVIEW)
Informations (y compris les alertes au cisaillement)
disponible en temps reel pour tous les utilisateurs de
l'aeroport par un reseau de PC.
Interface personnalisable selon les besoins des utilisateurs.

Easy encoding of WMOI/CAO standardised reports
Automatic data collection through cmus digital
network, observed parameters input and computer-aided
report edition of i\1ET AR, SPECI, SYNOP and IvlET
REPORT.
Automated report transmission to ATC services, to
AFTN or GTS network, to ATIS system and to local
distribution networks.

Assistance au codage des messages d'observation au
format OMMIOACI
Acquisition automatique des donnees de piste par le
reseau numerique cmus, saisie manuelle des
parametres observes avec codage assiste par ordinateur
des messages IvlETAR, SPECI, SYNOP et OBSIvlET.
Transmission automatique des messages vers les services
ATC, sur les reseaux RSFTA ou SMT, vers un systeme
ATIS et vers les reseaux de distribution locaux.

Telecommunications

Telecommunications

Interface with AFTN, and Meteorological network.

Interface avec le RSFTA, le reseau meteorologique

Automatic message wording(ATIS).

Systeme automatique de bulletins paries (ATIS)
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Quelques Capteurs de SIOMA

Some SIOMA Sensors
Weather radar
SIOMA can be combined with SOFREAVIA weather
radar data processing system offering display of both
systems within the same workstation.
SANAGA provides users with detection and tracking,
vertical analysis of storm systems and hail warning.
Wind profilers
SIOMA can automatically display upper-air wind
observations provided by DEGREANE's UHF Doppler
wind profiler through a real-time measurement of the 3
components oflow layer wind vector.

SlOMA automatically displays wind shear alerts.
Specific aeronautic sensors.
SIOMA displays data from specific aeronautic sensors
such as transmissometer or diffusometer for RVR,
ceilometers etc...

Radars meteorologiques
Le poste de travail SIOMA permet I'affichage des
donnees radar transmises par le systeme de traitement
radar SANAGA developpe par SOFREAVIA.
Le systeme SANAGA permet aux utilisateurs la
detection et le suivi des orages, leur analyse verticale et
I'alerte de grele.
Profileurs de vent
SIOMA peut afficher automatiquement les observations
de vent en altitude issues du profileur de vent UHF
Doppler DEGREANE. (Mesure tri-dimensionnelle du
vecteur vent en temps reel).
SIOMA affiche automatiquement les alertes au
cisaillement de vent.
Capteurs aeronautiques specifiques.
SIOMA affiche les donnees des capteurs aeronautiques
specifiques comme les transrnissometres ou les
diffusometres pour la R VR, les telemetres de nuage pour
le plafond, etc...

Future Developments

Developpements futurs

It is planned to integrate other sensors, notably lightning

detection system (DIMENSIONS).
Other
development,
on
data
program
and
telecommunications are going on ; for instance
automatic integration of data into a CLlCOM system, on
the interface with the Internet.

Il est prevu d'integrer d'autres types de capteurs,
notarnment les systemes de detection d'eclairs
(DIMENSIONS).
D'autres developpements portant sur le traitement des
donnees et les telecommunications, par exemple
l'integration automatique des donnees dans un systeme
CLICOM, ou l'interface avec le reseau Internet.

Conclusion

Conclusion

SIOMA is the result of a common development of
METEO-FRANCE, DEGREANE and SOFREAVIA.

SIOMA resulte d'un developpement de METEO-FRANCE,
DEGREANE et SOFREAVIA.

Various versions of the system are operational in more
than 25 countries.

Diverses versions de ce systeme sont operationnelles dans
plus de 25 pays du monde.
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An Ultrasonic Anemometer for General Meteorology
R. Lockyer and S. Ammann,
Handar Inc., Sunnyvale, California
1. Introduction

The Handar Model 425 Ultrasonic Anemometer was designed to meet the needs of the general meteorology market by
providing an alternative to the traditional cup and vane type products at a comparable price. The sensor offers users many
advantages over the cup and vane or propeller and vane mechanical anemometers. The sensor has no moving parts, so
threshold and inertia effects that hamper the performance of mechanical sensors are not present. The lack of moving parts
also contributes to the need for substantially less preventative maintenance, since there is nothing to wear out or need refurbishment. Sensor accuracy is inherently stable, with no calibration required other than verification of the distance between
transducers. The lack of moving parts to wear or degrade also provides a more stable and accurate measurement over the
long run, and provides superior performance in regions prone to blowing dust or sand, as well as corrosive environments
such as those found in marine applications. Unlike the mechanical sensor, which might report no wind when frozen or damaged, the Model 425 is an intelligent sensor with the ability to report a no data value if the measurement is not valid.
The novel design of this ultrasonic sensor, where three transducers are used instead of the more traditional four headed
orthogonal approach, provides performance superior to other ultrasonic sensors. The three transducers are located on an
equilateral triangle in the horizontal plane (see photo 1). The transducer shape provides a constant aspect ratio for all wind
directions, which dramatically decreases the angular variation in measurement accuracy. The various sensor versions can
provide serial data output via RS232, RS422, RS485, and SDI-12. The sensor is also available with a frequency output for
speed and analog output for direction to provide signals commonly used with cup and vane type sensors. The standard sensor produces a new reading once a second, typical for the general meteorology market for which it was designed.

The Handar Model 425 Ultrasonic Anemometer
was selected for the new US. FAA Low-Level Wind
Shear program (LLWAS). The sensor has been
extensively tested both in the field and in a wind
tunnel by the US. NWS Sterling Test and
Evaluation Center for use in the NWS ASOS
system. The sensor is currently in the final stages
of certification for use in the US. FAA AWOS
system. Other US agencies that have performed
their own wind tunnel testing include NASA Ames.
Numerous US. governmental agencies have
performed their own field tests. Performance has
been verified at wind speeds from 0 to 125 knots.
Actual and simulated environmental tests have been
performed for operation in blowing rain and snow
conditions as well as icing and freezing rain.
Acoustic noise interference tests were performed at
a major US. international airport. The sensor has
been tested for and is fully compliant with CE mark
requirements.

Photo 1
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2. Sensor Operation and Advantages Over Other Sonic Anemometers
Vector analysis shows us that N basis vectors are required to span an N dimensional vector space. The polar representation
of horizontal wind typically used in general meteorology is equivalent to a two dimensional vector space. Therefore, two
basis vectors are required to provide a solution for horizontal wind. The typical approach to determination of 2-D wind with
sonic anemometers is to place four transducers in an orthogonal geometry, providing only two basis vectors that are mutually perpendicular.
An infinite number of different basis sets exist for normal 2-D physical space. There is no requirement for each of the
vectors in a basis to be mutually perpendicular; they must only be linearly independent. This simply requires them to not be
parallel. Figure I shows a top view of the transducer geometry for the Handar Model 425 sensor. Bi-directional times of
flight measurements are performed on paths on each side of the equilateral triangle formed by the transducers. The bidirectional measurements are used algebraically to remove the static speed of sound and cross wind effects, leaving the
component of wind velocity in the direction of each of the three paths. Since no path is parallel to any other path, any two
of the three paths may serve as components in a proper basis for horizontal wind velocity determination.
The unique geometry of the sensor thus provides an over-determined solution, since three vectors are available when only
two are required. This gives the Handar approach a fundamental advantage over all four head 2-D sonic sensors. These
sensors use the orthogonal approach that yields only enough information to make a solution when both paths can provide
valid and accurate data.

Figure I
The primary difficulties in making accurate high wind speed measurements with sonic anemometers comes from effects
created by the presence of the sensor components within the sample volume. The transducers block the natural flow of the
air stream, causing pressure gradients in the sonic path, which modify the sonic propagation characteristics in a turbulent,
non-stationary fashion. As wind speed increases, the received signal strength decreases while the acoustic noise increases.
The decrease in signal to noise ratio and the turbulence effects combine to provide increased noise in the time of flight
measurement, decreasing the accuracy of the speed and direction solution. Eventually, the wind speed increases to the point
where there is insufficient signal to noise ratio to make a time of flight determination. At this point the sensor has no option
other than to report the data as missing.
Wind tunnel tests show that all of these detrimental effects reach a maximum when the wind direction is in line with the
sonic path between transducer pairs. This is where the over determined solution of the three-transducer approach provides
its largest advantage over the four-transducer geometry. The Handar Model 425 internal algorithms discard the path that is
most effected by turbulence and still have enough information to make a solution.
The orthogonal sensor, with only two vectors, must live with a highly jeopardized basis path when the path is co-linear with
the wind direction at high speeds. At this direction the other basis path is broad to the wind, so its contribution to the wind
speed solution is nearly zero. The sensor speed accuracy hangs almost completely on the accuracy of the path most effected by turbulence and pressure gradients.
At wind speeds below the extreme top end the redundant path of the Handar Model 425 provides useful information. The
sensor internal algorithms use this information to verify and enhance the accuracy of the resultant solution.
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The tran~ducers u~ed ()n the Ilandar Model 425 are made from cylindrical ceramic tubing metallic coated on their inside
;lllt! l)ulsidc surl"aces. The cylindrical construction provides a radintioll nnd reception angle wide enough to iseei the other
t\\"() tran~ducers. The rotational symmetry in the horizontal plane allows the transducers to provide a uniform cross section
t\1 the wind for all J()() degrees of wind direction. This greatly enhances the resultant wind directional accuracy and speed
\'S, angle accuracy, especially at upper wind speeds. Competitive 2-D four-transducer designs typically enclose their transduccrs within horizontal tubular constructions, which present a smaller cross section to the wind when impinged head 011
than they dt) from the ~ide. This crcatcs a greater angledepcndent abcrration to the airflow in the samplc volume than is
prescnt with the Ilandar approach. Some of these sensors cannot meet the required accuracy without individual calibration
of each sensor in a wind tunnel to create a two-dimensional correction table with both uncorrected speed and angle as input
l'ar'l1ncters. as wcll as costly periodic willd tunnel recalibration.
With all the advantnges of the Handar approach sct aside, the sensor shares the fact with all other sonic anemometers that
lhe basic accuracy ol"lhe scnsor is dependent on the distancc hetween transducers and the accuracy of the time base used to
make the time of flight determination. The Handar Model 425 time base is derived from its microprocessor crystal oscillator. State of the art crystal oscillator designs lIscd in microprocessors either oscillate at a frequcncy tolerance orders of
mag.nitude bellcr than the scnsor accuracy or do not oscillate at all due to component failure. The 425 will not report if the
microprocessor oscillator is not running, so this leaves only the variation in the distance between transducers as a concern
for scn~()r accllI'ncy assurnnce. As mentioned above, the received signal amplitude drops as wind speed increases. Sensor
t)perational validation and calibration vcrification can therefore be made at zero wind speed, without a wind tunnel, using a
mechanism that slips over the transducers.
The Handar Model 425 Field Verifier allows users to vcrify proper operation of the sensor. It is a box which will only fit
o\'er the transducers if they are in correct alignment, and contains bames in the sonic paths between each transducer which
simulate the decrt:ased .received signal strength found at high wind speeds. The baffies verify the integrity of the transducers and supporting'electronics. A near zero speed is expected with the Verifier in place, and a sensor command is available
to calculate and retain in non-volatile mcmory subtle path differences within the sensor for later incorporation in the speed
and direction algorithms.

Wind Tunnel Data
Figure (2) shows three minute avcragcd data (180 samples) for speed error vs. wind tunnel speed at a fixed direction of 180".
Figure (J) and (4) arc data from a single wind tunnel run, where the angle was incremented by six degrees each data point
",ith a constant wind speed averaged at about 120 knots. Each sample plotted is a single one-second reading. Figure (3)
shows the speed error vs. angle, and Figurc (4) shows angle error vs. actual angle.

Conclusion
Until recent times, thc ultrasonic anemometer was little more than a research tool, used for fine structure wind studies
bccause mechanical sensors lacked sufficient responsiveness. The clear advantages provided by a non-moving part
anemometer had been outwcighed by the price difference between the mechanical and sonic sensors. Research sonic
ancmometers also failed (0 mcct the needs of general meteorology for top end speed and ability to stand up to the elements
such as rain. ~now. and icing. The Handar Model 425 was designed to provide a rugged, durable, cost-effective non-moving
p,lrt solution to the general user knowledgeable to the long-term costs of providing accurate wind data. The advantages of
the Ilandar approach over other sonic anemometers truly represents advancement in the state of the art.
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The new concept of the Automatic Meteorological Observation System
(AMOS)

Kunio Hoashi
Meisei Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Abstract
Surface meteorological observation is the most fundamental means of observation for weather
forecasting and climate changes. Meisei announced the newly developed Automatic Meteorological
Observation System (AMOS) in 1995. The AMOS system is based on a new concept for improving
observation accuracy, reliability and automatic observations. This AMOS is designed featuring the
technical requirements (accuracy, time constant, averaging time, etc.) established by JMA(Japan
Meteorological Agency) and WMO.
Since 1996, the new system has been replacing the existing
equipment in use in the meteorological observatories in Japan. More than 45 observatories have
been substituted with the new AMOS system.

Introduction
The surface meteorological observation system is used in the local meteorological observatories
throughout Japan.
Fig.2 shows the block diagram ofthe AMOS .
The newly developed AMOS has two models. The AMOS-95 is installed in manned meteorological
observatories. It monitors the present weather conditions, reports and processes climatic
information statistically. It is further capable of data storage and multi processing such as printing,
file maintenance. The AMOS-95 performs meteorological observation within the observatory and
at the same time receives data from unmanned stations installed in the districted area. The
collected weather data is converted into SYNOP(FM-12)report, domestic weather reports, etc., and
output to the meteorological data telecommunication network (ADESS*l) which links all the
meteorological observatories in Japan via leased land-line. All meteorological information
available in Japan is sent to the headquarters via ADESS. In addition, the data acquired by the
specified observatories are further linked to the WMO Global Communication System (GTS).
The AMOS-96 is installed in unmannedJautomatic weather stations. The AMOS-96 is designed
basically with the same concept as the above AMOS-95. The SYNOP (automatic) report of AMOS-96
is transmitted to meteorological observatory periodically via ISDN telephone line.
To enable unmanned (automatic) observation, the AMOS-96 system is provided with an
uninterrupted power supply which can supply power for 24 hours. This also supports the small-size
and power saving features of the AMOS-96 system.
This system has been originally developed for synoptic surface meteorological observation, but is
also used for aviation weather observation system when optional sensors are added.

Design concept
The following design concept and features apply to both systems.

-Fully automatic operation for SYNOPreporting
-Remote maintenance for unmanned weather station
-Built-in self-diagnosis andAQCoI£ for reliability
-Hot-standby computer system
-Advanced Data communications and networks
-Latest operating system{W'mdows-NT) for the multi-task processing
-New algorithm for present weather observation
-Substitute optical memory disc for analog recording papers
*1

ADESS :Automated Data Editing and Switching System

*2 AQC

: Automatic Quality Control
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Sensors
All sensors conform with the 6th edition of Guide to Meteorological Instruments and Methods of
Observation(WM0-No.8). The AMOS system uses the following sensors:
a) Rain and Precipitation: Rain is measured in the unit of 0.5 mm with a tipping bucket type rain
gauge with a collection funnel 200 mm in diameter. Precipitation intensity is determined by rain
contact intervals. Presence of a precipitation phenomenon is determined by a droplet detector
that detects resistance changes caused by rain drops.
b) Wind: A propeller type sensor is used to observe wind.. The wind direction and the speed are
converted into 8-bit gray code signals by a photo-encoder and optical pulses through a slit,
respectively. This sensor is a heavy-duty with response characteristics similar to those of some
lightweight cup and vane sensors.
c) Air Temperature: A4-wire platinum resistance probe(ptlOO) is used to measure air temperature.
To reduce the time constant, a thin metal tube is used to protect platinum and the tube with the
platinum is housed in a shelter ventilated at 5 m/sec.
d) Humidity: We tested many sensors ofvarious measurement systems for three years to develop a
practical system. Meisei confIrmed that a polymer thin ffim capacitance type sensor has excellent
accuracy and stability. The element is protected by a PTFE*3 filter using GORE-T.E.fMbecause the
sensor will be used in a dusty environment.
e) Air Pressure: Mer approximately two years of testing, we selected a sensor in which the
deformation of a single crystal silicon diaphragm under the atmospheric pressure is detected by
electrostatic capacity. This sensor has the smallest drift.
f) Solar RadiationLSunshine Duration: The new AMOS system employs a newly developed sun
tracking pyrheliometer-pyranometer. The both sensors measures the flux of direct and global
solar radiation by a thermocouple. When the direct solar radiation is exceeded 0.12 kW/m 2, the
sunshine duration is calculated by accumulator.
g) Snow Depth: An ultrasonic sensor of an excellent maintainability is used to measure snow depth.
A transmitter is mounted on the top of a pole and ultrasonic pulses reflected from the surface of
snow are detected by a receiver. The travel time of the ultrasonic waves is measured to
determine the height, or snow depth.
h)Yisibility and present Weather: A forward scatter meter is used to observe MOR(Meteorological
OpticalRange) and present weather. MOR, precipitation and its intensity are observed every land
10 minutes and every one hour.
Data Logg-er
The data logger converts sensor signals into digital signals, edits observation values that correspond
with meteorological parameters, and stores the data in a memory. The number of sensors that may
be connected is up to 20 elements. Conversion units corresponding to the number of sensors are
connected to the CPU via the bus lines. The CPU for the data logger is based on a l6-bit
microprocessor. To enhance software programs, a newly developed multi-task operating system
(OS) has been installed. The multi-task OS allows real-time processing of all data.
All conversion units are provided with an individua18-bit CPU for multiple data processing.
The self·diagnosis function checks the circuits
for normal operation by periodically sending
self diagnosis(lhour)
the standard signals to the conversion units
of the system. To check the circuits, preset
-'-='"".-----'="'::----:::30~t. 40
50
00
signals from a standard signal generator
Observation:every lOsec
connected to the bus lines are used.
The checking is executed between observations as shown· in the fIgure to the above. The selfdiagnosis, real-time processing, can be executed without interrupting observations. The selfdiagnosis function allows arbitrary inspection of the system from a remote place. It has enhanced
the ability of automatic observation for unmanned weather station.

't

,LLlLJl·'5--

;,3

PTFE: Poly-Tetra F1uorine Ethylene(Tefron'rM)
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Dual Computer System
This system uses two personal computers which are interconnected via LAN (Ether-net of the
IEEE*4 802.3 standard) to confIgure a duplex stand-by system. By using two low-priced personal
computers, an economical system comparable to an Engineering WorkStation(EWS), a higher-level
model, is realized. When main PC should fail, the other takes can be switched over to the stand-by
computer, the system automatically resumes normal operation. As a result, reliability and function
of the total system have been dramatically enhanced.
The CPU of the personal computers comprises a Pentium™ chip. The operating system is
Windows-NT™. Both PCs always exchange data, and the data are mirror stored on respective hard
disks. A HELP pop-up menu is provided to guide the user how to use the operations of the system.
The user can use this menu like an instruction manual for the system. The adoption of Graphic
Users Interface(GUI) has improved the operativeness of the system. Key operation and menu/tool
bars on the display are the same as the standard Windows performances and are easy to use.
In a conventional and generally accepted surface meteorological observation system, real-time
meteorological phenomena and long-term change trends are monitored on an analog recorder. With
our new system, a CRT display replaces the conventional recorder to show graphical meteorological
data in multiple windows allowing the operator to monitor data minutely. And the new software
allows users to create the plural windows. Users can modify the display mode at any time.

Multi-task Processing
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Fig.1 Software architecture ofAMOS-95

Automatic Weather Report
In the new AMOS-96 unmanned weather stations, present weather information, which has
conventionally been observed visually, is judged by the information derived from forward scatter
meter and using a new algorithm in which air temperature, relative humidity and other data are
combined. The result of the judgment is used to automatically edit ix (type of the observatory), VV
(visibility), WaWa (present weather) and WalWal (recent weather) which are the visual observation
items currently being SYNOP reported. In this automatic process, the visibility values and
weather are converted into 2·digit report steps and WMO-4680 codes, respectively.
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The weather types are converted into symbols such as (e) for rain, (=) for fog, (=) for haze and (*)
for snow to show on the real·time monitor on the personal computers installed in the meteorological
observatories and on the daily weather report.

Conclusion
At the automatic weather station, present weather, which has been observed visually, is coded and
the SYNOP reports are automatically edited and generated making it possible to automate manual
ion. In the aviation weather observation system, the necessary visual observation items include
the directional lowest visibility, cloud(amount ,type) , thunderstorm, lightning and other important
weather phenomena. The market is looking for the development of a new sensor and algorithm
that take into consideration such factors as accuracy, reliability, maintainability and economy
necessary for these meteorological elements.
It is now possible to optically/electrically observe precipitation in greater detail using a forward
scatter meter. It is necessary to discuss correlation between visual and automatic observation.
The difference between the results of observation due to different observation systems will be
decreased when the current \iVMO expert meeting sets definitions for weather codes to ensure
further development of automatic meteorological observation.
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Main & Stand-by Computer

Session X
VISIBILITY AND TEMPERATURE
OBSERVATIONS

COMPARISON OF CEILING-HEIGHT AND VISIBILITY VALUES FROM OBSERVERS
AND THE AUTOMATED SURFACE OBSERVING SYSTEM (ASOS)

AIIan C. Ramsay
EG&G Services Corporation, Sterling, Virginia, U.S.A
Vickie L. Nadolski
National Weather Service, Silver Spring, Maryland, U.SA

1.

INTRODUCTION

The United States Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS) has been criticized by some members of the aviation
community for failing to provide representative reports of ceiling heights and visibilities that are important for flight operations.
A joint National Weather Service (NWS) / Federal Aviation Administration (FM) data-collection effort in 1995 provided a
unique data set of over 10,000 hours of coincident ASOS and observer reports of ceiling height and visibility. This paper
provides insight on the comparability of automated and manual observations, with special emphasis on differences in reports
at the thresholds of 1000 feet (approximately 300 meters) for ceiling height and three miles (approximately 5 kilometers) for
visibility, which define the breakpoint between Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) and Marginal Visual Flight Rules (MVFR)
conditions.
Ceiling-height values from the ASOS are the result of a complex series of algorithms which process thirty minutes of data
from a Vaisala GT12K laser ceilometer to generate a report with a maximum of three cloud layers each minute. The
algorithms process two ceilometer reports each minute, successively group reports of cloud returns, and include provisions
for surface-based obscurations, variable ceilings, and the reduction of data transmissions during rapidly-changing conditions.
Visibility values from the ASOS are the result of an algorithm which processes ten minutes of 9ata from a Belfort Model
6220 forward-scatter visibility sensor; the algorithm computes a ten-minute harmonic mean ofvisibility values for a report each
minute, and also includes factors for day/night and rain/snow conditions.

2.

THE 1995 AVIATION DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

In response to concerns from the aviation community, the NWS and the FM. conducted a study of twenty-five ASOS
installations throughout the country from mid-February through mid-August, 1995. The study was based primarily on manual
input from observers who were required to record instances when ASOS reports were considered to be ·unrepresentative."
The results of the study provided strong evidence that, in the subjective opinion of on-site observers, the ASOS provides
representative observations of ceiling and visibility.
A small part of the 1995 study involved the collection of concurrent human observations and un-augmented ASOS
observations from four locations: Allentown-Bethlehem, Pennsylvania; Mobile, Alabama; Salem and Portland, Oregon.
(Salem and Portland observations did not overlap in time, and were effectively treated a single data source which covered
the full time period of the evaluation.) ASOS installations were typically three to four thousand feet distant from, and 30 to
70 feet below, the observers or towers. The arrangement at each location was that observers were not permitted to modify
('augment') the ASOS observations, even if those observations were considered to be unrepresentative. Just over 10,000
hours of observations were acquired, with more than 600 hours in IFR conditions. Although observers were not "blind" to the
automated observations, the analysis was completed on the assumption that the automated data did not influence the
observers' reports. Using the logic that an observation remains valid until it is replaced with a new observation, it was
possible to compare manual and automated values of ceiling height and visibility for each minute of the day.

3.

"CLIMATOLOGY" OF THE DATA SET

The manual and automated observations were highly comparable in their over-all reporting of ceiling height and visibility.
Tables 1 shows the total number of hours with ceiling heights or visibilities below specific values, for both manual and
automated observations.
Observers reported 641 hours of IFR conditions: the ASOS reported 658 hours of IFR conditions; some 501 hours of IFR
conditions were reported concurrently by observers and the ASOS.
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Ceiling Height
(Feet)

Observer
Hours

ASOS
Hours

Joint
Hours

Visibility
(Miles)

Observer
Hours

ASOS
Hours

Joint
Hours

No Ceiling

5006

6184

4769

;,5

9449

9463

9248

~5000'

2569

1417

1080

<5

805

791

590

<5000'

2679

2653

2284

<4

510

589

380

<3000'

1502

1508

1271

<3

360

358

239

<1000'

448

463

358

<1

82.4

99

59.6

<500'

186

209

142

<0.5

39.0

58.3

28.7

<200'

45.7

85.7

35.6

<0.25

26.5

0.0

0.0

Table 1 Climatology of Observer and ASOS Ceiling-Height and Visibility

4.

DISTRIBUTION OF VALUES

Although the over-all climatology of the data set indicated high comparability between manual and automated
observations, a closer look at the distribution of specific values of ceiling height and visibility revealed significant differences.
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the differences between observer and automated observations: manual observations have a
tendency to concentrate on specific values, while automated observations are more evenly distributed over the range of
values, and appear to more closely represent a "natural" distribution of values. Preferential reporting of ceiling heights, in
particular, raises questions because observers in this assessment had full access to the accurate (and commonly accepted)
laser cloud-height measurements from the ASOS ceilometer. Of particular interest is the distribution of observer reports
in the 900- to 1100-foot tange of ceiling heights -- bracketing the ceiling-height threshold for Instrument Flight Rules.
When both the observer and the ASOS were reporting ceilings, why would an observer choose to differ from measured
height values? Observers are conscientious professionals, but are also very conservative professionals, and members of
an airport team whose primary mission is to ensure safe aircraft operations. An observer will not commonly "rush to
judgment" to release a report of changing cloud heights until he or she is confident that the new cloud height represents a
stable condition. This would be especially true when the cloud height is near an important threshold, such as 1000 feet.
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IObserver and ASOS Visibility
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Air traffic controllers and pilots in the local area would be highly unappreciative of reports which change between IFR /
MVFR / IFR I MVFR, etc., every few minutes. Unfortunately, this is precisely what the ASOS may report: the automated
system doesn't know or care how many aircraft are on final approach or waiting to take off, and the ASOS doesn't hesitate
to transmit a new "SPECI" whenever it senses a change in cloud height from 1100 to 900 feet, or vice versa. (During this
10,ODD-hour evaluation, observers issued 1187 off-hourly "special" reports, compared to 3378 issued by the ASOS.)

5.

DISAGREEMENTS BETWEEN OBSERVER AND ASOS

While the comparability between observer and ASOS reports is good from a c1imatological perspective, flight operations
may be impacted by minute-to-minute differences between manual and automated reports. This data set provided an
opportunity to examine minute-ta-minute details of disagreements between observer and ASOS.
5.1

Over-all Ceiling and Visibility Disagreement

Table 1 and Figure 1, above, show significant disagreement concerning ceiling heights at or below 200 feet. This
difference can be related directly to a characteristic of the ASOS laser ceilometer, which occasionally interprets partial
ground-based obscurations as total obscurations (reported as Vertical Visibility, "VV") or as 100-foot cloud layers. The
National Weather Service is aware of this ceilometer characteristic, and is evaluating technology which may provide more
accurate reporting of vertical visibilities and cloud height in obscured or partially-obscured conditions.
Table 1 and Figure 2, above, show significant disagreements existed between observer and ASOS for values of visibility
less than one mile. This category of disagreement is attributed to the different locations of the instruments (human eye vs
ASOS visibility sensor) and also to the spatial variability of visibility values. It is probable that, in most cases, both the
observer and the ASOS were reporting accurate values of visibility from their respective vantage points. As with real estate
sales, the three most important issues regarding ASOS visibility reports are location, location, and location.
5.2 Duration of Observer / ASOS Disagreements
One characteristic of an observer/ASOS disagreement is the duration of the condition. Reports of changes in sky cover
or visibility will be released as soon as they are identified by an ASOS, but may be delayed by an observer until the condition
is determined to be stable. Delayed reporting may indicate a disagreement when all that is happening is a simple difference
in responsiveness.
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The median duration of episodes of significantly different values of ceiling height (±300 feet, for ceilings below 1000 feet)
was 25 minutes; the median duration of visibility disagreements (±Yz mile for visibilities less than 2 miles) was 20 minutes.
Under the Basic Weather Watch criteria used for manual observations, it may not be possible for an observer to detect a
change in ceiling or visibility of so short a duration, and even if detected, the observer would be likely to delay reporting to
ensure that the conditions were stable.
.
5.3 IFR I MVFR Disagreements

Disagreements between observers and the ASOS are most important at thresholds which change flight rules; the
IFRfMVFR thresholds of 1000 feet (ceiling height) and 3 miles (visibility) were closely examined to see if there were any
possible explanations or patterns in the time periods when observer and ASOS disagreed.
• While observers reported IFR conditions and the ASOS remained above IFR, the ASOS frequently reported conditions
very close to the IFR thresholds: for the 140 hours of disagreement, the ASOS reported 113 hours (81%) during which
ASOS ceilings were at 1000-1200 feet, or ASOS visibilities were either 3 or 4 miles, or an ASOS scattered cloud layer
was within 200 feet of the observer's ceiling, or there were showers creating different conditions at the different
observation points.
• While the ASOS reported IFR conditions and the observer remained above IFR, the observer frequently reported
conditions very close to the IFR thresholds: for the 157 hours of disagreement, the observer reported 108 hours (69%)
during which observer ceilings were at 1000-1200 feet, or observer visibilities were either 3 or 4 miles, or an observer
scattered cloud layer was within 200 feet of the ASOS ceiling, or there were showers creating different conditions at the
different observation points.

6.

CONCLUSiONS

This unique data set indicates that significant disagreements are typically of short duration, while long-term disagreements
typically occur when th~ observer and ASOS are reporting values that are close, but may be on opposite sides of an
important threshold ·(e.g., IFR f MVFR flight categories).
Users should remain aware of the potential for, and the character of, observer f ASOS differences. In particular, users
should be aware of the ASOS ability to report changes in ceiling and visibility as often as changes are detected. The
responsiveness of the ASOS to changing conditions is both a blessing and a curse: ASOS can report changes (especially
at night) before they can be detected by an observer, but the ASOS proclivity to report frequent changes can create
challenges for users of automated reports. In order to get a representative picture of conditions at an ASOS-supported
airfield, users should learn to consider a series of ASOS reports rather than to assume a single ASOS snapshot is likely to
represent the "smoothed" conditions typically reported by the observer.
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Comparison of Forward Scattermeter and Short-Baseline Transmissometer
For Runway Visual Range Use
Steve Collett, National Air Traffic Services, Ltd., UK
Deborah Lucas, Federal Aviation Administration, Washington, DC, USA
David C. Burnham, Scientific & Engineering Solutions, Inc., Orleans, MA, USA
1. Introduction
The United States (US) selected l a forward scattermeter for the Federal Aviation Administration's new generation
runway visual range (RVR) system. After an extensive test program and two redesigns2, the system was approved for
deployment in 1994 and installation at US airports began. The final scattermeter design uses (a) a look-down scatter
geometry that protects the windows from contamination and snow clogging and (b) a scattering angle (42°) that gives equal
fog and snow response. The US forward scattermeter was validated against US requirements using the standard US
transmissometer, which represents 1940s optical technology combined with 1970s electronic technology. Since the US
transmissometer cannot measure the full RVR range of 50 to 1500 rn, the scattermeter validation for RVR values below 200
m was carried out by analysis and by comparison with human observations.
The UK RVR system is based on a state-of-the-art transmissometer, which has been the conventional choice for RVR
systems. The UK transmissometer uses a folded 20-meter baseline; its transmission measurement provides sufficient
accuracy to cover the entire RVR range with a single instrument. This UK transmissometer is the end product ono years of
ongoing development and evaluation, resulting in an instrument that is reliable and has no known deficiencies. The early
instruments were validated against human observers and other transrnissometers of different baselines. This validation has
been carried forward to the current instru!11ent by intercomparison trials3 of successive generations of instruments.
Periodically the current transmissometers are returned to a central location for calibration and recertification, where the
calibration is traceable to national standards.
In 1994 the US and the United Kingdom (UK) agreed to conduct comparison testing of their respective RVR systems.
This comparison testing provided an opportunity to study the performance of the latest transmissometer and forward
scattermeter technologies under a wide range of conditions. Tests were conducted at three sites: (1) Birmingham
International Airport (UK), (2) Otis Weather Test Facility on Cape Cod, Massachusetts and (3) Mt. Washington, New
Hampshire. The three-year Birmingham test compared two US forward scattermeters to an operational UK transmissometer.
AUK transmissometer was installed in the US at Site 2 for two years of testing, except for one summer at Site 3.
The following test results will be presented:

1.

A comparison of US and UK transmissometers at normal airport fog densities will establish the equivalence of the US
and UK transmissometers as reference standards for evaluating the performance offorward scattermeters.

2.

A comparison of the US scattermeter and the UK transmissometer in dense fog will show how beam attenuation affects
scattermeter performance.

3.

The consistency ofthe scattermeter fog response will be addressed using data from all three sites. This issue has been
raised4 as a serious obstacle to the use of a scattermeter for RVR.

4.

The US and UK accuracy requirements will be compared and applied to the US forward scattermeter.

2. Comparison of US and UK Transmissometers
The Otis test provided an opportunity to compare the UK transmissometer to the US transmissometers used to
evaluate the US forward scattermeter. The US reference standard consists oftwo transmissometers with crossed baselines of
90 and 150 meters. The reference MOR is derived from the average extinction coefficient from the two transmissometers.
The difference between readings is used to assess the homogeneity of the fog and to reject invalid transmissometer data. The
US homogeneity criterion requires a difference less than ten percent of the average.
Figure 1 shows a box ploe comparing the UK transmissometer against the US reference standard. The box plot
shows the distribution of the meteorological optical range (MOR) ratio ofthe test sensor to the reference sensor as a function
ofthe MOR measured by the reference sensor. For each MOR bin, an X marks the median (50 th percentile) of the
distribution, a box marks the 25 th and 75 th percentiles, a heavy line marks the 5th and 95 th percentiles, and a thin line marks the
2.5 th and 97.5 th percentiles. The results ofthe 10-percent homogeneity test are listed to the right of each bin; note that the
fraction of the points rejected decreases dramatically for lower values ofMOR. The ratio data for MOR < 600 m (MOR bins
with "F" label) are consolidated into a bin labeled "FOG" at the bottom ofthe plot; 1287 minutes of homogeneous fog were
experienced during the one-month test period. Five percentile MOR ratios are listed at the bottom of the plot for the FOG
bin. The UK RVR accuracy limits (see Section 5) are drawn on the plot. The agreement between the UK transmissometer
and the US reference is excellent; the difference in median fog calibration is only 1.2 percent.
Table 1 shows how the performance evaluation of a forward scattermeter differs when compared to the US and UK
reference transmissometers; percentiles of the "FOG" bin (MOR < 600 m) are presented. The 50th percentile (median fog
response) is almost identical for the two references. However, the spread between the 25 th and 75 th percentiles is slightly
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greater for the UK reference than for the US
refer~nce. Some ofthis small difference may be
related to the differing homogeneity criteria used
for the two references: two-sensor comparison
for the US and time variability for the UK (see
next section). Two-sensor comparison can reject
poor quality transmissometer data, while time
variability cannot. One must conclude that the
two reference standards are essentially equivalent
for evaluating the performance of forward
scattermeters.

3. Dense Fog Results
Homogeneous, dense fog occurs
frequently on top ofMt. Washington. Figure 2
presents a box plot comparing the performance of
a US forward scattermeter to the UK
transmissometer as a reference standard. The
MOR values in Figure 2 reach as low as 10 m.
The data points included in the plot are subject to
a 10-percent homogeneity test based on the time
variability of the UK reference transmissometer;
the MOR for the prior and following minutes
must differ by less than 10 percent. The ratio
data for MOR <300 m are consolidated into a bin
labeled "FOG" at the bottom of the plot; a large
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Figure 1. Otis 1996 Comparison of UK and US Reference
Transmissometers

amount (13,753 minutes) of
Table 1. Otis Performance of US Forward Scattermeter 3/5/97-8/11/97:
homogeneous fog was experienced
FOG Bin MOR Ratios for Specified Percentiles
during the three-month test period,
most with MOR below 50 m. The
Reference
10 % Homogeneity
5th
"50 th
25 th
75 th
95 th
dense fog on Mt. Washington was
US
By Two Sensors
0.928
0.875
0.960
1.000
1.093
less homogeneous (only half the
UK
By Time Variability
0.835
0.903
0.958
0.997
1.061
points accepted by 10-percent
criterion) than at Otis (see Figure
1). Figure 2 shows the US error limits (see Section 5) instead ofthe UK limits in Figure 1.
The most notable feature of Figure 2 is that the median MOR ratio varies greatly with MOR for the five lowest MOR
bins. This observation was not a surprise. The
original scattermeter calibration corrected for
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The explanation for the reduced
attenuation distance can be found in the way light
scatters from fog. For each fog particle, the total
amount of scattered light is equal to twice the
amount oflight hitting the particle. The light
hitting the particle is scattered into all directions.
The shadow ofthe particle in the incident light
beam produces an equal amount of diffraction
scattering, which is concentrated in the forward
direction. The observed factor of two reduction
in attenuation correction compared with the
physical distance is understandable if the
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Figure 2. Mt. Washington: Box Plot Comparing US
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diffraction scattering does not effectively remove
light from the beams ofthe sensor.

SITE: CRREUMWN

YEAR: 1996 DAYS: 6/26· 9/ 5
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4. Scattermeter Fog Calibration
Consistency
The unit-to-unit calibration consistency of
a scattermeter depends upon the consistency of
the scattering geometry. The production
consistency ofthe US forward scattermeter was
checked 2 using a precision measuring machine.
A number of "golden" units, Le., those with close
to nominal scattering geometry, were selected for
field testing (1) to determine the correct
scattermeter calibration and (2) to assess the
variation in fog calibration under different test
conditions. All the data presented in this paper
came from "golden" sensors. The current fog
calibration for the US scattermeters was derived
from early production sensors that were not
golden. Field test data show that the typical
calibration of the golden sensors is about five
percent different (MOR ratio 0.95) from the
reference transmissometers. A field calibration
adjustment will be implemented as part of future
system enhancements.
The concept of the forward scattermeter
assumes that the scattered signal in a particular
range of scattering angles is proportional to the
total extinction coefficient. For effective
operational use, this proportion must be nearly
constant for different fog conditions (Le.,
different drop size distributions). Scattermeter
designers have selected scattering angles in the
range 30 to 50 degrees which, based on the
angular scattering characteristics of fog, should
provide performance approximately independent
of the precise drop size distribution. The validity
of this assumption was tested for the US forward
scattermeter by (1) comparing the median fog
response results for different sites and different
test periods, (2) looking at the spread in the MOR
ratio distribution, and (3) studying the variation in
fog response with wind direction. Data from the
first two analyses will be examined.

4.1.
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Median Fog Response

Comparing the median fog response from different sites will ensure consideration of different drop size distributions
resulting from differences in geography Figure 4 shows the golden sensor test history over two years at the Otis (units with
T--- names) and Birmingham (units with U--- names). Figure 3 shows the Mt. Washington test results. The test results for
the three sites are somewhat different:
Otis - Five test periods - The total spread in median fog response is ± 5 percent. Periods 1 and 3 showed the greatest variation.
The other three test periods showed a much smaller variation of ± 2 percent.
Birmingham - Three test periods - The total spread is ± 9 percent and the two units disagree by about 5 percent for the first
two periods (which had the most data).
Mt. Washington - The median MOR ratio about 10 percent higher than the typical value noted for Otis
Although the variance is greater than at Otis, the Birmingham values bracket the Otis values and give no evidence for
a systematic difference in fog type between the two sites. The reason for the greater variability ofthe Birmingham data is not
known at present. The scattermeters tested at Birmingham are now being tested at Otis using US and UK reference standards.
The more significant difference in the Mt. Washington data is likely an example of scattering proportion variations
resulting from a radically different fog type. Mt. Washington fog is typically generated by relatively strong upslope winds as
opposed to Otis fog which is formed by advection over the cool ocean. Since the conditions encountered on Mt. Washington
are not representative of operational airports, the differences noted are not considered to be significant.
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4.2.

MOR Ratio Distribution

A narrow MOR ratio distribution will indicate consistent performance at a single site where drop size distribution may
vary from event to event and within each individual event. Table I presents data on the width ofthe MOR ratio distribution
for scattermeter-transmissometer comparisons. For both references half the ratios (25 th to 75 th percentiles) lie within ± 5
percent of the median ratio. Likewise, 90 percent of the ratios (5 th to 95 th percentiles) lie within a spread of23 percent.

5. Accuracy Requirements
The US visibility sensor accuracy requirements are listed in Table 2. The RMSE
Table 2. US MOR
(root-mean-square-equivalent) limit says that, for a Gaussian error distribution, the
Accuracy Requirements
standard deviation ofthe measurement must be less than the specified value at the 90%
MOR
Accuracy
confidence limit. Specifically, this requirement means that 90% of the errors must be less
than 1.65 times the RMSE accuracy value. The US accuracy criteria are shown as vertical
300-2000 m
20%RMSE
boundaries in Figures 2 and 3 and are designed to be applied to experimental data using
<300m
15%RMSE
the two-transmissometer US reference standard with a 10-percent homogeneity criterion.
In this accuracy definition, any errors in the reference standard are incorporated into the
accuracy requirements. To meet the US accuracy requirement, 90 percent ofa sensor's MOR ratios must lie within the
accuracy limits. The US scattermeter meets 2 the US accuracy requirements.
Table 3 lists the UK RVR accuracy limits. The accuracy values are two
Table 3. UK RVR Accuracy
standard deviation values (i.e., 95 percent of the RVR measurements must be within
Limits
the limits). The UK accuracy criteria are more stringent than those of the US, but are
RVR
Accuracy
not as easily applied to experimental data since they pertain to RVR system accuracy,
which has contributions from light intensity and background luminance errors, in
<250 m
±25 m
addition to MOR errors. Moreover, it may be difficult to account for errors in the
250-1000 m
±1O%
MOR reference sensor. The analysis ofthis paper avoids these difficulties by applying
1000-1500 m
±(RVR/lOO)%
the criteria of Table 3 to MOR rather than RVR. Figure 1 plots the errors ofTable 3
under this assumption. Ifthe reference sensor had no errors, then the UK
transmissometer data in Figure I would appear to violate the accuracy requirement since the 95-percent lines (narrow lines for
each MOR bin) are typically well outside the limits. However, a more reasonable assumption is that the US reference and UK
transmissometer have comparable errors. In this case, the error limits should be expanded by ..)2 to include the reference
sensor errors and will then encompass enough of the error lines to meet the UK accuracy criteria.
The application ofUK accuracy criteria to a forward scattermeter is difficult because the assumption of equal test
sensor and reference sensor errors is not necessarily valid for transmissometer-scattermeter comparisons. A deeper analysis
ofthe test data summarized in Table 1 suggests that the spread in the MOR ratio distribution for a single golden scattermeter
can be narrow enough to meet the UK criteria for MOR below 600 m, but probably not for higher MOR values. Moreover,
variation in the mean response for non golden scattermeters may put some production run US sensors outside UK criteria at
MOR above 250 m where high accuracy is required.
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COMPARISON OF METEOROLOGICAL SCREENS FOR TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT.
LEFEBVRE Guy, (FRANCE)
METEO-FRANCElSETIM/QMR BP202
78195 TRAPPES
email: <guy.lefebvre@meteo.fr>
1 INTRODUCTION

2.3 Sensors used to analyse influence factors

The miniaturization of sensors and the wish to
reduce manufacturing costs lead to consider smaller
and smaller meteorological screens made of neW
materials. This explains interest of a technological
follow-up regarding meteorological screens. The main
purpose is to homogenize the effect of the screen upon
temperature measurement in a meteorological surface
network.
For any screen comparison, ifs difficult to know
the real air temperature. This comparison is used as a
support and comments the elaboration of a standard
relating to meteorological screens. It can also give the
opportunity to discover a screen excluding any baneful
influence and offering the sensor a maximal protection.

Influence factor
Sensors
Wind at 2m (above ground DEOLlA 92 (Degreane): cup
level)
anemometer.
Global radiation
pyranometer CM11 (Kipp &
Zonen)
Infrared radiation
Pvraeometer (Eppley)
Precipitations
Tipping bucket rain gauge
resolution O.05mm
Visibilitv
FD12P,(Va'isala) & Belfort
Sunshine duration
Optical fiber helioaraph (Cimel)
Temperature at -100, -50, -20, Pt100 probes outside screen
-10, at ground, at +10, +50,
+100, 150, 180cm
Humidity
Hygrometer
Hmp35DE
(Va'isala)
Sun elevation
Computed
Cloud cover (NebUlosity)
Observed by the regUlar
synoptic station

2 PRESENTATION
This comparison started in january 95 up to
december 97. In this document, the data acquired
during the period from 01/04/96 to 01/04/97 will be
studied.
The site is that of the SETIM-TRAPPES, near
PARIS. Its climatology is characterized by:
- Daily maximal temperature averages from +5.3'e in
winter (Februar) to +23.3'e in summer (August),
- Absolute maximum +36.6'e and minimum -15.8'e,
- 54 frosty days per year in average,
- average precipitations per month ranging from 48 to
59mm, being 651 mm per year,
- 12 to 17 precipitation (rainy) days per month,
- Average insolation duration per month 44 to 225h Le
1668h per year,
- Average wind speed 3.3m/s,
- 58 foggy days per year, 1 to 9 par month.
2.1 Temperature sensors used
All temperature sensors are 100 ohms, platinum
thread probes, class A. The ooe error does not exceed
+- 0.15°e. The margin of error is +-0.1 'e. This type of
sensor is used in the Meteo-France network. Before
field use, they are calibrated in our metrology
laboratory.
2.2 Acquisition equipment
The 4 thread probes are connected to a FLUKE
Helios 1 station. The RTD channels allow the setting of
3 and 4 thread probes. There are 20 channels with a
ground connection common to 10 channels. A 1mA
current is injected. This low current avoids any self
heating problems.
For temperatures between -200°C and +150oe and for
class A probes, The Helios system accuracy is 0.1°e
(0.006°e resolution,0.04°e repetability). The acquisition
of temperatures and other variables considered as
influence factors are simultaneously done every minute.

2.4 Screens tested
Ventilation
Natural

Artificial

LeQend
GM2
MRE
MIN
YOU
VAI

CIM
MAR
VAF
YVN
QVE
GRE

Manufacturer
Socrima
Socrima
Socrima
Youna
Va"isala
Cimel
Precis-mecaniaue
Va'isala
Youno
Qualimetrics
CEN

Model
Bm01152
Bm01161
Bm01167
41002
Dtr13
601
Bm01180
Dtr13F
43408
8150
orototvPe

Legend
GM2
MRE
MIN
YOU
VAI
CIM
MAR
VAF
YVN
QVE
GRE

materials, desiQn, characteristics
White ASS, white painted,shutter Stevenson tyPe
White ASS, white painted,shutter Stevenson tyPe
blue ABS, White painted,11 cups + covers
UV resistant white thermoplastic, 12cups among which
3 plain ones on the toP.
Polyester reinforced fiberglass, 12 cups piled up
among which 2 plain ones on the top, white painted
upperpart, black painted underpart.
white painted aluminium, 10 cups among which a plain
one on the toP.
White painted POlvester plastic, 5 cups piled UP.
The same as VAI with a solar panel on the top and an
autonomous fan (1.8m1s).
UV resistant thermoplastic, ventilation sPeed 6m1s
White cainted aluminium, ventilation soeed 1.8m1s
White painted arev PVC, speed 1.8m/s

2.5 Screens installation
The screens are installed above grass more than 2.5m
from each other and more than 50m from any building.
The sensors are located at 1.5m above round level.

-10- aVE
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-11- GRE

-12- YVN

The screen is sensitive to heat transfers by changing
state (evaporation, condensation).

Figure 1
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3 CHOOSING THE REFERENCE (12)
The ventilated screen YOUNG 43408 was chosen
as a relative reference for the following reasons:
- The manufacturer claims that YVN presents a
minimal overheating around 0.1°C for a total radiation
below or equal to 1080W/m2 ,
- The results show that YVN is always the coldest
screen in the day as soon as the sun shines,
- We have not noticed any case of psychrometric
effect even in winter,
- The constant flow of ventilation makes the
comments on the behaviour of natural ventilation
screens easier.
4 INFLUENCE OF SCREENS UPON T,Tmin,Tmax.
The percentage of data T,Tmin,Tmax showing a
deviation from the reference Within the interval (-0.2°C,
+0.2°C) are displayed in the following histogram (Fig1).
9 screens out of 11 obtain more than 50% of the
instantaneous data (T) within the interval (-0.2;+0.2°C)
and 3 screens out of 11 obtain more than 60%.
The influence of the screen over temperature
measurement is much more important in the day.
Percentages are lower for the maxima (6% to 61%)
than the minima (57% to 85%).
The screen must protect the sensor from sun
(direct and diffused) and earth and atmospheric
radiation. In the day, 3 screens (GRE,CIM,MAR) obtain
less than 20% maxima meeting the above criterion.
These are screens particularly sensitive to solar
radiation.
Any vapour, dew or microdroplets on a probe
produces a quantity of energy through condensation, at
dawn in particUlar. This accounts for the strange
behaviour of QVE regarding the minima for which
several cases of psychrometric effect have been noted.

T is the instantsneous temperature (messured every minute).
Tm;n and Tmax are the meteorological daily maJdmal and minimal
temperatures calculated. The maJdmum (minimum) temperature
is calculated from the data acquited from 6h01 (18h01) on D.day
(D.day - 1) to 6hOO (18hOO) on D.day + 1 (D.day) and assigned
toD.day

5 SCREENS USED BY DAY TIME
The data are processed only if the optical fiber
heliograph detects a direct radiation above the
120W/m2 threshold. Three wind speed intervals are
considered (FF<1m/s, 2<FF<3m/s, FF>5m/s). In figures
2,3,4 the medians of the deviations from the reference
(on Y-axis in CC) are compared according to global
radiation classes "RG" ( on X-axis in W/m 2 ) depending
on wind speed at 2m.
The deviation from the reference results from
overheating due to "RG" from a quantitative point of
view. The standard deviation reveals a data scattering
that is to say the ability of the screen to homogenize the
air temperature round the sensor by mixing the internal
air either through natural or artificial convection. All
sensors are influenced by the global radiation "RG". The
deviation of median from the reference increases with
"RG" by -O.2°C to. +1PC ,considering the set of
screens (fig 2,3,4).
5.1 Natural ventilation screens
With a light wind, a natural ventilation screen in
white thermoplastic or white painted ASS shows a
standard deviation which decreases as "RG" increases.
This can be explained by the fact that natural
convection increases (in direction earth-sky) due to the
rise in the temperature of the ground compared with
that of the air on sunny days. This increase in natural
convection on clear and windless day with a high "RG"
can also account for the overheating limit of these
screens for a RG >= 700W/m 2 (Fig2). The standard
deviations decrease when the wind increases (from 0.46
to 0.18°C for GM2, from 0.33 to 0.13°C for VAI).

(In fig2, VAI and YOU are not shown. They are similar to MIN)
(In fig3, GRE is not shown since similar to MAR and
MIN,GM2, VAI have their plotting points between MRE and VAF)
(In fig4 MIN and YOU are not shown since similar to VAI)
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screens take more time to set calorific balance between
structure, external and internal air. Stevenson screens
overheat up to 0.7°C for GM2; up to 1°C for MRE. Their
standard deviation is higher than those of the other
screens due to their higher thermal inertia and their
large capacity.

Figure 2

1.8 ....---,.--..,--r----r-..,.---.,--..,----,r--,
1.6

Wind <= 1 m/s

1.4

1.2

5.1.2 Cup screens

1

0.8

The VAI, YOU arid MIN screens overheat up to
0.8°C in the day.and show a deviation (of the medians)
from the reference which increases as wind speed
decreases (0 to 1°C). So it is with CIM and MAR, but
these overheat much more (0 to 1.7°).
The CIM is made of aluminum. In spite of white
paint albedo (0.8), this metal favours a higher flux
density (F=(T1-T2)/P) compared to a thermoplastic
plate ( for the temperature conditions of the 2 sides of a
plate (T1-T2)). Aluminium ha:; a high thermal
conductivity K=200 and consequently a low thermal
resistance P=e!K, where e is the thickness.
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Figure 3

1.4
1.2

5.2 Artificial ventilation screens

1

The GRE shows an abnormal overheating (Fig2
1.2°C for 700W/m2 ) which increases with wind speed
(Fig4 +1°C for 300W/m2, 1.5°C for 900W/m2). It has
been noted that, according to wind direction, the
internal flux speed changed from 1.8m/s with no wind to
1m/s with a 5m/s wind. The standard deviation
increases when the wind increases (from 0.28 to O.56°C).
The QVE tends to overheat in spite of its internal
fan. Here again, the internal flux speed is problably
influenced by the wind speed. This may explain
radiation errors increasing with the wind speed. This
may be due to the low thermal resistance of the
material. The standard deviation doesn't depend on
wind but it increases when "RG" increases (from 0.2 to
O.34°C).
The VAF overheats less than the ventilated VAI
(+o.rc with no wind Fig2) and shows the same
behaviour towards the wind as cup screens ( Fig4,
0.2°C). It is generally colder than natural ventilation
screens by 0.2°C.
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6 SCREENS USED BY NIGHT TIME
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5.1.1 stevenson type screens
These screens (GM2,MRE) are characterized by
their large size and important mass (#100kg,#50Kg).
They have a smoothering effect upon temperature
curves due to their high thermal inertia. They react with
delay to high temperature gradients. Consequently, they
under-estimate the temperature at dawn (Fig2,
0<RG<400W/m2) and over-estimate it when it starts
dropping at the end of the day. The clearer the day is,
the more important the streaking effect is. These

In the night, the screens are only submitted to
earth and air radiation (IR=infrared radiation, 5 < wave length
< 100tJm). The effect of the screen upon temperature
measurement is reduced.
In order to process night data, a filter selects any
information for which the "RG" is below 2W/m2 • The
plotting of cumulated differences (Tsens-Tref) curves
concerning natural ventilation screens (MIN,VAI,CIM)
allowed to select the nights for which the cumulative
total is constantly increasing «Tsens-Tref»O), or
constantly decreasing «Tsens-Tref)<O) during the night,
or both. The mixed situations show that the sign of
(Tsens-Tr~ is correlated with the wind. For an average
Wind > 1m/s, all the screens have a behaviour
practically similar to that of the reference «Tsens-Tref)
around +0.1 to +0.2°C). As soon as the wind drops ( or
is below 0.5rn1s) the natural ventilation screens get
colder than the YVN reference. This cooling is
immediate, as soon as the wind drops or stops.
Any object is emitting a radiation depending on its
temperature and emissivity (0.9 for natural objects). If
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the screen receives a "IR" radiation from colder
(warmer) objects than itself, it will emit more (less) "IR"
radiation than it receives. It will be then cooled (or
warmed).This imbalance mainly occurs between ground
and sky but also between the thermometer and the
screen itself on a smaller scale. If the sensor is well
protected by the screen against radiation, the effect of
"IR" is reduced and the probe mainly receives a "IR"
from the walls of the screen itself. The lower the
temperature difference between the screen and the
extemal air is, the lower the "IR" flux density between
the probe and the screen is. The main effect of "IR"
imbalance is the cooling of the screen itself leading to
the cooling of the air passing through. It depends on the
ventilation (natural or artificial) or on wind speed.
Processings of descriptive statistics according to
wind classes allowed to quantify the effect of the wind
on the deviation from the reference for each screen
used by night time. When the deviation from the
reference is constantly negative all night (no or very
light wind , Fig 9) and when it is constantly positive all
night (average wind over 1m/s, FigS).
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7 CONCLUSION

Figure 10

Cumulated differences curves.

~
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No (or light) wind case: (Fig 9)
All natural ventilation screens are slightly colder
than YVN. The MRE has a singUlar behaviour at night.
It is colder (0.5°C under YVN reference) than other
natural ventilation screens with no wind.

The YVN screen is the coldest. It seems to be a
good reference, but this should be confirmed by other
designs. The use of such screens in a meteorological
surface network would generate a break in
climatological data mainly based on stevenson screens
measurements. The other artificial ventilation screens
have their ventilation disturbed by the wind. All the
natural ventilation screens have solar radiation and
night cooling effects. Some cup screens show
behaviours rather similar to stevenson screens. The
change of screen type has certainly an influence over
the continuity in climatic measurements (Fig 10).
If GM2 is replaced by YVN (or similar type), Tmin and
Tmax are under-estimated throughout the year. If GM2
is replaced by MIN, Tmax is slightly over-estimated only
in summer (no problem for Tmin).

Figure 8

0.35 .rrrrT-rr-rr;:CCl:::cI:::c:I::c::I::C:C:CCCcI~

0

Average wind over 1m1s case (Fig 8):
We think that these cases occur when the screens
have been heated during day time and stay warmer
during night time, due to their thermal inertia. This
explains the positive deviations by light wind here.
All natural ventilation screens have similar
behaviours ( their medians deviate from the reference
by +0.1°C to 0.2°C) whatever the wind speed (Fig 8).
The natural ventilation screens overheating in the day
(CIM,MAR) deviate from the reference by 0.2°C instead
of 0.1°C. (slightly more than for screens GM2, MRE,
MIN VAI,YOU). The aVE's deviation from reference is
less important (+0.3°C to #DO C) when the wind
increases (0 to 6m/s).
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A Thermometer Screen Intercomparison
Jitze P. van der Meulen,
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute,
Postbus 201, 3730 AE de Bilt, Netherlands
meulenvd@knmi.nl

1. Introduction
In order to choose for an appropriate design of a radiation shield for the automatic measurements of air
temperature and humidity, an intercomparison of seven different screens was organized from 1989 to 1995. At the
instruments test site at KNMI in De Bilt, the Netherlands, the air temperature is measured every 15 seconds during a
contiguous period of seven years. These temperatures are measured synchronously inside 7 screens of very different
designs (different materials, shapes, sizes and type of ventilation)
2. Background

Although different thermometers and sensors of different shape, type and quality are in use, these devices
confirm in principle to a standard. However, the design and construction of shields demonstrate significant mutual
differences. In fact thermometers and sensors can be calibrated with respect to internationally approved standard
procedures. Shields however are not subject to any kind of international WMO approved standardization. In the Guide
to Instruments and Methods of Observation, (WMO No. 8), advises to construct these screens are presented, but a
typical standard screen is not recommended. Today the size of screens is subject to charge. From the well known
Stevenson screen, designed to contain a number of thermometers, today small sized screens are produced to contain the
small sensor elements. Moreover, besides the natural ventilated screen also artificially ventilated screen are in practice.
In the past a limited number intercomparisons [1, 2, 3] are carried out world wide, especially between
Stevenson screens. With the introduction of the new types of screens, more fundamental knowledge and experiences of
these screens are essential to be able to interpret any charge in the time series. For that reason the intercomparison
described in this report is carried out. After analyses of 6 years of field measurements conclusions are presented on the
performance of the various types of screens.
The WMO Commission for Instruments and Methods of Observation(CIMO) has recommended to its WMO
Members the following accuracy requirements:
- required accuracy for temperature measurements: 0.1 K
- best achievable operational accuracy:
0.2 K
3. Overview of causes and results by environmental affection

Temperature measurements are influenced by a number of environmental circumstances, such as:
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

direct radiation by the sun (by day) on the sensor
indirect radiation (after reflection by the ground, water surface, snow or the screen itself) form the sun on the
sensor
direct and indirect infrared radiation by the screen itself and from outside the screen (ground, water surface,
snow) on or from the sensor (i.e. there is no balance in IR radiation heat transfer).
Insufficient natural or artificial ventilation of the air inside the screen with the air outside causing typical
micro-climate effects and long response times.
Non-natural mixing of the air around the screen caused by local artificial ventilation or wind shields.
Cooling of the screen and the sensor caused by:
precipitation (rain, showers, drizzle and snow will cool down the screen)
wetting by aerosols (during precipitation and fog) of the (day bulb) sensor. The sensor may act as a
wet bulb sensor as a result, typically is case of strong winds, or ventilated shields.
snow and ice on top or around the screen
collection of water inside the screen (evaporation) will cool down the air inside the screen).
Shadowing of the site by large trees, buildings or separate screens.
Strong heating of the stand caused by absorbtion of the sunlight and as a result an upwards warm air current
passing the screen.

A special issue is wind. In case of no wind at all the natural ventilation of the air inside the screen is limited to
diffusion only. The effects stated above will be more significant than in case of strong winds in combination of
precipitation the sensor inside the screen will be affects by deposition of aerosols or small droplets. However it must be
stated that temperature is measured at a specific height above the ground (in The Netherlands: 150 cm above a well
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maintained and flat grass cover in an open area). During day and night different vertical temperature profiles appear
which will be influenced by the wind. Moreover continuous sunshine, occasionally sunshine or no sunshine by complete
overcast demonstrates significant different effects on the temperature profile, especially up to 2m above the ground.
Due to this issues the representativeness of the temperature measured at 150 cm for the area around the observation site
will be limited, and the stated accuracies as well.
4. Quality related issues

Besides environmental effects the sensor itself might be sUbject to degradation causing drift or instable readouts. As a consequence all sensors and measuring devices must be checked and calibrated within regular intervals to
fulfil the stated accuracy. Essential to this requirement is the necessity of a qualified calibration facility which ensures
an absolute accuracy of the sensors. This accuracy is based on appropriate reference or workings standards, well skilled
personnel and appropriate procedures. Moreover the reference must be traceable to an international certified standard
(e.g. certified by EAL related Member States).
Another issue is contamination and degradation of the screen itself. It is understood that dark pollution will increase
the absorbtion of the sun sunlight resulting in self heating. Also the state of the ground or soil is relevant. In the
Netherlands KNMI measures the air temperature at 150cm above short cut grass. In dry climates or with rocky grounds,
the grass will not have the desired condition. In polar regions snow will cover the ground frequently. In such cases the
interactions between (heated or cooled) ground and the air will be different then with grass and also the radiation from
the ground will be significant.
5. Construction of the screen or shield

As stated above screens are used to protect the thermometer or sensor against environmental phenomena,
principally sunshine. Nevertheless such a shelter inevitably introduces micro-climate effects. To learn about the
performance of a specific screen is to learn about the micro-climate inside the screen. For any intercomparison of
thermometer screens the largest problem will the definition of a standard screen, which may act as reference. Since such
a standard is not available at this moment, one should define a specific screen for which the performance is rather well
known and suitable as a reference.
The large number of screens, manufactured today may classified as follows:
I
II

Stevenson screen - type (material: Wood or synthetic), typically with "Louvre" screens.
Larger round-shaped screens (material: Synthetic), -25cm diameter and 20 to 40 cm tall
III Smaller round-shaped screens (material: Synthetic), <1Ocm diameter and <12 cm tall
IV Specific screens, designed in combination with artificial ventilation
Traditionally the screens in class 1 to 3 are not ventilated; however ventilation is an option. The round shaped
screens consist of a number of round, open plates above each other, but their designs are very different for the various
types.
6. Intercomparison

In the period from 1989 to 1995 the following screens were investigated at the KNMI instruments test site in
de Bilt, Netherlands (situated at WMO 06 260):

-

Type:
KNMI round shaped multi plate ("reference")
Vaisala look-alike DTRll
Young: Gill multi-plate radiation shield model 41002
Socrima round 'weather station shelter' BMO 1167A
Young: Gill Aspirated radiation shield model 43408
Young: The same, but newer model (smaller tubes)
KNMI Stevenson screen (PVC, unventilated)
KNMI Stevenson screen (PVC, ventilated)
KNMI Stevenson screen (wood, unventilated)

period:
890109 - 950201
890109 - 930220
890109 - 930220
910308 - 950201
901209 - 920818
920818 - 950201
890109 - 910306'
910307 - 950201
890109 - 930220

Class:
II
II
III
II

IV
IV
I
I
I

Every 15 s a temperature sample was registered. To be able to determine the effect of other meteorological
elements on the temperature measurements, the following parameters were collected as well: Windspeed, radiation
(global) and precipitation-intensity/detection. Typically, temperature measurements are carried out at 150 cm above
well cut grass unless when snow covers the ground.
7. Results

Although the whole dataset is not analyzed in full detail, it is already possible to give some significant results
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here. Since no standard screen is available as a real and scientifically well understood reference, we choose for the
"KNMI round shaped multi plate" for use as a "reference". This screen looks very similar to Vaisala's DTRl1. It is
obvious off course that differences between both type of screens were very neglectable small. On the other hand,
difference between screens give a good impression of the mutual temperature differences, caused by local natural
variations. In fig. 1 a typical example is presented of these differences from a 24h cycle. In this figure the effect of the
local temperature variations on the mutual difference can clearly be observed. Also the effect of sunrise and sunset on
the flat vertical sides of the Stevenson screens is rather well demonstrated.

Fig. 1, Typically example a/the
mutual temperature differences
measured during a sunny summer
day in July.
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Radiation impacts: A good impression of the effect of radiation on temperature measurements is given in fig. 2 where
the differences of the temperatures, measured in the various screens are presented. Typically temperatures measured in
synthetic (all classes) differ significantly from the old operational KNMI Stevenson screen (wood, unventilated). The
first group give similar results, within 0.1 to 0.2°C. The wooden stevenson screen shows a clear difference of max. -1.7
K, which means that the air inside that screen is 1.7°C higher than that within the others. Obviously, this screen suffers
significantly from self heating.
Wind impacts: In fig. 3 an example of the wind effect is shown. We have chosen for the wooden screen, which the same
differences as in fig. 2: It is very clear that wind has a positive effect on temperature measurements.
Note however that there exists a strong correlation between wind, radiation and temperature, which can easily be
demonstrated by figures of the daily cycle of those heth. This implies that investigation on the impact of those elements
on temperature measurements should take care of this correlation.

Long term effects: Since in winter and in summer the impact of radiation, wind, etc. may expected to be different, daily
results are plotted for a period of 6 months (see fig. 4). In this figure again the differences between the temperatures of
the wooden screen and the reference is shown on a daily base: The average difference together with the standard
deviation and the minimum and maximum values of these differences. Obviously, in summer time the differences are
significant larger than in winter time.
For all other screens analyzed until today average daily differences of 0.1 to 0.2°C are normal. The daily minimum
and maximum differences are about O.soC (in winter) to l.O°C (in summer).
8. Conclusions
Based on the analysis of th~ dataset, carried out until today, it is found that the temperatures in most screens are
similar within approximately O.2°C. Some screen however show, under particular circumstances large deviations (1°C
or more),
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Fig. 2, An example of the impact of
radiation on temperature
measurements: Most ofthe screens
give results within O.2°C, but the
wooden*Stevenson screen shows a
significant difference ofmore than
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Fig. 3, A typical example ofthe
wind impact on the wooden
Stevenson screen: With low wind
speed (also at night time), significant differences are observed
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Fig. 4, A seven month's plot ofthe
daily differences (average, min,
max) between the wooden Stevenson screen and a round multiplate
screen, acting as a reference.
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AWOS PERFORMANCE EVALUATION DATA ANALYSIS RESULTS
AUTHORS: Mike Crowe*, Andre Giguere, Stu McNair.
Atmospheric Environment Service, Canada

1. INTRODUCTION
In late 1994, aviation user groups expressed concern that the Awas (Automated Weather Observation
System) observation program was not meeting their needs. This resulted in a moratorium on any further
commissionings of Awas for aviation use until such time as those concerns could be addressed through a
demonstration of Awas capabilities. The resulting Awas Performance Evaluation (APE) was carried out at seven
Canadian airports during 1995/1996. The evaluation was designed and conducted by a steering committee with
representation from government agencies, employee associations, and private sector airlines and associations. An
Awas was collocated with a 24-hour human observing program at each of the seven sites and data collection was
handled electronically. Awas reports have been time-synchronized with the corresponding official human
observations (hourly and special) and organized in a database. Analyses have been performed comparing various
elements of the two observing programs to determine the degree of agreement, and ultimately, to allow aviation users to
decide if Awas can meet their needs.
In particular, several analyses were performed comparing the Awas ceilings and visibilities with those of the
observers. This paper presents some of the results of those analyses.

2. DATA ANALYSIS METHODS
Given the aviation motivation for the APE, analysis focused on those parameters of greatest importance for
that industry. The approach taken was to identify deficiencies with the Awas performance as perceived by the
aviation user groups, develop and implement software and hardware enhancements to the Awas at the test sites that
addressed those deficiencies and perform analyses that would give a clear picture of Awas performance in those areas
of interest. All identified performance deficiencies concerned the parameters of sky condition, visibility and reporting
of present weather phenomenon. User satisfaction was expressed with AWaS performance in reporting Wind, pressure,
temperature and humidity.
When comparing two time series, one must first give consideration to how one matches the data for analysis
purposes. For datasets involving meteorological observations, the approach may seem obvious - compare observations
that are concurrent in time. Although useful for some purposes, a number of inherent weaknesses with this matching
technique were identified:
•
•

•

Awas and the observer rarely issued special observations at the same time. Thus, much of the data would be left
out of the analysis - especially data that occurred during interesting and changeable weather conditions.
The observer's instrument compound was located anywhere from a hundred meters to a kilometer away from the
Awas sensor compound at the test sites. Temporal differences could be induced by this spatial separation of
observing areas making th~s matching technique inappropriate and misleading.
This type of matching leads one to compare the Awas observation to the human observation, using the latter as the
standard. It was acknowledged that the human observation could contain errors for a variety of reasons.
Furthermore, from the beginning, the intent of the evaluation was not to determine whether Awas could mimic a
human observation, but rather to evaluate the extent to which Awas could meet aviation operations requirements.

Thus, each analysis was performed on a number of datasets created using different matching techniques. In
addition to analyzing observations concurrent in time, the following datasets were analyzed:
1. Closest in time ± 15 minutes; starting with the human observation, if there was no concurrent Awas observation,
.the observation that was closest in time within a 30 minute time "window" around that observation was chosen as a
match for analysis purposes. This had the effect of adding many of the special observations to the dataset.
2. Closest in value ± 15 minutes; in this technique, if there were a number of AWaS observation from which to
choose in the 30 minute window, the Awas observation that best agreed with the human observation was chosen
as a match. This effectively gave the Awas a time "leeway" within which to agree with the observer.

* Corresponding author's address:
Michael.Crowe@ec.gc.ca
4905 Dufferin St. Downsview, ON Canada M3H 5T4.
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3. Closest in value + IS/-59 minutes; this technique is entirely analogous to technique #2, but the time window has
been broadened to ensure that all data gets included. In the worst case (a human special observation at H + 0:59)
one may need to go back 59 minutes to retrieve the valid A was observation
As might be expected, technique #3 invariably produced the best agreement between the human and A was, followed
by # 2, then #1. Observations concurrent in time generally showed the least agreement.
When discussing the analysis results, it was generally agreed by the steering committee that technique #2
could be used to best describe A was performance as compared to the observers, and it is the results using this
technique that are reproduced here. For a more complete accounting of the various analyses refer to the AWOS web
page at www.tor.ec.gc.calreadac/index.html

3. CEILING ANALYSIS RESULTS
Results of ceiling analyses are reproduced in figures 1-4. The figures show that A was agreed best with the
observer in the absence of precipitation, particularly at heights below 2000 feet. In rain or snow there was less
agreement, with A was demonstrating a bias to report lower than the observer. This can best be explained by looking
at the number of observations issued by Awas compared with that of the observer. The number of specials issued by
Awas was found to be on the order of six times that of the observers. For any given observer ceiling, a number of
A was ceilings would be reported surrounding that report in time. The different datasets described in Part 2 showed
that those A was ceilings would range from very close to that of the observer to somewhat lower.
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Other conclusions that were drawn concerning the comparability of AWOS ceilings with those of the observer
are summarized below.
1. The climatology of both observing systems over the period of the study was very similar i.e. they tended to report
the various reportable ceiling heights with about the same frequency.
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2. The main differences observed in the climatology could be explained by two Awas characteristics; a tendency to
report a ceiling of zero during precipitation, with corresponding observer ceilings between 100 and 500 ft and
reports of a ceiling below 1000 ft about 5% of the time the observer had no ceiling - usually in winter conditions
with ice crystals and/or ice fog present
3. There was a perception by users that given the "point" nature of the cloud sensor (a vertically pointing laser
ceilometer), Awas may be slow to respond to rapidly changing conditions such as the onset or cessation of a
ceiling below 3000 ft. A lead/lag analysis was carried out that found matched AWaS/observer observations that
agreed the ceiling had fallen below or raised above 1000 or 300 ft. The analysis method then backtracked to see
which observation recorded the change in ceiling fIrSt. It was found that Awas tended to lead the observer on
reporting ceiling changes through 1000 or 300 feet on the order of2:1.

VISIBILITY ANALYSIS RESUL TS
Results of visibility analyses are reproduced in figures 5-8. The figures show that Awas agreed best with the
observer in precipitation, particularly with visibilities less than three miles. In the absence of precipitation (and thus,
for visibilities less than six miles, in the presence of an obstruction to vision) there was less agreement, with Awas
demonstrating a bias to report higher than the observer. As with the ceiling analysis, for any given observer visibility, a
number of Awas visibilities would be reported surrounding that report in time. The different datasets described in
Part 2 showed that those Awas visibilities would range from very close to that of the observer to somewhat higher.
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ather conclusions that were drawn concerning the comparability of Awas visibilities with those of the observer
are summarized below.
1. The climatology of both observing systems over the period of the study was very similar. Visibilities below 3 miles

were reported with identical frequencies by both systems - on 10.4% of the concurrent hourly reports. The results
shown in the figures suggest that the systems did not always report these conditions at the same time.
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2. A concern of the users was that A was tended to report visibilities much lower than the observers when ice crystals
were present. Although the dataset was rather too small to give a good picture of characteristic performance,
nothing in the data suggested that A was exhibited a low bias in the presence of ice crystals
3. Case studies of many particular events of the presence of an obstruction to vision suggested that in general the
agreement was very good in cases where the obstruction was of a homogeneous character and reduced the visibility
to below one mile. The main disagreements occurred in cases where remarks from the observer or the A was
suggested a high degree of variability of the phenomenon (e.g. remarks of variable visibility or patchy fog, etc.)
4. There was a perception by users that given the "point" nature of the visibility sensor (a "spot" extinction coefficient
sensor), A was may be slow to respond to rapidly changing conditions such as the onset or cessation ofvisibilities
below 3 miles. A lead/lag analysis analogous to that for ceilings was carried out for visibility thresholds of3, 1 and
1/2 mile. The results..wew ggIB8whaL hrconelusive tttItl did not suggest either system led or lagged the other in
reporting changes through those thresholds.

OTHER ANALYSIS RESUL TS
Ceiling and visibility performance were the parameters of most concern to the aviation users. There were
other concerns that were identified and analyses were performed on the data to demonstrate AWOS performance in
those areas as well. Some of these are summarized below

Present Weather
1. Concern was expressed that AWOS was issuing too many false reports of precipitation. Analysis oG~ data showed
that on the order of 12% of A was reports of precipitation were false alarms using observer reports as the
benchmark. However, when erroneous data caused by malfunctioning sensors was removed from the dataset, and
other events that contained some remark from the observer that precipitation was intermittent or spotty were also
removed, this false alarm rate could be shown to be less than 5%.
2. At the beginning of the APE, A was did not have the capacity to report freezing precipitation. As part of the
evaluation, an icing sensor was deployed and integrated with the precipitation occurrence sensor to develop the
capacity to report freezing drizzle and freezing rain, as well as non-precipitating icing events. Analysis of APE data
showed that AWOS agreed with the observer that freezing precipitation was falling about 80% of the time.
Conversely, the observer agreed with AWOS about 63% of the time.

Weather Watch Capacity
Users expressed some concern that AWOS had a tendency to issue more special reports than was operationally
useful. Awas prepares full weather reports each minute from which special reports are issued any time a particular
threshold is crossed. In highly variable conditions, AWOS will relentlessly issue specials, whereas the human observer
will tend to smooth conditions and minimize the number that are issued. Monitoring of specials indicated that Awas
teaded to issudsix
times
the number of specials issued by the observers.
. \
f
t/~"-'-.

Communications Performance
Communications performance was identified as a major concern. At the time of the launching of the APE,
many A was hourly reports were not being received and disseminated by the National Communications System, or the
reports were showing up late and out of sequence. Over the last few years the integrity of the telecommunications
systems has been improved, and all networks have been monitored closely. The communications performance of the
AWOS network has improved to the point that it is now out-performing the human observing network in terms of
availability of reports

CONCLUSIONS
The APE steering committee acknowledged that AWOS performance had markedly improved, and lifting of
the moratorium has been recommended. All software and hardware enhancements to the Awas have since been
implemented on the operational network. It was also acknowledged by the group that performance deficiencies still
existed. In particular, AWOS inability to report thunderstorm activity, obstructions to vision and off-site weather
phenomena were cited as areas for further development. Environment Canada is installing a lightning detection grid
across the country that will be integrated with the Awas network to enable reporting of thunderstorm occurrence.
Processing techniques continue to be investigated to develop the capacity to report obstructions to vision, and
development of a network of remote video cameras to supplement Awas reports is being considered.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF TEMPERATURE SCREENS AND THEIR
IMPACT ON TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
Dr J. Warne (Ms)
Bureau ofMeteorology
GPO Box l289K Melbourne 3001
Australia

ABSTRACT

Current day concerns about enhanced greenhouse wanning and the impacts of changes in climate
on the economics and social fabric of the world, has given rise to questions about the accuracy of data
used to identifY to the small rises in temperature expected. Aside from effects such as urbanisation, the
uncertainty oftemperature measurements is effected by factors such as the accuracy ofthe temperature
sensor, the time constant ofthe sensor, the enclosure used to house the sensor and the representativeness
of the local environment.
To improve the understanding of the impact of enclosures ten different screens were installed
in the Bureau ofMeteorology's field test site at Broadmeadows. The screens varied from the standard
wooden Stevenson screen to modern aspirated screens. One-minute data on each screen has been
collected since December 1994 and has revealed some interesting results. Typically the Stevenson
screen resulted in average montWy maximum temperatures in summer which were 0.7 to 0.2°C cooler
than other non-aspirated screens and 0.4°C cooler than the aspirated screens. The impact on the
monthly minimum temperature was significantly less with the Stevenson's screen being 0.1 to O.3°C
warmer. The magnitude ofthese differences means that for some screens the average daily temperature
would rise by 0.25°C, masking or enhancing any greenhouse warming effect.

*************
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THE PRACTICAL IMPACTS OF RTD AND THERMOMETER DESIGN
ON WET AND DRY BULB RELATIVE HUMIDITY MEASUREMENTS
Dr 1. Wame
Bureau ofMeteorology
GPO Box 1289K Melbourne 3001
Australia

ABSTRACT

Identification ofdifferences in the wet and dry bulb temperatures in field conditions for different
temperature sensor designs resulted in this study ofwet bulb sensors. Analysis of laboratory tests in an
environmental chamber resulted in two possible models for the psychrometer coefficient for these
sensors. The first model included the "wet potential", that is a coefficient for the ratio ofthe wet bulb
temperature divided by the wet bulb depression. The second model also included coefficients for wet,
dry and the theoretical wet bulb depression. Both models explained a significant proportion,
approximately 90% and 99% respectively, ofthe observed discrepancies.

*********
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COMPARISON OF MEASUREMENTS BETWEEN
TRADITIONAL AND MODERN SCREENS
Mahmood Nikzad
Islamic Republic of Iran Meteorological Organization (IRIMO)
IRIMO, P.O. Box 13185-461, Iran
Fax: (+9821) 6000417

Abstract
For measuring the air temperature and humidity, the dry and wet bulb
thermometers were formerly placed in wooden thermometer screens. The height
and other dimensions of screens applied in different countries vary significantly.
In Iran, modern screens were installed in 1980. As a result, the air temperature
measured in the new type of screens in the morning (at 0300 GMT) is higher than
that of the old one. The difference is ranging from 0 to 0.5 °C while the humidity
differs by 5%. The air temperature measured at noon (0900 GMT) in the modern
screen is lower than in the old one. The difference is ranging from -0.1 to -1.4 °C
at 1500 GMT. Furthermore, the observed air temperature in the modern screen
shows an increase in the summer season and a decrease in the other seasons,
oppositely.

***************
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COMPARISON OF DAILY MAXIMUM AIR TEMPERATURE DATA SERIES OBSERVED BY
CLASSICAL AND AUTOMATIC METEOROLOGICAL SYSTEMS

Luis Filipe A. C. Nunes
INSTITUTO DE METEOROLOGIA- PORTUGAL
Rua C do Aeroporto, 1700 Lisboa (email: Luis.Nunes@meteo.pt)
The wide use ofAutomatic Meteorological Stations (AMS) in the Portuguese Network is a major change in the methods of classical
observation. Phase 1 ofthis project became operational on Jan.96 with 21 AMS [02J Because the data in long climatological series have been
recorded with those methods it's pertinent to ask if we can continue old series with new data coming from AMS. With the new automatic network there
are many changes at measurement level: data aquisition frequency, data processing algoritms, instruments characteristics, instalation features, etc.
The impacts produced by these changes, like inhomogenities in data series, which may appear on climatological analisys, may be serious with the
lack ofmetadata [OIJ
This work is about getting some knowledge on the differences between results obtained with classical and automatic systems for the daily
maxi-mum air temperature values using statistical methods for the comparison ofdata series. Data from 2 stations on mainland-Portugal have been
used: Beja and Bragan{Ja. Both sites had good regular jimcioning of classical and automatic systems for more than 1 year, producing 2 daily
maximum air temperature (DMAT) series. The purpose ofthis work is try to reveal some ofthe main changes that we can expect on the new data
series resulting from new methodological errors, which are mainly due to different time response and measuring frequency ofthe sensors, that limit
the atmospheric scales to be observed.
Classical DMATfrom 09 to 09UTC is measured with mercury thermometers by qualified personnel. On the other handAMS use electrical
sensors (pTIOO type) to record the air temperature value every minute (sampling interval complies with WMO recomendations [03}) all day long.
DMAT values ofAMS were retrievedfrom 10' records.
The factory characteristics and instalation features ofPTI 00 sensors results in an uncertainty of:t:O.2"C [04] with a delay coeficient of30
sec. These values, like the ones for the classical thermometers, are within the range recomended by WMO fOr DMAT observations. At selected sites,
AMS sensors were instaled as near as possible to the corresponding classical thermometer screen, depending on local conditions and logistic
For every data series, classical and AMS, from each site, several statistical characteristics were calculated. For every climatological day
(09-09UTC), the differences between pairs of DMAT values, from both systems on same site, were calculated, resulting in one time series of
differences classical-AMS, for each station. For these series some other parameters were calculated, like, bias, rms error and mean error.
The correlation between classical and AMS series were also calculated by means oflinear regression. The standard error for the bias
(at!i.rlW), were also calculated, wehere n is the number ofpoints. Ifthe differences are notstatisticaly independent the Bartels number n' can be used
instead ofn to calculate the standard error.
Another calculation was the statistical entropy ofthe measured and differences data series, using the expression for the average uncertainty of a system with n independent ocorrences mutualy excluded. Comparing statistical entropy values from different series we can get some
knowledge about their structure differences. More, the statistical entropy ofthe differences classical-AMS can reveal the amount of informa-tion
available about the corresponding system ofocorrences [05J So, empirical probabilities were found for each type of monthly series and then the
statistical entropy values were calculated with decimal logarithms. To compare obtained values ofuncertainty degrees with the theoretical limits [0, Log nj, the results are presented with no dimentions, in percentual values %H=lOOH(Z)/H_(Z), H_(Z) = -Log(n). For each series the sta-tistical
entropy ofthe normal distribution were also calculated, with the parameters mean-m and stand.deviation-s calculatedfrom sample series.
Regarding the characterization ofthe series ofdifferences, it was seen that the distributions are nearly normal, as it could be expectedfor
series ofdata with random causes. On the other hand, the values ofstatistical parameters for these series are within the limits ofthe instrumental
uncertainty. The results of statistical entropy calculations for monthly series of observations taken the classical and by the AMS, for both sites,
present similar values and these are very near to the entropy values calculated for the monthly normalfitted distributions. Then, differences between
monthly entropyfrom the AMS andfrom the classical, on each site, aren't very Significant, with only few values on the order of10-15%, which leads
to the conclusion that there won't be any Significant loss (nor gain) ofthe amount ofinformation about the data series, in respect to DMAT, if we
replace classical data with AMS data. The results about statistical entropy calculated from the differences AMS-classical showed a high similarity
between these and the entropy calculatedfor normal fitted distribution, which confirms that monthly series ofdifferences are nearly normal. Looking
at the standard error calculations from the series of differences it can be seen, for instance for Bragan{Ja, that we have to mantain both systems
operating for more than 3 years ifwe want a standard error not less than O.OI"C. These results are not very distant from the initial planing ofthe
project which pOinted to a duration ofat least 2 years.

1. Introduction . With the new automatic network there are many changes at measurement level: data aquisition
frequency, data processing algoritms, instruments characteristics, instalation features, etc. Many impacts can be
produced on data series, by these changes, which may appear at post-processing level or in climatological analisys.
The purpose of this work is not to find data series inhomogenties but is a try to reveal some of the main
changes that we can expect on the new data series that result from new methodological errors. These are mainly due to
the different time response and measuring frequency of the sensors, which limit the atmospheric scales to be observed
DMAT values from the automatic stations located in Beja and in Bragan<;a were post calculated with the 10
minute records collected at the National Center. Due to the existance of data gaps in these 10' data series it was
necessary to create an algoritm and to define some criteria in order to find the days with high probability of calculation
error for the maximum air temperature value [02]. Maximum air temperature values retrieved from 10' records were
used to produce DMAT series for the AMS. Days with high probability of calculation error were excluded from the
AMS series by means of a computer program which identifies the days with too many data gaps or with long gaps
during the hours of higher probability of ocorrence of the daily maximum.
Besides the differences of sensors, another great difference between classical and automatic systems lies on
the radiation shield construction and design, which can represent significant differences on measurement process.
On the selected sites, the AMS sensors were instaled as near as possible to the classical thermometer screen,
depending on the local conditions and logistics. At Bragan9a, PTIOO sensor and mercury thermome-ters were =5m
apart (inside the same instruments park), while at Beja, they were =80m apart, because the AMS had to be instaled
inside a separate and new parque. All thermometers (classical and electrical) were instaled at 1.5m above ground
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2. Calculations For every data series. classical andAMS, for 'both sites. the following parameters were:calcu:lated: dimension, average, ~ ~ mininmm, percentiles 25 and 75, standard deviation, variance,

amplitn-de, assimetry and eu.rtosis. For the series of differences· classical-AMS for each station the following
parameters were calculated: bias,. rIDS error and meanermr. The correlation between classical and AMS serie5 were
also calculated by means of linear regressionand:thestandarderrorforthe.bias (csdif:!...jn), were also calculated;
wehere n is the number of points where Bartels number: n~ can be used, instead of n to calculate the stand. error, if
differences are not statisticaly independent. To·calculate the statistical entropy of the measured and differences· data
series, the following expression were: used for the average uncertainty of a system with-n independent ocorrences·
mutualy excluded, with probability pI,Pz,·.·,Pn
n
n
H(Z) = -L Pi • Log <Pi) where
LPi =1
pI

pI

highest degree of uncertainty P1=pz=..=pn=1In, H=Log(n);lowest degree: ofumcertainty (probability PFl), then H=O;

Comparing statistical entropy values from different series we can get some knowledge about the structure:
differences of the series. More, the· statistical entropy of the differences classical-AMS can reveal the amount of
information available about the corresponding-system of ocorrences [051
For each station, monthly statistical entropy was calculated for the following data types of series: AMS:obser:vations, classical observations, differences AMS-classicaI; and also for the series of differences acmnulated month by
month. For·these·calculati.ons fixed.frequency:··interva1s were defined for each ·stations and for.each.. datatypt;.·.inorder·
to avoid false changes on the entropy results,. doe.to changes on the statistical system. So empirical probabilities: were..
found for each case and then the statistical entropy values were: calculated with. decimal logarithms. To compare. the:
obtained values of uncertainty degrees with the theoretical limits [0, -Log nJ, the results are presented with no dimensions, in percentualvalues o/OH=lOO.H(~Z), Hmax(Z) = -Lag(n); For each series the statistical entropy ofthe nor-mal distribution were also calculated with the pa:rametersm.ean-m and- stant:ldeviation-s calculated from sample-series;
3. Results (NOs: ~=575, Beja=562) The results presented here are only refered to the series of
"prevalidated" series,. Le. the series with no data far the days that didn't pass the validation tests on the·AMS data.
The table shows that the main sampling cbaracteristics of the DMAT series obtained with classical'and with
AMS have similar statistical behavior.for both. sites.
Series. Avg~ Dim. Med. Min~ Max.: [pc25.I·pc;75
Series .stDev.•Variancl Ampttt. Assim~ Kurtost.:
562Cla21:17241 19.2 9.6 41.0 15.0 26.5
56ZCla' 7.67
58.82
31.4 .0;65
O~57
562 AS 20.98 241 18.8 9;5 41.1 14.6. ::26.2
562AS: 7.70
59.32 31.6 . 0'.67
0:52:
575Cla 8.39 . 70.39
35.7
575 Cia 18.48 3tO 18.2. 3.1 38~8t12: '25..5
0.30
0:94
0.32.
575AS 18.66 310 .. 182 3.0 38.7 11.4' 25~4
575 AS. 8.51 72.34
35]
Next figures.shows monthly vaJ:ues:.of.the.:averageandstandardde.viati.on (SD) ofDMAT in:B~-m.easu."
red with both systems. As expected in Portugal the:maximum values of the monthly averages ocorredin August and:
the minimum values in JanuaIy (Febr. in Beja). For the SD the maximum ocorred in May and the minimum in Febr.
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-0.3

1.2
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Histograms: of the differences AMS-classical can be· used to check the good fit of a normal distribation for
Deja X~,66 (significance level O.05)~ but not for· Brag~ "l = 25.7 (out· ofsignificance level 0.05)
Next graph presents the averages and the SD of the montblydifferences AMS-classical fromBra~ it can
be seen that the averages have a well pronounced anuaI cycle with: maximum values in June andmininnJ.m valnes·inNovember (Jan. for Beja). The SD have maximum values in June and minimum values in December (Nov. for Beja);
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The graphic of the daily differences AMS-classical from Bragan~shows that most ofdifferences are positive;
with the highest valuesocorring during summer months,
In Beja there are- more negative values but alsodiuing summer thedifferenees tend to become positive.
The series ofdifferences can be characterized by the following parameters; about the sampling' characteristics
it can.be. seen tbatbothsites: have similar dispersion values.
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Left figure shows, linear regression results between AMSdata-and classical data series for Bra~ where a
very strong correlation is revealed with correlation coefici.entof O~ 9 and trend nearly equal to· 1. Similarresults··have
been found with-the data series from Beja
Now the graphics with the percent values ofthemontbly statistical entropy are' shown forAMSand classical·
observatioDal data taken.inBraganCA.together: with the. monthly statistical entropy of the normalacljustedtothe series
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The results from BmganCA shows that the monthly entropy varies from 42 to 66% (AMS data) and from 41
to 6804 (classical. data), while the entropy ofthe normal cmvefrom22to 730/0. The results from Beja are, aJittle different with the· entropy of observational datavarying.between IO'and'66% and-the entropy ofnormalbetween 2 and 80%.
Left graphic shows the diferences· between monthly statistical entropy values of AMSdata and· classical- data
This shows that the monthly variation on the amount of information between AMS and classical data from
Bra~ is nearly null on almost every months, with little loss in August and March, the exception beeing .September
with a good gain. Same kind of results were found for Beja data.
On the right graphic, monthly entropy values ofdifferences AMS-elassical data from Bmgan93 aresoown.
The Bragan93 series of differences have monthly entropy values from 46 to 73% (30 to 84.for Beja). For the
normal curve adjusted the following values of entropy were found:,·41 to 78% for Bragan~.and34 to 85% for Beja.
The lines on an these graphics are very close to each other.
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Left figure shows entropy values for the series of differencesacumulated month by monthtogether with entropy values of the corresponding normal distribution and also with monthly average and SD values· fur the·same serie
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The entropy of the monthly cumulated differences fromBraganc;a is nearly constant, varies from 74 t0790AJ
(65 to 78% fromBeja)~ Comparilig this curvewiththe one of theentropycalcu1ated for thenormal.fi~. a·.growing.
similarity can be seen between them. For the montbly.averages:ofthe.cumulateddifferences.extremevaiues.foundwere 0.26 and 0.11 for Braganc;a and -0.19 and -05 forBeja. About the monthly. SDextreme values found were 031 and
0.27 forBraganc;a and 0.37and 0.26 forBeja. The lines· of SDvalues follows the lines of normal distribution entropy.
The right figure shows standard error values of the bias calCulated·for B~ data as function of the series
dimension. This· graphiC permits to estiInatefor how long do we need to keep both systems operating in order to·
ensure a certain standard error. For instance, results from Braganc;a says that we have tomantain classical· station
operationfor moretban3 years ifwewant a standard error not less than 0:01°C.

4. ConclosiODs.
In order to avoid the data gaps on 10'series from AMS, caused by telecomunieations difficulties., the data processingand transmitingprocednres should be improved in some way. The developed algorithm to. make a.pre-validation ofDMATvalues showed good results. but needs more testes.ifwe wanltouse it on an operationalbasis.
Regarding the characterization of the series: of differences; it.. was seen that tbe:distributions' are· .nearly
normal, as could be expected for series of data with random causes. On the other hand; the values of statistical
parameters for· these series are within the limits ofthe-instrumental uncertainty.
The results of statistical entropy for the monthly series of observations from the classical- and ftomthe AMS.
for both stations, have identical values, andtliese are near to the values obtained for the normal distribution adjUsted·
for each month. With the small differences between the classical and AMSentropy values one can conclude that there
are no significant loss nor. gain in the amount of information if we use the AMS data instead of the classical ones.
Regar-ding the statistical entropy for.the montbly series of differences Classic;-AMS it can be: seen that the good fit
with.the.monthly normalentropy is agoodcheckfor.thenear,"no:rmaldistribution bipotesis of those series: The. lines
of entropy values for the differences Classic-AMS and for normal fits calculated with succesive acumulated data:
months, they are near and-near and from the 3rd month on, the lines are abnost parallel which leadsto the conclusion
that there are no much advantage in continuing to make the comparison of data because longer series· of differences do
notcorresponde to a decrease on the uncertain1¥ of our knowledge about the differences.
Regarding the standard error results for·Beja, one can have similar conclusions: if we want to have a series
with a value ofO~OIOC, for standard error; we must have 740 to 1300 observations (2 to 3.5 years).

5. Some References
[01] K.D.Hadeen, N.B:Guttman-"Homogenei,o/ ofdata and the climate record", CIMO Tedmical Conference, WMO, Geneve, 1994:
[02] R.Carvalho, C.Goo.9alves, L.Nunes, V.Prior-"Sistema-Rede de Esta~{jesMeteorol6gicasAutomaticas", :za CooLInt.Des.MEteor.PLOPLisb0a9S
[03] WMO-N'8 "GuidetoMeteor.lnstrum. Methods ofObserv..",. Geneve 83.
[04] C.P.Bridlambaut- "La mesure de la temp.deI'air", "La Meteor.", Paris 95,
[05] R.Faria-"Utiliza~iio do conceito de Entropia no planeamento da densidade de umarede deud6metrosAplicayiio a SMiguef' INMG Lisboa 81
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CORRECTION OF WIND-CAUSED ERROR OF PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS
USING HORIZONTAL PRECIPITATION

Li Mingqin , Zou Yaofang

and

Ren Zhihua

Chinese Academy of Meteorological Sciences

ABSTRACT
Based on the analysing the physical mechanism of wind-caused precipitation
measurement error, it is found that
horizontal precipitation and wind-caused
error follow some relat.ionship. Thirty evaluation stations with one horizontal
gauge, two na tional gauges and one reference pi t gauge were set up in 1992. The
results of experiments with horizontal gauge at thirty evaluation stations of
China for four years are as follows:
1. Comparing about 15000 events between pit gauge,national gauge and
horizonal gauge, the exponential correlation
of horizontal precipitation and
absolute difference in catch between by national gauge and by pit gauge was
confirmed. The relationship is built up for the different geography climate
condition,so it has wide universality.
2. Adjusted error distribution is similar to distribution of random error
of precipitation. Adjusted accuracy approaches pit gauge level.
3. For present observations, correction of per measurement or per day is
carried out only by applying horizontal gauge which is as simple as general
gauge. Correction method is simple and easy. This method is very sui table for
correcting point precipitation ( rain or snow)
measurements of routine
observations.
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REFERENCE PIT RAIN GAUGE
Dominigue LEGAIN, Marcel ZEPHORIS, Thierry DOUFFET, Frederic SARTER
Meteo-France/SETIM*

1. Introduction
To evaluate the performance of various
precipitation
measurement
sensors
and
systems, Meteo-France designed and built a
reference pit rain system. The system is
2
composed of a collecting cone of 5,000 cm
flush with the ground and temperature regulated
just over O°C. The quantification of precipitation
is provided by a continuous weighing and
automatic emptying system. This reference
allows the description of precipitation at 10 s
intervals, outside of the emptying period. At 60 s
intervals, precipitation can be resolved in real
time to within 0.004 mm and this up to an
intensity of 600 mm/h.
This rain gauge was installed at the
Trappes site in the middle of SETIM's rain gauge
evaluation platform.

2. Description of pit rain gauge
The rain gauge, made up of a funnel
2
with a collection area of 5,000 cm , 100 cm high,
made of fabricated, polished and anodized
aluminium alloy, is placed flush with the ground
at the centre of an anti-turbulence grid. This grid
consists of stainless steel blades (1 mm thick
and 6 cm high) crossing to form a grating having
openings with 10 cm sides. This grid limits
turbulence at ground level and especially does
not generate any bouncing of raindrops
whatever the wind velocity (see Figure 1).
Water flows at the base of the funnel
through a normally-open solenoid valve (29 mm
passage diameter) to a bottle of 10 litre capacity
closed by another solenoid valve. This bottle is
suspended freely through two knife-edges to a
strain gauge load cell. Throughout the
precipitation accumulation phase, the amount of
water is weighed continuously by the load cell
with a resolution of 2 g (corresponding to
0.004 mm of precipitation height).
* 7, rue Teisserenc de Bort, BP 202,
78195 Trappes cedex, FRANCE
Tel. 33 1 30 1361 69
Fax 33 1 30 136321
Email dominique.legain@meteoJr
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The valves are operated by an
automatic controller which manages the
emptying of the bottle every 10 mm of
precipitation
height. This
load
cell is
temperature-regulated at +15°C in order to
neutralize strain gauge temperature drifts. The
programmable controller also allows the storage
of data and remote monitoring of the rain gauge.
The bottle is emptied completely in
15 minutes after the end of precipitation, even if
it is only partially full, so as not to let the water
stagnate in the bottle. Information on the end of
precipitation is delivered by an Eigenbrodt RS 85
precipitation detector.
If there is continuous precipitation, the
emptying cycle takes place as soon as 10 mm of
precipitation has been sampled. The automatic
controller closes the valve placed at the base of
the funnel and then opens the one that empties
the bottle. The bottle is emptied in 15 seconds.
There is a calibration in 10 s after the closing of
the valve. After this calibration phase, the funnel
valve opens again and frees the water
accumulating in the funnel during the
30 seconds or so required for the preceding
operations. These operations are transparent to
the 60 s interval on intensities lower than
600 mm/h (the system can manage, without
information clipping, the collection of 5 litres of
water per minute).
Considering the size of the collector
(1.55 m2 of developed area), three heating
regulation
systems
controlled
by
five
temperature probes placed on critical zones
maintain a temperature of +2°C over the surface
of the funnel [1]. The heating system is activated
only during precipitation by the RS 85
precipitation detector. This heating strategy was
chosen in order to prevent the sublimation of the
first snowflakes at the beginning of precipitation
and accumulate them during the 4 to 5 minutes
required for warming up the funnel and thus
cause the "gradual" melting of flakes as soon as
the surface of the collector reaches O°C.

ANTI-TURBULENCE GRID
COLLECTOR
5,000 cm 2 SURFACE AREA
THREE LOCATIONS FOR
COMPARISONS WITH
STANDARD RAIN GAUGES

ANTI-TRICKLE BELT

PRECIPITATION HEIGHT
MEASUREMENT BY WEIGHING
AND AUTOMATIC EMPTYING
SYSTEM
L1FTPUMP

Figure 1. General view of reference pit rain gauge.

Calibration
measur~menr

(empty bottle) 10s
opening of funnel
Os interval
no

intensity calculation
at 10s intervals
storage
10s inteJ"Val

7

7

intensity calcnlation
and accumulation
at 60s intervals
storage

77//

1

PC via telephone line, for
remote monitoring and
data storage

1 Collector, 5,000 cm 2
2 Thermostatic strain gauge load cell
3 1Q-litre bottle
4 Bottle emptying valve
5 Funnel closure valve
6 Programmable controller for control and data
storage

7 Leg supporting load celllbottle assembly
8 Knifes edges
9 Brackets integral with load cell
10 Heating regUlators set at +2°C
11 Safety removal
12 RS85 precipitation detector

Figure 2. Weighing system and simplified processing algorithm.
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A lift pump located in pan at the bottom
of
the
rain
measurement
chamber
(2.5 m x 2.5 m, height 2.2 m, 5 m2 of opening
for rain), periodically removes the accumulated
water.

3. Metrological Characteristics
The system is dimensioned to offer a
resolution of 2 g, or 0.004 mm of precipitation.

On given episodes, when the average
wind measured at 2 metres exceeds 3 to
4 m/s, the deficit can reach 30%.
On two snow episodes presented in
Figure 4, the differences observed between the
reference and conventional rain gauges,
sampling at one metre, reached 78%.

Snow
episode

2-dec-98
2h to 15h
UTC

6 and 17-dec-98
22h40 to 7h20
UTC

Accumulation
reference pit
rain gauge

23.23 mm

15.92 mm

Accumulation
Socrima heated
(deficit)

13mm

9.2 mm

(78%)

(73%)

Accumulation
OTT
(deficit)

16.76 mm

11.08 mm

(38%)

(44%)

Accumulation
Geonor
(deficit)

17.61 mm

11.87 mm

(32%)

(34%)

Average wind
speed measured
at2 m
(maximum)

2.7 m/s

2.7 m/s

(4.8 m/s)

(4 m/s)

3.1. Losses due to wettability
On a dry cone, previously rid of dust and
grease, water spray tests have made it
possible to show a maximum loss of 0.1 mm
due to cone wettability.
Referring to an FD12 optical rain gauge
installed near the reference, it is possible to
estimate on real precipitation the loss due to
wettability (see Paragraph 3.4).
3.2. Effect of wind
A comparison carried out for several
months between the pit rain gauge and the
average of nine SPIEA rain gauges, sampling
one metre from the ground, showed an
average deficit of 6.5% in precipitation height
for the SPIEA rain gauges (see Figure 3).

-15

Deficit in %

FIgure 4. DefiCit of standard ram gauges m relation to the
reference two snow episodes.

o

3.3. Heavy precipitation measurement

15

30

o

1

2

3

4

Between two emptying operations, the
system can measure precipitation in real time
at 10 s intervals up to 600 mm/so Emptying
during continuous precipitation necessarily
entails the averaging of the 10 s information
over a minute. At extreme intensities, this
measurement
system
can
describe
precipitation of 1,800 mm/h at 10 s intervals for
up to 20 s. At higher intensities, for example,
2,000 mm/h, the funnel spills over only after
20 minutes of continuous precipitation. On the
other hand, the measurement of the
accumulation of such a rain event lasting
20 minutes would take 40 minutes.

5 [m/s]

Average wind at 2m during the precipitation

A=mJatior(rrrn]
&JO

Accurru/alion of pit rain gauge

400

Accurru/alion of SPIEA gaJgeS

300

'OIl

Difference betv>een the accumJlations:
_

..:::6::::..5°:..::.Vo_~

o=='--

o

10

Rain episodes bef:1M:!en Mai 1996 and January1997
Figure 3. Average deficit of nine SPIEA rain gauges in
relation to the pit rain gauge and wind effect.
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Figure 5 shows the first minutes of
intense rain, recorded at 10 s intervals, and
illustrates the capabilities of such as system for
a fine description of such rain.
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Intensity in
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moo

CB.3J
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11:00

11:3J

H-Inm
40

•

Figure 6. Comparison of responses of pit, FD12 optical
sensor and HYETOCAP rain gauges to a light rain.

HYETOCAP

o FD12

4. Conclusions

Figure 5. First minutes of intense rain seen by:
the RS 85 precipitation detector
- the pit rain gauge
a VAISALA FD12 optical rain gauge
a HYETOCAP weighing rain gauge.

3.4. Light precipitation measurement
A light rain intensity made it possible to
quantify the performance of the pit reference
under precipitation intensities between 0.1 and
1 mm/h (Figure 6). This episode shows
the
excellent
agreement
between
measurements of the FD12 optical rain gauge,
the HYETOCAP rain gauge and the pit rain
gauge around 1 mm/h. On the accumulations,
the differences are of the order of the
resolution of the measurement systems.
For intensities of around 0.1 mm/h, the
differences fall within the range from 0.01 to
0.02 mm accumulated between the two
weighing systems and 0.05 mm accumulated
between the optical rain gauge and the pit rain
gauge.
Referring to the measurements of the
optical rain gauge during the start of
precipitation between 8:30 and 9:00, losses by
wettability may be evaluated at 0.02 mm over
this episode.

This rain gauge reference system, by
design, really collects the precipitation reaching
the ground, independent of wind effects, and
constitutes an absolute precipitation reference.
Measurement by weighing is a measurement
principle which allows a fine description of
precipitation practically in real time. The system
will provide better information on the influence
of wind, on the response of conventional and
optical rain gauges, as well as on new
microwave systems. This reference will also
make it possible to establish correction
functions (wind, intensity) for each type of rain
gauge.

5. References
[1] Zephoris M., D. Legain, A. Gander, 1998
Collecteur rechauffe pour precipitations, WMO
technical
conference
on
meteorological
instruments and methods of observation,
Casablanca, Maroc.
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SPIEA rain gauge: direct reading, 400 cm2 , height 1 m
(Benoit Freres, France)
HYETOCAP rain gauge: weighing, 400 cm 2 , resolution
0.1 mm, height 1 m (Centralp, France)
GEONOR T200 rain gauge: weighing, 200 cm 2,
resolution 0.016 mm, height 1.75 m (Norway)
on rain gauge: weighing, 200 cm 2 , resolution
0.001 mm, height 1 m (Germany)
Present weather sensors FD12, optical, resolution
0.016 mm, height 1.80 m (Vaisala, Finland)
SOCRIMA rain gauge: tipping troughs, 400 cm 2 ;
resolution 0.2 mm, height 1 m (France).

COLLECTEUR RECHAUFFE POUR PRECIPITATIONS
Marcel ZEPHORIS, Dominique LEGAIN, Alain GANDER
•
Meteo-France/SETIM

Le rechauffage des pluviometres a fait
!'objet d'une nouveHe etude dans le cadre de la
refonte et du redeploiement des reseaux de
mesures de Meteo-France. Des essais en
laboratoire [1], suMs par des campagnes de tests
en montagne, ont montre qu'un pluviometre avait,
en matiere de rechauffage, trois zones critiques: la
bague de collecte, le fond du cone et le systeme
de mesure, chaque zone ayant des besoins
energetiques tres differents.

Description du collecteur
Le rechauffage du collecteur est assure par
une electronique de regulation en temperature El
trois voies independantes et a faible temps de
reponse, qui associees a trois resistances
chauffantes et trois capteurs de temperature
permettent d'assurer les trois fonctions suivantes:
- regulation de la zone coHectrice (ou bord
d'attaque) ayant pour fonction principale d'eviter la
formation de glace autour de la bague du
collecteur;
- regUlation du fond du cone assurant la
fonte de la neige (ou la grele) a temperature la
plUS proche possible du zero, afin de minimiser les
pertes en eau par sublimation;
- regUlation du systeme de quantification de
la precipitation.
Les deux premieres fonctions, associees El
un cone metallique El forte inertie thermique,
maintiennent la surface et le bord d'attaque du
cone collecteur El la temperature de consigne
quelies que soient les conditions de vent et de
temperature et permettent au systeme d'assurer la
description des evenements precipitants de toutes
natures (grele, neige, pluie.. ). Ge collecteur est
adaptable aux divers systemes de mesure des
precipitations existants (augets' basculants,
2
pesons, ... ). Le nouveau pluviometre de 400 cm
de surface de collecte de Meteo-France a ete
developpe sur la base de cette idee et est en
cours d'industrialisation (Figure 3).

Figure 1. Evaluation, depuis decembre 1995, des
performances du nouveau pluviometre chauffant de 400 cm2
(8 droite) et comparaison avec un pluviometre GEONOR ( 8
gauche) dans les Alpes 2800 m d'altitude. (Photo MeteoFrance/CEN).
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Figure 2. Episode neigeux des 27 et 28 janvier 1996, observe
par le nouveau pluviometre au Mont Aigoual (1567 m). (vent
moyen de 50 km/h, rafales a 90 km/h, temperature de-1°C en
moyenne). 11 est
remarquer la forte correlation entre
I'intensite de la precipitation et la puissance consommee au
fond du cone pour la fonte de la neige.
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Capot definissant la bague de
2
collecte de 400 cm
Capteur de temperature
de la bague de collecte
Resistance chauffante
de la bague de collecte
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du fond de cone
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Resistance chauffante
de la platine porte-augets
Capteur de temperature de
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Cone d'evacuation
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---j------- Pied support

Figure 3. Details du nouveau pluviometre 400 cm 'rechauffe de Meteo-France
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ABSTRACT
The estimates of quality characteristics of the corrected precipitation measurement
results are presented. Data of long-term observations at the precipitation polygon of the State
Hydrological Institute in Valdai were used to correct. The correction has been performed by
several procedures for the half-daily precipitation amounts measured by the WMO
Intercomparison Reference (DFIR) and by the national Tre~akov precipitation gauge.
The evaluation of quality of the corrected data has been carried out by the method of
comparing these data with the readings of the Valdai Control System for precipitation
measurements. The estimates of random and unexcluded systematic errors has been obtained
for solid, liquid and mixed precipitation as a whole as well as for different ranges of their halfdaily amounts.
The is drawn of necessity to maintain a number of the National and Regional
Intercomparison Centres for long with a view to continue the researches related to precipitation
measurements and correction methods is concluded.

60nee BeKa y)f{e Lil3BeCTHO, 4TO ,qaHHble Ha6mo,qeHLiltll 3a aTMocepepHblMLil OCSAKaMLil
cOAep)f{aT 60nbwLile CLilCTeMaTLil4eCKLile oWLil6KLil. Tenepb CTano s:lCHO, 4TO 3TLil oWLil6KLil HenbSs:l
He yYLilTblBaTb nplll BbmonHeHlII~ BO,ll,H06anaHcoBbIX .Lil Tenn06anaHCOBbIX paC4eToB, a TaK)f{e
npVl Aonrocp04HOM nporHoSVlpoBaHLilLil LilSMeHeHLiltll BOAHblX pecypcoB B CBs:lSLil C
aHTponoreHHblMLil LilSMeHeHVI.s::lMVI rn06anbHoro KJlVlMaTa. n03TOMY OL\eHKa norpeWHOCTetll Lil
KOppeKTLilpOBKa HaKonneHHblX AaHHblX 06 ocaAKax B HaCTOs:lLI.\ee BpeM.s::l CTaHOBs:lTCs:l
Ba)f{HetllWLilMVI S8Aa4aMLil B V1ccne,qOBaHV1.s::lX ,ll,OnrOnepLilO,ll,HbIX TpeHAOB cOBpeMeHHoro KJlLilMaTa
Lil nporH03LilpOBaHII1Lil LilsMeHeHLiltll BOAHblX pecypcoB.
BceMLilpHas:l MeTeoponorLil4eCKa.s::l opraHLilsaL\lI1s:l Heo,qHoKpaTHo oCYLI.\ecTBns:lna
pyKOBOAcTBO cpaBHeHLils:lMLil pesynbTaToB LilsMepeHLils:l ocaAKOB CTaHAapTHblMLil HaL\LiloHanbHblMLil
ceTeBbIMV1npV16opaMlI1. OAHaKo, nonYYV1Tb npV1eMneMoe A.n.s:l npaKTV1KY1 peweHVle Sa,D,a4111 ,ll,0
CII1X nop He YAaBanOCb. LJaLI.\e Bcero, pesynbTaTbl TaKII1X BsaLilMocpaBHeHLiltll HOCLilnLil
OTHocLilTenbHbltll (Ka4ecTBeHHbltll) xapaKTep, TaK KaK Ha,qe)f{HOCTb Lil AOCTOBepHOCTb "LilCTLilHHbl}("
BenLil4LilH ocaAKOB, nonY4eHHblX no KOHTponbHblM cpeACTBaM LilSMepeHLil.s::l, 06beKTLilBHO He
0L\eHLilBanLilCb,a MeTOA KOHTPOllbHblX LilsMepeHV1t11 (pit gauge) 6bLJ1 npV1MeHVlM, B OCHOBHOM,
TonbKO An.s::l Ha6I1IOAeHLiltll sa )f{LilAKLilMLil ocaAKaMLil. Bbl60p 3TaI10Ha BsaVlMocpaBHeHLils:l Lil
0L\eHKa Ka4eCTBa pesynbTaToB Lil3MepeHLils:l no HeMy V1MeI1V1 pewalOLI.\ee SHa4eHLile B ycnexe
nocneAHero BsaVlMocpaBHeHLils:l, KOTopoe 6blno cocpeAOT04eHO Ha LilSMepeHLilLil TBepAblX
ocaAKOB. J],n.s::l 3Toro BsaVlMocpasHeHVI.s::l Me)f{,ll,YHapO,ll,Hbltll OpraH1II3B4V10HHbIJII KOMLilTeT (MOK)
BMO HaSHa4LilI1 Lil3MepeHLil.s::l no ocaAKoMepy TpeTbs:lKOBa B ABOtllHOtll sa60pHOtll saLI.\LilTe (DFIR) B
Ka4ecTBe 3TanOHHbIX. TecTLilpoBaHLile nOKaSaHLiltll DFIR 6blno BblnOnHeHO B Ban,qae
OTHOCLilTenbHO napannenbHblX LilSMepeHLiltll ocaAKOB no BanAatllCKoVr KOHTpOI1bHOtll cLilCTeMe
(VCS).
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BaJ1Aa~CKafl

KOHTpOJ1bHas:l

C1-1CTeMa

n03B0J1f1eT

HaAe)I{HO

1-13MepflTb

TSep,D,bJe,

CMeWaHHble VI )/{1-1AK1-1e OCaAK1-1. B OTJl1-1~1-1e OT MeTOAOB KOHTPOJ1bHbIX 1-13MepeH1-1~, KOTOpble
paHee, XapaKTep1-1CT1-1KJ.1 TO~HOCTII1 1-1 ,ll,OCTOBepHOCT1-1 pe3YJ1bTaTOB 1I13MepeH1-1VJ no

np1-1MeHflJ11-1
VCS

6blJ11-1

0LleHeHbl.

MHoroJ1eTH1-1MII1

HaAe)/{HOCTb

pe3YJ1bTaTaMII1

Op1-1r1-1HaJ1bHO~

aBTOpaM1-1

1-1

AOCTOBepHOCTb

pa3HOCTOPOHH1-1X

nOJ1eBblX

06beKT1-1BHO~

MeTOA1-1KOVl

nOKa3aH1-1Vl

VCS

1-1CIlbJTaHII1Vl

0LleHK1-1

1-1

npOBepeHa

pa3pa60TaHHOVl
TO~HOCT1-1

xapaKTep1-1CT1-1K

np1-1MeHfleMblX Cpe,ll,CTB 1-13MepeHJlLq (fony6eB 1-1,ll,P, 1997).
Y~eT 3T1-1X 0LleHoK n03B0J11-1n

pa3pa60TaTb

MeToAbl

KOppeKT1-1pOBK1-1

nOKa3aH1-1Vl

3TaJ10Ha B3aIl1MOCpaBHeH1-1~ BMO
pe3YJ1bTaTbl 1-13MepeH1-1Vl no

:no

(DFJR), 6J1aro,ll,apfl ~eMY CTano B03MO)I{HbIM np1-1BeCT1-1
DFIR K PflAY, OAHOPOAHOMY C nOKa3aH1-1f1M1-1 VCS. B AaJ1bHeVlWeM

n03B0J11-1T BbJnonH1-1Tb TeCT1-1pOBaH1-1e pe3ynbTaToB 1-13MepeH1-1f1 ocaAKOB HaLl1-10HanbHbIM1-1

MeTOAaM1-1 BO Bcex nyHKTaX B3a1-1MOCpaBHeH1-1f1 BMO, rAe 6bI.n1-1 BbJnonHeHbl 1-13MepeH1-1f1 no

DFIR.
B HaCToflll..\ee BpeMfI npeAnO)/{eHO ABe MeTOA1-1K1-1 KOppeKT1-1pOBK1-1 nOKa3aH1-1Vl
MeTOA1-1K1-1,

OCHOBe

pa3pa60TaHHOVl

B

POCC1-11-1

(fony6eB,

1973,

1991),

DFIR. B
ne)/{1-1T

n0J1Y3MnVlp1-1~eCKafl MOAenb B3a1-1MOCBfl31-1 Me)f{AY Ben1-1~1-1HOVl C1-1CTeMaT1-1~eCKO~ norpeWHOCT1-1
1-13MepeH1-1f1,

B1-1AOM

OCaAKOB

1-1

A1-1HaM1-1~eCKOro

C1-1nOVl

B03AeVlCTB1-1f1

Typ6YJ1eHTHOro

B03AywHoro nOTOKa Ha ocaAKoMepHylO yCTaHoBKy. MeTOA1-1Ka, npeAJ10)/{eHHafl MOK BMO
(Yang, et al.,1993), onVipaeTCfI Ha 3Mn1-1p1-1~eCK1-1e CBfl31-1 Me)K,lJ,y Ben1-1~1-1HOVl CViCTeMaT1-1~eCKO~
norpeWHOCT1-1
1-13MepeH1-1f1
Anfl
pa3n1-1~HbIX
B1-1AOB
ocaAKOB,
CKOPOCTblO
BeTpa,
xapaKTep1-1CT1-1KaM1-1 TeMnepaTypbl B03Ayxa 1-1 conyrcTBYIOll..\1-1M1-1 aTMocctJepHblM1-1 flBJ1eH1-1f1M1-1.
,QJ1f1 1-1CnbITaH1-1Vl 3T1-1X MeTOA1-1K KOppeKT1-1pOBK1-1 6blJ11-1 Bbl6paHbl PflAbl peryJ1f1pHbIX
1-13MepeH1-1Vl OCaAKOB no TpeM YCTaHoBKaM
C 1973 no 1984 rr. (Ta6J1. 1).

DFIR, 3KCnJ1yaT1-1pOBaBW1-1MCfI Ha BaJ1Aae B nep1-10A

XapaKTep1-1CT1-1K1-1 Ka~eCTBa pe3ynbTaToB 1-13MepeH1-1f1 ocap,KOB
no VCS 1-1 3TaJ10HY B3a1-1MOCpaBHeH1-1f1 BMO

Pe3ynbTaTbl 1-13MepeH14~ lA Ol.\eHK1-1 norpewHocTeill

4t11cno
B1-1A

cnY4a-

ocaAKoB

eB
Ha6J1lOAeHV1Vl

(DFIR)

DFIR

VCS
06w,afl Cpe,[lHflfI
CYMMa, cyMMa 3a
O,[lHO 1iI3-

MM

MM

±a p '%

MM

Cpe,[lHfIfI
cyMMa 3a
0,[1 HO
\Il3MepeHl-le,
MM

MepeH~e,

CnY4aHHafl
llorpewHOCTb 0,1:\Horo ~3MepeHlIIfI,

Oow,afl
cyMMa,

norpewHOCTb
Cl-lCTeMaTW-leCKa5\,

norpewHOCTb
cnY4aHHa5\,

b.P ,%

± a p ,%

>KV1AK1-1e

603

1542,6

2.6

6

1425,2

2.4

-8

18

CMewaHHble

173

435,4

2.5

6

406,2

2.3

-7

18

TBePAble

732

1133,7

1.5

8

997,3

1.4

-12

32

1I13

aHaJ11113a

1-1CXOAHbIX AaHHblX

cneAyeT,

norpeWHOCT1-1 Anfl pe3YJ1bTaTOB V13MepeH1-1Vl no

~TO

CV1CTeMaTV1~eCKafl COCTaBns:llOll..\as:l

DFIR COCTaBnfleT OT -7AO -12%, a

CJ1y~aVlHas:l

OT ± 18 AO ±32. Cny~aVlHas:l norpewHocTb 1I13MepeH1-1~ no VCS B 3-4 pa3a MeHbwe (6-8%).
0LleHKa xapaKTep1-1CT1-1K Ka~eCTBa oTKOppeKTVlpOBaHHblx pe3YJ1bTaTOB Ha6J1IOp,eHV1VJ no

DFIR (Ta6J1. 2) BbJnonHeHa AJ1s:1 nonycyro~Hblx CYMM ocaAKOB. 1I13 paccMOTpeH1-1f1 nOJ1y~eHHblx
pe3YJ1bTaTOB

MO)/{HO

KOppeKT1-1pYIOTCfI
COCTaBJ1f1lOl..L.\aR

C

CAeJ1aTb

BblBOA

nOM0l..L.\blO

C1-1CTeMan14ecKolII

0

06eVlx

TOM,

~TO

3Ha~eH1-1s:1

BblweHa3BaHHblX

norpeWHOCT1-1
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ocaAKOB

MeTOA1-1K.

3ctJctJeKT1-1BHO

HeV1CKnIO~eHHafl

OTKOppeKT1-1pOBaHHbJX

pe3YJ1bTaTOB

1tI3MepeHltI~ Ile)KltIT B npe,D,eIlaX OT -4,D,0 5 %. CIlY4a~Has:l cOCTaBIls:llOI.l.\as:l norpeWHOCTltI TalOKe
HeCKOIlbKO YMeHbwltIIlacb. O,D,HaKO, 06e MeTO,D,ltIKltI Tpe6ylOT YT04HeHltI~ ,D,Ils:l KOppeKTltIpOBKltI
1tI3MepeHltI~ CMewaHHblX OCa,D,KOB.

XapaJITepltlCTltIKltI KayeCTBa
oTKOppeKTltIpOBaHHblx pa3Il1tl4HblMltI MeTO,D,ltIKaMltI pe3YIlbTaToB 1tI3MepeHltIs:I no OFIR

BltI,D,

06l.1..\afl
cyMMa

ocaAKoB

OCa,D,KOB,
OTKOppeKT\tIpoBaHHafl

>KltI,D,KltIe
CMewaHHble
TBep,!J,ble

MeTO,D,YlKa MOK BMO
norpewHoCTb eAltIHV14HOro
1tI3MepeHVls:l
CL-lCTeMaTL-lyeCnY\.laJ;1Hafl
CKaR, He-

M

L-lCKflKlyeHHas:l

(MM)

(.~P),%

1513,9
440,0
1126,4

-2
1
-1

-

(±O" p ),%

(Jp

16
16
25

0,1
0,1
0.1

POCcw4CKas:l MeT0.l\YlKa
06l.1..\afl
norpewHoCTb
cyMMa
e,D,V1HltIYHOrO 1tI3MepeHltIs:l
OCa,D,KOB, Cl'1CTeMa- CnY\.laJ;1TW-leCKa$'l,
OTKOpHaH,
M
peKT\tIpo- HeL-lCKflKlYeHHa$'l
BaHHaH
± 0" p'% (Jp
(MM)

(t.P),%

1518,5
458,0
1110,3

-2
5
-2

16
17
20

0,1
0,3
0,1

Ha41t10HaIlbHble MeTO,D,bl 1tI3MepeHltIs:l oca,!J,KOB CO,D,ep)KaT 3aMeTHO 60IlbWylO
CltICTeMaT1tI4eCKYlO 1tI cIlY4a~HYIO COCTaSIls:llOl.l.\ltIe norpeWHOCTltI no cpaBHeHltIlO C OFI R
(roIly6es, CltIMoHeHKo,1992). XapaKTepltlCTltIKII1 Ka4eCTsa ltICXO,!J,HbIX ,!J,aHHbIX (Ta6Il. 3) no
Ha41t10HaIlbHoMY oCa,!J,KoMepy TpeTbs:lKOSa, Ha3Ha4eHHoro MOK BMO S Ka4eCTse pa604ero
3TanOHa B3altlMOCpaSHeHltIs:l (WNRG), npltlSe,D,eHbl ,!J,Ils:l ,!J,syx np1tl60pOB (NQ2 1tI NQ7). np1tl60pbl
pacnOnO)KeHHbI Ha POBHO~ OTKpbITO~ nIlOI.l.\a,!J,Ke Ha paCCTOs:lHltIltI 70 M OJl,ltIH OT Jl,pyroro.
CltICTeMaTltIyeCKa71 norpeWHOCTb ltICXO,!J,HbIX ,D,aHHbIX COCTaSns:leT OT -11 ,D,O -40%, a cIlY4a~Has:l OT ±17 ,D,O ± 64%.
XapaKTepltlCTltIKltI Ka4eCTsa pe3YIlbTaTos 1tI3MepeHltIs:l OCa,!J,KOB
no VCS 1tI oca,!J,KoMepy TpeTbs:lKOSa (WNRG)
BltI,D,
oca,!J,KOS

4Ylcno
cnYl.laes Ha6IlIO,D,eHltI~

>KltIAKltIe
CMewaHHble
Tsep,!J,ble

1000
1390
270
340
1161
1512

Pe3ynbTaT V13MepeHYls:l
VCS
WNRG
norpe06l.1..\aH Cpe,[lHfIfI norpew- NQ oca,[l- Cpe,[lHfIfI norpewcyMMa HOCTb O,D,- KOMepa \01 cyMMa HOCTb C\o1C- WHOCTb
CYMMa
OCa,[lKOB, 3a O,[lHO HOro 11133a O,[lHO TeMaT1II4e- cnY4atlcyMMa
CKafl,
Hafl,
\013Mepe- MepeH\o1f1, OCa,D,KOB, \o13MepeHllle,
, Hllle,
MM
MM
MM
MM
t.P ,%
± 0" p ,%
± 0" p'%
2724
3806
700
885
1837
2415

2.7
2.7
2.6
2.6
1.6
1.6

6
6
6
6
8
8

NQ22427
N273402
NQ2 522
NQ7 672
NQ21100
NQ71453

2.4
2.4
1.9
2.0
0.9
1.0

-11
-11
-25
-24
-40
-40

17
18
35
33
64
63

,o,n71 KOppeKTlIlpOSKltI 3Ha4eHlIl~ WNRG 6blIl1ll sbl6paHbl Tpltl MeTOJl,ltIKltI: MeTO,D,lIlKa MOK
BMO (Yang, et al.,1995), POCCltIlIl (rony6eB, 1973) 1tI CKaH,D,ltIHaBCKltIX cTpaHax (Forland (ed),
1996).
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OTKOppeKTlllpOBaHHble n03TIIIM MeTO,D,IIIKaM pe3YIlbTaTbl 1113MepeHIIIVI XapaKTeplll3ylOTC7I
6Illll3KIIIMIII no Benlll'-lIllHe nOKa3aTeIl5=lMIII Ka4eCTBa (Ta6Il. 4). CIIICTeMaTIII4eCKa5=l norpewHoCTb
oTKOppeKTlllpOBaHHblx ,D,aHHbIX CTaIla MeHbwe, 4eM IIICXO,D,HblX. CIlY4aVlHa5=l norpewHoCTb
YMeHbwlIIIlacb, B OCHOBHOM, nplII KOppeKTlllpOBKe 3Ha4eHIIIVI TBep,D,blX OCa,D,KOB. nplII
KOppeKTlllpOBKe pe3YIlbTaToB 1113MepeHJ..1!:1 CMewaHHblX OCa,D,KOB MeTOjl,J..1Ka MOK BMO 60Ilee
3epepeKTIIIBHa, ecnlll nplIIMeH5=lTb epopMyny ,D,n5=l CHera C,D,O>K,D,eM (4l11epPbl B cK06Kax).
Ta6nlll4a 4
XapaKTeplIICTIIIKIII Ka4eCTBa oTKOppeKTlllpOBaHHblx pa3Illll4HblMIII MeTO,D,IIIKaMIII
pe3YIlbTaToB 1113MepeHIII~ OCa,D,KOB no OCa,D,KOMepy TpeTb~KoBa
BIII,D, 9Ca,D,-KOB

4111CllO

III HOMep

cIlY4aeB

XapaKT-epWCTIIIKIII Ka4ecTBaOTK-OppeKTlllpOBaHHoro pe3ynbTaTa
1113MepeHlllfI
MeTO,lJ,I'IKa
MeTO,l\lIIKa P<P
MeTO,l\\itKa MOK-BMO
CKaHAIiIHaBcKlilx CTPaH

OCa,D,KOMepa
>K1II,D,Kllle

NQ2
N27

CMewaHHble NQ2
NQ7

TBep,D,bte

NQ2
NQ7

V13Mepeb,p ,%
HIIIVI
1000
1390
270
340
1161
1512

±cr,%

-2
20
-2
19
-11 (4) 31 (38)
-9 (5) 27 (36)
-7
48
-7
41

M
CF p

0,1
0,1
0,4
0,3
0,1
0,2

b,p,

M

±cr,%

%

1
1
2
4
-4
-4

18
17
41
38
48
48

-

CF p

<0,1
<0,1
<0,1
0,1
<0,1
<0,1

b,p,

±cr,%

M
-

18
18
41
39
50
48

0,2
0,2
0,2
0,3
0,1
0,1

%

-4
-4
9
11

5
4

fJ p

1113 paccMoTpeHlllfI xapaKTeplllCTIIIK Ka4eCTBa oTKOppeKTlllpOBaHHblx pe3YIlbTaToB
1113MepeHIII5=l Cne,D,yeT CAeIlaTb BblBOA 0 He06xOAVlMOCTltlAanbHeVlwlllx IIIccneAoBaHIllLiI no
ycoBepweHcTBoBaHlll1O MeTO,D,IIIK KOppeKTlllpOBKIII. Y4I11TbIBa5=l 3TO 06cTo~TeIlbCTBo, a TalOKe
He06xo,D,IIIMOCTb .L1CCne,D,OBaHV1fl HOBblX MeTop,OB lt13MepeHIII7I OCa,D,KOB, 4eneco06pa3Ho
coxpaHIIITb Ha 6nlll>KaLilwee BpeM~ HeKoTopoe 4111cno Ha4V10HaI1bHbIX III perlllOHanbHblX 4eHTpOB
B3alllMocpaBHeHIII5=l Cpe,D,CTB 1113MepeHIII~ OCa,D,KOB.
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, CORRECTION OF PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENT USING FRESH SNOW AS
REFERENCE
Sevruk, B., M. Paulais* and Y.-A. Roulet
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology"ETH Zurich
Switzerland
*Meteo-France, Toulouse, France
The problem of precipitation measurement techniques is that, despite, the simplicity of a conimon
precipitation gauge, the process of precipitation measurement is loaded with a number of systematic
errors, in particular wind-induced, wetting and evaporation losses (Sevruk, 1986a). The windinduced error is caused by the blocking effect of th~ body of a free exposed ,precipitation gauge
(Nespor & Sevruk, 1998). It systematically distorts the wind field, forcing the wind speed to increase
over the gauge orifice. This prevents the smaller precipitation particles from entering the gauge.
Instead, they are carried beyond the lee of the ga\lge orifice. The precipitation measurement loss
amounts to 3..2 5% for rain and 20-80% for snow, depending on wind speed" the weight of
precipitation particles, gauge construction parameters such as the thickness and shape of the gauge
,orifice rim, and wind protection used. The systematic error of precipitation measurements,
particularly the wind-induced error~ reduces the accuracy of meteorological, hydrological, and
climatological studies and causes the spatial and temporal inhomogeneities of precipitation time series.
Correction procedures have been derived using empirical and theoretical approaches. The empirical
approaches are based on field experiments using the WMO reference measurements such as the pit
gauge for rain and the double fence for snow (Sevruk, 1993). These measurements are compared to,
the measurements of standard gauges. T~e :diffe::rence is related to the wind speed during the
precipitation period and some measure of precipitation structure (e.g. the rate of precipitation or air
temperature for snqw). The theoretical: approach is based, on the rnathem,atical. simulation of the windfield above. the precipitation gauge orifice and of precipitation particle paths. It uses commercial'
software of computational 'fluid dynamics and different terminal velocities of precipitation particles as
assessed from studies of the structUre ofprecipitatioIi (Nespor & Sevruk, 1998).
' .
Methods and Data
'
The double fence reference measurements are not easily carried out. The fence is a relatively large and
costly structure, having an outer diameter of 12 meters and the inner diameter of4 metres (WMO,
1998). This is why,in some cases, the values of the water equivalent 'of fresh snow, W, measured'
on a snow board, located a few metres from the precipitation'gauge, were also used as reference
measurements (Sevruk, 1986b). However, taking the depth of fresh snow, H, as a reference would
represent a much easier approach. Such'measurements are widely available. This would be possible
. only when the density of fresh snow, D, as measured on the snow board, cOlild be indirectly derived
from meteorological variables. Sevruk (1986b) showed that such a relationship exists, and that D
depends on the air temperature, T, and ,the local wind speed, U. Using 780 daily data of D, T and U
for seven Swisslocation$, situated in different-altitudes from 600 ID up to 2540 m a.s.!., a respective
diagram was derived as shown in Figure,!. Asirnilar diagram was presented by Navarre & Rey
(1990). Both diagrams are compared'ln Figure l~ It'is shown that, in contrast to the Swiss diagram '
(left), the later diagram is very schematic anci therefore its application is limited. The latter is based on
only 190 measurements carried out at the same site in France, at an altitude of 1300 m a.s.!. By using
such diagrams,particularly the Swiss one~' the assessment of D values can be made. Moreover,
having the H measurements, D can be ,assessed from the precipitation measurement, P, (D' = PIR).
In this case, however, D"'values are stibject to wind-induced error which can be expressed by k =
DID'. Therefore, k values can be used to' correct the wind;..inducederror. For this aim, the DID' daily
values were related to the mean wind speed during the periods of snow at the level of the precipitation
gauge orifice, U, using linear regression analysis. The U values were obtained from the standard
observations of whid at heights at least 10m above the ground using the logarithmic profile and the
, average vertical angle of obstacles, as; described by Sevruk (1988) and Sevruk and Zahlavova (1994).
The above-mentioned approach was applied to derive correction procedures for the French
precipitation gauges ASSOCIATION and SPIEA. Tl;1e reason is that, in France, no measurements of
water equivalent, W, are made at meteorological stations near the precipitation gauge. Instead, the
,
depth, H, of fresh' snow or total depth of snow-cover are measured.
A set of data consisted, all in all, of 350 events as selected by Meteo-France (1996) from nine French
stations, most of them exposed (vertical angle of obstacle's smaller than 7°), as follows
. (number of
,
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events is' in brackets}: Amberieu (36); Cannes (12); Carc~ssonne (43); Grenoble(102);Lyon (62);
, Nice (11); Nimes (19); Perpignan (16) and.Saint-Auban (45). In the final analysis, only 320 events
have been used. The reason was that 10 events showed unrealistically high k values, (greater than 4)
and consequently, have been excluded from the analysis, and 20 events were related to an another
type of gauge (Transducteur). The observation period used was from 1950 to 1994. For each event~
direct measurements of P were available. In some cases, H values were derived from the total snow
depth, and the values of U and T have been obtained by the reduction of direct observations (at least
1 fixed-time observation per 3 hr) to snow periods,(T, U), and to the height of precipitation gauge
orifice (Meteo-France, 1996). To obtain more accurate correction values,P was corrected for wetting
losses and evaporation. The wetting loss correction applied per sn9W event amounted to 0.07 mm for
the Association and 0.10 mm for the SPIEA gauges, and evaporation correction was applied
according to the eva'porationduration
and the time of day from 0 to 0.1 mm (Meteo-France, 1996).
.
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. Fig. 1 The effect of temperattire TanQ. wind speed U on the density of fresh snow D accordlng to
Sevruk (1986) (left) and Navarre & Rey (1990) (right).
Results and Discussion
.
The correction of the wind-induced error amounted on average from 21 to 26 % at stations with U
smaller than 1.5 m/s (Cannes, Amberieu, Saint-Auban, Grenoble and Lyon). The D' values range
from 98 to 117 kgf.m3. At stations with U greater than 1.8 rn/s, the correction varied between 40 and
up to 70 % for Perpignan (U equal 3.3 rn/s). The respective values of D varied from 112 to 142
kg/m3. The plots of k values against Ufor the ASSOCIATION and SPIEA gauges are presented in
Figures.2 and 3. Despite the large scatter, the effect of U is evident. The scatter is due to random
. errors inP and H measurements, particularly for small values '(P<3 mm, H<5 cm), and to the
'. possible occurrence of mixed precipitation on days with T aoove zero. Because k values are smaller
for rain than snow, the resulting k for T above zero is generally smaller than for T below zero as
shown in Table 1. The effect of H values smaller or larger thari 5 cm, is not very obvious, but P
amounts, smaller or larger than 3 mm can significantly affect the accuracy of the assessment of k
(Table l).-Further, the effect of wind speed is very significant. Zero wind speed in Table.1 does not
mean complete calm due to the threshold velocity of wind measuring instruments (above 0.5 m/s) and
to the reduction of wind speeds to the level of the precipitation gauge orifice~ Thus, for zero wind
speed, k can be larger than 1.0 as also shown in Table 1.
The scatter was reduced using the class' averages. In such a case, the random errors have the tendency
to balance out. The samples were subdivided, according to U intervals, as shown in Figures 2 and 3
(second diagram each from top). Nevertheless, this did not change the original results at all, but the
correlation was much Better for class averages (see insert in Figures 2 and 3). Thus snow
measurements.using the two types of French gauges show considerable wind-induced losses. For a .
wind' speed of 2.0 m/s, this loss is up to 50 % of measured P values, whereas the SPIEA appears to
have a slightly better performance than the Association. This is still considerably more than for the
Hellmann gauge, asassessed during theWMO (1998) Intercomparison using the double fence as
reference (Table 2). This seems to be confmned also by the results of.intercomparison measurements
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carried out by Poncelet (1959) at a protected site in Uccla, Belgium with wind speeds smaller than 3
m/s. The Association gauge snow catch on average of five years was approximately 5 %. smaller than
that of the Hellmann gauge. In contrast, for wind speed above' 3.0 m/s, the Hellmann gauge
performance is worse, as showed during the WMO (1998) Intercomparison (Table 2). In any case,
using the French gauges, only one-half of the snow is measured when U equals 2 m/s.
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Table 1 The effect of random errors on precipitation measurements and snow depth on the
accuracy of the correc.tionfactor, k, as a function of wind speed.
Wind speed [ms_I]
' ~{)oC
Temperature
T<OoC

0
0.97
1.20

1
1.27
1.52

2
1.56
1.84

3
1.86
2.16

4
2.16
2.48

HS5cm
H>5cm

1.24
1.17

1.55
1.49

1.86
1.82

2.18
2.14

2.49
2.47

P>3mm

1.07
2.61

1.34
2.93

1.60
3.26

1.87
3.59

Snow depth
~

Precipitation

P~3mm

~

2.14
'3.91

Table 2 Comparison of correction factor, k, of the Hellmarin gauge and the French gauges'
ASSOTIATION and SPIEA as a function of wind speed
Wirid speed [ms_I]
.Hellmann gauge· T=OOC'
T=-2°C
SPIEA
ASSOCIATION

0
0.96
,1.01
1.03
'1:.08

1
1.12
1.19
.1,27
1.30

2
1.35
1.45
1.50
1.52

,3
1.69
1.82
1.73,
1.75

4
2.22
2.50
1.97
1.97

Conclusions
Correction procedures.of the wind-in<;ili,ced error of snow measurement using the French precipitation
gauges, ASSOCIATION and SPIEA, were derived applying the depth of fresh snow measurements
and the density·of fresh snow as derived from temperature and wind speed measurements. The windinducdd loss is large. For a wind speed. of 2. 0 rn!s, it amounts up to 50 % of measured precipitation.
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Determination de la nebulosite par radiometrie infraronge.
Jean-Louis GAUMET, Willy MORSCHEIDT
Meteo-France, Service des Equipements et des Techniques instrumentales
Trappes, FRANCE.

r---------------------,

1. Introduction
La description de l'etat du ciel fait partie du
message
d'observation
synoptique
defmi
par
l'Organisation Meteorologique Mondiale. Ce message est
utile pour la prevision generale, les operations
aeronautiques et la climatologie. Actuellement, la
couverture nuageuse est decrite par des observateurs
specialement formes it ce type de releves. Cependant,
l'observation humaine peut parfois conduire a des erreurs
d'appreciation importante, notamment la nuit.
L' automatisation de la description du ciel a ete
l'objet d'etudes faisant appel a deux techniques
differentes : La radiometrie infrarouge et l'interpretation
d'images delivrees par des cameras numeriques.
Les progres technologiques des cameras
numeriques ont permis d'atteindre une qualite d'image
remarquable. La numerisation et les methodes modemes
d'analyse permettent de decrire relativement facilement la
couverture nuageuse; par contre, la reconnaissance du
type de nuage est beaucoup plus delicate et necessite le
developpement d'algorithmes complexes. Malgre ces
progres, le cout de ces cameras numeriques reste eleve et
limite tout deploiement de ces systemes dans un reseau
operationnel.
D'autres technologies utilisant des capteurs
radiometriques infrarouges (I.R). ont ete etudiees. Wemer
(1973) experimente un balayage de la voute celeste au
moyen d'un miroir toumant et it inclinaison variable.
Coombes et Harrison (1981, 1984) ont egalement utilise
le deplacement d'un miroir pour balayer le ciel. Leurs
resultats ont conduit it la realisation industrielle d'un tel
systeme par V ALCOM Inc. au Canada.
Cette communication a pour but de presenter un
prototype de laboratoire dont le principe est fonde sur la
thermographie I.R., et capable de decrire l' etat du ciel en
un temps de l'ordre de I it 3 minutes. Dans une premiere
etape, il s'agit de determiner le taux de couverture
nuageuse ou nebulosite. Pour cela, un capteur I.R.
effectue une sequence de mesures de temperature en
differents points de la voute celeste au moyen d'un
dispositif de balayage site/azimut (Figure 1). Dans une
deuxieme etape, un objectif plus difficile sera d'identifier
certains nuages dangereux comme les cumulonimbus.

Figure I. Representation schematique du systeme de
determination de la nebulosite.
Ce document decrit la methodologie, la
technologie et les principaux resultats obtenus par
situations de plafond nuageux en periode hivemale. Des
comparaisons systematiques du taux de couverture
nuageuse deduit de mesures radiometriques avec des
observations humaines ou des photographies sont
presentees.

2. Methodologie
2.1 Principe des mesures physiques
La methode repose sur le prmClpe de la
thermographie I.R. En pratique, il s'agit de mesurer le
flux I.R. provenant de differents elements de la voute
celeste au moyen d'un pyrometre optique. La temperature
est alors le parametre discriminant entre la presence de
nuages et le ciel clair. Dans le cas d'un corps noir a la
temperature T, l'emittance sur tout le spectre de longueur
d'onde 'A est obtenue par l'integration de la loi de Planck:
00

f

2hc2'A-5

(1)

exp( hc ) _ 1
o
k'AT
oil h, k, et c sont respectivement les constantes de
Planck et Boltzmann et la vitesse de la lumiere.
R=

2

L'emittance du corps noir (W.m- ) est alors donnee
par la loi de Stefan-Boltzmann :

(2)
2

Adresse de correspondance :J.L Gaumet.
Meteo-France,SETIM, 7, rue Teisserenc de Bort
BP 202, F78195 Trappes, Cedex, France.

4

oil cr est la constante de Stefan exprimee en W.m- K
Comme l' emittance est mesuree par un detecteur
de bande passante ('AI ,'A 2), il faut effectuer l'integration
numerique de la fonction de Planck (1). La fonction
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resul~ante F(T) est donnee par 1'ajustement polynomial
d' ordre 4 presente a la Figure 2. Elle permet de calculer
l'emittance par la relation:

R= F(T)

R= eF(T)

.. •

- - AjU5tement polynomial dedegre4.

I

.

320

400

Temperature (I<)

Figure 2. Courbe de conversion temperature/emittance
par integration numerique de la fonction. de Planck.
2.2 Balayage de la voute celeste
La description du ciel, actuellement faite par
observation humaine, est renouvelee seulement toute les
heures. En effet, cette information n'est pas de premiere
importance; et on accepte volontiers des erreurs allant
jusqu'a ± 2 octas. Elle evolue en general lentement;
cependant, dans certains cas, les nuages peuvent se
deplacer rapidement sous l'influence de vents violents. Il
en resulte que pour saisir une scene de nuages et si
possible sans prendre en compte deux fois le meme amas,
il est alors necessaire de balayer la voute celeste en un
temps suffisamment court, par exemple de l'ordre de la
minute. Ainsi, le nombre de points de mesure doit etre
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(4)

Malheureusement, l' emissivite des nuages est tres
variable, surtout pour les nuages moyens et eleves tels
que les cirrus pour lesquels e peut prendre toutes les
valeurs. Par contre, e est voisin de 1 pour les nuages bas
(Stratus, stratocumulus, cumulus).
Il en resulte qu'en pratique, la temperature
radiative mesuree ne correspond pas a la temperature
thermodynamique; mais ceci n'est pas essentiel puisqu'il
s'agit surtout de trouver une valeur limite en dessous de
laquelle les regions les plus froides correspondent a un
ciel clair. C'est ce qui a ete fait avec la valeur e = 1 pour
laquelle ont ete obtenus les resultats presentes ci-apres.

280

Nord

(3)

Les objets communs n'etant generalement pas des
corps noirs, les precedentes lois necessitent une
correction. On introduit alors le terme d'emissivite e qui
est le rapport entre l' emittance reelle et celle du corps
noir. La relation (3) devient:

400

limite au strict necessaire. Une mosarque de 187 points
centree sur le zenith a ete retenue (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Mosarque des points de mesure sur la voute
celeste (187 points, I capteur sur tourelle)
Le pyrometre LR. est installe sur une tourelle
orientable en site et en azimut. Un programme de
commande permet de selectionner une sequence prenant
en compte les 187 points. Le balayage effectue une
rotation en azimut par pas de 15° et pour chacune de ces
positions, 10 mesures sont faites entre la verticale et une
direction sous un angle zenithal de 81 0. (site de 9°).
Une succession particuliere des points a ete
adoptee pour obtenir une distribution des mesures sur la
voute celeste la plus uniforme possible. La densite des
points pres du zenith ne doit pas etre tres superieure a
celle pres de 1'horizon. La distance entre 2 points varie
neanmoins de 150 m pres du zenith, a environ 3 km pour
les directions a 81 ° d'angle zenithal.
Actuellement, la sequence de balayage de la voute
celeste s'effectue en un temps de l'ordre de 3 minutes. Ce
temps pourra etre ramene a environ 1 minute avec
1'installation d'une nouvelle tourelle orientable siteazimut. Le systeme de balayage du ciel par tourelle n'est
probablement pas une solution exempte de risques de
panne. Aussi, un nouvel instrument equipe de 5 capteurs
OMEGA instalIes sur 1/4 de cercle depuis le zenith
jusqu'a un angle zenithal de 80° et balayant le ciel par
une simple rotation, est en cours de realisation. La
mosarque de points correspondante est differente. Les 322
points de mesure possibles sont moins bien repartis
qu'avec le systeme actuel; il sera necessaire de valider les
observations correspondantes de nebulosite.
2.3 Discrimination nuage-ciel clair
Les donnees radiometriques obtenues par
l'instrument ne sont pas directement exploitables dans la
mesure Oll la temperature de l'air ainsi que l'angle
zenithal jouent un role important. Ceci est
particulierement le cas pour les directions proches de
l'horizon Oll la colonne d'air traversee devient
importante. La temperature mesuree tend alors vers la
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temperature de l'air des basses couches. Pour corriger les
mesures et obtenir un parametre normalise et independant
de l'angle zenithal d'une part et de la temperature de l'air
d'autre part, on utilise la formule suivante:
C ::: La - L b L (0)
cl
La _ La C

(5)

oil Cd est le coefficient discriminant nuage-ciel
clair, Lb la donnee radiometrique de mesure sur le ciel, La
la luminance calculee de l'air, Lo le seuil de detection du
capteur et L c(0) un coefficient de correction fonction de
I' angle zenithal
Les coefficients Li0)
ont ete obtenus
experimentalement sur des cas de ciel clair.
Le parametre Cd ainsi obtenu est normalise
(variations entre 0 et 1). 11 est alors possible de fixer des
seuils pour determiner presence de nuage de nuages. Une
mesure par ciel clair donne typiquement des valeurs de Cd
proches de l'unite, un ciel couvert donne Cd de l'ordre de
0.5. Enfm une valeur de Cd inferieur a 0.1 est indicatrice
d'un cas de brouillard.

de nebulosite delivrees par l'instrument (448 releves) ont
ete systematiquement comparees au releves effectues par
observation humaine sur le meme site. Une comparaison
entre les deux types d'observation peut etre faite au
moyen de l'histogramme presente a la Figure 4. On peut
y voir le nombre de cas observes pour les lesquels les
differences de nebulosite determinees par les deux
methodes sont : ±l, ±2,...octas.

e.

_
40

diume

. . . nocturne

10

3. Instrumentation
Le capteur LR. est un pyrometre OMEGA OS 65-

BB sensible dans la bande passante 8-13/l. Cette reponse
spectrale correspond a une fenetre atmospherique de
l'absorption de la vapeur d'eau et du gaz carbonique. Le
champ de reception de ce capteur est plutot etroit (3,8
degres en demi-angle). Par consequent, la surface
observee sur le plafond nuageux a 1 km est reduite a un
cercle de rayon 60 m. L'emissivite est reglable sur
l'instrument sur tout le domaine de 0,1 a 0,99. Les
principales caracteristiques techniques de ce capteur sont
rassemblees dans le tableau 1.
:,:$~l$p.rnXq5W~Q:N$)

Reponse spectrale
8 a 13 /lm
-57 a+ 500°C
Domaine de temperature
Precision sur la temperature
± 1°C
300ms
Temps de reponse
Champ de reception
3,8°
(demi-angle)
Emissivite reglable
0,1 a0,99
Tableau 1. Caracteristiques techniques du capteur LR.

-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Difference de nebulosite (acta)

Figure 4. Histogramme de comparaison
Instrument - Observation humaine (separationjour/nuit)
Les donnees sont en fait tres voisines puisqu'une
majorite de cas (>70%) se situe a ±l octa. Il faut noter
deux points; d'une part, une assez bonne symetrie de
l'histogramme, malgre une surestimation systematique de
l'instrument de 1 octa et d'autre part, l'absence de
difference significative entre le jour et la nuit.
1.0
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0.8
4000

:[

0.6
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()

Malgre un bon isolement vis a vis des echanges
thermiques et radiatifs, il est probable que les
temperatures exterieures extremes contribuent a des
erreurs dans la determination de la temperature radiative
du ciel. Une etude est actuellement en cours pour evaluer
l'impact de cette influence dans l'estimation du taux de
couverture nuageuse. Si une influence significative est
demontree, il sera envisage de disposer le capteur dans
une enceinte thermostatee malgre le surcout engendre par
cette operation.

4. Resultats
A la fin de chaque serie de 187 points de mesure, il
est facile de determiner le taux de couverture nuageuse ou
e
nebulosite exprimee en 1/8 ou en octa. Les estimations
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Figure 5. Comparaison du coefficient discriminant Cd et
de la visibilite lors d'un episode de brouillard (5/2/98).
La Figure 5 montre un exemple d'enregistrement
de nebulosite determinee par infrarouge et de visibilite au
cours d'un episode de brouillard. Lorsque le brouillard est
dense, le coefficient de discrimination Cd est inferieur a
0.2. Puis il augmente au moment de la dissipation pour
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atteindre 1.0 par ciel clair. Ce resultat illustre l'aptitude a
identifier le brouillard.
Les donnees obtenues a partir des 187 points de
mesures sont interpolees au moyen d'un logiciel
graphique (SURFER de Golden Software Inc). Une
representation du coefficient discriminant sous forme de
courbe de niveau est ainsi obtenue. Un exemple de
cartographie IR du ciel pres du zenith est compare a une
photographie simultanee de la meme portion de ciel avec
un objectif « fish-eye» (Figure 6). Un excellent accord
entre les deux representations est observable.

5. Conclusion
Les comparaisons de reIeves automatiques de
nebulosite avec des observations humaines et des
photographies « fish-eye» montrent que l'instrument
fonctionne tres bien dans une grande majorite des cas.
La delimitation ciel clair / couvert est determinee
empiriquement. Aussi est-il encore necessaire de faire des
observations pour atteindre les valeurs optimales
d'emissivite et des facteurs de correction.
La caracterisation de la nature des nuages est une
observation difficile qui a ete seulement abordee dans le
cas specifique du brouillard. Celui-ci a ete identifie dans
les exemples rencontres. Cependant, cette identification
qui est tres utile pour les applications aeronautiques doit
etre verifiee sur un plus grand nombre de cas.

Pour les applications operationnelles, le systeme
devra etre tres fiable. Aussi pour eviter l'usage d'une
tourelle site-azimut sujette a des pannes, un nouveau
prototype avec 5 capteurs installes sur un dispositif a
rotation simple est actuellement a l' etude.
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Observation d'etat du ciel dans un exemple «broken»
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Figure 6. Exemple de comparaison d'une representation infrarouge avec la photographie « fish-eye» correspondante.
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SUNSHINE DURATION MEASUREMENT USING A PYRANOMETER

Jean C. Olivieri *
Radiometric Center, Carpentras.

1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that sunshine duration SD and Global
exposure are strongly correlated. A Angstrom then J.
A. Prescott and others proposed very simple formulae
to estimate Global exposure from the number of bright
sunshine hours and vice versa. Nevertheless such
formulae are valid only if we consider sunshine hours
totalled during one month or at least 10 days. Our
intention is different. We think that it is possible to use
the Pyranometer as a sunshine recorder. This
presents a double advantage : sunshine duration and
Global Irradiance (which is a more interesting datum)
are measured at the same time for a very reasonable
price.

2. THE METHOD

The measured Global Irradiance is compared every
one minute (for example) to the value of the product:
FcxMod,
•

Mod represents the Global Irradiance obtained
from a cloudless day model,

•

Fc represents a factor the empirical value of which
is close to 0.7.

We consider that if the measured Global Irradiance is
superior to the product above mentioned, the Direct
Irradiance of the Sun is superior to 120 W/m 2 • If the
Direct Irradiance reaches or exceeds this threshold
level the number of minutes of bright sunshine is
increased of one unit.
The model Mod that is presently tested is:
G = 1080 [sin( h + a

A fixed value of Fc tested during several years,
showed that it was necessary to correct Fc according
to the season; after which a correction of Fc was also
evident according the time of the day, or more
correctly the elevation of the Sun. This last
improvement is also essential in order to reduce
sunshine duration errors when the sky is more or less
overcast in the middle of a day.
The annual sunshine durations are correct, they are
within ± 1% of the Pyrheliometric Reference with the
second and the third Models. Of course dally and
hourly errors may be larger: they can reach one hour
and sometimes more than one hour. But usually the
sunshine profile of the day is acceptable.
Figure 1 that follows, represents the daily variations
of the Global and Direct Irradiances, and the product
Fc3 xMod on May 19, 1995 in Carpentras. During this
day the sky was overcastted with very thick Cirrus
before noon. The result of the comparison between
the Global irradiance measured and the model is
automatically put equal to 0 if the elevation of the sun
is inferior to 3 degrees. The effect of this threshold on
the accuracy of the SD may be corrected.
Table 1 that follows, represents the results of the
sunshine durations obtained using the model and the
3 values of Fc above mentioned on May 19, 1995.
This day gave us trouble. The results are given
in minutes.

The global irradiance measured is compared to the
function:

W

[A+ BCOS(:~ d)] x [a h+ b]x 1080[sin(h + a)t

where: h represents the elevation of the Sun,
a represents a parameter close to 0 to 0.15
(these values of a are given in degrees of
angle),
f3 represents an exponent close to 1.22.

with

=

This model (with a 0) is given for a clear sky and a
mean value of the turbidity. In fact the influence of the
turbidity is relatively low on the Global Irradiance.
The method was tested using 3 estimations of the
factor Fc :
•
•
•

A = 0.74, B =0.04
a = -0.0028, b = 1
h represents the Sun elevation
d represents the number of the day.

Figure 2 represents the variations of the difference
(SDestimated - Sdreference) added all-over the years 1994
and 1996.

=

FC1 0.7 (or a fixed value close to 0.7),
Fez varies according the date of the day,
Fcs varies according the date and the hour of the
day.

* Corresponding author address: Jean C. Olivieri
Meteo-France, Centre radiometrique
Chemin de I'Hermitage
F - 84200 Carpentras (France)
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TABLE 1

Sunshine durations (SO) are given in minutes.

UTC

SO
SO
Reference Fc1=0.7

Error

SO

Error

SO

(2-1)

Fc2

(3-1)

Fc3

(1 )

(2)

5

16

20

4

20

6

60

57

-3

57

7

60

60

0

8

55

50

-5

9

57

44

-13

10

22

9

-13

11

54

36

-18

12
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-18

38
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0

14
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16

(3)
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;.3
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0
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3
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FIGURE 2 Variation of the difference added all-over the year between the sunshine duration estimated
using a pyranometer and the reference sunshine duration measured using a pyrheliometer.
For the year 1994 the result is -910 minutes, and for the year 1996 the result is +1355 minutes.
SD for 1994 is equal to 165523 minutes (2759 hr) ,SD for 1996 is equal to 153640 minutes (2561 hr).
The errors are respectively - 0.55% and + 0.88%.
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A LABORATORY TEST FACILITY FOR SOLAR RADIATION
INSTRUMENTS AND ITS APPLICATIONS
Lu Wenhua and Mo Yueqin
Chinese Academy of Meteorological sciences,Beijing l00081,china
I . INTRODUCTION
For evaluation of the solar radiation measurement data and instrument specifications, the new laboratory facility for solar radiation instruments has been developed. It consists of a commercially available
solar simulator and a rotating mechanism with an instrument mount The spectral distribution is in accordance with Air Mass 1. 5 global spectral conditions. The range of irradiance is 250-1250 Wm- 2 • The effective irradiance area is 100 XI 00 mm. A personal computer takes control over the operation states of
the rotating mechanism, so the error of rotation angle is less than

±O. 05°. In our

measurements we used

a personal computer in conjunction with a Keithley 181 nanovoltmeter with IEEE-488 interface and output
of instruments can be measured and processed automatically. Directionality, tilt and nonlinearity tests of
pyranometers can be made by using this facility. Satisfactory results have been obtained, according to
calibration measurements of pyranometers, it is shown that the difference values of the sensitivity are
within the range of

± O. 60 % measured

in the outdoor exposure.

n . STRUCTURE OF THE FACILITY
1. Optical System
Optical system of the facility is based on the commercially available solar simulator (Fig. 1). A
500W spherical xenon lamp is surrounded by a high efficiency ellipsoidal reflector which focuses the radiation onto an optical integrator, passed through a mirror and a spectral correction filrer. A uniform secondary source is formed by the optical integrator and the radiation passes through the collimating lens
and the projection mirror to irradiate the target area. Therefore the solar simulator produes a uniform collimated output beam with a close spectral match to sunlight.
balancer

speed

reducer bOl(

illuminant
chamber

rn

ta~.ell ~e::...._

inslument ~q::;:::l
mount

i

Fig. 1.
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Structure for the lab test facility

2. Mechanism Structure
The mechanism structure of the facility includes solar simulator mechanism and the rotating mecha-
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nism (Fig. 1). The solar simulator mechanism comprises an adjustable stand of the xenon lamp, lensmounts, the optical integrator barrel and the case of solar simulator. A precision adjustable stand can
adjust six freedoms for xenon lamp. Other mechanism on solar simulator is used for fixing optical parts.
There is an axial-flow fan for cooling the optical parts in the solar simulator.
The rotating mechanism consists of a projection mirror, instrument mount, balancer, rotating arm,
speed reducer box with stepping motor, clutch, position laser and frame. A projection mirror is mounted
on the front of the rotating arm axis. It can reflect the collimated beam onto the instrument mount which
includes a rotating disc and up-and-down movement device. In the projection plane the instrument mount
allows the instrument to be turned around the center of the radiation beam and to be moved up-and-down
in the range of 0-40 mm. At the rear of rotating arm axis there is a 360 0 graduated ring for indicating the
angle of rotation. The mainshaft of rotating arm is connected with the shaft of the speed reducer driven
by stepping motor. The cluth consists of an upper whell, lower wheel and belt. When the screw A of upper wheel and the screw B of lower wheel are scrwed down and the screw C of lower wheel is screwed
out, the rotating arm can rotate in the range of

± 90

0

and the instrument mount is in level position (see

Fig. 2c). The cosine, azimuth response and sensitivity for pyranometers can be tested. When the screw
A of upper wheel is screwed out and the screw B. C of lower wheel is screwed down, the rotating arm
0

can rotate in the range of 360 and the instrument mount plane is perpendicular to the radiation beam (see
Fig. 2b). The tilt effect for solar radiation instruments can be tested in this case.
balancer

projection mirror

rolating orm

instrument
mount

(a)

Fig.2.

(b)

(c)

Schematic diagram for operating state

3. The Facility Characteristics
According to China General Specification for Solar Simulator GB/T 12637-90, we have tested the radiation beam in the target area with solar cell. The irradiance nonuniformity is less than
radius of 40 mm. The irradiance instability is less than

± O.

±O. 4%

within a

08 % /h. The facility system error, which is

caused by image turned, nonuniformity, instability, diverging beam and mechanism error in the case of
making a turn for rotating arm, is less than

± O. 3 %.

Maximum irradiance in the target area is 1250 Wm- z , of which measurement is made with Eppley
PSP No. 20461 pyranometer when the xenon lamp power is about 410W.
ill. APPLICATIONS

In the process of making the China Verification Regulation of Pyranometer, this facility is used for
testinq performances of R.yranometers. Instruments tested are the DFY4, TBQ-2 and TBQ-2-B pyranome-
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ters made in China.

1. Calibration of Pyranometers
In the lab calibration the Eppley PSP No. 20461 pyranometer is used as a reference instrument. Measurements are based on a comparison of the signal of the test instrument with the irradiance measured
with the reference pyranometer. During our test measurements the instruments are exposed to irradiance
values of 1000 Wm- 2 , the angle between the radiation beam and the receiver surface is 90 (see Fig.
0

2a). Then the rotating arm is turned to 70°. The two instruments are put on the instrument mount alternately and the instrument level is adjusted, respectively. The cable' of pyranometer is pointing to north
similar to the field position. The instrument is irradiated after five minutes and the signal of instrument is
collected. Then turn the instrument mount to 180° and take another group of measurements automatically. Table 1 shows that the results of the laboratory measurements are highly consistent with the outdoor
calibrations. The relative errors of sensitivity values are within

± O. 6 % for six pyranometers.

This result

demonstrates reliability for calibration pyranometers with the lab test facility.
Table 1.

The relative error of sensitivity values between indoor and outdoor calibrations

No.

Type

Outdoor

Indoor

Errore %)

0002

DFY4

8.18

8. 14

0.5

0060

DFY4

7.97

7. 94

0.4

0058

DFY4

8.35

8.40

0.6

9313

TBQ-2

8.56

8.54

0.3

9303

TBQ-2

8.21

8.21

0.0

9317

TBQ-2

8.59

8.62

0.4

2. Directional Test
Directionality includes the cosine responses and azimuth responses. The cosine response test is
made at the angle between the radiation beam and the normal of the receiver surface ranged from 10° to
80°. The results are listed in Table 2. From the results we know the fact that cosine error of the TBQ-2B pyranometer which is as reference instrument in our calibration net is less than other types of pyranometers. The azimuth response test is made at the angle of 10° to the radiation beam and the receiver
surface and the azimuth angles ranged in 0-360°. The results are listed in Table 3.
Table 2.

The relative error for cosine responses

No.

Type

10°

20°

30°

40°

50°

60°

70°

80°

9201

TBQ-2-B

0.1

0.1

0.3

0.5

0.6

O. 8

1.5

2.4

9202

TBQ-2-B

O. 4

0.3

0.3

0.1

O. 2

0.3

0.8

2.5

9203

TBQ-2-B

0.3

0.2

0.1

O. 6

0.5

1.0

1.9

3.1

0058

DFY4

0.2

0.4

0.5

0.7

0.7

O. 6

1.3

-3.8

0053

DFY4

-0.1

-0.2

-0.3

-0.2

-0.1

-0.1

-0.2

-0.5

0011

DFY4

-0.1

O. 3

0.7

1.4

2.6

3. 7

5.5

10.7

9313

TBQ-2

-0.4

-0.9

-1.6

-2.4

-3.1

-4.0

-6.2

-13.4

9303

TBQ-2

-4.8

-0.1

-0.2

-0.1

-0.2

-0.2

-0.6

-2.4

9312

TBQ-2

-0.3

-0.3

-0.3

0.0

0.9

1.7

2.1

1.3

3. Tilt Effect Test
The tilt effect of pyranometers is tested by using this lab test facility. The tilt angles for pyranometer are selected as follows: 0°,45°,90°,135°,180°. During the lab experiments, the receiver surface
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for pyranometer is always perpendicular to the radiation beam. The results (see Table 4) from the Eppley PSP No. 20462 and No. 20463 show that this measurement is correct.
Table 3.

The relative error for azimuth responses

No.

Type

0°

30°

60

0058

DFY4

0.2

0.3

O. 3

0

90

0

-2.1

240 0

O. 7

4.0

3.7

1.5

-2.7 -1. 7 -3.0 -1.2

1.8

2.2

0.8

4. 2

5.3

3. 9

7. 0

4. 8

DFY4

0011

DFY4

-3.8 -4.6 -7.1 -8.6 -4.7

0.0

2.6

8.3

9313

TBQ-2

-6.7 -5.0 -4.3

6.5

7.3

6. 4

9303

TBQ-2

0.5

0.0

9312

TBQ-2

0.3

0.3

4.4

-0.2 -0.7 -0.2 -0.5 -0.1 -0.7

Table 4.

-0.3

0.5

330 0

210 0

150

0053

O. 7

3000

180 0

0

--:-4.6 -3.7 -2.3 -0.7

0.3

270 0

0

120

0.0

0.7

O. 3

2.6

4.5

1.5

-0.3 -4.6 -6.8

1.0
0.1

-1. 3 -5.5

0.5

0.1

0.2

-1.0 -1.0 -0.8

The relative error of tilt responses
0

0

180

0

Type

45

20463

PSP
PSP

-0.3

-0.3

-0.4

-0.5

20462

-0.5

-0.4

-0.4 -

-0.5

9313

TBQ-2

O. 7

1.2

2.0

2.8

9303

TBQ-2

1.1

1.8

2. 7

3.1

9312

TBQ-2

O. 7

1.0

1.8

2.8

0058

DFY4

-0.2

-0.4

-0.1

-0.1

0053

DFY4

O. 7

0.3

O. 3

0.3

DFY4

-0.2

-0.3

-0.1

0.3

0011

90

135

0

No.

Nonlinearity, response time, and zero shift tests for solar radiation instruments can also be made
with this lab facility. Further, the facility can be used with a temperature test chamber to measure the
temperature characteristics in the stable and well-characterized radiation beam.
N. CONCLUSIONS

The new laboratory test facility for solar radiation instruments has been developed and used in characterizing pyranometers. Very satisfactory resits have been obtained on calibration measurements of
pyranometers and the difference value of sensitivity is with

± o. 6 % between

indoor and outdoor mea-

surements. Through the experimental investigation. irradiance of the facility ranges in 250-1250 Wm- 2 ,
nonuniformity is less than

± o. 4 %

within a radius of 40 mm, instability is less than

± O. 08 % /h.

and sys-

tem error is less than ±O. 3% when the rotating arm turns in 0-360°.
This facility is also suitable for a variety of other experiments testing solar radiation instruments or
other meteorological instruments on which solar radiation exposure may interfere with their measurement. It is of great importance to evaluate solar radiation measurement and improve instrument specifications for manufacture with this new lab test facility.

REFERENCES
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Measuring rain and rain drop distribution at sea
Lutz Hasse, Martin Grossklaus, and Klaus Uhlig
Institut fuer Meereskunde, 0-24105 Kiel, Germany

1. Introduction
Determination of rain at sea is a prime requirement for operational weather and climate forecasts
and research. Unfortunately, satellite estimates by microwave and IR methods differ by a factor of
two and are not well suited to calibrate numerical models. Rain measurements at ships are often
deemed unreliable too, e.g. referring to flow distortion by ships. However this difficulty can be
alleviated by positioning the instrument above the superstructure of the ship where the flow is
nearly level. The high wind speeds at sea and additional the speed of ships result in flow distortion
at the instrument itself, that would make measurements with standard cylindrical instruments
useless. A special ship rain gage has been developed that is able to work at high speeds.
Additionally, an optical disdrometer has been built for use at high wind speeds too. This instrument
measures dropsize distributions and is thus able to give an independent determination of the rain
fall rate. Ship rain gage and optical disdrometer have been reported on at TECO 90 and TECO 94
(Hasse et ai, 1992, 1994), detailed descriptions are given by Hasse et al. (1998) and Grossklaus et
al (1998).
2. Technical realisation of ship rain gage
The ship rain gage (fig. 1) is based on the idea that under high wind speeds the rain is carried
almost horizontally over the ship, leading to severe undercatch. However, measuring the liqUid
water content of the air at a lateral collector, determination of rain rate is possible even at high
wind speeds. The upper collector is used for lower wind speeds, the lateral at higher speeds, with
a transition near 10 m/s. The relevant speed here is the local relative wind at the site of the rain
gage, that results from the addition of speed of ship and wind and from local accelerations.The
efficiency of catch for both collecting surfaces has been determined by comparison against
independent measurements by disdrometer.
The water amount from both sides is measured separately by drop forming devices, called
dropper. The droppers form drops of 0.1 g each. By counting the number of drops that pass
through a light barrier, flow rates can be determined. It showed that the calibration curve for
droppers is sufficiently linear up to a flow rate that corresponds to 60 mm/h at the standard 200
mm 2 area used at the upper collector. At the side, with its smaller cross-sectional area, rain rates

drainage

--+

lateral
colle<:tor

Figure 1: Side view and vertical crosssection of ship rain gage. Water is
collected at the upper orifice (arrows) and
the lateral collector (shaded). There are 5
vertical T-bars at the lateral collector that
hinder rain water to wander around the"
cylinder and be blown off in lee (not shown
in the diagram).

drop fonning
device
JR.-diodes

100mm
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of 140 mm/h were measured successfully. Rain rates of 80 or 90 mm/h can be evaluated using
individual calibration curves (fig. 2a).
Tropical rainfalls may show even higher instantaneous rain rates. Then the flow through the
dropper takes the form of elongated qrops. In this case it is possible to measure the length of time
that the light in the infrared light barrier is interrupted by each elongated drop and determine the
rain rate from summation of these times, an example is shown in figure2b.

",;1::"

--*

;tr
/

/

-- ,-'It

o o=----3=O:----::8!-::o--::-:90:---~120

50
100
150
Rainrate (reference) [mm/h]

Rainrate [mm h- 1]

200

Figure 2. Calibration of dropper. a) drop count rate per minute versus rain rate for 6 individual
doppers. Curves are shifted by 100 counts each for clarity.
b) calibration curve for high flow rates. Abszissa is reference rain rate, ordinate measured by
ship rain gage. Full line, rain rate determined by counting drops of dropper, broken line
determined using length of drop time signal. Also indicated is the 1:1 line.

3. Technical realisation of optical disdrometer.
The disdrometer has been built to measure drop size distribution. Knowing the number of drops in
a given volume, and inferring their fall velocity as function of radius, the rain rate can be
determined. A cross-section of the instrument is shown in fig. 3. The principle of measurement is
light extinction of individual rain drops that pass through the optical active volume. The depth of a
pulse is proportional to the vertical cross-section of the drop. The signal to noise ratio allows to
measure drops of 0.35 mm, typical resolution is 0.05 mm.
For groundbased disdrometers there is a need for compromise: In order to obtain a good sample
in a short time, a large optically active volume is required. However, with a larger volume the
probability coincidences, Le. situations where two or more drops are simultaneously in the active
volume, increases. Since we use light extinction, the instrument sees coincidences of two (or
more) drops as the shadow of a larger one. This effect is relevant, since rain drop size distribution
typically have an exponential distribution with many small drops and few large drops. Hence,
coincidences of the frequent small drops are likely. Taking drop size distribution as probability
functions, the coincidences can be seen as convolution of drop size spectra with itself.
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A program to invert the measured spectra to obtain the true spectra has been developed by
Grossklaus et al (1993, 1998). This procedure has been verified inter alia by Monte Carlo
calculations.

Figure 3. Cross-section of optical disdrometer. From left to right: 1 electronics, 2 light emitting
diode, 3 lens system, 4 windows, 5 baffles, 6 sensitive volume, 7 collector lens, 8 optical blend,
9 ocular, 10 photo diode, 11 electronics

While the instrument originally has been developed to calibrate ship rain gages for their wind
speed dependence it is evident that drop size distributions have a much wider application in
meteorology: The scatter of microwave signals at rain drops is size dependent, hence a knowledge
of size distributions in tropical rains would be of interest for example to resolve the differences of
rain estimates from satellite remote sensing.
Another interesting application of the disdrometer is for solid precipitation. It is understood that the
ship rain gage is not built to measure solid precipitation. The disdrometer, however, can also
measue the light extinction by solid precipitation up to a size limit of 2.2 cm, the limit being imposed
by the size of the optical active volume. While the relation between snow flake size and rain rate is
not unique, at least a good estimate of snowfall intensity and its water content can be obtained.
First studies in the wintertime Labrador Sea gave good agreement between different methods to
estimate solid precipitation rates.

T.a ble 1. In tercomoanson a t th e test't
SI e 0 f 0 eutscher Wette/id'lenst at Harzaero d e, 1992/1996
wind speed
Hellmann rain gage in pit
ship rain gage
standing Hellmann rain gage

< 5 m/s

> 5 m/s

2370 mm
98.3%
92.0%

142 mm
100.4%
84.7%

4. Results
The windspeed dependence of collection efficieny of ship rain gages has been obtained originally
by simultaneously operating ship rain gage and disdrometer on moving ship at a distance of few
meters. An independent intercomparison was obtained at the test site of the Deutscher WetterDienst at Harzgerode. A Hellmann type recording rain gage in a pit, orifice level with the ground, is
taken for comparison, because it can be assumed that the instrument in the pit will not have wind
induced errors. The ship rain gage was mounted with the orifice of the upper collector at 1.15 m
above ground, the same height as the orifice of a second Hellmann rain gage at a few meters
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distance. Several years of intercomparison are available now, a shown in table 1. Note that
calibration of the ship rain gage for collection efficiency was obtained independently of this test.
An example for application of rain measurements obtained at the ocean is available from the
eastern Pacific. The NOAA RV "Ron Brown" was station keeping in the ITCZ. During a 20 day
period in August 1997, the ship rain gage measured 214 mm of rainfall. The operational global
model of the Deutscher Wetterdienst gave 236 mm for the same area and time span (Courtesy
DWD).
Figure 4: Intercomparison between precipitation
measurements at ships and radar estimates
which have been interpolated to the ship's
position. Results are given for the period Aug,
13th to Get, 31st 1995.
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Another example was obtained at the Balltic Sea (figA, where in fall 1995 precipitation was
estimated by radar (courtesy of SMHI) and rain gages mounted on ferry boats that pass through
the area (Franke et a!. 1998). While there is some scatter in the individual results - unevitable
comparing point and areal measurements - rather good agreement was found in the mean: radar
190 mm, ship rain gages 194 mm.
The ship rain gage has now been operated for several years at different parts of the world oceans
with good success, and has proven to be a reliable instrument. Its accuracy in the field is estimated
to 2% -3% percent for hourly estimates (Hasse et al., 1998) which includes some of the notorious
variability of rain.
Acknowlegdement is made to BMBF for funding this research, to Station Manger Ronsch of the
test site Harzgerode for collecting the data, to Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute
for the radar data, and Deutsche Wetterdienst for model results.
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A Simple Audio Technique to Determine the Characteristics of Precipitation.
Kirk, V. L., Ratton, D. B. and Jones, D. W.
The Meteorological Office, United Kingdom.
1. Introduction.

The acoustic domain is a relatively unexplored sensing modality for the detection and
identification of precipitation. Most documented research seems to have concentrated
on the analysis of noise created during the impact of rain and hail with a body of
water [1,2,3]. Although the mechanisms are different, recent research does not seem
to have been extended to consider impacts with a solid surface for use with land based
observations. However the noise made by rain or hail impacting on a solid surface is
often, (assuming one is not outside,) one of the first indicators that precipitation has
begun.
As a human can easily notice the differences between sound created through impacts
of rain and hail it is hoped that, through the characterisation of precipitation impacts,
a simple but effective solution to distinguish between rain and hail can be
implemented. It is the purpose of this paper to describe the work being done in an
effort to achieve this.
2. Data Acquisition.
Microphones were placed within a range of plastic containers that were then left in an
exposed position. Audio data was then acquired for a number of rainfall events and
for simulated solid and liquid precipitation. The signal from the microphones was
recorded direct to a PC via two audio capture cards. Each of these cards allow for
sampling on four channels simultaneously at rates up to 48kHz at a resolution of
32bits, a practical capability that has only relatively recently been available at
reasonable cost through the rapid developments in PC technology
The set-up used sampled the microphone signals from up to 8 channels
simultaneously at 44. 1kHz with a resolution of 32 bits.
Unfortunately, since the start of this project, local weather conditions have not been
suited to a full range of trials; some of the initial experiments were therefore
performed using simulated precipitation. Rain was simulated using a sprinkler
system, while hail was simulated using ice pellets.
3. Results.
Figures 1 and 2 show the spectral composition of the noise made by the impact of
precipitation with the containers for two of the recorded events, and are typical of
other events. Both of these plots were obtained using a 1024 point FFT with a
Hamming window. The data in figures 1 and 2 were acquired using the same
container and condenser boundary layer microphone.
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From figures 1 and 2 it can be seen that the signal from simulated hail is much greater
than that for rain. Another obvious difference is in the frequency components of the
signals. The signal from rain consists predominantly of low frequencies, up to
approximately 8kHz, while that for ice pellets has a broader spectral content covering
the whole range up to 22kHz.
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Figure 1; Spectra for a real moderate rain event.
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Figure 2; Spectra for simulated hail.
4. Conclusion and Future Work..
Rudimentary analysis on these initial experiments suggests that the technique may
prove useful in precipitation detection. However there is still a considerable amount
of research to be undertaken to fully characterise the noise generated by different
precipitation impacts.
This data seems to indicate that an instrument could distinguish between rain and hail
through simple analysis using low and high pass filters, and the level of the signal.
Future work will involve investigating a number of areas, but is likely to initially
concentrate on two; effects of the configuration of microphone and container set-up,
and spectral analysis of precipitation impacts.

It is necessary to study the characteristics of different microphones, housings and
impact surfaces in order to identify an optimum set-up to ensure repeatable high
quality data.
It is hoped, that through characterisation of impact noise through spectral analysis, an
instrument can be developed that can provide a low cost method of distinguishing
between hail and rain.
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A COMPARISON BETWEEN A PROPOSED ASOS SUNSHINE SENSOR AND A PYRHELlOMETER
Joseph V. Fiore Jr. "
RobertWnek
Lynn Wynans
Hughes STX Corporation, Sterling, Virginia
Meka E. Laster
ASOS Surface Observation Modernization Office
Silver Spring, Maryland

1.

INTRODUCTION

The Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS) Surface
Observation Modemization Office (SOMO) started the test and
evaluation of candidate sunshine sensors in 1992 for future use
in a limited number of ASOS sites (-100 sites). An extensive
field test at four ASOS sites comparing an EKO MS-91
Sunshine Sensor and the Eppley Pyrheliometer has been
conducted and monitored by Hughes STX for the ASOS
SOMO since March 1996. One of the main reasons for adding
a sunshine sensor to ASOS is to replace the Foster-Foskett
sunshine switches which have been the National Weather
Service (NWS) standard sunshine sensor since the 1950's.
The Foster-Foskett sensors cannot be easily automated, and
they are no longer maintainable due to constant potentiometer
adjustments that need to be made almost daily. The EKO MS91 Sunshine Sensor evaluated in this study can be automated
for ASOS, and it has performed well within the ASOS
Specification for a sunshine sensor.
This paper summarizes the results of the study between an
EKO MS~91 Sunshine Sensor and the Eppley Normal
Incidence Pyrheliometer (NIP). The paper also answers
several questions about sensor performance including:
1.) What percent of the time does the EKO MS-91 Sunshine
Sensor report daily total minutes of sunshine within 10% of the
Eppley NIP? 2.) What percent of the time does the EKO
MS-91 Sunshine Sensor report "sun" when the Eppley NIP is
reporting less than 108 Wattlm 2? (120 - 10%), and 3.) What
percent of the time does the EKO MS-91 Sunshine Sensor not
report "sun" when the Eppley NIP is reporting greater than 132
Wattlm 2 ? (120 + 10%).
2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Candidate Sensors for an ASOS Sunshine Sensor
The NWS Office of Meteorology requirement for a sunshine
sensor is that the sensor indicate "sunshine" at a solar flux
density greater than or equal 120 Wattlm2 , with an accuracy
of + or - 10% total minutes of "sunshine" as measured by an
Eppley NIP. The sunshine sensors' "sunrise" is determined
when the amount of direct solar insolation (exclusive of the
effects of diffuse radiation) as received by the sensor (voltage)
exceeds a solar flux density threshold of 120 Wattlm 2 (World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) standard).

*Corresponding author address: Joseph V. Fiore Jr.,
43872 Weather Service Road, Sterling, VA 20166
e-mail: Joseph.Fiore@noaa.gov

The ASOS SOMO began testing candidate ASOS sunshine
sensors in the spring of 1992.
Several sensors were
evaluated, including the Foster-Foskett sunshine switch which
has been used by the NWS since 1952.
The Foster-Foskett sunshine switch was eliminated from the
evaluation due to poor performance and frequent maintenance
(potentiometer adjustments). All other candidate sunshine
sensors except the EKO MS-91 sunshine sensor were
eliminated due to relatively poor comparability to the reference
sensor (Eppley NIP). The EKO MS-91 sunshine sensor was
the only sensor that performed with an accuracy of + or - 10%
of the Eppley NIP.
2.2 EKO Sunshine Sensor
The EKO MS-91 sunshine sensor consists of a special
reflective mirror rotating within a glass tUbe, with a pyroelectric
sensor mounted on the end of the glass tube. As the reflective
mirror rotates, it catches and directs sunlight to the sensor.
The pyroelectric sensor outputs an electric signal (voltage)
proportional to the direct solar radiation intensity. The sensor's
reflective mirror is driven by a pulse motor that revolves once
every 30 seconds. The EKO sensor raw voltage values are
converted to flux values once a minute in a Data Acquisition
System (DAS) developed by Hughes STX to collect and
analyze the sunshine data.
2.3 Epplev NIP
The Eppley NIP consists of a wirewound thermopile at the base
of a tube, the aperture of which has a ratio of 1 to 10 to its
length. This design limits the solar radiation received by the
thermopile to only direct solar radiation. The Eppley NIP
measures the direct solar radiation at normal incidence. The
Eppley NIP is mounted on an Eppley Model SMT-3 Automatic
Solar Tracker, which keeps the pyrheliometer pointing directly
at the sun. The Eppley NIP takes a five minute average of
flux values reported every minute.
3. TEST RESULTS
3.1 Test Sites
Four test sites, representing both high and low latitude sites,
were chosen for the study. These sites were Albuquerque, NM
(ABO); Tallahassee, FL (TLH); Bismark, NO (8IS); and
Sterling, VA (SRO).
Each test site is a level 1 station in the NOM Integrated
Surface Irradiance Study (ISIS) (Hicks, Oeluisi, and Matt,
1995). The EKO sensor and Eppley NIP at each site was
connected to the shared Campbell data logger, which is also
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part of the ISIS level 1 test sites. The Eppley NIP's are all
calibrated to national standards, and thus are acceptable as
reference sensors to the EKOs'. The one minute stored data
from each site was sent to Sterling, VA each week for analysis.

Table 2: Over-Reported Minutes of Sunshine EKO vs.
Eppley

3.2 Data Analysis
This paper summarizes test results during the period from
June 1996-June 1997.

Eppley <108

EKO >120

Wattlm'

Wattlm'

%Diff EKOEppley

180229

3415

1.8

336689

5802

1.7

281107

5070

1.8

347412

4331

1.2

1145437

86618

1.6

3.2.1 Daily Total Minutes of Sunshine
The main objective of the analysis of the daily total minutes of
sunshine was to answer the following question. What percent
of the time does the EKO sensor report daily total minutes of
sunshine within 10% of the Eppley NIP?
Test results show that the daily total minutes of sunshine from
the EKO's were 3.8% higher than the Eppley's daily total
minutes of sunshine, which is well within the ASOS
specification for percent difference of +/- 10%.
Table 1 below, summarizes the test results for each test site
for the period of June 1996-June 1997. Table 1 shows the
number of minutes when the Eppley NIP and the EKO were
reporting "sun".
Table 1: Total Minutes of Sunshine EKO vs. Eppley

Only a very small percentage of the EKO Daily Total Minutes
of Sunshine occurred when the Eppley NIP was below 108

Wattlm 2 •
3.2.3 Under-Reporting Sunshine Minutes
The main objective of the analysis of the under-reporting of
daily total minutes of sunshine was to answer the following
question. What percent of the time does the EKO not report
"sun" when the Eppley NIP is reporting greater than 132

Wattlm 2?

>120 Wattlm'

EKO >120
Watts/m'

Percent
Difference
EKO-Eppley

Test results have shown that the EKO's under-report daily total
minutes of sunshine by only 0.6% or less when compared to
the Eppley's daily total minutes of sunshine.

125033

128796

3,0

Table 3: Under-Reported Minutes of Sunshine EKO vs. Eppley

134478

140586

4.5

117638

123108

4.6

135096

139298

3.1

Eppley

512245

531788

Eppley >132

EKO <120

Wattlm'

Wattlm'

124284

147

%Diff
EKO-Eppley

3.8
0.1

The EKO MS-91 generally reported slightly more daily total
minutes of sunshine than the Eppley NIP. The vast majority of
these minutes occurred when the Eppley NIP was just below
the 120 Wattlm 2 threshold. Only a very small percentage
occurred when the Eppley NIP was below 108 Wattlm2 (over
reporting threshold). One reason why the EKO sensor tends
to report slightly more daily total minutes of sunshine than the
Eppley NIP may be due the fact that the EKO sensor collects
raw voltage readings twice a minute (which then must be
converted to flux values reported every minute in the DAS),
while the Eppley NIP takes a five minute average of flux values
reported every minute. Thus, the EKO sensor may have a
faster response time than the Eppley NIP.
3.2.2 Over-Reporting Sunshine Minutes
The main objective of the analysis of the over-reporting of daily
total minutes of sunshine was to answer the following question.
What percent of the time does the EKO report "sun" when the
Eppley NIP is reporting less than 108 Wattlm 2?
Test results have shown that the EKO's over-report daily total
minutes of sunshine by only 1.8% or less when compared to
the Eppleys daily total minutes of sunshine.

129820

879

0.7

116866

498

0.4

133218

1326

1.0

504118

2850

0.6

3.3 ASOS Algorithm
The current requirements for an ASOS sunshine algorithm
include calculating the Daily Total Minutes of Sunshine,
Monthly Hours of Sunshine, Monthly Percent Possible
Sunshine (for Monthly Summary Message), and Daily Percent
Possible Sunshine. The requirements do not include the use
or storage of raw flux values at this time.
The ASOS algorithm would convert raw voltage values
received from the EKO twice a minute, and convert the voltage
to flux values. The algorithm would use the higher of the two
flux values each minute and count each minute as "sun" if the
highest EKO flux value was above 120 Wattlm 2 threshold, or
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"no sun" if the highest EKO flux value was at or below the
120 Wattlm2 threshold. The algorithm would then add the
number of minutes of "sun" for the day, and use that number
as the Daily Total Minutes of Sunshine.
To meet climatological requirements for sunshine, the ASOS
Sunshine Algorithm must calculate percent possible sunshine
(a function of latitude) at each site. Maximum possible daily
sunshine tables are currently available for each ASOS station.
These sunshine tables can be found on the ASOS site normaIs
page. These sunshine tables will be modified based on
obstructions such as buildings or mountains at each site. The
sunshine tables will be designed so they can be edited if
corrections are needed in the future.

An independent test was conducted at Sterling, VA (SRD) to
determine if the station's latitude had any effect on the daily
total minutes of sunshine calculated from the EKO sensors.
To simulate latitudinal variation, several EKO sensor were tilted
at 50 increments from angles simulating low latitudes (50) to
angles simulating high latitudes (600). The results showed that
latitude variation did not change the daily total minutes of
sunshine calculated by the algorithm.
A separate study was conducted by Hughes STX for the
ASOS SOMO to determine the standard solar elevation angle
at which the EKO sensor exceeds the threshold of
120 Wattlm 2 • The results of the study conclude that under
clear atmospheric conditions the solar elevation angle when the
EKO exceeded 120 Wattlm2 would be near 00. Therefore, the
ASOS sunshine algorithm will calculate the possible minutes of
sunshine between 00 elevation angle in the morning, and 00
elevation angle in the evening.
The daily total minutes of sunshine with the EKO sensor (or
any sunshine sensor) will decrease when compared to the
historical human observed daily total minutes of sunshine. This
is due to the fact that humans add "correction minutes" to the
total daily minutes of sunshine to account for obstructions
from trees, buildings, hills, etc. The ASOS sunshine sensor
algorithm will NOT add "correction minutes" to the Daily Total
Minutes of Sunshine. Thus the Daily Total Minutes of
Sunshine measured by a sunshine sensor will decrease when
compared to climatological daily total minutes of sunshine.
However, the daily percent possible sunshine will not change.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Test results from the 1996-1997 field test have shown that the
EKO MS-91 Sunshine Sensor is well within the specifications
(+1-10%) for sunshine duration, sunshine duration overreporting, and sunshine duration under-reporting. The EKO
MS-91 is a good candidate sensor for ASOS because it fully
meets these ASOS sunshine algorithm requirements.
The ASOS SOMO will continue to test the EKO MS-91
Sunshine Sensor at the four field sites chosen for this study at
Decisions about
least until the summer of 1998.
implementation of the EKO MS-91 Sunshine Sensor into
operational ASOS sites will not be made until the study is
concluded, and all meteorological, engineering, and software
concerns about integrating the EKO sunshine sensor into
operational ASOS sites are addressed.
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Introduction
In the late seventies and early eighties Stigter and his local collaborators intensively
researched in Tanzania the physics of the Piche evaporimeter (or atmometer), to
understand how values obtained with its shaded version could be used for two
purposes: in replacement of the aerodynamic term in the Penman equation and as an
ancillary isothermal anemometer. The fifteen references of a paper presented at
TECIMO-IV in Brussles (Ibrahim et al., 1989) review the early work in Tanzania
and that paper reports on the results of validation experiments in the Sudan.
Ibrahim et al. (1989) proved the suitability of the use of a round 25 cm diameter
shade in the open, developed to overcome the problems of using Piches within a
Steevenson screen (Stigter et al., 1995). They also showed the seasonal variation of
the relationship between shaded Piche evaporation and the aerodynamic term of the
Penman equation, exemplified with data from Sudan.
The shaded Piche evaporimeter as an ancillary anemometer
Results obtained by Kainkwa and Stigter in two rather different agroforestry
systems (unpublished, data in Kainkwa, 1992) confirm that shaded Piche
evaporimeters can be used in interpolating or extrapolating wind speeds measured
with cup anemometers, using the simple square root of mean wind dependence
model
E p =b*,(u+a
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as long as efts - ejTa is conservative (Stigter and Viso, 1981). This means in
practice that spatial temperature gradients (Ta' averaged air temperture; T s '
averaged blotting paper surface temperature, both in K) and spatial water vapour
pressure gradients (ea' averaged partial water vapour pressure in air; e s , averaged
saturated partial water vapour pressure at the evaporating surface, both in hPa)
should be small for high accuracy of the correlation between ..[u and E p • Here E p
(mm/h) is Piche evaporation averaged over an experimental run, varying from half a
day to several days when wind speeds are relatively low (order between 0.5 and 2
rn!s), or of at least several hours (for higher wind speeds).
The values of the empirical constant a were found to be close to zero, particularly
when the (0,0) point was added as a measuring point. The values of empirical
constant b were found to vary, run by run and height by height, particularly due to
inequalities in temperatures, in humidities and in turbulence. However, this does not
negatively influence the use of the Piche as an ancillary anemometer in such
agroforestry systems for quantifying wind speed gradients. In a coffee system with
huge umbrella shade trees, in Lyamungu, Tanzania, on the slopes of the
Kilimanjaro, correlations between cup anemometers and Piches were > 0.90 for the
low wind speeds experienced, while for the conditions at a savanna woodland edge,
at Setchet, Hanang, Tanzania, with high wind speeds, these correlations were > 0.95,
after separating the data at 1 m and 2.5 m height (Table 1, Kainkwa, 1992).
In Sudan, Mohammed et al. (1996; 1998) reported that wind speed reduction within
the windward edge of a eucalyptus shelterbelt keeping sand out of an irrigated area
at Sihaimab, north-western Gezira, was in the order of 15%, 25%, 40% and 65% for
2.5 m, 7.5 m, 12.5 m and 17.5 m inwards into the shelterbelt, compared to the wind
speed 2.5 m in front of the belt, as obtained from roughly temperature corrected
evaporation reduction of shaded Piches at a height of 1 m. Piche evaporation had
also here been calibrated against cup anemometry.
Oteng'i et al. (unpublished, data in Oteng'i, 1996), in a complex agroforestry system,
with hedges around and dispersed fruit trees within a traditional maize/bean
intercrop, in semi-arid Matanya, Laikipia region, Kenya, tested Piche evaporimeters
for wind speed interpolations and extrapolations. They correlated wind reductions
obtained from cup anemometers with those obtained from the squares of Piche
evaporation, with the reference cup outside the agroforestry system as well as with
the reference cup within the system. The latter case gave high correlations (r > 0.99)
under all conditions while for the former case the correlation was only that high
when the (0,0) point was included (Oteng'i, 1996).
Between multiple shelterbelts at Yambawa, northern Nigeria, Onyewotu et al.
(unpublished, data in Onyewotu, 1996) confirmed that highly changing conditions
near the start and end of the rainy season, rainfall itself, low wind speeds and low
wind speed ranges negatively influence the correlations between shaded Piche
evaporation and the square root of weekly mean wind speed. These data were taken
weekly for two growing seasons. Data were not corrected for changes in humidity
and temperature. The Piche could also be used to check on variation in shelterbelt
permeability (Onyewotu, 1996).
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Concluding remarks
The five examples reviewed here show that within agroforestry systems, woodlands,
shelterbelts and other relatively dense plantings, where spatial gradients of
temperature and humidity are small, the shaded Piche may be used for wind speed
interpolations and extrapolations, if the range of wind speeds is considerable and
wind speeds are not too small (below 0.5 mJs) for too long a period. Taking a
reference from within these systems considerably improves the correlations in
comparison to a reference outside the system, such as in front of an edge or
shelterbelt or in a clearing or just in the open (Oteng'i, 1996; Mohammed et al.,
1996; 1998).
Special applications, such as in quantifYing variations in shelterbelt permeability
(Onyewotu, 1996), in detecting tunnelling effects (Kainkwa and Stigter, 1994) and
differences in turbulence with height (Kainkwa, 1992), as well as in separating
horizontal and vertical air movement (Kainkwa, 1992; Oteng'i, 1996), show the value
of multi-point observations under highly inhomogeneous conditions. Cheap
interpolation and extrapolation possibilities such as with the shaded Piche in wind
observations yield substantial advantages in such cases.
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Table 1: Example of correlations between square root of average wind speed and
average Piche evaporation. .§!. is the Y intercept, b is the slope of the line, r is the
correlation coefficient, h is the run period in hours, Uo and Ux are respectively
maximum and minimum wind speed records in m/s for an average of h hours, Ep(av)
is average Piche evaporation in mm/h, n is the number of data points, EY is the
standard error of Y estimate and EX is the standard error of X coefficient. Bold
values are regTession coefficients where the point (0,0) was added as a measuring
point.
Groups of 6 data points for 2.5 m height.
Case

a

EY

Uo

Ux

Ep(av)

r

P12

0.25
0.00
-13.90
-0.03
-0.29
-0.01
0.23
0.04
-0.93
-0.08
-1.13
-0.14
0.98
0.09
2.96
0.18

0.12
0.11
0.43
0.47
0.84
0.76
0.46
0.41
0.36
0.34
0.19
0.24
0.37
0.36
0.38
0.47

6.29

5.40

7.44

9.20

8.33

9.57

7.38

4.60

13.27

6.93

2.38

3.21

6.22

2.90

12.46

5.96

2.51

4.20

7.76

3.85

11.60

7.59

4.43

13.08

0.90
1.00
0.76
0.99
0.85
0.99
0.81
0.96
0.99
1.00
0.98
0.99
0.98
1.00
0.96
1.00

P22
P32
P42
P52
P62
P72
P82
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h

n

b

EX

16

6

2.95
3.05
7.88
3.22
5.39
5.28
1.36
1.45
6.26
5.87
2.57
2.11
4.46
4.83
4.22
5.36
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Currently, almost all the instruments used by the Chinese meteorological
service are designed and manufactured at home. A dozen primary
manufacturers are involved in the production of surface observation, upper-air
sounding, weather radars, profilers and satellite image receiving/processing
system. the products manufactured have satisfied the basic equipment needs of
meteorological observatories and stations. At the same time, through evergrowing worldwide exchanges and cooperation, these products' perfonnances
have been improved steadily, and been adaptive to the modernization of the
Chinese meteorological service.
Chinese surface observing stations are equipped with various instruments
used for routine observations such as glass thermometers, mercury barometers,
thennohygrometers, aneroid barometers, auto-anemoscopes, rain gauges,
telemetering precipitation gauges , sun detectors, radiometers, radiation autorecorders, etc. These instruments have been manufactured in great quantity
for several decades and are automatizing and telemetering their single or multielements. In recent years, 3 types of telemering weather stations have passed
the service qualification test and a few of them have been installed at weather
stations on pilot operation. In addition, 114 sets of domestically produced
Four-Element Automatic Weather Stations and 52 sets of telemetering
. precipitation stations have been installed in four local hazardous weather
observation networks and rainfall observation networks, in order to acquire
high-density observing data.
In China, 120 stations have been set up for upper-air detection, using the upperair sounding systems composed of Model 701 secondary wind-finding radar

and Model 59 code sounder (400 IvIHz). Five of them have been equipped
with newly developed C-band primary wind-fmding radar/electronic upper-air
At the same time, the development of an Lsounding system (400 :rv1Hz).
band secondary wind-finding radar/electronic sounding systems is being
undertaken, and is expected to replace the current secondary wind-finding
radar/code sounding systems currently in use. All the systems mentioned have
microcomputer processing tenninals for the automatic processes of detection
data.
Two domestic factories provide sounding balloons made of natural latex,
ranging in weight from 10 grams to 1500 grams, whose good perfonnance
satisfy the need of sounding operation.
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In China, almost half of the sounding stations are equipped with hydrogen
producing canisters, creating hydrogen by chemical means. The other half are
equipped with electrolysis equipments where hydrogen is obtained by
electrolyzing water. There are two types of equipments: high voltage and
normal voltage with production rates of 3 stere/hour and 2 stere/hour
respectively. These can fully meet the needs of2-4 soundings each day.
With the increased needs for remote sensing technology to be used in severe
weather detection, the China Meteorological Administration has focused on
the development of weather radars and wind profilers.
Currently, there are 7 types of weather radar and digital signal processing
equipments, manufactured by 4 factories, including those working on S, C, and
X band and two systems which are Doppler Weather Radars. 17 S-band, 42 Cband and 175 X-band weather radars have been installed nationwide, ten of
which are Doppler Radars. In 1995, the Chinese Huayun Corp. and Lockheed
Martin Corp., which is the manufacturer of the WSR-88D Radar, set up a
joint venture to develop S-band Doppler Radar (called CINRAD) on the basis
of WSR-88D. CINRAD's performance will be as good as WSR-88D and its
selling price will be far lower than WSR-88D. The product will be the new
generation radar installed and interconnected in a weather radar net of China in
the 21st century. The first one will be installed in Hefei city for Anhui
Provincial Meteorological Bureau.
In 1995, we began the production of wind profilers operating at 900 Hz for
temperature measurement, whose highest detection altitude is 2000 meters.
Three systems have been installed in China to date in order to provide wind and
temperature profiles up to 2000m for meso- and small-scale weather detection.
Since 1988, China has launched three meteorological satellites of the series FY1 and FY-2. The former is polar orbiting and the latter is geo-stationary. FY-2
was just launched and put into operation in 1997. The weather data obtained
has found wide application in stations at different levels. In addition to the
data obtained from Chinese satellites, information from NOAA (D.S.A) and
GMS (Japanese) are also received and processed. China has manufactured a
dozen different types of satellite data receiving and processing equipments with
adequate software supports. The following five are widely used:
HY-IA, CMAPPS and WF are used to process satellite images, which are
received from geo-stationary satellites S-VISSR and LR-FAX, and can also
process S-band phototelemetry (synoptic charts and satellite images) from the
Chinese FY-2. The CMAPPS mentioned above is an expansible integrated
microcomputer.
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There are two kinds of multi-purpose meteorological satellite information
receiving & processing systems, each with all the functions in processing
nephograms from polar orbit satellite HRPT and geo-stationary satellites SVISSR and LR-FAX.
To ensure the steady and reliable operation of meteorological instruments used
in all the meteorology departments, CMA has built an instrument and
technology support system including supply, maintenance, quality supervision
and measurement verification. License regulation is applied in the quality
supervision. Only those instruments with an authentication license issued by
CMA can be used in the Weather Service.
Besides satisfying the domestic needs, through the VCP program of WMO and
various bi-Iateral cooperation programs and trade, a certain number of
equipments are exported every year, including kits of instrument of surface
observation , upper air detection and satellitic data receiving processor system.
So far, almost 60 developing countries have received the donated
meteorological instruments or equipments from China, and the AFDOS system,
a system for data collecting, processing and analyzing and for forecasting is
used in many countries. After all, China is a developing country, the
development of meteorological instruments are based on application low cost
purpose, at the same time, with the technical advancement, the performances
are promoted steadily. China would like to cooperate with other member
countries in the development of meteorological instruments, and is ready to
provide equipments or experts on that respect to any country in need. As
one of the two regional instrument centers of RAIl, China would continue to
commit to its duties, and make contribution to technical exchange, personnel
training, and instrument comparison, and so on.
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